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HENEY BECQUE.

1837—1899.

fXl
7THEN Henry Becque died, twelve years
/ ago, after a life of bitter struggles against

f poverty, he was recognized by his fellow

playwrights as a master of the French
stage. He never was a prolific writer,

having produced only eight plays during thirty

years of literary activities, but he left two master-
pieces, Les Corheaux and La Parisienne, which have
taken their places in the repertoire of the French
Theatre on a par with the works of Moliere. His
disciples and friends remained ever faithful and
succeeded in having a statue erected to him in one
of the finest quarters in Paris. And yet, although

justly celebrated, Henry Becque was not widely

known, and is scarcely known even today by the

masses. He certainly does not enjoy the popularity

of Augier and Dumas Fils, his great contemporaries

who brought forth regular productions. His name,
however, is penetrating deeper and deeper among
the public, and, willingly or unwillingly, the modern
playwrights who followed him have been influenced
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4 HENRY BECQUE

by his talent and mastery. The public is learning

slowly to appreciate the clean perfection of Les Cor-

beaux, the sober and gloomy breath of La Parisienne,

and the bitter satire of Les Polichinelles.

Even such a conservative critic as M. Rene Dou-

mic, after admitting that Becque gave an entirely

new impulse to the French Stage, says about him

:

"The leading spirit of the revival of the French stage is

Henry Becque. He was the leader of the new school. From
his work the movement started. A curious figure is pre-

sented by this writer, whose name was almost glorified and
who, plying a trade which enriched so many others, in a

society in which he counted many admirers, was not able to

make sure of his daily bread. Embittered against society,

angry at his more fortunate colleagues, he went on scattering

his bitter epigrams in cenacles and parlors. He was won-
derfully endowed for bitter observation. He possessed a force

of comical expression, of rare intensity; on the other hand
being absolutely lacking in imagination, he gave a very curi-

ous example of vigorous talents and unproductiveness.

"His work is contained in two plays: Les Corheaux and
La Parisienne. In *The Crows,' a very prosperous manu-
facturer is suddenly overtaken by death. He leaves a wife

and three daughters. These four unfortunates will have to

struggle amidst the embarrassment of a complicated inher-

itance. Immediately the 'Crows' pounce upon them. The
crows are, the father's partner, the notary, the architect, the

tradesmen. They agree together and vie in rascality. And
during three acts we witness the odious maneuver through
which these bandits are rushing to ruin a defenseless family.

The whole family, which we had met in the first act carefree

and rich, would be reduced to abject poverty if one of the

daughters had not been fortunate enough to find favor in

the eyes of old Teissier, one of the crows. She marries him,
so as to save mother, sisters and herself. She does this with
decision, without vain whimpering. They are saved. *Ah\I

my poor child,' says Teissier at the end of the play, 'since

the death of your father, you were surrounded by none but
rascals !' The poor girl knows it only too well, and she also

knows that Teissier was the greatest rascal of them all.

"In the first act of La Parisienne we find the famous scene
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which is indeed a marvel of the art of suddenly bringing a

situation to the consciousness of the audience. Lafont is

pressing peaceful Clothilde with questions and overwhelming
her with reproaches : 'Where do you come from ?—Open this

desk.' We think that we are in the presence of a jealous

and suspicious husband who is showing a great deal ol vio-

lence in this conjugal quarrel when Clothilde soothes him
with one word : 'Hush, here is my husband !' The sudden
shock of surprise suddenly undeceives the public which had
been led astray and informs us of the kind of situation being

studied. Lafont's and Clothilde's liaison is one of those

sinful but established liaisons in which habit has taken the

place of love, and which through their calmness, duration, I

was almost going to say respectability, resemble marriage.

"Such are the types of humanity which Becque has seen

and put upon the stage. He experienced a sort of ferocious

joy in showing them to us so thoroughly odious, he took

delight in blackening the picture. He made each one of his

speeches a condensation of gall and irony. There is no theatre

known so absolutely based upon hatred. This explains why
the plays of Henry Becque, however great their merit, were
appreciated by only a very small public. The masses do not

love what makes them sad. They do not go to the theatre

to come back ill disposed and dissatisfied with themselves.

All this misanthropy keeps them away. This also explains

why Becque could not renew himself. This art which dis-

dains shades, which shows us nothing but clear pictures of

wickedness and silliness, is short. Henry Becque had said

in these two plays all he had to say. The mastery of exe-

cution, however, gave to these plays a lasting value, and
at the same time secured for him an influence the effects

of which were felt at once. In Becque's work a distinction

was to be made between the pessimistic conception of life

which is personal to the author, and the realistic conception

of art which might authorize very different pictures. Becque's

disciples made no distinction. They adopted both and as

was to be expected, overdid and promptly discredited them
by awkward imitations.''

This criticism would have been modified had
Becque lived to complete Les Polichinelles, a play

•which treats of social conditions on a larger scale
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and abounds in those scathing speeches which tear

off the last veil of hypocrisy and reveal the human
brute in its true light.

Henry Becque was the son of a bank cashier, and
was initiated into the mysteries of business by his

father, who intended him to obtain a position in

some administration; but the young man had no
taste for figures, and felt himself strongly attracted

by literature and the stage. Like all young French
authors, Becque began by writing verses, and, hav-

ing formed a strong friendship with the composer
Victorin de Joncieres, the latter asked him to write

the libretto of an opera. Becque wrote Sardanapale,

a libretto in three acts and five scenes imitated from
Lord Byron, which was represented at the Theatre-

Lyrique on the 8th of February, 1867. In this the

young poet almost performed a miracle : the libretto

had sense ; the verses, far from being meaningless,

were pleasant and lyrical. A little later he wrote
L'Enfant Prodigue, a vaudeville in four acts, which
was represented for the first time in Paris at the

Vaudeville on the 6th of November, 1868. Becque
was then just over thirty and had not yet tasted of

the bitterness of life. This is the period of his life

of which he speaks so charmingly in his *
' Souvenirs

d 'un auteur dramatique " :

—

"I was living then, rue Matignon, in an apartment such
as I like, well situated, light and empty. The room I used
most was quite large, it was furnished with a wooden shelf

against the wall, an arm chair and a walking stick; nothing
else. I paced this room from night till morning in a state

of excitement which is natural to me and which I need.

More often I worked in front of the looking glass. I sought
the very gesture of my characters and waited until the proper
word, the exact phrase came to my lips. All I want when
I write is to satisfy myself.

"It was charming there during the summer. As soon as
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daylight appeared, I went to open my window and went to

bed. A beam of gold coming from a neighboring garden

entered my room with flowers and birds. The Champs-
Elysees were my own. I was always the first stroller, the

stroller who goes away as soon as the other arrives. It was
there, let the critics know it, in the fresh air and foliage,

with the sky over my head, that I found my most cruel

speeches. To tell the truth, the evenings were sometimes

hard when I wanted to stand before my glass again. The
music from the circus and concert halls which I could hear

distinctly distracted my mind. Then I envied all those idlers

who were drinking beer while listening to popular songs.

"My family lived a short distance away in the same street.

I lived there as much as at home. I used to go often to

sit with my mother. She listened to me with kindness and
distress. She had seen the life of playwrights at close range.

"Every week, my sister, her husband and her little girl

came to dine with us. It was the day which we waited and
it was noisier than the other days. I did my level best, I

invented a thousand foolish things and I carved the poultry.

I was the only one heard in the house. And what a triumph
it was for me when my father, who was not inclined to laugh-

ter, suddenly burst out in loud guffaws exclaiming: *How
silly the fool is !' We were at times anxious and thoughtful,

but we had never known great sorrow nor the void made
by death.''

It was during this period of his life that he com-
posed the drama Michel Pauper, which was played

at the Porte-Saint-Martin on the 17th of June, 1870.

It would be almost impossible to believe that the

author of Michel Pauper and of Les Corheaux is one

and the same man. Michel Pauper is a wild drama,
violent—almost mad—and the language is simply-

appalling ; it is a fictitious drama, and Henry Becque
had no imagination. The drama was played on the

eve of the war of 1870, and consequently held the

stage only a short while. It was played again later,

at the Odeon, on the 15th of December, 1886.

Henry Becque enlisted at the beginning of the
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war. After the campaign, he composed a new play,

L'Enlevement, played at the Vaudeville on the 18th

of November, 1871. It was a flat failure, and, for

a time, Henry Becque was discouraged. He writes

:

"After the brilliant failure of L'Enlevement, on which I

had worked several months and which brought me one hun-

dred and fifty francs, I thought indeed that the French stage

and I should never meet again. I had gone to the stock

exchange and was working on commission. I had a few
friends there who were kind enough to give me their business,

but this very personal following, which was very small, and
which lost regularly, became smaller and smaller every month.
I soon became an idler coming to the stock exchange for news
and to set my watch.

"The stage became again my last hope. I never had any
manuscripts stacked away, that I must admit. I do not

know what it is to take notes or write scenarios. I write a

play as one wins a woman, if you will allow the comparison,

by attending to nothing else. But the plays always require

Bome time.

"I must be good and courageous. I must lock myself in

the midst of Paris and perhaps for a whole year. L'Enleve-

ment had been written hastily during the sorrow caused by
the invasion and by pecuniary embarrassment. I had made
up my mind this time, as I undertook a new play, to defend
it against everything and to carry it out without faltering

and to write it vigorously. I have times like that when the

artist awakens, and when the form seduces me, which is my
last illusion."

It was then that he composed two comedies in one
act, the first one La Navette, which was played at

the Gymnase on the 15th of November, 1878; and
another, Les Honnetes Femmes, played at the Gym-
nase on the 1st of January, 1880, revived at the

Eenaissance on the 7th of February, 1885, and finally

played at the Comedie-Fran§aise on the 27th of Octo-

ber, 1886. These two plays are far above what is

expected in what are usually called ''curtain rais-

ers." Then he met great sorrows with "the dead
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that are taken away and the places which remain
empty," and he was driven almost in spite of him-

self to compose the next play. Mr. Gustave Lar-
romnent analyzed correctly the evolution which took

place within Henry Becque

:

"The family was scattered and destroyed by death. Then
the law stepped in with 'The Crows/ redoubtable and greedy,

the black sinister pitiless crows. They pounced upon the

nest whose warmth he had enjoyed, and scattered it, carrying

away its remains.

"Becque was overcome with sorrow and hatred. He had
imagined the fictitious drama of Michel Pauper; this time he
had but to look. Shuddering with inward anger, he overcame
it to observe more clearly. He wrote Les Corheaux.

"His was a generous and straightforward nature. His first

youth had thrown him into romanticism which, in our century,

was the dream of human kindness. Contact with life, on the

threshold of maturity, brought him back to realism, which is

the experience of evil. Henceforth he will confine himself to

this and write only the results of a painful and narrow observ-

ation which is a mixture of clairvoyance and disillusion. His
deceived generosity had led him to contempt for human
nature. All he asked of imagination was the minimum of

fiction necessary to form a frame for the truth. He will

write of his life a narrow life."

Henry Becque peddled Les Corheaux to all the

theatres of Paris except the Comedie-FranQaise,

which he considered inaccessible. The play was
unanimously rejected,

**By chance he remembered the former director of

the Comedie-FrauQaise, Edward Thierry, who had
retired to the library of the arsenal. Thierry read
the play, saw its high value, and brought it to the

attention of his successor, Emile Perrin, who had
the good taste to heed the recommendation of his

predecessor. Les Corheaux was rehearsed at once

and played for the first time on the 14th of Septem-
ber, 1882."
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A catastroplie had been Becque's inspiration for

Les Corheaux; a liaison gave him the inspiration

for La Parisienne, his other masterpiece, about

which he used to say

:

^'La Parisienne is just a sketch. Good enough to

show witty people that one can have as much wit as

they have."
He dreamed of more powerful and larger works.

He had begun the first two acts of a vast comedy
picturing suspicious financiers and the ward poli-

ticians who live around the great adventurers of

the Stock Exchange. Much curiosity was aroused

on the boulevards, in the newspapers, and in the

green rooms.

M. Albert Carre, who was then director of the

Vaudeville, wanting to make sure of the play, ac-

cepted Les Polichinelles before it was finished, as

is proved by the following letter from Henry Becque,

Aprils, 1890:

"My dear Mr. Carre:

—

"This is to acknowledge the reception of your letter of the

first of this month, from which I copy the following:
" *I accept your play Les Polichinelles. It will be played

during the season, 1890-1891.

"*I want you to give me the manuscript on the first of

next October.'

"We are quite agreed.

"Yours truly,

"Henry Becque."

But although Becque lived nine years longer, he
never finished Les Polichinelles, the manuscript
of which was published last year in L'Illustration
Theatrale.

M. Jules Lemaitre, commenting upon Henry
Becque, says:
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"The pessimism of Henry Becque, according to those who
knew him intimately, was very jovial. He was far from gentle

in his judgment of persons and things, but he had the repu-

tation of being quite impartially and disinterestedly ferocious

just for Art's sake. He so thoroughly enjoyed his most cruel

speeches that he laughed over them before, while and after

uttering them, and the artistic gratification he felt removed
the sting to a certain extent. He was a misanthrope who
reviled the world while shaking with laughter over it all.

"And yet, there is nothing smoother or more simple in its

vigorous clearness, nothing nearer truth than his dialogue.

The characters are you or I. What they say is what is said

daily, as a matter of course, without giving it a thought—and
those speaking are natural, are monstrous! And it is to

M. Becque's credit that he made us feel so clearly that they

are both.

"You remember those speeches which are so time and so

startling, but whose significance seems to escape those who
utter them, these moral abominations, quietly and tranquilly

spoken by people of good education, who are no rascals ? These
speeches throw a search-light into the utmost depths of human
folly and hypocrisy. They jar one into a startled intro-

spection, during which one wonders if he might not have
uttered them himself and whether or not he is a gentleman."

What gives the zest to those speeches! The fact

that the characters imagine that they are express-

ing laudable or at least legitimate sentiments, while

in reality those they express are abominable. What
is comical is the contrast between the opinion they
have of themselves and the opinion we form about
them, between what they believe themselves to be
and what they are.

In this respect there are very few plays richer

than La Parisienne, Les Corheaux and Les Polichi-

nelles. Benedict Papot.
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Les Corbeaux is unique in modern comedy. Never
played, to my knowledge, in English, its ideas, its

characterization, its ground-plan, have been ruth-

lessly appropriated. The verb ''to steal" is never

conjugated in theatreland. Yet this play's simplicity

is appealing. A loving father of a family, a good-

tempered bourgeois, dies suddenly. His affairs turn

out badly. His widow and three daughters fall into

the hands of the ravens, the partner of their father,

his lawyer, his architect, and a motley crew of trades-

people. Ungrateful matter this for dramatic pur-

poses. Scene by scene Becque exposes the outer and
inner life of these defenseless women and their secret

and malign persecutors. Every character is an elab-

orate portrait. Naturally, the family go to the dogs,

and the wickedest villain of the lot catches in mar-
riage the flower of the unhappy flock. His final

speech is sublime, ''My child, since your father's

death you were hemmed in by a lot of designing
scoundrels." And by inference he pats himself on
the back, he, the worst scoundrel of all. If you tell

me that the theme is not a pleasant or suitable one
for the drama, I shall recommend you to the spirit of

the late Henry Becque for answer. Les Corheaux
is the bible of the dramatic realists.

—

Prom ICONO-
CLASTS,a Book of Dbamatists,^^ James Huneker,
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Becque might have sought to learn from Scribe

the secret of the "well-constructed" play; he, the

hundredth in succession to Dumas fils, might have
tried his hand at a ''problem play," with a happy
ending; he preferred to spend the leisure of a
rejected author in re-reading Moliere and in observ-

ing life. Moliere and Life ; surely two pretty good
masters? They appear to have taught M. Becque
that nothing interests us or amuses us so much as

to see people unconsciously engaged in a blind pur-

suit of their own advantage or passion, whitherso-

ever it leads them, or to hear them reveal them-
selves ''without wishing it or knowing it," in

phrases whose true bearing they fail to catch. Now,
take one of these characters and place him in a
situation which brings his besetting sin, his mas-
ter passion, into play. Then leave him to himself;

don't, on any account, interfere, or you will spoil

everything. No complication, no catastrophe, noth-

ing but the development of character. Above all,

no intervention on the part of Providence. In M.
Becque 's plays the gods never appear; men get

along as they can. How does one know when the

play is over? Why, the curtain falls. And when
does the curtain fall? When the author has drawn
out of his characters all that they are capable of in

a given situation. This, in its main outlines, is the

dramatic system whose masterpieces have been Les
Corbeaux and La Parisienne.— From MODERN
FRENCH DRAMA, by Augustin Filon.



THE CROWS.

A Comedy in Four Acts, by Henry Becque.

Translated by Benedict Papot.

Represented for the first time at the Comedie
Frangaise on the 14th of September, 1882.

CAST OF CHARACTERS:

ViGNERON, manufacturer.
Teissier, former loan broker, partner of Vigneron.

Bourdon, notary.

Merckens, music teacher.

Lefort, architect.

Dupuis, furniture dealer.

August, servant.

A Physician.

George de Saint-Genis. 1

Lenormand, Isilent characters.

General. Fromentin.
J

Mme. Vigneron.
Mme. de Saint-Genis.

Marie,

Blanche, > daughters of Vigneron.

Judith,
Rosalie.

Copyright, 1912, by The Dramatic Publishing Company.
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THE CROWS
A Comedy in Four Acts by Henry Becqne.

ACT I.

[The stage represents a parlor. Brilliant decora-

tion, too luxurious. At the back of the stage, three

double doors; double doors on both sides. On the

stage, to the right, a piano. Left, against the ivall a

writing desk, next a fireplace. Up stage left, a table;

down stage, a sofa. Various pieces of furniture, look-

ing glass, flowers, etc. As the curtain rises, Vigneron
is discovered, stretched on the sofa, in his dressing

gown and with a newspaper in his hand. He is doz-

ing. Marie, seated beside him, is doing needle-work,

Judith is at the piano, Blanche at the table, upon
which she is writing.]

Mme. Vignekon. [Entering.] Close your piano,

Judith, dear, your father is asleep. [Going to the

table.] Blanche?
Blanche. Mama ?

Mme. Vignekon. Are you through?
Blanche. In a minute.

Mme. Vigneron. Did you count how many we
shall be at the table?

Blanche. Sixteen.

[Mme. Vigneron takes a chair and goes to sit by
the side of Blanche.]

Blanche. Do you believe that the dinner will be
better for putting the menu on the plate ?

Mme. Vigneron. It will at least not be worse.

15



16 THE CROWS

Blanche. What a peculiar custom! Are you
sure it is the correct thing?

Mme. Vigneron. Sure and certain. I read it in

the ** Bourgeois' Cook Book."
Blanche. Shall we decide on the places together?

Mme. Vigneeon. Let's see ! First, Mme. de Saint-

Genis?

Blanche. That's done.

Mme. Vigneeon. Her son f

Blanche. You may be sure that I did not forget

him.

Mme. Vigneeon. Father Mouton?
Blanche. The dear Father. I shall have received

all the sacraments from his hand—baptism, commu-
nion—and marriage

!

Mme. Vigneeon. If you chatter like that at each

name, we shall not be through in a week, M. Teissier

!

Blanche. Here is M. Teissier. I could have de-

prived myself of his presence.

Vigneeon. [Awakening.] What's that I hear? Is

it Mademoiselle Blanche who speaks with such

authority in my house ?

Blanche. Yes, papa, it is your little Blanche.

Vigneeon. And may I know what M. Teissier did

to you. Mademoiselle ?

Blanche. To me? Nothing! He is old, ugly,

coarse, miserly and always looks at one stealthily

—

that alone would be sufficient to make me suffer

when I come into contact with him.

Vigneeon. Very good! All right! I'll fix that I

Madame Vigneron, you will have that little girl's

plate removed, she will dine in her room.
Blanche, Why don't you add that we shall sign

the contract of marriage without me I

Vigneron. If you say another word, I won't let

you marry. There

!
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[A pause.]

Marie. [After rising.] Listen to me, my dear

father, and answer me seriously, which you never do
when we speak to you of your health. How do you
feel?

ViGNERON. Pretty well.

Marie. And yet your face is flushed.

ViGNERON. Is it? That will pass in the open air.

Marie. If you were to feel dizzy again, we should

have to send for a doctor.

ViGNERON. A doctor ! Do you want me to die ?

Marie. Since you are joking about it and you
know that it grieves me, don't let's speak of it any
more. [She leaves him, he catches her hy the bottom

of her dress and brings her back into his arms.]

Vigneron. So you love your old father Vigneron
very, very much?

Marie. Yes, I love you very, very, very much. But
you do nothing that I wish you to do and that you
ought to do. In the first place, you should work less,

enjoy your fortune a little more and take care of

yourself when you are sick.

Vigneron. I am not sick, my child ! I know what's
the matter ! I am somewhat tired, and the blood is

rushing to my head. This happens to me every year,

at this time, when I am taking inventory. The in-

ventory of the firm Teissier, Vigneron and Com-
pany ! Do you know what we were offered, Teissier

and I, for our factory, not longer than a week ago ?

Six hundred thousand francs

!

Marie. You should have taken it.

Vigneron. I'll sell for a million, ten years from
now, and in the meantime, it will make as much more.

Marie. How old will you be then?

Vigneron. How old shall I be? In ten years? I

shall be as old as my grandchildren, and we shall
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have good romps together. [Enter August.] What
do you want, August ?

August. It is your architect who would like to

speak to you.

ViGNEEON. Tell M. Lefort that if he needs to

speak to me, he may call on me at the factory.

August. He just came from the factory.

ViGNEKON. Let him go back to it. I am here at

home, with my wife and my children and will not be

disturbed to receive my contractors. [Exit August.]

Let me get up. [Marie leaves him; he rises with an

effort, is overcome by a slight dizziness and takes a

few tottering steps.]

Maeie. [Going hack to him.] Why will you not

see a doctor ?

ViGNEEON. Aren't we through with that yet?

Maeie. In spite of what you say, you are not well,

and I am worried. Take care of yourself, do some-
thing. If you were to diet for a week, it might make
you perfectly well again.

ViGNEEON. I understand you and your diet ! I eat

too much, isn't that it? Come, speak up, I will not

be angry. I eat too much? Can't help it, girlie. I

have not always had a full table and good things in

plenty. Ask your mother, she will tell you that at the

beginning of our married life I went to bed more
than once without supper. I am making up for it.

It's silly, it's ugly, it hurts me, but I can't resist.

[Leaving Marie.] And also I believe that I made a
mistake in reading the **Siecle" after lunch; it dis-

turbs my digestion. [He rumples the paper and while

going upstage, throws it on the sofa; his glances go
to Judith, who, seated at the piano, with her back to

her father, seems to be lost in her reflections; he goes
to her on tiptoes and shouts in her ear.] Judith

!
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Judith. Oh, father ! I don't like that kind of joke,

and yon know it.

ViGNERON. Do not get angry, Mademoiselle, we
shall not do it any more. Judith, tell me, what's hap-

pening in the moon.
Judith. Make fnn of me now.
ViGNEKON. Where do you get the idea I am making

fun of you? I have a daughter called Judith. Is she

here? Is she elsewhere! How should I know ? She
is never heard.

Judith. I have nothing to say.

ViGNERON. You should speak anyhow.
Judith. What pleasure do you find in always teas-

ing me about that ? I see you, I listen to you, I love

you and I am happy.
ViGNERON. Are you happy ?

Judith. Absolutely.

ViGNERON. Then, daughter, you are right and I am
wrong. Will you kiss me I

Judith. [Rising.] Will I kiss you? A hundred
tiifies instead of once, my dear father. [They kiss.

Enter August.]

ViGNERON. What 's the matter again ? Can 't I kiss

my children in peace ?

August. M. Dupuis is here, Monsieur.
ViGNERON. Dupuis! Dupuis, the furniture dealer

on the Voges square? What does he want ? I settled

his bill long ago.

August. M. Dupuis came to see, as he was pass-

ing, if Monsieur had any orders for him.

ViGNERON. Tell M. Dupuis for me that I shall not
buy twice from a rascal of his kind. Go. [Exit
August; he goes towards the table.] Now, what you
doing there, both of you?
Mme. Vignerok. Let us alone, my dear. We are

busy with this evening's dinner.
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ViGNEEON. Ah! Mme. Vigneron, come here and

let me whisper into your ear. [Mme, Vigneron rises

and they meet down stage.] So it is agreed, decided,

we give our daughter to that coxcomb.

Mme. Vigneron. Is it to tell me this that you dis-

turb me I

Vigneron. Do listen to me. Goodness knows that

I have nothing against this marriage. Mme. de

Saint-Genis seems to me a good woman. She hasn't

a cent; that isn't her fault. Her son is a nice little

fellow, very gentle, very polite, and has wonderfully

curled hair. By-and-by I shall not hesitate to tell

him that he puts too much grease on it. He earns

a thousand francs in the Department of the Interior

;

that's pretty good for his age. And yet, at the last

moment, I am wondering whether this marriage is

reasonable, and if my daughter will be quite happy
with that little fellow just because he has a **de" in

front of his name.
Mme. Vigneron. Blanche is crazy over her George.

Vigneron. Blanche is a child ; the first young man
she met turned her head, that's very simple.

Mme. Vigneron. What has come over you, my
dear! Why do you question this marriage, which is

as good as completed? I do not suppose that you
are reproaching Mme. de Saint-Genis because of

her financial position ; our own has not always been
what it is now; then what are you complaining
of? That M. George is a handsome, well-brought-up

young man of good family? If he has a **de" in

front of his name, so much the better for him.
Vigneron. It flatters you that your son-in-law will

belong to the nobility.

Mme. Vigneron. Yes, it flatters me; I admit it,

but I would not sacrifice the happiness of one of
my daughters to such a trifle. [She draws closer,
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and in a lower tone.] Do you want me to tell you
everything, VigneronI Blanche is a child, it is true.

The dear girl is as modest and innocent as one can

be, but she has too much feeling for her age; we
shall not repent having married her early. Finally,

Father Mouton, who is a true friend, who has known
us for twenty years, would not have busied himself

with this marriage if it had not been to the advantage
of all concerned.

ViGNEEOiT. Who says anything to the contrary?

But just the same we acted too quickly. In the first

place, a priest who brings about marriages is not

playing his part. And then, will you explain to me
how Mme.de Saint-Genis,who, I repeat, hasn't a cent,

manages to have such fine relations ? I thought that

her son's witnesses would be unimportant people;

and, by Jove! she found two crack ones who beat

our own—a Department Chief and a General! The
Department Chief I can understand—M. George is

in his Department ; but the General

!

Mme. Vigneron. Well, what about the General?
You know very well that M. de Saint-Genis, the

father, was a Captain. Go to your business. [She
leaves him.] Blanche, give your father his coat.

[She goes to the door to the right, which she leaves

open.]

ViGNERON. [He removes his house-gown and slips

on the coat which Blanche brings him.] Here you
are, you ungrateful girl

!

Blanche. Ungrateful ! Why do you call me that?

ViGNERON. You ask me why? If we are rich

to-day, if you are about to marry, if I give you a
dowry, do we not owe it all to M. Teissier?

Blanche. No, papa.

ViGNERON. What do you mean with your "No,
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papa '
' ? Isn 't it Teissier and his factory which made

me what I am?
Blanche. That is to say that you made M. Teis-

sier's factory what it is. Without you, it was costing

him money ; with you, goodness knows how much it

has earned for him. You see, papa, if M. Teissier

were another kind of man—a just man—this is what
he would say to you, after all the trouble you have
taken: ''This factory first belonged to me, then it

belonged to both of us, now it is yours."

ViGNERON. Kind little heart, you put feeling into

everything. One must have feelings, but not depend
too much upon the feelings of others. [He kisses

her.]

Mme. Vigneeon. [Entering.] How is that, Vi-

gneron, still here?

ViGNERON. Mme. Vigneron, answer me this ques-

tion : Am I under obligation to Teissier, or is Teis-

sier under obligation to me!
Mme. Vigneron. Neither one thing nor the other.

Vigneron. Explain that to us.

Mme. Vigneron. Do you care very much, my dear,

about my everlastingly repeating that old story?

Vigneron. Yes, repeat it again.

Mme. Vigneron. M. Teissier, children, was a small

banker at No. 12 Guenegaud Street. We lived in the

same house. We knew him and we did not know him.

We had had recourse to him in times of embarrass-
ment, and he had accepted a few notes without rais-

ing too many objections, because we had the reputa-

tion of being honest people. Later, in the course of

business, M. Teissier found himself with a factory on
his hands. He remembered your father, and offered

to take him as manager, on a salary. At that time,

our home was out of trouble, your father had a good
situation in a good house, and the wisest thing was
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to keep it. Fifteen months passed by; we had
thought no more about that for a long time, when
one evening, at half past nine sharp—I remember
the hour—the door of your room was open and Vi-

gneron and I were looking at each other while you
slept—the bell rang. It was M. Teissier, who, for

the first time, came up our five flights of stairs- He
had come to a great decision : his factory, to speak

plainly, was not doing anything ; he came to implore

your father to save him by becoming his partner.

Vigneron thanked him very politely and put him off

to the next day. As soon as M. Teissier was gone,

your father said to me—listen to what your father

said: " Here is a chance, my dear ; it's coming quite

late, when we were beginning to live in peace. I am
going to have hard work, you will be anxious all the

time until I succeed, if I do succeed! But we have
four children, and their fate may depend on that."

[She wipes a tear and shakes hands with her hus-

band; the children have drawn near; all are moved.]

To come back to what you were asking me, it seems
very simple to me : M. Teissier and M. Vigneron did

business together; it turned out well for both of

them, so they are quits.

Vigneron. Ah, children, how well your mother
speaks! Follow her example and live up to her
standard; you will never be asked for more. [He
kisses his wife.]

Mme. Vigneron. You are taking a great deal of

time, my dear; that isn't natural. Are you still

unwell?

Vigneron. No, my dear; on the contrary, I feel

better. It seems to me that I am quite well. Now, I

am going to request Mile. Judith, the gr-r-reat musi-
cian of the house, to let me hear some music, and then

I shall rid you of my presence.
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Judith. What do you want me to play—*
' II Trova-

tore"!
ViGNEBON. All right for **I1 Trovatore." [To

Blanche.] Is that lively—'*I1 Trovatore"? It's by
Rossini?

Blanche. No ; by Verdi.

ViGNEKON. Ah! Verdi, the composer of "The
Huguenots. '

*

Blanche. No; **The Huguenots" is by Meyer-
beer.

ViGNERON. That's so—the great Meyerbeer. How
old do you suppose he is now—Meyerbeer?
Blanche. He is dead.

ViGNERON. Bah !—well, he died without my notic-

ing it. [To Judith.] You can't find **I1 Trovatore"?
Don't look for it, my child; don't take the trouble.

Just play me "La Dame Blanche.'*

Judith. I do not know it.

ViGNERON. You do uot kuow ' * La Dame Blanche '
' ?

Eepeat that, will you. You do not know? Then
what's the good of the lessons that I have you take

—

lessons at ten francs an hour. What does your pro-

fessor teach you? Come, answer; what does he
teach you?

Judith. He teaches me music.

ViGNERON. Well, isn 't "La Dame Blanche '
' music ?

Marie. [Leading Judith.] Come, my big sister,

play what father asks you to. [Judith sits down at

the piano and begins the celebrated song.]

[Vigneron begins to sing, then his wife, then his

daughter, and, in the middle of the song, Gaston
enters; he first shows his head through the door at

the back, then comes in, goes to the mantelpiece, takes
the shovel and the fire tongs and completes the
charivari.]

ViGNERON. [Running up to his son at the end of
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the song.] Where do you come from, you scamp?
Why were you not at lunch with us ?

Gaston. I lunched at the house of one of my
friends.

ViGNEKON. What's the name of that particular

friend?

Gaston. You do not know him.

ViGNEEON. I should Say I do not know him. Stand
there and let me look at you. [He goes away from
his son to take a better look at him; Gaston still

holds the shovel and the fire tongs; he takes them
away from him, goes and puts them in their place,

comes back, and, standing a few steps from his son,

looks at him tenderly.] Stand up straight! [Goes
up to him and straightens his clothes.] Show me
your tongue. All right ! Cough. Harder than that.

Very well. {In a low voice.] You do not tire your-

self too much, I hope.

Gaston. Doing what, father ? I am not doing any-

thing.

ViGNEEON. You are playing the fool now. When
I tell you, *

'Do not tire yourself too much, '
' I under-

stand what I mean, and you also, you scamp, you
know perfectly well what I mean. Do you need any
money?

Gaston. No.
ViGNEEON. Open your hand.
Gaston. It is useless.

ViGNEEON. [In a louder tone.] Open your hand.
Gaston. I don't want to.

ViGNEEON. And it is father Vigneron who brought
up that child! Put that money in your pocket, and
quicker than that. Amuse yourself, son ; I want you
to amuse yourself. Play the gentleman, raise Cain,

do all you want to. But listen a minute: Outside
of here you are your own master ! Here, before your

UBRART
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sisters, behave! Don't say a word too much, and

above all, don't leave any letters lying around. If

you need a confidant, here I am.
Judith. We are waiting for you, father, for the

second verse.

ViGNERON. [After having looked at his watch.]

You will sing the second verse without me. [He
takes hat and goes towards the door; he stops,

looks at his family, and comes back like a man who
is comfortable where he is, and regrets going away.]

Mme. Vigneron, come here. [Mme. Vigneron goes

near; he passes his arm under hers.] Judith, get up.

[Same play.] Come here, young girls. If I did what I

feel like doing,my loves, I should put on my dressing-

gown again and stay with you until dinner time.

Unfortunately, my work does not do itself, and I

have no income that allows me to live without work-

ing. That may come when I become a landlord. But
we must wait first until my houses are built, and,

secondly, until my children are established. Who
would have thought that my rosy Blanche, the young-

est, would be the first to settle? Whose turn is it

next? Judith's? Ah! Judith is not a young lady

to be easily married. Unless she meets a prince, she

will be an old maid. Let the prince come, let him
present himself, and I shall pay the price. As for

you, scamp, who dares to laugh when I am speaking,

I am letting you sow your wild oats, but that won't
last long. One of these days I will take you with
me, and you will begin by sweeping the factory

—

from top to bottom—until I put you in the shipping
department; I shall see afterward if you are good
for anything. My little Marie is the one who worries
me the least. She is not a dreamer [To Judith.] like

you, nor sentimental [To Blanche.] like you. She
will marry a good, healthy fellow, a hard worker,
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who will recall your father to you all when I am
gone. [To his wife.] I do not speak of you, my
dear; at our age, we have no longer very great

desires nor very great needs. We are happy when
the youngsters are happy. I do not think that these

children would have been happier elsewhere. What's
needed now? That father Vigneron should work a
few years more to secure the future of all these, and
afterward he will have the right to go on the pen-
sion list. I have the honor to salute you.

The Children. Good-bye, papa; kiss me good-
bye. [Vigneron escapes them and goes out quickly.']

Mme. Vigneeon. Now, young ladies, go and dress.

[To Blanche.] I will keep you a minute; I have
something to say to you. [To Marie.] Step into the

kitchen, my child, and warn Rosalie not to keep us
waiting ; shake her up a little ; our old Rosalie loves

us dearly, but dinner is always late. Come, Gaston,

let your sister go to her room. You will take your
music lesson some other time. [Exeunt Judith, Marie
and Gaston.]

Mme. Vigneron. Listen to me, dearie ; I haven't
time to speak to you very long; mind what I am
going to tell you, and do not answer me; it is use-

less. I am not at all satisfied with your behavior
and your manners when your intended is here. You
look at him, you pout at him, he gets up, you get up,

you go into corners to talk together; I want none
of that, and to-day, when we have strangers with us
—to-day less than ever. That George pleases you,

that you love each other, is for the best, since you
are to marry, but you are not married yet. Until

then, I want you to control yourself more and to

keep your feelings to yourself, as a reserved young
girl must do in such cases. There is no need for
your crying. I have had my say. Wipe your eyes,
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kiss your mother, and go and dress. [Blanche leaves

her mother; when she reaches the door to the right,

August enters through the rear and announces:

'^Mme. de Saint-Genis." Blanche stops.] Go and
dress. [Enter Mme. de Saint-Genis.]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Good-morning, Mme. Vi-

gneron. Oh, all right, kiss me. This is more than the

fashion here—it is the rage
;
yon kiss every five min-

utes. I am come early, but do not let my arrival dis-

turb anything. If I am in the way at all, tell me so

frankly. I'll go or I'll stay, as you please.

Mme. Vignekon. Stay, Madam; stay, I beg of

you.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Perhaps you have some
calls to make ?

Mme. Vignekon. Not at all.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Then you are expecting

some?
Mme. Vignekon. No, indeed.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Shall I take off my hat?

Mme. Vignekon. Or I am going to take it off for

you.

Mme. de Saint-Genis, "Women like us, Mme. Vi-

gneron, who can be seen whenever one wishes, and
whom one may surprise at any hour, are becoming
rare nowadays. I would not risk such an indiscre-

tion with most of my intimate friends.

Mme. Vignekon. Sit down. Madam, and tell me
first how you are.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Well, quite well. I do not

remember ever having felt better. I noticed this

morning, before my looking-glass, that I have gained
flesh and color.

Mme. Vignekon. I have been waiting for a long
time to ask you a question which, between you and
me, is of no importance. How old are you, Madam?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. I am not concealing my
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age, my dear Madam. I could not, if I wanted to,

because of my son. He will be twenty-three within

a few days. I was seventeen when he was born.

You may figure for yourself.

Mme. Vigneron. You are not put out by my curi-

osity?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. It is so natural among older

ladies.

Mme. Vigneron. Do you know, Madam, that we
are two very imprudent mothers—^you by marrying
so young a boy, twenty-three years, and I, by giving

him my daughter?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Keassure yourself, my dear

Mme. Vigneron. George has submitted to me in

everything until now; I intend to keep on guid-

ing him after his marriage. I brought up my
son very severely; I believe I have told you so;

that is why he is such a young man as one rarely

finds. He never had any debts, and, which is not

less wonderful, never dissipated with women, though
I know some who would have been perfectly willing.

My son received a complete education; he speaks

three languages, he is musical, he has a fine name,
good manners, religious principles, and if, with all

that, he does not make his way, it will be because
the world has changed. {Changing her tone.] Tell

me, since we are mentioning George, and since I do
everything for him : I had asked a notary to correct

an omission in the contract ; does your husband know
about it?

Mme. Vigneron. I can not tell you.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You remember that M. Vi-

gneron, after having stated that Mile. Blanche's

dowry would be two hundred thousand francs, asked
to pay the amount in installments ?

Mme. Vigneron. On the contrary. Madam, my

L
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husband declared before everything else that he re-

quired time to pay his daughter's dowry. Then you
spoke to him of securities, of a mortgage on the

houses he was having built, and he refused. Finally,

we agreed on the amount and on the time of pay-

ments.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. So be it I Nevertheless, it

seems just and natural to me that, until the full

amount has been paid to the young couple, it should

bring them the interest at five or six per cent; if

you are willing, make it six. Besides, in drawing
the contract, M. Vigneron has yielded so gracefully

to all my little whims that he surely will raise no
objection to one more. Let us speak of something
else. Let us speak of your dinner. Have you many
guests, and who are they?

Mme. Vigneron. First, your witnesses, our own,
my eldest daughter's music teacher.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Ah ! you have invited him?
Mme. Vigneron. Yes, Madam, we invited that

young man. I know very well that he is an artist,

but that is just what we did not wish to make him
feel.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Well, Mme. Vigneron, you
may think that I am speaking of what does not con-

cern me, but, in your place, I would receive M. Merck-
ens once more—to-day—and after to-morrow I would
not receive him any more.
Mme. Vigneron. And why. Madam? My daugh-

ter never had to complain of him or his lessons.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Let us suppose that I said

nothing. Whom else do you have ?

Mme. Vigneron. M. Teissier, and that is all.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. So I am at last going to

know this M. Teissier of whom you speak so often.

I
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arid who is never seen. [She rises and gently causes

Mme. Vigneron to rise.'] Why is your husband's

partner never seen, Madam?
Mme. Vigneron. My daughters do not like him.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Your daughters do not rule

your house. I would have thought that M. Vigneron
would overlook this childishness on the part of his

daughters, and receive his partner.

Mme. Vigneron, These gentlemen see each other

almost daily in the factory. After they have talked

over their business, they have nothing more to say

to each other.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Come, my dear Mme. Vig-

neron, I am not a woman who would abuse a secret

with which she had been trusted ; I would have the

right to do so if I were to discover it myself. Admit
that it is you who, for one reason or another, close

your door to M. Teissier.

Mme. Vigneron. I, Madam ! You are very much
mistaken. In the first place, I do anything they wish
me to do here ; and, furthermore, if I have no affec-

tion for M. Teissier, I have no antipathy to him,

either.

Mme de Saint-Genis. You are indifferent toward
him?
Mme. Vigneron. Indifferent—that's the word.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Then, if you will allow me
to say so, you have very little foresight and are alto-

gether too disinterested. M. Teissier is very rich, is

he not ?

Mme. Vigneron. Yes.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. He is over sixty ?

Mme. Vigneron. By many years.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. He has neither wife nor
children?
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Mmb. Vigneeon. Neither wife nor children.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. And he is not known to

have a mistress?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. A mistress ! M. Teissier

!

Goodness gracious, what for ?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Do not laugh ; listen to me
as seriously as I am talking to you. So you have

there, within your reach, a considerable inheritance,

with no claimant, which is soon due, which might
come to you decently without you depriving anyone,

and this inheritance does not suggest anything to

you? Doesn't it tempt you, or do you consider that

some politeness, some show of affection for an old

man, would be paying too dearly for it?

Mme. Vigneeon. Eeally, Madam, your remark is

very correct, but it had not occurred to any one of

us so far. You will understand why. Our situation

would no longer be the same ; my husband would be

less proud of it and we less happy over it if we were
to owe anything to a stranger. But this reason has
nothing to do with you, and there is nothing to pre-

vent you from making advances to M. Teissier after

the marriage of our children. So much the better,

if he is willing. If the new couple seem worthy of

interest to him, I should be delighted for Blanche
and her husband if they could receive something
from that quarter. I'll go further than that. Madam.
If M. Teissier, tired as he must be of living alone,

would be attracted by your intelligence and your
charms, I should be very glad to see you contract a
marriage which would not be without inconveniences
for you, but in which you would find many compen-
sations.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You are talking foolishly,

Mme. Vigneron, and you know men very little. If

absolutely necessary, M. Teissier would not be too
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old for me ; it is I who am no longer young enough
for him.

August. [Entering.] M. Merckens has just ar-

rived, Madam ; am I to bring him here or in the other

parlor

!

Mme. ViGNEEoiT. What do you prefer, Madam

—

remain alone, receive M. Merckens, or come with me
while I dress?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. As you please.

Mme. Vigneron. Come with me. I shall show you
some purchases I have made

;
you will tell me if they

are the right thing.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Very willingly.

Mme. Vignekon. Show M. Merckens in, and ask
him to wait a moment. [Exeunt through door on

left.]

August. Enter, my dear M. Merckens; I am the

only one now to receive you.

[Enter Merckens with music under his arm.]

Merckens. All right. Attend to your business,

August; do not let me detain you. [Comes down
stage.] This servant is patronizing; it's unbear-

able.

August. [Following him.] No lesson to-day, M.
Merckens

;
you are coming to the feed.

Merckens. Mile. Judith dressing?

August. She is probably dressing. But you know,
with her—one, two, three, it's done.

Merckens. Will you let Mile. Judith know that I

am here, and that I brought her the music she was
expecting? [Enter Judith.]

August. Didn't I tell you? [To Judith.] Made-
moiselle did not take long to dress, but she made
good use of the time.

Judith. Thank you, August. [Exit August, tak-

ing away Vigneron^s dressing-gown.]
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Merckens. Your servant stole my compliment ; I

find nothing more to say.

Judith. Do not try to ; it is useless.

Merckens. [Rolling the music for her.] Here is

your work, Mademoiselle.

Judith. Give it to me.

Merckens. The name of the composer is still lack-

ing, but it is not too late yet.

Judith. Do not do anything of the kind.

Merckens. Are you pleased ?

Judith. I am embarrassed. I know so well that

my family, mother especially, will not like it, and
that our little plot will displease them.

Merckens. I repeat what I said to you about this

composition: It is refined and interesting; some-

what sad—perhaps you had a cold that day. We
had it engraved because it was worth it; the rest

does not count.

Judith. Let us understand each other, M. Merck-
ens. I reserve the right to show my composition or

not to speak of it at all, as I please.

Merckens. Why?
Judith. At my age, it is best to keep one's place;

that's safest, without allowing oneself fancies which
are not proper in a young girl.

Merckens. The young girls I meet are not so par-

ticular.

Judith. [Aside.] The more's the reason. [She
opens the music and reads the title with emotion.]
* * Good-bye to the Bride. '

' You must not wonder if

this is sad. I was very much moved, I assure you,

when I wrote it. I was thinking of my young sister,

whom we love so dearly, and who leaves us so soon.

We know what she loses—do we know what awaits
her?
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Merckens . Be sincere. This marriage causes you
no regret?

Judith. None at all. What do you mean?
Meeckens. M. de Saint-Genis had his choice when

he came here. He might have asked for the oldest

instead of the youngest.

Judith. It would have been too bad. My sister

and he make a charming couple, while we should have
been unsuited in every way.
Merckens. Be patient

;
your turn will come.

Judith. That does not worry me.
Meeckens. And yet you have some desire to

marry?
Judith. As late as possible. I am very comfort-

able, and have no thought of making a change.

Meeckens. Your art is all-sufficient to you?
Judith. All-sufficient, as you say.

Meeckens. It is too bad that a pretty woman like

you, one so gifted, should lack precisely that some-

thing which would bring out her talent.

Judith. What something?

Meeckens. [In a low voice.] Temperament.
Judith. Mamma would not be pleased if she

heard you just now—she who claims that I am so

unruly.

Meeckens. Your mother scolds you sometimes?
Judith. Sometimes—yes. But, what is worse,she

locks up my piano, and speaks to father, who sup-

presses the opera.

Meeckens. Where does he take you then?

Judith. To the circus. Besides, I do not blame
mother. She thinks that the opera hurts me, and she

may be right. That is so; the beautiful spectacle,

the captivating scenes, the admirable singers— it

takes me a week to get over it entirely.
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Merckens. You can count the admirable singers,

you know.
Judith. All are, for me.

Merckens. Perhaps you envy them?
Judith. I am smitten with them.

Merckens. Do as they do.

Judith. What are you saying? I!—go on the

stage?

Merckens. Why not? Contraltos are very rare,

so your voice has the more merit. You already have
brilliancy, fire, soul—especially soul—a great deal of

soul. The world would not mourn for a bourgeoise

the less, and would be glad for an artist the more.

Judith. Very well. Do not say any more. I shall

confine myself to your lessons, which seem to me
better than your advice. Are you free this evening?

Will you stay a little while after dinner?

Merckens. A little while. With the expectation

of hearing your composition again.

Judith. You also will play something?

Merckens. Don't ask me to do that. I am not

putting on airs with you, and we speak of things as

they are. When I converse, I am witty, I am amus-
ing, but my music does not resemble my conversation

in any way.
Judith. We shall dance.

Merckens. Bah

!

Judith. Yes, we shall. Blanche wanted it. It is

the least she can do to dance once with her intended

before her marriage. And then, Gaston has a sur-

prise in store for us. He swore that he would dance
a quadrille with his father and that no one would
be able to tell them apart.

Merckens. How is that?

Judith. You will see. You do not know that my
brother imitates papa to perfection ; voice, gestures,
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his way of joking; he thinks as his father does at

those moments ; it is extraordinary.

Merckens. That's a fine entertainment you are

preparing. I thank you very much for detaining me.
Judith. Make fun as much as you want to, you

artist. I imagine, without looking into it too closely,

that many of your gatherings are not worth the

much ado you make about them. They also may have
their ridiculous sides, not to say more. In our house,

you would have the advantage of being among kind
people. [Enter Mme. Vigneron and Mme. de Saint-

Genis.]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Aside.] I felt sure we
should find them together. [Judith goes to her and
they greet affectionately.]

Mme. Vignebon. [She is wearing a loud dress and
much jewelry.] Excuse me, M. Merckens, for having
kept you waiting; women take such time to dress.

Do you like my gown?
Mekckens. It dazzles me.
Mme. Vigneeon. Too much jewelry, perhaps ; Mme.

de Saint-Genis advised me to take some off.

Merckens. Why so, Madam? Princess Linperani
wore three hundred thousands francs ' worth of jew-

elry at the dinner she gave yesterday.

Mme. Vigneron, Three hundred thousand francs

!

I could have put on all I have. [Enter Marie and
Blanche.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Going to Judith.] Your father

stayed too long with us. He will not be back to

receive his guests.

Blanche. [To Mme. de Saint-Genis.] Why didn't

your son accompany you

!

Mme. de Saint-Genis. George is working, my
child

;
you do not expect that I would take him away

from his duties ?
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Blanche. He has only one duty now—to love me
as I love him.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. That is too easy, and must
not make him forget his other duties. I warn you
that we shall quarrel if you wish to lead my boy
astray.

Mme. Vigneeon. [To Mme. de Saint-Genis.] I

.«*uppose that M. George's witnesses will come arm
in arm!
Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Embarrassed.] No. M.

Lenormand and my son will leave the office together

to come here ; the General will come alone. The Gen-
eral and M. Lenormand are acquainted; they have
met at my house, but I have not sought to bring them
into close relationship.

[August announces: ''M. Teissier.' ' Enter
Teissier.]

Teissier. I am your servant, Madam.
Mme. Vignekon. Give me your hat, M. Teissier;

let me relieve you.

Teissier. Thank you, Madam ; I shall hang it up
myself, to be more certain of finding it again.

Mme. Vigneron. As you please. Be seated in

that arm chair.

Teissier. A little later. It is very cold outside

and very warm in your house. I shall stand for a
few minutes to become accustomed to the tempera-
ture of your parlor.

Mme. Vigneron. You are not ill I

Teissier. I do my best not to be.

Mme. Vigneron. How do you think my husband
has been lately?

Teissier. Well; very well. Vigneron has been
indulging himself a little since he has made money.
He is right. A man is worth more when he possesses
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something. Attend to your guests, Madam; I shall

wait for dinner in the corner. [He leaves her.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Going to Mme. de Saint-Genis.]

Well? There is M. Teissier! What do you think

of him?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. He has the eyes of a fox

and the mouth of a monkey.
[August announces: ^'M. Bourdon.^*]

Mme. Vignekon. I had forgotten to tell you that

our notary is dining with us. [Enter Bourdon.]
BouEDON. My homages, Madam, young ladies.

[Salutations.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Introducing them to Bourdon.]
Mme. de Saint-Genis, M. Merckens, my eldest daugh-
ter's music teacher. You are one of the first to

arrive, M. Bourdon ; this is very kind of you. [Bour-
don bows.]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. M. Bourdon gives a good
example to his colleagues, who do not make it a point

to be on time.

Bourdon. Yes, we keep people waiting sometimes,
but dinner—never. [Drawing near Mme. de Saint-

Genis.] I have been requested. Madam, to offer you
many compliments.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. By M. Testelin, I suppose!
Bourdon. Precisely. We were talking of the mar-

riage of Mile. Vigneron and your son, and I was tell-

ing him that I should have the honor of dining with
you. **You will see a charming woman; recall me
to her remembrance. '

'

Mme. de Saint-Genis. M. Testelin has been my
notary for twenty years.

Bourdon. That's what he told me. [He draws
closer, and in a lower tone.] Very gallant; Testelin

has a very strong liking for pretty women.
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Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Dryly.] This is the first

time that I have heard it said. [She leaves him; he

smiles.]

Bourdon. [To Mme. Vigneron.] Doesn't Teissier

dine with us f

Mme. Vigneeon. [Pointing out Teissier.] He is

there if you want to speak to him.

Bourdon. Morning, Teissier.

Teissier. Ah! here you are, Bourdon. Come
closer and open your ears. [In a low voice.] My
friend, I went to-day to the Bar Association, where
I had some business. The President, to whom I was
speaking of my old relations with you, spoke of you
at length: *'I know Bourdon; he is not lacking in

intelligence ; he is sharp, very sharp ; he sometimes
exposes himself. We might be compelled to proceed
against him."
Bourdon. What do I care about the Bar Associa-

tion. There are some twenty fellows on the commit-
tee of Prud-hommes who wish to give to the associa-

tion a very different purpose from its real one. It's

a protection for us and not for the public,

Teissier. Understand me, Bourdon, I did not re-

late this conversation to you to prevent you from
doing your own business. I thought I was rendering

you a service in warning you.

Bourdon. That's the way I take it, my dear Teis-

sier, and I thank you.

[August announces: "M. Lenormand, M. George
de Saint-Genis."]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. [To Madam Vigneron.]
I am going to introduce M. Lenormand to you.
[This introduction and the next one take place

upstage, George alone comes down stage.]

Blanche. [To George in a low voice.] Do not
speak to me and keep away from me. Mother took
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me to task. I did not know what she was going to

say to me, I was very much afraid.

[August announces "General Fromentin/^]
Bourdon. [To Merckens.] You are a pianist?

Mekckens. a composer.

BouEDoisr. You are a musician, that's what I

meant. Do you like society?

Merckens. I can't help going into it. They are

wild about me.
Bourdon. If you are willing to remember my

name and address, M. Bourdon, Notary, 22 Saint-

Anne Street. I warn you that it is very simple at

my house. People come toward nine o'clock; we
have a little music; you probably sing, we take a
cup of tea, and at midnight, everyone is in bed.

Merckens. I do not promise you that I will come
every Sunday.
Bourdon. Whenever you please. We will always

be glad to see you.

[August announces: *'M. Vigneron."]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. [To Madam Vigneron.]

How is that. Madam, your husband has himself

announced in his own house?
Mme. Vigneron. The servant must have made a

mistake. [Enter Gaston, he has on the dressing

gown which his father wore in the first of the act,

lie imitates his voice and his walk.]

Gaston. [Going to Madam de Saint-Genis.] How
is the beautiful Madam de Saint-Genis?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Falling in with the whim.]
I am very well, M. Vigneron, thank you.

Gaston. [Keeping it up.] M. Bourdon, your ser-

vant. [To Merckens.] Good morning, young man,
[To Lenormand and the General.] Delighted to

make your acquaintance, gentlemen.

Mme. Vigneron. See, gentlemen, how wrong it is
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to spoil one's children; this youngster is taking off

his father.

Gaston. [To Madam Vigneron.] Well, my dear,

dinner nearly ready? Ah! we got out our best set

of dishes to receive you; one doesn't marry his

daughter every day. [To his sisters.] Which one

of you is marrying? I do not remember. It seems

to me that while waiting for dinner. Mile. Judith

might open her piano and play us something. Some-
thing from ^'La Dame Blanche" for instance.

Mme. Vigneron. Come, Gaston, that's enough!
Take off that dressing gown and behave.

Gaston. Yes, my dear. [Gaston's sisters help him
to take off the dressing gown while laughing—great

cheerfulness.]

August. [Drawing near Madam Vigneron.] There
is a gentleman who is not coming to dinner and
would like to speak to Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. What gentleman, August? Is

that a new joke of my son?

August. Madam will see that it is not if she
orders me to bring the gentleman in.

Mme. Vigneron. Bring in no one. Tell the gentle-

man that I can not receive him.
August. And if he insists. Madam!
Mme. Vigneron. Send him away.
August. [Turning around.] Here he is. Madam.
The Physician. [Entering the room.] Madam

Vigneron?
Mme. Vigneron. It is I, sir.

The Physician. [Drawing near and in a low
voice.] You have children here. Madam?
Mme. Vigneron. Yes, sir.

The Physician. Send them away. Do what I tell

you, Madam, and quickly.

Mme. Vigneron. [Very much disturbed.] Step
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into the other parlor, young ladies. Come, do you
hear what I tell you, step into the other parlor.

Gaston, go with your sisters, my boy. Madam de
Saint-Genis, will you be kind enough to accompany
my daughters. {She opens the door to the right and
lets them pass before her.]

The Physician. [To the men who have risen.]

You may remain, gentlemen; you are relatives of

M. VigneronI
Bourdon. No, sir, friends only.

The Physician. "Well gentlemen, your poor friend

has just died from an attack of apoplexy. [The
body of Vigneron is brought in; Madam Vigneron,
with heart-rending cry, throws herself upon the

corpse of her husband.]

CURTAIN.



ACT II.

\

[Same setting. Madam Vigneron and Madam de

Saint-Genis are discovered seated. Madam Vigneron

is weeping and holds her handkerchief in her hand.]

Mme. Vignekon. Excuse me Madam, I am
ashamed to be weeping before you like this, but I

cannot hold back my tears. When I think that less

than a month ago he was there, where you are, and
that I shall see him no more. You knew my husband,

Madam; he was so kind, so happy. He was too

happy and so were we ; it could not last. Speak to

me, Madam, I shall become calmer while listening

to you. I know that we must calm ourselves. He
had to die some day. But I had prayed so often to

be allowed to go first. Don't you think. Madam,
that Vigneron is in heaven where honest people go ?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You may be sure of that.

Madam.
Mme. Vignekon. Tell me about your son ; I have

scarcely seen him since our misfortune. Your son

also is kind; Blanche told me that he wept.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. George is well, thank you.

Mme. Vigneron. The poor children love each

other so much; that puts off their marriage for

some time.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. It was precisely of this

marriage that I wanted to speak to you, if I had
found you more mistress of yourself. You are

neither reasonable nor courageous, my dear Madam
Vigneron. I know what it is to lose a husband. I

44
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have been through it. And I was more to be pitied

than you ; M. de Saint-Genis, when he died, left me
only debts and a child of four on my hands. You
have big girls, old enough to console you; they are

brought up; you are not anxious for the future,

neither for yourself nor for them. [Changing her

tone.] I suspect that in your present state you have
not thought of your affairs for an instant?

Mme. Vignekon. What affairs. Madam?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. You must realize that M.

Vigneron's estate will not liquidate itself; there will

be interests to settle and perhaps difficulties to solve.

Mme. Vigneron. No, Madam, no difficulties what-
soever. My husband was too honest a man to ever

have had complicated dealings.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. They may become such

after his death. Understand me correctly. I do
not suspect M. Vigneron's honesty, but I suspect

the honesty of others. M. Teissier hasn't moved
yet?

Mme. Vigneron. M. Teissier stayed home as usual.

I needed money ; he sent me the amount I asked for,

after some urging on my part ; our relations did not

go any further until now.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Listen to what I am going

to tell you Madam Vigneron, and even if my advice

should be wrong in this instance, take it as a rule

of conduct. Distrust M. Teissier.

Mme. Vigneron. All right, Madam, I shall distrust

him. But supposing that his intentions toward us
were bad, it is not I who would make him listen to

reason, but my notary.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Distrust your notary.

Mme. Vigneron. Oh, Madam

!

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Don't say, ohl Madam
Vigneron, I know these legal gentlemen. One never
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knows whether they rescue you or betray you, and
with them, one is always in the wrong.

Mme. Vigneron. What will you say then, Madam,
when you learn that M. Bourdon, my notary, is at

the same time M. Teissier's notary?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. I shall tell you to take

another.

Mme. Vigneeon. No, Madam; I have absolute

confidence in M. Bourdon and shall dismiss him
only after he has lost it.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. It will be too late then.

[Enter August.]

August. [Drawing near Madam Vigneron.] M.
Lefort sends his compliments to Madam and asks

if Madam has examined his memorandum.
Mme. Vigneron. His memorandum ! Did he give

one to me I

August. Yes, Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. Where did I put it I I don't

know.
August. M. Lefort will call on Madam during the

day.

Mme. Vigneron. Very well. Tell him I shall re-

ceive him. [Exit August.] M. Lefort is our architect.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Distrust your architect!

Mme. Vigneron. I do not know. Madam, where
you have formed such a bad opinion of others, but

if I were you, I would not show it.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. It is the least one can do
to put you on your guard I You see honest people
everywhere.

Mme. Vigneron. And you Madam, you see none
anywhere.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Rising.] I wish with all

my heart, Madam Vigneron, for yourself, to whom
I wish no harm, and for your daughters, who are
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really charming, that M, Vigneron's estate might be
easily settled; but, in business, nothing goes easily.

What is simple is complicated, what is complicated

is incomprehensible. Believe me, forget a little him
who is no more and think of yourself and of your
children. I am unfortunately not aware that M.
Vigneron left you any bonds or stock in the Bank
of France. He did not, did he? His fortune con-

sisted in this factory of which he was half owner,
and M. Teissier owns the other half. He owned
some lots, that is true, but he had paid a good part

of the amount with loans and mortgages. I recall

all this out of my friendship for you, because women
must warn and defend one another. It seems to me
that I have no longer any interest here. We had
formed a very admirable plan, that of marrying our
children. Is it only delayed? I would hope so, but

I am afraid it will hardly be. It will no longer be
possible for you to keep the financial engagements
which you had assumed, and nothing in the world
would make me allow my son to contract a marriage
for which he would have the right to reproach me
later.

Mme. Vigneron. As you please. Madam. [A
pause with slight embarrassment.]
Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Briskly.] Good-bye, my

dear Madam. Do what I tell you, attend to your
interests ; we shall speak again of our children some
other time. But for goodness* sake, Madam
Vigneron, get into your head the most useful and
the most friendly recommendation that I may make
to you. Distrust everybody, everybody! [She

goes towards the door upstage, accompanied very

coldly by Madam Vigneron; the door opens. Enter
Teissier.] Stay, I beg of you, do not accompany
me any further. [Exit.]
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Mme. Vigneeon. [Weeping.] What a misfortune,

M. Teissier; what frightful misfortune! my poor
Vigneron. It's work that killed him! Why did he

work so hard ? He did not care for money ; he spent

nothing for himself. Ah! he wanted to see his

children happy during his lifetime, and to leave them
a fortune after his death, [Silence.]

Teissier. Was it with your authorization. Madam,
that Madam de Saint-Genis called at my house to

find out in what situation the death of your husband
left you?
Mme. Vigneron. I was absolutely ignorant of this

call, which I would not have allowed.

Teissier. My duty was very clear ; I took the lady

by the arm and pushed her out of my office.

Mme. Vigneron. Her indiscretion did not deserve

anything better. M. Teissier, Madam de Saint-Genis

was here when you came ; she was talking to me of

my husband's business. You knew my husband's
business better than anyone else, tell me about it.

Teissier. It just happened that in a moment of

leisure, I amused myself in drawing a balance of

Vigneron 's estate. First, what do you want to

know? Whether it will end in profit or loss!

[Motioned by Madam Vigneron.] From my calcu-

lation, I find the following general situation. You
are listening to me? After the factory is sold

—

Mme. Vigneron. Why sell it?

Teissier. We shall have to come to that. After
you have sold also your lots and a few buildings

which had been begun

—

Mme. Vigneron. I shall keep my lots.

Teissier. You will not be able to. After your
running debts are settled.

Mme. Vigneron. I have no debts.

Teissier. I estimate them at about forty thousand
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francs. However, I do not reckon your architect in

this amount. The settlement with him will have to

come with the sale of your property. I proceed.

After you have paid the inheritance tax.

Mme. Vigneron. Does one have to pay to inherit

from her husband?
Teissier. One has to pay, yes. Madam. After you

have settled the general expenses, I mean by general

expenses the fees of the notary, those of the attorney,

the unforeseen expenses, carriages, postage, etc., the

account you will have opened under the caption:

Liquidation of the late Vigneron. This account

being closed, I say you will have about fifty thousand
francs left.

Mme. Vigneron. Fifty thousand francs a year.

Teissier. A year? Don't you listen to what I am
telling you? Where do you find, in all that Vigneron
left, the necessary capital to produce an income of

fifty thousand francs?

[Madam Vigneron leaves him abruptly; after

ringing the bell, she opens her writing desk in

haste.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Writing.] "My dear M. Bour-
don, be kind enough to come and speak to me as soon

as possible, I shall not rest until I see you. My
regards : Widow Vigneron. *

' Fifty thousand francs I

[To August, who enters.] Carry this letter immedi-
ately.

Teissier. [He has pulled out a portfolio full of
papers.] You will understand better when you
read

—

Mme. Vigneron. Fifty thousand francs I [Turning
totvards Teissier and striking the portfolio out of
his hand.] Keep your papers, I will have nothing
more to do with you. [Exit hurriedly through door
on the left.]
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Teissier. [While picking up the papers.] Igno-

rance, incapacity, outbursts of anger I such are

women! What's that one thinking of, I wonder!

She wants to keep her lots, she will not be able to.

Bourdon will make her understand that. If it is

possible for Bourdon to manage that affair as he
promised me, quickly and quietly, I'll get hold of

properties worth double what I shall pay for them.

But we must not lose any time. Delay would bring

buyers and play into the hand of the landlord. When
Bourdon knows that I have struck the first blow, he
will hasten to strike the others. [He make^ ready
to go, enter Marie—door left.]

Marie. Do not go before making peace with my
mother.

Teissier. [Coming hack down stage.] You
stopped me just in time, Mademoiselle. I was just

going to the Tribunal of Commerce to have your
mother subpoenaed so that I may be refunded the

money I advanced to her. I discommoded myself in

order not to leave your mother in an embarrassed
situation. [He once more pulls out his pocket-book

and takes a paper from it.] You will be kind enough
to hand her this little bill which she can easily verify

:

** January 7th, advanced to Madam Vigneron four

thousand francs," which were to be for the funeral

of your father; "January 15, advanced to Madam
Vigneron five thousand francs for household ex-

penses; that is what I was told it was for; also

on the 15th, listen to this, "paid a note, signed:

Gaston Vigneron, to the order of Lefebure, amount

:

ten thousand francs." As your brother was under
age, his note was not worth anything. But Madam
Vigneron would not have wished to defraud a man
whom this young man deceived, of course, concerning
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his age and his personal resources. [He folds the

paper and hands it to her.] I am your servant.

Maeie. Stay, Monsieur, I beg you to stay. It is

not this account which upset my mother to such a

point that she lost her temper with you. Rather,

she would have thanked you for having honored
her son's signature while blaming him as he deserves.

Teissiek. [Surprised and smiling.] Do you know
then what a signature is?

Maeie. My father taught me.
Teissier. It would have been better had he taught

it to your brother.

Marie. Sit down, Monsieur; I am perhaps too

young to talk business with you.

Teissier. [Still standing and smiling.] Go on,

talk, I am listening to you.

Marie. For my part, I was expecting a great

change in our situation, but I did not think that it

would be entirely destroyed. At any rate, you would
not advise us to do anything weak or rash. What
ought we to do, then? Examine our situation, we
ask for advice and will not take a resolution before

knowing the pro and con of our situation.

Teissier. Ah ! Let us leave aside your buildings

which do not concern me. What are you going to do
with the factory?

Marie. What would happen if we wished to keep
it and you wished to sell it!

Teissier. It would be sold. That point is cov-

ered by law.

Marie. There is a law?
Teissier. [Still smiling.] Yes, Mademoiselle,

there is a law. There is Article 815 of the Civil

Code, whij h authorizes either of us to liquidate the
partnersly p, which was broken in fact by the death

/
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of your father. I wish to give you the opportunity

of making sure of this at once. [Pulling a hook

from his pocket.] You see what this is: ** Com-
pendium of the laws and regulations in force in

all French territories." I never go out without

taking my code along. I advise you to form that

habit too. [He hands her the volume open at the

page; while she is reading the article, he looks at

her with a mixture of interest, pleasure and mock-

ery.] Do you understand?

Maeie. Perfectly. [A pause.]

Teissier. Your name is Marie, isn^t it, and you are

Vigneron's second daughter?

Mabie. Yes, Monsieur, why?
Teissier. Your father showed a marked prefer-

ence for you.

Marie. My father loved all his children alike,

Teissier. However, he found you more reasonable

than your sisters.

Marie. He used to say so sometimes, to console

me for not being as pretty as they are.

Teissier. What do you lack? You have pretty

eyes, fresh cheeks, a good figure, all the things which
show good health in a woman.

Marie. I am but little concerned with my own
person, and only ask to pass unnoticed.

Teissier. It is surely you who help your mother
with the details of the household; if need be, you
are her secretary.

Marie. The occasion has not arisen up to now.
Teissier. It has now. I do not believe that Madam

Vigneron is capable of managing alone, and you will

be a great help to her, have you any taste for

business ?

Marie. I understand it when it is necessary.

Teissier. You are not afraid of correspondence?
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Marie. Not if I know what I ought to say.

Teissier. Do you figure readily? yes or no? You
don't want to answer? [Leaving her.] She must
figure like an angel.

Marie. How much do you think our properties

are worth?
Teissier. Your notary will tell you that better

than I can. [Coming back to her after having taken

his hat.] You will certainly have to come back to

my figures. Oh! I know what you are thinking:

the factory is an excellent thing, let's keep the fac-

tory; in the first place, how do I know that it

will not go to ruin? How do I know that after

maneuvering cleverly you will not want to sell it

yourself, to buy it up for half price?

Marie. What are you thinking of?

Teissier. I foresee what I would have done
myself if I were forty instead of sixty and over.

In short, your need for cash on one side and my
interests wisely considered on the other, leads us to

the sale of our establishment. It is very prosperous.

The death of its director is an excellent occasion,

which will never occur again, for us to get rid of it

;

let's take advantage of it. You have nothing else

to tell me?
Marie. Do not go. Monsieur, before having seen

my mother again; she is more calm now and will

be very willing to listen to you.

Teissier. It is useless. I told Madam Vigneron
all I needed to tell her and you are intelligent enough
to explain the rest to her.

Marie. [After ringing the hell.] Do what I ask

you to do. Monsieur. My mother could not control

her impatience; by going to her you will give her
the opportunity of expressing her regrets.

Teissier. All right I As you please ! So you wisli
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that we should be on good terms! You won't gain

anything by it, I'll tell you that beforehand. And
how old might Mademoiselle Marie be? Barely

twenty! but she is already a very modest and sen-

sible little person, who expresses herself very
properly. [Leaving her.] And very enticing, which
her father hadn't told me.

[Enter August.]
Marie. Follow August, he will take you to my

mother.

Teissier. [After having tried in vain to thinJc of

a compliment.] I am your servant. Mademoiselle.

[Exit left on a motion of August, who shows him
the way.]

Marie. [Bursting into tears.] father, father!

[Enters Blanche.]

Blanche. [Going slowly to her.] Who was here

with you?
Marie. M. Teissier.

Blanche. It was that nasty man you kept so

long?

Marie. Hush! my dear, hush. "We must watch
ourselves now and not speak imprudently.

Blanche. Why ?

Marie. Why? I would like not to tell you, but
whether you know it today or tomorrow, the sorrow
will be the same.

Blanche. What is the matter.

Marie. We are perhaps ruined.

Blanche. Euined! [Marie lowers her head;
Blanche bursts into tears. They fall into each
other's arms: they part, but Blanche keeps on
sobbing.]

Marie. I was wrong in speaking to you of a mis-
fortune which is not unavoidable. Here is the truth

:

I do not see clearly yet into our affairs, but they do
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not promise to turn out well. However, it is possible

that they may be arranged, on one condition: let's

be reasonable, prudent; let's show regard for every-

one and become resigned to overlook many dis-

tasteful things.

Blanche. You will do what you please, mamma,
Judith and you; I shall have nothing to do with it.

I would like to sleep until my marriage.

Makie. Your marriage, my dear?

Blanche. What are you thinking?

Makie. I am very sad to think that this marriage

is on your mind, and perhaps is no longer possible

now.
Blanche. You judge M. de Saint-Genis very

wrongly if you think he cares more for my dowry
than for my heart.

Maeie. Men wish for both when they marry. But
if M. de Saint-Genis were more disinterested than

other men, he has a mother who will look out for him.

Blanche. His mother is his mother. If she has

faults, I do not wish to see them. But she is a

woman, and would not wish her son to be deficient

in loyalty toward another woman.
Marie. Misfortune must not make us unjust and

unreasonable, my dear. There were engagements on
both sides: if we can no longer keep ours, M. de
Saint-Genis will be released from his.

Blanche. You are mistaken, be sure of it, you
are mistaken. Tomorrow, if I say so, in a year or

in ten years, George will marry me as he wishes

to and as he must. Do not let us speak of this any
more. You see my marriage does not resemble so

many others which can be made or unmade with
impunity, and you do not know the sorrow you
cause me by doubting its realization even for a
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minute. [ A pause.] Explain to me how we happen
to be ruined?

Marie. Later; I do not quite know myself.

Blanche. Who told you?
Marie. M. Teissier. Take care, I tell you. M.

Teissier is there with mother ; I have just reconciled

him with her.

Blanche. Had they fallen out?

Marie. Yes, they had. Mother, in a fit of temper
had sent him away from the house.

Blanche. Mamma did right.

Marie. Mamma did wrong, and she understood it

at once. Our situation is serious enough without

compromising it still more by temper and impru-
dence. The existence of all of us is at stake; think

of that, Blanche, the future of your sisters, yours
as well as ours. However certain you may be of

M. de Saint-Genis, a man looks twice before marry-
ing a penniless young girl. You are the most
charming little woman on earth, all heart and senti-

ment: money does not exist for you. But, don't

you see, money exists for others. We meet it every-

where. In business, and we have business with M.
Teissier. In marriages also, as you may learn at

your own expense. Money must have its value, since

it is the cause of so much misfortune and often brings

one to very ugly resolutions.

Blanche. [Aside.] Could it be possible that a
very young man, in love as he says he is, beloved
as he knows he is, might commit an infamous deed
rather than sacrifice his interests I

Marie. What do I wish, my dear? That this

marriage take place, since you see your happiness
in it. But if I were you, I would like to be ready
for anything: delighted if it takes place, and re-

signed, if it were to fall through.
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Blanche. Eesignedl If I thought that M. de

Saint-Genis sought me only for my dowry, I should

be the most ashamed of women, and if, my dowry
being lost, he hesitated to marry me, I should become
mad or die.

Mabie. Do you love him so much ?

Blanche. Yes, I love him! I adore him, if you
want to know! He is gentle, he is tender, he is a
child like myself. I am certain that he has a good
heart and that he is incapable of a bad action. You
understand, don't you, that I want him as a hus-

band? And even if I were mistaken in him, if he
deserved neither my affection nor my esteem, if he
were the lowest of men, I must marry him now.

Mabie. [Aside.] The poor child is suffering and
raving.

Blanche. Oh! what a mistake we made! What
a mistake ! You know me, sister, we have been living

together for twenty years without a secret between
us. Am I not a pretty little girl, very loving it is

true, but very honest also! I never had a thought

that could not be expressed. If I had met M. de
Saint-Genis in the street or elsewhere, I would not

even have looked at him. He came here with his

hand in my father's hand. We took a fancy to each

other at once and we were betrothed right away.
Mamma used to warn me to be more discreet with my
betrothed, but he was my betrothed and I saw no
danger nor great harm in trusting him.

Maeie. Come, calm yourself, you are exaggerating

as always. You told M. de Saint-Genis that you
loved him, didn't you; you are quite excusable since

you were to marry him. You used to hold hands
sometimes and perhaps you kissed; that's wrong, of

course, but that doesn't deserve your reproaching
yourself as you do.
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Blanche. [After some hesitation.] I am his wife,

do you hear, his wife!

Marie. [Very innocently.] I do not understand

what you mean.
Blanche. [Surprised at first, and then lost in

wonder.] Oh! forgive me, forgive me, dear sister,

as pure as the angels, I should not have spoken to

you thus. Forget what I have just told you, do not

try to understand me, and above all, do not repeat

it to anyone, neither to mamma nor to Judith.

Marie. Do you know that I believe you are out of

your head, or I must be a little fool.

Blanche. Yes, I am out of my head and you are

the most beautiful child and the most charming
sister one may dream of.

[She kisses her passionately.]

Bourdon. [Enters.] Good morning, MesdemOi-
selles. Mme. Vigneron is in, of course? Be kind
enough to tell her that I am waiting for her.

Marie. Go, my dear. [Exit Blanche, left door.]

Bourdon. Your mother has just written me that

she was very anxious to see me, and I can readily

conceive that; I waited for her every day at my
office.

Marie. My mother, M. Bourdon, was so grieved

and so ailing

—

Bourdon. I understand very well. Mademoiselle,

that, stricken as she has been, your mother is not
amusing herself in making calls or going shopping;

but one braces up and goes to see his notary and if

unable to do so, asks him to call. Very fortunately,

M. Vigneron 's estate does not present very serious

difficulties; and yet, your father left a large land
deal which has to be examined closely and to be
liquidated as soon as possible; you hear, liquidated

as soon as possible.
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[Enter Madam Vigneron.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Weeping, her handkerchief in

her hand.] What a misfortune, M. Bourdon, what a
frightful misfortune ! My poor Vigneron ! It is not
enough to mourn him night and day! I feel that I

shall not long survive him. [A pause.]

Bourdon. Tell me. Madam, while I think of it, was
it with your authorization that Madam de Saint-

Genis called at my ofi&ce to ascertain in what situ-

ation the death of your husband left you?
Mme. Vigneron. It was without my authorization,

and if Madam de Saint-Genis were to pay you
another call

—

Bourdon. Eeassure yourself. I received Madam
de Saint-Genis in such a way that she will have no
desire to come again. You wished to see me. Madam.
Let us speak quickly, and to the point.

Mme. Vigneron. I shall not detain you long, M.
Bourdon; I have but one question to ask you. Is

it true, is it possible that my husband leaves only

fifty thousand francs in all?

Bourdon. Who told you that ?

Mme. Vigneron. M. Teissier.

Bourdon. Fifty thousand francs! Teissier may
have gone too far. You know him. He is not a bad
man, but he is brutal on money questions. I hope,

and I will do all I can, you be sure of that. Madam,
to obtain something more than that for you.

[Madam Vigneron hursts into tears and lets herself

fall on the sofa; he goes to her.] Were you hoping,

Madam, that M. Vigneron 's estate would be large?

How much did you think it would be!

Mme. Vigneron. I do not know.

Bourdon. Surely, you must have ascertained

what M. Vigneron left you? This is the first thing

one does on losing a husband. [He leaves her.]
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Nevertheless, Teissier is very much to blame, and I

shall not fail to tell him so, for mentioning a figure

in a haphazard way. That is not the way to do busi-

ness. To probate a will, we must begin at the begin-

ning, attend to the most urgent business first, go
step by step, and when we have settled everything,

whatever is left will be left. [Coming back to Mme.
Vigneron.] Have you decided anything. Madam,
concerning your lots? You are facing there an
evident necessity—you must sell them.

Maeie. What do you think we will get for them?
Bourdon. [Going to Marie.] What you will get

for them, Mademoiselle? Nothing! You must not

count on clearing anything.

Mme. Vigneron. [Rising.] What advantage is

there in selling then, if that is the case?

Bourdon. [Coining back to Mme. Vigneron.]

What advantage. Madam? The advantage of getting

rid of a ball and chain which is tied to your ankle.

Believe me, it is not my custom to be as positive as

I am now when I offer advice. Each day of delay

is portentous in its consequences for you. While
you are deliberating, Catiline stands at the gates of

Kome. To be specific, Catiline is the mortgage,
which is eating you up, your architect who is lying

in wait for you with his bill, the government which
will claim its dues.

[Enter Teissier, L. E.: Blanche behind him.]

Teissier. 'Morning, Bourdon.
Bourdon. Good morning, Teissier. I was just ex-

plaining to Madam Vigneron and her daughter how
impossible it is for them to keep their lots.

Teissier. I have nothing to do with that. The
ladies cannot have a better adviser than you. They
are in good hands.

Bourdon. I beg of you. Madam, notice the point
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of view I take, so that there may be no misunder-
standing between us. I do not wish to expose myself
later to reproaches which I do not deserve. I merely
wish to establish this point : The statu quo is harm-
ful to your interests, get out of the statu quo. I am
not telling you, far from it, that the condition of

your properties is excellent and the moment is well

chosen to offer them at auction. No. And yet, if

I present the proposition in its most favorable

aspect, and I shall not fail to do so, we might per-

haps obtain a satisfactory result with a little

charlatanism and beating of the bass drum, and

—

Teissier. [Aside.] What's that! what's that?

[In a low tone to Bourdon.] Aren't we agreed any
more?
BouEDON. [In a low tone.] Let me manage this.

[Going to Mme. Vigneron.] Come, Madam, make up
your mind, and make it up quickly, I advise you to.

Let me know when you have decided. [Makes ready

to go.]

Teissier. Don't go, Bourdon, before we have
spoken of the factory.

Bourdon. The factory can wait, my dear M.
Teissier. Before anything else, I would like to re-

lieve Mme. Vigneron of her lots. "We are in the

presence of a widow and her four children who have
been impoverished within a day; this is a very
distressing situation, do not let us forget that.

{Teissier smiles.]

[Enter August.]

August. [Goes to Mme. Vigneron.] M. Lefort

is here. Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. Be kind enough to remain a few

minutes more, M. Bourdon. You are going to hear
our architect, this might change your mind perhaps.

Bourdon. At your orders, Madam.
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Mme. Vigneron. [To August.] Show M. Lefort

in and ask Mile. Judith to come here.

[Enter Lefort.]

Mme. Vigneron. [Weeping, handkerchief in hand.]

"What a misfortune, M. Lefort, what a frightful mis-

fortune ! My poor Vigneron ! I shall never get over

my loss

!

Lefort. [Common in manners and loud voiced.]

Come, Madam, do not grieve like that. "With coolness

and perseverance we'll manage to replace your hus-

band. [Comes down stage.]

Teissier. Good morning, Lefort.

Lefort. I wish you good morning, M. Teissier.

[Enter Judith.]

Marie. [To Lefort.J You were very much in-

terested in the works which had been entrusted to

you. Monsieur?
Lefort. Yes, Mademoiselle. Vigneron was not a

client for me, he was a brother.

Marie. We are on the point of taking a very
serious resolution.

Lefort. Count on me, my time is yours, my purse
is at your disposal. Vigneron 's children are my
children.

Marie. If you have any explanations, any plan

even, which you wish to communicate to us, be kind
enough to tell us before these gentlemen.

Lefort. I am ready. Mademoiselle. These gentle-

men do not frighten me. I am used to speaking
openly.

Mme. Vigneron. Sit down there, M. Lefort.

Lefort. [Seated.] Did you look at my memoran-
dum, Madam? No, of course! So much the worse.
It contained a note on M. Vigneron 's lots in which
the whole proposition is explained from A to Z. If
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I had this note before me, I would be more brief

and would make myself clearer.

Maeie. I can give it to you, sir, I put your mem-
orandum away myself.

Lefokt. You will oblige me.
[Marie goes to the writing desk, passing before her
mother and M. Teissier, who are seated close to-

gether.]

Teissiek. [To Mme. Vigneron.] Is your young
lady orderly?

Mme. Vigneron. Very orderly.

Teissier. She'll make a capable woman, later!

Mme. Vigneron. Yes, I believe she will.

Teissier. Does she figure readily? [No answer.]

Bourdon. [Takes the memorandum from Marie's
hand and takes off a part of it, which he gives to M.
Lefort.] This is what you want, I suppose. If you
allow me, I shall glance over your memorandum
while listening to you. [They exchange hostile

glances.]

Lefort. [Hammering each one of his sentences.]

From the beginning, M. Vigneron 's lots, situated as

they were at the extremity of Paris, close to a rail-

road station, and encumbered because of this by num-
berless restrictions, were, at the price at which he

bought them, a very bad speculation. Let us speak

plainly—^he was taken in.

Bourdon. I'll stop you there. No one was inter-

ested in deceiving M. Vigneron. He bought these

lots in the hope that they would be condemned.

Lefort. Condemned? By whom?
Bourdon. By the railroad.

Lefort. What a joke! It was the railroad that

was selling them

!

Bourdon. Are you sure of that?
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Lefokt. Perfectly sure.

BouKDON. Very well; then it was supposed that

the city, which had begun vast improvements in the

outlying districts, would need the property. I re-

member now—^we hoped to deal with the city.

Lefort. With the city or with the Sultan of Tur-
key. You can't tell me anything about real estate.

I know Paris from A to Z. I proceed. M. Vigneron,
who had been taken in, I repeat, soon became aware
of his foolishness and wished to repair it. How?
By building. He came to me. He had known my
conscientiousness and my disinterestedness for a
long time; I did not leave him until he entrusted

his work to me. Unfortunately, my plans were no
sooner made and the foundations begun when

—

[com-
ical pantomime]—^Vigneron skipped for the other

world.

Bourdon. We all know those details. Monsieur;
you are wasting our time telling us about them.

Lefort. The heirs find themselves in a tight place,

but they can come out of it to their advantage. They
have at their disposal a devoted, intelligent man, who
enjoys universal consideration in Paris—the archi-

tect of the deceased, who becomes their own. Will

they listen to him 1 If they disregard his advice and
his direction

—

[Comic pantomime.]—the game is lost.

Bourdon. State your proposal without so much
verbosity, I pray.

Lefort. Let us consider the most unfavorable

hypothesis. M. Lefort, who is now addressing you,

is dismissed. His bill is settled, loyally, without

quibbling over each item. M. Lefort does not ask

anything more for himself. What becomes of the

property? I repeat, it lies far from the center, is

hampered by restrictions, and, I may add, loaded

down with mortgages, as many reasons which will
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be brought to bear against the owner for the benefit

of a mysterious purchaser who will surely happen
along. [With great volubility.] The property will

be depreciated, the sale will be hastened, purchasers
will be kept away, the court will be deceived so as

to obtain a ridiculously upset price, the bids will be
smothered

—

[Comic pantomime.]—there's a prop-

erty reduced to nothing.

Bourdon. Be specific ; I demand that you be spe-

cific. You say such and such things will be done.

Who is to do it, if you please? Do you know that

such manoeuvres could be practiced by only one per-

son, and that you are incriminating the notary in

charge of the sale?

Lefoet. Maybe it 's you.

Bourdon. I am not speaking for myself, but for

all my colleagues who are accused by you. You speak

very lightly of the most honorable corporation that

I know. You cast suspicion upon the law itself in

the person of the public ofiicer whose duty it is to

carry it out. You do worse than that, if it were
possible : You disturb the security of families. How
suitable it is for you to hurl such an accusation, when
you present a bill of thirty-seven thousand francs

!

Lefort. I ask leave to be present when you pre-

sent yours.

Bourdon. Let us end this. State briefly what you
propose.

Lefort. I am getting there. I propose to the heirs

to keep on building

Bourdon. Of course ! Why did you not say that

at first ? You are the architect
;
you propose to keep

on building.

Lefort. Let me finish.

Bourdon. That is useless. If Mme. Vigneron is

willing to listen to you, she is at liberty to do so j but
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as for me, I shall listen no longer to such rambling.

What amount do you put up? Mme. Vigneron has

no money, I warn you; where is yours I Three
months from now we would be in the same position,

with this difference—that your bill, which to-day is

thirty-seven thousand francs, would be twice as

large, at the rate you are going. Do not compel me
to say more. I take your offer for what it seems to

mean. I do not wish to see it in the light of some
dark combination which would make you a landlord

at a small cost.

Lefort. What's that? Look me in the face, will

you? Do I look like a man capable of a dark com-
bination? Upon my word, I have never seen such a

puppet as you

!

Bourdon. [Restraining himself, low.] What's
that you call me, you mountebank?

[Mme. Vigneron rises to interfere.]

Teissier. Leave them alone, Madam; do not say

a word. One must never interrupt a business conver-

sation.

Lefort. [To Mme. Vigneron.] I'll withdraw,
Madam. If you wish to know my plans and the

resources at my disposal, you will send for me. If

not, you will be kind enough to settle my bill as

soon as possible. I have to make advances for all

my clients—while a notary messes with the money
of his. [Exit.]

Teissier. Wait for me, Lefort ; we'll go part way
together. [To Mme. Vigneron.] I'll leave you with

Bourdon, Madam; make the most of having him
here.

Lefort. [Coming hach.] I forgot to tell you.

Madam : Was it with your authorization that Mme.
de Saint-Genis called at my office ?

Mme. Vigneron. She called on every one. I author-
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ized no one to go and see you, M. Lefort—^no one

—

and if the lady were to call again
Lefokt. The lady will not call again. I made her

go down the stairs quicker than she came up.

Teissier. [To Marie.] Good-bye, Mile. Marie;
keep in good health. [He leaves her and comes back
to her.] Eemain what you are. You'll have no lack

of suitors. If I were not so old, I would be one
myself. [Exeunt Teissier and Lefort.]

Bourdon. Well, Madam?
Mme. Vigneron. What a mistake I made, M. Bour-

don, in bringing about such a meeting

!

Bourdon. I do not regret this discussion. Madam,
if it enlightened you concerning your interests.

Mme. Vigneron. Forget what has taken place, so

that you may see things in their true light. M. Lefort

has no manners, I grant that, but he is not lacking in

good sense nor in ability. After all, what he pro-

poses to us is what my husband would have done if

he had lived.

Bourdon. Are you speaking seriously. Madam?
Did you not hear me give my appreciation of the

true value of your architect's offers?

Mme. Vigneron. We might take another.

Bourdon. That one is not enough? [A pause.]

Come nearer, young ladies. You are not de trop.

Your mother is in the clouds ; help me to bring her

back to earth. I'll take the situation in its best

aspect. Madam. Let us admit for an instant that

your lots belong to you. I eliminate the mortgagees

who have a lien upon them. Do you know how much
it will cost to complete these houses which are hardly

begun? Between four and five hundred thousand

francs. You can well imagine that M. Lefort does

not possess this amount. You are not depending on
me to find it. Well, then? Even if I or some one
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else were to find it for you, would it be suitable for

a woman—allow me to ask you that—to undertake
an ajffair of this magnitude and to rush into an enter-

prise the end of which is not in sight? The question

which I raise is so serious that, if it were brought
up before the family council, whose duty will be to

help you in your duties as executrix and guardian of

your minor children, opposition might be made to

the share of the children, however small it may be,

being ventured in what is nothing but a speculation.

[Solemnly.] As for me. Madam, if I were in a
family council, entrusted with the interests of a
minor—the most serious thing there is in the world
—I would oppose it. [A pause.] You are warned
now, Madam. By insisting any more, I would exceed

the duties of my ministry. You know where my office

is ; I shall await your orders there. [Exit.]

Mme. Vigneeon. Let us talk it over, children. Do
not speak all at once, and let us try to agree. M.
Lefort

Judith. [Interrupting.] Oh! M. Lefort I

Mme. Vigneron. You do not know yet what I wish
to say. M. Lefort expresses himself very roughly,

perhaps ; but I believe that he has a good heart and
is loyal.

Judith. And I believe exactly the contrary.

Mme. Vigneeon. Why?
Judith. I think he has the appearance of a moun-

tebank.

Mme. Vigneeon. Ah ! and you, Blanche—do you
think that M. Lefort has the appearance of a moun-
tebank?

Blanche. Yes, somewhat. I think Judith is right.

Mme. Vigneeon. Very well. At any rate, his ad-

yice seems to me preferable to M. Bourdon's, who
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is so eager to sell our lots. What's your opinion,

Marie 1

Maeie. I haven't any yet.

Mme. Vigneron. Then we are not any better off

than we were. Speak to ns of M. Teissier.

Maeie. It seems to me that by acting gently and
showing him some regard, we may obtaia something
from M. Teissier.

Blanche. What are yon talking abont, Marie?
M. Teissier is the falsest and most dangerous man
in the world.

Mme. Vigneron. Judith?

Judith. I do not know who is right, Blanche or
Marie, but my opinion is that we can depend only

on M. Bourdon.
Mme. Vigneron. I do not share your opinion, my

child. M. Bourdon ! M. Bourdon ! In the first place,

there was one question M. Bourdon should have
asked me, and he does not seem to have thought of

it. And, besides, I noticed much obscurity in his

language. What's that phrase I remember: ** Cati-

line stands at the gates of Eome"? [To Marie.] Did
you imderstand what he meant?

Marie. Yes, I understood.

Mme. Vigneron. You understood? Eeally? Well,

don't let's speak of it any more; you know more
than I do. But M. Bourdon could have spoken of

Catiline to me as much as he pleased, and also have
asked me if I were in need of funds. Look at me,
children—if we have to sell the lots, we shall sell

them. What will be lost will be lost. But, listen to

your mother; what she says once she will say for-

ever : While I live, they shall not touch the factory I

Marie. You are mistaken, mother.
Mme. Vigneron. While I live, they shall not touch

the factory I
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Marie. M. Teissier may sell it to-morrow. There
is a law which authorizes him to do so.

Mme. Vignekon. While I live

Marie. There is a law.

Blanche and Judith. If there is a law
Mme. Vigneron. Leave me alone with your law.

If I were to have many days like this, children, I

could not stand it; you would be without a mother
before long! [Lets herself fall upon the sofa and
weeps.]

August. [Entering.] Letters for Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. [To Marie.] Take the letters and

read them to me.
Marie. It's from the dresmaker: "Madam: We

have the honor of sending you your bill, and take the

liberty to call your attention to the fact that it ex-

ceeds the usual amount of our credits. Our collector

will have the honor of calling upon you to-morrow.

Accept, Madam, our respectful salutations. P. S.

—

We call your attention. Madam, to some new goods
called 'accelerated mourning,' which are much worn
by ladies, and may also be suitable for misses."

[Marie opens and reads a second letter.]
*

'Madam : M. Dubois, by the present letter, author-

izes you to sublet your apartment, which will be
easily done by you if you make a slight sacrifice.

M. Dubois would have wished to do more, but he
cannot. If he were to admit, as you claim. Madam,
that a lease is cancelled by the death of the lessee,

M. Dubois would establish in his house a danger-

ous precedent, which people would be tempted to

abuse. '

'

[Third letter.]

"Madam : I sent to your house last week for pay-
ment of my little bill, and your servant answered
rather brutally to the young girl who called that you
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would send payment. As no one came, I do not know
to what I am to attribute the delay, which cannot

go on. I am not running after customers
;
you know

that. Madam; no more do I advertise in the news-
papers. I leave that to the large Parisian firms

where you pay in proportion. If I succeed in turn-

ing out hats which astonish by their low prices, fresh-

ness and distinction, it is because of my business

activity and the regularity of my collections. '
*

[Marie gets ready to read a fourth letter. Mme.
Vigneron stops her and begins to weep; the girls

look at one another without speaking, and shake

their heads in worried and sad attitudes.]

CURTAIN.



ACT in.

[Same setting.]

RosAiiiE. Sit down, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Hesitating and an/noyed.]

I don't know.
Rosalie. Do as I tell yon, Madam. Sit down there,

comfortably, your pretty little feet upon this cushion.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Do not urge me, Rosalie;

I am weighing which would be wiser—to wait or to

come back.

Rosalie. Wait, Madam; listen to me: It would
make Blanchette angry with me if I were to let you
go without her kissing you.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Blanchette will kiss me a
little later. It was precisely she I came to see, and
I wanted to speak to her very seriously. I did not

think that Mme. Vigneron would have company at

breakfast.

Rosalie. Company—^no, there is no company.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. The ladies are at the table

;

isn't that what you have just told me?
Rosalie. Yes.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. They are not alone f

Rosalie. No.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. So some one is with them!
Rosalie. Yes. [In a low voice.] M. Teissier.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Ah! M. Teissier! [Going
near Rosalie.] So he comes to the house now?

Rosalie. More than we like.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Yet he is well received?

Rosalie. He must be. Although the young ladies

72
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do not like him, the need of agreeing with him is

stronger than their dislike.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Agreeing with him? What
about?

EosALiE. About their fortune.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Yes, Rosalie, about their

fortune

—

[She leaves her.] or his.

Rosalie. You will stay. Madam ?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. No, I am going. I do not
hesitate any more now. M. Teissier is there; the

ladies have business with him ; what business? I do
not wish to disturb anyone nor to penetrate any
mystery. [She goes toward the door.].

Rosalie. Madam will come back?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. I will.

Rosalie. Sure ?

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Surely. Listen, Rosalie. If

Mme. Vigneron and her daughters wish to go out,

let them, except Blanche, of course. It is Blanche
only who is to wait for me and with whom I wish
to speak, once for all. Do tell her, you, her old

nurse, that she should calm herself, reflect, resign

herself; it isn't my fault if her father died; let her
realize the financial embarrassment in which she is,

and for which my son cannot be responsible—he
can't—in any case. Do you understand what I ask
of you, Rosalie?

Rosalie. Of course. Madam, I understand ; but do
not count on me to grieve my little Blanche.

Mme. de Saint-Genis They are ringing for you.

See what they want ; I'll find my way out. [Exit.]

Rosalie. [Alone.] That woman frightens me. I

cross myself every time she comes in or goes out.

[The third door to the right back stage opens; enter

Teissier, with his arm under Marie*s arm, Mme,
Vigneron behind them; Judith comes next, Blanche
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last; Rosalie steps aside to let them pass; she
stops Blanche, adjusts her dress and kisses her,

then goes to the door, which was left open, and
closes it.]

Teissier. You are willing that I should lean on
you? I am not accustomed to breakfast so bounti-

fully and in such pretty company. [Stopping.]

What did I say at the table?

Marie. Various things.

Teissier. Which bore upon what?
Marie. Upon life in general.

Teissier. Did we speak of your affairs 1

Marie. We did not mention them.

[They proceed, hearing toward the right; Marie
releases herself and walks away.]

Teissier. [Coming hack to her.] Your sisters are

good-looking, especially the eldest, who is very
pretty; and yet it is you I prefer. I have not al-

ways been old. I can still distinguish a brunette

from a blonde. You are very pleasing to me ; do you
hear?

Marie. Do turn toward my mother.

Teissier. Tell me, Madam, why M. Gaston, who ia

so handy making notes, did not breakfast with us?

Mme. Vigneron. [Showing great emotion.] My
son enlisted.

Teissier. So he is a soldier. That's the best

thing he could do. A soldier is housed, fed and kept

warm at government's expense. Wliat does he risk?

To have himself killed. Then he doesn't need any-

thing more.
Mme. Vigneron. My son did what he pleased.

Later, he will regret his decision. I would have
arranged with you, M. Teissier, to place him in the

factory, and if this factory, as I believe, does not

get out of your hands and ours, in a few years
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Gaston would have succeeded Ms father. [A pause.]

Teissier. Have you seen Bourdon ?

Mme. Vigneron. No; were we to have seen him?
Teissier. [Embarrassed, goes back to Marie, with-

out answering.] Your sisters are good-looking, but

they are Parisians; you can see that at once. No
color. One would never think, on looking at you,

that you were brought up with them. In the summer
I have roses in my garden which have no prettier

color than your cheeks. You must come and see my
country house, with your mother and sisters. You
are no longer children; you will not spoil anything.

You can breakfast at home before starting, and you
will be back in time for dinner. You haven't much
distraction ; that will be one for you.

Marie. Do not think, M. Teissier, that we shall

visit you before being a little easier in mind. As
you know, our situation has not improved; it*s

becoming more complicated—that's all. We are tor-

mented now by tradesmen with whom we used to

deal, and who have become very impatient creditors.

Teissier. [Embarrassed, goes back to Mme. Vi-

gneron, without answering.] If your occupations call

you. Madam, do not stay for me
;
your young ladies

will keep me company until my departure.

Mme. Vigneron. Remain as long as you please ; we
are not sending you away. [Going to Marie.] Did
you speak to M. Teissier?

Marie. No, not yet.

Mme. Vigneron. It goes against you?

Marie. Yes, it does. Twelve thousand francs

—

it's a large amount to us.

Mme. Vigneron. Don't let's ask for it.

Marie. And where shall we be to-morrow, if the

dressmaker sues on her bill? And she will do it, as

she said she would.
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Mme. Vigneeon. Do you want me take M. Teissier

aside and spare you an explanation with him?
Makie. No ; it needs only a moment of courage,

and I will have it.

Teissiee. [Seated on the sofa, near Judith.] So
you get along well with your sisters ?

Judith. Yes, very well.

Teissier. Who is the most sensible of you three?

Judith. Marie.

Teissier. Mile. Marie? [He looks at her.] Is she

thinking very much about marrying?
Judith. She never speaks of it.

Teissier. And yet she is very pretty.

Judith. She is more than pretty—she is charming.

Teissier. Precisely. [He looks at Marie a second

time.] She isn't a spindle, like most young girls, and
she isn't a matron, either. Has she a good dispo-

sition?

Judith. Very good.

Teissier. Simple tastes ?

Judith. Very simple.

Teissier. Is she a woman who would stay home
and find pleasure in taking care of an old person?
Judith. Perhaps.
Teissier. And one could trust her with the keys of

a house without being worried? [Judith looks at him
with astonishment.] What is Mile. Marie doing?
Why doesn't she come and talk to me? [Rising; to

Judith.] I won't detain you. Mademoiselle. Go over
there [Pointing to Blanche.] with your sister, who
looks as if she were put in the corner for punishment.
[Marie has drawn near; he meets her down stage.]

What do you call that work you are holding in your
hand?

Marie. That 's only a purse.

Teissier. Whom is it for?

i
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Marie. A sale for the benefit of the poor.

Teissier. The poor? Did I hear you right? You
work for them while they do nothing?

Marie. M. Teissier, my mother requested me to

ask you something she did not dare to ask you her-

self.

Teissier. What is it ?

Marie. It seems, as I was telling you a little while

ago, that our tradesmen have passed the word
around. Formerly, we could not obtain their bills,

and now they are fighting to see who will be paid
first.

Teissier. They are within their rights, if what
they claim is due them.

Marie. Unfortunately, we haven't the amount nec-

essary to settle with them—a rather large amount

—

twelve thousand francs. Consent to loan us that

much more, M. Teissier, and you will relieve us from
little worries which are sometimes more terrible than
the serious ones. [A pause.]

Teissier. Have you seen Bourdon?
Marie. No ; were we to have seen M. Bourdon ?

Teissier. You can well imagine that this state of

affairs cannot last; neither for you, nor for me.
Twelve thousand francs you ask, and twenty thou-

sand are already due me ; total, thirty-two thousand
francs out of my safe. Of course, I do not risk any-

thing. I know where to find that amount. And yet,

it will have to be repaid to me. You will not be
astonished on learning that I have taken measures
to that effect. Don't cry; don't cry. Much good it

will do you to have tired eyes and hollow cheeks I

Keep what is yours— the charm of your twenty
years. A little girl of your age, fresh and blossom-
ing, is only unhappy when she wants to be; you
understand me—only when she wants to. [He leaves
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her abruptly, takes his hat, and goes to Mme. Vi-

gneron.] Your second daughter has just told me
that you need twelve thousand francs. Don't add
another word ; it is useless. You are probably wait-

ing for it; I'll go and get it for you. [Exit hur-

riedly.]

Mme. Vignekon. Thank you, my dear Marie. One
feels so silly and so ashamed when one has to obtain

money from that old fellow. I believe that at the

last moment I would have backed out of asking him.

Marie. It is done.

Mme. Vigneron. Judith, where are you going, my
child?

Judith. I'll leave you; I need a rest.

Mme. Vigneron. Stay here, please.

Judith. But, Mamma
Mme. Vigneron. Stay here. [Judith obeys grudg-

ingly, and draws near her mother.] Our situation

is serious, isn 't it ? It concerns you ? We shall never

speak of it enough.

Judith. What's the good speaking of it? We
always repeat the same thing, without taking the

slightest resolution. We need a different woman
from you to get us out of the trouble in which we are.

Mme. Vigneron. Tell me at once that I am not
doing my duty.

Judith. I do not say that. It is not your fault if

you do not understand anything about business.

Mme. Vigneron. You take charge of our business,

then.

Judith. The Lord preserve us! I lose my head
when I have to add two numbers

!

Mme. Vigneron. No one is asking you to add
numbers ! You are asked to be here, to take part in

what is being said, and to give your opinion when
you have one.
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Judith. You know my opinion ; it will not change.

We shall do nothing, and there is nothing to be done.

Mme. Vigneron. And yet, my child, if we are

being robbed?
Judith. Well, we shall be robbed. It*s neither

you nor I who shall prevent it. It isn't Marie, either.

She must see now that we are only temporizing to

meet a greater disaster. I would prefer, a thousand
times, a thousand times, to get through with all this

to-morrow, and take what they are willing to leave

us, since they are willing to leave us something. If

the past didn't worry us any more, we should think

of the future.

Mme. Vigneeon. You speak of the future very

lightly, my child.

Judith. It worries me, but it does not frighten

me. Blanche is the most unfortunate, I think. She
is losing a husband she liked.

Marie. Nothing tells you that she will lose him.

Judith. On the contrary, everything tells me.
Blanche will not marry. That is as clear as day. In
her place, I would not wait until M. de Saint-Genis

asked me for his release. I would release him myself.

Mme. Vigneron. Look, my child, what foolishness

you have said within five minutes. You wounded me
first

;
you discouraged one of your sisters, and you

made the other one weep.

Judith. [Going to Blanche.] You are angry
with me?
Blanche. No, I am not angry with you. You

speak of M. de Saint-Genis without knowing him.

I was very happy to bring him a dowry; I lost it;

he loves me none the less, and shows the same desire

to marry me. It's his mother who is making objec-

tion. A mother yields sooner or later; Mme. de

Saint-Genis will do like the others. She will deem
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it wiser to give lier consent when she finds out that

we have resolved to do without. You are right,

sister, in saying that we are not defending our-

selves very seriously; but this decisiveness which

we lack in business—I shall have it, I promise you,

when my marriage is concerned.

Mme. Vigneeon. Now, children, I do not under-

stand you. You always speak of coming to a deci-

sion. We lack decision; we should have decision;

you don't say anything else; and when I propose to

you to come to a decision, you are the first to advise

against it. Will you—yes or no—discharge M. Bour-
don, and take another notary?

Maeie. Whom?
Mme. Vigneeon. Whom? Anyone. [To Judith.']

The gentleman who sent us his card.

Judith. Let us take this gentleman ; I am willing.

Maeie. And I am opposed to taking him.

Mme. Vigneeon. Well, children, your mother will

settle that. If M. Bourdon says another word—just

one word which seems to me out of place—I will dis-

charge him and send for that gentleman. Where is

that gentleman's card! {Silence.'] Look on that

table, Judith, and look carefully. Marie, go to the

piano; perhaps the card is on it. And you, too,

Blanche, look on the mantelpiece. {Silence again.]

Don't look any more, children; I had the card in

my pocket. [To Judith.] What are you laugh-

ing at?

Judith. I am laughing at thinking that our adver-

saries know what they are doing with their tools.

Mme. Vigneeon. [Sadly.] Are you going to begin
again?

Judith, No, I am not going to begin again, and 1

ask your pardon. If I lose my temper, it is in spite

of myself. I would wish all this business to be over,
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because it irritates us, embitters us ; because, instead

of fighting others, we are quarreling among our-

selves. One might think that we loved each other

more when we were happier, and the reverse is true.

[She kisses her mother; Marie and Blanche draw
near; they are deeply moved.]

EosALiE. [Entering.] M. Bourdon.
Judith. This time I run away.
Mme. Vignekon. Go and rest, children. I shall

receive M. Bourdon. [Exeunt Marie, Judith and
Blanche. Enter Bourdon.]
Bourdon. My intention, Madam, after the useless-

ness of my advice, was to let things drift and to come
and see you only when you should deem it proper.

Therefore, I have nothing to do, I want you to be-

lieve, with the bad news which I have been asked to

bring you.

Mme. Vigneeon. I am beginning to get used to

bad news, M. Bourdon.
Bourdon. You must. Madam, you must. At the

point where you are, courage and resignation are the

first necessities.

Mme. Vigneron. It seems to me, M. Bourdon, that

you are giving yourself a great deal of trouble with

my affairs for the little profit you will get out of it.

Someone spoke to me of a very honorable and intelli-

gent person who would consent to take care of it.

Bourdon. Very well. Madam ; very well. It would
have been more proper, perhaps, if you had spared
me this call by informing me sooner of your resolu-

tion. Never mind. Am I to send all your papers
here, or will they be sent for at my ofiice'?

Mme. Vigneron. [Disturbed.] But I have made
no arrangements with that person yet; let us wait;

there is no hurry.

Bourdon. Yes, Madam; yes, on the contrary,
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there is ; and since you have found, as you tell me,

a capable, experienced and conscientious man—some
business agent, probably—he has no time to lose in

studying affairs concerning which he knows nothing.

Mme. Vigneron. Who tells you that he is a busi-

ness agent?

Bourdon. I guessed it. Is there any indiscretion

in asking you the name of that person? [Mme.
Wigneron, after some hesitation, draws the card from,

her pocket and hands it to him; he smiles.] One last

advice, if you allow me. Madam ;
you will do with it

as you please. Duhamel, whose card this is, is a

former lawyer who had to resign his seat after em-
bezzlement. You know that in the corporation of

lawyers, as in the corporations of notaries, black

sheep are pitilessly expelled. Duhamel, after this

affair, opened a business office in the neighborhood
of the courthouse. What takes place there, it is not

my business to tell you ; but you will come from time

to time to tell me about it ?

Mme Vigneron. Tear up this card, M. Bourdon,
and tell me the object of your visit.

Bourdon. It would serve you right, Madam, if I

left you in the hands of Duhamel. He would have
only to agree with another rascal of his ilk—Lefort,

for instance—and M. Vigneron's estate would vanish

entirely. You are angry with me because I do not

share your illusion. Am I wrong? Judge of it your-

self. On seeing your obstinacy, which I deplore,

about keeping your lots, I had to ascertain exactly

how they stood. I noticed, while going through the

mass of mortgages, that one of them was almost
due. I wrote immediately to ask a renewal. They
refuse. That's sixty and some thousand francs that

will have to be paid shortly.

Mme. Vigneron. What are we going to do ?
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Bourdon. I am asking you. That isn't all. Time
is passing ; will you be ready for the inheritance tax?

Mme. Vigneron. But, M. Bourdon, according to

you, our real estate isn't worth anything; where
there is nothing, the government cannot claim any-

thing.

Bourdon. That's a mistake. The government does

not go astray in an inheritance case; it collects the

tax on what is found, without taking into considera-

tion what might be due.

Mme. Vigneron. Are you sure of that ?

Bourdon. What a question. Madam ! My lowest

clerk, a youngster twelve years old, knows that as

well as I do. See how unfortunate we are with

clients like you—^very respectable, undoubtedly, but

also too ignorant. If, through oversight, this point

had not been discussed by us, and, later, you had
found in the accounts which will be handed to you
after the sale of your real estate, which is inevita-

ble— inheritance tax, so much— who knows ?— you
might have thought M. Bourdon put that amount in

his pocket.

Mme. Vigneron. Such a thought would never have
occurred to me.
Bourdon. Aye! Madam, don't you suspect me a

little of not doing my whole duty toward you ? This
accusation is just as serious. Let's leave that. While
you are stirring yourselves up without getting any-

where, awaiting I do not know what event which will"

not take place, Teissier, like the business man he is,

went ahead. He put the factory in the hands of

experts; these gentlemen have concluded their re-

port; in short, Teissier has just sent me the order

to offer the establishment for sale.

Mme. Vigneron. I do not believe you.

Bourdon. How is that. Madam, you do not believe
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me? [Pulls a letter from his pocket and hands it

to her.] Teissier's letter is very clear; he is very
explicit, as usual.

Mme. Vignekon. Leave this letter with me, M.
Bourdon?
BouEDON. I do not see what you would do with it,

and it must remain in my file.

Mme. Vigneron. I shall have it sent to you this

very day, if M. Teissier persists in his resolution.

Bourdon-. As you please.

Mme. Vigneron. You do not know, M. Bourdon,
that our relations with M. Teissier have become very
friendly?

Bourdon. Why wouldn 't they be ?

Mme. Vigneron. He likes my daughters.

Bourdon. That's good; that's very good.

Mme. Vigneron. He breakfasted here this very
morning.

Bourdon. I should be more surprised if you had
breakfasted with him.

Mme. Vigneron. Finally, we had to inform M.
Teissier of our embarrassment, and he consented to

advance us a rather large amount, which was not the

first.

Bourdon. Why do you ask Teissier for money?
Am I not there? I told you, Madam, that you would
not find in my ofl&ce four or five hundred thousand
francs for imaginary buildings. Teissier doesn't

offer that amount to you, either, I am very sure of

that; but it is I, your notary, who am to look out
for your daily needs, and it would have given me
pleasure if you had not waited until I told you so.

Mme. Vigneron. Forgive me, M. Bourdon; I
doubted you for an instant. You must not be angry
with me ; I am losing my head with all these compli-

cations, and you are quite right in saying that I am
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only an ignorant person. If I yielded to my inclina-

tions, I would remain in my room, mourning my hus-

band, but what would be said of a mother who does

not defend the property of her children? [She sobs

and lets herself fall upon the sofa.]

Bourdon. [Going to her, in a low voice.] I ven-

ture to say that I can get Teissier's consent to put-

ting off the sale of the factory, but on one condition

:

you will get rid of your lots. [She stares at him.]

You understand why I mentioned this condition,

which is all to your advantage. I do not intend to

take trouble uselessly, and to serve your interests

on one point while you are compromising them on
another. [Pause. Enter Rosalie.]

Mme. Vigneeon. What is it, Rosalie?

EosALiE. M. Merckens has come to call on you.

Mme. ViGNEKON. [Rising.] Very well. Show him
in. [To Bourdon.] M. Merckens will keep you com-
pany for an instant, if you are willing, while I go
and consult my daughters.

Bourdon. Go, Madam
;
go and consult your daugh-

ters. [Exit Mme. Vigneron left entrance. Enter
Merckens.]

Merckens. Why, it is M. Bourdon I

Bourdon. Good-morning, young man; what be-

came of you since the bad dinner you had on account

of me?
Merckens. The dinner wasn't bad, but, unfortu-

nately, we had it after a sad event.

Bourdon. Yes, indeed! The poor M. Vigneron,

they just brought back before our eyes

Merckens. How did you get the idea of taking me
to the restaurant that evening?

Bourdon. The idea came from you. When we
came down, you said to me, at the street door :

*
' Go

home in a dress suit and with an empty stomach—

>
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I don't like that." I said to you: ''Let's go to

dinner; then we will do something this evening."

Well we could only nibble at the dinner, and all we
cared for was to go to bed. You see, we are always

more deeply touched than we imagine we would be by
the death of others, and especially by a violent death

;

we think, in spite of ourselves, that such an accident

may happen to us to-morrow, and we don't feel like

laughing.

Mekckens. You are waiting for Mme. Vigneron?
Bourdon. Yes. I shouldn't wait for her; but

Mme. Vigneron is not an ordinary client for me ; I

am spoiling her. You no longer give lessons here,

I suppose?
Merckens. Mile. Judith stopped them after the

death of her father.

Bourdon. If you take my advice, you will no
longer count on that pupil, and will seek one else-

where.

Merckens. Why?
Bourdon. I know what I am talking about. New

circumstances in which the family finds itself will

compel it to cut down expenses very much.
Merckens. No

!

Bourdon. Yes.

Merckens. Seriously?

Bourdon. Very seriously. [A pause.]

Merckens. And yet M. Vigneron was rich.

Bourdon. M. Vigneron was not rich ; he was earn-

ing money—that was all.

Merckens. He did not spend it.

Bourdon. He ventured it, which is sometimes
worse.

Merckens. I thought the jolly old man would have
left a fortune to his wife and children.

Bourdon. A fortune ! You would do me a favor
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by showing me where it is. The Vigneron family is

going to be shortly in a very precarious condition,

and—I can say it without boasting of my devotion

toward it—^if it saves a small competency, it will owe
it to me.

Mekckens. You don't say!

Bourdon. So it is, young man. Keep this confi-

dence to yourself, and take advantage of the infor-

mation, if it may be useful to you. [A pause.l

Merckens. And what do they say about it here?
Bourdon. What do you want them to say?
Merckens. All these women can't be very cheer-

ful?

Bourdon. What's happening to them can't cause
them great joy.

Merckens. They weep?
Bourdon. They do.

Merckens. [Going to him and smiling.'] Do me
a little favor, will you? Be kind enough to tell Mme.
Vigneron that I had only a minute ; that I was afraid

to disturb her, and that I shall call on her soon.

Bourdon. Will you call on her?

Merckens. It isn't probable.

Bourdon. Then stay, young man, while you are

here. All you will have to do will be to listen to the

poor woman, and she will be thankful to you for a

moment of kindness ; she has her suspicions that her
misfortune does not interest anyone.

Merckens. It is certain that Mile. Judith will not
begin her lessons again?

Bourdon. Quite certain.

Merckens. You see nothing, in the future, which
may give back their position to Mme. Vigneron or
her daughters?
Bourdon. Nothing.

Merckens. Then I will skip. I prefer that. It
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isn't the few tomfooleries I should say to Mme.
Vigneron that will console her. I know myself. I am
capable of saying something foolish, while you, with

your great experience, will find a good excuse for me.

Won't you?
Bourdon. As you wish.

Meeckens. Thanks
;
good-bye, M. Bourdon.

BouEDON. Good-bye.

Meeckens. [Coming back.] How late are you to

be found at your office?

BouEDON. Until seven o'clock.

Meeckens. I'll come and get you one of these

days, and we shall go to the theatre together. Does
that suit you?
BouEDON. Very willingly.

Meeckens. What do you prefer, high class or

just music?
BouEDON. Just music!
Meeckens. Oh! It's calves you want to see. All

right, we'll show you calves. It's to be hoped that

this time we won't have an apoplectic to spoil our
evening

!

BouEDON. Goodbye, young man. [Exit Merchens
through rear door while Madam Vigneron enters

left.]

Mme. Vigneeon. Is that Mr. Merckens who is

going without waiting for me? Why?
BouEDON. This young man was very much em-

barrassed. Madam; he understood, on seeing me
here, that you had other things to do than to receive

him, and he preferred to put off his call until a
better occasion.

Mme. Vigneeon. He was wrong. I had just told

my daughters, who would have received him for me.
BouEDON. Well, Madam, did this conference with

your daughters bring forth a result?
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Mme. Vigneron. None, M. Bourdon.
Bourdon. What are you waiting for now!
Mme. Vigneron. We shall do nothing before seeing

M. Teissier again.

Bourdon. And what do you hope him to say to

you?
Mme. Vigneron. There are no doubts concerning

his intentions, it is true. Today, as yesterday, he
wishes to sell our establishment. And yet this

decision is so disastrous for us that he dares not

impart it to us himself. We are going to comer
M. Teissier and shall not conceal from him that he
is comitting a bad action.

Bourdon. A bad action, that's saying a great

deal. I doubt very much. Madam, that you will

succeed in impressing your adversary by such

language.

Mme. Vigneron. It is not I who shall speak to

M. Teissier. I lost my patience once, and I might
lose it again. Besides, seeing the turn our affairs

are taking, I should be willing to settle any way
but for one of my daughters, who shows more per-

severance than we have, her sisters and I. And it

happens that M. Teissier seems to have a liking for

her, she might succeed in making him change his

mind.

Bourdon. I beg your pardon. You say that

Teissier has formed a friendship for one of your
daughters ?

Mme. Vigneron. It would seem so at least.

Bourdon. Which one?
Mme. Vigneron. The second one, Marie.

Bourdon. And does Madamoiselle Marie return

the sympathy which M. Teissier shows towards her?

Mme. Vigneron. What are you thinking of, M.
Bourdon? You do not intend to marry them?
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Bourdon. Wait, Madam. If Teissier were dis-

posed to marry this young girl, she wouldn't do so

badly in accepting him ; but I was thinking of some-

thing else. Teissier is no longer young, you know
that; he is at an age where the slightest disease

may become mortal; if the very sudden affection

which he feels for your child were to bring him
later to make some dispositions in her favor, you
would perhaps be the gainer by not irritating the

old man in order to remain on the best of terms

with him.

Mme. Vigneeon. We are expecting nothing from
M. Teissier. Let him live as long as possible and
do what he pleases with his fortune, but this factory

which he made up his mind to sell belongs to us as

well as to him, more than to him. He abuses the

right the law gives him by disposing to suit himself

of my husband's work, of the property of my
children.

Bourdon. I will not insist.

EosALiE. [Entering.] M. Teissier is here, Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. Wait a minute, Eosalie. [To

Bourdon.] Is it necessary that you should meetT
Bourdon. Yes, I would prefer it. Understand

me. Madam. I am under Teissier's orders as well

as under yours, I make no difference between you.

I only desire that you settle something so as to

know what I shall do.

Mme. Vigneron. Very well, I shall send you my
daughter. [Exit L. E. motioning to Rosalie to intro-

duce Teissier. Enter Teissier.]

Bourdon. Oh ! here you are.

Teissier. Yes, here I am.
Bourdon. What's that I have just learned! You

are here all the time now?
Teissier. I have made a few calls. And then?
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Bourdon. You are hostile to the interests of this

family, and sit down at its table?

Teissier. What have you to grumble about, if

what I do does not prevent you from doing what you
have to do?
Bourdon. My situation is not easy, you make it

harder.

Teissier. Go right ahead as we are doing,

Bourdon, you hear me; don't pay any attention to

what I do.

Bourdon. Mademoiselle Marie will get every-

thing she wants out of you.

Teissier. Mademoiselle Marie will get nothing.

Bourdon. It seems that you have a liking for the

young girl.

Teissier. Who told you that?

Bourdon. Her mother.

Teissier. What, is she mixing in?

Bourdon. Prepare for a regular siege on the part

of your ingenue. They are depending on her, I warn
you, to get the best of you.

Teissier. Take your hat. Bourdon, and go back
to your ofl&ce.

Bourdon. All right, as you please. [Coming
hack to Teissier.] I won't wait any longer. I'll

put the irons in the fire?

Teissier. That's it. [Calling hack Bourdon.]
Listen, Bourdon. Did I relate to you my conver-

sation with Lefort? We had there very near us a
fellow ready to make trouble, and who had to be
handled with gloves, hadn't he? He will remain in

charge of the building.

Bourdon. What, you retained Lefort after the

deplorable scene in which he insulted both of us?

Teissier. You are still thinking about that! If

we were to stop seeing people, my dear fellow.
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because of a few insults we exchanged with them,

there would be no possible relation.

Bourdon. After all, it is your business. I don't

know why I should mix in it. I promised you the

lots, you will have them. The rest does not concern

me. [Enter Marie, he goes to her and in a low

tone.] I leave you with Teissier, Mademoiselle, try

to convince him ; sometimes a woman succeeds when
we fail. If you get something out of him, you will

be more fortunate and more clever than I am.
[Exit.]

Teissier. Here is the amount you asked me. It

was to pay the tradesmen, you said. Keceive them
yourself. Examine the bills they will hand you, and
do not be afraid to cut them down as much as possi-

ble, and above all, take care not to pay the same
bill twice. [Coming hack to Marie.] Where is my
receipt ?

Marie. I'll give it to you right away.
Teissier. I should have held it in one hand while

I handed you the money with the other. I am unse-

cured now. [She goes to the writing desk and places

the hills in a drawer; she comes hack. A pause.]

You have something to say to me and I have some-
thing to say to you. Come and sit down near me,
will you, and let's talk like a couple of friends.

[They sit down.] What do you intend doing?
Marie. I do not understand your question.

Teissier. And yet my question is very simple. I

told you before that you would have about fifty

thousand francs left, you won't have any more. You
don't propose to keep this apartment and keep open
house until you spend your last cent? What do you
intend doing?

Marie. A relative of my mother who lives in the

country offered us shelter.
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Teissier. Your relative is like all other relatives

;

he made this proposition to you because he thought

you would pay your share; he will not stick to it

when he finds he has to do it all.

Marie. Then we shall stay in Paris.

Teissier. What's going to become of you in Paris?

Marie. My older sister is ready, as soon as need

be, to give music lessons.

Teissier. Good. Your elder sister, if she decides

to do that, will soon tire supporting the family ; she

will want the profits to be for herself, and she will

be right.

Marie. But I intend to work, too.

Teissier. At what?
Marie. Ah! at what? I do not know yet. Work

is so hard to find for a woman, and is so poorly

paid.

Teissier. That*s what I wanted to make you say.

[A pause; he proceeds with hesitation and embar-

rassment. ] I know a house where, if you wanted to,

you could go and stay. You would have lodging,

food and a small amount every month which you
could save for later. You would no longer have to

worry about yourself.

Marie. What house? Yours?
Teissier. [With an equivocal smile.] Mine.

Marie. [After showing her emotion, not know-

ing what she is to understand nor what she is to

answer.] What you are proposing to me is not

possible. In the first place, my mother would not

let me go away from her.

Teissier. Yes, I suspect that your mother would
raise objections, but you are old enough today not

to listen to anyone and to consider your own
interests.

, Marie. I told you No, M. Teissier, No.
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Teissier. Wouldn't you be glad to leave your
family and their troubles and to get out of it your-

self? I would have that feeling in your place.

Marie. It isn't mine.

Teissier. What advantage will you find in

floundering altogether, rather than each one looking

out for himself! One, one way and the other,

another way.
Marie. The advantage of not being separated,

precisely. [Leaving him.'] One is glad at times to

have consolation at home. One is less disturbed by
certain surprises which otherwise would be discon-

certing. [A pause.']

Teissier. I have been coming here for some time.

I do not leave my business without good reasons.

You are no fool and you have good eyes. You must
have thought something about it.

Marie. My attention was elsewhere.

Teissier. Where was it f

Marie. I see only my family. I see only the life

in store for us after what we have lost.

Teissier. So you wanted to deceive me then and
to extort some concessions from me I

Marie. Oh I M. Teissier, I have enough troubles

of my own without your increasing them. You want
to know what I have thought, I am going to tell you.

I thought that you were no longer young, that you
were leading a sad and isolated life, that you had
no children and that the company of other people's

children was pleasant to you; that's all I have
thought. And yet, you are right, I admit it. We did

not use to see each other before my father's death,

we should not have seen each other afterwards. We
should have accepted things as he had left them,
and bravely made the best of it, and remembered
that, after all, women are never unhappy when
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they love one another, have courage, and go hand
in hand. [A pause.]

Teissier. How many persons are you here ? You,
your mother and your two sisters?

Marie. And Eosalie.

Teissier. Rosalie, who's that?

Marie. A saintly creature who brought us all up.

Teissier. How do you manage to keep your
servants. I have never been able to keep one. You
are four, Rosalie does not count. That's too many,
unfortunately, you must understand that. I cannot,

for the sake of a little friend I would like to have,

take charge also of her whole family, which would
bore me.

Marie. No one asks you to do so, and no one is

thinking about it.

Teissier. I did not want to tell you, but you
guessed it. One never complains being alone as

long as he is young ; but at my age, it is an annoyance
and an imprudence.

Marie. If you are alone, it is because you want
to be.

Teissier. I ought to marry ?

Marie. It would not be necessary to marry to

have people around you. You have relatives, haven't

you?
Teissier. I stopped seeing my relatives to protect

myself from their requests for money; they are

starving. I would like very much to secure a simple,

gentle and safe little person, who would keep my
house decently and would not pillage it. I would
see a little later if I ought not to marry her. But you
are all lambs before marriage, and no one can know
what you will become afterwards. I should regu-

late my conduct upon hers ; she would not be very
unhappy while I am alive, and she would have no
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reason to complain after I am dead ; married or not

married, it would be the same thing for her.

Maeie. Get up, M. Teissier, and go away. I do

not wish to be near you another minute. I believe

that you are unhappy and I pity you. I believe

that your proposition was honest and acceptable,

and I thank you for it. Yet, it might hide a thought,

such an odious thought that my heart fails me at

the bare suspicion of it. Go away.

Teissiee. [Standing, embarrassed, and stammer-
ing.'] Let us see what you had to tell me.

Marie. Nothing, nothing, nothing! I would be
ashamed now to speak to you of my family, ashamed
for them as much as for myself. You will think about
it. You will remember what my father was, and
whether you owe nothing to his honesty, his work
and his memory. [She quickly goes to the writing

desk, takes out the hank bills and gives them to him.]

Take back your money. Take it back without em-
barrassment. M. Bourdon has just put himself at

our disposition and we will find at his office what
we should not have asked you for. Go away. Go
away or I shall call Eosalie, who will put you out.

[A pause. Enter Rosalie.] Ah! there she is. What
do you want, Rosalie?

Eosalie. Madam de Saint-Genis is here.

Maeie. All right, let her come in.

Rosalie. What's the matter, my little dear, you
are all flushed? [Looking at Marie and Teissier

in turn.] No one said a word too much to you,
I hope?

Maeie. Show Madam de Saint-Genis in.

Teissiee. I leave you, Mademoiselle. I am going
to stop at Bourdon's on my way and see if there is

no way to arrange matters ; but do not count on it.

I am your servant.
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Rosalie. It isn't wise to leave so young a child

with a man of that age.

[Madam de Saint-Genis crosses Teissier as he

goes out.]

Mme. db Saint-Genis. Good morning, Mademoi-
selle. I do not come here any more without meeting
M. Teissier; is that a good signt Are you coming
to an understanding with him?

Marie. No, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. So ? I would have believed

the contrary.

Marie. Why?
Mme. de Saint-Genis. An old man must like a

house like yours.

Marie. M. Teissier came to this house today for

the last time.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. I pity you then. This shows
great disinterestedness on your part. Is your sister

at home?
Marie. Yes, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Be kind enough to send her

to me. Do not disturb Madam Vigneron. It is use-

less ; I shall see her another time. I should like to

talk with Mademoiselle Blanche.

Marie. She will come. [Exit,]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. After all, I prefer to have
an explanation with this young girl and declare to

her that her marriage is not put off, but broken off.

It is preferable for her that she should know what
to expect, and I shall be easier also. I saw the

moment when, for the first time in his life, George
was going to resist me. He cared about his little

one, he wanted to marry her. Fortunately, the

opportunity for another marriage was presented to

him, and when I gave him his choice, either to obey
me or see me no more, he gave in. How can you
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trust a young man of twenty-three, what a bandit I

And this scatterbrain girl who couldn't wait for

the sacrament, so much the worse for her

!

[Enter Blanche.']

Blanche. How glad I am to see you, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Good morning, my child,

good morning.
Blanche. Kiss me.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Very willingly.

Blanche. I love you very much. Madam, as you
know.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Come, my dear Blanche, be

calm. I came today to talk seriously with you ; listen

to me like a grown-up person that you are. At your

age, one must have some reason. {They sit down.]

My son loves you, my child; I tell you so frankly,

he loves you deeply. Do not interrupt me. Of
course, I know that, on your part, you have some
feeling for him; a quick and light emotion, such as

young girls often have on seeing a good looking boy.

Blanche. Ah I Madam, how you belittle a much
more serious feeling.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. All right, I was mistaken.

Love is very fine, very vague and very poetic, but a
passion, however great it may be, never lasts very
long and does not lead anywhere. I know what I

am talking about. You cannot pay your landlord

and your baker with it. I have no fortune, you know
that; my son has nothing but his position; circum-

stances which I deplore have compromised the situ-

ation of your family and may reduce it to want. In
this condition, my child, would it be wise, I ask you,

to go on with a marriage which no longer presents

any guarantees?

Blanche. [Quickly. ] This marriage must take
place, Madam, and it will.
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Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Gently.] It will, if I am
willing.

Blanche. You will consent, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. I don't think so.

Blanche. Yes, Madam, yes, you will consent.

There are affections so sincere that even a mother
has no right to break them. There are engagements
so sacred that a man loses his honor in not keeping
them.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Of what engagements are

you talking? [A pause.] I admit, if that is what
you mean, that a project of marriage existed between
you and my son; but it depended on certain con-

ditions, and it is not my fault if you can no longer

keep them. I wish, my child, that this reflection

might have occurred to you. I would like you to

bear silently a new situation, which is the fault of

no one, and which perforce changes the hopes of

each one.

Blanche. George does not speak like that,

Madam ; his hope remains the same. The loss of my
dowry did not affect him for a minute, and I find

him only the more impatient to marry me.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. Let us leave my son aside,

will you? He is too young yet, I am finding that

out every day, to know what he does or what he says.

Blanche. George is twenty-three.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Twenty-three, what's that?

Blanche. At that age, Madam, a man has passion,

his own will, his own rights.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You wish to speak of my
son, very well, let us speak of him. Are you quite

sure of his intentions? I do not judge of them as

you do. Situated as he is, poor boy, between an
affection which is dear to him and his future which
worries him, he is uncertain, he hesitates.
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Blanche. [Rising hurriedly.] You are deceiving

me, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. No, my child, no, I do not

deceive you. I give credit to my son for reflecting

seriously, and I would be sorry for him if he had
not. I will go further than that. Do we ever know
what is going on in the heads of men? George is

no more sincere than any other. Perhaps he is

only awaiting an order from me to free himself from
an embarrassing situation.

Blanche. Well, give him the order.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. He would obey it.

Blanche. No, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. He would, I assure you,

even if unwillingly.

Blanche. If it came to that. Madam, your son
would be compelled to make a confession from which
he refrains out of respect for me.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. What confession? [A

pause.] I see that you would not imitate my reserve

very long. Spare yourself a revelation which is more
than delicate. I know all about it. [Blanche con-

fused, blushing, rushes to Madam de Saint-Genis

and kneels down before her, letting her head fall

upon her knees; she goes on while caressing her.]

I do not wish to know, my child, whether George or

you lured the other one on. It was I, it was your
mother, who were guilty, by leaving together two
children who needed to be looked after. You see,

that I attach no more importance than necessary to

a moment of forgetfulness which nature first, and
also your youth and circumstances justify suffi-

ciently. You must wish this to remain secret, my son
is a gentleman, who will not betray you. This point
being established, is it imperative that both of you
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Bhould waste your lives because of an indiscretion,

and would it not be better to forget it?

Blanche. [Arising.] Never. [A pause.]

Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Rising and changing her

tone.] You will not be surprised, Mademoiselle, if

my son stops his visits.

Blanche. I'll wait for that to know him for what
he is.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Do you hope that he would
disobey his mother?
Blanche. Yes, Madam, to do his duty.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You should first not have
forgotten your own.

Blanche. Wound me, Madam, humiliate me, I

know that I deserve it.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. I would be more inclined

to pity you than to offend you, Mademoiselle.

However, it seems to me that a young girl, after

the misfortune which has happened to you, should

lower her head and submit.

Blanche. You will see, Madam, of what this

young girl is capable to obtain the satisfaction due
her.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. What can you do?

Blanche. I must know first whether your son

speaks two languages, one with you, the other with

me. I do not accuse him yet. He knows your will,

and conceals his own from you. But if I have to

deal with a coward who hides behind his mother, he

must not count on abandoning me so easily. Any-
where, anywhere he is, I shall reach him. I shall

break his position and destroy his future.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. You will compromise your-

self and nothing else. Perhaps that's what you wish.

Happily, your mother will prevent you. She will
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consider that it is enough to have a stain in the

family without adding scandal to it. Goodbye,
Mademoiselle.

Blanche. [Detaining her.] Do not go, Madam.
Mme. de Saint-Genis. [Gently.] We have nothing

more to say to each other.

Blanche. Stay. I am crying, I am suffering.

Touch my hand, I am in a constant fever.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Yes, I realize your agita-

tion, you will get over it ; while if you were married
to my son, your regrets and his would be eternal.

Blanche. We love each other.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Today, yes, but tomorrow

—

Blanche. Consent, Madam, I beseech you.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Must I repeat to you the

words you said to me a little while ago? Never.

[Blanche leaves her, walks hack and forth, crosses

the stage with signs of the deepest agitation and
sorrow; she lets herself fall upon an armchair.

Madam de Saint-Genis going slowly to Blanche.]

I deeply regret, my child, to seem so cruel to you
and to leave you in such a state. And yet I am right,

quite right. A woman of my age and of my experi-

ence, who has seen all that can be seen in this world,

knows the value of things, and does not exaggerate
some at the expense of others.

Blanche. [Throwing herself at her knees.]

Listen to me. Madam. What's to become of me, if

your son does not marry me? It is his duty. I know
no other more noble nor easier towards a woman
who loves him. Do you believe that if ours were an
ordinary engagement, I would stoop to call him
back? I would break my heart rather than to offer

it to him who scorns it and would no longer be
worthy of it. But your son must marry me; it is
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his duty, I shall repeat it forever. All other con-

siderations vanish before that. You speak to me of

the future, let it be what it will, I am only thinking

of the past, which will make me die of shame and
sorrow.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Child that you are, does
one speak of dying at your age I Come, get up and
listen to me. I see that you love my son more than
I thought you did or you wouldn't care so much
for a poor fellow whose position is almost miserable.

But if I were to consent to you marrying him, within
one year, within six months perhaps, you would
bitterly reproach me for my weakness. Love goes,

the household remains. Do you know what yours
would be 1 Shabby, needy, vulgar, with children you
would have to nurse yourself and a dissatisfied hus-
band who would reproach you every minute for the
sacrifice you exacted of him. Do what I ask you.

Sacrifice yourself rather. How things will change
then. George is no longer abandoning you, it is

you who generously release him. He is placed
under obligation to you and gives you in his heart
a mysterious place which you will keep forever. Men
always remain sensible to the memory of a woman
who loved them disinterestedly, were it only for an
hour, it is so rare! What is to become of you? I

am going to tell you. The image of my son which
fills all your thoughts at the present moment will

vanish little by little, quicker than you believe. You
are young, charming, full of seductions. Ten, twenty
suitors will present themselves to you. You will

choose not the most brilliant, but the most solid, and
on that day, you will think of me and say. Madam
de Saint-Genis was right.

Blanche. Who are you. Madam, to give me such
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advice? What would your son say if he knew of

it? I would rather be his mistress than another's

wife.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. His mistress! What an
expression in your mouth. My son will know what
expressions escape you, Mademoiselle. They are

the sign of your precocity.

Blanche. No, no, Madam. No, no, you will not

repeat this frightful word which I blush to have
uttered.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. His mistress! I will tell

you all then since you can hear all. I never would
have broken your marriage with my son on a ques-

tion of interest. But I want my son's wife to bring

him no suspicions as to her past nor worry as to

the future. [She goes towards the door.]

Blanche. Oh! oh! oh! you insult me, Madam,
without reason and without mercy.

Mme. de Saint-Genis. Let me go. Mademoiselle.

His mistress ! That's the language of a lost woman.
[She pushes Blanche away and leaves.]

Blanche. Lost woman! She dared call me

—

infamous ! [She bursts into tears.] All is over now.
George is weak, his mother dominates him, he will

obey her. Lost woman! [She weeps abundantly.]

Such a charming man who resembled this woman so

little and allows himself to be led by her ! I cannot
contain myself. My hands were burning a little

while ago, they are icy now. [She rings and comes
back down stage.] He is young—scarcely twenty-
three—^he is gentle, refined, charming, another will

love him and marry him instead of me.
EosALiE. [Entering.] Is it you, my child, calling

for me?
Blanche. [Going to her, sorrowfully.] I am

cold, nursey, put something on my shoulders.
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EosALiE. [After having looked at her.\ ' I am
going to put you to bed, which will be much better

for you.

Blanche. No.
EosAUE. Do what I tell you, do what I tell you,

if you do not want to be sick.

13LANCHE. Oh ! certainly I am going to be sick.

EosALiE. Come, come, Eosalie is going to undress

you. It won't be the first time.

Blanche. Call mother.

Eosalie. You don't need your mother, I am here.

Blanche. I am not going to marry, Eosalie.

Eosalie. Well, what of it, don't we spoil you
enough that you prefer that little fop and that

devilish woman to us. That's what they are. That
marriage didn't suit you at all, don't you see? If

they had listened to your father and me, they would
have not thought of it more than a minute.

Blanche. [Whose mind is wandering.] Father!

I see my father I he is holding his arms out to me and
motioning me to go to him.

Eosalie. Come to bed, Blanche, dear.

Blanche. Your Blanche is a lost woman! I am
a lost woman, you did not know it.

Eosalie. Don't speak any more, my child, it hurts

you. Come. Come with your old nurse.

Blanche. Ah I what pain! [Shouting.] Marie!

Marie! Marie! [She falls into Rosalie*s arms and
slides to the ground.]

Marie. [Entering hurriedly.] Blanche ! Blanche

!

Eosalie. Hush, dear, it is useless, she doesn't

hear you. Take hold of her gently, the poor dear,

and let's put her to bed.

Blanche. [Muttering.] Lost woman I

Mme. Vignekon. [Appearing.] What's the matter?

[She rushes forward.]
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EosALiE. Leave us alone, Madam, you would
hinder us more than anything else.

[Enter Judith.]

Mme. Vignebon. Judith, come here. {They come
down stage.] You were right my child. All these

affairs are not good for us. There, they are taking

your sister to bed, tomorrow it will be you, and the

day after, it will be myself. You are still thinking

that it is best to bring it to an end?
Judith. Yes, I do.

Mme. Vigneron. All right. You are going to take

Eosalie with you and you will go to M. Bourdon.
You will tell him that I accept everything, that I

approve everything, and that I am in haste now to

have everything terminated. You will add that I

am as anxious as he. That's your opinion, isn't it?

Judith. It is.

Mme. Vigneron. Go, my big girl, go. [They
part.] I am willing to keep what I have, but I want
first to keep my children.

CURTAIN.



I

ACT IV.

[The stage represents a dining room, a sad and
commonplace room, miserably furnished—here and
there a few chairs, the sofa which was used in the

preceding acts, and which seems out of place. Two
single doors, one at the hack, the other at the left.

At the hack to the right against the wall a mahogany
table on which is a red leather cover; on the table,

a loaf of bread, some cups and a few household
utensils.

1

EosALiE. Come in, M. Merckens. They wonH com-
plain if they see the face of an acquaintance here.

Merckens. {After having looked around.] Oh!
ho! the lawyer hadn't deceived me. It smells of

poverty.

EosALiE. You are looking at our new home, it

isn't rich, is it? Ah! yesterday and today do not
resemble each other.

Mebckens. What has happened to the family?

Rosalie. Ruined, Monsieur, ruined, the poor lady

and her daughters! I shall not tell you how it

happened, but you can't change my idea. You see

when the lawyers come behind a dead man, you can

say: Here are the crows! They only leave what
they can't carry away.
Merckens. The house isn't good any more,

Rosalie?

Rosalie. For no one, M. Merckens, for no one.

Merckens. Why don't you seek a situation

elsewhere ?

107
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EosALiE. Could the young ladies do without me
any more than I could do without them? I am a

mouth too many, that's true, but I earn what I eat,

I assure you. You mustn't think of breakfasting

with us, M. Merckens. Formerly, when I saw
you come at this time of the day, I knew what it

meant, and you found your plate on the table; it

isn't the same thing now. I am going to tell Madam
you are here.

Meeckens. No, do not disturb Madam Vigneron

;

Just tell Mademoiselle Judith that I am here.

\^Enter Judith.'\

EosALiE. Here is Mademoiselle.

Judith. Good morning, M. Merckens. {Merckens
hows.']

Rosalie, And yet, if you feel like a good cup of

coffee, I guess we are able to offer you that.

Judith. Leave us, Rosalie. {Exit Rosalie.] I

am going to have a little quarrel with you first, and
then, we shall speak of it no more. I wrote to you
twice asking you to come and see me, once should

have been sufficient.

Merckens. Are you sure you wrote twice?

Judith. You know very well I did.

Meeckens. No, I assure you, I did not receive

your first letter.

Judith. Never mind. I need not tell you to what
situation we have been reduced. You must have
guessed it on entering here.

Merckens. {Half serious.] Will you explain

to me?
Judith. It is a story which would not interest you

and in which I find no pleasure. In short, we did not
have money enough to defend our fortune ; we would
have needed nearly a hundred thousand francs.
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Merckens. Why did you not speak of that to met
I should have found them for you.

Judith. It is too late now. Let us sit down. You
remember, M. Merckens, and you have witnessed our
family life. We were very happy, we loved one
another dearly, we had no relations and did not
wish any. We did not think that some day we would
need some one and should know no one. ^Merckens
pulls out his tvatch.] Are you in haste?

Mekckens. In great haste. Don't let us waste any
time. You wanted to see me, here I am. You want
to ask me something, what is it ? Perhaps it is better

that I should tell you at first I am not very obliging.

Judith. Am I to go on?
Meeckens. Yes, certainly, go on.

Judith. I'll go right to the point. It is the

simplest and surest way. I propose to take advan-

tage of the excellent lessons I received from you
and to give lessons myself.

Merckens. [Touching her knee.] What, unfor-

tunate child, have you come to that?

Judith. Come, come, M. Merckens, call me
Mademoiselle as you were accustomed to do and
make an effort to answer me seriously.

Merckens. Lessons! In the first place are you
capable of giving lessons? I am not so sure of it.

Let's admit it. Will you do what is necessary to

find them? One asks for lessons as one asks for alms

;

you cannot obtain any with dignity and great man-
ners. However, it is possible that they may take

pity on you and that in four or five years, not before,

you may manage to have some patronage. You will

have pupils who more often will be disagreeable, and
the parents of your pupils will almost always be

coarse. What is a poor little music teacher to
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Philistines who do not even know the key of G. See,

without looking any further, your father

—

Judith. Let us not speak of my father.

Meeckens. Can't we joke a little? He left you
nothing? [A pause.]

Judith. Let us put aside this question of lessons

for an instant, we shall come back to it by. and by.

Do not see on my part either vanity or presumption
in what I am going to tell you, M. Merckens, but
only the desire of making use of my small talent

as a musician. I have composed a great deal, you
know. Couldn't I, with all the pieces I have written

and with others which I would produce, secure a
little comfort for all my people ?

Mebckens. [After having laughed.] Look at me.
[He laughs again.] Never repeat what you have
just told me. You hear, never. They would laugh

at you in the five parts of the world. [He laughs

again.] A little comfort ! is that all?

Judith. No, it is not all. We spoke formerly of

a profession which I did not like, and which even
today tempts me but little. But in the situation in

which my family is, I must stop at nothing to help

it out of its trouble. The stage?

Merckens. Too late.

Judith. Why shouldn't I do what many others

have done, who hesitated first and then summoned
their courage?
Merckens. Too late.

Judith. I have perhaps natural talent which
lacks only training and practice.

Merckens. Too late. One doesn't go on the stage

without having prepared for it for a long time. You
will never be an artist. You haven't what is

required. At the present moment you would find
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on the stage only deceptions, or adventures, is that

what you wish?

Judith. Then what can I do ?

Mebckens. Nothing. I see what you have come
to. You are not the first whom I find in this situa-

tion and to whom 1 give this answer. There are

no resources for a woman, or rather, there is only

one. See here. Mademoiselle, I am going to tell you
the whole truth in one sentence. If you are pure,

they will esteem you without helping you; if you
are not, they will help you without esteeming you;
you cannot hope for anything else. Do you wish to

speak of the lessons again?

Judith. It is useless. I regret having disturbed

you.

Meeckens. You send me away?
Judith. I do not detain you any longer.

Merckens. Goodbye, Mademoiselle.

Judith. Goodbye, Monsieur.

Merckens. [On the threshold.'] There was nothing

else to tell her.

[Exit. Enter Marie.]

Maeie. Well?
Judith. Well? If M. Merckens is right, and if

things are as he says, we are not at the end of our
troubles. Meanwhile, all my plans are upset, those

you knew of first, and another which I kept to myself.

Marie. What other?

Judith. What's the good of telling you?
Marie. Do.
Judith. I thought for an instant to make use of

my voice on the stage.

Marie. You, sister, on the stage

!

Judith. What of it. We must help ourselves and
undertake something. We cannot wait until we have
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spent our last sou. Mother is too old to work and
we would not allow it any way. Who knows whether
our poor Blanche will ever be in her right mind
again? So we are left, you and I, and at that, what
could you possibly do? You will have to work
twelve hours a day to earn a franc and a half.

Marie. Tell me very sincerely what you think of

Blanche's condition?

Judith. Better one day and worse the other.

Every minute we think that she is going to recognize

us, but she sees no one and hears nothing. I thought
a great deal of this misfortune, and perhaps it

spared us a worse one. If Blanche, hot-headed as
she is, had learned, by chance or through fatality,

of the marriage of M. de Saint-Genis, who knows if

the news would not have killed her? She is alive,

that's the principal thing, she is not lost to us. If

we must take care of her, we will take care of her

:

if we must deprive ourselves of bread for her, we
will do without; she is no longer our sister, she is

our child.

Makie. You are good, sister, and I love you.

{They kiss.]

Judith. I also love you. I am abrupt at times,

but I bear you all in my heart. It seems to me that

it is I, the oldest, the big sister as you call me, who
should get us out of trouble and put the family on
its feet again. How? I do not know. I seek a way
and do not find any. If I could do it by throwing
myself into the fire, I would have done it long ago.

[A pause.]

Makie. Did mamma speak to you of M. Bourdon's
visit?

Judith. No, what did he come for?

Marie. M. Teissier had sent him to ask for my
hand.
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Judith. You do not surprise me. It was easy to

see that M. Teissier had formed a great liking for

you and the thought of marrying you must come to

him one day or another.

Marie. Would you advise me to accept!

Judith. Do not ask my advice on that. It is you
whom it concerns, it is for you to decide. See, think

about it, weigh the proposition, but above all, think

of yourself only. If our position frightens you, and
you regret the times when we lacked for nothing,

marry M. Teissier, he will make you pay dearly

enough for a little comfort and security. But such

as I know you, as you love your mother and sisters

dearly, and as you might accept for their sake what
you would refuse for yourself, we should be most
guilty, you hear me, most guilty, if we were to advise

you to make a sacrifice which is the greatest a
woman can make.

Marie. All you say comes from the heart ; kiss me
again.

[Rosalie enters through the back door; she holds

a coffeepot in one hand, and pan full of milk in the

other; she puts them on the table; then draws near,

looks at the two sisters and sighs; Marie and Judith
part.}

Judith. Is breakfast ready?
EosAWE. Yes, Mademoiselle. I will bring it when-

ever you please.

Marie. Judith will help you to set the table, my
dear Rosalie.

[Judith and Rosalie bring the table down stage

to the right; Rosalie arranges the cups and pours

the coffee and milk while Judith brings the chairs;

meanwhile, Marie goes to the door at the left and
opens it; enter Blanche, preceding her mother;

Blanche is pale, without strength, has a vacant look,
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her attitude is that of a mad woman at rest; Madam
Wigneron has aged and turned white; Marie makes
Blanche sit down, they all sit with the exception of

Rosalie, who takes her coffee standing. A long

silence. Great sadness.
'\

Mme. Vigneron. [Bursting out.J Ah I children,

if your father could see us. {Tears and sobs. Enter
Bourdon gently.]

EosALiE. [To Bourdon.] How did you enter?

Bourdon. Through the door, which was open. You
are wrong, my girl, to leave the entrance door open

;

someone might rob your mistress.

Rosalie. [Under his nose.] No danger. The job

is done, and well done.

Bourdon. [Coming down stage to Madam Vi-

gneron, who is rising.] Do not disturb yourself.

Madam, I shall wait until you are through breakfast.

Mme. Vigneron. [Going to him.] "What have you
to say to me, M. Bourdon?
Bourdon. [In a low voice.] I come again. Madam,

on behalf of Teissier, concerning his plan on which
he has set his heart. I am to believe, am I not, that

you informed your daughter of the request I
presented to you?
Mme. Vigneron. Certainly.

Bourdon. Will you authorize me to put the re-

quest to her in your presence.

Mme. Vigneron. Very well. I consent. Judith,

take away your sister, my dear. Marie, M. Bourdon
wishes to talk with us.

[Exit Judith, Blanche and Rosalie.]

Bourdon. Your mother informed you, Mademoi-
selle, of the desire expressed by M. Teissier?

Marie. Yes, Monsieur.
Bourdon. And it is of your own accord and with-
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out obeying anyone that you decline the marriage
which was offered you?

Makie. Of my own accord.

Bourdon. Very well ! Besides, I like that just as

well. I had feared for a moment, on seeing you
refuse such an advantageous proposition, that your
mother and your sisters might have plotted to keep
you with them, not through jealousy, but through
misunderstood affections. If this is your final de-

cision, Mademoiselle, if you have irrevocably made
up your mind, I do not see any necessity for pro-

ceeding further. [A silence.]

Mme. Vigneron. Do not trouble yourself, my child,

answer frankly what you think. [Another silence.]

Bourdon. In case. Mademoiselle, you should regret

your first decision, which could be very readily ex-

plained, I offer you the opportunity to change your
mind ; take advantage of it.

Marie. You must tell M. Teissier for me, that by
insisting as he does, he rises very much in my
esteem ; but I ask him for time to think.

Bourdon. Well, Madam, this is a very reasonable

answer, an answer full of sense, and which does not

at all resemble the absolute refusal you gave me.
Mme, Vigneron. It is possible that my daughter

may have changed her mind, but she must know that

I do not approve.

Bourdon. Do not say anything. Madam. Leave
this young girl to her own inspiration, she might
reproach you later for having followed yours. [Com-
ing hack to Marie.] I understand perfectly well.

Mademoiselle, whatever interest may be involved in

this marriage, that you should be in no haste about
it. Unfortunately, Teissier is no longer twenty
years old like you; that is precisely your greatest
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objection to him; at his age, one is not willing to

leave things till the morrow.
Marie. I would like to know, M. Bourdon, and I

pray you to tell me sincerely, whether M. Teissier

is an honest man.
BouRDON^. An honest man ! What do you mean by

that! I would not advise you, Mademoiselle, in

case you were to marry M. Teissier, to stake all your
hopes upon a simple promise from him; but there

are notaries to draw up contracts which establish

the rights of the parties. Have I answered your
question!

Marie. No, you did not understand it. An honest

man, for a young girl, means many things.

Bourdon. Are you asking, Mademoiselle, if Teis-

sier made his fortune honestly?

Marie. Yes, I would like to be informed upon that

point and upon others.

Bourdon. What are you bothering about ? If one
were to seek today, in France, the origin of all the

fortunes, there are not a hundred, not fifty, which
would stand a scrupulous examination. I speak of

it knowingly, as a man who holds the threads in his

office. Teissier has been in business all his life ; he
accumulated a considerable fortune which is quite

his own, and which no one dreams of attacking;

you don't need to know any more.
Marie. What is the usual conduct of M. Teissier?

What are his tastes, his habits 1

Bourdon. The tastes and habits of a man of his

age. I do not think that you have much to fear

on that side. I see now what your questions are

leading to. Believe me, Teissier will be a husband
too faithful rather than not enough, I leave it to

your mother herself.

I
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Mme. Vigneron. I am wondering, M. Bourdon,

what interest you may have in this marriage ?

Bourdon. What interest, Madam'? The interest

of this child, which is also yours.

Mme. Vigneron. Do you know that it is very late

to show us such devotion.

Bourdon. You are still thinking, Madam, of these

accursed affairs which terminated as badly as possi-

ble, I admit. Is it my fault, if you found herself

powerless to defend the estate of your husband? You
submitted to the law of the stronger, that's all.

Today, this law is in your favor. It happens that

your daughter has made the conquest of an old man,
who will grant anything, to spend with her the few
days he has to live. This situation is all to your
advantage; you have all the trumps, make the best

of it. I do not need to tell you. Madam, that we,

in public office, know neither the stronger nor the

weaker, and that neutrality is for us a duty from
which we never depart. And yet I will not think

myself guilty, although Teissier is my client, if I

stipulate in favor of your daughter all the advan-

tages which she may obtain. [Coming back to

Marie.] You have heard, Mademoiselle, what I said

to your mother. Ask me as many questions as you
please, but if you please, let us come to the only

question which is really of importance, the question

of money. I am listening to you.

Marie. No, you speak.

Bourdon. [Smiling.] I am here to listen to you
and to advise you.

Marie. It would be painful to me to dwell on that

subject.

Bourdon. [Smiling.] So! Perhaps you wish to

know exactly the amount of M. Teissier's fortune?
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Mabie. I deemed it sufficient without knowing
what it is.

BouEDON. You are right. Teissier is rich, very-

rich. Eicher than he admits, the sly old fox. Go
on, Mademoiselle, I am waiting for you.

Maeie. Undoubtedly M. Teissier informed you of

his intentions?

Bourdon. Yes, but I would also like to know
yours. It is always interesting for us to watch the

arguments of the contracting parties.

Marie. Do not increase my embarrassment. If

this marriage is to take place, I would rather run
my chances than impose conditions.

Bourdon, \_8till smiling.'] Eeally. [Marie looks

him in the eyes.] I do not doubt your scruples.

Mademoiselle; when one is willing to show us any,

we have to believe them sincere. And yet, Teissier

suspects, of course, that you are not marrying him
for his good looks. So he is quite ready to give you
a dowry ; but this dowry, I hasten to tell you, would
not be sufficient. You are making a bargain, aren't

you, or if the expression is disagreeable to you, you
are speculating and this speculation must bear its

fruits. So it is right, and that is what will happen,
that Teissier, when he marries you, should admit
community of goods, which means that half of his

fortune will come to you after his death, without any
possible contest. All that will be left for you to do
will be to hope that you have not too long to wait
for it. [Turning to Madam Vigneron.] You have
heard. Madam, what I have told your daughter!
Mme. Vigneron. I heard.
Bourdon. What do you think of it?

Mme. Vigneron. I think, M. Bourdon, if you wish
to know, that instead of promising M. Teissier's
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fortune to my daughter, you would have done better

to keep her father's fortune for her.

BouKDON. You are always harping on that, Madam.
{Coming hack to Marie.] Well, Mademoiselle, you
know now the immense advantages in store for you
within a very short time ; I am thinking of what you
might object to and cannot think of anything. Some
sentimental objection, perhaps? I am talking, am
I not, to a reasonable young girl, who was well

brought up and has no butterflies in her head. You
must know that there is no such a thing as love; I

have never met any for my part. There is only busi-

ness in this world; marriage is a business like any
other ; the business which presents itself to you today
you will never meet again.

Maeie. During the conversations he had with you
did M. Teissier speak of my family?

Bourdon. Of your family? No. [In a low voice.l

Do they demand anything?

Marie. M. Teissier ought to know that I would
never consent to part from them.

Bourdon. Why should he part you from them?
Your sisters are charming, your mother is a very
agreeable person. Besides, it is entirely to Teissier's

interest not to leave alone a young woman who will

have many idle moments. Now, Mademoiselle, pre-

pare for what I have to tell you. Teissier accom-

panied me here ; he is downstairs ; he is waiting for

an answer which, this time, must be final
;
you would

run a great risk if you were to delay it. Hence, I

ask you : Yes, or no?
Mme. Vigneron. That is enough, M. Bourdon. I

was willing that you should inform my daughter of

the proposition which was made to her, but if she

is to accept it, it concerns her, and I do not intend
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that she should do so in a moment of weakness or

emotion. Besides, as you may well think, I intend

to have a talk with her, and to tell her many things

which would be out of place in your presence, but

which a mother, alone with her child, may and ought

to tell her in certain cases. I haven't a hearty and
healthy girl of twenty to give to an old man

!

BouEDON. To whom will you give her? On listen-

ing to you, Madam, one would think that you had
your pockets full of sons-in-law, and that your
daughters will have but to choose. Why was the

marriage of one of them broken off when it seemed
absolutely settled 1 For lack of money. And indeed,

it is for lack of money that young girls become old

maids.

Mme. Vigneron. You are mistaken. I had nothing

and my husband had nothing either. Yet, he married

me and we were very happy.

BouEDON. You had four children, that is true.

Madam, if your husband were still of this world, he

would, for the first time perhaps, disagree with you.

He would look with fear upon the situation of his

daughters, a situation which, whatever else you may
think to the contrary, is difficult and dangerous. He
would give proper consideration to M. Teissier's

proposition, which, while imperfect, is more than

acceptable, reassuring for the time being, [LooJcinff

at Marie] and dazzling for the future. One doesn't

risk anything, I know, on making the dead speak,

but Mademoiselle's father, with as kind a heart as

yours, had furthermore, an experience which you
lack. He knew life ; he knew that you pay for every-

thing in this world ; and take it all in all, his thoughts

today would be these : I lived for my family, I died

for it, my daughter might well sacrifice a few years

for it.
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Marie. [With tears in her eyes.] Tell M. Teissier

that I accept.

BouEDON. Well, Mademoiselle, one has to take

great troubles to make your fortune. Here is your
contract. I had prepared it beforehand, without
knowing whether or not I would be repaid for my
trouble. You will read it at your leisure. All that

remains is to have it signed by Teissier and I'll take

care of that. I was your father's notary, I hope
to become yours. I'll go and bring Teissier to you.

[Exit.]

Marie. Kiss me and say nothing. Don't take my
courage away, I have no more than I need. M.
Bourdon is right, don't you see, this marriage is

salvation. I am ashamed, ashamed of it, and yet

I should be guilty if I refused it. Is it possible for

you, mother dear, at your age, to begin over a life

of misery and privations ? Yes, I know, you are full

of courage, but Blanche, Blanche, the poor child

cannot be asked to be courageous. What remorse

for me later if her health demanded cares we could

not afford to give her! And Judith! I think of

Judith also. Who knows what may become of a

young girl, the best of them, the purest of them,

when her mind is active and she is not afraid of

adventures ! See, I feel relieved since this marriage

is decided upon. It will be what it may, blame-

worthy, mercenary, very painful also ! but I prefer

a little shame and sorrow that I know, to worries

of all sorts which may end in misfortune. Wipe
your eyes, don't let them see that we have wept.

[Enter Bourdon, followed by Teissier; Teissier

goes smiling toward Marie, Bourdon stops him and

motions to him to greet Madam Vigneron first.]

Teissier. Your servant, Madam. [Going to Marie.]
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Is it true, Mademoiselle, as Bourdon tells me, that

you consent to become my wife?

Marie. It is true.

Teissier. You have quite made up your mind, you
will not change it by to-morrow? {She offers him
her hand, he kisses her on both cheeks.] Do not

blush. That's the way they celebrate betrothals in

my village. You kiss the bride on the right cheek,

saying, "That's for the mayor"; and then on the

left cheek, saying, **And that's for the priest."

[Marie smiles; he goes to Mme. Vigneron.] If you
are willing, Madam, we'll publish the banns to-

morrow. Bourdon here will prepare us a bit of a
contract, won't you, Bourdon? [Bourdon answers
with a significant gesture.] And in three weeks,

your daughter's name will be Mme. Teissier. [A
pause. Enter Rosalie.]

Mme. Vigneron. What is it, Eosalie?

KosALiE. Will you receive M. Dupuis, Madam?
Mme. Vigneron. M. Dupuis? The furniture deal-

er of the Voges Square?
KosALiE. Yes, Madam.
Mme. Vigneron. What does he come for?

Eosalie. You owe him money, Madam; at least,

he says so. Another crow, sure

!

Mme. Vigneron. We owe M. Dupuis nothing ; do
you hear? Tell him that I cannot receive him.

Teissier. Yes, Madam, yes, you ought to receive

M. Dupuis. Either you owe him something, con-

trary to what you may think, and if so, the simplest

thing is to pay him, or M. Dupuis is mistaken, and
there is no harm in showing him his mistake. You
are no longer alone

;
you have a man with you now.

Show in M. Dupuis. Mile. Marie is going to receive

him. She is soon to be mistress of a house. I wish

to see how she will behave. Come, Bourdon. Let
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lis leave your daughter with M. Dupuis. [Mme.
Vigneron and Bourdon enter room to the left; before

following them, to Marie.] I am there, behind the

door; I shall not lose a word. [Exit.]

[Enter Dupuis.]

Dupuis. Good-morning, my dear Mademoiselle.

Makie. Good-morning, M. Dupuis.

Dupuis. Is your mother well?

Maeie. Pretty well, thank you.

Dupuis. Your sisters well, too?

Maeie. Very well.

Dupuis. I do not need to ask you how you are:

you are as fresh as a rose—as a new-bom child.

Maeie. My mother requested me to receive you
in her place ; tell me what brings you, please.

Dupuis. Don't you suspect what brings me?
Maeie. No, I assure you.

Dupuis. Honest? You don't think, if M. Dupuis
comes to see us after such a long time, he must be
in great need of money?
Maeie. Explain yourself more clearly.

Dupuis. I would have given a great deal, Made-
moiselle, a great deal, not to have to come. When
I learned of the death of your father, I told my wife

:

**I believe that M. Vigneron still owes us something,

but it is not a very large amount, and it won't kill

us to charge it to profit and loss. That's the way I

am with my good clients. And M. Vigneron was one.

Never had any trouble with him. Among honest

people, it ought always to be that way. Unfortu-

nately, you know what business is—good to-day, bad
the next day ; it 's pretty dull now. You understand ?

Maeie. It seems to me, M. Dupuis, that my father

had settled with you.

Dupuis. Don't say that; you grieve me.

Maeie. And yet, I am just as certain as one can
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be that my father had settled his account with your
house.

Dupuis. Take care! You'll make me angry. It's

only two thousand francs ; the amount is not worth
while. Perhaps you are short just now ; tell me ; I

am not coming to throttle you. Let Mme. Vigneron
give me a note for two thousand francs, three months
after date ; her signature is like ready money for me.

Marie. I shall tell my mother that you came to

claim two thousand francs, but I repeat to you, it

is a mistake on your part. I am sure that we do not

owe you that amount.
Dupuis. Well, Mademoiselle, I shall not leave this

house until I get it. I presented myself politely, hat

in hand. [He puts on his hat.] You seem to treat

me like a thief; that does not go with me. Go and
get your mother; let her give me two thousand
francs or a note. I am still willing to take a note.

Otherwise, M. Dupuis will get raging mad, and make
the whole house shake.

[Enter Teissier. Dupuis, surprised and already in-

timidated hy his arrival, removes his hat.]

Teissier. Keep your hat on. No ceremony in

business. You have your bill with you ?

Dupuis. Certainly, Monsieur, I have my bill.

Teissier. Give it to me.
Dupuis. Am I to hand my bill to this gentleman,

Mademoiselle ?

Makie. Do what the gentleman tells you.

Teissier. [Reading the hill.] "Received from
"Widow Vigneron two thousand francs, in settlement

of account agreed upon between her and me. '
' What

kind of bill is that? Don't you usually give an item-

ized bill?

Dupuis. We cannot write bills over five or six
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times; the first, which I gave M. Vigneron, con-

tained all necessary details.

Teissier. Very well; I am going to pay you. I

shall verify when I gQi home.
Dupuis. Verify, Monsieur, verify. M. Vigneron

must have left his papers in order.

Teissier. Yes, in perfect order. [Looking at the

hill closely.] Dupuis, isn't it? Is that your signa-

ture? You are M. Dupuis himself?

Dupuis. Yes, sir.

Teissier. I am going to give you your two thou-

sand francs.

Dupuis. Verify the bill, since you are able to do
so ; I shall wait until then.

Teissier. You are quite sure that, at the time of

his death, M. Vigneron owed you two thousand
francs ?

Dupuis. Yes, Monsieur, yes ; unless my wife made
a mistake in her calculations, but I do not think so.

Teissier. Your wife has nothing to do with this.

It is you who would be liable by asking for the same
amount twice.

Dupuis. I would not ask for it if it were not due.

I am an honest man.
Teissier. [Offering him the money.] Here are

your two thousand francs.

Dupuis. No ; verify the bill first ; I prefer that.

Teissier. Go back home, my man, and don't let

me ever catch you here again
;
you hear me ?

Dupuis. What's that. Monsieur?
Teissier. I am telling you to go home. Don't be

insolent
;
you would regret it.

Dupuis. Give me back my bill at least.

Teissier. Take care you do not find it in the

State's Attorney's office.
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Dupuis. Ah! that's too much. A man whom I

do not know dares to speak to me like that, to my
very face. I am going, Mademoiselle; you'll hear
of me soon. [Exit, putting on his hat.]

Teissier. You have been surrounded by rascals

ever since the death of your father, my child. Let
us join your family.

CUETAIN.



SHAKSPEEE'S ROMANTIC COMEDIES.

L

N most of tlie plays, grave and gay, which
Shakspere had written prior to the * * Mer-
chant of Venice,'* we can perceive evi-

dence that he had not yet found the exist-

ling dramatic formulas entirely adequate
jfor his full artistic self-expression. But

we can see also that the period of experiment is

drawing to an end and that he has completed his

apprenticeship. He has mastered the mystery of

exposition; he has learnt the value of contrast; he

has taught himself how to build up an action, in-

tensifying its interest, scene by scene, as it rises to

its culmination ; and he has discovered that he need
not invent characters by the aid of fantasy since the

world about him proffered countless men and women
for his imagination to transiSgure. He has built the

artfully articulated plot of his first great tragedy,
**Romeo and Juliet ;" and he has created his greatest

comic character, Falstaff. The composition of a
dozen plays of varying types has shown him how he
could best do what he wanted to do. He has en-

tered already on the period of assured mastery and
of exalted ambition, the period to which his supreme
masterpieces belong,—in tragedy, **Hamlet" and
*

' Othello '
' and *

' Macbeth, *
' and in comedy the * * Mer-

chant of Venice" and **Much Ado," **As You Like

It" and ** Twelfth Night;" and these are the plays

upon which his universal fame is forever founded.

127
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The earliest of these comedies, the ''Merchant

of Venice," had been written before Falstaff had
come into being; and the latest, "Twelfth Night,'*

was produced only a little earlier than ** Hamlet.'*

All four of them were apparently composed in the

final half-decade of the sixteenth century. In their

structure they are curiously alike. They have each

of them for the center of interest a tale of true

love that ran smoothly for the most part, altho not

without obstacles and obstructions. And this cen-

tral story of young lovers meeting and mating in

the spring-time of their happy lives is varied and
stiffened by a vigorous underplot which seems at

times almost about to sharpen into tragedy. The
highest type of pure comedy, as we discover it in

Moliere (and as it may have been evident in Menan-
der) can be defined as a humorous play, the action

of which is the inevitable result of the clash of char-

acter on character, the story being what it is solely

because the characters are what they are. This

definition does not fit these four charming comedies

of Shakspere, since his stories are not strictly caused

by his chief characters, who are at times almost pas-

sive under the pressure of the arbitrary subplot

which supplies the necessarj^ dramatic strength.

These subplots are fantastic and romanticist, even
tho Shakspere has seen fit to people them with vital

characters; they are often archaic in the unreality

of their motives ; and they are tolerable today only

because we are willing to make-believe.

In fact, these four comedies are often crude in

their devices altho complex in the characters who
are subject to these devices. The persons still seem
to us modem enough because they are most of them
eternally true to life, whereas the stories themselves
are outworn, and even absurd. Shakspere asks us
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to accept tales whicli are no longer acceptable; and
he wins our consent because of the beautiful veracity

of his chief characters. It is as tho he were request-

ing us to permit the artificiality of the tale itself on
his promise to carry on this tale by veritable human
beings who shall obey the strictest logic of life. In

the "Merchant of Venice," for example, the pound-
of-flesh story and the story of the three-caskets are

hopelessly inconceivable in any world that ever was

;

but Portia is inexorably true to life as we know it,

and so is Shylock. We can enjoy the delightful

vision of Portia set over against the sinister profile

of Shylock only if we are ready to receive as real

the transcendent unreality of the incidents which
bring these two characters together. We can get

our full measure of enjoyment out of the merry war
between Beatrice and Benedick only if we are willing

for the moment to close our eyes to the arrant im-

possibility of the wicked scheme by which the mar-
riage of Hero and Claudio is broken off. In the two
later comedies, "As You Like It" and "Twelfth
Night," the semi-tragic subplot is less important,

—

indeed, in the last of the four, its place seems to

be usurpt by a humorous understory. Perhaps the

success of the two earlier comedies had shown
Shakspere that he scarcely needed so emphatic a
support for the adventures and misadventures of

the young lovers in whom he was obviously most in-

terested and in whom he wanted us to be most in-

terested.

One of the ways by which Shakspere subtly wins
our attention for a tale that we might otherwise re-

ject is to lay the scene of all four of these romantic
comedies in a realm of unreality, an undiscovered
country of dreams, illumined by the light that never
was on land or sea. He may call this Venice or
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Messina, lUyria or the Forest of Arden; but he
avails himself of these geographic expressions mere-

ly to attain the effect of remoteness, the illusion of

a no man's land afar off, a strange place where the

strangest things may happen, and where the in-

habitants are not fettered by the sordid bonds of

every-day existence. The forest of Arden in which
snakes glide and lions roam can be contiguous only

to the principality of Zenda, not far from the town
of Weissnichtwo. Its boundaries may not be trace-

able on any actual map; and yet a joyous host of

recognizable human beings wander at will thru its

glades and explore its distant recesses. Sceptical

geographers have even ventured to surmise that it

may once have been incorporated in the land of

opera-comique, often called La Scribie, after its con-

queror. Scribe, a country fair to see, where lovers

undergo easy trials and where all the laws are
promulgated for the sole benefit of the playwrights.

Yet this region of romance cannot be very far from
the England of Elizabeth, since most of the inhabi-

tants have English for their native tongue and are

ordered by English manners and customs. Touch-
stone and Adam, Dogberry and Verges, Sir Toby
Belch, Sir Andrew Aguecheek and the incomparable
Maria,—all these live and move and have their being
in their native land, the very island where Bottom
was at home, tho he may have supposed himself

to abide at Athens, and where the Nurse was bom,
who acted as go-between in Verona.

n.

To us nowadays the central personage of the
"Merchant of Venice" is not the somber Antonio,
who gives the play its title, nor the lovely Portia,
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but the sinister Shylock. We go to the theater to

see a great actor in this great part ; and Macready,
followed by Lawrence Barrett, went so far as to cut

the piece down to a Shylock-play in three acts end-

ing with the trial-scene. But this is plainly a be-

trayal of Shakspere's intent. In his mind the cen-

tral personage is indisputably Portia. The play
opens with talk about the lady of Belmont and it

ends at Belmont, with the lady about to begin her
life of wedded bliss. ''Take away Belmont and the

drama will not stand," M. Jusserand has pointed

out. ''Belmont is fairy-land; everything there is

young, beautiful, radiant and charming; from there

can come only happiness, joy and marvels."

For all his importance to us Shylock appears only

in five scenes, and not once in the fifth act. He
comes into the play only that his hard feeling to-

ward Antonio may bring about the deadly peril in

which the merchant is involved so that the warm-
hearted and quick-witted Portia may extricate her
husband's benefactor and triumphantly confute the

evil-minded Jew. Even immediately after the ten-

sion of the trial-scene, the disguised heroine claims

from her husband the ring she has given him, simply
to provide material for the fifth act, a comic com-
plication being necessary to carry on the comedy a
little longer. Without this amusing business of the

ring the final scenes would be void of matter. Portia
lingers in our sight long after Shylock has gone out,

disgraced and degraded; and she had been intro-

duced to us before we were allowed to lay eyes on
the scheming usurer. The play is a comedy in its

blithesome tone; it is a tale of true lovers, three

couples of them; and the evil plot of the sordid

wretch whom Portia defeats with the weapons of

the law is scarcely more than a grave incident in-
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troduced to intensify our interest in the love-story.

The temper of the piece is not that of tragedy; and
its sentiment does not deepen into tragic passion.

Its appeal is primarily to eternal youth, which loves

a lover, and which likes a love-story that is almost

a fairy-tale.

There is external evidence that Shakspere was
probably here remaking an earlier piece in which the

pound-of-flesh and the three caskets had already

been combined ; and internal evidence confirms this.

Very often Shakspere is at his best when he is bet-

tering a ready-made play. This is exactly what he
was to do with ''Hamlet," the immediate source of

which is also lost. He assimilates the earlier au-

thor's plot and makes it his own; and he also makes
it over to suit himself. The "Merchant of Venice"
is like "Hamlet" again in that it is just the kind
of play we should expect from Shakspere at the

period when it was produced; and both plays as

we have them are probably better than they would
have been if Shakspere had not been sustained and
stimulated by the earlier pieces. In both of these

plays, the comedy and the tragedy, the invention of

the bare story is due to an earlier playwright; but
the construction is Shakspere 's since it is excellent

and beyond the power of any of his predecessors.

In the "Merchant of Venice" the two plots are in-

tertwined with felicitous dexterity, the Shylock epi-

sodes being dealt with in precisely the proper pro-

portion to relieve and lift up the Portia episodes.

The exposition is admirable ; we see, first of all, the

disenchanted and large-minded Antonio, glad to

help along the wooing of the ardent Bassanio, but
already possest by a presentiment of impending
calamity ; then we are carried to Belmont to get ac-

quainted with the woman Bassanio wants to woo;
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and only after attention has been called to these

young lovers and only after we have been allowed to

foresee their nltimate union does the repellent Shy-

lock come into view to propose his merry bond with

its fatal forfeit. Thereafter we are witnesses of

the preparations for Jessica's elopement, whereby
she is to despoil her father; it is this theft of his

daughter and of his ducats which is to intensify

Shylock's vindictive bitterness against all Chris-

tians and so to sharpen his purpose when the bond is

not met on the appointed day. And in alternate

scenes with these, we behold the choosing of the

caskets by the three suitors in turn, Bassanio at last

making the happy choice, whereupon Portia sur-

renders herself to him in a speech of noble tender-

ness, heart-felt and feminine. Then we discover that

Gratiano and Nerissa have also come to a swift un-

derstanding. Suddenly, without warning, while the

four lovers are in the first flush of happiness, there

comes the news of Antonio's inability to meet the

bond. The trial scene is thus prepared for,—to be
handled when it comes at last with a superb cres-

cendo of dramatic effect. And in the final passages
of the play Shylock is forgotten and the three couples

are light-hearted lovers again, billing and cooing

in the molten moonlight.

The center of interest is ever the superb Portia, to

be compared only with Eosalind, also a creature of

joy, bom to be happy, radiant and wholesome. Portia

is the earliest of Shakspere's marvelous heroines

of comedy, the older sister of Beatrice, and Eosa-
lind and Viola. They are sisters truly, with a strong
family likeness, yet not twins any pair of them, for

they are also as unlike as sisters often are. Por-
tia is frolic-loving yet lofty of soul; she is mis-
chievous yet dignified, a true woman, with abundant
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fervor and with no lack of humor. What has Bas-

sanio done to deserve a wife so wonderful? He has

wooed her, for one thing, and she has opportunity

to find out in him merits disclosed only to her. Fit

companion for the joyous Portia is the joyous Ner-

issa; and joyous also is Jessica, for whose unfilial

robbery of her father Shakspere has never a word
of blame. Like Portia and like Nerissa, Jessica was
lovely.and she was beloved ; and in a comedy of many
wooings her wanton thefts from her outlawed father

but added to the gaiety which is the keynote of the

whole play. After all, who is this father whom Jes-

sica despoiled? Only Shylock, whom we have had
good reason to hate and whom we have seen scorned

and humbled in the dust. We may have feared the

Jew but only for a little space; the play is only a

comedy after all ; when if we have dreaded Shylock
we have laught at him in the end, even as we de-

spised him.

To the Elizabethans, strange as this may seem to

us, madness was often comic, and so was rage, which
is a less intense madness. Early in the medieval
drama, Herod, with his effervescent violence, had be-

come a humorous character, at whom the audience

was expected to roar. Shakspere meant his specta-

tors to hate Shylock and also to laugh at him. The
dramatist adroitly commingles the pathetic appeal
which Shylock makes to us moderns with seemingly
incongruous comic effects. Just after Shylock
speaks of the turquoise-ring which he had of Leah
when he was a bachelor, he is made to declare that

he would not have parted with it for *'a wilderness

of monkeys.** Shylock is the villain of the play, no
doubt, but he is a villain at once sternly tragic and
grimly comic, exposed to constant derision and
jeered at unfeelingly by Gratiano at the very mo-
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ment of his abject defeat. Shakspere is incessant in

forcing us to see all the evil in Shylock ; his very ser-

vant is made to speak against him; and his only

daughter is glad to escape from his hated house.

Before he comes in view to lament his ducats and
his daughter Salanio has already informed the au-

dience that the Jew has made himself a laughing-

stock to the rabble. And when Shylock himself ap-

pears wrought up to a pitch of frenzy, he moved the

contemporary playgoers to ribald mirth, without in

any way detracting from their detestation of the

Jew who was a wicked usurer and who had met only

his just deserts.

That this was Shakspere 's intent will seem undis-

putable to all who remember Marlowe's **Jew of

Malta," and who can put themselves back into the

Elizabethan attitude toward Jews and toward usury,

a most abhorrent trade, denounced by law and con-

demned by public opinion. But like many another

great artist, Shakspere builded better than he knew

;

and we can find in his portrayal of Shylock much that

he may not have meant to put there. To the men of

the sixteenth century Shylock may have been only a

comic villain; to us in the twentieth century he is

a supremely pathetic figure, with whom we cannot

help having a certain sympathy; we cannot help

feeling that scant justice has been measured out.

Unfair as Shakspere often is in his artful prepara-
tion to force us to detest Shylock and to despise him,

at other times the great poet is fair enough in mak-
ing us see the Jew's grievances and his provoca-
tions. Antonio has treated Shylock shamefully; we
perceive this now, altho Shakspere 's contemporaries
probably approved of the merchant's inexcusable

brutality. And in the speech in which Shylock asks

"Hath not a Jew eyes," Shakspere allows the old
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man to speak for himself for once, to speak out of

the fulness of his own heart, to speak for his whole
race.

As it was against the law of England, from Ed-
ward I. to Cromwell, for any Jew to reside in Eng-
land, it is dimly possible that Shakspere himself had
never laid eyes on an actual Hebrew, altho this is

unlikely since we know that the law was not always
strictly enforced. At all events, it is not likely that

Shakspere could have had any intimate knowledge
of Hebrew characteristics; and this makes his in-

timate understanding of Shylock all the more mar-
velous. Brandes, himself a Hebrew, has drawn at-

tention to the ''instinct of genius with which Shaks-
pere has seized upon and emphasized what is pe-

culiarly Jewish in Shylock 's culture," drawing his

language from the Old Testament, and having in

commerce *'his only point of contact with the civil-

ization of later times. '

' Brandes also notes as racial

Shylock 's insistence upon the letter of the law and
the way in which his ardent passion employs "im-
ages and parables in the service of a curiously sober

rationalism," As a result of this insight, and by
sheer force of his instinctive genius, Shakspere, ap-

parently meaning to set before us a villain akin to

Marlowe's Barabbas, has left us a genuine human
being, not a threatening silhouette of black evil, but

a rounded character which we can approach from
various angles. Because of this inherent if unin-

tended humanity, Shylock has now usurpt the cen-

tral place in the play. The piece that Shakspere
seems to have meant for a comedy changed color

before our eyes until it looms up as almost tragic

in the overthrow of a powerful personality. The
comic aspects of Shylock have disappeared from
our modem vision; and the pathetic interest of the
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desolate figure is now most obvious. The transfor-

mation of the feelings of the audience has compelled

a transformation of the method of the actors who
may now be intrusted with the part; and we find

Sir Henry Irving, for example, writing to Miss Ellen

Terry: "Shylock was a ferocity—there's no doubt
about it; but I cannot play the part on those lines,'*

and in this transformation of Shylock we have an-

other illustration of the old saying that talent does

what it can while genius does what it must.

III.

In **Much Ado About Nothing," as in the "Mer-
chant of Venice," the story itself lacks credibility

from our modem standpoint. We may even be
moved to call it absurd in its arbitrary artificiality,

altho we can recognize that it has the startling sur-

prises which the Elizabethan audience delighted

in, even if they were not in accord with the logic

of human nature. But the play which Shakspere
made out of the impossible story of ''Much Ado"
is almost as well constructed as the play he com-
pounded out of the equally impossible story of the
*

' Merchant of Venice, '
'—considered merely as stage

plays, both of these romantic-comedies are marvels
of dramaturgic dexterity. The exposition of ''Much
Ado" is as clear and as alluring as the exposition

of the "Merchant;" and we are invited at once to

watch the mating of Beatrice and Benedick, two
gay and gallant figures, probably already in love

with each other unknown to themselves. We may as-

sume this unsuspected mutual affection because
Shakspere sets them to quarreling as soon as they

meet before our eyes ; and when any young woman
is represented on the stage quarreling with a yoimg
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man, theatrical tradition warrants the belief that

they must be in love with each other, or otherwise

they would not thus waste their own time and dis-

tract the attention of the spectators.

The core of ''Much Ado" is the coming together

of Beatrice and Benedick ; and the supporting semi-

tragic framework is supplied by the scheme of the

villains to disgrace Hero at the altar just as she is

about to be wedded to Claudio. This dark subplot

Shakspere treats with summary disregard of prob-

ability; it does not seem to him important; it is

but an accessory to the vital relation of Beatrice and
Benedick. The change of attitude which has taken

place among us who speak English has led us to

thrust forward Shylock and to see in him the

central figure of the piece in which he was de-

signed to play only a subordinate part; and in

like manner the inherited Latin love of logic has
led the French to insist that Hero is really the

heroine of ''Much Ado," with the result that in a
recent translation (or rather adaptation) of "Much
Ado" acted in Paris not long ago, Beatrice and Ben-
edick were thrust into the background and deprived
of their prominence by the excising of most of their

wit-battles. Plainly this is contrary to Shakspere 's

intent ; it is repugnant to the formula of the special

type of romantic comedy in which he gives us a
brilliant love-story sustained by a semi-tragic com-
plication, sufficient to stiffen the dramatic intensity

but kept down rigorously to its proper service as an
underplot.

As the Bassanio-Portia story combines with the
Shylock-Antonio story in the trial-scene so the Bea-
trice-Benedick story combines with the Hero-Clau-
dio story, in the church-scene. The combination is

skillful enough, but it is less satisfactory in "Much
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Ado" than in the ''Merchant," because the author

has taught us to hate Shylock and he expects us not

to dislike Claudio, who is made to exhibit an arro-

gant levity and a heartless cynicism, which makes
us feel that Hero is well rid of so despicable a hus-

band and which makes us restive when we behold

later the marriage that is patched up in the final

scene. "Why is it that comedies always end with a
marriage ? " a French wit asks bitterly ;

'
' because it

is then that the tragedy begins." The union of the

delicate Hero with the callous Claudio has abundant
tragic possibilities,—if we take it seriously. But
this is just what Shakspere did not intend. Hero
and Claudio are ancillary to Beatrice and Benedick.

Claudio insults Hero at the altar, so that Beatrice

can imperiously bid Benedick "Kill Claudio"—the

full dramatic climax of the episode, the point for

which the scene is artfully constructed. It is for

this direct appeal to his affection for her that the

carefully compounded plot has been built up. At
this electric contact of these two loyal and generous
natures the flash reveals at once their deeper pas-

sions. This was the moment of supreme importance

;

and Shakspere is equal to it when it comes—even
if he has brought it about by machinations not a

little fantastic.

The vulnerable elements of the play are all in

the Hero-Claudio episodes; and they are not easily

defensible according to our modern insistence upon
plausibility. We do not believe in Don John*s
frankly confest villainy which seems to us mere mo-
tiveless malignity. We do not accept Boracchio's

ready improvization of a trick to blacken Hero,
against whom neither Boracchio nor Pedro has any
gi'ievance. We see no sense in the Priest's sug-

gestion that Hero shall follow Juliet's example and
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pretend to be dead. And we do not understand how
Claudio can make amends to the dead Hero, whom he
has insulted, by wedding a cousin of hers. But what
do all these cavils amount to? The trick of Bor-

acchio is the cause of Beatrice's outburst to Bene-
dick ; and his later drunkenness makes us acquainted

with Dogberry and Verges, for whose sake we are

willing to pardon a host of inconsistencies. With
very little trouble Shakspere might have removed
these improbabilities and made his story completely

plausible. Plausibility, however, was a quality not de-

manded by the Elizabethans whom he was seeking to

please ; and perhaps their preference was rather for

the illogical unexpectedness which nowadays an-

noys us since stricter standards of probability have
been establisht. Shakspere did not take the trouble

to make his work four-square, apparently because

he did not deem it worth while, since he had put
Beatrice and Benedick in the forefront of his play

and it was upon them that he expected his specta-

tors to concentrate their interest. Everything else

that might be in the play was accessory to this gay
and gallant couple.

In presenting Beatrice and Benedick at full length

Shakspere took another step in advance, in that he
reveals them to us growing before our eyes. In all

the earlier plays the characters remain at the end
very much what they had been at the beginning. But
Beatrice and Benedick have been modified by their

experiences; and we have seen them develop,—just

as we are later to see Macbeth and Othello disinte-

grate, while we are watching them. We have in this

comedy a foretaste of Shakspere 's supreme gift

—

his power of letting his character rise or fall by
force of living, as a result of the stress they have en-

countered, of the forces which they have overcome
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or to which they have succumbed. In a comedy this

transformation is necessarily more superficial than

in the later tragedies ; but now it is plainly visible.

As this development of character in the play itself

anticipates the later tragedies, so the characters of

Beatrice and Benedick were themselves anticipated

in the brilliant pair of witty lovers in *' Love's La-

bors Lost." What Shakspere was able only to

sketch in outline in the early comedy, he is now able

to paint with a profusion of detail. Beatrice and
Benedick are both of them set on their feet with ef-

fortless ease; but Shakspere has depicted Beatrice

with a more affectionate touch than Benedick, who is

own cousin to Mercutio and akin also to Faulcon-

bridge. He is a fine figure of a man, as ready with

his sword as with his tongue, yet Beatrice is a more
fascinating personality, affluently feminine, funda-

mentally loyal, passionate yet free from sentimental-

ity. We may admit that she has a little touch of

Kate the shrew, altho Benedick will be able on occa-

sion to play Petrucchio. Her spirits are forever

overflowing; she is ever merry; and she knows her-

self clever even if she may think herself cleverer than
she really is. At times she is a little aggressive, joy-

ing in verbal thrust and parry. Her tongue is some-
times a weapon of offense and occasionally her rep-

artee is point-blank, not to call it blunt. One might
almost say of her what Goldsmith said of Johnson,
that when his pistol missed fire, ''he knockt you down
with the butt." Her plainness of speech, her frank-

ness, her boldness are Elizabethan, her abiding
charm is all her own, unaffected by the changing
years. "Dear Lady Disdain" is as captivating to-

day as she was three centuries ago. Age cannot stale

her; and the comedy in which she appears is pre-

served fresh by her exuberant vitality.
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IV.

In **As You Like It** the supporting underplot

scarcely ever attains even the semi-tragic. It is only

an induction, a framework for the episodes in the

forest of Arden. We have our attention called

to it in the beginning of the play and again at

the end, but in the middle of it Rosalind draws
all eyes to her and to her lover. Shakspere finds

his story not in an earlier play but in a long-

winded and pedantic pastoral romance. As usual

Shakspere handles his material with full freedom,

taking it where he found it and making it his own.

He omits and condenses; he rearranges incidents

and he adds new characters—Jaques and Touchstone

and Audrey. Above all he heightened and bright-

ened the tale he borrowed—^bestowing a generous

humanity upon the traditional figures of the pastoral

play, which was an elaborately artificial form. Per-

haps he recalled the rustic scenes of Green's "Friar
Bacon and Friar Bungay"; and perhaps he was in-

fluenced by two Eobin Hood pieces produced by rival

companies only a few months earlier than "As You
Like It.'*

He does not trouble himself to complicate the story

into a really dramatic plot, relying rather upon the

contrast of character than upon the sharpness of a

struggle between contending desires. Yet his expo-

sition is clear and swift. Orlando is posed before us

at once, strong of body and of will, manly and reso-

lute. The animosity of his elder brother is shown in

action, and we are made to feel the sense of impend-
ing peril, not to be taken very seriously, but none the

less plainly visible. Then in the episode of the wrest-

ling we behold the actual danger from which Orlando
escapes and we are made spectators of the love at
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first sight of Rosalind and Orlando. After that the

banishment follows immediately, first of Orlando and
then of Rosalind ; and our longing has been awakened
to behold their meeting later in the Forest of Arden,
where the rest of the action is to take place. This is

the necessary introduction, skilfully outlined to

arouse sympathetic expectancy.

It is to the succession of episodes in the Forest of

Arden that *'As You Like It" owes its abiding

charm, to the lovely groves and glades as well as to

the lovely beings who range thru them. When we
follow Orlando and Rosalind into that enchanted

woodland we take a vacation from the workaday
world and we enter a domain of indisputable happi-

ness, where no one grieves deeply whatever may be-

fall and where even the banisht are reconciled to

their exile and take life cheerily, letting their blithe

hearts overflow in song. In this happiest of his com-

edies Shakspere invites us, so Mr. Lang has declared,
*

' into that ideal commonwealth for which all men in

all times have sighed ; the land of an easeful liberty

;

the life natural which has never existed in nature,

where there is neither war nor toil, but endless se-

curity and peace beneath the sky and the trees." It

is a forest akin to the Sherwood of the old ballads,

but inhabited by beings less boisterous. It is rich

with the aroma of romance, an enchanted region of

unattained and restful delight, the dream of lyric

youth.

Here, outdoors, in the open air, under the cloud-

less sky, while the fresh breeze blows across the syl-

van spaces and rustles the shimmering tree-tops, life

fleets merrily, toucht with tender sentiment and
never stirred by the depths of passion. The atmos-
phere may be that of Vergilian eclog but the atti-

tude is rather that of Horatian revery. The tone of
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the comedy is that of the most delicate "familiar

verse," blithe and buoyant. "As You Like It" is in

many ways the most fanciful and the most lyric of

Shakspere's plays; it is the comedy of young love as

"Romeo and Juliet" is the tragedy of young love. It

is the eternal spring-poem, set in dialog and action,

and singing itself to its own music. And yet, strange-

ly enough, it has less verse than almost any other of

Shakspere's plays. The exquisite dialogs of Rosa-
lind and Orlando, instinct with poetry, are largely in

prose, altho the talk of Silvius and Phoebe is allowed

to soar aloft into blank verse, which is also the ha-

bitual speech of Jaques. Perhaps nothing displays

more certainly Shakspere's intuitive mastery over

every chord of the lyre than the intangible art by
which the wooings of Rosalind are etherealized into

poetry even tho the medium of expression is but
prose.

It may be that Shakspere was led to utilize

Lodge's story because it required the heroine to dis-

guise herself as a lad. This was a common drama-
turgic device under Elizabeth, deriving a part of its

piquancy from the performance of the female char-

acters by boys. Shakspere had already employd it

in the "Two Gentlemen of Verona" and he was to

make use of it again in * * Twelfth Night. '
' In fact, in

this group of romantic comedies, Beatrice is the only

heroine who is not required to don the apparel of the

opposite sex. In "As You Like It" the piquancy is

redoubled since Rosalind, played by a youth, attires

herself as a lad and then has to pretend to Orlando
that she is a girl—a trick of surpassing theatrical ef-

fectiveness.

Amusing as the situation is in itself its histrionic

possibilities are increased by Rosalind's demure en-

joyment of it. She feels the fun of it, for she has an
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eager sense of humor as well as a bubbling wit. She
is unfailingly witty as she is unfailingly feminine;

and her tongue has no tang to it. Her wit is not cor-

uscating or aggressive in attack; it is lambent and
illuminating. Here she is unlike Beatrice, who
fences for the delight in the passage of arms and who
cares little if the button chances to drop from her

foil. Petulant as Eosalind may be on occasion, and
provoking, she is ever womanly, with a depth of sen-

timent not inferior to Viola's. She is at once

sprightly and tender, frank and cheerful, the English

ideal of a healthy girl, glad to be wooed, an ideal to

be set ever against the Henriette of Moliere, which is

the corresponding ideal of the more matter-of-fact

French. Where Henriette is of prose all compact,

Eosalind is poetry itself, poetry with its eternal

truth.

In her wholesome happiness Eosalind stands in

sharp contrast with the melancholy Jaques, in whom
sentiment has turned sour. Jaques is one of the

characters that Shakspere added to those he took

from Lodge's tale. As the playwright must have
fitted all his plays, one after another, to the special

company of actors for whom they were composed
and by whom they were produced, it may not be
fanciful to suggest that Jaques was possibly written

into the play on purpose to supply a part for some
important actor who was a good elocutionist—^per-

haps for Burbage himself. Certainly Jaques does

nothing but stand and deliver speeches; he exists

only to talk; he has no function to perform in the

plot. He might be cut out without affecting the

structure of the story, and yet what would the play

be without him? He supplies the element of subacid

humor, which contrasts so pleasantly with the happi-

ness of all the rest; and he also is happy in his gift
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of speech. He finds delight in railing at the world

and he gets obvious pleasure out of the impression

he produces upon his hearers, for it can hardly be

denied that he is constantly playing to the gallery,

abounding in his own sense for the sake of the ef-

fect he is making upon his fellow-exiles.

These associates of his under the greenwood tree

understand his ways and they humor his humor.

They take him for what he is, waiting to hear what
he will say next. They are amused rather than

grieved when he proceeds to insult all mankind, in

his speech on the seven ages. Perhaps this rhetorical

excursus, this tenor-solo of a sweet nature which has

fermented into cynicism, owes its origin to the neces-

sity of filling the time while Orlando is bringing in

Adam. In like manner, the learned disquisition of

Touchstone upon a lie seven times removed, which

seems hopelessly out of place in the final scenes of

a play when everything ought to be hastening to a

conclusion, had its origin also in a technical necessity

—the need for bridging the gap while Rosalind was
changing back into the habiliments of her own sex.

The set speech for its own sake was common enough
in the Elizabethan drama ; but in these two instances

Shakspere makes it useful as well as ornamental.

Touchstone was also an addition of Shakspere 's to

the characters of the original story ; and he may also

have been introduced to supply a part for a special

performer—the actor who was to appear later as the

court fool, in ''Twelfth Night" and in "King Lear."
When Rosalind is made to marry Orlando, the

play is over and the plot is promptly wound up in

the most peremptory fashion as tho the story itself

mattered little. The characters of the semi-tragic

underplot whom we have seen at the beginning of the

piece, are now transformed in the twinkling of an
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eye in semi-comic fashion, so that the spectators in

the yard need not be kept standing any longer. The
usurping Duke suddenly sees a great light and expe-

riences a change of heart. The wicked elder brother

of Orlando has his life saved by Orlando, so he also

repents on the spot and immediately falls in love

with Celia, his brother's bride's friend, and she with

him, an even more startling case of love at first sight

than Rosalind's and Orlando's. And so the happiest

of Shakspere's comedies ends happily, as no one

of the audience could even have doubted from the

beginning.

V.

"Twelfth Night" differs from the three earlier

romantic comedies, in that its love story is supported

by a subplot, which is comic rather than semi-tragic,

altho more than one character is for a moment in

deadly danger. Perhaps the success of **As You
Like It" had shown Shakspere that he did not need
to emphasize the serious elements as sharply as he
had done in the '* Merchant of Venice" and in "Much
Ado. '

' And in *

' Twelfth Night '
' he also illustrates

his customary economy of invention, that is to say,

his constant tendency to employ again devices al-

ready approved by experience. Julia in the "Two
Gentlemen of Verona '

' had anticipated Viola in her
disguise as a boy and in then carrying a message
from the man she loved to the woman he thought
himself in love with. Phoebe in "As You Like It"
had anticipated Olivia in her falling in love with a
woman disguised as a man. The likeness of the twins
of the "Comedy of Errors," a likeness extending
even to costume, had already led the one to be taken
for the other before a similar confusion befell Viola
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and Sebastian, sister and brother, who look alike and
are drest alike ; and the father of the two Antipholi

had adventured himself rashly in a hostile country

before Antonio put himself into a similar peril. Even
the trick which Maria plays upon Malvolio in making
him believe that Olivia dotes upon him is closely

akin to that played upon Benedick and Beatrice. It

is true that these devices are ingeniously varied in

** Twelfth Night," but it is true also that they had
been employed in earlier plays.

Perhaps because the serious episodes are few and
unimportant, "Twelfth Night" has a more obvious

harmony of tone than the *

' Merchant of Venice '

' and
''Much Ado." It is a delicious compound of senti-

ment and humor, shading into one another by deli-

cate gradations. The exposition is simple and clear.

First of all we learn that Orsino is almost hopelessly

in love with Olivia ; then we are told of Viola's ship-

wreck and of her intention to attach herself to Or-

sino ; and immediately thereafter we are introduced

to Olivia's strangely assorted household. A little

later the appearance of Sebastian promptly arouses
an interest of expectancy. All the threads of the ac-

tion are then in the hands of the spectator who can
follow in security while Viola is falling in love with

Orsino, and Olivia with the disguised Viola. We can
see for ourselves that Olivia is as frank in declaring

her affection for Viola and later for Viola's brother,

who so resembles her, as Rosalind was in telling Or-
lando that he had overcome more than his enemy.
Olivia's sending the ring after the disguised Viola
is the equivalent of Rosalind's throwing her chain
over Orlando 's shoulders.

Olivia is as undaunted in making up to the dis-

guised Viola as Rosalind is in her maidenly avowal
to Orlando. Viola's lack of hesitancy in telling Or-
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sino that slie has a tender sentiment for him (altho

she then knows that he thinks himself in love with

another woman) is subtler, since he accepts her for a

boy and is therefore unable to take her meaning.

Viola can put on a bold front when she first meets

Olivia and she can brisk out a pert sentence or two on

occasion; but she lacks the demure fun of Eosalind

and also Eosalind 's flashing wit. Her humor has a

tender tinge as becomes her experience of life ; it is a

humor tinctured with melancholy and shot thru with

sentiment. She may very well have perceived, with

a true woman's swiftness of perception, that Orsi-

no's love for Olivia was lacking in the energy of real

passion, contenting itself with longing and sighing.

Orsino is not really unhappy in his paraded misery

;

he is in love with love rather than with Olivia ; and
he is ripe for a deeper affection for Viola when he

shall discover her to be a woman.
His change of heart may be startlingly sudden;

and startlingly sudden also is Sebastian's swift flame

for Olivia. But neither of these fifth-act conversions

are as improbable as the unforeseen marrying off of

Celia and Oliver in ''As You Like It." Viola was a

lovely creature, and why should not Orsino become
enamored of her in the twinkling of an eye, when he
knew her at last for a woman and when he could re-

call her expressions of affection for him? Olivia was
also a beauty ; and why should not Sebastian welcome
the prize which falls into his arms? All that is im-

probable in ''Twelfth Night" is the celerity of the

mating—a celerity almost justified here by the pres-

sure of the action to its conclusion. Besides these

two weddings are only what the spectators have
dimly descried and vaguely desired, whereas in "As
You Like It" the union of Celia and Oliver takes

even the audience by surprise since the playwright
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has in nowise prepared us for it. In '

' Twelfth Night"
the dramatist is only availing himself liberally of

the privilege of condensing time and of letting us see

on the stage in a fifth act what in real life would not

have happened until a sixth or a seventh act.

Viola and Olivia were plainly written for the boy
actors who had already played Rosalind and Celia,

Beatrice and Hero, Portia and Nerissa; and Maria
was as obviously composed for the boy actor who had
impersonated Mrs. Ford. So the performer of Mal-
volio may already have appeared as Jaques and per-

haps also Shylock, the performer of Sir Toby as

Dogberry and perhaps as Falstaff , and the perform-

er of Sir Andrew as Slender. Feste fell naturally to

the man who had acted Touchstone, and who was
later to undertake the Fool in "King Lear." No
dramatic poet, not even Moliere, also an actor and
manager, ever understood better than Shakspere
how to provide parts for his fellow-players, adjusted

both to their possibilities and to their limitations.

The more humorous creations are sturdily English
in their robust fun, even if they pretend to live in

Illyria, just as Dogberry and Verges had established

a fictitious domicile in Messina. Nothing more
clearly displays the easy mastery of stagecraft to

which Shakspere had now attained than the skill

with which he here conjoins the pensive melancholy
of Viola's love story with the buxom merriment of

Maria's trick upon Malvolio. Viola is the central

female figure in the comedy as Malvolio is the central

male figure ; and they scarcely meet in the course of

the play. It is Olivia who serves as the connecting
link between the story of sentiment and the more ro-

bustious underplot; and she performs this artistic

function without in any way derogating from her
high estate as the second heroine. The author has
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here artfully intertwined a delightful fantasy with

the infectious laughter of honest mirth; and he has

so contrived his action that we are never made
aware of any incongruity. He passes from the

poetry of sentiment to the prose of riotous humor by
imperceptible gradations that never interfere with

the pervading unity of tone.

In no other comedy is the group of comic charac-

ters more exhilaratingly comic than in ''Twelfth

Night." Here are no longer the traditional figures

of earlier English comedy, no Gobbos and no Dro-
mios, mere masks making irrelevant quips as satis-

factory in one play as in another. Shakspere is now
able to individualize and to vitalize every character

however unimportant. The jests of these humorous
creations are no longer extraneous and casual witti-

cisms ; they are evoked by the situation itself or else

they are the ripe expression of character revealing

itself in dialog. There is no straining for points, no
overt effort, such as is only too evident in the earlier

comedies. There is no display of cleverness for its

own sake. What the several characters say is what
they would say, and not what the author has chosen
to put in their mouths; it is what they cannot help

saying. The fun is no longer in the words, altho it is

often in the words also ; it is even more in the char-

acters themselves than in the situations, amusing as

these are. Of course, Shakspere has not ceased to be
an Elizabethan; no man may step off his own
shadow; and the belief in Malvolio's insanity is

treated in accord with the Elizabethan acceptance of

madness as comic in itself.

VI.

These four plays do not fall into any of the ordina-

rily accepted classifications; they do not strictly be-
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long to the comedy of manners or the comedy of sen-

timent, to the comedy of humors or to the comedy of

character. They are equally remote from that type

of high comedy which Moliere evolved and in which
the action is caused by the clash of character on char-

acter and which conforms to Stendhal's dictum that

tragedy is the development of an action and comedy
the development of a character, which is to be shown
by a succession of ideas. For this, these four come-

dies are too full of fantasy, of romance, of poetry.

They belong to the type of romantic comedy, to

which Shakspere alone had the clue—altho Musset
was able to stray a little way into the path Shaks-

pere had pointed out, and Musset was a lyric poet

who was^a playwright almost by accident. This ro-

mantic comedy is compounded of capricious fancy

and of exuberant humor ; it is fundamentally joyous

altho it may now and again stray almost to the

verge of impending disaster. It bears us away from
this gray world of ours across the gulf of time to a
fabled shore where we may find measureless relief

from sordid care. It commingles poetry and even
pathos with wit and humor. Perhaps the deepest

note is struck in '
' Twelfth Night, '

' the latest of the

four, and also the boldest note of skylarking fun. In
fact, it needs to be noted that "Twelfth Night,"
which is perhaps the most pervadingly poetic of

Shakspere 's comedies, is the last of his plays in

which the humor is broad and hearty, the last in

which there is any true gaiety or any richly comic
characters. For whatever reason, internal or exter-
nal, his succeeding plays were to take on a more som-
ber color; and when he had finisht "Twelfth Night"
he was ready to begin "Hamlet."

Brandeb Matthews.
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HE original plays of Steele MacKaye
are: "Marriage" (1872), ''Won at Last"
(1877), ''Through the Dark" (1878),

"An Iron Will" (1879), "Hazel Kirke"
(being "An Iron Will" rewritten: 1880),

"Anarchy" (May, 1887), "Paul Kau-
var" (being "Anarchy" revised: Dec. 1887), "A
Noble Eogue" (1888), "Money Mad" (being "A
Noble Eogue '

* revised : 1889 ) ,
"An Arrant Knave '

'

(for Stuart Eobson: 1890), "Colonel Tom" (for

Nat Goodwin: 1891), "The World-Finder" (a

Spectatorio: 1893).

His adaptations, dramatizations and collabora-

tions are the following: With Francis Durivage,
"Monaldi" (1872); with Tom Taylor, three

153
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plays: **A Eadical Fool" (1873), ''Arkwright»s

Wife" (1873), *'Lady Clancarty" (1874); for

George Eliot, "Silas Marner" (unproduced: 1873)

;

with Charles Eeade, "Jealousy" (1873-4); "Rose
Michel" (1875), "Queen and Woman" (with

J. V. Pritchard: 1876), "A Fool's Errand" (from
Tourgee's novel: 1881), "Dakolar" (acted by
Robert Mantell: 1855), "In Spite of All"
(acted by Minnie Maddern, now Mrs. Fiske: 1885),

"Eienzi" (for Lawrence Barrett: 1886), "The
Drama of Civilization" (for W. F. Cody, at Madison
Square Garden: 1887).

Steele MacKaye was among the most successful

dramatists of his time. Of nineteen plays—nine orig-

inal works, and ten dramatizations, collaborations

and adaptations produced,—none was an outright

failure; all but five or six were strong successes in

their seasons; three ("Hazel Kirke," "Won at

Last" and "Paul Kauvar") have been lasting suc-

cesses, played "in stock;" one ("Hazel Kirke")
still holds the record as the most permanently suc-

cessful modern play in English.

"Hazel Kirke," first produced in New York, Feb.

4, 1880, ran consecutively for about two years at

the Madison Square Theatre, and has continued to

be acted in stock, and in different parts of the world,

for thirty years. At one time in America it was
being performed by ten several companies "on the

road" and it has been acted in England, Australia,

Hawaii, Japan and elsewhere throughout the world.

When it ceased at the Madison Square, William
Winter wrote, in a published skit:

*TLife has no keener pang than this.

When all its joys are fled:

That every word that Webster sang
Of 'Hazel Kirke' 's been said.*'
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Yet, in consequence of the contract already re-

ferred to, its author never received a cent from its

earnings, and his name was removed from the play-

bill at the time he left the Madison Square. It is

still acted anonymously. Through similar careless-

ness, or generosity, in money matters, his other

plays brought him comparatively little financial re-

turn. For "In Spite of All," for instance, he—as

manager—reduced his own terms, as dramatist, to

a nominal fee of $10 a performance, in order to save

money for the company and increase profits for his

backers.

In spite, too, of his remarkable successes as a
dramatist, the writing of plays interested him less

than the other arts of the theatre, the ensemble of

which, in stage production, was his chief concern

and delight. Personally expert as actor, panto-

mimist, mechanician, artist in color and design, he
was never literary. Fluent and eloquent as a
speaker, he wrote his plays, though swiftly, yet *'by

the sweat of his brow" and with infinite revision.

*' Plays," he said, "are not written; they are re-

written." Yet in at least two of his plays he may
justly be credited with distinct contributions to the

development of American drama.
"Hazel Kirke" was hailed as the first native melo-

drama * * without a villain ; '
' that is, its chain of tragic

circumstances was woven of normal human motives

;

it was not twisted—as by recipe of all former native

melodramas—^by the machinations of an inevitable

lago.

In "Paul Kauvar," he wrote the first native play
technically builded upon mass effects: that is, the

ensemble situations, the dialogue of the mob, were
structurally (as in "Cyrano" and "The Weavers")
a part of the plot and motivation, not introduced
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merely for sound or spectacle. In this play, per-

meating the whole glowing conflict of the individuals,

the Mass-Spirit of the French Revolution surged

with the mob of Paris, clutching hands with the

Mass-Spirit of the American audience, beyond the

footlights. Through the chink of the stage "wings,'*

as a boy, I watched often that huge, staring breath-

lessness—the audience—with a kind of awe, while

listening to my father's thrilling voice, in the lines:

"The torch of liberty, that should light mankind to prog-

ress, when left in madmen's hands, kindles that blaze of

anarchy, whose only end is ashes."

Tiptoeing then to meet him at his exit, I would
accompany his tall form, gracious in Empire garb
and dark, flowing locks, along the dim walls of hud-

dled scenery to his dressing-room, and there con-

verse of that deep rebellion of a people, which stirred

still fitfully in his strong, mobile face, as in a dream.
For "Paul Kauvar" had also stirred the American

public peculiarly. Its title had been substituted for

that of "Anarchy," its original name, because of

inflamed public feeling regarding the anarchists then

recently hanged at Chicago. By this my father was
deeply moved. His feeling at that time is thus de-

scribed by Mr. William Dean Howells, in a letter to

me:

"At the house of Judge Pryor, in 1887, several of us came
together in sympathy with your father, who was trying—or

had vainly tried—to get the U. S. Supreme Court to grant

the Chicago Anarchists a new trial. With your father I be-

lieved that the men had been convicted on an unjust ruling,

and condemned for their opinions, not for a proven crime. I

remember your father's wrathful fervor, and the instances he
alleged of police brutality. I remember his vivid personality,

and the glimpses it gave of a magnanimous manhood."

Of "Paul Kauvar's" premiere Mr. William Win-
ter wrote (Dec. 25, 1887)

:
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"When every defect is set aside, Mr. MacKaye's play remains

one of highly romantic character and intense interest. It

shows inventive power, dramatic skill, literary taste, and
uncommon fervency of humanitarian enthusiasm. It was fol-

lowed with eager attention, at times with almost breathless

interest, and it was received with a perfect tumult of applause.

Mr. MacKaye, called before the curtain at the end of the first

tableau, begged the audience to let the performance proceed.

. . . The tableau of the guillotine, introduced as a dream
scene in act first, is magnificent."

And the critic of the Evening Post thus

:

"In all the plays of Mr. Steele MacKaye there has been
an intellectual quality, together with great vigor and direct-

ness of purpose, which has elevated them to a plane far above

the ordinary comedy or melodrama of the day, and these same
characteristics are manifest to an uncommon degree in 'Paul

Kauvar,* or 'Anarchy,* presented at the Standard Theatre,

before a large audience, roused to great enthusiasm. It has

won a pronounced success on its merits."

It is not possible to touch upon all of his plays;

but the following estimates and allusions to his work
as dramatist by Winter, Wallack, Boucicault and
Augustus Thomas are pertinent. Of the opening
performances of **Won at Last" and "Hazel
Kirke,'* Mr. Winter thus wrote in the New York
Tribune:

"Dec. 11, 1877 : A first night at Wallack's Theatre is a
time of great enjoyment. This house then peculiarly seems

lapped in an atmosphere of refinement and of high social

vitality. Good will, sprightliness, thought, taste and fashion

pervade the place and rule the occasion. Last night was one

of these festivals, when, for the first time was represented

a play by Mr. Steele MacKaye, entitled *Won at Last.' This
was set in costly and handsome scenery, acted with extraor-

dinary felicity of talent, and received with a warmth of

public favor such as seldom finds manifestation in this de-

corous theatre. The Wallack audience is usually cool; last
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night it waB full of flame, and welcomed *Won at Last* as

a brilliant success. There are reasons for believing that this

verdict of the public heart will be, and wiU remain, the

verdict of the best judgment of the time. The strength of

the play is in its analysis of the passions and affections. Mr.
Montague acted the principal part with real power.

Mr, John Gilbert^s paternal sweetness of nature was
finely expressed. Miss Eose Coghlan, who is at her best in

strong sentiment, acted most admirably, if with a little

roughness, Mr. Plympton with great ardor and bold method.
Mr. MacKaye has given old cards a new and vigorous shuffle

and has cut a king."

Feb. 5, 1880: "There is always room at the top. Those
are the words of Daniel Webster, and they certainly are

applicable to the case of the Madison Square Theatre, which
last night was opened with much pomp, and amid pleasur-

able excitement, by Mr. James Steele MacKaye. Mr. Mac-
Kaye has come forward this time in a different manner from
that in which, some years ago, he emerged in the theatre in

Twenty-eighth Street which he called the St. James. When
he then first dawned upon the perception of playgoers here,

it seemed as though Don Quixote himself had come again.

In the years that have elapsed Mr. MacKaye has sought and
gained practical experience, so that now, when he reappears

—still striving per aspera ad astra—he rises as an actor,

leading a dramatic company made up almost entirely of old

Btagers, in a play of his own. 'Hazel Kirke' is a creditable

play; its persons have human hearts and distinct contrasted
attributes of character, and the atmosphere of real experi-

ence, which is thrown around them, combines with these

tangible qualities to win and hold human sympathy. The
Bcenes between the daughter and the blind father are superb."

It was Wallack who introduced my father to

Boucicault, then high in popularity as playwright
and actor.

"When we last met, my dear MacKaye," wrote Lester
Wallack, in 1877, referring to his "Won at Last" in manu-
script, "you told me your play would be ready this month.
How is it progressing, and when can I have or read it? If

it turns out all we hope and believe, I must arrange the
business so as to give it the fairest possible chance.
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'^Boucicault comes here to-morrow for the pleasure of

meeting you."

ThroTigli this meeting, my father was soon on in-

timate terms with Dion Boncicanlt, learning from
him many practical methods in play writing. **Hit

your audience between the eyes," was an adage of

the gifted Irishman. The following excerpt from a

letter from Boucicault to my father refers to a col-

laboration of theirs, which was never produced

:

"My dear MacKaye—Pardon me not answering yours

Booner, but I have been bothered—^worked to death—and sick.

One of these is bad enough but the trinity is the devil. I

fear we must defer our play until I return to N. Y. on
the 29th. Meantime I shall try to find time to work on
it so as to put it in to some shape."

"As a dramatist," writes Mr. Augustus Thomas,
in 1911, "Steele MacKaye filled a progressive step

between the closely articulated machinelike drama-
turgy of the school of Scribe and the extreme nat-

uralness of the present-day drama. His plays
* Hazel Kirke,* 'Paul Kauvar* and *Won at

Last' were the models of their time." And from
the knowledge of intimacy, Mr. Thomas further

characterizes my father with aptness and truth

:

"Steele MacKaye's intelligence and knowledge were aggres-

sive and constructive. If he had not been a dramatist, he
would probably have been a soldier or an architect. His
mind was graphic and orderly. He saw things mentally

in pictures and in diagrams. With him any story dropped
readily into form, and the form was dramatic. In im-

promptu address or response, his argument had shape and
was progressive. His first words built constructively to his

conclusion. I have heard him in debate when it was evident,

from his utterances, that he saw the entire field of the con-

test, as a wise general might overlook a battle ground in

action.

His faith in himself was contagious. He was persuasive.
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but with the persuasion of complete belief. That thing he
advocated he saw, and where his support was of his own
temper, he realized his visions. In addition to these posses-

sions, he had amazing capacity for work, and a quality of

inspiring in others enthusiasm for the work in hand. In
brief, he was, in his chosen field, that rare figure, a captain.'*

AS INVENTOB.

1. Thou shalt veneer all woodwork with fireproof com-
position.

2. Thou shalt have automatic trap-doors on the roof

above the rigging loft.

3. Thou shalt have an automatic fireproof curtain.

4. Thou shalt have an air-tight tank with air-condensing

pump attachment, holding water enough to extin-

guish an ordinary fire.

5. Thou shalt keep two fire extinguishers on each floor.

6. Thou shalt keep two axes on each floor.

7. Thou shalt organize a fire company of the employees

of the house.

8. Thou shalt have a patent seat capable of turning the

auditorium into a series of aisles.

9. Thou shalt allow ten feet of exit room to every two
hundred seats on a floor.

10. Thou shalt provide the best known system of ven-

tilation.

Thus, in the North American Eeview for Novem-
ber, 1883, MacKaye concluded an article on *

' Safety

in Theatres '
* with a decalogue which won him, from

the amused profession, the title of "the new mana-
gerial Moses." This decalogue, the practical prin-

ciples of which are to-day commonplaces, he prac-

tised, for the first time, in his Lyceum Theatre, im-

posing on himself as manager a policy which no legal

statute had as yet even suggested. Practically to

carry out his policy, he made about twenty new
mechanical inventions. Treating of these in the
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New York Tribune, April, 1885, Mr. Wilkie Collins

wrote, in a signed article:

'*Is it in the pecuniary interests of a manager to consult

the health and comfort of his audience by improving the

atmosphere and construction of his theatre?

"Already indebted to Mr. Steele MacKaye's exertions as

a writer and actor, his countrymen have now to thank him
for a public service of another kind. He is builder and
manager of the most luxurious place of amusement in the

world. Among other ingenious inventions, he has contrived

to associate an evening at the theatre with the sanitary results

of a visit to the seaside. His lucky audience breathes ozoned
air, and are helped to enjoy it by means of folding chairs,

arranged in groups of three and four, so that they cannot

be troubled by persons pushing by to vacant seats.

"Have these novelties, and many more, all directly con-

tributing to public health, public comfort and public pleas-

ure, helped to draw audiences on their own merits? Little

or nothing. Pure air, the comforts of spaciousness, have
not, it seems, sufficiently interested the audience to make it

talk about them. The friends of the manager urge him to

increase the number of his advertisements, and to mention
particularly that he is the author of 'Hazel Kirke'; in short,

to seek notoriety just as much as if he were proprietor of

the hottest and dirtiest theatre on the face of the earth.

"What is the moral of this?

"The truth is: in the theatre we offer no encouragement
to reform."

This comment applies to many of MaoKaye's in-

ventions. As inventor, as in all things, he was a re-

former, and it was not always "in the pecuniary in-

terests of managers'* to invest in his inventions.

Many, however, were adopted ; others have been su-

perseded. Still others have been adopted, but not

applied to the poetic and artistic uses for which he
invented them. Thus of twenty-one patented devices

invented by him for realizing a new art of scenic

illumination in his Spectatorium, some have been put
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to effective, but less creative uses in the Hippo-

drome at New York. His double stage and folding

chairs I have already mentioned under the descrip-

tion of his theatres.

For this article I have not at hand the data to pro-

vide a specific list and account of his other

inventions.

AS DIKECTOB.

"When Becker the actor refused to take the part of a

trooper in *Wallenstein'/' said Goethe to Eckermann, "I gave

him warning that, if he would not play the part, I would
play it myself. That did the business; for they knew me
at the theatre well enough, that I did not understand jest-

ing in such matters, and also that I was mad enough to keep

my word in any case."

"And would you really have played the part?" asked

Eckermann.
"Yes," said Goethe, "I would have played it, and would

have eclipsed Herr Becker too, for I knew the part better

than he did."*

How far are the civilized conditions of the German
theatre from our own, even after a hundred years!

Steele MacKaye had no Weimar theatre at his dis-

posal in New York, but the above quoted attitude of

Goethe as stage-director is strikingly similar to that

of my father in the conduct of his theatrical com-
panies. From similar motives, he acted many parts,

minor and principal, in his own plays.

Above all his other proficiencies, he excelled as

stage director, for as such he combined most of

them. As a boy, I watched often his rehearsals, and
that privilege has been among the most educative

in my life for my own work in the theatre. Not
long ago, while I was rehearsing a play of mine, an

*From " Eckermann 's Conversations with Goethe," [Bohn]
page 67.
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actor, who had several times played under my
father's directorship, said to me: ** Young man, if

you ever get to be shin-high to your Dad, you will

be a great man in this art." Colloquial and true!

As director, he gave no instructions to actor, light

manipulator, scene painter, designer, property man,
or stage mechanic, for whom he could not himself

better the instruction by exemplifying it.

Dancing was in his day practically unrevived for

the theatre as a fine art. Except for that, in music
alone of the theatre's arts he was not proficient, al-

though he justly appreciated and recognized its high
function. To supply this deficiency of his own, he
secured the collaboration of the best musicians pro-

curable : Mollenhauer and Seidl, as directors ; Victor

Herbert and Edgar Stillman Kelley, as composers.

In brief, he was one of the few fully equipped
directors the English-speaking theatre has produced,

and certainly the foremost yet produced in America.
None other has combined with equal mastery of the

theatre's varied arts his creative and civic ideals

of their use. On the shifting, chaotic, disastrous

sands of speculative enterprise—^which constituted,

and still constitute, the only basis of growth allotted

to the theatre by Anglo-Saxon communities—he ex-

perimented creatively, and builded constructively,

with as deep consecration to permanent art as if he
had been Goethe himself in the harmonious security

of Weimar, instead of a pioneer American, who must
suffer financial ruin many times for his artistic te-

merity.

Of his qualities in directorship Mr. Daniel Froh-
man writes recently:

"Steele MacKaye would have been the ideal director of

such an organization as the New Theatre, because he com-
bined so effectively the imagination of the writer with high
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ideals, and the sound, sane knowledge of the practical me-
chanic. My remembrances of him are vivid, as I am indebted

to him for my first engagement in New York City as the

manager of a theatre. I had been the agent of a touring

company, and he engaged me to become the business man-
ager of the Madison Square Theatre, where I had the

opportunity of noting his activities. He had a most eloquent

personality. In stage managing he developed to the highest

degree the psychology of a play in all its varied qualities.

He could convey to the actor at rehearsal an instant and
vivid idea of his character, as he had also been an actor and
had, at various times, played all of the principal male parts

in his *Hazel Kirke'. His knowledge of the stage in the

way of mechanism and lighting was that of the skilled

artisan.

"If Steele MacKaye had lived, he would have done won-
ders for the theatre, not only as an author, but from the

practical side of the stage. He had in mind schemes for

lighting and other effects, which anticipated, by a long time,

the many results which have since been achieved by new
mechanism and electric light."

In 1882, Oscar Wilde requested my father to un-

dertake the stage-direction of one of his tragedies,

in which it was planned Mary Anderson should ap-

pear. In the following excerpt of a letter to my
father from Wilde, the "lovely creature" referred

to is the noted actress

:

"My dear Steele,

"I have spoken to the GriflRn, and to the lovely creature

he guards, and told them that you might be induced to

accept the superintendence and management of my tragedy
*The Duchess of Padua.' I explained to them that you must
have absolute control of everything and everybody. They
agreed. Now she wants this produced on January 22nd, and
I think we might bring this out first, as it affords real oppor-
tunity for artistic setting and mounting which the Nihilist
drama does not. They, or rather she, is ready to spend
any money on it. She is dreadfully alarmed at the prospect
of its non-production, and I told her it could not be pro-
duced unless a great deal of money was spent on it. Now I
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want you to write and make an appointment with her at the

Fifth Avenue Hotel, this week. He is a person with none
but the showman's idea, but she is simple and good and
tractable and lovable, and with you as the practical director,

success will be assured. After this, we will do the 'Nihilists,'

and then the world is at our feet."

FINAL. EXPERIMENT AND ITS VINDICATION.

At the age of fifty, in the ripeness of his many ex-

pert powers, Steele MacKaye projected and almost
completed the most daring and important of his cre-

ative experiments : The Spectatorium. Hardly more
than a fortnight after its practical vindication by
means of a large-scale working-model, publicly ex-

hibited in Chicago—exhausted by his herculean

strain—he died.

In 1909, groping with a friend in the attic of an
old Chicago building, from under dim cobwebbed
rafters, I extricated some meagre records remaining
from the colossal ruin. To-day to give briefly a com-
prehensive account of the Spectatorium and its new
form of theatric art is well nigh impossible. Its

true story, if fully told, would be as romantic as it

is sad and inspiring. I can give here but a sketch.

In 1892-3, backed by capitalists among whom
were George M. Pullman, Lyman J. Gage, Benjamin
Butterworth, Murray Nelson, and others, to the

amount of nearly a million dollars, enthusiastically

approved by the artists Charles F. McKim, Dan-
iel J. Burnham, Frederick Law Olmsted, of the

World's Fair Art Commission, there was launched

what the press described as a " Great Show for the

Fair,'' intended to recount—through spectacle, pan-
tomime and music—the life-story of Columbus, the
* * World Finder. '

' Its inventor, architect and organ-
izer was Steele MacKaye. Associated with the pro-
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duction as musical composers were Dvorak and Vic-

tor Herbert, as orchestral director—Anton Seidl.

In the perspective of the eighteen years which

have intervened, it is possible to estimate the creative

significance to art of that '

' Great Show '

' more clear-

ly than in 1893 ; to recognize in it one of the earliest

constructive steps in a movement to solve the prob-

lems of scenic illusion, related, in some aspects, to the

important experiments of artists like Gordon Craig

and Reinhardt in Europe, and John W. Alexander in

America. Scenically, its technical emphasis lay in

substituting light for pigment in stage illusion:

dramaturgically, in expressing the dramatic conflict

of individuals—through pantomime, of underlying

human forces—through the chanting of unseen cho^

ruses (related to the ensemble comment of the Greek
Chorus), as well as through the aspects, harmoni-
ously changing, of the spectacle itself

—''every visi-

ble movement being endowed with some significance

:

the merely mechanical actions, as well as those dis-

tinctly artistic;"—a broad-brush, symbolic art, laid

in by vast realistic touches of light and sound and
motion: an art of pageantry, transplanted from the

plazas, roofed, transfigured and focused for an audi-

torium. To a drama in this form of art its inventor

gave the name of Spectatorio. Not until the grandi-

ose productions of Reinhardt in Germany, at the

present day, was the world to witness a spectacle

comparable in scale and imagination.

The problem of realism for the sake of symbolism,

the illusion of nature for the purposes of poetry, this

MacKaye had attacked technically before in the vis-

ion scenes of his ''Paul Kauvar" and the sweeping
realistic yet imaginative effects of "The Drama of

Civilization," the first dramatic pageant ever given

in America (wherein he transformed for a season the
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Wild West of Cody into a constructive drama of

spectacle and action). Now, by means of many in-

ventions, chiefly for the harmonious illusion of na-

ture through new processes of light, he proposed
to solve it, if possible, in a permanent institution,

at Chicago, dedicated to an art for the people. This
institution, proposedly permanent, but to be com-
menced commercially as a vast project for entertain-

ing the throngs at the World's Fair, was to have been
opened by the production of **The World Finder,"

a '
' Spectatorio " by Steele MacKaye on the theme

of the life-struggles of Columbus.
Being an art essentially realizable only by panto-

mime, music and spectacle, no adequate idea of this

Spectatorio can be given in words. The beauty of

its practical realization, on a smaller scale, was twice

attested by the few in Chicago whose view of its

first small working model, in 1892, led them to invest

money in the project, and by the hundreds who saw
later the larger working model, or Scenitorium, in

February, 1894. On its vast projected scale, how-
ever, it was, in MacKaye 's mind, simply a creative

experiment : a practical step toward initiating an art

far larger than his own personal powers, which
should be the focus of progressive collaboration

among artists. This he asserted often. His personal

contributions were the imaginative conception and
the actual means to realize practically its beginnings,

on a noble scale. So that when Anton Seidl said of

the Spectatorium : **In the art of poetic spectacle,

this project as far exceeds Baireuth, as Baireuth

exceeded the drama of Wagner's predecessors," he
spoke of two things: MacKaye 's creative ideal of a

new collaborative art, and the practical means in-

vented by him to initiate it splendidly.

As to the former, if we will imagine, to glorify a
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popular temple, da Vinci transfiguring the art of

the biograph, Wagner the ensemble of musical pan-

tomime, Edison the science of scenical technics, we
shall imagine no vaster—no other ideal of the thea-

tre's art, than that which Steele MacKaye conceived

for his Spectatoriiun in the future, and for which he

invented and actually realized, in 1893, the practical

mechanism for the practice of that ideal by collabo-

rative artists.

**The World Finder," then, being a structure

chiefly of pantomime, is not adapted for quotation.

A synopsis of it would comprise the life-scenes of

Columbus and their ensemble effects, movingly and
specifically imagined for action and spectacle, and
interpreted—in symphonic music and choral song

—

by unseen presences symbolic of time and eternity.

The story, however, of that extraordinary mechan-
ism invented and almost completely constructed for

its production—the Spectatorium—may fittingly be
outlined. It has, I think, never been publicly re-

corded. I quote, therefore, in the following, from
statements written by my father, the first being writ-

ten in the Spring of 1893

:

"To create a form of fine art which shall draw the multi-

tude sufficiently to insure the financial success essential to

sustain its worthy production is an aim which has seemed
to me worth the devotion of a life time. By a practical

experience of over twenty years, I have been taught that
the tendency of our modern public taste is toward realism

rather than idealism. This for two excellent reasons : First,

the character of the occupations which absorb the majority
of our people renders them more prone to appreciate the
common facts of practical life than the uncommon illu-

minations which sublimate that life in the eyes of genius.

Second, that total lack of thoroughness in artistic training,
consequent upon this, which characterizes most of our pro-
fessional performers makes it far more difficult for a
manager artistically to realize the ideals of the poet and the
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philosopher, than successfully to present the sensational

realism of the stage carpenter, the costumer and the scene

painter. In consequence, there has been of late years a

much greater development of the sensational than of the

spiritual side of theatric art. Since, then, the realistic is

that element in art most thoroughly comprehensible to the

common people, I have labored, first, to increase and improve
the element of realism in stage art, and then so to combine
that with the spiritual and poetic as to make the fascinating

force of realism a means of popularizing idealism.

"After many years of anxious endeavor, I finally devel-

oped and combined a number of mechanical systems, which
in their ensemble constitute an entirely new form of theatric

construction, and to this intended tabernacle of the fine arts

I gave the name of Spectatorium. I also devised a new
order of theatric art, the aim of which was to unite the

mystic with the realistic for the moving presentation of the

themes of human history, in such wise as to illumine the

philosophy of historic fact, and to awaken even the most
ordinary minds to the ideal value of the real and the real

value of the ideal. To this new art of the theatre, involv-

ing a structural harmony of pantomine, music and spectacle,

I gave the name of Spectatorio.

"The ends I aimed at were so audacious that I did not

dare, for several years, to divulge the nature of my work
even to intimate friends, believing that the confession of

my secret would secure me not sympathetic interest, but
rebukes for wasting my energies in impractical dreams.

"As I look back now upon those days of terrible suspense,

when the many turned from my enterprise with a smile

or sneer of derision, I realize the splendid public spirit which
inspired a small group of Chicago capitalists to undertake

my project for their city. It is an appalling task I have
undertaken, and I feel that I would be willing to sacrifice

a dozen lives, if I had them, to realize the hopes which these

generous men have entertained for the Spectatorium.

"The Spectatorium is located on the Lake Shore, at the

north entrance of the Columbian Exposition grounds, in

Jackson Park. It is the largest structure ever erected for

the alliance of the arts in the domain of drama and music.

Its frontage is 500 feet, depth nearly 400 feet, altitude at

the dome 270 feet. Together with its studios and power
house, it occupies an area of 600 feet square. In architecture
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it is a combination of the Spanish Renaissance and Eoman-
esque. Its audience chamber will accommodate about 10,000

people; its scenic department, in area over 100,000 square

feet, is equipped with twenty-five automatic, telescoped

stages, requiring over six miles of railroad track to move
upon over a ground plane of water; colossal mechanism for

creating wave and water currents; cyclone machinery, rain

and fog apparatus; a sky, 400 by 120 feet, presenting as

in nature the constellations of the southern hemisphere where
Columbus voyaged. The lighting system, measuring 17,-

000,000 cubic feet, is wholly new in design and capable

of presenting the effects in nature of the rising and setting

sun and moon, all varying tints of the hours of day and
night, the approach and passage of storms, the rainbow and
the fall of meteors. The frame of the stage picture is 150
by 70 feet, provided with a curtain of light, separating the

stage from the audience between the acts.

"The aim of its vast mechanism is to create the means
for a harmonious blending of nature and art, hitherto un-
achieved, to illustrate the noblest dramatic conflicts of

history. Its conception indeed is on such a scale that as a
permanent institution it can never, its supporters believe,

be degraded to the presentation of the petty or the vulgar.

Therefore its management hope to commence a series of pro-

ductions, to follow one another in the years to come, which
shall by progression reach the loftiest heights of artistic

achievement, and make Chicago as famous as an art centre

as it is fast becoming the focus of business ability.

"To this end a free, but strictly professional, school of

acting, music, dancing and scenic fine art has been started,

with the hope that, as the means of the management may
increase, it shall be equipped with every facility which inven-

tion and the ablest leaders may insure for the culture of

the theatre's art in America."

This hope, however, was never to be realized. In
the early summer of 1893 lie wrote

:

"Bonds to the amount of $800,000 were issued by the
Columbian Celebration Company, owners of the Specta-
torium. Five hundred of these were sold at par. The
remaining three hundred were withdrawn from the market,
in the belief that more money could at any time be obtained

I
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from their sale. No one could then foresee that, within six

months, the business world was to be paralyzed by a species

of chronic panic. But times became terrible. The richest

men found difficulty in commanding ready cash. Labor
troubles set in. By the early spring we realized we should

need more money. We had hitherto paid cash for everything.

When the bonds were put on the market, none of us sup-

posed that there would be any difficulty in selling them.

The completion of the new construction model, the extraor-

dinary effect it produced on all who saw it, the generous

welcome it won from the press—all this was an assurance of

ultimate success so positive that it did not seem possible a

project of such noble proportions could be balked. The
terrible financial conditions of the country, however, delayed

the sale of the 300 bonds. We were obliged to stop work
on the building (already three-quarters completed). The
company went into the hands of a receiver. This did not

necessarily kill the enterprise; it but delayed it until claims

could be compromised and the whole project be reorganized.

"Now, while this work of reorganization is proceeding with

every hope of success, it is proposed to destroy in a day what
it has taken many years to create. The pretence is advanced

that the unfinished building is a fire-menace to the property

about it. This is not true. The chief of the fire department
denies it. Yet, because of a fire disaster at the cold-storage

building in the Fair Grounds, local panic demands that

this structure, involving a cost of over $500,000, be razed

to the ground.

"I have remained here in the field determined to carry

on the fight necessary to give this city an art institute of

an exalted order. If the project must fail, I shall hope so

to do my duty as to be absolved from any responsibility for

that failure."

The project did fail. The great Fair had already

opened. It was too late. The Spectatorium building

was razed.

One September day, toward sunset, while its gaunt
frame still stood, looming Dantesque beyond the

fairy porticos of the White City, my father, stricken

in health, led my brothers and me through cluttered
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debris to an iron stairway tliat climbed steeply up-

ward to nowhere. Following his steps, silent, we
ascended to a dizzy height, overlooking the spacious

plazas, fountains and domes of the Fair. Faintly

the murmur of joyous humanity floated up to us

where we stood on that edge of air. My father seemed
neither to see nor to hear. His eyes stared far off

straight before him, dreamily, and his set jaw quiv-

ered. Then for the first time he spoke aloud : '

' Boys,

this is where it was to have been." He spoke very

simply. We looked in each other's eyes. Then we
descended, still silent. "Was to have been:" the

words still burn. But as I descended, I said within

myself: **This also is where it shall be—^here in

America: not his great experiment again, but the

ideal which gave it being, and for which he has given

his life—a fine art for the people." And still, on
that dizzy height, I can see him standing—^his strong,

pale face gazing outward dreamily, beyond the stu-

pendous ruin. There in his silence I had seen The
World Finder.

He lived six months longer—six months of rising

daily to strenuous labor from what had else been his

death-bed but for one indefatigable purpose : to vin-

dicate his vision and his inventions to the city of

Chicago.

And as by miracle, this was granted him. The
money was forthcoming to construct a large model
called the Scenitorium. It was a modest structure,

but it served to exemplify, to some suggestive de-

gree, the inventions and projected art of his Specta-
torium in miniature. With music composed by Mr.
Frederick Archer to choral songs, (some of which
were written by myself) rendered by unseen singers,

this unique production was revealed to **a large and
distinguished audience," in Chicago, February 5tb,
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1894. Its inventor— (wrote the critic of the Chicago
Times, Feb. 6th)—"assisted to a chair on the stage,

was greeted by long, enthusiastic applause . . . The
triumph of Steele MacKaye as an inventor of ex-

traordinary genius is assured." Public and press

were unanimous. His final experiment was vindi-

cated.

Three weeks later (he had died Feb. 25th), the

funeral of Steele MacKaye was held on that same
stage, to choral voices of '/The World Finder:"—

a

simple ritual of the theatre to one whose religion

was the theatre's art. There Henry Irving, his

friend, sent this greeting to a fellow Hamlet :
*

' Good
night, sweet prince."

Yet it is not night, but only dawn, for his memory.
Because Steele MacKaye was an artist, prismatic

in his illuminations of the theatre's art, a poet—far

seeing of its ideal ends, an inventor—practical in

devising means toward those ends, a reformer—^mil-

itant in combating obstacles to them, an American

—

zealous to consummate those ends for his country,

therefore the example and prophecy of his life must
remain precious to his countrymen, whether as ar-

tists of the theatre, or as debtors to its art.

One such as Steel MacKaye appears seldom in

American generations. He was, in his field, "that
rare figure—a captain ;" he remains, for the theatre,

one of its few creative leaders—probably the fore-

most in versatile powers. In the paths which he
blazed single-handed during the last century, the

spirit of an age more co-operative moves onward to

splendid horizons

Pebcy MacKaye.



THEATEICAL INTERPEETATIONS OF
DRAMA.

NEED OF STAGE INTERPRETATION

I
T is a common place to say that for the

visualization of a dramatic work by all

but an expert the several parts must
be assigned, and the play put into

rehearsal. Theoretically, we will admit,

there are those who can dispense with
this crude process of self-examination (for such in

fact it is)
;
practically it is always indispensable to

the organic study of an important stage poem, to

translate the excellent German term. Every human
word is ambiguous. Tone of voice, gesture, facial

expression, speech tune, pauses, may put a hundred
meanings upon the same word; so that what the

author really supplied to mental ear and eye as the

counterpoint of his language—who shall affirm?

Only by context, carefully scrutinized, even when we
have the most painstaking and authoritative stage

directions as in D'Annunzio's later works, is any
one able to ascertain with any degree of accuracy the

right value that should be assigned to a particular

key word or important phrase. To be sure, as we read

we fall under the spell of the author's imagination,

and we believe that we live his poem through ; but if

we are categorically interrogated as to the function

and the bearing and the implied stress of any import-

ant line, I fancy that we will have suddenly come
over us the sense of confusion. Manifold suggestions

at war with one another will leave the mind a blank;

174
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and if we venture to make a reply, it will be one of

those impulsive utterances which only signify the

activity, in the face of the critic, of our instinct for

self-preservation, intellectual and esthetic. Yes,

even with so precise an inditer of dialogue as Henrik
Ibsen, whose every printed word almost summons
up of itself its emotional aura implied for ordinary
intelligibility, even with Ibsen can the definite in-

terpretation for any single speech be reached only

by the consideration of the entire play from the rise

of the first curtain to the drop of the last. Now the

conscientious author leaves little or no room for indi-

vidual reader's interpretations; that is to say, one
interpretation is decidedly the best. Any other, how-
ever ingenious and specious, will fail to do duty at

some point in the play, will alter the perspective,

will diminish the emotional impact, will notably

deflect the spiritual intent. To read the play of a

master means then to find his interpretation of the

whole, and his interpretation of e^»ery part.

Having taught classes of trained students in

Drama, we venture to affirm that without some sort

of rehearsal of a dramatic work there is no likeli-

hood, once in a score of times, of reaching this

correct interpretation, this real substantiation for a

body of readers of an ancient or modern masterpiece.

With the modern authors it may seem that this is

true. With Shakspere for instance it is not seldom

said that the text, being often prolix, suffices to ex-

plain itself. But a glance at the history of stage in-

terpretation and scholarly commentary must prove
that Shakspere is quite as difficult to read as Ibsen,

with any certainty of genuinely reaching the original

dramatic meaning of the whole.

Now, indubitably one of the best agencies for the

study of Drama is the amateur production of plays.
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and one mucli superior even, we believe, to any
professional stock company playing under usual

conditions.

THE PROFESSIONAL STAGE AS INTEEPEETER

On the ordinary commercial stage, the interpreta-

tion of masterpieces is subject to innumerable perils.

There are so many temptations to go astray wilfully,

and more still to fall unwittingly by the wayside.

Not alone do the innumerable details constitute seri-

ous difficulties; even the broad obvious outlines are

apt to be blurred, or fattened at the wrong place, or

altogether erased. Recent productions of master-

pieces have certainly been suggestive of the great

difficulties with which even conscientious producers
must struggle when they are working to please a

fickle, sensational, or purse-proud public, a public

sometimes puritanic, often prurient, relishing a
luscious lie, shocked by the truth, and exerting the

influence of a babel of tongues as they stream out

from the playhouse, applauding at cross purposes,

bored by wit, amused by coarseness, and confused by
thought. And yet this same public, we believe, could

attend an amateur performance under the auspices

of a University and respond rightly and react nobly,

sense the subtlest aroma, divine the abstrusest inti-

mation of genius. So much for the place and its

influence. He who in the Gothic Church is esthetic-

ally exacting to a fault, may be loose and dull at the

circus or the minstrel show. The public, having
heard that it is the god of the playhouse, naturally

exercises an irresponsible dominion over the stage

interpreter of masterpieces. So much by way of

apology for what we propose to say both as to the

producer and as to the public.
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To make our meaning clear, it is best that indi-

vidual instances should be adduced of that process

of obscuration and vulgarization which renders the

creative criticism of the commercial stage unreliable

and often worse. Two seasons ago the *'World and
His Wife" was played to large houses. Few were
aware that the play they witnessed was an adapta-
tion of Echegaray 's * * Great Galeoto. '

' Even though
what could be called by no less offensive name than
a travesty, the original play cast its spell on the

audience. The drama turns upon the innocent rela-

tions of a man and woman whom irresponsible gos-

sip involves in its meshes, constraining them ulti-

mately to a marriage in pure self-defence, which,

however, has become one of preference and passion.

So, the former lie is present truth. To make this

theme of the play impressive, the relations of the

man and woman involved must in the earlier scenes,

before gossip begins to disturb their unconscious-

ness, be exhibited as beautifully simple and natural.

Actually there was ogling on the sly, there were
curious little symptoms of an incipient guilty

passion. Such a fatal contradiction of the dram-
atist's main thesis is not easy to explain. It may
perhaps be due to the conventions of the professional

and, alas ! commercial stage, whose reasoning might
run somewhat after this fashion :—all theworld loves

a lover ; lovers are people who make love ; so lovers

on the stage must make stage love; unconscious
lovers must make conscious love; people not yet

lovers, but destined to be such later on in the play,

must be caught making love at least on the sly! If

the thesis of a play runs counter to this reasoning,

so much the worse for the thesis. The audience must
be humored ; let the author suffer contradiction, and
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his play be vulgarized artistically and made incon-

sistent, so the box office records a success.

On the other hand, however, the professional bias

in the reading of plays more often results from the

automatic operation of the star system. Granted
the star in the zenith, all the charts of the heavens

must suffer reordering, and the time-honored con-

stellations play hooky from the zodiac or hide-and-

seek in the milky way. A Lady Macbeth that is tall

and would produce the greatest possible effect by
looking awesome, must in the nature of things dis-

place her husband from the centre of the stage and
of the tragedy; must make a coward of him and a

knave. It is quite useless that Shakspere makes
Lady Macbeth disappear from the boards before the

end of the play almost unnoticed, as the principal

person certainly could not ; that he entitles his work
** Macbeth" and not **Lady Macbeth;" that he indi-

cates by the familiar terms of endearment addressed

from husband to wife before the crime, and from the

notable phrase from the mouth of that same wife,

"this little hand" (grotesque surely in a brawny
woman), the very stature and temper of Lady Mac-
beth; it is quite useless that Shakspere emphasizes

fate negatively again and again by making Macbeth
deny and defy it, and positively by embodying the

idea in three wild women of the heath, and not in

the three Weird Sisters or Fates (as Schiller did for

instance in his misadaptation), so that the power of

the idea shall be clearly subjective for Macbeth,

interpenetrate with his conscience and constitute a

symptom of its disease;—all these precautions of

Shakspere are futile altogether, once a tall would-

be terrible woman strides into the role of Lady
Macbeth. The subject is now no more ! A naturally
honorable but ambitious man plunged into crime,
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thanks to the right psychological assistance from
without at the critical moment; a man ever after

savagely at war with his conscience, driven by the

very ache of it from frenzy to frenzy, from crime

to crime to the climax of his dare-devil death. The
subject is now: an ambitious lady by insinuations,

by dares, by wheedlings, by sneers, egging on a man,
carving out a career for her coward knave of a hus-

band, who is furthermore ungrateful and properly

punished in the end. This shifting of the centre of

gravity in Shakspere's great work is due to no
obtuseness, no invincible ignorance, no diabolical

perversity, merely to the entrance of a lady star^

unbalanced by a gentleman star of greater

avoirdupois and candle power

!

Or again, the professional stage may wholly per-

vert the meaning of a dramatic work (and we insist

in advance, more or less without malice prepense)'

when taken malign possession of (as alas is too often

the case) by the demon of current events. No play

has suffered more conspicuously from this cause than

the "Doll's House.'* Nora becomes perforce the

persecuted woman; her husband the brute; divorce

the remedy; while surely even a casual reading of

the play by one not previously prejudiced could not

but make evident that Ibsen was driving in this play

at the individual's right to be himself, to grow into

a moral adult. He illustrated in the spoiled child-

of-a-wife the results of unjust repression in the name
of protection; and her conventional protector, her
husband, is shown to lose quite as much as the wife

herself by the artificially protracted adolescence

of his mate, who should have been his partner,

and merely was his naughty child and plaything.

At the last curtain, it is not so much Nora who
is shown to us, her soul awakening to the deep
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dignity of personal life, as rather her quite con-

ventional husband (who is surely no worse than

the average smug man of atfairs), betraying

symptoms at last of a possible higher life. Any-
one who has seen this play done of recent years

in America will understand how diflScult it is to exor-

cise the detestable demon of current events from the

commercial stage : so large a part of the audience has

invariably applauded when an appeal was made to

cherished prejudices, when a reference was intruded

to advertised causes, wholly irrespective of the

intention of the dramatist.

Very instructive, too, in estimating the worth of

contemporary stage criticism of great dramatic work
by living dramatists, is the careful consideration of

the stage tradition in the case of well-known and
carefully drawn characters such as Hamlet and Shy-

lock. The conceptions of these great roles have
followed one another from generation to generation,

sometimes obsequiously, at other times erratically

protestant or fantastic for sensational effect (pique-

ing oneself on originality!), and have shown far too

little direct or even indirect dependence on fresh and
faithful studies of Shakspere's work to make us
believe that the professional stage of our own time

can be relied upon very seriously for valuable criti-

cism of an Ibsen, of a Kostand, of a Strindberg, of

a D 'Annunzio, of a Maeterlinck. Into any and every
play the ordinary actor at least imports a pre-exist-

ing technique, fit for all work, and largely a matter
of the stage fashion of his time, and to some slight

degree a matter of his individual temperament.
Othello, for instance, for such an ordinary actor, is

but a jealous man, a furiously jealous man; maybe
out of the Southern states a Blackamoor. Any other

jealous man in any other play will be but our
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actor's stage Othello in another costume minus the

smut. Eichard Mansfield betrayed his genius per-

haps by nothing so much as his exquisite differ-

entiation of two similar roles such as Eichard the

Third and Ivan the Terrible. But with the ordi-

nary actor (by ordinary we mean to imply no
slight, merely to exclude the genius from consid-

eration) all individual roles are conventionalized

more or less to the current theatrical type, under
which they are supposed to bear classification. More
than this, every play we see is reduced to much
the same play with slight variations of costume, of

plot complications, and of the (always duly subordi-

nate) lines. For if characters become manikins more
or less, business must take the place of all lines that

would require close intelligent study for such render-

ing as does not add some quite striking theatrical

value. What is the authority of the author, be he
never so famous, compared with the steady economic
pressure on the members of the company, to see and
do things in the easiest way, in the way most flatter-

ing to the star and, by vulgar, and if possible, subtly

prurient appeal, most satisfactory to the box office?

It must be sadly clear that the commercial stage can

rarely on any disputed matter of interpretation

render an independent and convincing decision.

Having reached our preliminary conclusion we
would strengthen our position by ourselves calling

attention to the fact that in the preceding paragraphs
the words "professional stage" and "commercial
stage" have been used interchangeably. In theory

they are not; practically, however, so long as there

are no subsidized theatres and no subventions of any
sort for the professional non-commercial stage, no
matter what the ideals of individual actors and
managers may be, except in the case occasionally of
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a genius, whatever is true of the commercial stage,

must in the long run be true of the professional stage.

So that we can repeat our conclusion once more : it

must be sadly clear that the professional stage can

rarely under present conditions on any matter of

interpretation render an independent and convincing

decision.

SEKVICE OF THE AMATEUB

Now whoever has managed serious amateurs for a
number of years cannot fail to have been struck by
the order in which all problems suggest themselves

so different from that traditionally obtaining in a

professional dramatic production. How different

also the procedure in the solution of all the problems

!

Suppose there are gathered together by one means
or another a class or club of students in drama,
desirous of learning to visualize and vitalize the

masterpieces they study by dividing out among
themselves the several parts for an interpretative

reading. Suppose this group of students have ven-

tured further to a dramatic reading, book in hand,

with as much acting as each can yield to the life of

the reading. Suppose this same group of students

are finally led to productions without the book in

hand. If they gather their friends together for the

last rehearsal, it is clearly not to gratify this

audience with a finished production, but to develop
themselves through painstaking study and attain

unto as fair and intelligent a reading of the work as
they can together compass, and give their friends

the benefit of their assiduous labors.

The difference in initial attitude will alter every-
thing for them to such a degree that a professional
producer undertaking to assist them with his stage
craft will find himself perplexed at every turn and
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vexed beyond belief. The pedagogical purpose will

completely escape him, or he will always be haunted
at least by a desire for a perfect production. The
habit of material accuracy will distress and perhaps
disgust him. Truth to the spirit of the playwright

will not atone in his eyes for untruth, be it ever so

slight to the letter. The resulting production will

probably be, at first at least, a poor professional

production, instead of an illuminating amateur read-

ing of the masterpiece in question. Such a pro-

fessional producer, worried and vexed, if he should

retire in confusion, would not be likely to confess his

humiliating experience. Being human and not with-

out an active sense of self-preservation, he would
utter an Olympian curse upon the amateur and swear
ever after to deal only with actors and actresses, duly

bound together by the economic bond and urged on
to endure all hardship and injustice by professional

ambition. Having had much to do for a dozen years

or more with productions by amateurs of big and
little classics of the stage, the present writer will

venture to state what general order experience has
dictated to him, after many exasperating efforts to

do otherwise. The order may prove suggestive.

First then, one must gather together the persons

who think themselves interested in drama as such,

excluding so far as possible the stagestruck, the

theatrically minded, the retired professional, and the

ex-pupil of a school of acting. The gathering, got

together on the ground of a common love of drama
and of a fair social congeniality, undertakes to

read great plays chosen by the leader, until by
degrees the human material in hand is fairly under-

stood. A few have been mere hearers and lookers-on.

The rest have read in parts, have relieved each other,

have discussed, agreed and disagreed; many have
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come to prepare for the gathering, taught by humili-

ating experiences of bad sight-readings, and some
have unconsciously progressed to readings assisted

by a reasonable amount of gesture, facial expression

and stage business ; ay, and perhaps on some festive

occasion, a picked number have read in costume,

the friends of the group assembled, and vastly

entertained and edified.

By this the time has arrived for definite attempts

at a serious production, always, of course, primarily

for pedagogical purposes. Much has already been
learned, and more unlearned. Those who will not

take their play in earnest, who will not abide criti-

cism, who are secretly stagestruck, have dropped out

one at a time, and the wise leader has not attempted
to recover the strayaways. The drama now chosen
for presentation must be one as a whole and in its

basic idea, that is to say, and in its human appeal,

worthy of assiduous study; because to present it at

all will require the closest and most frequent study,

on which account the work should justify it, lest

weariness supervene before rehearsals have made
much progress. A real work of art—a masterpiece

—

can never fatigue, be its presentation never so

exacting.

In the choice of the play, however, the leader

cannot consult his private taste alone. It is the

development of his student group that must decide

for him which, out of the available masterpieces

personally sympathetic to him, he can safely under-

take. The existing taste and degree of education,

however, of his audience need not be considered at

all. As they are invited guests, they will endure
patiently a certain amount of esthetic coercion, and
after they have profited by the same once, they will

be rather proud of the fact that they have learned to
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enjoy what others claim they cannot understand.

The personal interest in the undertaking and in the

student group itself will reconcile them to almost

any reasonable diflSculty and strangeness.

Now the chosen play will be read as other plays

have been before ; honestly, that is to say, simply and
straightforwardly. The leader will supply the

scholarship, draw out the suggestions of his students,

elicit vivid expressions of temperamental reaction,

and then the work of production may be begun in

earnest.

The leader has already tentatively cast the roles.

Granted, however, that a certain role has been
assigned to a certain person and that he (or she) has,

being an amateur, no set technique to foist upon the

part, no rigorous psychology to intrude, etc., etc.;

granted that he has only a personality to offer, a

temperament to discipline ;—there is clearly but one
particular interpretation of the role that can

prove measurably successful:—that interpretation,

namely, which lets the individual amateur actor in

question be himself or some definite part or phase of

himself, so that he may think and feel and act as if

he were the character in the play, and not as he
should have to if the character in the play were he ;

—

for which latter miracle of possession or obsession

he, of course, as an amateur is neither gifted nor
trained.

This process of adaptation of the role to the actor

is gradual and largely instinctive. To some degree it

takes place in the professional production, but in the

amateur production it is inevitable, and more or less

a dominant consideration. The leader has to struggle

hard with his intellectual conscience. Can the role,

as his student is able to fill it, be brought no nearer

the author's original intention? And when he has
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done his very best with each role, the result is by no
means, of course, the author *s play; but rather what
becomes of the author's play when certain more or

less inflexible individuals of flesh and blood are

substituted for the fluid fictitious persons of his

imagination.

There must follow, therefore, the thankless labor

of so dealing with each amateur actor and his role

as to produce a reasonable whole fairly equivalent

to the author's drama; at least enjoyably self-con-

sistent and convincing. The smoothing of the edges,

the dovetailing of the parts, is a matter of patience

and devotion, testing character in the amateur
actor far more than his talent, and requiring in

the producer such infinite pains as George Eliot

held to constitute genius. The most unlikely persons
in actual experience have proved successful inter-

preters of really noble roles ; the most enthusiastic

and apparently suitable actors, as to physique and
temperament, have proved disappointing and have
not seldom marred the work of all fellow-actors

beyond repair. Those having some pretension to

professional training (for reasons of vanity or

theatrical conventionality) almost always have
proved the blots in the final production.

Of course, it may be objected by the theatrical

critic that the leader and trainer should not have
to teach the roles a second time. He should have
at the first imposed on each student just that con-

ception of his role which would fit in to all the rest,

and save this cruel second effort at adaptation of
the individual to the entire play. Ay, and perhaps
the leader should, as to some degree he doubtless
does; but never can he wholly succeed in avoiding
such readjustments. The inexperienced amateur
must first be allowed to express to some measure
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his most obvious and ordinary self in his role, and
only by degrees can be he induced to exhibit and
so discover subtler and more suitable phases of his

being. And besides, any single actor who disap-

points the leader must cause a certain readjustment

of all other roles, whatever his foresight may have
been.

Now when all this wrestling with the masterpiece

and a group of amateurs has ended, it is fair to

ask: Is the resulting production any truer to the

author's intention than the average professional

production would have been? Granted the patience

and perseverance and the undiminished enthusiasm
of the leader, we should venture to reply in the

affirmative. At least, we are rid at the very outset

of "stage tradition," of the *'star," of the ** demon
of current events," of the expensive setting which
diverts attention from the work itself, and of half

a dozen other biasing elements of professional work
as conducted under all but exceptional conditions.

Besides, granted that instead of our leader with
his amateurs we have a good professional producer
with paid actors at his command whom he can coerce

without having to give a reason for the faith that

is in him, he will naturally proceed to set forth his

own individual conception of the play, and cause
each and every role to fit into its requirements.
Quite apart from the matter of scholarly conscience

(that is, apart from such a professional producer's
leisure and willingness, for instance, to read thor-

oughly all Ibsen before attempting the interpreta-

tion of the "Master Builder") there is the fact of
his own natural sloth or self-satisfaction, making
him hold fast to his initial "snap-judgment."
Never having been obliged to form manifold, tenta-
tive conceptions of a play as a whole and of every
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part, from which the fittest for presentation under
given circumstances should survive, why would he
be at pains to study his original again and again?

Necessity is for all of us the mother of invention.

No invention without necessity! The professional

producer is certainly no exception to the rule. Why
trouble to arrive at a veritable conception of the

play by a selection from many to him tempera-
mentally possible conceptions, when our producer
can tyrannically impose upon his hired company the

first that drops out of the blue ?

Apart from the producer's more or less conscien-

tious work in the study of the original, there is in

the case of the amateur company a special neces-

sity for very hard study. The amateur actor lacks

the tricks and graces of the trained actor ; he cannot

hold his audience apart from his lines. Since he
cannot carry his role, he must understand it in such

a way as to render it sufficiently significant and
vital to carry him. Where the trained actor would
resort to conventional business and absolve himself

from further thought, the amateur must turn again
and again to his words and their context for spiritual

and musical values, to replace the histrionic

virtuosities, without which he cannot lend a
factitious interest to his part. Of course, it may be
said that the conscientious professional actor can
do all this; but we venture to say that, even were
he free to do it, he would not often be moved to do
it. Once more: no invention without necessity!

Bomeo is a lover, and a lover is at any given time

for any given man such and such a thing; if you
can do the lover, why try to do the particular sort of

lover Shakspere's Eomeo was? Who will know
the difference? If you can do the lover catehingly

and cleverly and win applause, why should you rack
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your brains and heart to find out just why your
lover is not Shakspere's Romeo! Having the

support then of the conventional technique, the
professional actor will never, other things equal,

be driven to the same desperate struggle for truth

of interpretation as the amateur. As implied above,

not having to do, he will not even think of doing
what any amateur must do; and because the ama-
teur must do, the amateur will; and striving, he
cannot but succeed, where the professional could

not, because he would not even try

!

But perhaps the most advantageous condition of

amateur production is the inevitable poverty of

the amateur stage, so often deplored. Plays which
on the professional stage have done extremely well

(as, for instance, **If I Were King"), become
meaningless, or at least flat, when presented by
amateurs. The amateur reveals the poverty of the

play. For, of course, a play which the amateur
can do to perfection will never be worth the ama-
teur's while. Only what is beyond his ability to

present adequately, is worth presenting at all; for

such a work, interesting him, will assuredly, if

simply read, interest his audience, that probably

could not see the play under any other conditions

more satisfactorily done. And because the amateur
has manifestly failed to do justice to the work from a
theatrical point of view, the intelligent member of

his audience will resort to study of the play, for

the rectification of impressions so received. A very
unlucky amateur performance of "John Gabriel

Borkman" (in which sudden illness seriously inca-

pacitated the amateur in the title role) resulted

notwithstanding in conversions a year ago to

Henrik Ibsen in the case at least of two distinguished

members of the audience. Professional productions
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before seen had only irked or angered. They had
probably been more or less vulgarised by the desire

to appeal to an nnripe audience. Actors had
** starred," the dialogue had been cut (think of it,

Ibsen's dialogue !), and Ibsen had thus been rendered

more odious than he would naturally have been to

our two prejudiced spectators. But the amateur
production in question was manifestly too bad to

be taken seriously; and disarming criticism by its

very failure, proved therefore an introduction,

piquing curiosity to an astonishing degree. Ibsen

was done at least in his integrity ; and he was able to

speak directly to the soul and to the conscience of

these hitherto vigorous protestors against the wizard

of Norway. Having mentioned this extremely
unlucky production and its good pedagogical service,

it is well to add that it interested, nevertheless, a

more or less hostile audience much more than
adequate productions had done of so-called amateur
plays—plays, that is to say, deemed worthless for

the stage, and therefore good enough for the

amateur

!

In conclusion the writer would fain bear once
more witness to the fact that again and again ama-
teurs have dealt with masterpieces, if not in a
masterly way, at least in so sincere and devoted a
fashion as to let the spirit of the masterpiece seize

upon the audience bodily. He himself has had to

thank them not only for good pedagogical service,

but also for very genuine esthetic pleasure. Notable
in his memory, as amongst the greatest delights of
his life, are several amateur productions at the

Greek Theatre, under the auspices of the University
of California. College students did Sophocles, ay,

and Aeschylus; and the spirit of these antique

masters seized upon his spirit along with several
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thousand fellow Americans (most of whom assuredly

knew no Greek) and the people on the stage were
real, and the thousands in the great white sun-

bathed ring had become unreal; and the shudders

up and down the back testified to the veritable pres-

ence of the god Dionysus, with all his bacchants in

full cryl Nash 0. Babe.



YEATS' DRAMATIC POEMS.

I.

ILMOST the whole of Yeats' best work,
Klyric as well as dramatic, prose as well

*as verse, is impelled by one persistent and
powerful motive—a sentiment of aesthetic

(idealism. The longing which he expresses

(is sometimes for ideal Love, occasionally

for ideal Joy ; but comimonly for ideal Beauty. When
his subject is either of the former two, his desire for

Beauty forms a large element in his inspiration;

the main requisite of his Beloved is that she shall be

of a perfect beauty, and the Joy he sings of dwells

only in beautiful places, lulled by the sound of beau-

tiful music. All these ideas he regards as real exist-

ences in some bright sphere or world remote or

alien from this. The paradise of his dreams is full

of sensuous delights, of song and dance and sweet

idleness, and everything the eye lights on there is

of entrancing loveliness. So much of his mind is

occupied by this sentiment, and with such single-

ness of heart has he given his devotion to it, that

whenever it is the origin and main subject of his

work, he writes with appealing tenderness and rap-

ture; but as it recedes into the background and
other things take its place and become the chief

themes of the poet's verse, in like measure does

the glow and ardor of his poetry grow dim and
fade away.

It is the poet's custom, particularly in his dra-

matic work, to set these ideals in contrast with the

192
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actualities which we see around us. And this con-

trast he accentuates by giving us on the one side

a picture of unmixed splendor, delight and ease, and,

on the other, a picture of this poor world of ours as

a world brimmed up with care and sorrow and labor.

The warmth of his feeling and the quickness of his

fancy have enabled him to express this conception

in a thousand different ways; and sometimes he
tells us more of the glories of the Ideal, and some-
times more of the difficulties of the Actual. His
tendency in his more youthful poems is to celebrate

with a fresh delight the allurements of the over-

world, under the form, it may be, of the Golden Age
or Tirnanoge. Later, as his experience matures, his

bent changes, and he dwells rather on the troubles

and hardships of earth-life and the difficulty of es-

caping from them. The first considerable story that

attracted him was that of Oisin's wandering from
the world of his defeat into the celestial Land of

Eternal Youth, and Yeats hangs with exquisite

pleasure over his long, honey-sweet descriptions.

And the last of his plays, which turns upon this

contrast, portrays the wild, vain struggle of a mod-
ern visionary—to whom no Faery World nor land

of Eternal Youth is accessible—to find, while here
on earth, that haven of rest which in his dreams he
has beheld. The range of Yeats' dramatic powers,

however, is not large ; and sometimes even in dealing

with this great theme of contrast, he makes too little

use of the dramatic opportunities presented by his

subject.

Yeats' first play is one of a peculiarly fine ideal-

ism, moral as well as aesthetic, and is written with

the enthusiasm and hopefulness of his youth. The
story is one which he took from Irish legend, and
runs somewhat as follows: The Devil, on the out-
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look to win human souls, found an opportunity in

a terrible famine which afflicted Ireland. He sent

emissaries to buy for gold the souls of the poor,

and they did a thriving business till the saintly

Countess Cathleen offered her gold against theirs.

They promptly robbed her treasury. Driven by her
love to the utmost limits of self-sacrifice, she re-

sorted to the only device left to save her friends, the

poor, and sold her own soul for a great price, secur-

ing thereby the means of relieving the famine and
ending the devil's traffic. She died; yet it was not

the devil, but God who received her soul in death;

because if her deed was evil her motive was divine.

Now, the dramatic points in this are very plain, and
it would not seem easy for the writer to miss them.

But Yeats has missed them all, and his play is little

more than a well composed and exquisitely written

narrative. The dramatic center of the plot is the

struggle in Countess Cathleen 's soul between the

teachings of her faith and the promptings of her

instinct, and everything turns on her deliberate

choice to forego heaven.

"Mary, Queen of Heaven,
And all you clouds on clouds of Saints, farewell."

Whether an Irishman who intends to submit his

work to the approval of a popular audience at this

time would be wise to represent the precepts of

orthodoxy and the instincts of loving kindness as

opposite and antagonistic is doubtful; but if he is

going to choose this plot at all he cannot with impu-
nity avoid or conceal the thought which gives the

plot its power. The scenes which show the phases

of this struggle are those which must be chosen for

presentation on the stage. Thus the great central

scene will be that in which the Countess Cathleen
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actually sells her soul to the merchant-devils, and

on this the dramatist will lavish all his means of

emphasis. He will show, for example, the devils

doing business with the poor, and their hellish de-

light in their success ; then he will show their alarm

when the news is brought that the Countess is ap-

proaching, their mingled wonder and fear when sbe

comes in, and their revulsion to horrible, wild ecsta-

sies and paroxysms of triumph when they learn that

she has come to sell to them—^herself. They think

how hell will honor them, and see in this victory

the ultimate conquest of heaven and God by the

dark legions of their master, Satan. The possibili-

ties of this scene are immense. And over against

it, at the end of the play, will come the other scene

of equal dramatic splendor and force, in which the

dramatist shows that the lofty motive of Countess

Cathleen's self-sacrifice deprived the devil of any
right or control over her, and that a brave and noble

soul doing the bidding of its own reason and con-

science is a sufficient guide to itself and need fear

nothing in this world or in any other.

Yeats has thus put the old story into the form of

a stage drama ; but has not so treated it as to bring

out the dramatic material which lies inherent in it.

By omitting to do this, Yeats has made at the

outset a high dramatic success impossible; but the

kind of success which is attainable he has achieved.

Decorative in character, it might be as well por-

trayed on tapestry as on the stage. Though the

scene is set among Irish fields and the cottages of

the peasantry, yet the poem brings us to a remote
world and catches us up onto spiritual heights. On
the temptations and troubles of the poor we look
with a serene and lofty pity which is not more
that of a fellow man than that of an angel. The
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heroine herself, whose sublime spirit of self-sacri-

fice lends its own beauty to every part of the poem,
is rather a personification than a woman. The spirit

of love took flesh, and its name is Countess Cathleen.

Years later, Yeats wrote a sister piece to this

play. ** Shadowy Waters" is, like "Countess Cath-

leen,'* dramatic in form but decorative in character.

Though the persons of the play are pirates who
rove the seas, yet in reading it we are carried into

a dream world where flit such shapes as haunt the

thought's wildernesses. Yeats labored with the most
careful art to produce the effect. In the first ver-

sion of his poem there was something of action, of

the energy of mortal passion. But the author judged
that this marred the calm ideality which he wished
should pervade the work. Therefore in his second
version he cut out all that had IJie touch of earth

upon it, and left only what was purely aerial, that

he might the better suggest the mystical and the

infinite.

But in thus lifting up his work and letting all the

red blood drip out from it, the poet has overreached

himself. The result of contrast is lost. And even

the most sympathetic reader will find himself astray

amid the obscuring mist of cloudland. Nevertheless,
*

' Shadowy Waters " is a work of the most haunting

beauty. Its theme is the love of man and woman,
of which all poets have sung and each in his noblest

manner. It contains some of the most exquisitely

musical lines which Yeats or any other writer of

English blank verse has ever penned. The hero is

one who has tasted the joys of life and of the love

of women and in whose soul has matured the convic-

tion that these deluding and transitory delights are

but a poor copy and distant mirage of a real love,

dreamed of but not yet realized, which is abiding
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and eternal. Led by his tutelary gods, lie sails with

his galley and his men out towards the west. Far
away in the silent seas they meet a strange ship.

They assail and capture it, and find on board a

woman, a queen, of surpassing loveliness. He rec-

ognizes in her the beloved of his dreams, and she,

with the same desire for the ideal as himself, accepts

his love. Finding in each other their hearts* full

measure of content and rapture, these two say fare-

well to the world, and, sending their men home in

the prize vessel, with the booty of gold and gems
they had won, follow the leading of the gods and
pass on still westward into the unknown.

"The world drifts away.

And I am left alone with my beloved,

Who cannot put me from his sight forever.

We are alone forever, and I laugh,

Forgael, because you cannot put me from you.

The mist has covered the heavens, and you and I

Shall be alone forever ....
flower of the branch, bird among the leaves,

silver fish that my two hands have taken

Out of the running stream, morning star,

Trembling in the blue heavens like a white fawn
Upon the misty border of the wood,
Bend lower, that I may cover you with my hair

For he will gaze upon this world no longer."

What do these words, of themselves, mean? Per-

haps nothing very original or out of the way; yet

there is in these lines, and in many other such lines

which are to be found in this book, such music as

Yeats has never before or since quite equaled. It

is as though he had overheard that music of the

spheres which no gross ear can catch, and in the

subtle and delicate sounds of these verses had sug-

gested to us those celestial harmonies.
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n.

Yeats now turned to the expression of the idea

which is the inspiration of the greater part of his

work. In the "Land of Heart's Desire," the theme
is the abandonment of the actual world for the ideal

one. These two worlds are represented as at war
with one another, and, as in many other poems,
the central figure, unable to have both, has to choose

between them, and after a struggle elects the ideal.

The setting of this play is particularly happy, and
the story simple and well told. The scene lies in an
Irish peasant 's cottage, and Mr. Yeats with exquisite

insight has found in the two warring beliefs of the

Irish peasant a fitting medium for the expression

of that dramatic conflict between the two warring
worlds which was in his mind. In the eighteenth

century, at which time the play is set, the Irish coun-

try people were on the one hand the most devout
of Catholics and believed in the absolute power of

the priest with a beautiful and childlike sincerity,

and, on the other hand, they believed with a sin-

cerity not less absolute in the power of the fairies,

or, as they call them, the "good people." Some of

them have seen fairies ; others have felt their power,
and every countryside is still full of the strange and
charming tales of the doings of the local fairy folk.

There are a few malignant Irish fairies; but nearly

all of them are of a good-natured and light-hearted

disposition, genial little spirits of the woods and
fields, who love fun and frolic and spend their happy
lives in song and dance and innocent merry-making.
But the fairies* influence fades within the sound of

the chapel bells. Though there are amulets and
charms against their power, nothing is so sure a
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defense as the Holy Eood, and their magic trembles

before the authority of the priest, and is utterly dis-

pelled by the crucifix. To Mr. Yeats the fairies offer

themselves as a natural symbol for that other and
superhuman life of dream-beauty and dream-charm

;

and in the "Land of Heart's Desire" he has so used
them, and. with as much skill as success he has turned

to his purpose the mythological superstition, which
even to this day all good peasants ''know" to be a

"fact," that on May Eve the fairies have given them
special power over mortals, and the easiest of all

feats to them then is to carry away to Fairy Land
the newly married bride. The heroine in the play
is Maire, the newly wedded bride of Shawn Bruin.

She is a visionary, fond of books and dreams and
fairy legends, and finds uncongenial the practical

family into which her husband has brought her and
the life of menial toil which every peasant wife must
face. Her relations wish her to be like other folk.

Says Father Hart :

—

"My colleen, I have seen some other girls

Eestless and ill at ease, but years went by
And they grew like their neighbors and were glad

In minding children, working at the churn
And gossiping of weddings and of wakes;
For life moves out of a red flare of dreams
Into a common light of common hours,

Until old age brings the red flare again."

But Maire is rebellious.

"I am right weary," she cries, "of four tongues,

A tongue that is too crafty and too wise,

A tongue that is too godly and too grave,

A tongue that is more bitter than the tide,

And a kind tongue too full of drowsy love.

Of drowsy love and my captivity."
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And she calls upon the fairies,

"Come, fairies, take me out of this dull house

!

Let me have all the freedom I have lost;

Work when I will and idle when I will

!

Fairies, come take me out of this dull world

!

For I would ride with you upon the wind,

Eun on the top of the dishevelled tide.

And dance upon the mountain like a flame I"

The thne of the play is May Eve, and the main
characters are the village priest on the one side, a

fairy on the other, and, set between the two, the

heroine. The poet has so cunningly devised his story

that every word of it bears on the struggle m Maire's

heart between her earthly duties and affection, and
her instinctive love for the other world of beauty
and of joy

:

"The Land of Heart's Desire,

Where beauty has no ebb, decay, no flood.

But joy is wisdom, time an endless song.'^

With wonderful delicacy and tenderness the final

scene is drawn—the fairy sweetly calling the newly
wedded bride to that far Land she loves too well,

and the despairing bridegroom clasping her in his

arms and vainly struggling to hold her back to earth

and home ; and when the conflict is over and Maire,

**in the name of her own heart,'* has made her

choice, the dramatist with fine art slackens the ten-

sion and closes his play with a passage of calm and
gentle beauty.

In the "Hour Glass*' the theme is similar; but
here it is presented not by the story of a struggle

between two antagonistic desires, but rather by the

incarnation of each of the two desires in a separate
person. Teigue, the fool, is the personification of
the visionary temperament; the Wise Man, of the
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scientific mind. The one stands for pure Intuition

and the other for pure Intellect. These two meet in

conflict, and one need not say which of the two is

vanquished, and before the end of the play is on
his knees to the other. The piece is like some pre-

cious mediaeval legend, full of tenderness and sim-

plicity, with enough of the salt of humor to keep it

sound and sweet.
*

' Cathleen Ni Houlihan* ' again presents the same
theme. The hero is a young peasant who has to

choose between his bride-elect and the ideal figure

of a strange visitor called Cathleen. The struggle

rends his soul, but he bravely takes the better part,

and the story ends with his leaving his family and
his beloved and following Cathleen. No play of Mr.
Yeats is so popular in Ireland as this. Its influence

is due to the fact that Cathleen Ni Houlihan is one

of the mystical names of Erin, and that the date of

the play is that of the Irish Kebellion in 1798, so

that the play has a national significance. When an
Irish audience sees Michael leaving his home for

Cathleen 's sake, they see the patriot giving up all

he loves on earth for Ireland.

ni.

"Where There is Nothing" is a long play in prose,

and in virtue of the greatness of the theme with

which it deals, and the evident earnestness with

which it is written, it seems to be Yeats* most am-
bitious piece of work. The title naturally suggests

a dramatic exposition of the truth that we can only

speak of the Deity in negatives, calling him ''in-

finite" which means that he is not bounded by space,

and ''eternal" which means that he is not bounded
by time ; while we are on the other hand unable to
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give a description of him in affirmatives, and say

adequately what he is. Or else we might suppose

from the title that the drama would set forth to us

the religious thesis that only the soul for whom noth-

ing else has any existence can ever find out God.

Yeats, however, has done neither of these things, but

has written on a theme much more characteristic

of himself and exactly in line with those other plays

and lyrics which I have considered. The gist and
bearing of the drama is shown in the climax when
the hearer in an inspired trance reaches the con-

clusion that all things must be destroyed,—^law,

(which was the first sin,) the Church, hope, mem-
ory, the light of the sun and moon, the light of the

world and the world itself; for the reason that

"where there is nothing—there is God." One sees

at once that the author's mind is traveling along

its accustomed road, but he has now reached a

further point than before. Hitherto he has sung

his despair of the Actual and flight from it; but

now, by a magnificent stroke of annihilation, he

must win the Ideal through the utter destruction of

what is actual. Such a thought is indeed of the

Aeschylean type, a thing unattempted yet in prose

or rhyme. One inevitably wonders on what grounds

this wholesale extermination is to be attempted.

How is the task to be achieved? A thousand other

such questions occur. The author does not attempt

to satisfy us in any of these points. We are to take it

on the word of the hero, Paul Euttledge. And Paul,

though a charming and humorous person, is weak,
erratic, ill-balanced; one whose judgment could not

be trusted even in matters much smaller than this.

And though the reader cannot but be fond of Paul
and pity him, yet he feels assured that Paul's im-

peachment of things-as-they-are is not caused by his
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being too great and lofty a soul for this poor world,

but by his being too slight a man to hold his own in

the hard battle of life. Neither reader nor audience

is in any degree convinced, therefore, of the justice

of the plea which is the central motive of this play.

The part of the drama in which Mr. Yeats is success-

ful and in which he carries every one with him, is

that part in which he arraigns society. Here he is

specific, definite, and handles his material with de-

cision and skill. Conventional society he represents

as a place where people '

' think in flocks and roosts '

'

and where there is no room for the activities of the

individual soul. The most effective scene in the

play (and a piece of thoroughly admirable comedy)
is that in which the county magnates, making a val-

iant attempt to preserve their bogus dignity, are

tried by Paul and his tinker-friends for the false-

ness of their lives.

The scene is a large shed. Mr. Green, Colonel

Lawley, Mr. Joice, Mr. Dowler, Mr. Algie, and
Paul's brother Thomas Ruttledge enter, and after

rebuking Paul for leaving his home and demoral-
izing the neighborhood they attempt to persuade
him to return and be a gentleman again.

Mr. Joyce. I wish, Paul, you would come back and live

like a Christian.

Paul Ruttledge. Like a Christian?

Mr. Joyce. Come away, there's no use stopping here any
longer.

Paul Ruttledge. [Sternly.'] Wait, I have something to

say to that. [To Charlie Ward.] Do not let anyone leave

this place.

[TinJcers close together at the door.]

Mr. Green. [To tinkers.] This is nonsense. Let me
through.

[Tinker spreads out his arms before him.]

Paul Ruttledge. You have come into a different king-
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dom now; the old kingdom of the people of the roads, the

houseless people. We call ourselves tinkers, and you are going

to put us on trial if you can. You call yourselves Christians,

and we will put you on your trial first. I will put the world

on its trial and myself of yesterday. [To a boy.l Run out,

Johneen, keep a watch, and tell us when the train is coming.

Sabina, that rope; we will set these gentlemen 6ii those

barrels.

[TinJcers take hold of them.']

Colonel Lawley. Keep your hands off me, you drunken
scoundrel! [Strikes at Charlie Ward, but tinker seizes his

arms behind.]

Paul Ruttledge. Tie all their hands behind them.

Mr. Dovpler, We'd better give in, there's no saying how
many more of them there are.

Mr. Algie. I'll be quiet, the odds are too great against us.

Mr. Green. The police will soon be here ; we may as well

stay quietly.

Paddy Cockfight. Here, give it to me, I'll put a good
twist in it. Don't be afraid, sir, it's not about your neck
I'm putting it— There now, sit quiet and easy, and you
won't feel it at all.

Paul Ruttledge. Are all their hands tied? Now then,

up on to the barrel.

[Slight scuffle during which all are put on the barrels in a
semicircle.]

Paul Ruttledge. Ah! yes, you are on barrels now; last

time I saw you you were on your own dunghill. Let me see,

is there anyone here who can write ?

Charlie Ward. Nobody.
Paul Ruttledge. Never mind, you can keep count on

your fingers. The rest must sit down and behave themselves

as befits a court. They say they are living like Christians.

Let us see.

Thomas Ruttledge. Oh, Paul, don't make such a fool of
yourself.

Paul Ruttledge. The point is not wisdom or folly, but
the Christian life.

Mr. Dowler. Don't answer him, Thomas. Let us preserve
our dignity.

Mr. Algie. Yes, let us keep a dignified attitude—^we won't
answer these ruffians at all.

Paul Ruttledge. Respect the Court ! . . . .
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Through this section of the drama, in his gentle

satire against society, Yeats carries us with him;

and we feel that Paul has made good his case against

the gentlemen on the barrels, and the conventional

existence which they represent. But if Paul was to

make good his argument against the Actual, too, he
should have brought Law, Hope, the Light of the Sun
and the Moon, the World, and the other dependents

into court and set them, likewise, each upon a barrel.

If he had then put the case against them with as

much dexterity and earnestness of conviction as he
did the case against the six gentlemen, there is surely

no one who could resist becoming at once a convert

to Paul's nihilism. As the play stands, however, we
close the book with the impression that in spite of

Paul's assault upon Creation, the Universe remains

much as it was before.

IV.

The negative tone, the mood of discontent and
tiredness which underlie this '

' Where There is Noth-

ing" and its hero's insufficiency for the hard task

of life and living, are not singular or unique in the

work of Yeats. Look over his poems and his plays

and you will often find the celebration of a de-

spondent humor, one sometimes almost of self-pity

for one who has been put in a rugged and a distaste-

ful world. It is not only that Mr. Yeats condemns
this earth of the senses contrasted with the fairy

land of his dreams, but that he considers the two as

alien from each other. God made the next world;
the Devil made this. The sensitive soul flung into

the hurlyburly of this physical existence feels him-
self out of his sphere. He breathes melodious sighs

over his sad fate, and dreams of that better land
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which he thinks his proper home. It is for this rea-

son that the tone of melancholy pervades a greater

part of the work of Mr. Yeats. Eead a volume of

his for two or three hours with your mind alert and
your heart in eager sympathy with his emotion, and
you will feel as if you had been bled. Often, too, the

central figure of a lyric or a play is shown to us in

open flight. When we have read through the au-

thor's works we find that it is not accidental but

characteristic that he should have written of Oisin

fleeing rather than of Oisin fighting. The heroine of

the ''Land of Heart's Desire," afraid of life, runs

away through the gates of death to fairy land. And
do not the lovely lines of his lyric *'Innis-free" be-

come the lips of Paul Euttledge as aptly as anywords
assigned to him in the play? Nowhere, I think, are

we shown a man or a woman facing the difficulties

and hardships of life, fighting them and bravely con-

quering them. The conception that he who would
win the Ideal must grasp and control the Actual

—

or, in other words, that the two worlds are not dis-

cordantly but harmoniously related, and that Ire-

land, for instance, is a stepping stone to Tirnanoge,

—is never made by him the subject of a poem or a
play.

It would have been a wonderful dramatic achieve-

ment if Yeats had been able to abandon the point of

view from which he has written all these plays and
so many lyrics, and, crossing over had written with

similar sincerity and truth from that opposite point

of view which is the characteristic of the great men
of action, such as the kings and heroes of history

and legend. For the attitude of the mighty man of

valor towards life lies apart from that of Maire
or Paul by the whole diameter of being. Though
he will feel sorrow, with a sensitiveness as acute
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as that of lesser men, he will not bow or run before

it. His optimism will be sane, but impregnable. And
this earth with all it holds will be to him the dear

and precious gift of the most high gods whose
munificence he glorifies by his daring and tremendous
deeds.

Now, Yeats has attempted this feat. He has gone
back to the ancient Irish myths, and has tried to

tell in dramatic form the stories of men and women
who are the kin of Achilles, Agamemnon and Helen,

—Coohoolin, Concobar, and Dairdra. And, indeed,

it is little wonder that his heart and fancy should be

drawn to these old eternal tales of love and loyalty

and battle and death. But he has not succeeded. We
do not breathe in these plays the large air of the

heroic world. The verse is fine; but it is parlor-

music with the soft pedal usually on, and our longing

ears are never met by the blare of trumpets or the

deep tones of a strong man^s voice. And of those

heroic qualities which give a character magnitude
and power we find here but the semblance and flat

shadow.
Yeats' talent and achievement as a dramatist

then, lie within well defined lines. His genius is

primarily not dramatic but lyric. His muse is a
sylph with a voice like the voice of Israfel, singing

music as sweet as ever fell on mortal ear, but always
in a minor key. He is master of story telling, and
deft in putting a play together. He is, however, more
interested in his emotions than in his thoughts. His
plays are intellectually slight, and are rather studies

of a mood than of a character. It is not his habit to

do the fundamental brain work of analysing the

psychological materials out of which the play is

built. But in the wide field of dramatic work there
is one portion which he has made peculiarly his own.
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When the play is set in that twilight which hangs
between the two worlds, and fairies and angels come
and go with mortals upon the stage, when he pleads

in all simplicity the cause of his dreams, then he
writes with love, creating with consummate art

things of consummate beauty.

Geoege Townshend.



VAUDEVILLITIS AND ITS CURE.

The art of the music-hall is the art of elaborate ugliness, blatant
vulgarity, alcoholic humor, and rancid sentiment. It does not really

mirror or interpret any side of life whatever. . . . Was there

ever in the world such a gigantic mass of effort, in the direction of
literature and art, so hopelessly ephemeral and negligible in its

results? William Archer.

HAD occasion last winter to spend sev-

eral months in a cityof the Central States.

It is a typical town of about fifty thou-

sand inhabitants, one of the most pros-

perous for its size in the Mississippi Val-

ley. In this city there are an *' audito-

rium, '

' a playhouse, and two music-halls. It is rarely

that a dramatic production is given in the audito-

rium, and at the playhouse (save in exceptional

instances, a one-night stand) they book anything
from burlesque to Shakspere. One of the vaudeville

houses is somewhat superior to the other, and pre-

sents a longer bill at a higher rate of admission. The
salient fact in our consideration is this : the music-
halls give two performances daily, as a rule, to full

or overflowing houses; the theatre (with a seating

capacity of fifteen hundred) contains an imposing
array of empty places when Mrs. Fiske or Mr.
Sothem and Miss Marlowe appear for a single

presentation.

There exist complacent, bigoted persons who, lack-

ing the power of differentiation, denounce ''Ghosts**

and "The Servant in the House,'* for illustration,

in the same breath with "Living Statuary" and
"Apache Dances," holding that their children may
as well attend the music-hall as the playhouse, both

209
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being temples of Satan. Those of us who have been
blessed with the indefinable, perhaps inborn, love

of the theatre that sees in it somewhat above and
beyond mere amusement, cannot help observing,

occasionally, with what avidity the multitudes flock

to variety shows, and ask ourselves, sorrowfully,

—

why?
We enter a music-hall to find out, but we leave it

hardly any the wiser. We have been immeasurably
bored, and now we are depressed. There has been
singing, out of tune and out of time, but never out of

wind, and bountifully applauded. There have been
weak-minded, illiterate clowns exploding antiquated

jokes, and it made us sad to be reminded, in this way,
of our innocent childhood, when we delighted in such

things ; but very often the jokes were not innocent,

and the well-dressed women who snickered at them
were not ladies.

A more painful ordeal, however, arrived when the

turn came for the '

' playlet '

'
; for we love plays. In

vaudeville, you know, successful "sketches" must be
either grossly farcical or broadly melodramatic—of

the lowest type of drama. But it is the acting, obvi-

ously, that hurts us most keenly. There are excep-

tions of an occasional bright star, of course, but

generally histrionic art as practiced on the music-

hall stage is unqualifiedly execrable. "It is not good
for one's morals to see bad acting," said Oscar
Wilde.

But it wasn't all absolute gloom. There was a
young Italian who played the violin charmingly,

superbly, beyond all praise. The pleasure in hear-

ing him was marred only by the reflection that he
was forced by untoward circumstance to perform in

a place such as this, and before these hardened
hearts. Not that he went away unapplauded:
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** Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast,"

the witty Congreve wrote. And then there was a

young girl who danced gracefully and graciously.

Her exquisite movements made us almost forget that

in vaudeville nowadays Terpsichore finds time for

little else than pandering to insatiate lechers. That
is putting it rather strongly, of course ; but it needs

to be put strongly.

We are regrettably loose in our colloquial terminol-

ogy here in the United States, it seems to me. Vaude-
ville, in the sense of a variety show, has evidently

come to stay. The original word, however, as all

vaudevillians are not aware, denotes an unpreten-

tious farcical comedy with interpolations of light

ballads and ditties which bear often no direct relation

to the plot of the play. That is what you expect when
you go to a vaudeville in Paris. Indiscriminately,

also, we call music-halls and moving-picture houses

simply theatres. In London they make a distinction

;

there variety auditoriums are nearly always termed
music-halls. A most unkind and inapt nomenclature
this is, a musician once complained to me, and I

wholly concur with him;—^but it is the welfare of

dramatic art that we are now more especially con-

sidering.

In London the variety program is an almost exact

counterpart of that in New York, but in Paris the

turns of the vaudeville "artists" are worked into a

musical review, and these specialties are of a higher

type, artistically, than those to be found, I dare say,

anywhere else. In Berlin, too, the same practice

is in vogue. On the Continent, it appears, they are

willing to leave acrobats and dogs to the circus. If

variety in New York compares so unfavorably with

what takes its place in Paris and Berlin, what is one

to say of the vaudeville given outside of our larger
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cities? The "big acts" put on in the music-halls

of Manhattan do not appear in towns to the west-

ward having less than fifty thousand in population,

and not in very many of those counting nearly a

hundred thousand.

In European cities I don't think they talk about

it, but in America it is not seldom that we hear of
* 'uplifting" and "refining" vaudeville. Sometimes
legitimate actors out of an engagement take a dip

into the sea of variety. They despise the "hall," of

course, and its patrons ; but they are in need of the

money. I have heard wiseacres cite these excur-

sions as high praise of the vaudeville stage. But,

naturally enough, the incursion of dramatic actors

into music-halls is not salutary, because the vaude-

ville public is not in a mood to appreciate sustained

histrionic art in its higher attainment. The boy in

the gallery should be able to perceive the crass futil-

ity of sandwiching Mrs. Campbell or Miss Cros-

man between the "stunts" of the "Nine Northland
Brothers— Comic Acrobats" and "Dr. Dawdley's
Disciplined Dogs. *

' The players receive only mone-
tary recompense for their work, and pandering to

the uncultured concourse coarsens and vulgarizes

their art. There is no avail in trying to make vaude-

ville * * artistic.
'

' It was never meant to be artistic.

All this, however, is not implying that even the

best of us cannot find delight in a variety program
now and then. We have, for instance, no shame in

having sat in dumb, spellbound admiration before

the charming, winsome art of Miss Cecilia Loftus,

or in having applauded long and warmly in hopes
of hearing the inimitable Lauder sing over again
one of his quaint songs, or in having been moved
well nigh to tears by the pathetic personations of

Albert Chevalier. But these artists whom we de-
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lighted in, the gallery and balcony only endured;

and, as in the case of the poor Italian whom we had
heard play the violin in the little Western city, we
could not now quite keep back the thought of how
pitiable it was that these players should be forced to

keep such bad company—and we, too, of course

!

If you go to a music-hall as a superior person, the

deleterious effect of the visit will not be momentously
serious, to be sure ; and, moreover, if you are a supe-

rior person you will not often go to a music-hall.

But the fagged business man, we are told, attends

a variety show in order "to rest his mind." May
Providence have pity on the mind that finds rest

with Tanguay, Pete the Monkey, and the Eompish
Rag-timers

!

The cardinal harm of vaudeville, of course, lies in

its influence upon the adolescent mind. High-school

boys absorb coon songs and prurient jokes so much
more readily than they absorb Latin and algebra.

I know of a youth who was a quiet, pleasant fellow

before he became a victim of * * vaudevillitis '

'
; now

he parades the streets whistling rag-time melodies

and telling unfit anecdotes, and you must be in mor-
tal dread lest he break into a clog-dance on your
drawing-room floor. Boys are not discriminating,

and to them vaudeville is a serious thing.

The reactionary consequence of the variety show
is more largely and importantly mental than moral,

I think; though the demarcation is perhaps a little

arbitrary. No mortal being can sit for two or three

(and likely as not five or six) hours a week in recept-

ive admiration of the weak minds that devise and
produce the inane rot of vaudeville without himself

mentally deteriorating: such are the immutable, in-

exorable laws of psychology—our brains must needs

grow upon what they are fed.
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And then, of course, there is the moral phase.

Sensuality, as everyone should know, pays the vari-

ety manager better than anything else. Salacious

suggestiveness, of word and action and drapery, is

ever an important factor at every music-hall; the

purveyor has that invariably to fall back upon. Bad
music, bad English, bad manners, bad dress, come
and go in vaudeville ; but libidinosity, like the brook,

goes on forever.

I was told, in the city where I was staying, that

there was a large number of persons who had season

tickets for the leading music-hall, going there once
every week, and, *'when the show was unusually

good," attending the performance twice. What are

the time and money expended on these hebdomadal
visits when you consider the price in brain matter!

Playgoer, if ever he was one, the habitue of vaude-
ville has ceased to be; the drama has not sufficient

*' variety" to suit his banal taste. And good music,

his mind being saturated with the other kind, he
cannot abide.

Would that it were so simple a matter to outline

the cure for "vaudevillitis" as it is to diagnosticate

the disease! When a play-lover thinks of the vast

amounts of money that pass out of our cities, of fifty

thousand, or more, inhabitants, into the venal hands
of the variety impresarios, he may well shudder.

How easy a thing it would be, after all, he dreams,
to establish municipal stock-companies and erect

civic theatres, as they do throughout Germany and
Scandinavia, with these sums that should stay in

the towns. But, the enthusiast is told, this is not

what the public wants. Have they had any opportu-
nity in this country to show whether or not they
want it?

I once asked the editor of the largest newspaper
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of the town I have been considering why he never
adversely criticized the bills at the music-halls. He
smiled at my innocence, and said: ''Why, that

wouldn't be policy. Don't you know that our 'best

people'—our bankers, and packers, and dry-goods
princes, with their wives and sweethearts—are regu-

lar patrons of the best vaudeville theatre? They
would not take very kindly, I can assure you, any
such raking over the coals as I suppose you would
like to give them. I even have to go to the show
once in a while myself to keep up appearances."
The sporting editor of this journal, I learned, writes

its theatrical reviews ; he is said to be a good sport-

ing editor.

Variety, or so-called musical comedy, is as far

removed from drama, Mr. Forbes-Robertson some
time ago remarked, "as chalk is from cheese." It

would perhaps be wiser, and surely less incongruous,

to compare vaudeville with the circus instead of

with the drama. "It is folly," continued the Eng-
lish actor-manager, '

' to say that the drama is declin-

ing because the circuses and music-halls are more
numerous and better frequented than the play-

houses." And this, of course, is platitude.

It will doubtless appear to some that I have
painted vaudeville in unrelieved black, but in gen-

eralizing that is unavoidable. All variety shows are

not vicious, of course ; I have attended a number of

performances in New York that were impeccable.

But I have attended others, also, where the impro-

priety and obscenity were no whit less offensive

than they are at a so-called burlesque show; and
the difference between vaudeville and burlesque, it

should be remembered, is of degree, not of kind.

It is very important for us to recognize, then, more
particularly on account of our children, that the
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American music-hall is not the innocent place many
would have us believe it, and that there is space for

much amelioration.

Music-halls should flourish by the side of play-

houses, whereas in many smaller cities the former
have virtually supplanted the latter; and the two
should ever be kept distinct in the public mind. By
all means, let us have the most agile and dextrous

of Japanese acrobats, the most ludicrous (but at the

same time unvulgar) of negro and Hebrew nonsense-

comedians, the most graceful and original of dancers

(which must not, however, be taken to include the

daughters of Herodias and their next of kin), the

cleverest and most dulcet of rag-time singers, the

most novel and resourceful of magicians. These are

of vaudeville—and welcome

!

To keep our boys and girls away from the music-

halls so far as possible would naturally be most
desirable. But with regard to the towns where they

have nowhere else to go, what shall we say—not

being clergymen of an orthodox faith? They will

go, and we with them, perhaps ; that is only human
nature. A most important consideration to keep
before us, therefore, is the purgation of vaudeville.

Artistic and intellectual it can never become, we
know; but it can prosper, though avowedly not so

easily or cheaply, without being indecent. Another
consummation to be wished is the elimination of

noise from vaudeville. It may be a bit too advanced
to speak seriously of this yet, however; for isn't

noise, in its every variation, the most salient feature,

the quintessence, of all variety shows? To be suc-

cessful on the music-hall stage without being noisy
is a difficult matter. That most charming of all

vaudeville couples, Mr. Norworth and Miss Bayes,
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know the secret ; but they are almost alone in their

golden possession.

There are in the United States to-day some eighty

resident stock-companies. These produce each week
one new play, as a rule, a former ''Broadway suc-

cess
'

'
; and two performances are given daily. The

prosperity of these organizations rests upon a regu-

lar clientele, which goes to see not so much the plays

as the players, whom they have come to know and
admire. The old stock-company days of New York,
Philadelphia and Boston will never come back, of

course; but it is not impossible that before very
long a new system will gain acceptance by us. Those
who are observing have already descried signs in

the sky.

It is to our smaller cities that such a stock-

company would mean most; for in Chicago and
New York there are always some meritable dramas
to be seen. A municipal company playing in the

''City Theatre" would become a local pride. Ex-
change performances with nearby towns might ad-

vantageously be arranged. Think of what an edu-

cation such an institution would be for the younger
generation— for embryo playwrights, now without

the shadow of a hearing; for Eeginald and Gerald-

ine, desirous of going on the stage, but without the

means of meeting the high dramatic-school tuition,

and unable to persuade their parents to let them
go to the wicked city. Think of what a blow such

a system would deal the moribund, but still kicking

lustily, orthodox prejudice against stage and play-

ers ! If a city of fifty thousand souls is more than
able to support two music-halls, why should it be
utterly untenable to harbor the hope, if not the con-

viction, that such a community could make a resident

dramatic company paying?
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There are, meantime, several ways in which to

attack "vaudevillitis." The Drama League of

America is doubtless doing its large share in dis-

couraging music-hall attendance, and in encourag-

ing playgoing. But this society, for all its remark-
able growth, is still young and weak. Many of our
more conservative weekly and monthly periodicals,

which have hitherto given scant, if any, space to

the consideration of our dramatic life, are gradually

awakening to their responsibility; and our five or

six equipped, serious dramatic critics are, directly

or indirectly, waging a persistent, cogent warfare.

Several of our great universities, with numerous
smaller colleges following their lead, are giving spe-

cial courses in dramatic literature, thus inciting, and
in part preparing, earnest, ambitious young men to

enter the badly tilled field of the Theatre, and there

are two or three schools of acting in the land that

are accomplishing their good end in equipping play-

ers and stage-managers, not only with technical effi-

ciency, but with ideals as well. The new era has
already dawned. Aethub Swan.



"ACTION" IN DEAMA.

[T is always a wearisome commonplace
that for a play to be ''drama" it must
have "plenty of action." One would
suppose that the only business in life

was motion from one point to another

_ point, and that there could be nothing

of interest in poise and calm self-mastery. As a
matter of fact the eye is so constituted both in ani-

mals and men that it finds difficulty in singling out

an individual object from its surroundings unless

there be a very decided contrast in color, if the

object be not in motion. Of course we go to the

theatre to see and hear. We shall not be content

to hear only. But a tableau vivant will not seem to

us alive unless it move, and the interest of its beauty

will not endure unless motion renew it by changing

into another this tableau to the beauty of which we
can no longer react. Motion then is required for

continuous attention and interest; is required even
to help us single out individual elements from the

whole, and having singled out all the individual ele-

ments to re-combine them for eye and mind and
feeling into a whole that shall impress us as alive,

a whole as it were of our own creation. Now within

the narrow limits of the stage, motion maintained
in any one direction would shortly carry beyond its

limits. And motion, which has behind it an intense

motive, a steady will, could not therefore be kept
visible upon the boards unless in some way opposed.
For this reason and this reason only, is conflict the
important element it is in the so-called "dramatic/*

219
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It is life that we desire; and for the perception of

life as truly alive there must be discernible motion

;

and that motion, which is vital and important, must
be arrested by some other cause than mere exhaus-

tion, be made conspicuous, be something else than

whimsical fits and starts.

We may grant, therefore, that the drama must
consider its staple to be *' action," and the condi-

tion of that action to be in a very considerable

degree ** conflict." But this admission is quite

another thing from affirming, as many do, that only

what is incessantly in motion is in itself dramatic

interest superior to what is restrained and still,

although within the specific limits of time which eye-

strain and mental relief prescribe. Mere incessant

motion perceived as such, irrational and unmoral, is

in itself, we believe, always distressing and
fatiguing.

An action that is to interest us in life, and that

is therefore fit for intelligent representation in the

theatre, must be an action that expends a significant

interior energy. What is happening, that is to say,

must mean something for or about the persons

engaged, and therefore also for or about the specta-

tor-auditor so far as he identifies himself with
them. Moreover, the action must not only be signifi-

cant. It has also to be in the main at least conscious

on the part of the actor. Mere automatic action, the

operation of instinct and habit, the working out of an
imposed hypnotic suggestion, cannot in the long run
fetter us as observers. We ourselves are beings
who have arrived at consciousness, and what is more
at a rudimentary and intermittent self-conscious-

ness. It is true that we greatly exaggerate the
importance for our actual conduct of our conscious-

ness, and much more of our self-consciousness. But
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if we overestimate the part they play in our life

as a whole, we cannot, as a matter of fact, help this

overestimate. In important new emergencies it is

obvious that we cannot rely upon habit, which
decides by precedent, and we dare not trust our-

selves wholly to an uncriticised instinct, which harks

back to race experience
;
yet only important emergen-

cies sufficiently challenge our attention and maintain

our interest long enough to appear as an important

element of our experience. From these considera-

tions it is easy to infer that action upon the stage

—

for its greatest aesthetic effect at least—^will have
to be characteristically significant, in some sense

externally important, and for a moment, however
fleeting, dignified by the exercise of self-conscious

effort on the part of the persons so engaged, thereby
vindicating them as like unto ourselves.

But even this will not suffice. An action can hardly

be regarded by intelligent beings as completely pre-

sented when viewed apart from its effects. The
individual actor is involved always in a social com-
plex, so that for every action there are more or less

incalculable reactions immediate and remote. One
of the chief interests in our life is the eager specu-

lation as to the consequences of resolves taken. It is

therefore difficult for us to realize the full import-

ance upon the stage of any action when its more
serious and surprising reactions are in no way
suggested.

Action upon the stage then it would seem, the

kind that dramatic poetry—or if the term prove
objectionable, the imaginative play—^must and does

presuppose, is action in the same rich full sense

it bears when we denote a train of events we should
be interested in living through ourselves.

"When we come to any important decision in life
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we become aware that a great deal is involved of

which we ordinarily take no note. In ordinary cases

of choice the process doubtless is the same; but as

such choices have occurred before in the past, the

process is too swift for analysis at the time and
unlikely to recur clearly in memory. Let us consider

therefore in the abstract an important decision, one

felt at the time to be important, and nowise abridged

by habit or instinct.

The thing proposed for my acceptance or rejection

appears as a more or less perfect mental image. I

am not perhaps quite sure that I catch its true like-

ness. I endeavor to sharpen the outline, to

strengthen the environing contrast. When the

mental image seems to me fairly adequate, I con-

sider it in a new way. I want to find whether in

truth it meets with my approval; whether, if

assumed to be real, it is in accordance in the Emer-
sonian sense with the idiosyncrasy of my '* genius."

Suppose now that it be, immediately a further

inquiry suggests itself:—does it fit into my estab-

lished habits? Does it agree with the social man in

me? Will my conscience approve? If I have made
up my mind as to this, I inevitably ask myself : Has
the thing proposed any possible chance of being rea-

lized, at least to some degree, in this world as it is?

Is the proposition merely theoretical, or does it enter

the sphere of "practical politics?" Some doubtless

there are who will have to settle this question before

they have consulted their *' genius" or their con^

science. Granted, however, that the thing proposed
appears to fit into the actual world, another question

promptly obtrudes itself :—Have I here and now the

means for its realization however partial? Can I

obtain the requisite co-operation?

Up to this point we have been dealing with a
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mental image as it casts its shadow before. Surely

this part of my inner life must needs belong to any
full statement of the action which will ultimately

be externalized. We admit that in every instance

temperament and training may interfere with the

order and relative importance of the various ele-

ments of this internal weighing of the mental image.

But any epic or dramatic presentment of an import-

ant piece of conduct, which shall appeal to me like

anything I know in my own experience of critical

hours, will have, however briefly and erratically, to

consider all the aspects here enumerated.

Suppose now that every one of these questions

has been answered in the affirmative ; still the mental

image might remain a mere pipe-dream, a bit of

airy speculation. It is yet to be settled whether or

not the idea in question shall take hold of me ener-

getically enough to overcome my natural inertia, to

make room for itself in space and time, inhibiting

or postponing other interests. It is this dynamic
grip, this capacity that it must possess over my
organic being to realize itself emotionally, ere it

can bring me to act effectively and get its chance

to appear as a stubborn and inevitable fact. Let us

admit that the mental image we have in mind makes
this emotional appeal to me, even then it has yet to

be willed. To be sure under many circumstances

we arrive at fairly good results without conscious

volition, without the full deliberate tension of our
being, without the desperate appeal to the sub-

conscious forces beneath for the support of our
wavering will. The emotional momentum in those

cases suffices to carry us through various obstruc-

tions to our end. But often and in the most import-

ant instances this is not so. The whole of our being
has to be gathered in upon itself for explosion ; the
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whole life has to be audaciously staked upon the

particular decision. It is of course this sort of

athletic action involving spiritual strain, calling

upon the deeps below our ordinary self-complacency

for reserves of strength and courage, which is the

most dramatically thrilling. Such action may be

rare. Phlegmatic lives may testify to no such experi-

ence, but then, by the way, be it said, phlegmatic

lives are neither epically thrilling nor '
' dramatic. '

'

So far now we have carried the process involved

in a great action :—I have chosen, I have counted the

cost—but my resolve may call for no single deed,

but instead perhaps for something far more diffi-

cult; a series, namely, of individual volitions and
actions separated by time and space, circumstance

and mood, so that not until the last of the broken
series can I arrive at that exhaustion of the process

within reach of the result.

Surely now, someone may exclaim, we have
arrived at the inevitable term of dramatic action.

The series in question would have to be syncopated
and the curtain dropped with all haste. But others

will insist that for them the interest is not altogether

at an end. They cannot help but turn back upon
themselves and inquire, judging of the deed and of

the doer in the light of consequences :—^what is the

reaction of the action? What is the after-thought

ensuing upon thought and forethought? "Was the

mental image rightly formed and seen? "Was the

individual and social man truly interrogated?

"Were the response of *'genius" and conscience

correctly understood? "Were all the several organic
minds involved duly allowed their fair proportion of
influence in the achieved decision? Was the latent,

the potential (but truly living), reckoned with aright,

in equitable degree? In a word, I am compelled to
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inquire : Am I the doer, now the deed is done, more
or less, than I was before the deed?

Now to us at all events it would seem that a dra-

matic action for its completeness must involve some-

thing like the entire process which we have
endeavored here to trace in tedious outline. The
process may be gone through strictly, or symbols

here and there may represent whole tracts of psycho-

logical commonplace; but every important element

will have somehow entered into the whole. For only

when you and I, the beholders of such a piece of

drama, have so thought and felt and willed and done
and rated the consequences in the world and in self,

and have judged impartially (with the gods) of the

whole vital procedure, only then may we say that

we have indeed lived in the imagination more truly

and intensely, more inclusively and conclusively,

than it is ordinarily given us to live in our actual

personal careers. Only on condition of such com-
plete and sympathetic portrayal of life can the

theatre outbid the actual world in interest.

If we should school ourselves to view action in this

broad sense, it will become obvious to us why the
several dramatic literatures—of the Hellenes, the

Hindus, the Spaniards, the French, the British, the

Germans, the Danes and Scandinavians, the Poles
and other Slavic peoples, so greatly differ among
themselves in their most characteristic productions

as to the central conception of what is ''dramatic."

It is always possible with the analysis of the complex
process called action to emphasize particular ele-

ments in the synthesis. One may shift considerably

the center of gravity, and yet remain within the base.

Will it do for one of our critics to call an action

"undramatic" because, forsooth, it does not suit our
own particular temperamental bias, although as a
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matter of fact it gives a great and vivid joy in the

actual theatre to an audience of people unlike our-

selves? The German mind, for instance (to fasten

on one whose productions ought to be sufficiently

well known by all intelligent Americans to make it

serve as an illustration), the German mind in its

most characteristic creations for the stage has

always demanded an emphasis upon the thought ele-

ments of action, and has seemed to take special

delight in reaching some note of emotional concilia-

tion at the close, and in holding it indeed in many
cases for a whole act before the drop of the final

curtain. "Witness, for instance, Schiller's ** William
Tell," which, according to our American "snap-
judgment," would have to close with the fourth act,

and would even then appear prolix. Shall the char-

acteristic German procedure be scolded as "undra-
matic" because obviously not French, and even more
obviously un-American? Seriously—putting our
prejudices aside, endeavoring to be true cosmop-
olites—shall we venture to declare an inhibited

action—an action, that is to say, which receives full

consideration, upon which the life is staked challeng-

ing courage to the uttermost, and which is about to

carry its doer away with it headlong, as Pegasus
does the poet in mid sky, but which action is never-

theless with enormous self-overcoming reined in and
checked—the rearing winged steed trembling in

every limb—shall we venture to declare this nowise
*' dramatic?" When the final tone is held, and
passes out into overtone above overtone and dies

thrillingly among the starry spaces into an awful
hush—is that inevitably an *'undramatic" conclu-

sion for a masterpiece of stage literature?

Such emphasis as the German drama has given to

the musical and philosophical aspect of action may
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not, we freely admit, be for our public now or ever

the most enjoyable thing; may in their present

culture-state indeed be utterly beyond the pale of

appreciation, and therefore not "practical,*' which,

being interpreted, means remunerative business. To
be sure, our editorial interest in the drama is quite

uneconomic ! But even so, would it not be a whole-

some thing for us as lovers of the drama to realize

that such things as the Germans enjoy are possible

for a people no whit less human than ourselves?

That the conception of action, so common among
us—making it an equivalent of insensate hustle and
bustle—is at least less spiritually interesting and
humanly worth while, and certainly, to a cultivated

cosmopolitan taste, not more "dramatic?" The
Parisian theatre-goer, for example, has enjoyed
Maeterlinck the Fleming in his most characteristic

productions, Galdos, the Spaniard, and, stranger to

relate, Hauptmann, the German; ay, and D'An-
nunzio, the Italian, not to mention Gorky, the Rus-
sian, and all this within the last few years, and with
apparently equal enthusiasm, and a special gratifica-

tion at getting well out of themselves into something
almost as much worth while

!

The Teutonic mind (to stick to our example) may
work up in its happiest moments the theatrical exhi-

bition of what might be termed paradoxically in a
Hindu phrase, "active inaction;" action, that is to

say, restrained and turned back upon itself, with its

external display minimized and its interior panic
at ecstatic intensity. Our peculiar genius, on the

other hand, may prompt us to launch forth rather
into the unexplored—as down the Grand Canon, one
hundred and fifty miles of rapids and falls and
swirling pools, and unscalable walls six thousand
feet high to the right and the left, reckless of the
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issue
;
yet it would not be amiss to remember that a

volcano in eruption is no more thrilling than the

sudden view of an abyss of stillness; so that when
we speak as critics of the drama we shall not find

ourselves sneering at things quite as great as those

to which we are temperamentally inclined.

William Nobman Guthrie.



''THE SPANISH STAGE IN THE TIME OF
LOPE DE VEGA.»»

the student of world drama, "The
Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de
Vega," by Prof. H. A. Kennert, of the

University of Pennsylvania, should prove
of interest. The book was published by
the Hispanic Society of America, in 1910,

but despite the fact that it has been on the market
for over a year, it appears to be little known. This
is unfortunate in view of the much valuable and
detailed information it contains concerning the ori-

gin and development of the Spanish Drama in a

period which corresponds both in point of time and
of attainment to our own Elizabethan epoch.

Beginning with the inception of the drama in

Spain, which, as in England, was at the very altar

of the church. Dr. Kennert traces its course through
the ''autos sacramentales " in all their forms to the

"comedia," which found its perfection at the hands
of Calderon and Lope de Vega. In Spain, as in Eng-
land, the drama rapidly became secularized, passing

successively from the hands of the church to those

of the municipalities and the trade guilds. The relig-

ious drama, however, did not die out, as in England,
but persisted side by side with the more popular
form of amusement. Indeed, some of Lope's most
successful compositions were written for perform-
ance during the Corpus Christi festival in Madrid.

To the student of English drama, the histories of

**The Globe" and ''The Blackfriars" theatres in

229
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London are matters of prime interest, but to him
who widens his field and views the drama not in its

national but in its world aspect, the accounts of the

''Corral de la Cruz" and the ''Corral del Principe"
which Dr. Rennert has given us should prove of

equal importance. And scarcely second, those of

the "Huerta de Dona Elvira" and the "Coliseo"
in Seville, where many of the masterpieces of Span-
ish dramatic literature were performed for the first

time. These, like most of the public theatres in

Spain, were founded by charitable organizations as

a source of revenue, and continued under their con-

trol for many years, being leased to the managers
of various theatrical companies. As to their struc-

ture, their equipment, the conditions under which
they operated, and the restrictions to which they

were subject, we find an admirable account in our

book. Those who have pondered similar problems
in connection with the Elizabethan stage will appre-

ciate the fullness of detail. The student will not

be balked at every turn by that meagerness of data

which makes all accounts of our own early theatres

largely matters of conjecture.

In no country did the drama receive so much en-

couragement as in Spain. Nowhere did it become
so much a part of the national life. In view of this

fact it is not surprising to find the theatres men-
tioned again and again in the public records of the

times. The city often undertook theatrical produc-

tions, especially those of a religious nature; and
the entries of disbursements, still preserved, are

often illuminating. Indeed, so important an adjunct

to the community did the theatre become that when
the "Coliseo" in Seville was destroyed by fire the

city ordered it rebuilt, and then, not being satisfied
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with the job, tore it down and remodeled it at its

own expense. Such interest on the part of a munici-

pality, as such, is significant.

As with the public theatres in England, scenery

and stage devices of all kinds were comparatively

late acquisitions. But, on the other hand, the church

**autos" and the court representations early ac-

quired a magnificence of scenic effect. This was
imported from the Italian stage, and, as might be

expected, in the course of time the public theatres

began to follow the example—at first slowly and
with the utmost naivete, but finally becoming more
sophisticated, more and more ingenious, until in the

days of Lope de Vega they had acquired a remark-

able skill in staging. Indeed, that great poet was
driven to complain more than once **that in these

days the people come to see a comedy, not to hear

it." The costumes, too, became more elaborate,

more expensive, and much more immodest, with what
effect we shall presently see.

Despite the fact that the theatres became so popu-
lar certain cities threatened to close them because

they kept the laborers from their work, "acting"
as a profession was and always continued in disre-

pute. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries Spain was overrun with bands of strolling play-

ers. As a rule, they were a happy-go-lucky, shiftless

lot, recruited from the lower classes. They led a

hand-to-mouth existence, often giving a perform-
ance in exchange for a meal—and even in those days
were marked people by reason '*of the looseness of

their lives—especially the women. '
' But even among

the better and more prominent companies blatant

immorality was rife. This brought about much oppo-
sition on the part of the clergy, and also a good deal
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of restrictive legislation. It was unfortunate that

professional players were often engaged to perform
the Easter "autos," and the appearance of some
exceptionally notorious actor or actress in a saintly

role was the subject of more than one philippic

against the stage. But under the circumstances it

is not surprising that virtue retired from the boards

at an early date. The nomad life to which their pro-

fession subjected them, coupled with the demands
made upon the players by the dreaded "mosquetero"
or "pit,'* which delighted in all lasciviousness, were
by no means conducive to clean living. Moreover,
the architecture of the theatres was unfortunate.

The dressing-room was often a community affair,

and the managers seemed to experience the greatest

dijQficulty in excluding the public from them. So
demoralizing did these conditions become that the

authorities sought to remedy them by legislation.

From time to time heavy fines were imposed upon
the violation of what privacy the dressing- and
green-rooms afforded. In 1596 legislation went fur-

ther and closed the profession to unmarried women.
These decrees, however, like all similar ones, seem
to have had little effect.

As might be expected, this immorality showed
itself not only behind the scenes but before the foot-

lights as well. The dance had long had its place

in all forms of public amusement, and by the end
of the sixteenth century it had become the most
powerful attraction of the comedia, almost displac-

ing the more legitimate forms of acting. As public

fancy wearied of one, another was invented; and
each was an improvement over its predecessor in

point of impropriety. The climax was reached in

1588, when the ''Escarraman," the ''Chacona" and
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**the pestiferous Zarabanda" were introduced. It

was in reference to these that the laws regulating

costume were passed.

Under these circumstances it is but natural that

the Church should have headed the opposition

against the stage. But in Spain it never went to

the same lengths we find in England after the Kefor-

mation. In that blessed clime the stage found no
puritans to contend with. Nevertheless, because of

its position, the Church often was able to bring great

pressure to bear upon the town councils, even upon
the king ; and what regulation there was is traceable

directly to its influence. In the king, however, the

Church usually found a poor ally.

This is especially true of Philip IV., during whose
reign the comedia attained the zenith of its develop-

ment. From his earliest youth Philip had been an
ardent supporter of the theatres, often sending them
comedias from the royal pen. But his enthusiasm,

as Dr. Rennert points out, appears to have been

due as much to his extraordinary weakness for act-

resses as to any genuine love of art. His courtiers

followed his example, and under their lavish patron-

age the actors became a turbulent and unruly class.

Whatever the origin of this royal support, it ripened

conditions for a glorious epoch in the history of

Spanish drama. The king drew to his court all who
became eminent in their connection with the stage.

Among the writers who thronged thither, Calderon
and Lope de Vega were the most famous. Their
compositions were often performed at court under
the direction of most noted managers, and the poets

personally superintended the staging of their work.

In these days the representations attained a magnifi-

cence never before dreamed of; even the **antes"
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at the Corpus festival surpassed in the matter of

expensive stage-device. Philip interfered with the

public theatres in the most arbitrary fashion, some-

times summoning an actor or even a whole company-

right in the midst of a performance. In view of

these facts, it is no great wonder that by the middle

of the century we find the theatrical profession as

dependent upon the king as upon the public.

But in regard to the drama, the effects of Philip 's

rule could not be staved off by any amount of royal

patronage. By the latter half of the seventeenth

century the country had become poverty-stricken

—

bankrupt. Honest labor had come to be held in con-

tempt, and because of royal extravagance taxation

was excessive. In the theatres this found expression

in a waning popularity, and the managers were no
longer able to meet expenses without the aid of the

king. Moreover, with the single exception of Cal-

deron, the great poets who had reared the fabric

of a wonderful national drama were dead. The
comedias that were produced were inferior, and
failed to stimulate the dying public interest. It was
easy to see that the end was near, and that another
great period in the history of dramatic art was draw-
ing to its close.

Dr. Rennert's book is an admirable commentary
upon the conditions under which the comedia grew,
flourished, and declined. Where detail would prove
of value to the student, detail is not lacking; and
those who read the book with a more superficial

interest will find much to hold their attention. The
text is enlivened from time to time with eye-witness
accounts of various performances, or with reminis-

cences, often autobiographical in nature, of the many
vicissitudes of some strolling player. The book
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should come as a welcome addition to the library

of anyone interested in the drama from its historical

side, and the fact that the book is published by the

Hispanic Society, and, so, far as we know, is being

''pushed" by no publisher, makes it an especial duty

of the reviewer to call attention to its critical inter-

est and scholarly importance.

Stepheit F. Austin.



THE AWAKENING OF SPRING.^

HIS play (if that can be called a play
which does not know the unities; which
has neither plot nor climax; which is

simply a series of accidental catastro-

phies—this bit of writing, then, which
might better be called a congeries of

calamities), the sub-title of which is ''A Tragedy of

Childhood," is translated from the German of Frank
Wedekind by Francis J. Ziegler, who prepares one,

more or less, for the **play" with twelve pages
written by himself and called *'A Proem for

Prudes."
This "Proem" is very necessary and very enlight-

ening, for, besides deprecating in almost every sen-

tence the criticism of said ''Prudes," this Proem
gives an appreciation, so to speak, of Mr. Wedekind
and his work. Mr. Ziegler says of Wedekind:
'' ... his name is just beginning to be heard
in America. In Germany he has been recognized

for some time as one of the leaders in the new art

of the theatre. Naturally enough his plays are too

outspoken in their realism to appeal to all his fellow-

countrymen. But if certain Germans reject this

mental pabulum, others become intoxicated by it,

and, waxing enthusiastic with a flow of language
almost bacchic, hail Wedekind as the forerunner of

a new drama—as a power destined to infuse fresh

strength into the German stage. 'With this drink
in its body,' writes one admirer, *the public will

* Brown Brothers, Philadelphia.
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never more endure lyrical lemonade, nor the dregs

of dramatic penury.' " Mr. Ziegler goes on:

"Wedekind, it is true, has a habit of using the news
of the day as material for his plays, just as the old

English dramatists did when they wrote 'domestic

tragedies.' He has a fondness, moreover, for grue-

some situations . . . but of the childlike sim-

plicity which marks much of the Elizabethan

drama there is not a particle." Mr. Ziegler says

further, that his author has **no trace of the gentle

romanticism" of Hauptmann, or of "even the

iconoclast Strindberg . . . but when Wedekind
departs from pure realism, his fancy creates a

Gothic nightmare of horrors." "We are then intro-

duced to a synopsis of the work of this author, after

which one does not feel, so to say, ''eager" to pursue
the study of Mr. Wedekind, save, perhaps, as a part

of the business of "keeping up with the procession."

Mr. Ziegler admits that "the playwright has
attacked his theme with European frankness"

—

which is quite true. Mr. Ziegler admits also, that

"Wedekind has been accused of depicting his

adults as too ignorant and (too) indifferent to the

needs of the younger generation." Mr. Ziegler

might have added that these adults were depicted

also as being singularly stupid, and the younger
generation as being singularly degenerate ; far more
so, let up hope, than is usual with physically healthy

children, as the children in this play seem to be.

Of course, all understand that the playwright, in

order to drive home the lesson he seems to think

necessary, has focussed not only all the ills of early

youth, but all the possible ills, and such a method
will make an awful picture of any season of life or

state of being. Mercifully for humanity, all the ills

seldom accumulate on one person, or group of
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persons, at one and the same time. One is a trifle

saddened, however, when a little further on Mr.

Ziegler reports that this play has ' * In Berlin . . .

become a part of the regular stock of plays acted at

*Das Neue Theater,' where it is said to be certain

of drawing a crowded audience." Later, Mr. Zieg-

ler comforts us a little as to German taste and.

thought by explaining that *
' In order to estimate thej

relationship of this play toward modern thought ini

Germany, it must be understood that Wedekind'sj

tragedy is merely one of the documents in a paper
war which has resulted at last in having the physi-

1

ology of sex taught in many German schools." Wari
measures, we find in history, are usually to be apolo-

gised for, but not repeated, in times of peace.

However all this may be, if it be deemed neces-

sary to tell all to children, why should not the fathers

and mothers undertake this more or less disagree-

able task? Why need the public be dragged in to

assist at this function? Do not fathers remember
enough of their boyhood, and mothers enough of

their girlhood, to guard their children either by
explanation or by watching? If a man or woman
has married a degenerate, is not he or she capable!

of watching for the same in the children and training

it out of said children? In short, is there no private

i

method of doing these things? Not making them
private because of any innate wickedness in things]

natural—of any prudery in audience or reader, butj

simply on the ground of the unpleasantness of the

subject. Many physical things are unpleasant, and
so are kept decently in the background ; why not the

subject discussed so very frankly in "The
Awakening of Spring"?
Are we not sufficiently afflicted with nauseating

horrors in the pages of the daily press—the source,
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we are told, of Mr. Wedekind's inspiration,—are not

the medical advertisements with the attached pic-

tures of the dreadful looking people who have been
cured of various unspeakable diseases—people so

very ugly that on esthetic grounds they should have
been let die at once—are not these things a sufficient

punishment! Has not humanity to endure many of

these physical, mental and moral horrors in their

own persons, and is not this enough without having,

in addition, to meet them in literature—on the stage,

and consequently, in every-day talk? Has Mr. Zieg-

ler done anything toward the uplift of the country,

or toward the gaiety of nations by this translation?

Does he think that already America has become,
what it bids fair to become, a people so mongrel that

degeneracy will be the common inheritance? One
more word of comfort we find in the "Proem to

Prudes." Mr. Ziegler says, "As a play it—("The
Awakening of Spring")—stands unique in the

annals of dramatic art." As the old darkies say

—

"Glory be!"
Sakah Barnwell Elliott.
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CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH HEBBEL

Seize upon man, O Tragedian, in that sublimest of moments
When he is freed by the earth because he is claimed by the stars,

When, after violent struggles, the law which has always sustained him
Gives way at last to the mightier law that governs the clouds.
Take the moment, however, when fiercely the two are stUl fighting,

Making him seem like the dragon-fly soaring away from his shell.

)
WO generations ago there was not a court

in Europe too rich to do homage to the

genius of Christian Friedrich Hebbel.

German princes vied with one another
for the right to favor him, and in all the

foreign capitals he was proclaimed as the

greatest living German dramatist. The theatres

played his tragedies, and even his mediocre come-
dies, to crowded houses. Over all his plays, from
''Judith,^' the first of his important works, to the

*'Nibelungen Trilogy," the "eleven-act-monster,"

as he called it, for which, on his death-bed, he re-

ceived the Schiller prize, there were waged the liter-

ary wars which are the natural accompaniment of

3
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anything strikingly new, especially in Germany.
But almost as soon as Hebbel died the interest in

his work waned; and it was not until after the be-

ginning of the twentieth century that men began to

ask again who this Hebbel was, whose buried

tragedies were being revived to prove that he knew
the art of Ibsen and of Hauptmann a generation

before they did.

No man has ever been more unkind to biographers

than Hebbel was. In his anxiety to help them to

understand him he has left them nothing to do, and
so they have done nothing. His diary, his letters,

his critical essays and the wonderful prefaces to his

plays leave no loophole for dispute in regard to the

man himself or his works or his attitude towards his

works.

*'I begin this book,'* writes Hebbel in his diary,

**not only as a service to my future biographers,

although I am perfectly certain that I shall achieve

immortality, according to my idea of what that is.

This is to be a note-book for my heart, and is to

treasure up all the tones my heart-strings give forth,

so that I may be reconstructed faithfully at some
future day."

Eeconstructed, indeed! He forgets that biog-

raphers are not children who enjoy fitting together

the pieces of a picture puzzle, nor artisans rebuild-

ing an old castle out of numbered stones, but archi-

tects who love the problems of life and to whom th^

big, ill-fitting things for which they must find a pla(

in their scheme are just what makes their worl
worth while.

With Hebbel there is nothing of the sort to doj

He is definite and logical and complete. He begii

by telling all about the trials of his early life in th^

Ugly North German village where he was born
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1813, the son of a poor bricklayer. What he forgets

to mention in his letters he gives in the preface to

*' Maria Magdalena," or in the play itself, the

tragedy of common life, presided over by * * the crud-

est of tyrants, the commonplace man in the home
circle. '

*

The history of his first literary and social strug-

gles requires no embellishment beyond that contained

in his long correspondence with Elise Lensing, the

devoted little seamstress who all during the hardest

years of his life aided and encouraged him, as much
with money as with love and sympathy and appre-
ciation, supporting him and the son she had born
him until *' Judith" and "Genoveva" had made him
famous, and two Polish noblemen had given him the

wherewithal to go to Vienna and become a part of

the social and artistic life of the gay capital. And
even here, where another less sublimely egoistic

might fail, Hebbel himself proceeds to picture the
conditions which made it right and just for him to

forsake Elise Lensing and to marry the beautiful

and renowned actress, Christine Enghaus, so that

he might fulfill the destiny as man and poet which
he and Elise had believed in and struggled for so

long. Christine was of the temperament to stimu-

late his finest creative moods and of the artistic

stature to interpret his creations ; she was rich, and
his soul would have perished in the struggle for

existence ; she was powerful enough to have his plays
produced, and without that no dramatist could meas-
ure his own talents. And a man's first duty was to

the most powerful and universal force within him,
which in his case was the poetic art. So he married
Christine, and let Elise play out in her own life one
of the first of the tragedies of fate for which his

name stands, in which the individual woman is sac-
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rificed because she interferes with universal law.

Anybody who writes of Hebbel as a dramatist and
omits the story of his life, neglects the best of the

dramas he has given the world, in which the char-

acters of Golo and Maria and Mariamne unite to

play their parts.

Elise Lensing's first son died before Hebbel mar-
ried. Years later, when the second son, too, died,

and she was left alone, Hebbel invited her to visit

him and his wife in their home, and there to measure
the success of his repudiation. And Elise came and
was satisfied. She paid them a long visit and when
she went away, took Christine's child, whom Hebbel
had adopted, as a hostage.

No wonder Hebbel thought that, fundamentally,

comedy and tragedy were two different forms of the

same idea, and no wonder that he could not write
great comedy; the *'Diamond" and the "Ruby" and
even the tragi-comedy *'A Tragedy in Sicily" mean
nothing to those who most admire his work.
Hebbel is as definite about his artistic as about

his personal history. He leaves no doubt of his

literary antecedents. One of the first things he did

was to set aside Schiller, and especially the ' ' Jung-
frau," because the speeches were *'the cold fruits of

the intellect, not the characteristic outpouring of

temperament." From the beginning he felt that

''the real poet must avail himself of the secret power
of words which, when they are a product of the char-

acter and the situation, reveal the man who speaks

them more than the thing they denote." Which only

means that he was first a dramatist and then a poet.

And although there came to him later on a full

appreciation, graciously acknowledged, of the real

value of the most German of all poets, the spirit in

which he parted from the classical drama of the
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earlier generation remained the dominating spirit

of his works.

To Uhland first, especially the ^'Sanger's Fluch,"

and then to Kleist, Hebbel traces his philosophy of

the drama, which is based upon the belief that a
dramatic poet must not read a personal meaning
into Nature, but must try to draw the universal sig-

nificance out of it. To Kleist he further acknowl-

edges his indebtedness for vividness of conception,

intensity of form and psychological insight. He
sums up, with almost unequalled accuracy, his own
relation to future generations: **I will not be found
in the great hall of literature, but I will not be denied

a niche beside Kleist and Grillparzer.'*

II.

For many years after Hebbel 's death it seemed as

though this prophecy would not be fulfilled. Even
the greatest of his dramas were rarely, some of them
never, played ; and his name seemed in a fair way of

being forgotten, at least so far as the stage was con-

cerned, when somebody happened to say that Fried-

rich Hebbel was like Ibsen, just as they had begun
to say that Liszt was like Wagner. Somebody else,

repeating the comment, enlarged it : the problem that

Klara faced, and Mariamne and Ehodope, was the

problem of Nora Helmer, that very awakening of

woman to the rights of personality which we thought
that Ibsen had ** invented." Why had nobody
thought of that before? It was certainly very
interesting.

So far they had all seen Hebbel only as he seemed
to his own contemporaries in the light of their nar-

rower vision of the modern science of psychology.

To them he was a great poet, gifted with an almost
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unequalled power of dramatic imagery and great

emotional force, who wrote some very unpleasant

scenes in the wonderful spectacular plays which he
created out of striking historic material. They
looked at ** Herod and Mariamne" and said, here

is a tragedy of jealousy which is not "Othello'*;

they looked at the world stage which he used and
saw the giant figures of Ernest and Holofernes and
King Kandaules, of Judith and Genoveva and Krim-
hilde and they said, here is a man who is great after

the manner of Shakespeare, but is not Shakespeare.

It is true that Hebbel is not Shakespeare, nor Sopho-
cles, nor Goethe. But he knew the art of them all,

and has added something to it, which is the very
thing that makes modern drama modern. And the

most interesting thing about Hebbel is that he did

not do this by chance, but by reason. *'The new
drama," he writes, *'if there is to be one, will differ

from that of Shakespeare—which must be super-

seded—in that it will center the dialectic of the

drama not in the characters but in the idea, so that

not only the relation of the individual to the Idea,

but the justification of the Idea itself becomes part
of the problem." To Shakespeare's psychology of
character Hebbel adds the psychology of environ-

ment as a dramatic postulate, both together making
the compelling necessity of Fate; so that it is no
longer only *'m ourselves that we are underlings"
but in the order which makes us a part of a given
age and race and station, and so through us works
out a universal purpose.

If it took almost half a century for people to dis-

cover that Hebbel was a psychological dramatist, the
reason was very simple. We needed somebody first

to teach us, as Ibsen did, in terms that we could
understand, what phychological drama is. We did
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not understand Nora, nor the Master Builder, nor
Ghosts, when they came to us, any better than Herod
or Maria, nor did we like them as much. But they

were not too large, but only too strange, for us to

grasp. When we studied them, we found that we
could better understand ourselves through them, and
then studying ourselves again we learned to know
them. We did not like them even then, but we needed
them, our social organism craved them, they were a

part of the spirit of the age, the Zeitgeist ; and so, in

spite of our dislike and our rebellion, our society

accepted them.

"Judith," which was the first of HebbePs great

tragedies, was published in 1841; *'Gyges and His
King" in 1856; and between these two came all of

Hebbel's important work except the **Nibelungen

Trilogy" (1862). ''The Doll's House" appeared in

1879, almost a generation later, and yet no doubt we
shall always continue to speak of Hebbel as if he
had followed Ibsen, because that is the way he came
to us, because that is the way he must, in the nature

of things, have come. Ibsen's people are concrete

and human and within our ken; Hebbel's are mag-
nificently conceived and universal; Ibsen's tragic

figures are human sinners ; Hebbels—no less human,
only grander—are the sins themselves.

in.

In the critical edition of Hebbel's works, edited by
B. M. Werners, there are twenty-four volumes. Of
these eight contain his letters, four his diary, one
his poems, one his novels, two his critical writings

and juvenile works, and six his plays. The major-

ity of the plays have already been forgotten by all

whose interest in Hebbel is dramatic and not his-
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toric. Some of the others are remembered for rea-

sons inherent in their material. The great '*Nibe-

lungen Trilogy," his last work, consisting of a one-

act prologue, ''The Horned Siegfried," and two five-

act tragedies, "Siegfried's Death" and "Krim-
hilde's Eevenge," is a valuable and valued addition

to German literature because it uses the mediaeval

German version of the legend instead of the Norse
Sagas, which form the basis of Wagner's librettos.

"Genoveva" is sometimes, but rarely, included

among the great tragedies. It again has the advan-
tage of being built of legendary material which the

Germans love ; moreover it contains many passages

of exalted poetry, and one remarkable bit of char-

acter drawing, in Golo. But it is just in this charac-

ter, where Hebbel most succeeded, that he most
signally failed. Golo is so modern that he is often

spoken of as Golo-Hebbel, while Hebbel 's chief desire

was to make him eminently typical of the period in

which he lived. *'A drama is only living in so far as

it serves to express the highest and truest interests

of the time it represents ; and I hope that, in spite of

the mythic and legendary material in Judith and
Genoveva, I have made an artistic offering to the

times as I conceive them, in relation to their needs
and settings and emotions."

*' Maria Magdalena" was the first of the modern
realistic dramas of common life where the heredity

and environment of the characters control the action

and direct the catastrophe. It was the first time that

tragedy was the inevitable outcome of the narrow-
ness of the proletariat vision, and not simply the

pathetic result of a clash between the classes. It

was very popular in Hebbel's day and is one of the

few of his works that has been played, on and off,

ever since. It is well worth reading, or seeing, if the
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opportunity offers. But another generation will

have forgotten it, not only because modern science

and modern transportation mil have wiped out the

special kind of loneliness with which it deals, but

because Hauptmann and Ibsen, and even Suderman,
have treated that special problem with more experi-

ence than Hebbel.

There remain four great tragedies—''Judith"

(1840), ''Herod and Mariamne" (1847), "Agnes
Bernauer" (1851), and "Gyges and His Ring" (1854)

which may be counted as HebbePs contribution to

the dramatic literature of all times and peoples. Of
these "Judith" and "Agnes Bernauer" are in

prose, "Herod and Mariamne" and "Gyges and His
Ring" in blank verse. "Gyges and His Ring" con-

tains Hebbel 's purest poetry and is perfect from the

standpoint of dramatic economy. When Grillparzer

read it he said admiringly, '
'How it is filtered ! How

it is filtered !" Hebbel himself and most of his mod-
ern critics consider "Herod and Mariamne" his

supreme achievement ; but there are many people to

whom the simpler, steadier, sternly emphasized
inevitability of tragedy in "Agnes Bernauer" makes
a more direct, and therefore, from the dramatic
standpoint, a greater appeal.

IV.

"A dramatic artist," says Hebbel, "finds his

proper material only where there is a problem."
And again he writes :

'
' Life is like the ocean ; indi-

viduals are drops, but the tragic figures are icebergs

that must be thawed into the whole again, and that

tear and rend each other to make this possible.

Tragic reconciliation always occurs in the interest

of the race, not of the individual."
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These two theses indicate the theme and scope of

all his tragedies. In each case there is a universal

law which has been violated, and there are the great

atypical jBgnres, (that is departing from the type),

whose reach has exceeded their grasp, the icebergs

in the stream of human life that must be crushed so

that the stream may flow freely on to eternity. So
there are always the two problems, one universal and
one individual, acting and reacting upon each other.

And with a compelling necessity the great figures in

each case, because they are the strongest human
forces, are made to crush each other to solve the

universal problem. It is not enough, as so often

happens in Ibsen, for the human mind to suffer col-

lapse when it has failed to comprehend the deeper
truths of the law of life. Here nothing but annihi-

lation will suffice, and the universal order MUST
survive.

In ** Judith" the problem is treated directly.

Holofernes is a man so powerful that he is not only

about to become the human master of the world, but

has already learned to worship his own strength.

All the world is weak, and he is strong. But he rep-

resents an order that is gone; and if he conquered
Bethulia the old paganism would wipe out the new
monotheism, which is a part of the progress to per-

fection, and cannot be effaced. So Fate decrees that

Judith shall be the savior of her people; and she

goes into Holofernes' camp at night and courts his

favor and murders the man who declares that nobody
but God dwells in her heart, and God shall be driven

out to make a place for him. Holofernes is not, how-
ever, as in the Bible tale, the victim of an avenging
God, but of his own character, which had forgotten

human fear in its divine assurance.
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Judith. I have murdered the man who was first and
last on earth, so that you may tend your sheep in peace,

and you may plant your kale, and you may do your handi-

work and beget children who are like unto you.

But even in doing the deed which saves the race,

Judith, too, has infringed a universal law and must
pay the price

!

MiRZA, Holofemes has embraced you. What will you
say if you bear him a son who asks after his father?

Judith. Oh, Mirza, I must die, and I will die!

The story of * 'Agnes Bernauer" is the psycho-

logical dramatist's version of King Cophetua and
the beggar-maid. Agnes Bernauer, a barber-sur-

geon's daughter, is a queen in all but lineage; as

beautiful as she is good and royal-minded. She is

in every way the human equal of Albrecht, the son
and sole heir of Ernest, the reigning Duke of Bava-
ria. Albrecht falls in love with Agnes and marries

her, just at the time when the entire welfare of his

father's kingdom depends upon another alliance

which he is expected to make. To Preising, his

father's chancellor, Albrecht defends himself:

Albrecht. I am a man. I must pledge my love and
faith to the woman I lead to the altar just as any other

man would do; therefore I must be as free to choose as any
other.

Preising. You are a Prince. You are to rule over mil-

lions who are bound to work for you today by the sweat of

their brow, tomorrow to shed their blood for you, and the

next day to die for you. Do you want all that for nothing?
That is not the way God planned the world, or it would
never have been round. You must also bring your offering

to him!

The romantic dramatists would have considered

this too obvious a problem ; or, if they had handled
it at all they would have made Agnes a martyr and
Albrecht a victim of his indiscretion. But, for Heb-
bel, Albrecht represents the future of the state; so
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that cannot be. Instead, Agnes is made the victim

of political necessity and Ernest the victim of an era

that is past. Father and son are splendidly con-

ceived characters, opponents worthy of each other

and of the price that Agnes pays for their recon-

ciliation. "How have I sinned," she asks when she

stands face to face with death. And Preising, who
all through the play is the mouthpiece of that uni-

versal law whose violation is to be avenged, answers

:

**You have disturbed the order of the world, set

father against son, estranged a prince and his peo-

ple, brought about a condition in which it is no longer

possible to ask about guilt or innocence, but only

about cause and effect.
'

'

The individual is crushed so that the state may
survive, and again the dramatic equation is com-
plete. In no other of his plays has Hebbel so

completely fulfilled his own requirements of what
technique should do for art. *'Men understand least

of all what style in art means. In tragedy, for

example, the idea must be a flash in the first act, in

the second a star warring with clouds, in the third

a rising moon, in the fourth the resplendent sun
which no one can deny, and in the fifth the rending,

devastating meteor. '

'

From the Greek, Hebbel has often borrowed the

custom of using material that is, or should be,

familiar to his audience, so that they may centre

their attention not on his facts but on his treatment
of them. In **Gyges and His Eing," he uses an old

tale from Herodotus, to develop the theory, which
more or less occupies all our modern dramatists:
that a woman is not a thing, but a being with the

right to her own soul. For his text he might well

have taken a passage from his own ''Genoveva":
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This does a man still lack, if nothing else,

The power to know a woman as she is.

She builds within herself, while vainly he
Would build upon this life's external things;

So is she subject to herself alone.

And he to every element around.

The story of tlie wife of King Kandaules, Ehodope,
who was so beautiful that the King could not keep
her beauty to himself, but exposed it to the gaze of

Gyges, is familiar to many in the version of Theo-
phile Gautier. It was just the sort of story to appeal
to an audience of Hebbel's day. The King and
Gyges and Ehodope were all heroic types and the

thing was Greek in its simplicity. The verse was in

Hebbel's most glowing manner, direct, intense, terse,

but always vivid and emotional. And just as in

"Judith" the tragedy might have been decreed by
an avenging God, so here it might have been decreed

on Olympus ; and the audience did not need a psycho-

logical comprehension of the characters to enjoy the

play in their own, although not Hebbel's way. And
so "Gyges and His Ring" succeeded, when "Herod
and Mariamne" failed.

V.

The failure of "Herod and Mariamne" was one of

the tragedies of Hebbel's life. For many years he
had pondered over the material. It seemed to him
at first that history had written a tragedy which
could not be improved. And yet there were over

thirty plays written around this subject by authors

of all times and nations, and not one of them really

a great tragedy. So clearly something was missing

in history that their art had failed to supply. For a

while it seemed to Hebbel that the tale must be made
Herod's tragedy, which in turn must arise from
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the atmosphere wherein he breathed and from the

burning, volcanic earth whereon he stood. But even

then there was something lacking to complete the

dramatic whole which Hebbel needed to see before

he undertook to write a play.

When he married Christine Enghaus, he discov-

ered what that was, and that jealousy was a low pas-

sion, fit only for comedy and ridicule, compared with

the tragedy that arises from the clash of two power-

ful temperaments. Christine, with her beauty and
majestic presence and with an understanding that

matched his own, had from the first typified Mari-
amne to him. Nor was he too modest to figure himself

as Herod—not the blood-spattered Herod of the last

days, but the mighty King with the power for sub-

lime love and hate, who played with kings and with
the forces that governed the world. There were
never two people who realized more clearly that "if
any two creatures grew into one, they could do more
than the world has done.** During the later years

of their life when they had found that they must fail

of this, not because they were too small, but because
they were too large, they compromised happily with
the fate that had made them both artists. But first

Hebbel needed to learn the lesson which Grillparzer

had learned:

In an embrace of fire we plunged together.

We were aglow, but ah! we did not fuse.

Halves may be fitted one into the other,

I was a whole and she was whole as well.

So both stood, seeking to be unified,

And each to merge the other in himself.

But all in vain, in spite of strife, storm, tears,

She was a woman, I was always I.

This is why "Herod and Mariamne'* is not

"Othello.'* Jealousy has nothing to do with the
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play, except as it forms the motive for the clash of

temperaments. The tragedy, as Hebbel conceived it,

was that of a great man opposed by a woman who
was mentally his equal and spiritually his superior

;

a woman, who, because she loved him more than life,

hated him for being ignoble.

Because of the line

"One could bear that, but never bear it done,**

the play is often compared to Ibsen's "Lady From
the Sea," as though Mariamne's problem were to

assert her own initiative. But it is something much
deeper and nobler than that : To make Herod over-

come the demon in himself:

Be silent, heart! Do not betray thyself!

The test is none, if he suspect thy motive!

If he prevail, how wilt thou be rewarded.

And how thou canst reward him! Let him, then.

Misjudge thee! Test him! Think but of the end.

And of the wreath thou mayst bestow, when he
Hath overcome the demon in his soul!

On the world stage at this time the great game
has reached another climax, as in the time of Judith

and Holofernes. Again the old order must be slain

to make way for the new. And again there are the

great icebergs in the sea of life, crushing and rend-

ing each other that the stream of religious life may
flow on forever. There is nothing in dramatic art

more harmonious than the picture which Hebbel has
painted of the world at the time of Herod and Mari-
amne—the Pharisaic Jews worshiping a dead past;

the Eomans, headed by Marc Antony, reveling in a
glorious present; and the Three Kings from the
Orient following the star of the future. All the
characters in the drama, Sameas, Titus, Alexandra,
Soemus, are typical of the world forces they repre-

sent, and yet are so perfectly welded into the fabric
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of the life-drama of the two over-towering figures

that there can never be a suggestion of their being

outside the idea, mere historic accessories. *'The

process of dramatic individualization," writes Heb-

bel, '4s best illustrated by water. Water is water

everywhere, and man is man, but just as water takes

on a certain mysterious taste from every subsoil

through which it flows or trickles, so does man take

on something peculiar to each time and nation,

history and fate."

"I shall write a drama," said Hebbel of ** Herod
and Mariamne," ''which will be played everywhere."

This time his prophetic insight failed him. The only

audience that witnessed the drama during his life-

time sat in stony silence, understanding nothing of

what it meant, nor roused to the slightest enthusiasm
even by the wonderful acting of Hebbel 's wife. It

was the custom of the theatre that even a dramatic
failure should be allowed three productions. But
'

' Herod and Mariamne '
' was refused a second hear-

ing because the theatre happened to be under the con-

trol of Heinrich Laube, who was one of the world's

greatest theatrical managers, but an inferior dra-

matist, and jealous of Hebbel. Other managers
were chilled by this inauspicious beginning, and the

play was generally neglected. In Berlin it was never
heard until twelve years after Hebbel 's death. A
few years ago, however, some enthusiast translated

Stephen Phillips' "Herod" into German and tried

to produce it on a German stage. Immediately the

buried treasure which Germany had in her own
literature was unearthed; one town after another

witnessed successful revivals of the Hebbel drama
which is today, and doubtless will remain, one of the

popular features of German repertoire.

In Hebbel 's great dramas, however, there is noth-
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ing provincial. They are cosmopolitan, not German,
and should be the property of the theatres of all

nations. It has taken half a century for his own
people to grant to Hebbel full recognition of his

genius; it should not take another to spread his

fame abroad.

Edith J. E. Isaacs.

I
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HEROD AND MARIAMNE
A Tragedy in Five Acts,

by Christian Friedrich Hebbel

FIRST ACT

[Large audience chamber in the palace on Mount
Zion. JoAB, Sambas, Zeeubbabel and Ms son, Titus,

Judas and many others discovered.]

Heeod. [Enters.]

JoAB. [Approaching him.]

I have returned.

Heeod.
1*11 speak to you anon;

The most important, first.

JoAB. [Stepping hack, aside.]

The most important!
It seems to me that were to ascertain

Whether our head be still secure or not.

Heeod. [Motions to Judas.]

What news about the fire?

Judas.

About the fire?

You have already heard the news I bear?

Heeod.
'Twas midnight when it started ; I the first

21



22 HEROD AND MARIAMNE

To notice it and to arouse the guard.

In fact, I think I wakened you myself.
;

Judas. -

The fire is out. [Aside.] So what they say is true.

He prowls about the city in disguise, i

While others sleep ! We 'd better guard our tongue, 1
Lest sometime it should chance upon his ear.

Herod.

As I stood watching where the fire raged
I chanced to look into a burning house

And saw a girl who seemed as in a trance.

Was this girl saved?

Judas.

She would not be

!

Herod.
She would not!

Judas.

No, she resisted, when they tried to save her.

And, striking wildly out with hands and feet,

She fought her rescuers with all her might.

Gripped fast the bed on which she sat, and cried

That she had meant to die by her own hand
When of a happy chance death came to her.

Herod.

She must have been insane.
:

Judas.

It well may be
That an excess of grief had made her so. .

Her husband, in that very hour, had died
;

His body still lay warm upon the bed.
]

Herod. [Aside.] r

This story I must tell to Mariamne -^
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And look into her eyes the while. [Aloud.] The
woman

I take it had no child! But if she had
I will take care of it. And she herself

Shall have a rich and stately burial.

She may have been the queen of all her sex.

Sameas. [Goes to Heeod.]

A burial? 'Twill surely never do!

And least of all here in Jerusalem

!

For it is writ

Hekod.

I know you, do I not?

Sameas.

You've had the opportunity to know me.

I was the mouthpiece of the Sanhedrin
When they were dumb before you.

Herod.
Sameas,

I trust that you may know me, too. You pressed

Full hard upon the youth. You would have liked

To make the executioner a present

Of his head. And yet the man and king forgot

All that you did, and you still bear your own.

Sameas.

And if because you spared my head to me
I should not use it, take it now ; for that

Were worse than to have payed the penalty.

Herod.
Why have you come here ? I have never yet

Beheld you in these walls.

Sameas.
That is the reason

You see me now. You did, perchance, believe
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I was afraid of you, but I am not,

Not even now, when many have learned fear

Who knew it not before—^before, I mean,
The sudden death of Aristobulus.

And since at last the opportimity

To prove my gratitude to you has come
I take it earnestly to counsel you
Against a deed forbidden by the Lord.
The body of this woman is accursed.

She scorned her rescue as a heathen would.

Which is the same as though she slew herself,

And since

Heeod.
Some other time. [To Zebubbabel.]

From Galilee!

Zerubbabel, you here?—^You are most welcome!
'Tis your own fault I saw you not before,

Zebubbabel.

You honor me, O King, remembering me. [Points to

his mouth.]

But, to be sure, these two enormous tusks

That make me seem a cousin to the boar

Hebod.
My own face I were liker to forget

Than that of him who served me loyally.

When I was robber-hunting up your way
You were my keenest hound. What have you

brought?

Zebubbabel. [Points to his son."]

Not much. Just Philo, this young son of mine.
For you need soldiers, I have need of none,

And this one is a Roman, by mischance
Of a Hebrew mother brought into the world.
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Herod.
Nothing but good comes out of Galilee I

I'll send for you again.

[Zerubbabel and his son step hack.]

Titus. [Comes forward.]

A daring fraud

I have unearthed, compels me

Herod.
Dig it up

!

Titus.

The dumb can speak!

Herod.
Be clear!

Titus.

Your bodyguard
Who, with one of my own centurions,

Stood guard last night before your chamber door

Herod. [Aside.]

Whom Alexandra, Mariamne's mother,

Brought into service here

Titus.

He is not dumb,
As everybody seems to think he is.

For he talked in his sleep. He cursed aloud 1

Herod.
Cursed in his sleep?

Titus.

Standing, he fell asleep,

And my centurion did not waken him.

It did not seem to him to be his duty
Because he does not serve in the same cohort.
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But still he kept an eye on him, to catch him
If he should fall and so disturb your rest.

For it was early, you were still asleep.

And while he watched, the dumb man suddenly

Began to murmur, uttering your name
And coupling it with the most monstrous oaths.

Herod.

You're sure 'tis no mistake your soldier made?

Titus.

Unless 'twas he, himself, who fell asleep,

And that would be worse omen for the future

Of the Eternal City than the flash

That struck the she-wolf on the Capitol.

Hebod.

My thanks I And now
[He dismisses all but Joab.]-

Ay, so it is indeed!

Traitors in my own house. Open defiance

Among the rabble Pharisees, the bolder

Because, forsooth, I dare not punish them
If I would not make martyrs of the fools.

Some slight devotion from the Galileans,

—

No, nothing more than self-seeking attachment,

Because I am the bogey whose bright sword
E 'en from afar, affrights the populace

;

And this man I am sure brings evil news,
He was so very eager to impart it.

For even he, although he is my servant,

Is glad enough to vex me when he knows
I must pretend I take no note of it.

[To Joab.]

What news from Alexandria!
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JOAB.

I saw
Marc Antony

!

Heeod.
Eemarkable beginning!

You saw Marc Antony ! I am accustomed
To have my messengers secure admittance.

You are the first who thinks it necessary

To give assurance of success in that \

JoAB.

They made it difficult ! Eefused to see me,
Firmly refused

!

Hebod. [Aside.Ji

Octavius and he
Are then still closer than I thought. [Aloud.]

Which goes

To prove you chose an unpropitious hour.

JoAB.

I chose each one of all the twenty-four

That go to make a day. In spite of them
I never left the place, not even when
The soldiers came to offer me a meal
And, when I scorned to touch it, jeered at me

:

"He will eat only what the cat has tasted,

"And what the dogs have mangled with their

teeth."

At last I gained

Heeod.
What any clever man

Would easily have gained at once.

JOAB.

—admittance.

But night had fallen, and at first it seemed
That he had summoned me but to continue
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The sport the jeering soldiers had begun.

For, as I entered there, I found a crowd
Of drinkers, lounging upon cushioned seats

;

And he, with his own hand, filled up a beaker

And called to me: "Drink that to my good health!'*

When I declined, politely as I could,

He said, **If I should wish to kill that man
I'd need do nothing more than for eight days
Invite him to my board and load it down
With all my tribute from the earth and sea.

He would remain there idly and would starve

And, dying, swear that he had had his fill!"

Hebod.
Yes, yes, they know our ways. All this must change

!

Commands that Moses gave to save the nation

From worshipping the golden calf again

—

Granting he was no fool—^this nation keeps
As though they were an end unto themselves

;

Even as a sick man who, when he is cured,

Continues still to use the remedy.
Mistaking medicine for nourishment.

Must change ! Proceed

!

JOAB.

But I was soon convinced
I'd been mistaken. Drinking all the while

He still attended to affairs of state

;

Appointed magistrates; gave orders for

The offering to Zeus ; heard auguries
And spoke to messengers, each, in his turn.

And not alone to me. 'Twas a strange sight I

Behind him stood a slave, his ears pricked up,

Holding a slate and pencil in his hand.
And writing down, with absurd solemnity,

Whate'er he uttered in this drunken mood!
This slate he reads all through, I understand.
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The morning after, sick from his carousal,

And holds to what it says so faithfully

That I was told he swore but recently

He would even throttle himself, if he should find

He had in the mad orgy of the night

Given away the world that is his own,
And for himself had kept no place therein.

Whether he still reels like a drunken man
The way he does at night, seeking his couch,

I do not know, and do not think it matters.

Heeod.
You win, Octavius! The question's merely
If sooner or later. Well?

JOAB.

And when at last

It was my turn for audience, I delivered

Into his hands the letter that I bore.

He did not read it, but instead he tossed it

Scornfully to his scribe, and then he bade
His cupbearer bring forth a certain picture.

This I should look upon and let him know
Whether I found the likeness good or not.

Heeod.
It was the face

JoAB. [Craftily.]

Of Aristobulus,

The high-priest who was drowned so suddenly.

It was presented to him long ago
By Alexandra, mother of your wife.

Who is his friend. But he devoured it now
As though he ne'er had glanced at it before.

I stood perplexed and silent. Seeing this

He cried: **The lamps do burn too dimly here,
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No doubt," and with these words snatched up your
letter.

Set it afire, and let it flicker out

Before the picture, slow, like a white leaf.

Herod.

Bold, even for him ! But he was in his cups

!

JOAB.

I called, *'What are you doing? You have not

Perused it yet I " To which he answered me

:

*'I wish to speak to Herod, that's my meaning I

He is arraigned before me in a matter
Of life and death. '

' Then I was asked to tell

Just how the high priest died. "When I explained

A giddy fit had seized him in the bath
He interrupted, *

' Seized ! Ay ! ay ! the word,
The very word. That giddy fit had hands!"
And I perceived—forgive my saying so

—

That they in Rome do not believe the youth
"Was drowned by accident, but bring the charge
Against you that you caused your chamberlains
To throttle him, out in the river deeps.

Heeod.
Thanks, Alexandra, thanks

!

JoAB.

He motioned me
To go, and I withdrew. But then he called

Me back and said :

*
' You still owe me the answer

To the first question which I asked of you.
I will repeat it for you : Is the picture

A likeness of the dead ? '
' And when I nodded

He asked, **Is Mariamne like her brother?
Like this young priest who died so wretchedly?
Is she so fair that every woman hates her?"
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Heeod.

You answered?
JOAB.

Hear first what the others said

Who had arisen from their seats and stood with me
About the picture. Laughingly they cried,

Exchanging meaning looks with Antony

:

''Say yes, if the dead man was kind to you
And you'll, in any case, see him revenged."
I only said that I knew naught of it,

For never otherwise than closely veiled

Had I beheld the Queen, which is the truth.

Herod. [Aside.]

Ha! Mariamne! But—I laugh at that!

From that I'll know how to defend myself

In one way or another, come what may

!

[To JoAB.]

And now, what message are you to deliver 1

JoAB.

None whatsoever ! If I had a message
I should not have related all these things

;

But, having none, they seemed important

!

Hekod.

Good ! You go
To Alexandria with me at once,

And must not leave the palace any more.

JoAB.

Nor will I breathe a word to anyone.

Herod,

Of course ! Who cares to die upon the cross

Especially when the first figs are ripe?

My mute is to be strangled. If he asks

The reason, say: **You can ask! That is why!"
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[Aside.] Now then I understand how the old serpent

So often heard what I—A wicked woman

!

[To JoAB.] Attend to that, for I must see the head.

I mean to send it on to Alexandra.

[Aside.]

It would appear she needs a warning hint.

JOAB.

At once!

Heeod.
One other thing ! Put in his place

Zerubbabel 's, the Galilean's, son.

I wish to see him, too, before we leave.

[JoAB goes,]

Herod. [Alone.]

Now on my guard ! I almost said once more,
But I can see no end. I am like the man
The fable tells about, whom a fierce lion

Attacks in front, a tiger from the rear.

Whom clawing vultures threaten from above,

The while he stands upon a viper 's brood.

So be it I I will fight as best I can,

Using against each foe his proper weapon.
Hereafter let that be my rule and law,

I do not care how long it may endure

!

So I but stand my ground unto the end.

And lose no thing which I have called mine own,
That end may come however soon it will.

A Sebvant. [Enters.]

The Queen I

[Maeiamne follows him directly,]

Herod. [Going to meet her.]

You are anticipating me I

I was about
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Mabiamne.
In person? Surely not

To take my thanks for your most wondrous pearls ?

To try again, when I had twice refused,

Whether or no perchance my mind had changed.

That were methinks too much for any man.
And far too much, most surely, for a king.

Indeed I know my duty, and because

Each day since my blithe brother's sudden death
You lavish gifts on me as if afresh

You wooed me, I am come at last to you,

To prove that I am not insensible I

Hebod.

So I perceive!

Mabiamne.
And yet I do not seize

Your meaning, wholly. You send the diver down
Into the ocean 's depths for me, and if

You cannot find a man whom rich reward
Tempts to disturb Leviathan at rest

You open wide the prison door and grant
Unto the robber the life he forfeited,

In order that he fish you pearls for me.

Hebod,
Does that seem wrong to you? Did I not once

Bid them take down a murderer from the cross

When there was need to save a little child

Out of the seething flames ? I said to him

:

**Eeturn it to its mother and I'll hold

That you have balanced your account with death."

And he plunged headlong in.

Mabiamne.
But came he back?
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Herod.

It was too late, or I had kept my word
To liim, and would have sent him on to Kome
To be a soldier. They need tigers there.

I deem a man should trade with everything,

Then why not with a human life that's forfeit?

There comes a time when it may be of use.

Mariamne. [Aside.]

Oh, that he did not have such bloody hands

!

I will say nothing to him, for whate'er

He does, seems well done when he speaks of it.

How awful it would be, were he yet able

To make me think my brother's murder, likewise

Inevitable, necessary, good

!

Herod.

So silent

!

Mariamne.
Shall I speak? Of pearls, perhaps.

We've talked of nothing else, so far, but pearls;

Of pearls that are so very pure and white

They do not lose, even in bloody hands,

Their lustrous gleam. Well, you do heap them up
For me.

Herod.
You are displeased.

Mariamne.
Oh, no, not I.

You surely cannot wish to pay a debt

With them. Moreover have I not a right

A perfect right, as woman and as queen
To pearls and jewelry? 'Tis mine to say
Of precious stones what Cleopatra said

:

"They are my servants, whom I can forgive

For playing wretchedly the part of stars,
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Because they do excel the flowers so !

"

Howbeit, you have a sister, Salome

Herod.
And she!

Maeiamne.
Well, if you'd have her murder me
Continue plundering for me the deeps.

If not, then give the diver peace. I am
Already in her debt quite far enough.

You seem to doubt it? Yes, 'tis so. Last year
When I was ill, nigh unto death, she kissed me.

It was the very first and only time.

At once the thought came :
*

' This is your reward
For going hence. '

' And so indeed it was.

But I deceived her, growing well again,

So now I have her kiss for naught, and she

Cannot forget that. I do fear she might
Remember it, if I should visit her
With those exquisite pearls about my neck
By which you've lately shown your love for me

!

Heeod. [Aside.]

Naught lacking now but my left hand should turn
Against my right hand.

Maeiamne.
Be it as it may,

I should decline to drink her cup of welcome

;

And if, perchance, in place of spiced wine
She offered me a glass of purest water,

Even the water I should leave untouched.

That would, of course, mean nothing. No it would
Be very natural. For water is

No longer what it used to be to me,
A gentle element, that feeds the flowers.

And gives new life to me and all the world.
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It chills my blood and fills my soul with horror

Since it engulfed poor Aristobulus.

Life, I keep thinking, dwelleth in the drop.

But in the billow dwelleth bitter death.

And you must feel it still more keenly.

Hebod.
Why!

Mabiamnb.
Because you have been slandered by a stream
That dares defame, befoul you with its own
Nefarious crime ! But you need have no fear.

I will confute its charge.

Hebod.

Yout
Mabiamne.

Sooth, I can

!

To love the sister and to slay the brother

—

How could one man do that?

Hebod.
And yet who knows!

If such a brother harbored murderous thoughts
And one could save one's life no other way
Than meeting and anticipating him

!

(We speak but of what might occur !) Again

—

If he, himself quite innocent, became
A weapon for the enemy, a weapon
In use most deadly if it be not broken
Before there is a chance of wielding it

!

(We speak but of what might occur !) And lastly,

If this same weapon hovered threatening.

Not over one man's, but a nation's head

—

O'er one that is as needful to the nation

As any single head to its own body !

—

We speak but of what might occur, and yet
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In every case it seems to me, the sister

—

As wife, for the love 's sake she owes her husband,

As daughter of her people, for their sake,

As queen, for love's and duty's sake, alike,

Must say: **I cannot blame what has occurred!"
[He takes Mabiamne's hand»J

Although a Euth might fail to understand,

—

How should she learn it, gleaning in the field?

—

A daughter of the Maccabeans will.

In Jericho you could not bear to kiss me.
But you can kiss me in Jerusalem! [He kisses her.]

And should you, after all, repent that kiss,

Hear that which may atone to you for it

:

I snatched it as a token of farewell,

A farewell that is like to be forever

!

Mabiamne.
Forever?

Herod.
Antony has summoned me.

But whether I return I do not know.

Mabiamne.
You do not know?

Hebod.
Because I do not know

How bitterly your mother has accused me.
Mabiamne. [Tries to speak.}

Hebod.
No matter, I shall learn. One thing alone

I must know from your lips. This must I know:
"Whether and how I shall defend myself.

Mabiamne.
Whether

Hebod.
O Mariamne, do not ask I
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You know the spell that binds me fast to you.

You know that it grows stronger, day by day.

You cannot fail to realize that I

Can never fight this battle through, unless

I have your word your heart still beats for me.
Oh, speak, is your love ardent still, or cooled,

And I will tell you if Marc Antony
And I shall part as loving brothers or

—

If he will sentence me to starve to death
In that same dungeon where Jugurtha perished.

You do not speak I Oh, speak ! I know full well

Such a confession ill becomes a king

;

For he should be above the common lot

Of humankind. His soul should not be bound
To any being other than himself

In all the world, but only unto God

!

I am not thus ! When you were nigh to death
A year ago, I dwelt upon the thought
Of suicide, so that I might not live

To see you die, and—now you know this much
Know also this : If, some day, I myself
Were lying on my deathbed, I might do
What you expect of Salome ! My hand
Might proffer you a glass of poisoned wine.

That, even in death, I might be sure of you

!

Maeiamne.
If you did that you would grow well again

!

Herod.
Oh, no ; oh, no ! For I would share your fate

!

But now answer me this : Could you forgive
Such an excess of love as that would be?

Maeiamne.
If after such a potion I had still

The breath to utter forth a dying word,
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I 'd curse you with that very dying word. [Aside. ]

Yes, the more surely would I do it, since,

Were death to call you from me, I myself
Might seize upon my dagger in my grief.

One could do that, but never bear it done

!

Hebod.
In last night's fire a woman burned to death
Beside her husband's corpse. They tried in vain
To save her ; she resisted. I suppose
You scorn this woman?

Maeiamne.
Who has told you that?

She did not let herself be made a victim.

She sacrificed herself, which goes to show
The dead meant more to her than all the world.

Heeod.
And you? And I?

Maeiamne.
If you can tell yourself

That you have outweighed all the world to me.
What else, then, should still bind me to the world?

Heeod.
The world ! The world holds many another king
And not a single one who would not share

His throne with you, who would not, for your sake,

Desert his bride, repudiate his wife

The very day after the wedding night

!

Maetamne.
Is Cleopatra dead, that thus you speak?

Heeod.
You are so fair, that everyone who sees you
Must fain believe in that life after death

With which the Pharisees beguile themselves,
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Since none can think your image from his mind
Could ever be effaced ; so fair that I

"Would hardly be surprised if suddenly

The mountains yielded up a nobler metal
Than silver or than gold to deck you with

—

One that they had withheld until you came

—

So fair that—^Ah, to know that you would die

So soon as dies another, die of love

To hasten after him who went before

—

And in another sphere, where one both is

And is not—that is how I picture it

—

As one last breath to mingle with another

—

That would be worth a voluntary death :

—

"Would mean, across the grave, where terror dwells,

To find a new delight ! Mariamne,
Dare I hope this, or must I live in dread
That you—Marc Antony asked after you I

Mariamne.
One does not give a due bill for his actions,

Much less for grief or for a sacrifice

Such as, I feel, despair might freely bring,

But true love could not possibly demand.

Heeod.
Farewell

!

Maeiamne.
Farewell. I know you will return.

[Pointing to heaven.] None can slay thee but
heaven

!

Herod.
So slight your fear?

Mariamne.
So great my confidence.

Herod.
Devotion trembles

!

It trembles even in a hero's breast!
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Mariamne.
Yet my love trembles not I

Hebod.
You tremble not!

Makiamne.
Now I begin. If you trust me no more
Since my poor brother was—then woe is me
And woe is thee I

Herod.
You still withhold the word,

The simple word, when I had hoped to have
An oath from you. On what then shall I build?

Mariamne.
And if I swore, what warrant would you have
That I should keep my oath? Myself alone,

My being, as you know it. So, methinks,

Since you are bound to end with hope and faith

You might as well at once begin with both.

Go 1 Go 1 I cannot otherwise—today ! [Exit.J,

Herod.
Today not ! But tomorrow or the next !

She wants to show me kindness after death

!

Are those a woman's words? 'Tis true that oft,

When I have called her fair, she did distort

Her face until it was not so. I know
She cannot cry ; convulsions are to her

What floods of tears to others. And I know
That but a little while before his death

She quarreled with her brother and then played

The part of one quite unappeasable

;

Moreover, that just after he had died

There came to her a gift he bought for her

When he was on his way to that last bath.

And yet! And yet! Are those a woman's words.
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When one she loves, or at the very least

Should love—she does not turn, as once she did

When I—nor has she left a scarf behind

To serve as her pretext—^No, she can bear

That I, with this impression—Well, so be it I

To Alexandria—the grave—what matter I

But first one thing I One ! Earth and Heaven witness I

YouVe made no vow for me, but this I vow:
A sword hangs o'er your head ! If for your sake

Marc Antony should send me to my doom,
He will not do it for your mother's sake

—

He'll find himself deceived. Though there be doubt
Whether the cloak that covers me in death

Go with me to the grave, because a thief

May steal it from me, you shall go with me

!

This much is sure ! If I do not return,

You die ! For I leave that command behind I

Command ? That brings to mind an awkward point

:

Can I be sure I still shall be obeyed
When I am feared no more ? Yet I should think

That some one could be found who in her presence
Trembles.

A Servant. [Enters.]

Your sister's husband.

Heeod.
He is welcome.

The very man I To him I '11 give my sword
And goad him on, through his own cowardice,

Until at last he'll use it as I would

!

Joseph. [Enters.]

I hear that you intend to leave at once
For Alexandria, and come to bid

Farewell.

Heeod.
Farewell, perhaps forevermore

!
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Joseph.

For evermore?
Heeod.

It well may happen so.

Joseph.

I've never seen you thus.

Heeod.
That be your proof

Things never stood with me as now they stand

!

Joseph.

If you lose courage

Heeod.
That I will not do!

Whatever comes, I'll bear it, but in sooth

I've lost all hope of any good to come.

Joseph.

Ah, then I wish I had been blind and never
Discovered Alexandra's deep laid schemes
And secrecies.

Heeod.
I have no doubt of it.

Joseph.

For had I not found out about the portrait

Of Aristobulus which she, in secret,

Had ordered painted for Marc Antony,
Not intercepted messages she sent

To Cleopatra, had I not, at last,

Eight at the very port, detained the casket

Which hid her and her son, preventing thus

The flight already started

Heeod.
Then would she

Have naught to thank you for, and you with peace
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Of mind, might see her daughter on the throne

Which she, bold daughter of the Maccabees,
Will surely mount if I do not return

And some one else does not ascend it first.

Joseph.

That is not what I mean. I mean that much
Would have remained undone.

Heeod.
Much, certainly,

But other things would have occurred instead.

'Tis all the same. You've counted many things,

But one you have forgotten.

Joseph.

And that is

Hebod.
That you were with him when he bathed.

Joseph.

I was.
Hebod.

.You wrestled with him, too.

Joseph.

I did, at first.

Heeod.
Well, that's the point.

Joseph.

It was not in my arms
That he grew faint ; and had it happened so,

I should have saved him, or he would have dragged
Me with him, down into a watery grave.

Heeod.
I feel convinced of it ; and yet, you know,
No one was there who claims not that same thing.
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And since an evil chance would have it so,

That you not only went with him, but wrestled

With him as well

Joseph.

Why do you hesitate?

Heeod.

Dear Joseph, you and I, we both are sore

Accused

!

Joseph.

I too?

Heeod.
You're not alone my kinsman,

But are my friend and confidant as well.

Joseph.

I'm proud of it!

Hebod.
Oh, had you never been

!

Had I, like Saul, but cast my spear at you,

So that your wounds might bear you testimony,

You would be better off ; the tongue of slander

Would not have found such ready listeners,

Nor would you be beheaded for a crime
Which you did not commit.

Joseph.

Beheaded, I?

Hebod.
That is your fate if I do not return

And Marianme
Joseph.

But I'm innocent!

Heeod.
What of it? The presumption is against you.

And granting that you are believed, are not

Your many, many services to me

I
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So many trespasses against herself

In Alexandra's eyes? Will she not think:

If this man had allowed me to escape,

He who lies dead would now be still alive?

Joseph.

True! True!
Herod.

Can she not with a certain show
Of right, demand your life to pay for one
Which she believes to have been lost through you ?

And will she not demand it through her daughter ?

Joseph.

Salome, this comes of visiting

The painter. Every year she asks me for

My portrait.

Herod.
Yes, I know how much she loves you.

Joseph.

Would she loved less, then had I fared the better

!

1 never would have seen that portrait—^if

—

Well, now she soon may have my latest portrait,

Without a head.

Herod.
Ah, but one's head, dear Joseph,

Is something one should fight for

!

Joseph.

Even though
You count yours lost—already?

Herod.
Hardly so,

Not yet, I certainly shall try to save it

By putting it into the lion's mouth
Of my own choice.
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Joseph.

You once succeeded so,

When the Pharisees

Hebod.
'Tis much more serious now.

But come what may to me, your fate I mean
To place right in the palm of your own hand.

You ever were a man, be now a king

!

I '11 hang the royal mantle o 'er your shoulders

And hand the sceptre to you and the sword

;

Hold it, and yield it up to none but me I

Joseph.

You mean that I

Heeod.
And so that you may keep

Your throne secure, and with the throne, your life

Kill Mariamne, if you are informed

That I shall not return.

Joseph.

Kill Mariamne?

Herod.
Mariamne is the only tie which still

Binds Alexandra to the people, since

Her son was drowned ; she is the colored plume
The helmet of rebellion will display

Rising against you.

Joseph.

But then, Mariamne!

Herod.
You marvel? I—I won't dissemble, Joseph!
My plan is good, is good for you, does that

Ask further words ? And yet I do not give it

For your sake, only. Candidly I cannot
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Endure the thought that any other man

—

'Twere bitterer than death—True, she is proud

—

But when I'm dead—and a Marc Antony

—

And worse than every other thing, her mother
To set the dead against the dead with her

—

You cannot fail to see I

Joseph.

But

Hebod.
Hear me out I

She gave me reason to expect that she

Would slay herself if I—And may one not

Collect a debt, indeed? Yes, and by force

If need be ? How say you ?

Joseph.

I think one may!

Hebod.
Promise me then to slay her, if she die not

By her own hand. Be not in too great haste,

Nor yet delay too long. As soon as you
Receive my message— (for 1*11 send you one
To say that all is over)—go to her.

Tell her, and see if she draws forth a dagger
Or does aught else. You promise it!

Joseph.

I do.

Herod.
I will not make you swear it ; never man
Was made to swear that he would put his heel

Upon a snake that threatens him with death.

If he is sane he does it willingly,

Since with less danger he might well abstain

From eating and from drinking than from this.

[Joseph makes a motion.^
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Herod.

I know your worth I And to Marc Antony
I will commend you as the only one

Whom he can safely trust. And you will give

Him proof of it, in that your blood-relation

Is not too sacred to be sacrificed

When a rebellion needs to be subdued.

For that's the point of view from which alone

To let him see your deed. It will be followed

By riots in the streets, but you report

An insurrection had preceded it,

And could not have been quelled save in that way.
As for the people, they will stand aghast

When they behold your bloody sword and say
With bated breath: **I thought I knew this manT'
And now

Joseph.

We '11 meet again. And not alone today I

I know you will come back as heretofore.

Heeod.
'Tis possible and therefore one thing more!—

—

[A long pause.]

I took an oath then, that concerns yourself I

[He writes and seals.]

'Tis written on this paper. Take it sealed.

You see to whom it is addressed.

Joseph.
The headsman!

Herod.
Ill hold to what I promise you therein

If it should happen that you tell a tale

About a king who

Joseph.

In that case, command me
Myself to take that paper to the headsman I [Exit.'J
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Heeod. [Alone.]

The sword hangs o 'er her now I "Twill spur me on
To do what I have never done, to bear
"What I have never borne, and will console me
If it is all in vain I Away ! [Exit.]

CUETAIN.



SECOND ACT

[The Castle on Mount Zion. Alexandra's cham-
bers. Alexandra and Sameas discovered.]

Alexandra.

So now you know the facts.

Sameas.
I'm not surprised!

No, nothing Herod does surprises me I

For he who as a stripling could defy
The Sanhedrin, and who, with naked steel,

Could stand before his judges, warning them
That he was headsman, and a headsman nevei^

Would carry out a sentence on himself

—

He, as a man may—Ha, I see him now
Standing there face to face with the high-priest.

He leans against a pillar, round about him
Stand all his hirelings, who in hunting robbers

Had been transformed into a robber-band.

He tells us calmly over, head by head.

As though he stood before a thistle patch,

Pondering how it might best be weeded out.

Alexandra.

Ay, ay, that was a moment he may well

Look back upon with reasonable pride!

A youthful madcap, who had barely passed

His teens, summoned before the Sanhedrin

To answer for his wanton insolence

—

Daring to take the law into his own hands,

And execute a sentence unto death

Which, by your court, had not been decreed.

The dead man's widow meets him at the door

With bitter curses ; in the judgment hall

51
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Sit the wise and reverend of Jerusalem.

But just because he does not come in sackcloth,

With ashes on his head, your courage ebbs,

You think no longer of his punishment.

You do not even think of threatening him.

No word is said ! He laughs at you, and goes

!

Sameas.

I spoke

!

Alexandra.
Ay, when it was too late I

Sameas.
And yet,

If earlier spoken, it had been too soon.

My silence was respect for the high-priest.

His was by right the first word, mine the last.

He was the eldest there, the youngest I

!

Alexandra.
Be that even as it may ! If at that moment
You had shown the simple courage of your duty
You would not need a greater courage now

!

Look to it now, if you—But after all.

Another way may still remain for you.

For if you do not care to fight with him
(And that, I caution you, is hazardous).

Why then, you merely have to fight with lions

Or tigers, as his pleasure shall command

!

Sameas.

What do you mean ?

Alexandra.
Why, surely, you must know

The combats of the Eomans.

Sameas.
No, thank God I
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I hold it an advantage not to know
Aught of the heathen, save what Moses tells

;

I always shut my eyes when I do chance

To pass a Eoman soldier on the street,

And bless my father, even in his grave,

For never having taught their speech to me.

Alexandea.
And so you do not know, then, that they bring
Wild animals from Africa to Eome
By hundreds.

Sameas.

That, indeed, I did not know.

Alexandra.
That there, in great arenas, built of stone,

They drive them all together, pitting them
'Gainst slaves who are compelled to fight with them
For life or death, the while the people sit

In circles round about on high raised seats,

Applauding wildly when the death wounds yawn,
And when the red blood spurts upon the sand?

Sameas.
Not in the very wildest of my dreams
Saw I such horrors, yet does my soul rejoice

If that is what they do ! 'Tis meet they should 1

[With uplifted hand§^.]

Lord, Thou are great! For though Thou grudgest
not

His life unto the heathen. Thou exactest

A hideous payment for it, punishing him
By the very use to which he puts that life.

How I should like to see those games I

Alexandra.
Your wish
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Will be fulfilled when Herod has returned

!

For he intends to introduce them.

Sameas.
Never

!

Alexandra.

Did I not tell you? And why not? We have
More lions than enough. The mountain herdsman
Will be full glad to have their number diminished

And save the increase of his sheep and kine.

Sameas.

But where, waiving all scruples of the law,

Will he find combatants? We have no slaves

Owing him allegiance even unto death.

Alexandra.

The first I see before me

!

Sameas.

What!

Alexandra.
Indeed I

You'll show a furious countenance, as now,
I daresay you will even clench your fists,

Will roll your eyes and gnash your chattering teeth,

On that great day which you will live to see,

When with such pomp as Solomon the Temple,
He dedicates this heathenish arena.

All that will not escape him, and by way
Of a reward, he'll motion you to enter.

And show the populace what you can do
In an encounter with a desert lion

Whose food has been withheld for many days

!

For since we do lack slaves, he'll fill their place

With men who have committed heinous crimes

—

And what man's crime is heinous, if not his

Who boldly bids defiance to the King?
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Sameas.

He could-

Alexandra.
No doubt of it ! An evil thing

If Herod's head should fall before its time.

For there are plans would perish at his death

Which e'en the heathen Pompey, who so boldly

Dared trespass on the holiest of holies

Would not have ventured to

Sameas.

Marc Antony,
If you destroy him I'll not curee you more
For one whole year I If not, we are prepared

!

Alexandra.

He holds that were our people never meant
To mingle with earth's other nations, God
Had given to us, alone, the whole round world.

Sameas.

He holds that?

Alexandra.
Ay, but since the world's not ours,

He deems that it behooves us now to cut

All dams that separate us from the rest,

As a stagnant pool barred from the open sea

;

And this will be accomplished if our people

Adapt our customs and our ways to theirs I

Sameas.
Their customs, ways—Lord, lest I do go mad,
Show me the way in which this man shall die

!

Show me the death that from all other deaths
Borrows the terrors, and give me a sure token
It is for Herod it has borrowed them I

Alexandra.
Be thou the avenging angel I
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Sameas.
Let this doom

Smite him, or me ! I swear it ! If I cannot
Prevent this infamy, I will avenge

My impotence, slaying myself, ere dawns
The day he, for the first time, so defiles 1

You have heard an oath, will force me to commit
A wicked deed, if I have not the strength

For an heroic action I Who could more ?

Alexandra.
'Tis well! Eemember though, if one's own arm
Should lack the strength to thwart an enemy
'Twere better not disdain a helping hand.

Sambas.

What helping hand?
Alexandra.
Tis readily secured.

Sameas.

Say plainly what you mean.

Alexandra.
By whom was Herod

Appointed King?

Sameas.
Marc Antony ! Whom else ?

Alexandra.
And wherefore? Say?

Sameas.
Because he fancied him,

Or else, perhaps, because we liked him not.

When did a heathen have a better motive ?

Alexandra.
Further, what is it keeps him on the throne?
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Sameas.
'Tis not the people 's blessing, 'tis, perchance.

Their curse. "Who knows I

Alexandea.
I know ! What but the trick

Of paying in our tribute to the Eomans
Before the date when it falls due each year.

And of his own accord to double it

Whenever a new war has broken out I

The Roman only wants our gold, naught else

!

He leaves us our religion and our God.

—

Would even gladly join us in our worship,

And grant him, in the capitol, the corner

Which has remained unoccupied till now,

—

Eight next to Jupiter, and Ops, and Isis,

—

Were he but fashioned out of stone, as they I

Sameas.
If that be so, and pity *tis, 'tis so,

—

What can you hope for from Marc Antony?
In this respect, as you have said yourself,

Herod leaves naught undone. One pack mule's back
Was broken ere it reached the city gates.

He takes Marc Antony an ounce of gold

For every drop of blood within its veins.

And you believe he'll spurn that for your sake!

Alexandra.
Not, surely, if I pled my cause myself!

But Cleopatra does it in my stead.

And so does Mariamne, as I hope.

You marvel? Understand me! Not in person.

For she, herself, would sooner turn against me.

But through her picture, no, not even that

—

But through another's, which resembles her.

For even as the jungle holds not only
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The lion, but his foe, the tiger, too.

So are there hidden in this Roman 's heart

A veritable serpent's brood of passions

That strive for mastery, with one another.

If Herod builds upon the first of these,

I build upon the second and believe

That it will prove the stronger of the twain.

Sameas.

You are

Alexandba.
No Hyrcanus, although his child

!

But lest you may misjudge the thing I did

—

Hear this : I am not Mariamne either I

If Antony, to bridge his way to her.

Destroys the husband who possesses her.

She still is mistress of herself and may
Wear widow's weeds forever, if she please.

And yet I am convinced that even now
Antonius has his hand upon his sword.

And would have drawn ere this, but for the thought
That Herod, this successful warrior.

Seems to the Romans like the ring of iron

That, here with us, holds everything together.

Get him good proof then of the contrary

!

Stir up rebellion ! Trouble this weak peace

!

And he will draw his sword.

Sameas.
'Tis done with ease

!

The mob already slay him in their thoughts.

For it is said

Alexandea.
You put your seal upon it

;

And quickly, then, open his testament.

Its contents you already know. First come
The gladiatorial games. And if they all
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Believe that by his death they have been spared

A hundred lashes or a martyr's cross,

—

Why, they believe but what they may believe

!

For there are things in store for Israel

Will wring from many an anguished heart ere long

The desperate wish, that the Red Sea had closed

And swallowed up our people in the deep.

—

Ay, the twelve holy tribes, and Moses first

!

Sameas.

I go, and ere the midday comes

Alexandba.
I know

What yon can do if you put sackcloth on
And crying "Woe I'* go up and down the city

As though your forbear Jonah had returned

!

*Twill plainly prove that it is well at times

To pay the fisherman a neighbor's duty,

And help him eat such fish,—too poor for sale

—

As load, perforce, his hospitable board I

Sameas.
'Twill plainly prove too that we Pharisees
Have not forgot the insult we sustained.

As you would seem to think! Hear from me now
What we had purposed showing by our deeds.

We 've plotted his destruction a long while,

All of Judea has been undermined.
And at Jerusalem we even count
A blind man in our number—so you see

How strong our hold upon the people is

!

Alexandba.
What help is he to you?

Sameas.
None ; and he knows it.

h
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But he is so possessed of hate and spite

That he would rather share our enterprise

And meet his death, than live upon the earth

Another moment should we not succeed

;

That may, methinks, be taken for a sign. [Exit.]^

Alexandba. [Alone.]

The mob already slay him in their thoughts

!

I know ! I know ! and I can see by that

How strong their wish that he may not return.

It was a lucky chance that made the locusts

Swarm all about him as he left. 'Twill seem
An omen that their wish will be fulfilled.

And it may be that even now he lies

Beheaded—^Ah no, say the thing you mean

;

The Pharisee's not listening at the door!
Marc Antony may be Marc Antony,
Yet he's a Roman, and a Roman's wont
Is slow to judge and quick to execute I

A prisoner he may be, even though
He languish in no dungeon ! Use that well,

'Twill lead to more. So it is opportune
That this rebellion start, although I know
What that implies ; and realize no less

Just what the consequence if he return.

If he return? Ay, and he may return.

Bear that in mind I He sent you, as he left,

A bloody, severed head as his farewell.

That shows you—Bah! I'm talking like my father!

It shows that he is rash, as tyrants are

;

And that it is his wish to frighten me.
The one I've known a long time; in the other

He'll not succeed! And if the worst should come,

If all my plans miscarried, and if he

—

Despite his passionate love for Mariamne
Which grows rather than cools, protecting me
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When she desires—should dare the uttermost.

What then ! To gain revenge I would risk all,

And so revenge would come to me in death

;

Revenge on him who did the deed, and her
Who let it come to pass ! The people never.

And never Rome will patiently look on.

And as for me, in such a bloody pass,

I were but worthier of my ancestors.

Did not the greater part of them,—the women
Even as the men,—forfeit the stubborn heads
Which they refused to bow, preferring death?

I should but share their fate, and that were all

!

[Maeiamne enters.]

Alexandra. [Aside.]

She comes ! If she might only be induced

To leave him, and to follow me to Rome I

If—^but she loves as well as hates him now

!

Shall I then risk one last attack? So be it

!

[She goes quickly to Maeiamne.]

You look for comfort where it may be found

!

Come to my heart

!

Maeiamne.
For comfort I

Alexandea.
You need none?

Then I misjudged you. But I had good reason
For thinking you the woman you are not

!

They've slandered you to me!

Maeiamne.
Me? And to you?

Alexandea.
They told me of the kisses and embraces
This brother-murd'ring husband had from yon
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When scarce the murder—Pray forgive me, for never

Should I have that believed

!

Mariamne.
Not that!

Alexandea.
No! Never!

For more than one good reason never that.

For even though you could so heartlessly

Deny your brother's bloody shade the gift

—

The sister's gift—of vengeance which you might
Have consecrated to the dead and snatched

Not with the sword of Judith or the nail

Of Jael. But merely by the averting of your lips

And by the silent crossing of your arms,

—

For he, the murderer, had never dared
Draw nigh you then who look so like the dead.

Assuredly you would have seemed to him
The painted corpse of Aristobulus,

And, shuddering, he would have turned away

!

Makiamne.
I neither did the one, nor he the other

!

Alexandra.
Then cursed—Stop ! Perhaps you had some doubt
About his guilt? Do you want proof of that?

Mariamne.
I do not need it

!

Alexandea.
What?

Mariamne.
I need it not I

Alexandra.
Then—Even now I will withhold my curse,
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For verily, another is upon you

!

You still are in the fetters of a love

Which never was an honor

Mabiamne.
Yet methinks

I chose my husband not of my free will I

I merely yielded to the destiny

Which you and Hyrcanus deliberately

Decreed for me, your daughter and grandchild.

Alexandra.

Not I ; my craven father made the match.

Mariamne.
Then what he did displeased you?

Alexandra.
No, not that

—

For had that been I would have fled with you.

There was a safe retreat for me in Egypt.
But I declare 'twas he conceived the plan,

The first high-priest who had no manly courage

—

And I but fought against the deep aversion

I felt, when first I heard it ; held my peace

Because I found the coward's bargain good.

In brief, I bartered for the sword of Edom
The pearl of Zion, when he pressed for it.

Oh, had the serpent which about that time
Stung Cleopatra, been but venomous.
Or had Marc Antony upon his march
Come to Jerusalem, I had made answer:
No, never ! As things stood, I said : So be it I

Marl^mne.
And yet in spite of that

Alexandra.
I never thought
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That you would fritter away the purchase price,

And that you would make Herod

Maeiamne.
Yes, I know!

For every kiss I gave him, in advance

I should have sought the promise of some head
Which had displeased you ; and, at length, when none
Defied you but his own, have urged him on

To suicide ; and if I failed in that

I should have,—in the stillness of the night

—

Eepeated Judith's tigerish exploit.

You would have called me daughter then, with pride

!

Alexandea.

With greater pride than now, I don't deny.

Maeiamne.
Instead of which I chose to be the wife

Of him to whom you gave me, to forget

My Maccabean blood with him as truly

As he forgot to be the king with me

!

Alexandea.
You seemed to call it once again to life

In Jericho. You were, if I mistake not,

The very first to utter a reproach

When I, myself, to test you, still withheld

My own. Is that not true?

Maeiamne.
In Jericho

The horror of the thing bewildered me I

It came so quick,—from board to bath, from bath
Into the grave,—a brother ! I was dazed

!

But if I, in my obdurate suspicion.

Did lock the door against my king and husband,
I rue it now and only can condone it

Because I did it as in fever's heat!
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Alexandra.

In fever's heat!

Maeiamne. [Half to herself.]

Nor would have done it then

Had he not come to me in mourning garb!

Blood-red, gore-stained, I could have borne to see

him
But

Alexandba.
Oh, he found that quickly ! He prepared
All in advance, as other murderers
Draw water ere they soak their hands in blood!

Mabiamne.
Mother, forget not!

Alexandba.
What pray! That you are

The murderer's wife? That you have but become
And need remain no longer than you wish.

Perchance,—who knows—^you are not, even now!
But you were always sister to the dead
And always will remain. Yes, will remain
Even when you, as now you seem disposed

—

Cry to him in his grave : It served thee right

!

Mabiamne.
I owe you deference, and do not wish
To disregard it, therefore guard your words
Or else I could

Alexandba.
What could you?

Mabiamne.
Ask myself

Who is responsible? If it be he
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Who did the deed because he must, or she

Who drove him to it. Leave the dead in peace

!

Alexandra.

Speak so to one who did not give him birth!

I bore him ^neath my heart, and must avenge him
Because I cannot bring him back to life

To avenge his death himself.

Maeiamne.
Avenge him, then,

By vengeance on yourself. You know full well

It was the high-priest whom the people fed

With worship, till his very senses reeled,

Not Aristobulus, the harmless youth
Who called upon his head—the doom that fell

!

Answer me this ! Who was it roused the youth
Out of his happy self-sufficiency?

He had no lack of gaily-colored coats

To draw the fancy of fair maids to him,

And needed nothing more for perfect bliss.

What could he gain of Aaron's priestly robe

With which you vested him who nothing lacked!

In his own mind it stirred no other thought
Save: *'How doth it become me?" But to some
The moment he had donned it, he became
A second head of Israel, and you
Soon so befooled him that he verily

Believed himself the first, the only one

!

Alexandra.

You slander him, and me!

Maeiamne.
That I do not!

For if this youth, who had seemed born to show
The world the first ideally happy man,
If he so early met a tragic end

;
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'And if the man who makes all other men
As women when he draws his sword—^if he

—

I know not if he did it, but I fear so

—

Then lust of glory and power must bear the blame

!

But not the lust of glory of the dead,

Nor the lust of power which torments the King

!

I will not here accuse you. 'Tis not meet.

I will not draw remorseful tears from you
For having sent a ghost, a bloody one,

To rise between us in our marriage chamber
;

Though now there never be but twain of us,

And though the third so doth upset my reason

That I am silent when I ought to speak,

And speak when I would better silent be

;

I will not even seek to quench your thirst

For vengeance, will not ask whom you avenge.

Whether it be your schemes, or be your son

!

Do what you will. Proceed or call a halt.

But be assured of this : The blow you strike

At Herod, strikes at Mariamne, too.

The oath that I withheld when he, at parting,

Demanded it—I swear it now. I die

When he dies! Therefore act, but talk no more!

Alexandea.
Die then ! And straightway ! For

Mariamne.
I understand you

!

And that is why you thought I needed pity?

No, you are wrong ! I am not terrified

Because the mob, that bears with God's elect

Only because they're mortal like the rest,

Have struck him dead already with their tongues

!

What is there left the bondsman when the King
Goes rushing by in pomp and majesty

Except to say : His turn will come, like mine

!
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I grant him that ! And if, close to the throne,

He sees a battlefield with many graves

So much the better. Envy will be killed.

That Herod lives, however, and will live.

My heart assures me! His death would cast a
shadow

Before it that must fall here I

A Sebvant. [Enters.]

The Viceroy comes I

Alexandra.
And armed no doubt. For so he ever comes
Since he became aware that he had failed

In making dupes of us through flattery,

As he, at first did seem disposed to do.

Know you that Salome around that time

Grew faint for jealousy!

Mabiamnb.
So does she now

For, with a covert and confiding smile,

I tell him foolish things, when she is by;

And since she does not weary of her spying
I do not weary of chastising her

For such mere folly I

[Joseph enters.}

Alexandra. [Pointing to his weapon.]

Seel

Mariamne.
Why should he notf

His wife requires it so that she may dream
She has a soldierly and warlike spouse I

Alexandra. [To Joseph.],

I am still here I

Joseph.

A very strange reception!
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Alexandra.

My son is still here also. He hides now
As once before he did, within a casket.

Then hunt him down and I will pardon you
For having sought him once without my bidding

!

Only, you must not, this time, seek the chest

Aboard a ship that's spreading sail for Egypt;
But you must seek it in the graveyard's hold!

Joseph.

I am not one who can raise up the dead

!

Alexandra. [To Maeiamne, scornfully.']

True, doubtless, or you would have gone along

So that your master,—if in vain he knelt

And begged protection from the lictor's axe

Mariamne.
He kneel, and beg

!

Joseph. [To Mariamne.]
I'll show you how he does!

"I've been accused of this ! I do admit it I

But not of that, which I make haste to add
So that you may know all." Such is his manner!

Alexandra.
You boast for him?

Joseph.

Have we not seen him do it?

Once I was present when the Pharisees

Thought to accuse him to Marc Antony,
But he himself had done so in their stead

;

Had hurried into camp, even as he was

;

So when they came, recounting point by point

The reckoning, to fill the gaps,—he cried

:

''Have I omitted anything or not?"
You know the outcome ! Goodly numbers lost
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Their stubborn heads, when they would not give in ;

And he bore off the Roman's fullest favor!

Alexandra.

They both were younger then than they are now!
The deviltry of one amused the other,

The more, because it was at the expense

Of strangers, and not his. What does the Eoman
Care for the Pharisee, whose iterant voice

Is raised to preach sedition against Rome?
*'Who plucks his beard, lessens his influence"

—

Thought Antony, and laughed! But will he laugh

When he himself is bearded? No, indeed!

Joseph.

You speak as though you wished

Alexandba.

Whether our wishes
Do coincide or not, what's that to you?
Hold to your own! For you it is important
He should return!

Joseph.

You think so ? If for me.
Then, too, for you.

Alexandba.

I see no reason why.
Was there not once of old an Alexandra
Who wore the royal crown in Israel I

She seized it, when she saw it unpossessed.

Nor left it free for any thief to steal

!

By heaven I swear there shall not lack a second
If there be really Maccabean women
Who keep their childish vows!
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Joseph.

True once there was
Even such an Alexandra as you say.

But whosoever would attain her goal

Must follow in her footsteps to the end

!

She made her peace with all her enemies

When she ascended on the throne; so none
Had aught to fear from her, but much to hope.

Small wonder that she sat secure till death I

Maeiamne.
Contemptible ! What is the scepter for

—

Unless to gratify your love and hate?

A twig will serve for chasing flies and gnats.

Joseph.

Quite true! [To Alexandra.] And you?

Alexandra.
She never

could have seen

A vision of her ancestor, great Judas,
Or she had never feared an enemy.
He guards his children even in his grave,

Because he cannot die within their hearts

;

How could he, then? No man can say his prayers
Without avowing : ' * 'Tis to him I owe it

That I may bend the knee before the Lord
And not to wood, or brass, or stone!'*

Joseph. [Aside.]

The King
Spoke sooth, indeed, and I must execute
The doom on both, or suffer it myself.

Yes ! I must place the crown upon my head
If I would guard it from the headsman 's axe

!

A world of hate frowns out upon me here

!

So be it ! They have passed sentence on themselves

!
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Now have I granted them the final test.

And if his messenger would but arrive

"Without remorse I'd execute it now.

All needful preparations have been made.

A Servant.

Titus, the Captain, asks an audience.

Joseph.

At once I [Starts to go.]

Alexandba,
And why not here?

Sebvant.

He's here already.

TiTTJS. [Enters. Secretly to Joseph.]

That which you feared has come to pass. The people

Eebel.

Joseph.

Then do at once what I commanded.
Draw up the cohorts and turn out forthwith.

Titus.

That has been done. And now I come to ask
If you would have them prisoners or dead I

My eagle's talons can hold fast or rend,

And you must know what suits your purpose best.

Joseph.
No blood must flow I

Titus.

'Tis well. Then I will charge
The crowd before their stoning has begun,
Instead of after.

Joseph.

Saw you Sameas?
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Titus.

You mean the Pharisee who almost rammed
His forehead through my shield some while ago
Because he shuts his eyes when I appear?

I saw him, to be sure.

Joseph.

And how? Speak out!

Titus.

In open market, with the crowd around,

And loudly cursing Herod.

Joseph. [To Alexandba.]
Sameas

Went from your presence just an hour ago.

Alexandra.

.You saw him?

Titus. [To Joseph.]

Will you come?

Joseph.

Whenso I can.

Meanwhile

Titus.

'Tis well, I go. [Starts.]

Alexandra, [Calls to him.]

Titus, a word.

Why was our guard withdrawn?

Mariamne.
Have we no guard?

Alexandra.
Not since last night.

Joseph.

Because I ordered it.
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Titus.

Because the King, at parting, said to me:
*'This is the man who understands my will;

What he commands, that I myself command."

Alexandra. [To Joseph.]

And you?
Joseph.

I thought that Judas Maccabaeus

Was guard enough for you and for your daughter.

Besides, you hear how matters stand without.

I need the soldiers. [Aside.] If the Eomans were
As near as that, my plans might well miscarry.

[To Alexandra.] I sent you Galileans.

Alexandra. [To Mariamne.]
Do you still

Think my suspicion vain?

Mariamne.
I do not know.

Yet now it kindles mine. This is most strange,

Ay—^if a javelin sped through the thick wall

It could not come more unexpectedly.

Alexandra.
Two blows—will clear his road unto the throne.

For when there are no Maccabeans left.

The next in line are the Herodians.

Mariamne.
Were Salome not his wife, I verily

Should laugh at you e'en now. By my dead brother,

Her life belongs to me. I'll say to Herod:
"As on her you avenge me, so you love me!"
For it is she, she only ; not that man I

Alexandra.
You triumph all too soon. We first must act

!

And we might turn this riot to account.

I

i
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Makiamne.
I will have naught to do with any riot

!

Because, if Herod does return, I shall

Have nothing left to fear; if he does not,

Then Death, in any form, will come aright.

Alexandra.

I go. [Starts.]

Joseph.

Whither?
Alexandra.

First to the battlements.

Then where it suits my will.

Joseph.

The battlement

Is open to you, but the castle gates

Are locked.

Alexandra.
You mean that we are prisoners!

Joseph.

Only till peace and quiet are restored,

I must request that you

Alexandra.
How do you dare?

Joseph.

Stones and a Eoman javelin are blind

And often times hit what they aim not at

;

And therefore one should keep out of their path.

Alexandra. [To Mariamne.]
Then I will mount the battlement and seek

To signal to our friends how matters stand.

Mariamne.
To signal?—to your friends?—oh, mother, mother.

Beware lest you be caught in your own snares

!
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[Alexandra is about to leave.]

Joseph.

You will permit my guard to go with you!
Philol

Alexandra.
Ah, then, 'tis really open war I

[Philo enters.]

Joseph. [Speaks to him softly first, then aloud.]

You understand?
Phhx).

Yes.

Joseph.

As a last resort

!

Philo.

I will abide the time.

Joseph.
Your head the pledge I

[Aside.] Meseemeth Herod's spirit is upon me!

Alexandra. [Aside.]

I'll go, in spite of all. Perhaps the guard,
Although a Galilean, can be won!
At least, I'll try! [Exit.]

[Philo follows her.]

Joseph. [Aside.]

I can do nothing else.

However much it may arouse suspicion.;

This riot makes the step imperative,
I dare not lose her from my sight, unless
I wish to make the deed impossible.

His messenger may come at any moment.
Himself I ceased expecting long ago.

Maeiamne.
[When did Herod die?
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Joseph.

Die?

Mariamne.
When and how?

You surely must know that, who dares so much I

Joseph.

What do I dare? You speak in riddles.

Mabiamne.
Nothing,

If you believe that when the Romans hear

My life is threatened, they will not protect me,
But everything, if you are wrong in that I

Joseph.

Who is threatening your life?

Mabiamne.
You ask me thatt

Youl
Joseph.

II

Mariamne.
Can you then swear the contrary!

Swear by the head of your own child? You cannot!

Joseph.

You have no right to claim an oath from me.

Mabiamne.
A man so charged swears of his own accord I

But woe to you when Herod does return

!

Two things I'll tell him ere the first embrace:
1*11 tell him that you planned to murder me,
I'll tell him what I swore! Judge for yourself

What destiny awaits you, when he comes

!

i
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Joseph.

And what—what did you swear? If I'm to fear it

I first must know it!

Maeiamne.
Hear it to your pain!

I swore to slay myself with my own hand
If he—Oh ! Had I but suspected that,

Then I had never paid the slightest heed
To a cold greeting, but had gone ahead
As I began, and all would have been well!

At first you were a very different man

!

Joseph.

There's nothing I need fear.

Makiamnb.
Because you think

It is impossible he should return

!

Who knows? And if it is, I'll keep my oath,

But not before I am avenged on you

;

Ere I am avenged—now tremble as a leaf!

—

Even as he would avenge me ! Draw at once
Your sword then! What, you dare not! Ay, of

course

!

However close a watch you keep on me
To Titus I shall surely find a way.
Since I can see through it, your game is lost

!

Joseph. [Aside.]

True! True! [To Maeiamne.] I mean to hold you
to your word,

Avenge yourself the way he would avenge you

!

That you have sworn to me ! Do not forget it

!

Mabiamne.
Yours are a madman 's words ! That Herod loves me
Far more than I could ever love myself,
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No one can doubt, not even Salome,

Your own deceitful wife, though she may hate me
Doubly for that same reason, and though she

Even for that reason may have, vengefully,

Instilled the thought of murder in your heart.

It comes from her I know, and her I'll strike

So she shall feel the blow ! Her grief for you
Shall be my very last delight on earth

!

Joseph.

You err. What matters it! I have your word.

Maeiamne.
You dare once more to say it! Infamous man!
What turmoil of black-shadowed, baleful thoughts

You waken in my breast, and what suspicion!

You speak as though the King had chosen me
To be the sacrifice and you the priest!

Is that the truth! Before he went away
He dropped a word, I shudder to remember,

Of dark import. Give answer!

Joseph.

You shall have it

As soon as necessary, when I know
That he

Maeiamne.
Cannot give you the lie forsooth;

When, base and craven, you have dared to charge

him
With a thing immeasurably monstrous, only

That you may so exonerate yourself

!

I tell you I will listen to you now.

For the sole reason that ere you have done.

He may come through the door, and strike you dead

!

Be silent, then, forever, or speak now

!
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Joseph.

And if 'twere so? I do not say it is!

But if it were? What more then would it be
Than confirmation of the thing you feel,

Proof of the fact he truly loves you more
Than ever man loved wife?

Mabiamne.
What do I hear?

Meseems IVe heard those very words before!

Joseph.

I think it surely ought to flatter you
If death should seem to him not half so bitter

As the one thought that you

Mabiamne.
What will you venture

But I myself can finish that for you?
"As the one thought that you were left behind

Upon the earth where breathes an Antony!"

Joseph.

Well yes ! I do not say 'tis what he said

Mabiamne.
He did say that ! He did ! What did he not

!

Oh, would he only come!

Joseph.
But Mariamne!

[Aside.] How I have trapped myself. Although I

did

But what I had to do, yet do I shudder
For fear that—I see Aristobulus.

Cursed be the action that can cast a shadow
Before it comes to life

!
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Maeiamne.
So it was more

Than just a mad, wild bubble of the brain,

—

Such as, at times, will rise up and will burst.

It was—My life, methinks, but now begins.

Until this day—^I dreamed.
[A servant enters followed by Salome.]

Salome. [To the servant.]

Were your instructions

That, unannounced, no one should enter here!
1*11 take the blame.

Joseph.

iTou, Salome?

Salome.

Who else!

No evil spirit! Just your wife! Poor wife

For whom you served as Jacob did for Eachel,

And whom you now abuse. [To Mabiamne.] "Ac-

cursed woman.
Was it not enough that you did turn my brother
Against me? Must you now, moreover, steal

My husband? Day and night he thinks and dreams
Of you as though you were even now a widow
And I were—^heaven knows what. For all day long
He follows you where'er you go. By night

He dreams of you, calls anxiously your name,
Starts from his sleep. [To Joseph.]! Did I not tell

you so

This very morning? On a day like this

When all Jerusalem is in an uproar,

He is not with me, nor is he in the square

Whither I sent to seek him, when he came not ;

He is with you, and you two—are alone

!
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Maeiamnb.
Surely it is not she I Then it is Herod

!

If there remained the shadow of a doubt
This purblind jealousy had stifled it I

I was to him mere property—no more.

Joseph. [To Salome.]

I swear
Salome,

That I am blind! No; for I see!

Mariamne.
The dying man who ordered that his fig-tree

Should be cut down, since he begrudged its fruit

To anybody else, when he was dead,

—

That man were wicked, though he had perhaps
Planted the tree, himself, and knew its fruit

Must needs afford refreshment to the thief

Or even murderer who chose to shake it.

Neither holds true in my case ! Ah, and yet I

This is an outrage such as never was.

Salome. [To Joseph.]

You speak in vain ! Commission I What commission!

Maeiamne.
Commission! That's the seal I Were 't possible

It would begin now to be possible

!

But no I It is not possible ! No impulse

To anything ignoble stains my soul,

However great the storm within my breast

!

This moment I would give Marc Antony
The same reply I should have given him
Upon my wedding day. Assured of this

It therefore cuts me to the very quick.

Else must I needs endure, forbear, forgive!

Salome. [To Mabiamne.]
For you I am not present, it would seem

!
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Mabiamne.
Yes, yes,

Ay, and in sooth you've done me a great service.

For I, I who was blind, can see at last,

Can clearly see, and thanks to you alone

!

Salome.

You jeer at me ? For that, too, you shall pay,

If Herod but returns. For I will tell him
All, everything—

—

Mabiamne.
What? Yes, indeed! Do that!

And if he listens—But wherefore do I laugh?

Is it not possible? And if he listens,

I promise not to contradict you. I

No longer love myself enough for that!

Alexandra. [Rushes in.]

The King!
Joseph.

"Within the city?

Alexandra.
In the castle.

CUETAIN.



THIKD ACT

[Castle on Mount Zion. Alexandra's chambers.

Alexandba, Joseph and Salome discovered. Hebod
enters with his retinue and Soemus.]

Heeod.
Well, here I am again! [To Soemus.] Is it still

bleeding?

The stone was meant for me and it struck you
Because, by chance, you came to speak to me.
This time your head was armor to your king.

If you had tarried where you were

Soemus.
I might

Have had no wound, no merit either, though

—

If such indeed it is—^in Galilee

The only man who would be stoned were he
Who dared in aught oppose you, or myself

—

Who am your shadow, mouthpiece, anything

You please to call me.

Herod.
They are faithful there;

Unto their own advantage, yet since that

Goes hand in hand with mine, for mine as well.

Soemus.
The strength of their devotion you may measure
By my appearing in your capital.

Herod.
Indeed, I had not thought to find you here.

For when the king is far away, the guard
Is doubly needed in a restive province.

84
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What was it, then, that drove you from your post?

'Twas surely something other than the wish
To prove it might be safely left unguarded,

Or the misgiving that in coming here

You might become a target for a stone

!

SOEMUS.

I came in order that I might report

To the Viceroy orally, with due despatch,

On certain singular discoveries

;

I wished to tell him that the Pharisees

Have sought, though all in vain, to undermine
Even the solid ground of Galilee.

My words of warning came too late, however;
I found Jerusalem in flames, and only

Could help extinguish them.

Hebod. [Gives Mm his hand.]

And that you did

With your own blood. Ah, Joseph, greeting ! You,
I should have thought to find elsewhere. No matter

—

Howbeit, go now, fetch me Sameas,
The Pharisee, whom Titus holds a captive

After the manner of the Scythians.

Because, in all too holy zeal, he dared
To spit upon him in the market place,

The unrelenting Eoman drags him bound
Fast to the tail of the great steed he rides.

Now must he run as he has never run
In all his life, unless he wish to fall

And so be dragged along the ground. At once

I should have set him free when I passed by;
For 'tis to him alone I am beholden

For my discovering who the reptiles are

That kept in careful hiding heretofore.

Now I can stamp upon them when I please.

[Joseph exit.]
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Herod. [To Alexandra.]

I give you greeting, and from Antony
I bring this message: that one cannot hale

A river into court ; much less a king

Through whose domain it flows, because forsooth,

He did not order it to be choked up. [To Soemus.]

I should have been here ere this, but when friends

Who seldom meet, do chance to come together

They will detain each other, and I warn you
That I intend to do the same with you,

Now that at last I have you once again.

You, Soemus, shall shake down figs with me
Just as I had to help Marc Antony
Drown the muraenas—bah, what gluttony!

—

In rivers of Falernian, and call

Back to his memory the merry pranks
Of younger days. So, therefore, be prepared
To render a like service. Though in me
There may not be enough of the dictator

To make me summon you into my court

Just as he summoned me—on the pretense
Of giving ear to an absurd complaint.

Frowning as Caesar might, arming himself
At once with lightning and with thunderbolts,

But really to make sure that I would come—
For this was the sole reason why he did it

—

Still, I shall put the hazard to good use
Which has delivered you into my hands

;

And say as he did, when you start to speak
About your duties: "If you manage rightly

They can not need you every single day ! '

'

You come so seldom that it almost seems
You care not to be here.

Soemus.
You wrong me, King.

I have good reason not to come too often.
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Hekod. [To Salome.]

'And. yon here too ? So you have learned, at last,

To fancy, upon meeting Mariamne,
That you behold yourself as in a mirror,

Seeing your own reflection in her face I

I Ve oft advised you so when you were angry.

But you were never pleased with the advice.

Ah, don't resent the jest. One can do naught
Unkindly in the hour of reunion.

But where is she though? They told me, with her
mother,

That's why I came.

Salome.
She left, when she was told

That you were coming.

Herod.
Left? Impossible!

And yet I—She did it, because solitude

Befits our meeting. [Aside.] Would *st thou, my
heart.

Be wroth, instead of asking her forgiveness?

She's right. I go to her!

Salome.
Deceive yourself I

Explain the fright at seeing you alive,

The shame of having taken you for dead,

The greater to be scarce a widow now
—Explain them all away, as if they were
The maiden's modesty, who knows no man,
Rather than the confusion of the sinner 1

It was from fear she left

!

Heeod.
Fear I Look about you!

"We are not here alone I
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Salome.
Which suits me well.

If there be witnesses to hear my charge

It will be surer to command attention,

And harder to suppress.

Heeod.
You put yourself

Between my wife and me ? Be on your guard I

You may be crushed!

Salome.
No, not this time, although

I know how much your sister means to you,

In whatsoe'er concerns this Maccabean.
This time

Heeod.
I tell you this : If on the day

On which I first beheld her, an accuser

Had risen up against her, even then

He would not easily have gained my ear

;

But easier than now. Be warned by that!

I owe so much to her, that she can never
Owe aught to me, and that I know full well.

Salome.
And she is then at liberty

Heeod.
To don

"Whatever mask she pleases, to deceive you
When she desires to make sport of you

!

Salome.
Ay, then I must be silent! Wherefore speak?
Since whatsoever I might say, your answer
Would always be the same: ''Mere mummery!'*
Which mummery has met with great success,
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Misleading with its wiles not me alone,

But all the world. It robs you of your honor,

And me of peace, however oft you swear

That Joseph did no more than he was bidden

When he—There's not a soul that will believe it I

Heeod.

When he?—What are you keeping back! Go on I

But no—Not yet ! [To a servant.] Go to the Queen
and say

That I request her presence ! Seems it not

As though the whole earth had been cleared of

spiders

And all were weaving webs within my house
That when at length the blue sky clears for me,
They quickly may obscure it from my sight.

Filling the part of clouds ! Yet it is strange

She does not come ! She should have kissed my lips

Succumbing to the rapture of the moment.
And, then, have bitten through her own, if still

The haunting ghost would not begone from her

!

[To Salome.]

You know what you have done? You know it,

woman?
I was so glad! You understand? And now
Once when I was athirst it so befell

That the trembling earth upset a cup of wine
Ere I could seize and drain it ; that ill chance
I needs must bear, and therefore I forgave

;

Beware lest I revenge myself on you

!

[Mariamne enters.']

Herod.
Kneel down to her whom publicly you've injured;

Then I'll forbear.

Salome.
Ha!
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Alexandba.
What does he mean by this?

Heeod.

Well, Mariamne?
Maeiamnb.

What commands the King?
I have been sent for, and I do appear

!

Alexandra. [Aside.]

Can this be she who swore to kill herself

If he did not return?

Hebod.
Is this your greeting?

Mabiamne.
The King has sent for me to bid him welcome?
I greet him then I And now the thing is done

!

Alexandba.

You are mistaken. You're on trial here I

Hebod.
There is an accusation brought against you
But ere I listen to it, I desired

That you might come, though truly not to plead

In your defence against that accusation.

Merely because I trust that—of itself

—

It must be stifled by your very presence.

Mabiamne.
Lest that befall, 'twere well I took my leave.

Hebod.
How, Mariamne? Never have you been
One of those creatures poor and pitiful.

Who even as the enemy doth face them
Or turn his back, forgive and rage again,

Because too weak for a whole-hearted hate,
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Too small for perfect magnanimity.
What is it that has changed your inmost being

So that you now will bear them company?
When I went hence, you had a fond farewell

For me ; and this, methinks, gives me a right

To a glad welcome, which you do withhold.

You stand there, even as though the hills and vales

That parted us so long, yet lay between.

When I approach, you draw away from me.
Is my return so odious to you, then?

Maeiamne.
Why should it be? Does it not give me back
My Hfe!

Hebod.
Your life, what a strange thing to say!

Maeiamne.
You will not dare deny you understand!

HjiBOD. [Aside.]

Can she suspect it? [To Maeiamne.] Come!
[To the others when Maeiamne does not follow him.l

Leave us alone

!

[To Alexandra.] Forgive me!

Alexandra.
Ay!

[Exit. The others follow her.]

Maeiamne.
So craven!

Heeod.
What, so craven?

Maeiamne.
And also—How express it?

Heeod.
Also? [Aside.] Oh,

'Twere awful. Never could I blot it out.
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Makiamne.
Whether his wife do freely follow him
Into the grave, or the headsman thrust her down,
'Tis all the same to him, so she but die

!

He does not even give her time to choose.

Hebod.

She knows it!

Mabiamnb.
Is Marc Antony a man,

As I believed till now, a man like you.

Or demon, as you surely must believe,

Since you have lost all hope that there would be
Some sense of duty or a shred of pride

Left in me to withstand him, if he came
Still dripping with your blood to sue for me

;

Imploring me to pass away the time

The Egyptian still left idle on his hands?

Herod. [Aside.]

She knows, but how?

Maeiamne.
For of a certainty

He must have killed you ere he came to woo

;

And if you feel yourself so poor a thing

—I never should have thought so, but I see it

—

That you despair, by your own manly worth.

To outweigh him in your own wife's affections.

Whence do you draw the right to think of me
So ignominiously, that you should fear

I would not spurn even your murderer's suit?

Oh, twofold degradation

!

Heeod.
At what price

Did you secure this secret ? 'Twas not cheap

!

A head was pledged for it.
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Mariamne.
Oh, Salome,

How well you know your brother ! Ask the man
Who told your secret, what he got for it.

From me you need expect no further answer.

Hekod.
I'll show you instantly how I will ask him!
Soemus

!

[SoEMus enters.]

Is the Viceroy still without!

SOEMUS.

He waits with Sameas.

Heeod.
Lead him away.

He has a paper that I gave him. This

Let him at once deliver up. And you
Go, see the orders which it doth contain

Faithfully carried out

!

Soemus.
It shall be done ! [^ict^.jll

Herod.

Whatever you may think, suspect or know
You do misjudge me I

Mariamne.
On the brother's murder

You stamped the seal of dread necessity

To which one needs must bow, howe'er one shudder.

But you will never, nevermore be able

To stamp my murder with the self-same seal.

It will remain exactly what it is

:

A wanton crime, which might be paralleled,

But which could never, never be exceeded.

a
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Hebod.

I would not have the courage to reply

If I, whatever I have dared to do,

Had not been sure what the result would be.

But I was sure, and only for this reason,

That I had staked my all upon the cast.

I did but what upon the field of battle

The soldier does, when the last ditch is reached

;

He hurls the standard that has led the host

Whereon his happiness and honor hang,

Far out into the surging mass of foes.

And yet he dreams not of forsaking it,

But rushes after it. He seizes it

And back with it he carries what his courage
Could not, but desperation did attain.

The wreath, though it be rent, of victory

!

You called me craven. If any man be that

"Who fears the evil demon in himself,

Then I am craven at times, but only then

When I must seek my ends by crooked ways,
When I must bow my head and make believe

That I am other than the man I am

!

Then fearing that I might assert myself
Too soon—I put a cheek upon my pride

—

Which, easily aroused, might spur me on,

—

I tightly clasp what's more than life to me
And which with me is bound to stand or fall.

You realize what was awaiting me?
No mortal fight, far less a court of justice.

Just a capricious tyrant, before whom
My part was to deny myself. Yet surely
I had not done it, but—^I thought of you
And never even gnashed my teeth ! What matter

That he insulted me as man and king.

Trailing me after him from feast to feast.
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Yet ominoTisly dumb as to acquittal?

I bore with it as patient as a slave I

Maeiamne.
You speak in vain ! In me you desecrate

Humanity, and all must share my grief

Who human are, as I ; they need not be
Akin to me, nor like myself.

When, by a secret murder you had robbed me
Of my own brother, only those could weep
With me, who brothers had, and all the rest

Might stand aside, with eyes bereft of tears.

Denying me their pity ! But a life

Hath every man, and none would have his life

Taken by anyone save God alone.

Who gave it. Such a wanton crime as yours
Is cursed by the entire human race

;

Is cursed by the fate which let it have its start,

But never let it come to pass ; cursed by yourself I

And if the human being is so wronged
What must the woman, what the wife endure!
How do we stand to one another now?

Salome. [Rushing in.']

Monster ! What woulds 't thou do 1 Yonder I see

My husband led forth—^Who beseeches me
To sue to thee for mercy—I delay

For I am wroth with him nor understand

—

And now—I hear them whispering dread things

—

They say—Tell me they lie

!

Herod.
Your husband dies!

Salome.
Ere sentence be pronounced? It cannot be!
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Herod.

His sentence he pronounced himself. He had
The paper in his hands, condemning him
To death if he offended, and he knew
The kind of penalty awaiting him ^

In case he did it. He agreed thereto,

And did it none the less

!

Salome.
Herod, hear me!

Are you so sure of that? I did accuse him,

And I believed that I was justified.

I had my reasons for it—that he loved her
Was only too apparent. For his wife

He had no eyes, no pressure of the hand

;

By day he stayed about her, when he might

;

By night his dreams betrayed to me how mucli

His thoughts were occupied with her. All that

Is true—and more—And yet it does not follow

From all of this, she loved him in return,

And even less that she—Oh, no! Oh, no!

My jealousy overcame me— forgive. [To Mab.]
You, too, forgive me! I have hated you I

God, the time is passing. Would you have
That I should love as I have hated you?
Be dumb no more. Declare him innocent,

Implore with me for mercy for his life.

Maeiamne.
He's innocent.

Herod.
In her sense, not in mine*

Maeiamne.
In your sense, too

!

Hebod.
Then you would know of nothing

!
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Now nothing can excuse him, and if so

I send him to his death without a hearing,

'Tis done in part for your sake, I admit,

Because I fain would prove to you that I

Do not esteem you lightly, that I rue

The first rash word that fell from me in anger,

But more than that, because I know there's naught
That he can say to me

!

SOEMUS.
The bloody deed

Is done. But all Jerusalem is struck

"With awe, and questions why the very man
You singled out to be your deputy
"When you departed hence, should be beheaded
As soon as you return.

Salome. [Faints.li

! Woe is me

!

[Mabiamne endeavors to catch her,]

Salome.

Away! [To Hebod.] And she?

Hebod.

Sister, be satisfied!

Your husband had deceived me horribly!

Salome.
And she?

Herod.

Not in the way you mean

Salome.
Not in that way!

How then? You would save her? But if my husband
Deceived you horribly, then she did, too.

For what I said was true, and every man
Who knows it not, shall know it I In her blood
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You'll wash yourself, as you have done in his,

Or nevermore be clean ! Not in that way I

Herod.

By everything that's sacred to me

Salome.

Name
His crime to me, if that was not the crime.

Hebod.
If I should name it I should make it worse I

A secret I entrusted to his keeping

On which my all depended, and this secret

He did betray. Shall I then do the like?

Salome.
A miserable shift to frighten me

!

You think that you can trick me? You believe

All that I told you, every whit, but are

Too impotent to suffocate your love,

And so prefer to cover up the shame
"Which you cannot extinguish. Yet unless

You slay the sister as you did her husband
Your schemes will not avail, now he is dead! [To

Mar.]
Now you can swear to anything you please.

He'll not protest 1 [Exit.']

Herod.
Go follow her, Soemus,

And seek to pacify her. She knows you,

And formerly she listened to you gladly I

Soemus.
Those times are long since past. But I will go.

lExiL]
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Maeiamke. [Aside.]

I scarcely would have pleaded for the man
Who meant to murder me. And yet I shudder

To think I had not even time to plead.

Herod. [Aside.]

He was doomed anyway. In the next war
I should have given him Uriah's post.

And yet I do repent me of this haste.

[A messenger enters.]

Messengeb.

Marc Antony has sent me.

Heeod.
Then I know

The message that you bring. I must make ready

!

The conflict which he spoke of, has begun.

Messengeb.

Octavius has sailed for Africa

;

Marc Antony, allied with Cleopatra,

Is setting out, with all their gathered hosts

To meet him when he reaches Actium.

Heeod.

And I, myself, am asked to be the third!

Enough! I'll start today. However badly

Affairs here stand, Soemus can replace me,

'Tis well he came

!

Maeiamne. [Aside.]

He goes forth once again!

Oh, God be praised for that

!

Heeod. [Watching her.]

Ha!

Messenger.
No, great King

!

He needs you not at Actium ; 'tis his wish
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That you should keep the Arab tribes

From joining forces with the enemy

!

This is the service that he asks of you.

Herod.

He needs but to assign me to the post

Where I can be of use

!

Maeiamne.
Once more I That rights

All things again

!

Hebod. [Still watching her.]

Oh, how my wife is glad! [To messenger.]

Tell him—But then you know

—

[Aside.] Her brow
is smooth,

Her hands are folded as in thankful prayer.

Is that her heart!

Messengee.
YouVe nothing more for me?

Maeiamne.
Now shall I see if it was but a fever,

The fever of impassioned jealousy.

That maddened him, or whether in this act

His inmost spirit was revealed to me I

Kow I shall see

!

Heeod.
There's nothing ! No

!

[Exit messenger.]!

[To Mae.] Your broWJ
Has cleared. But you must not anticipate

Too much. One does not always die in battle

;

I have returned from many wars.

Maeiamne.
[About to speak, checks herself.]

No! No!
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Hekod.

This time, I grant, the fight will be more bitter

Than e 'er before, since every other fight

Was fought for something in the world, but this

Is for the world itself ; it will decide

Who's master of the world, if Antony
The libertine, or if Octavius

Whose virtue 's fully told when he has sworn
That he was never drunk in all his life

!

There will be mighty blows struck, none the less

Your wish may happen not to be fulfilled.

And death, perchance, will pass me by again

!

Maeiamne.
My wish ! And yet—my wish—so let it be

!

Be silent, heart ! Do not betray thyself

!

The test is none, if he suspect thy motive

!

If he prevail, how wilt thou be rewarded.
And how thou canst reward him ! Let him then
Misjudge thee ! Test him ! Think but of the end,

And of the wreath thou may'st bestow, when he
Has overcome the demon in his soul

!

Hekod.

I thank you ! You have lifted a great load

From off my heart. For though I may—^in you

—

Have sinned against humanity, 'tis plain

I did not sin against your love for me

!

Therefore I will not beg of this your love

A final sacrifice ; and yet, I hope
That you will not refuse a final duty.

I do not hope it for my sake alone,

I hope it far more earnestly for yours

!

You cannot wish that I should only see you
As in a mist ; and in return for having stopped

Of mine own will the dead man's mouth, you now
Will open yours and make it plain to me
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Why, for your sake, he forfeited his life.

You'll do it of your own humanity

!

You'll do it as you do respect yourself!

Maeiamni:.

As I respect myself, that will I not.

Heeod.

So you deny me what is merely fair?

Maeiamne.
What's merely fair I Then 'twould be merely fair

That I should fall upon my knees and swear

:

My lord, thy servant came not nigh to me

!

And that thou may'st believe me—for albeit

Thy wife, I have no claim upon thy trust

—

Weigh these my proofs. Oh, shame upon thee, Herod I

If some day curiosity should prompt
Your question, I might answer you. Not now I

Heeod.
If your own love had been but great enough
To pardon all of what I did for love,

I never should have questioned as I have

!

But since I know how small a thing it is,

I must repeat my query once again

Because the warrant offered by your love

Cannot be greater than the love itself I

And any love that sets a greater store

By life, than by the loved one, is as naught I

Maeiamne.
Yet I decline to speak.

Heeod.
Then I must kiss

No more the mouth which is too proud to swear

That other lips than mine have never kissed it

;

Must damn myself to this, till so it swear
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Humbly before me. Ay were there a way
To wipe your memory from out my heart

—

If, by gouging out of both mine eyes,

Destroying thus the mirror of your beauty

—

I could at once destroy your image, too,

This very hour I should gouge them out

!

Makiamne.
Herod, control yourself! Perhaps e'en now
You hold your destiny in your own hand
And have the power to turn it, as you will.

A moment comes for every human being

When He who guides his ruling star, gives over
The reins into his hands. The pity is

There is no way to recognize that moment

;

Each as it flies, may be the fateful one.

And this, methinks, is yours! Pause then, and
think!

As you today mark out your path of life,

You needs perhaps must journey to the end.

Would you, then, mark it out in a blind rage f

Heeod.

I greatly fear you see but half the truth.

The turning-point has come, but 'tis for you.

For me, what do I ask! Naught but the means
Wherewith I may dispel an evil dream.

Makiamne.
I will not understand? I have borne you children!

Consider that

!

Heeod.

Who's silent, as you are,

Eouses suspicion that he does not dare
To tell the truth and will not tell a lie.

Maeiamne.
Ko further

!
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Hekod.
Ay, no further! Fare thee well!

And if I do return, be not too wroth
That I am spared.

Makiamne.
O Herod!

Heeod.
Be assured

I will not force a welcome from you then,

As I have done this day

!

Makiamne.
No, there will be

No need. [To Heaven.] God Eternal, guide his

heart

!

I had forgiven him my brother's murder,
I was prepared to follow him in death.

And still would follow him. Can one do more?
Thou dost what thou hast never done before,

Turning back the wheel of time. So, once again
It stands where erst it stood. Let then his acts

Be other, and I will forget the past

—

Forget as if he in a fit of fever

Had with his sword giv'n me a mortal wound.
And when recovered, bound my wound himself. [To

Herod.]

Shall I see you again!

Heeod.
If you do see me

Coming to you, call out for chains. 'Twere proof
That I were raving mad!

Maeiamnb.
You will regret

What you have said ! Peace ! Peace, my heart ! You
shall! [Exit]
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Hekod. [Alone.]

'Tis true that I did go too far. I knew it

The while I did it. But 'tis no less true

That if she loved me she would pardon it

!

Ay, if she loved me? Did she ever love me?
I think she did. But now—How well the dead
E 'en from his grave, knows how to take revenge.

I did away with him to guard my crown

;

He took a thing of greater worth—her heart I

For since the day on which her brother died

She's strangely changed to me. I never found
Even the slightest trace of a resemblance

Between her and her mother, but today
She did in many ways resemble her.

And so I cannot trust her as I could.

That much is certain ! Must it therefore be
As certain, that she did deceive me, too?

True, the security her love afforded

Has fall 'n away, and yet a second warrant
Lies in her pride. Will not the self-same pride

That scorns the thought of pleading her own cause,

Scorn yet more utterly to smirch itself?

She knows it ! Joseph ! Oh, why can a man
But kill, not bring the dead to life again

;

He should be able to do both, or neither.

He is avenged ! He comes not, yet I see him.
' *What is your pleasure ! '

' No, it cannot be I

I will not think it ! Silence, Salome I

Howe 'er it came, it came not so. Perchance
The secret, like a hidden fire, ate

Its own way through. Perhaps he let it out

Because he thought that I was lost, and wished

Thereby to heal the breach with Alexandra,

Before the message came. But we shall see I

For I must test her ! If I had suspected

That she could find it out, never would I
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Have gone so far. But now that she does know,
I must go further still I For since she knows,
IVe that to fear from her revengeful spirit

Which I, perhaps with good cause, did fear

From her inconstancy. I fear that she

Will celebrate her wedding on my grave

!

Soemus chanced to come at the right time.

He is a man who, were I not on earth,

Would stand where I stand. That his heart is loyal,

His service eager, his mere coming proves.

To him I will give this injunction now.
I know she can worm nothing out of him
Were she to tempt him any human way.
If he betrays me, then she paid the price.

Then, Sister, you were right. 'Tis worth the test.

[Exit.}.

CURTAIN



ACT IV

[The Castle on Mount Zion, Maeiamne's Cham-
bers, Maeiamne and Alexandra discovered.]

Alexandra.
You mystify me ! First you take the oath

:

I '11 kill myself if he does not return

;

He does return, and you are cold as ice,

Show a defiance which must needs revolt him
As it pleased me ; and now you grieve again

!

I must admit I cannot understand you

!

Mariamne.
If that's so difficult, why plague yourself?

Alexandra,
Then the ungracious and repellant way
In which you hold Soemus at a distance,

'Tis plainly seen, there's something on his mind.

Maeiamne.
You think there is?

Alexandra.
I am convinced of it.

He would confide in us, but does not dare.

Were he to see you fall into the Jordan
He would bethink him if he might presume
To rescue you, and would be justified,

Your manner is so infinitely scornful.

Mariamne.
No, Herod will not have the right to say
That I have ever tried to tempt his friend,

Or by cajolery wormed out his secret,

If so he have one. No, let Fate decide

107
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Whether I am to find it out or not

!

My heart tells me, I run no risk thereby

!

Sameas. [Enters, with chains on his hands.]

The Lord is great

!

Mariamne.
He is!

Alexandra.
You free and yet

In chains? Another mystery.

Sameas.

These chains

Never will I take off. Jerusalem
Shall day by day be made to bear in mind
That Jonah's son was thrown into a jail.

Alexandra.
But how escaped you? Did you bribe the guards!

Sameas.

I! Bribe the prison guards

?

Alexandra.
Wherewith, indeed?

Your hairy garment you are wearing still

;

And that they freed you so that you, to whom
Each hollow tree has ever been familiar.

Might show them where to find a nest of bees,

One well may doubt. There is no dearth of honey

!

Sameas.

How can you ask? Soemus did himself

Open the gates for me

!

Mariamne.
He dared do that?

Sameas.
What, did not you yourself give the command?
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Mabiamne.
I?

Sameas.
Yet meseemeth that is what he said

But I may be mistaken. I was saying

The last psalm backwards, when he came to me,
And listened to him with but half an ear

!

Well then ! It was the doing of the Lord

;

I have no cause to be in David 's castle,

And must unto the Temple to give thanks I

Mabiamne.
The Lord!

Sameas.

The Lord ! Was I then, justly jailed?

Mabiamne.
The times are past when to his chosen people

The Lord spoke without intermediary.

We have the Law ! and that speaks in his stead

!

Extinguished are the pillars of cloud and fire

By which he led our ancestors the way
Through the great wilderness. And dumb, as he,

Are all the prophets

!

Alexandea.
Nay! Not utterly!

For only recently some one foretold

A conflagration, and it came to pass.

Mabiamne.
Yes, so it did ; but at midnight he, himself,

Had set the fire.

Sameas.
Woman ! You blaspheme I

Mabiamne.
I blaspheme not, I merely tell the truth I

The man's a Pharisee, just like yourself.
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He talks as you do, and he acts like you

;

Who had the power to foretell the future.

The fire was to prove him a true prophet

But then, a soldier caught him in the act

!

Sameas.

A Roman soldier?

Maeiamne.
Yes.

Sameas.
He lied. Presumably

He had been hired, hired by King Herod

;

Or hired by yourself.

Maeiamne.
Mind what you say I

Sameas.

You are his wife, the wife of that transgressor

Who dares to claim that he is the Messiah

;

You kiss him, you can hold him in your arms,

Therefore you can do other things for him.

Alexandra.
Does he regard himself as the Messiah?

Sameas.

Ay, that he does. He told me to my face

The day he had me carried off to prison.

I called unto the Lord :
* * Behold Thy people

And send us the Messiah Thou hast promised
Should save us in the time of greatest need.

That time has come!" Then Herod, scornfully:

"Why, your Messiah has been here for years,

But you don't know. I am the Messiah."

Alexandra.
How now, Mariamne?
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Sameas.
With nefarious wit

He proved the entire nation was insane,

And he the only man in his right mind.

We did not live in vain by the Dead Sea,

Which lacked the tides, had neither ebb nor flood.

And so spread pestilence throughout the land.

But he would give us life, though it took force

To wrest from us the stupid books of Moses,
—Such were his sinful words—. They were to blame
That we were not like our own River Jordan,

Whose crystal waters run their merry course

Through fruitful meadows, but were like a swamp.

Alexandra.

He threw the mask off so completely?

Sameas.
Yes.

But when he did so, he considered me
Already dead, no doubt ; for he commanded
My death directly after.

Maeiamne.
He was angry;

There was the riot.

Sameas.

I exhort you now
To do your duty ! Do you now renounce him,

As he renounced his God. That is the way
To punish him, because he loves you dearly I

When I was freed by Soemus, I thought

You had already done so. Fail to do it

And never chide the lightning from the clouds

For doing wrong, if it strike you, as him I

I go to sacrifice.
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Alexandra.
The offering

Take from my stalls.

Sameas.
I take it where *tis missed

;

The widow's ewe lamb, and the poor man's sheep.

!What is your ox to God

!

SoEMUs. [Enters,]

Forgive me, pray!

Mariamne.
Draw near ! I was about to send for you.

SoEMUS.
It would have been the first time I

Mariamne.
So it would.

SoEMUS.
You have avoided me.

Mariamne.
Have you then sought met

And have you anything to seek from me?
I hardly should have thought so.

SoEMUS.
Only this,

That you consider me your faithful servant.

Mariamne.
I did, but I no longer do.

SoEMUS.
No longer?

Mariamne.
How dare you set at liberty the rebel

Whom Herod ordered to be put in prison?

Is he still ruler here, or is he not?
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SOEMUS.

The answer's not so simple as you think.

Mariamne.
You'll rue it, if you find it difficult.

SoEMUS.

You have not heard the news of the lost battle?

Mariamne.
The battle of Actium! Has it been lost?

SoEMUS.
Marc Antony committed suicide,

Cleopatra likewise.

Mariamne.
Did she have the courage?

She who could formerly not even bear

To see a sword, but shuddered back from his,

When, as a mirror, he held it out to her

!

SoEMUS.
That is the message which was brought to Titus.

I read the note myself. Octavius

Is in a rage that they were not prevented.

Mariamne.
Then death has reaped his harvest for a while,

And every head is safer than it was
*Ere this occurred.

SoEMUS.
You think so?

Mariamne.
Why that smile?

Soemus.
It seems you do not know Octavius

!

He will not ask Death if it sicken him

;

But from among the friends of Antony
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Will set before him still another meal,

Which will not want for choicest morsels either.

Makiamne.
Does that refer to Herod!

SOEMUS.
If he holds

To what he purposed

Mariamne.
What was that?

SoEMUS.
He said:

*
'I do no longer love Marc Antony;
More nearly do I hate him ; none the less

I will stand by him to the very end

;

Although I fear that he is doomed to fall.

T owe it to myself, if not to him ! '

'

Maeiamne.
Eight royally!

SoEMUS.
Of course, right royally

!

Octavius though is not the man
To admire it, and if Herod does

Maeiamne.
Who doubts it?

SoEMUS.
Then he is lost, or else Octavius

Was much maligned when the great butchery

That followed Caesar's death, was charged to him.

Mariamne.
That you believe in this event, and count

Herod already with the dead, is clear,

Or you had never dared what you have dared.

It makes me shudder, I confess to you.
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To see your confidence. You are no fool

And would not dare so much without good reason.

But be that as it may, I am still here

And I—Yes, I will show you that I know
How to obtain obedience for him
Even in his death. Not one command he gave,

Not one, but shall be faithfully fulfilled

!

That shall be his death-offering

!

SOEMUS.

Not one?

I question it, my Queen ! [Aside.] The blow must
fall.

Maeiamne.
As truly as I am a Maccabean
You shall send Sameas back to his prison.

SoEMUS.
If you desire it, so shall it be.

And if you wish for more, if he should die

As threatened by the King, speak, and he dies I

However, ere 'tis done, permit one question:

Shall I—so that the offering of death

Which you intend to make, may be complete

—

Shall I draw out my sword and run you through?

For that command he gave to me, as well.

Maeiamne.
Woe is me

!

Alexandea.
Impossible

!

Maeiamne.
The end has come

!

And what an end ! One that consumes the start

And all things else ! What's past and what's to come
All vanish into nothingness for me I
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I had nothing ! I have nothing, I will

Have nothing! Was there ever one so poor?

Alexandra.

Whatever wickedness you might aver

Herod was guilty of, I would believe you,

But this

Maeiamne.
Nay, do not doubt it. It is true I

Alexandea.

You say that too i

Mariamne.
God, and I know why!

Alexandra.
Then you must know too what to do

!

Mariamne. [Turning the dagger upon herself.]

I know

!

Alexandra, [Stopping her.]

Madwoman, is he worth it? Is he worth
Your being your own executioner?

Mariamne.
That was absurd ! My thanks. That is the post

He wanted for himself. [She throws away the dag^

ger.] Tempter, away!

Alexandra.
You'll go to seek protection of the Romans

!

Mariamne.
I will prevent no one from doing so

Who cares about himself. For me, I give

A ball tonight I

Alexandra.
A ball!
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Mabiamne.
Where I shall dance

!

Yes, yes, that is the way

!

Alexandra.
But to what end?

Maeiamne.
Ho, servants ! Open up the halls of state

!

[Servants enter.]

And bid all come who care to celebrate

!

Light every single taper that will burn,

Pluck every flower that is still in bloom.

There is no need that anything be left ! [To Moses.]

You once arranged the wedding feast for us

;

The feast this night must far surpass e 'en that

;

So let no pains be spared! [She comes forward.]

Now Herod tremble,

Tho' you have never trembled heretofore!

Soemus.
Your grief I feel with you

!

Maeiamne.
Your sympathy

I can dispense with ! I must fain believe

That you are not a headsman
;
you have shown it

!

You are, instead, a traitor, and to traitors

I cannot give my thanks, nor bear their presence,

However useful they are in the world

;

For that they are I cannot fail to see.

If you had been the man you seemed to be,

God would have had to work a miracle,

Have lent the air the power it lacks of speech.

He knew it as soon as He created you,

And so He made you first of hypocrites.
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SOEMUS.
That I am not! No! I was Herod's friend!

Ere he came to the throne, I was his comrade
And his companion ; I have been his servant,

His faithful servant since he is my King.

But that could only be so long as Herod
Continued to respect the man in me
As I, in him, the hero and the King.

He did that till unworthy of himself,

For the first time, he falsely dropped his eyes,

And gave the bloody order, heartlessly

Condemning me, as you, to certain death

;

Giving me over to your people's vengeance.

The Roman's wrath, his own hypocrisy,

As he made you the victim of my sword.

There I had proof of what I was to him.

Makiamne.
Did you express to him your indignation?

SoEMUS.
I did not, hoping so to safeguard you I

I made a show of willingness—deceived him.

If you prefer—so that he should not slay me
And give the order to some other man.
A Galilean would have done the deed I

Maeiamne.
Forgive me. You stand to him as I

!

You have been hurt, in what you hold most sacred,

Degraded to a thing, as I have been.

He is a friend such as he is a husband

!

Come to my feast ! [Exit.]

Alexaistdba.

So you did bide your time the same as I

!

t, SoEMUS.
I bide my time? What do you mean by that?
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Alexandea.

I always gazed in wonder at the way
In which you bent your knee before this King
Who owes his rank but to the Eoman's whim,
The glutton's drunken fancy, not to birth

Or inheritance—as though you had forgotten

As he seemed to forget, that you are equals

!

But now I see your game, you only wished
To set his fears at rest.

SOEMXJS.

There you are wrong.
All that I said to you was true. His equal

I do not hold myself, and never shall.

I am aware that there are petty creatures,

Who serve him grudgingly, because, forsooth,

He is not his grandson. Others that I know
Are loyal to him for Mariamne 's sake.

Not I ! I am not of the multitude

Who rather would obey an infant's sword
If but inherited, than hero 's steel

Which has come newly from the forge's fire.

I ever thought him my superior.

And just as willingly picked up his shield

When we were comrades and he let it fall,

As now I would his sceptre, for the King

!

The crown of Judah, and the first of women,
I begrudged him neither, for I felt his worth

!

Alexandra.
You are a man, too I

SOEMUS.
I remember that

And I mean to prove it now. There is no man
So great, that he may make a tool of me.
And he who dares demand of me a service

Which—done or undone, come that as it may

—
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Means degradation and disgrace to me,

He sets me free from every obligation.

He must be made aware that there remains

Betwixt the king and slave a middle grade

On which stands man

!

Alexandba.
'Tis all the same to me

What reason brought you over to my side.

Enough, you came.

SOEMUS.
You need not be afraid

Of further fight. He is as good as dead.

Octavius is no Marc Antony,

Who would permit his flesh to be hacked off,

So it were done with admirable skill.

He only sees the wounds.

Alexandra.
And what says Titus?

SOBMUS.
He thinks as I do. I freed Sameas
For the sole reason that I wished the queen
To call me to account. There was no way,
Other than that, in which to gain her ear.

So now she knows that which she needs must know,
And will be ready for the fatal message.

That was my purpose ! What a noble woman

!

To butcher her ! A pity for her tears

!

Alexandra.
She has a tender husband, verily.

Let us now make an effort to persuade her
To place herself under the Roman's care.

Come to the feast by which she breaks with Herod
Be he alive or dead ! [Exit.]
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SoEMus. [Following her.]

Herod is dead. [Exit.]

[Servants enter and prepare for the feast.]

Moses.

Well, Artaxerxes, deep in thought again?

Quick ! Quick ! You do not act the clock for us

!

Aeta.

If you had done it many years, as I,

The same thing would occur to you, as me

!

Particularly if each night you dreamed
You still had your old duties to perform.

With my right hand, unconsciously, I seize

The pulse of my left hand, and count and count,

And often count to sixty, ere it strikes me
That I am not a timepiece any more.

Moses.

Just bear in mind, then, once for all, that here

You are not called upon to measure time.

We have the hour-glass for that, and sun-dials.

Now use the time for work like all of us

!

Tt^s laziness, and nothing else

!

Abta.
I swear!

MoSES.

Peace ! Peace ! You never counted yet, at meals I

Moreover, here with us one does not swear.

And [Aside] were the King himself not half a pagan
We would not have these foreign servants, either.

See! Here are the musicians now ! Be quick! [Goes
to the others.]

Jehu.
Come, tell me, are the tales they tell of you
All true?
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Arta.

And why, then, should they not be true?

Must I perchance protest a hundred times?

I was the timepiece at the Satrap 's court.

And was much better off than I am here.

Nights I was free, my brother took my place,

As when I went to get my meals, by day.

Indeed, I am not grateful to your King,
For dragging me away from my own country
With other prisoners of war ! 'Tis true.

My service was becoming somewhat irksome.

I had to go out to the wars with them

;

And when one sees the arrows flying by,

And soldiers falling, one is far more apt

To miss the count, of course, than in a hall

Where people come together for a dance.

I closed my eyes, for I am not a hero
As was my father. Him an arrow struck

While at his post. He was a clock as we,

—I and my brother—yes, we all were clocks.

He called the count and died ! He was a man

!

What do you say to that ! That took more pluck

Than just to aim at him and loose an arrow

!

Jehu.
Have you no sand then where you used to live

That you must do such things ?

Arta.

Sand? We no sand?
We have enough to cover all Judea

!

'Tis only done in order that the Satrap
Should have a thing which others cannot have.
A man's pulse surely is more accurate,

If he be in good health and have no fever,

Than is that sand of yours, that runs through tubes.
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And of what use are sun-dials to you
Whene'er the sun's not shining? One! Two! Three!

Moses. [Returns.]

Away ! Away ! The guests are coming now

!

Aeta.

Is this your feast! What other feasts IVe seen:

Where not one single piece of fruit was served,

But came from foreign parts ! Where penalties,

Oft penalties of death, have been exacted

For drinking but a single drop of water

!

Where human beings who were bound in hemp
And sprinkled o 'er with pitch, were used at night

As lighted torches in the garden.

MosES.

Stop!
What had they done to vex the Satrap!

Aeta.
Done!

Nothing at all ! With us, a funeral

Is grander than a wedding here with you

!

Moses.
Presumably you eat your dead. Indeed,

That would befit the rest.

Aeta.
Then I suppose

The story is not true that says your Queen
Some time ago dissolved in wine a pearl

Of greater value than the whole domain.

And gave this wine, then, to a common beggar

Who guzzled it like any other wine.

MoSES.

No, God be praised, it is not true.
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Aeta. [To Jehu.]
You said so!

Jehu.
Because I thought it would be to her honor.

Besides, 'tis told of the Egyptian Queen

!

Moses.

Out of the way V
Abta.

[Points to the roses that Jehu carries.]

Real roses, they are cheap

!

We fashion them of silver and gold

!

You ought to send those to a place where flowers

Are as costly as are gold and silver here.

[The servants scatter. The guests, among them
Soemus, have gathered, during the last half of this

scene. Music, Silo and Judas leave the others and
come forward.]

Silo.

"What means all this 1

Judas.

What do you think it means?
The King is coming back ! Coming tonight.

Silo.

You think so?

Judas.

Can you ask? What other reason

Is possible for giving such a feast?

You'd better practice some new courtesy!

Silo.

And yet 'twas said

Judas*

Lies and deceit as always
When it was said some ill had come to him.
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'Tis natural enough, there are so many
Who wish him ill ! Are people asked to dance

In a house where they are mourning for the dead?

Silo.

There will soon be shedding of much blood.

The jails are crowded since the insurrection

!

Judas.

I know much more about that than you can,

For I have taken many there myself.

This insurrection was so void of reason

That everybody who had not a mind
To hang himself, was bound to stand against it.

You are aware I have no love for Herod,
However deeply I may bow before him

;

In this respect, however, he is right.

The Romans are too powerful for us

;

We are an insect in the lion's mouth
That must not sting unless it would be swallowed.

Silo.

I'm only sorry for my gard'ner's son,

Who aimed a missile at a Roman eagle

And hit it, too

!

Judas.

How old a boy is he ?

Silo.

Now, let me see ! How long ago was that

I broke my foot? *Twas then that he was born.

I know because his mother could not tend me.
Yes, twenty, that is right.

Judas.

Then he is safe!

[Maeiamne and Alexandra appear.]
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Silo.

What do yon mean? Another word!

Judas.

Well, then, in confidence ! The boy is safe

Because he's twenty. Were he twenty-one
Or nineteen, either, 'twould go hard with him I

It will be diiferent next year I

Silo.

Don't jest!

Judas.

I tell you it is so. Would you Imow why?
There was a son born to the King himself

Just twenty years since, but he knows him not.

For when the King abandoned her, the mother
Bore off the child and swore a solemn oath

To ruin it.

Silo.

Abominable woman!
A heathen?

Judas.

I'm not sure, but I suppose so.

—Ruin so utterly that he himself

Must kill it, don't you see ? In my opinion

Her fury died after the first wild rage,

But it has made him timid ,- no decree

Of death has ever yet been carried out

Upon a man the age of his own son.

Comfort your gardener ! Keep this to yourself I

[They lose themselves in the crowd. Alexandea
and Maeiamne appear in the foreground.]

Alexandea.

So you will not take refuge with the Eomans ?

Maeiamne.
Why should I?
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Alexandra.
Why, but to protect your life

!

Mariamne.
My life! Of course! One must protect one's life!

Sorrow would lose its sting except for that I

Alexandra.

At least grant the occasion its just due

;

You give a festival—welcome your guests

With a festive countenance, as it is meet I

Marlamne.
I am no instrument ! I am no torch

!

I do not need to tinkle nor to shine.

So take me as I am ! Nay, do not so

Urge me to whet the axe for mine own neck

—

What do I say? Make me rejoice with you!
Soemus, come I

[To Salome, who enters and comes toward her.]

You, Salome ! Be welcome
Before all others, spite of mourner's garb!

This I had scarcely hoped

!

Salome.
Indeed I must

If I am to discover how things stand.

I 'm bidden to a feast but am not told

The reason why the feast is being given.

I can suspect, of course, but I must know

!

Herod is coming back ! Is not that so f

This very night we'll see him? All the lights

Say yes, and the gay music ! Say it, too

!

I do not ask for my sake. But you know

—

No, no, you do not know
;
you have forgotten

!

Perchance you've dreamed that she was in her

grave,
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Or certainly you would not have concealed

The news from her! Your dream deceived you,

though

!

She sits in the same corner where she sat

When you received her blessing

!

Maeiamne.
What's all this?

Salome.

Enough ! Enough ! Herod still has a mother
Who is pining for her son in anguished fear,

And I—I beg, make her no longer suffer

For the sole sin of having borne me, too.

Give her the comfort which her heart is seeking

!

Maeiamne.
I have no words of comfort for his mother

!

Salome.
You're not expecting Herod then, tonight?

Maeiamne.
On the contrary ! I hear that he is dead

!

Salome.
And give this feast?

Maeiamne.
For that I am alive

!

Or should one not rejoice to be alive?

Salome.
I don't believe you!

Maeiamne.
Thank you for the doubt

!

Salome.
The tapers-

Maeiamne.
Are intended to give light!
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Saloice.

The cymbals
Maeiamne.

To resound. As is their wont!
Salome. [Pointing to Maeiamne's rich attire,}

The jewels

Maeiamne.
Would perhaps become you better.

Salome.

All that would signify

Glad on a grave-

Mabla-mne.

A feast of gladness

!

Salome.

Maeiamne.
'Tis not impossible!

Salome.
Now, Mariamne, listen to deep earnest

!

IVe ever hated you, yet there remained
Always the doubt if I was justified.

And often I have come to you repentant,

To
Maeia-mne.

Kiss me I Once in very sooth, you did I

Salome.
But now I see you are

Maeiamiste.

Quite bad enough
To leave you standing here, while I myself
Proceed to join the dancers over there!

Soemus, come!
SoEMus. [Giving her his arm.]

My Queen

!
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Maeiamne.
This is no doubt

The way that Herod saw me when he gave you
The bloody order. It is wonderful

!

Now everything has happened as he thought.

[As she goes away she says to Salome.]

You'll stay and watch?
[SoEMus leads her away and soon they are lost in

the crowd in the background.]

Salome.
She is still wickeder

Than I imagined. "Wickeder than that

!

That's why she has the brilliant serpent's skin

With which she lures them, everyone ! She dances I

She dances ! Now my conscience is at rest.

To her no one on earth can be unjust

!

[She looks toward Mabiamne. Ai^xandea comes
forward with Titus.]

Alexandra.
Titus, you see the way my daughter mourns I

Titus.

No doubt she has some further news from Herod?

Alexandra.

The news that all is over with him. Ay

!

Titus. [Looking at Maeiamne.]
Dancing

!

Alexandra.
As were she bride instead of widow

!

Titus, until today she wore a mask,

And mark my word ! she 's not the only one.

Titus.

That's fortunate for her I Then she is safe!

If she is one of Herod's enemies
She will not need to suffer with his friends.
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Alexandka.

She gives this feast to demonstrate her feeling I

[She leaves Titus.]

Titus. [Alone.]

These women make my very blood run cold

!

One, in his sleep, cuts off a hero 's head,

First having lulled to rest all his suspicions

With hypocritic kisses; and the other

—

In order to assure herself the crown

—

Dances like mad upon her husband's grave!

It was to see this, doubtless, I was bidden

!

[He looks toward Maeiamne again.]

Yes, yes, I see, and Eome shall hear of it,

But in this house I'll touch no drop of wine I

Salome.
Titus, how say you? Are the King's affairs

So bad that she dare venture everything?

Titus.

Unless he joined Octavius at once
And helped to give Marc Antony the blow
That felled him, and of that I have my doubts,

It will not be o'erwell with Herod now!

Salome.
Oh, that he may have joined Octavius

!

If she live on, I know not why the Lord
Gave Jesabel's lascivious blood to dogs
To lick. [Goes and is lost in the crowd.]

Titus.

And still she dances ! Yet methinks.

It is not easy for her ! She should glow.

But she is very pale, as though—in thought

—

She did some other thing, and all unconscious

Followed the measures. Doubtless, Judith, too.
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Did not fulfill her task without some fear.

And this one must still feel upon her lips

The parting kisses of the very man
She solemnly renounces in my presence

!

She has not even seen him dead ! She comes

!

[Mabiamne appears again. Alexandra and Soemus
follow.]

Alexandra. [To Mariamne]
I spoke to Titus

!

Mariamne.
[Turning suddenly, sees her reflection in a mirror.}

Hal

Alexandra.
"What is the matter?

Mariamne.
That 's how I saw myself in that strange dream

!

So this it was that would not let me rest

Until they found the ruby that was lost

And which so darkly gleams upon my breast.

The picture would not be complete without it

!

The end must follow soon

!

Alexandra.
Come to your senses I

Mariamne.
Ah, let me be! A mirror such as that!

First dim, as though it had been breathed upon;
Then gradually clearing, like the pictures

Which it reflected, one after the other
;

And in the end, gleaming like burnished steel.

I saw the course of my existence. First,

A child, surounded by a roseate light

That steadily grew deeper, darker red.

I did not recognize my features then,
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And not until the third transition came
Knew I myself in that too youthful form.

The maiden followed after, and the day
"When Herod led me to the flower garden,

And spoke to me with tender flattery:

No blossom is so lovely, that your hand
May not dare pluck it. Oh, accursed be he,

For utterly forgetting ! Utterly

!

Then it grew sinister and I was forced

To see the future much against my will.

I saw myself in this way and in that

;

At last, as now I stand. [To Alexandra.] Is it

not strange,

Most strange, when dreams become reality?

Then the bright glass was overcast again;

The light grew ashen gray and I, myself.

So blooming just before, had grown as pale

As though, beneath this festal gay attire,

I silently and slowly bled to death

!

A shudder gripped me and aloud I shrieked:

Now comes my skeleton! I will not look!

I turned my head away [She turns from the

mirror.]

Voices. [In the background.]

The King!
[General commotion.']^

Alexandra.
Who?

[Herod enters, clad in armor, with Joab and retinue.]

Mariamne.
Death! Death! Grim death comes stalking in!

And unannounced, the way he always comes!

Salome.
Your death! Ay, that it is. You recognize it?
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My brother. [Wishes to embrace Herod, who thrusts

her back.]

Heeod.
Mariamne ! [He goes to her.]

Maeiamnb. [Motions him back with angry gestures.]

Draw your sword!

Give me the poison-vial! You are death!

And death embraces with the sword and poison!

Heeod. [Turns to Salome.]

What, then, does all this mean! A thousand torches

Called to me through the night, from far away

:

Your messenger has not been taken captive

By the Arabs ! He arrived ! You are expected

!

And now I come

Salome.
The torches lied to you!

They were rejoicing here, but at your death

!

Your messenger did not arrive. Your mother
Has rent her clothes for you already

!

[Heeod looks around; sees Titus and motions to

him.]

Titus.

Ay!
There's not a soul here—no, not even I

—

"Who thought you would desert Marc Antony
Before the fight at Actium began,

And, as discretion doubtless prompted you.

Would join Octavius. But your return

Is proof that that is what you did. Well then

—

Let me congratulate you.

Maeiamne.
I am sorry

You did not have the opportunity

To kill Marc Antony with your own hand
So you might best have shown your present master
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That you no longer cared about the old

!

You would have taken your friend 's head to him

;

He would have paid you for it with your crown

!

Heeod.
Shame ! Titus, shame ! You, too, think that of me

!

I travelled downward to Arabia,

According to Marc Antony's command.
But found no foe in sight. I hastened on
To Actium, and it was not my fault

That I arrived too late. Had he been able

To hold his own, as I had thought he would, [To
Makiamne.]

I would have sought the opportunity

To pay him for the crown by bringing him
Octavius' head! But Antony was vanquished
And was already dead when I arrived.

No longer did he stand in need of friends.

I, therefore, went to see Octavius,

Though not as King—I had laid off my crown

—

Yet not as beggar, either. Drawing my sword,

I said to him : I meant to use this 'gainst you.

I would, perchance, have stained it with your blood

If things were better here. All that is overt

I lower it before you; yield it up—

!

Consider now what sort of friend I was,

And not whose friend! The dead has set me free!

If you are willing, I can now be yours I

Titus.

And he?

Herod.
He said: Where did you leave your crown?

I'll put another jewel into it.

Take o'er the province which you lacked till now,
'Tis only through my magnanimity
You are to know that I have been the victor
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And not Marc Antony. Never would he
Have taken it away from Cleopatra

"Who held it heretofore. 'Tis yours henceforth I

Titus.

That I should not have thought. Nor give I praise

But to your star

!

Herod.
Titus, praise it not

!

I have been spared to grievous tasks ! Soemus I

[SoEMus remains standing where he is and does not^

answer.

1

Herod.
Did yeu betray me? Silent? That suffices!

Oh ! Oh ! Away with him

!

SoEMus. \_As they take him.]

I don't deny it!

But you may well believe I thought you dead

!

Do with me as you please. [7s led out.]^

Herod.
And after death

There is an end to all? Yes, yes! Oh, Titus,

If you had known that man as well as I

You would not stand by quietly and calmly

As I stand here. You'd foam and gnash your teeth

And cry in rage. [To Mariamne.] Woman, what
did you do

To bring him down to this? You, Salome,

Were right, indeed, and I shall have to bathe

And bathe in blood! I'll call a court at once!

[To Mariamne.]
Silent? You wrap yourself about in pride.

You still remember what you were to me
And that is why! E'en now 'twere easier

I
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To tear the heart out of my breast—^yes, Titus

—

Than to tear from my heart ! Yet will I do it

!

Mabiamne. [Turns sharply.]

I am a prisoner?

Heeod.
Yes!

Mabiamne. [To the soldiers.]'

Then lead me off

!

[She turns. At Heeod *s nod Joab and other soldiers

follow her.]

Death cannot be my husband any more ! [Exit.]

Heeod.
Ha I Ha ! And once I spoke to her like this

:

Two people dearly loving one the other,

As they should love, could not outlive each other.

If on some distant battlefield I fell

They would not need to bring you word of it.

You'd feel it at the moment it occurred
And die with me, of no wound but mine own

!

Ah, Titus, do not laugh! 'Tis true. 'Tis true!

But human beings do not love like that! [Exit.]

CUETAIN.



I

ACT V

[Large audience chamber, as in Act I. The throne

and judges' bench are seen. Heeod and Salome
discovered.]

Hebod.
Peace I Peace! I've given orders for a court,

And I will execute what it decree

!

I, who have quaked with fear of every fever,

If but her chambermaid fell ill of it,

I, mine own self, arm Death against her now!
Let that suffice ! Your zeal will miss its goal

If even now it does not let you rest,

I shall believe that it is only hatred

That speaks through you, and shall deny your right

To be a witness, though I do grant that right

To every taper that made bright her feast

And every flower that poured out its fragrance.

Salome.
Herod, I'll not deny that I have spied

Upon her faults, and sought to heighten them,

As you have sought to heighten all the virtues

Which you perceived in her. Was the cold pride

She ever showed to me and to your mother.

Was that, perchance, a cause for loving her?

She bore herself like some superior being

Who always roused this thought within my mind

:

The book that tells us of the Maccabees
And their achievements is superfluous.

She wears the chronicle in her own face.

Heeod.
You say what is intended to refute me,

And proves me right, instead.

138
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Salome.

But hear me out I

It was so, I admit it, but if now
I say more than I know and think and feel,

Yes, if restrained by sisterly compassion,

I do not lock securely in my bosom.
The half of what I could say, may my child

—

You know I love him—live as many years

As he can number hairs upon his head,

And every day bring him as much of grief

As it has minutes, ay, as seconds, has I

Heeod.
That oath is terrible

!

Salome.
And yet it comes

More lightly than the words : The night is dark

!

My eye might be unsound ; impossible

That with the eye the ear should sicken too,

The instinct, yea, the heart, each single one

Of all the organs that support my senses

!

And this time all agree as perfectly

As if they never could gainsay each other!

Truly if on that festal night the Lord
Had called to me from the celestial heights:

Of which one evil shall I free the world!
The choice is yours to make ! 'Tis not the plague

I should have named, but your unrighteous wife I

I shuddered in her presence ; for I feel

As if in darkness I had stretched my hand
Out to some demon from the depths of hell,

Who jeered at me for that, and throwing off

The stolen human form of flesh and blood.

Stepped suddenly into his own dread shape
And stood there, grinning at me through the flames I
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And I was not alone in my abhorrence

!

The Roman, too, stern Titus, was appalled!

Hekod.
'Tis true ! And I account him more than you^
For as he loves no man, he hates no man.
And is as just as bloodless spirits are

!

Now leave me, for I am expecting him

!

Salome.
No, nevermore shall I forget that dance,

When Mariamne, to the music's beat,

Trod on the ground as though she were convinced
That you lay buried underneath ! By heaven,

I would I did not need to say such things

;

I know they madden you who sacrificed

Your mother, sister, everything, to herl

But so it was ! [Exit.]

Heeod. [Alone.]

Ay I Titus said the same.
And verily, I saw enough myself

!

'Tis all too true ; I sacrificed my sister.

And would have sacrificed my mother, too

;

Are they not worth the brother whom she lost?

Not in her eyes I

[Titus enters.J

Heeod.
How now, Titus, how now?

Does Soemus confess?

Titus.

But what you know.

Heeod.
Nothing about
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Titus.

Oh, no, when I but hinted

At such a thing, he flew into a passion.

Heeod.

I might have known it.

Titus.

Never wife like yours
Had lived, he said, and never had a man
Been so unworthy of the wondrous treasure

Which God had granted him

Herod.
As I myself.

Ay! Ay! He did not know the worth of pearls,

"And so I took them from him," cried the thief.

Did it avail him aught?

Is pure as gold-

TlTUS.

Her heart, he said

Heeod.
He knows it! He is drunk

And sings the praise of wine. Is not that proof
That he has drained the cup? On what pretext

Does he allege that he betrayed my plan?

TiTUS.

He said it was from very loathing

!

Heeod.
Loathing?

He never said a word to me of loathing.

Titus.

Would that have been of benefit to him

;

Could you have let that stubborn servant live

Who had received an order and refused
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To execute it?

Hebod.
Would it not suffice

In such a case to leave it unfulfilled?

Titus.

It would indeed. If he went farther, though,
It may have been because, to him, you seemed
Already lost, and so, at your expense.

He wished to gain the favor of the Queen.

In her hands lay his future, and he knew it.

Herod.
No, Titus, no ! Soemus was the man
To risk the stroke which, if it but succeeds,

Puts us beyond the need of others* favor.

That's why I left this thing to him; I thought:
He'll do it for himself if not for me.
Ay, were he less important than he is,

And had he not so many friends at Eome,
I might believe it,—as it is, no, no

!

There's but one motive!

Titus.

That he disavows!

Herod.
He would not be the kind of man he is

If he did not, because he knows full well

What the result would be; and now he hopes
Through these denials to arouse in me
One final scruple, that may serve at least

To save her from the block, if not himself.

But he is wrong; that scruple lacks a sting.

Had I no cause to punish what she did,

I'd punish what she has become, and is.

Ah ! had she ever been that which she seemed
She never could have changed to what she is.
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[A.nd I'll take vengeance on the hypocrite!

I swear it by the key to Paradise

She holds within her hand. Yea, Titus, yea,

By all the bliss which she has given me,

And has it in her power still to give

;

By the very thrill of horror, warning me
That I annihilate myself in her

;

I'll end this, let the end be what it may I

Titus.

It is too late to call to you: "Take care!

Withhold that order. '
' And as I myself

Know of no means to clear the matter up,

I have no right to say: **You go too far!*'

[JoAB enters.].

Heeod,
Have they assembled?

JOAB.

Long since. From the prison

I bring to you a message of importance.

No matter what they do to Sameas
He will not kill himself.

Heeod.
'Twas my command

That they should torture him until he did. [To
Titus.]

I understand he took a solemn oath

To end his life if he did not succeed

In turning me into a Pharisee,

In breaking what he calls my paganism.
He failed ; I'm forcing him to keep his oath.

He has a thousand times deserved to die.

Titus.

I should have had to urge his death myself,

He has offended me, and Eome in me.
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And that may be forgiven anywhere
Save here, because your people are so restive.

Heeod. [To Joab.]

Well, then?

Joab.

They did as you commanded them.
But all in vain. The executioner

Has put each separate torture to the test;

Ay, more than that, vexed by the stubborn pride
He took for mockery, dealt wound on wound.
But it is all as though he lashed a tree

;

Is all as though he hacked away at wood.
The old man stands as if he had no feeling,

He sings aloud, instead of shrieking out.

Or reaching for the knife they offer him.

He sings the Psalm which once upon a time

The three men in the fiery furnace sang:

With each new pain he raises up his voice

And when he stops it is to prophesy.

Herod. [Aside.]

That is their way. Will she be different?

Joab.

As though he had obtained as many eyes

For hidden things and wonderful withal.

As he has injuries, he cries aloud:
*

' The time has come, and at this holy moment
The Virgin-mother of the house of David
Is watching, in a manger, o'er the child

Who is to overturn the thrones of kings,

Awake the dead, tear stars from out the heavens^

And rule the world in all eternity."

The people meanwhile, gathered by the thousand.

Tarry beside the gates and hear it all.

Expecting that Elijah's flaming chariot

4
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Will presently descend from the bright heavens
And bear him off as once it did the prophet.

Even the executioner is frightened,

And 'stead of making new wounds, laves the old.

Heeod.
Let him be put to death immediately
And show him to the crowd when he is dead.

Now let the judges enter and

JOAB.

The Queen. [Exits.]

Heeod.

I wish you, Titus, to sit by my side.

In order that she may not lack a witness,

I've bidden Alexandra to appear.

[Aaeon and the other judges enter, followed by
Alexandea and Salome. Immediately after-

wards JoAB comes.]

Alexandba.
My Master and my King, I give you greeting

!

Herod.

I thank you.

[Seats himself on the throne. Titus sits beside him.

Then, at Heeod 's command, all the judges

take their places around a table.]

Alexandra. [While this is going on.]

Mariamne's destiny

I sever from mine own, and like a torch,

I will conserve myself for future days. [Sits beside

Salome.]

Heeod. [To the judges.J

You know the reason I have sent for you!
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Aaron.

We come before you in the deepest grief!

Herod.

I do not doubt it. All of you are bound
By ties of blood or friendship to my house

;

What touches me, that touches you as well.

If you can give the Queen, whom [He breaks

off.] Spare me that!

You will rejoice if you need not convict her

;

If you, instead of relegating her

To Golgotha, can send her back to me.
But, on the other hand, you will not shrink

E'en from the uttermost, if needs must be;

For, as you share my fortune and misfortune,

You share my honor and dishonor, too,

Begin!
[He gives Joab a signal. Joab goes off, then returns

with Mariamne. A long pause ensues.]

Herod.
Aaron

!

Aaron.
Ours is a grevious task.

My Queen. You stand arraigned before your judges.

Mariamne.
Before my judges and before you, too!

Aaron.
Do you decline to recognize this court?

Mariamne.
I see a higher one. When that permits
An answer to your questions, I will answer
And will be silent when the answer's barred.

,

I scarce perceive your faces, for behind you
Stand shades, who watch me gravely, silently;

4

J
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They are the great forefathers of my house.

Three nights I have beheld them in my dreams

And now they come to me by day as well

;

I know what it must mean that at this time

The circle of the dead is opening,

While living breathing things grow pale to me.

There, just behind that throne, on which a King
Appears to sit, stands Judas Maccabaeus!

Hero of heroes, do not frown upon me

;

Thou shalt be satisfied

!

Alexandra.
Oh, do not show

Too much defiance.

Maeiamne.
Mother, fare thee well. [To

Aaeon.]

What is the charge that has been brought against

me?
Aaron.

That you deceived your husband and your king.

[To Herod.]

Is that not it?

Mariamne.
Deceived ? Impossible I

Did he not find me as he thought he would?
Did he not find me dancing and at play?

Did I put mourning on when I was told

That he was dead? Did I shed bitter tears?

And did I tear my hair? That would have been

Deceiving him ; but I did none of these,

I can provide the proof. Speak Salome I

Herod.

I found her as she says; she does not need

To look around her for another witness.

Yet, never, never would I have believed it.
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Maeiamne.
Never have thought it, yet have placed the headsman
Behind me, in disguise? That cannot be.

Even as his mind's eye pictured me at parting,

Even so he found me when we met again;

Therefore I must deny that I deceived him!
Herod. [Breaking into wild laughter.]

Has not deceived me, since the thing she did

Was only what suspicion and foreboding,

—

How grateful am I for the dismal warning,— fl

Had made me fear! [To Maeiamne.] Oh, woman,
this becomes you,

But do not count too strongly on the hope
That I with joy and peace have lost my strength

;

Some remnant may be left me for revenge

!

When a mere boy I ever shot an arrow
After a bird that flew away from me

!

Mariamne.
Speak not of your suspicion and foreboding

;

Speak of your fear ! You trembled before that

Which you deserved. Such is the way of men

!

You cannot trust the sister any more
Since you have treacherously killed her brother

;

You have done your worst to me, and so you think'

That I must emulate you, must outdo you

!

Is that not so? Or did you always leave

The hangman back of me when you went forth

To risk your life in honest, open war?
You're silent! It is well. Since you do feel

So keenly what befits me ; since your fear

Instructs me in my wifely obligation,

I now fulfill this sacred obligation ;

—

I sever our bond for all eternity.

Herod.
Answer! Do you confess, or do you not!
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[Maeiamite is silent.

1

Hebod. [To judges.]

You see, her own acknowledgment is wanting

;

Nor have I proofs, such as yon ought to have.

Some time ago, however, you condemned
A murderer to death, because the jewel

That was the murdered man*s was found on him.

In vain he pointed to his well-washed hands,

In vain he swore to you it was a gift

From the dead man. You let the verdict stand

!

This is our case as well. She has a jewel

That proves to me more incontestably

Than any human tongue could ever do,

That she is guilty of the sin of sins.

For were it otherwise, a miracle

Not only would have happened, but recurred;

And miracles have never yet recurred

!

[Maeiamnb moves, as if to speak.]

Herod.
She*d say, no doubt, as did the murderer:
It was a gift. And she could venture it

Because a room is dumb, as are the woods.

But were you tempted to believe her tale.

With the conviction born of deepest feeling,

Of fathoming all possibilities,

I would oppose you and demand her death!

Ay I death! I do not wish to drain

The cup of loathing her defiance offers!

Nor, day by day, be tortured by the riddle,

If this defiance be the hateful face

Of innocence, or the boldest mask
Of sin. I mean to extricate myself
From this mad whirl of hatred and of love,

Before it strangles me, cost what it may

!
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Therefore, away with her! You hesitate *?

The verdict stands ! What ? I 've not struck it right ?

I know that it behooves me to be silent,

But speak ! Speak ! Do not sit like Solomon
Between the mothers and the children twain.

The case is clear beyond a doubt. The verdict

Needs nothing more than what you see I A woman
Who stands as she stands there, deserves her death,

And were she free from any guilt. You speak not I

Do you, perhaps, first want the evidence

Of how convinced I am that she deceived me?
That will I give you by Soemus' head,

Immediately! [He goes to Joab.]

Titus. [Rises.]

This is no court of justice I

Forgive me [He is about to go.]

Maeiamne.
Eoman, stay! I recognize it;

Who should repudiate it, if not I?

[Titus sits down again. Alexandra rises.]

Maeiamne. [Goes to her and speaks with lowered

voice.]

Much have I had to suffer at your hands

;

Your joy you never measured by mine own

!

Should I forgive you that, be silent now;
You can change nothing ; my resolve is made I

[Alexandra sits down again.]

Maeiamne.
Judges, proceed!

Aaeon. [To the others.]

Let those among you rise

Who do not think the King's decree is just. [All

remain seated.]
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So yon are all agreed upon her death. [He rises.]

Yon are condemned to die. Is there still anght
You wish to say.

Makiamne.
If the executioner

Has not received his orders in advance,

And is not waiting for me with his axe,

I'd like a word with Titus ere I die. [To Heeod.]

The custom is to grant the last request

Of one about to die. Vouchsafe it now
And my life 's length be added unto yours I

Hebod.
The executioner has not been ordered;

I can grant your request. And since you promise
Eternity for it, I must and will. [To Titus.]:

Is not this woman terrible?

Titus.

She stands

Before a man as none may dare to stand.

Therefore have done

!

Salome. [Comes forward.]

0, do so, for your mother
Lies sick, nigh unto death. She will recover

If this she live to see I

Herod. [To Alexandba.]
Did you not speak f

Alexandba. [Aside.]

No!

Hebod. [Looks long at Mabiamne, who stands silent.]

Die! [To Joab.] I put this matter in your
hands.

[Exit quickly. Salome follows him,%
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Alexandea. [Looking after him.]

I have one arrow morel [To Mariamne.] You
wished it so

!

Mariamne.
I thank you.

[Alexandra exit.]

Aaron. [To the other judges.]

Ought we not to make an effort

To soften him? This is too horrible!

The last descendant of the Maccabees!
If we could gain only a short delay!

It would not do to contradict him now,
But he will shortly be himself again,

And then may punish us, because today
We offered no resistance to his will.

Let us to him.

[Exeunt]

Joab. [Approaching Mariamne.]
Forgive! I must obey!

Mariamne.
Do what your King commands and do it quickly.

Whenever you are ready, I shall be.

And queens, you know, are never made to wait.

[Joab exit.]

Mariamne. [To Titus.]

Now, one word more before I go to sleep;

While my last chamberlain prepares my bed

!

You are surprised, I see, that I requested

To speak with you rather than with my mother,
But she and I are little more than strangers.

Titus.

I marvel that a woman needs to show me
How I, a man, must go to meet my death.
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Queen, your ways seem sinister to me,

Your very being is alien, I admit.

Yet I do homage to the heroism

That lets you take a last farewell of life,

As though the lovely earth and all it holds

Were hardly worth a final passing glance.

One cannot but defer to such rare courage.

Makiamne.
It is not courage

!

Titus.

True, I have been told

Your melancholy Pharisees contend

That life does really but begin with death.

And he, who thinks as they do, scorns the world
In which the sun alone shines without end,

And all things else fade into nothingness.

Makiamne.
I've never hearkened to them, nor believe it!

Indeed, I know to what I say farewell.

Titus.

And still you stand, as hardly Caesar 's self,

When Brutus' dagger dealt the fatal blow;
For he, too proud to show his suffering,

And yet not strong enough to stifle it.

Drew, as he fell, the toga o'er his head.

But you conceal your pain within your breast.

Mariamne.
No more ! No more ! It is not as you think.

1 feel the pain no longer, for to feel pain
One needs must live, and all the life in me
Has been extinguished ; I am but a thing

Half-way between a woman and a shade,

And hardly realize I still can die.

Now hear what I desire to confide.
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But first, give me your word as man and Eoman
That you will keep the secret till I'm gone,

And that you will go with me on the way.
You hesitate! Do I demand too much?
It is not that I am afraid of stumbling.

If afterwards you wish to speak, or not,

You may decide. I shall make no conditions

And even leave my preference unsaid.

The reason I have chosen you is this,

That as a brazen image, calmly cold,

Looks down upon a fire, so have you
Ever looked down upon this hell of ours.

If you bear witness all men must believe.

To you we are a strange and alien race

With whom you have no ties. You speak of us

As we should speak of foreign plants and stones,

Without distinction, without love or hate.

Titus.

You go too far I

Maeiamne.
If you too stubbornly

Decline to give your word, I '11 take my secret

Down to the grave with me, and must dispense

With that last comfort, that in one man's heart

My image lingers pure and free from stain.

So that when hate has done her uttermost,

His love of justice and his sense of truth

Will make him lift the veil that covers me.

Titus.

So let it be ! You have my word

!

Maeiamne.
Then know

That Herod was deceived, but in another

—

In quite another way than he believes.

I was as true to him as he, himself.
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Why should I wrong myself, was much more true.

He is not what he was. Must I affirm it

!

I would much sooner swear that I had eyes,

Hands, feet, for these I well could lose

And still be what I am, but not my heart

And soul.

Titus,

I do believe you, and I will

Mariamne.
Fulfill the promise you have given me.
I do not doubt it. Think what I endured.

When, once again, he hung the sword above me

;

—I had forgiven him the first offending

—

Now I can only tell myself: "Your shadow
Is more like you than that distorted image
Which he has painted of you in his heart !

* *

I could not bear it any more ; how could I?

I seized upon my dagger, and, prevented
From that rash suicide, I swore this oath:

*'You want to be my headsman, when you're dead.

My headsman you shall be while still alive.

For you shall slay the woman whom you saw
And when I'm dead shall see me as I am."
You watched my feast. It was a mask that danced.

Titus.

Ha!
Maeiamne.

'Twas a mask that stood before the court.

'Tis for a mask they're sharpening the axe,

But it will strike myself.

Titus.

I am appalled.

I say not you are wrong, but I confess

That you deluded even me ; filled me
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With the same dreadful loathing by your feast

As now you do with shudd'ring admiration.

If that was the effect it had on me,
Why should the sham not have obscured your image
From him whose heart, so wrought upon by passion,

Could just as little clearly mirror things

The way they were, as could a raging flood.

I feel deep sympathy for him, as well!

And your revenge I think is too severe.

Mabiamne.
I take the cost of it upon myself.

It was not merely for the sake of life

That I rebelled against the victim's death!

This I shall prove. I fling my life away

!

Titus.

Oh, give me back my word

!

Mariamne.
Were you to break it,

You would not alter anything. A man
May let another die. But to live on
Not e'en the strongest can compel the weak!
I am a-weary, envious of the stone.

If it can be the purpose of this life

That one should learn to hate it, and prefer

Eternal death, that purpose is fulfilled.

Oh, that of never-crumbling granite rock

My burial casket might be hollowed out.

And might be sunk into the ocean's depths,

So that my very dust should be denied

The elements to all eternity!

Titus.

But we are living in a world of shams

!

Mariamne.
I see that; therefore I am going hence I
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Titus.

I testified against you, even II

Mamamne.
I bade you to my feast, so that you would.

Titus.

Were I to tell him what youVe said to me

Makiamne.
Then he would call me back, I have no doubt

!

And if I came, my sole reward would be
Henceforth to stand in fear of everyone
Approaching me, and to have this one thought

:

Beware of him, for he may be the third.

No, Titus, no ! It was not a mere game.
There's no way back for me ! If such there were
Do you not think I would have found that way
When I took leave forever of my children?

If pride alone had moved me, as he thinks.

The pain of innocence had broken it.

He would but make death harder for me now

!

Titus.

Oh, that he felt it and that he would come
And humbly ask forgiveness.

Maeiamne.
In that case

He would have overcome the evil demon,
And I could tell him all. I would not bargain
Unworthily with him for an existence

That, through the price at which it must be bought,

Is bound to lose the last of what it's worth.

I would reward him for his victory!

[And that I could

!

Titus.

Does nothing warn you, Herod?
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[JoAB comes in and stands in silence.]

Maeiamne.
No, for yon see whom he has sent to me

!

[Points to JoAB.]

Titus.

Let me—
Makiamne.

Did you not understand me, Titus?

In your opinion, is it still my pride

That sealed my stubborn lips'? Can I live on?
Live on with him who now no more reveres

Even the image of the Lord in me ?

And since I have been able, by my silence.

To conjure Death, and arm him 'gainst me, too,

Ought I to break my silence at this point,

To substitute one dagger for another?

Would it be anything but that?

Titus.

She's right!

Maeiamne. [To JOAB.]

Are you quite ready?

[JoAB nods.]

Maeiamne. [Turning towards Heeod's chambers.]

Herod, fare thee well!

[Towards the earth.]

To you my greetings, Aristobulus

!

I soon will join you in eternal night

!

[She goes to the door. Joab opens it. Armed men
are seen, in respectful array. She goes out.

Titus follows, then Joab. A solemn pause.]

Salome. [Enters.]'

She's gone ! And yet my heart does not beat faster

!

Another sign that she deserves her fate.

At last I have my brother back again;
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My mother has her son. 'Twas well for me
I never left his side, or else the judges

Might have prevailed upon him. Aaron, No I

Captivity? She would not stay in prison

A moon ! The grave alone can hold her fast,

For to the grave alone he has no key I

A Sekvant. [Enters.]

Three kings from out the Orient are here,

With costly presents richly weighted down.
They have just arrived—this very moment

—

And stranger figures never have been seen,

Nor garments more peculiar than are theirs.

Salome.
Bid them come in. [Exit Servant.]; I'll let him

know at once!

While they are with him, he '11 not think of her,

And everything will presently be over. [She goes
to Herod.]

[A servant comes in with the three Kings. They
are strangely dressed, each one differently.

They are followed hy a rich retinue, of whom
the same is true. Gold, incense and myrrh.
Immediately afterwards Herod enters, with
Salome.]

First King.
All hail, OKing!

Second King.
A blessing on your house I

Third King.

May it be blessed in all eternity I

Herod.
My thanks to you. And yet the greeting seems

Most singular, just now!
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FiBST King.
Was not a son

Born unto you

!

Hebod.
Ah, no. My wife is dead!

FiBST King.
Then this is not the place that we are seeking.

Second King.
Is there another King here?

Hebod.
In that case

There would be none at all.

Thibd King.
Then must there be

Another kingly race besides your own.

Hebod.
Wherefore?

FiBST King.
It is so!

Second King.
Yes; it must be so.

Hebod.
I do not know of it.

Salome. [To Hebod.]

In Bethlehem
An offshoot of the family of David
Bemains.

Thied King.
And David was a king?

Hebod.

He was.
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First Kjng.

Then onward let us go to Bethlehem

!

Salome, [To Herod.]]

Yet it is only kept alive by beggars.

Herod.

That I believe, or

Salome.
Once I saw a maid

Of David's house; her name, I think, was Mary,
She seemed quite fair enough for such descent;

But she was plighted to a carpenter,

And scarcely lifted up her eyes to me
When I did ask her name.

Herod.
Do you hear that?

Second King.

It matters not. We go I

Herod.
Will you not first

Tell me what brought you here?

First King.
The reverence

Due to the King of Kings I

Second King.
And the desire

To look upon his face before we die I

Third King.
The sacred duty to render unto him
In homage, what is precious on this earth I

Herod.

Who told you of this King of Kings?
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FiEST King.
His star!

We did not start upon our way together,

We knew not one another ; our domains
Lie in the East and in the West ; the seas

Flow in between, high mountains sever them

Second King.
And yet we all had seen the selfsame star,

The selfsame impulse seized upon us all

;

We travelled o 'er the selfsame path, and met
At last together at the selfsame goal I

Thibd King.
And if a King's or if a beggar's son,

The child, whom this star lighted into life,

Shall be exalted, and no man shall breathe

Upon the earth, but bends the knee to him!

Herod. [Aside.]

The very words in sooth of the old Book. [To the

Kings.]

Let me give you a guide to Bethlehem?

FiEST King. [Pointing to Heaven.]
We have one

!

Herod.
Ah ! If you should find the child

Will you not send me word of the event?

So I may pay it homage as do you

!

First King.

We will ! And now away ! To Bethlehem

!

[Exeunt Kings and their retinue.]

Herod.
They will not do it.

[JoAB and Titus enter, then Alex.]
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Heeod.
Ha!

JOAB.

The deed is done

!

[Heeod covers Ms face.]

Titus.

She died ! 'Tis true ! Now there remains for me
A duty that is much more terrible

Than his, who carried out your dread command.
For I must tell you she was innocent

!

Heeod.

No, Titus

[Titus is about to speak.]

[Heeod comes closer.]

Or you'd not have let her die I

Titus.

No one could hinder that but you yourself.

It grieves me sorely that I must become
More than an executioner to you,

But if it be a sacred obligation

To give the dead, whoever he may be,

A burial, then is it still more sacred

To clear him of an undeserved disgrace.

That is my only obligation now.

Heeod.
In all you say I see but this one thing

:

The spell she cast was true to her till death I

Why should I blame Soemus ; how could he
Resist that dazzling woman while she lived,

When she inflamed you with a dying spark.

Titus.

Does jealousy extend beyond the gravel
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Herod.

If I deceive myself, and if your words
Express a thing other than sympathy
Much too profound not to be something more,

Let me remind you 'twas your testimony

Helped to condemn her ; that in such a case

It would have been your duty to forewarn me
The moment that you felt the slightest doubt.

Titus.

My word prevented me, and more than that

;

Inexorable, stern necessity!

If I had moved one step away from her,

She would have killed herself with her own hand.

I saw the dagger hidden in her bosom,

And more than once I saw her fingers twitch!

[Pauses.]

She wished to die ! She could not otherwise

!

She had endured and pardoned quite as much
As she was able to endure and pardon.

I saw down deep into her very soul.

Let him who asks more, quarrel not with her
But let him quarrel with the elements

That were so interwoven in her being.

That she could go no farther. Let him, too,

Show me the woman who has gone as far.

[Herod moves.]

She wished her death to come to her through you,

And so, with suicidal trickery.

Which duped us all, she called up, at her feast.

The living sham, your jealousy's wild dream.
To me that seemed severe, but not unjust

!

She stood before you masked, and hoped the mask
"Would tempt you to attack it with your sword.

[Pointing to Joab,]

You did that very thing and killed herself.
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Heeod.

She said so! But she said so from revenge I

Titus.

That's how it was. I testified against her,

And gladly would I doubt it

!

Herod.
And Soemus?

Titus.

I met him as he went his way to death.

He started out on his when hers was done,

And it seemed greatly comforting to him,

To know his blood and hers would intermingle,

Though but upon the block by the headsman's hand!

Herod.
Ha ! There you see

!

Titus.

See? What is there to see?

Perchance he did adore her, secretly.

But if that be a sin, 'twas his, not hers.

He called to me : I die for speaking, now.
Or must have died because I could have spoken.

That was the fate of Joseph, when he died

He swore he was as innocent, as L
I marked it

!

Herod. [Breaking out]
Joseph ! He, too, takes revenge

!

Is the earth opening? Will all the dead
Come forth?

Alexandra.
[Steps up to Herod.]

They will ! But no ! You need not fear

!

There's one among them who will stay below!

Herod.
Accursed! [He controls himself.] Be it so! What

if Soemus
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Did but commit a crime against myself— [He turns

upon Salome.]

Joseph, who filled him with this base suspicion,

Joseph, when he was dying, lied to him.

Oh, say he did. Why are you silent now!

Salome.

He followed her at every step

Alexandra.
He did,

But only so that he might find a chance

To carry out the order you had given

To murder her, and me

Heeod. [To Salome.]
Is that the truth!

And you! You!
Alexandra.

Almost at the selfsame time

"When he had thrown the mask completely oif.

Had Mariamne sworn a solemn oath

That she would put an end to her own life.

If you did not come back. I will admit

It made me hate her.

Heeod.
This is horrible!

This—^this you tell me only now!

Alexandra.
I do!

Titus.

I know it too ! 'Twas her last word to me.
But I would not have told you for the world.

I wished to clear her, not to torture you

!

Heeod.
Then [His speech forsakes him.]
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Titus.

Calm yourself ! It strikes me too

!

Hbeod.
In sooth

You, her [To Salome] and everyone who was, as I,

The blind tool of deceitful destiny

!

But I alone have lost what never earth

Will hold again to all eternity

!

Have lost? Oh! Oh!

Alexandra.
Ha! Aristobulus!

My son, you are avenged, and I in you

!

Herod.
You are triumphant? Think I shall break down?
No, I shall not break down ! I am a king

!

And I shall make the world aware of it.

Up now, you Pharisees ! Start your rebellion

!

[To Salome.]!

And you, why do you shrink from me so soon?
My face is still the face it always was.

But by tomorrow it may well occur

That my own mother will be forced to swear
That I am not her son. [Hollowly, after a pause.]

Though in my crown
Were all the stars that glitter in the heavens,

For Mariamne I would give them all.

And earth, besides, if it were mine to give

!

If I could but redeem her from the dead
By lying down, myself, in mine own grave
Alive as now I am, I'd do it, yea,

I would inter myself with mine own hands.

But that is something which I cannot do

!

And so I stay—and hold what I possess.

It is not much, but it includes a crown.
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That now must take tlie place of wife to me,

And whoso dares to reach out after that

—

The child is doing it ! the wonder-child

"Whom prophets of the long ago foretold,

And whom, e 'en now, a star lights into life

!

But thou hast falsely reckoned, Destiny,

If thou dost think to make his path more smooth
By crushing me beneath thy iron tread

!

I am a soldier ! I will give thee battle

!

And even prostrate I will bite thy heel ! [Hastily.]

Joab!
[JoAB enters.]

Heeod.
Do you go down to Bethlehem,

And tell the captain who is in command
The wonder-child should—But he will not know
Which child it is—not all men see the star

—

And these kings are as false as they're devout;
Tell him he is to put to death at once

All of the children who were born last year.

Not one must be permitted to escape.

Joab. [Steps hack.]

'Tis well. [Aside.] I understand. But spite of

Pharaoh
Moses was saved.

Herod.
[Still speaking firmly.]

I'll look to it tomorrow!
Today I must have Mariamne— [Collapses.]

Titus

[TiTus catches him.^i

CURTAIN.

'



THE THEATEE AND THE PEOPLE

,T is an open secret that the theatre is

I

universally fascinating. Its power lies

I
in the fact that it is a place where you
may see a piece of life enacted without
any disagreeable personal implication in

it yourself; sitting like the gods apart
in the darkened auditorium, you can judge and sym-
pathize with the piece of life that is shown. This
makes the play the most democratic, widely-appeal-

ing of all the forms of art or literature ; for all man-
kind is interested in life, and here is its most direct

presentation. Story adds to life unity, piquancy,

meaning; and of the story forms,—novel, tale,

ballad, epic, drama,—that of the play is the most
cogent, immediate and practical: since it tells us

the story through action, by the means of human
beings as they move and speak and reflect life in

their persons.

When Enoch Arden returned to his native burg,

he was told that Annie, his wife, believing him dead,

had married his friend, Philip ; that children, hers,

not his, played at her knee. But when in the night,

from the garden outside the house, he sees her at

her own hearth, circled by her dear ones, then

—

"because things seen are mightier than things heard,"

he falls in his agony to mother earth and wrestles

there in his mighty sorrow. The potent influence of

the theatre is admirably summed up in that one

memorable line.

The drama is democratic, for one thing, because

it is not necessarily literature at all ; millions have
enjoyed it who can neither read nor write ; an effect-

169
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ive story about life can be told without the use of a

single word, as in pantomime. Yet the play can
rise to the heights of imaginative expression, and
becomes the greatest as well as the most difficult of

literary forms ; and so we get Sophocles, Shakspere,

Moliere, Calderon, Ibsen.

The theatre is an amusement ; herein lies its peril

and its high opportunity. Its peril, because we of

Puritan descent, inheriting an unfair and unfortu-

nate prejudice against it, are in danger of making
the drama low, by thinking it is so; give a dog a
bad name, says the aphorism. We forget that bit

of Latin wisdom: the abuse of a thing is nothing
against the thing.

But, as I said, its opportunity, too : for an amuse-
ment like the playhouse, with its splendidly general

appeal, can influence the world more vitally for the

very reason that it is regarded as a pleasure.

Plays reveal the nature of a person or people as

even work does not ; it catches humanity off-guard,

so to say, in a child-like mood; hence the historic

saying: **Let me make the songs of the people, I

care not who makes its laws.'* Yes, in ludo Veritas

,

is truer than in vino Veritas; it cuts deeper into the

heart of man. When we say a piece of work was
done sportively, in a spirit of play, we mean it was
more truly self-expressive. It is this sense of boy-

like creative activity which is in the mind of the

writer of the Proverbs, when he imagines the spirit

of Wisdom co-operating with God

:

''When He marked out the foimdation of the earth.

Then I was by Him
As a master workman,
And I was daily His delight.

Sporting always before Him,
Sporting in His habitable earth

;

And my delight was with the sons of men/'
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The theatre roots in this deep craving for play,

for sport, for joy
;
play is not a luxury, but a neces-

sity. And another root, of kin to this, is the
mimetic instinct. Every child, before it reaches the

stage of self-consciousness, is the race writ small

in the desire to act, to represent life in terms of

the imagination; the child is but a little mime, a
mummer masking by day and night; in this sense,

we are all suppressed actors

:

*^And all the men and women merely players."

The theatre, once more, has its root in the re-

ligious instinct; the ancient Indian myth plays,

the Greek altar of Dionysius, the European mediae-

val cathedral—everywhere the history of the drama
illustrates it. "Worship allies itself with action,

with concrete show and picture, in order to make
the teaching more effective, to carry it home to the

populace. "We have been reminded of late of this

elder union of religion and the stage by such plays

as ''Everyman," "The Servant in the House" and
''The Passing of the Third Floor Back."
The church has always been aware that a stage

play is regarded by an audience as a piece of life

and exercises a corresponding power; it would not

have tolerated the silly notion that a drama bears

no relation to life and therefore is relieved from
moral responsibility ; the astute church knew better,

indeed, all private experience gives the idea the lie.

The veteran Henry Irving, when past sixty, was
representing Tennyson's play, "Becket"; and an
admirer one night, thinking to compliment him, re-

marked that the actor had done much for the play.

Whereupon Irving answered: "It is nothing com-

pared with what it has done for me ; it has changed

my whole view of life."

If a noble play can effect such a result in the case
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of the player himself, after a lifetime of profes-

sional simulation, what can it not do with that im-

pressionable creature, the average playgoer?

Here, then, is the most democratic of all story tell-

ing, corresponding to a deep, dramatic instinct, with
rootages in play, in religion, in the universal love of

life, influencing untold thousands daily, millions of

human beings a year ; and therefore its use or abuse
offering a vital, practical, educational problem in the

United States.

What is being done? Do we realize what the play-

house is, and are we handling it to show such real-

ization? Have we a government officer, national,

municipal or state, to supervise the theatre? No,
you reply, that were grotesque. But we have a con-

servator of our forests ; are the souls of the people

not worth as much as sticks and stones? Is there

not here a sacrifice to the great God Mammon?
Moreover, the director of the FranQaise in Paris is

an officer of the state ; why then is it Utopian to sug-

gest a like functionary for our own land, together

with the institution of which he is the head ? Look-
ing aside from the nation itself, has any state or

city awakened to a sense of responsibility in this

matter? No, except where some person has left his

town money for the municipal playhouse ; or aggre-

gations of individuals have given sums for the main-
tenance of a theatre, as in the case of the New The-
atre experiment in Chicago a few years ago and
the later and better known New Theatre of recent

memory in New York City and the interesting ex-

periment this season of the Chicago Theatre Society.

In Eed Wing, Minnesota; Saginaw, Michigan,

Pittsfield and Northampton, Massachusetts, and
Denver, Colorado, there are theatres which are

municipal in the sense that they are conducted by
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representatives of the people with the welfare of

the commmiity in mind or were made possible by
private or cooperative gifts. This, I believe, com-
pletes the list so far.

These sporadic object lessons establish hope for

the future, but sane, broad thinking has only just

begun in this important social question. Yet the

movement is perceptibly under way ; here and there

a prophetic voice is heard ; here and there a signifi-

cant step is taken. In her recent noble book, "The
Spirit of Youth and the City*s Streets," Jane Ad-
dams writes these suggestive words:

*'The classical city provided for play with care-

ful solicitude, building the theatre as they built the

market place and the temple, and it came to antici-

pate the highest utterances of the poet at those

moments when the sense of pleasure released the

national life. In the mediaeval city, the knights held

their tourneys, the guilds their pageants, the peo-

ple their dances, and the church made festival for

its most cherished saints with gay street proces-

sions. Only in the modern industrial city have men
concluded that it is no longer necessary for the

municipality to provide for the insatiable desire for

play.'*

Wise words, these, though a trifle ahead of the

time; yet coming from one whom not even her
enemies (if she had any) would accuse of being

doctrinaire, after her quarter century of superb
social service. Her thought is very much what Mat-
thew Arnold had in mind when he spoke those ring-

ing words: *'The theatre is irresistible; organize

the theatre!'*

We have but just begun, I say, but there are en-

pouraging signs all about; surely, the waters are

stirring at the breath of the Time spirit. Let me
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note a few of the things indicative of a change to

a more enlightened outlook, offering a cordial to

the heart of endeavor.

Eecall the worthy New Theatre attempt, already
mentioned, in Chicago, and connect with it the larger

attempt in New York, which, whatever its short-

comings, and in spite of its short existence, did able

and interesting work and sowed seed for the future.

Do not overlook Donald Eobertson's valiant effort

for four years in Chicago, in which he received the

friendly aid of the Art Institute, a quasi-civic en-

dorsement, and made himself the logical director

of the present Theatre Society venture. Have in

mind, too, the Children's Theatre in New York, in

which the late Mark Twain was so beneficially

active. Eealize what the People's Union in the same
city has done through a specially appointed com-
mittee to furnish wise direction to playgoers and
a reduced price for plays worth seeing. Eealize

also the wonderful work done for twenty years by
Hull House in Chicago to make the drama irradiate

a squalid quarter and be a civilizing bond between
a dozen nations—Zangwill's crucible for the melt-

ing of race antagonisms. Notice that even the much
maligned Frohman ventured on a Eepertory The-
atre in London a year or two ago, with disastrous

results, if reports can be credited, but at least testi-

fying to a willingness on the part of a powerful

practical manager to experiment with the so-called

higher drama. Think yet again of the proposed

National Theatre in London, a memorial of Shak-

spere's four hundredth anniversary in 1916, for

which substantial subscriptions have already been

made. And witness the work of the Drama League
of America, which, in its brief life of two years,

has vitally interested many thousands of members
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in active service, in forty-four states, established

strong branches in half a dozen leading cities,

started with success an educational campaign and
so convinced theatre managers of its helpful influ-

ence as to gain their good will and financial support.

The League does sensible, constructive work, because

it acts upon the same assumption that to patronize

a good play is to kill, or at least injure, a bad one

;

and upon the sensible belief that almost anything
can be accomplished by organization and wide coop-

eration, a lesson long since taught us by the leaders

of capital and labor. The getting together of all

interested in a better playhouse for the people will

surely produce analogous results.

Some time ago, the Civic Club of Philadelphia,

representing the best in that community, went on
record in Club action, that they would provide

their members with information in advance con-

cerning coming vicious entertainments, that they

might be saved the unpleasantness of ascertaining

the fact by attendance ; the same service now being

performed by the Drama League. Other straws

showing which way the wind blows, may be noted

in the action of the civic authorities both of New
York and Chicago in stopping the further perform-

ance of certain immoral dramas, flaunting their

viciousness at leading theatres. I may be permitted

to add, as one engaged in teaching in a large state

University, that many high school folk have asked

me for advice and direction in the matter of in-

struction in the drama in those typical public in-

stitutions. A widespread feeling has grown up
that here is a weapon in the educational arsenal, as

yet but little used. The public schools in Germany, it

may be added, recognized this years ago and acted

upon it. Also drawing upon personal experience as
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a lecturer, let me say that in a recent two months*
trip in the East, the interest in the theatre in its

relation to society was everywhere so keen and so

practically related to action, personal and associate,

as to constitute a remarkable sign of the times.

And finally, the experiment under the name of the

Toy Theatre in Boston this past season, and the

recently opened Little Theatre in New York under
Mr. Ames' direction, are further contributory causes

and effects of the change.

The particular significance in all these scattered

manifestations, not without their impressiveness

when they are massed—is not that the attempts suc-

ceed or fail, but rather that such attempts and efforts

are being put forth at all. To them may be also

added the obvious new interest in the literature of

the drama and the theatre, its home; an interest

seen in the increasing publication of current plays

of the better sort, native and foreign; the space

given to the subject in our best periodicals ; and the

fact that schools and colleges everywhere are train-

ing young audiences to appreciate fine plays by pre-

senting them constantly in their dramatic clubs,

regarding the work as a serious, integral part of the

English culture.

Meanwhile, what are the drawbacks, the defects'?

They exist, and it is no part of my purpose to ignore

them. Some persons, forsooth, are so discouraged

by their presence, that they take refuge in the past

and mournfully wail over this institution called the

playhouse; it is, to their mind, given over to evil,

and it were useless to strive for its uplift. The
striking betterment in many ways to be described,

makes this ostrich-like burying of one's head in

the sand not a praiseworthy attitude. But let the

difficulties be honestly confessed, since it is the first

I
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step toward overcoming them. I wish to indicate

half a dozen.

To begin with, and very operative for harm, is

the inherited prejudice which regards the theatre

as a kind of vulgar, low indulgence, something to be
tolerated, at the best, and on the whole an example
of the traditional belief:

In Adam's fall,

We sinned all.

There is an historical reason why this unenlight-

ened conception of the playhouse should have ex-

isted so long in this country and persisted even to

our own day—although it is now fast giving way to

a more rational understanding of an institution

which in other lands has always been regarded as

one of the arts deserving state support.

Our ancestors of Puritan stock, before they left

England, closed all the public theatres for nearly

twenty years and ranked this pleasure on a par
with bear baiting and tavern debauchery. No won-
der that such a view, brought to this land, became
a thought, wellnigh an instinct, in time, flowering

full bloom in declarations still heard, sometimes

from laymen, sometimes, alas! from clergymen,

that the theatre is Satan's work, to be abhorred by
all decent persons. Of course, the sweeping con-

demnations simply mean, as a rule, that those who
make them are hostile to an Anna Held comedy, or

a vulgar vaudeville turn or a "Merry Widow"
opera ; the abuse of the playhouse, in other words,

is confused with its proper use, and so we get a

sad example of illogic. The heart of the person

making such an argument is very often sound; but

his thinking apparatus is woefully out of repair.

A proper treatment for such a patient is the homeo-
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pathic administration of a bolus compounded ol

equal parts of sweetness and light.

Surely, this is no attack on the Puritan, whos«
magnificent qualities you and I feel to be the finest

fraction of our endowment ; we can all thrill sympj
thetically when a George William Curtis in terms oi

resonant eloquence hymns their contribution t(

American civilization. But all the same, it is th(

plain truth that in their attitude towards the the-^

atre in the past, and so far as it is found, in the

present, they illustrate the defect of their quality^

It is told of Fitz James Stephen, product of Cal-

vinistic Evangelicanism, that he *'once smoked
cigar, but found it so delicious that he never smokec
again." The Puritan is only slowly learning, eveni

today, that joy as joy need not be of necessity evil,

that the right kind of joy, in truth, as Stevenson
tell us, may be a religious act.

Another misconception which hurts the true inter-

ests of the theatre, is that embodied in the phrase,

irritatingly persistent in recurrence : Give the peo-

ple what they want. In other words, since it is oi

the very nature of the playhouse to represent Life

—Life in no restricted sense, but all of it, the high

and the low, the foul and the fair ; and since, more-
over, many in an audience wish to see depicted the

coarse, the brutal, the low and the vile, why, they

should be allowed to have it. They have just as

good a right, so runs the familiar argument, as

those who desire only to witness the aspects of

human nature which are uplifting and pure. The
theatre is a democratic place, and the drama the

theatergoers get will be what they call for by
plebiscite ; and thus is the business man in the play-

house justified. He proposes to give his audiences

what they want, neither more nor less; if they
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show by their attendance that they want plays that

are high, thoughtful, sweet and wholesome, lo ! they

shall have them; if the other kind, then shall they

have those, too; for money talks, the box office is

the ganglionic centre of theatrical life, and to

conduct a theatre is not to attempt to elevate the

masses (or classes), but one way of making a liv-

ing—or perhaps, more often, one way of bankruptcy.

Such is the easy disposition of the matter heard
every day and falling with maddening repetition

upon our ears.

In reply to it, one or two plain truths may be put
forward. As for the business man in the theatre,

it may at once be granted that judged simply as a
business man, it is quite unfair to hold him up to

the principles of a reformer. If he honestly declares

himself to be a business man, makes no pretense,

obeys the law of the land, conducting his business

upon accepted rules, he certainly should be esti-

mated in the light of that avowed intention. He
has a right to ask for the same consideration ac-

corded to other business men ; except that he should

remind himself that he differs from the seller of

shoes or of groceries in one important respect; he
deals in certain commodities called thought and
feeling, and therefore his business affects the pub-
lic morals, which neither shoes nor butter nor eggs
do. This should, and will, give the best sort of the-

ater manager a sense of moral obligation to his

patrons. We must be careful to be fair to the man-
ager in this respect, consider his position, credit him
with what good he achieves, and in general strive to

do him justice ; for sometimes the zealots of the op-

posite camp abuse him far beyond his deserts.

But the fundamental fallacy in this business view
of the theatre, lies in the assumption that it is the
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only one, that it may not be legitimate and yet leave

room, nay, establish a crying need for, another view
and a preferable method. Let the business man give

the people what they want, if you will; but let the

enlightened part of every community teach the peo-

ple to want what they should have, and hence to

have what they ought to want. Do this, and civili-

zation advances; do it not, and progress perishes

from the face of human society. To realize it, we
have only to look around and observe the parallels.

Everywhere we behold public libraries ; do we give

the people what they want in them? Certainly not.

If we did, there would be less Shakspere, and more
Laura Jean Libbey. No, the enlightened persons

having charge of an institution which, although a
creation of the people, is conceded to be educational

in intent, continually strive to improve the reading

taste of the patrons by all manner of devices ; they

refuse to buy trash, they frown upon filth, they exer-

cise a kind of benevolent tyranny with regard both

to the inclusion and exclusion of books. The library,

one of the denotements of our civilization of which
we are justly proud, is conducted upon a principle

squarely opposed to the idea of following the peo-

ple rather than guiding them.

Or take the local orchestra, which so many of our

larger American cities are happily developing; and
observe the same method and principle at work.

First, a guarantee through the generosity of private

citizens; then, gradually increasing public patron-

age, and programs made up tactfully of selections

always averaging better than would be demanded
if the thing were submitted to popular vote. And
the result, some grumbling here and there, but a

steady improvement of the musical taste of the

community, programs better and better, a genuine
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development of music standards. Finally great

municipal pride in the Symphony orchestra, criti-

cism drowned in a chorus of praise. And yet that

community has craftily been coerced into accepting

what at first was too good for its own desires. One
can have a sturdy faith in the People (capitalized)]

without indulging in a false idealization of their

average standards in matters of art. The People,

meaning thereby not a unit, but a vast heterogenous

mass made up of all manner of tastes and appetites

and degrees of development, have demanded things

since the beginning of years that, if granted, would
have led to the bottomless pit ; they need to be pro-

tected against themselves by those who think and
know. Otherwise, Liberty, so called, becomes license,

and personal freedom the right to ruin oneself.

These illustrations may suffice. To defend the

give-the-people-what-they-want theory of the the-

atre, is to find oneself upon the horns of a
dilemma; either one must declare that the method
used with the library is un-American, undemocratic

and unsuccessful, or else that it is not a proper
method to apply to the playhouse because the latter,

unlike the library, is not educational. Few today

would be so rash as to commit themselves to either

statement. On the contrary, intelligent thought is

more and more likely to agree that such an anti-

quated, puerile view of the theatre is not in accord

with the best belief and practice of the present time,

look where we may for parallels.

A third drawback to the welfare of the theatre, is

the lack of a sense of duty in the premises on the

part of the very class which we look to for help in

all matters of improvement and reform; the class

whose attitude, generally speaking, is right towards
other reforms. The explanation is easily to be found
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in the absence of any tradition of duty touching the

playhouse, the fact that the very idea that it can;

be educational in its aim and influence is of recent

appearance. That this sense of duty will now be fast

developed cannot be doubted ; there are signs and to

spare—some of them already enumerated—that

within a short time, one who exhibits no intelligence

concerning the theatre, no feeling of responsibility

in his playgoing habits, no conception of its cultural!

possibilities or ethical significance, will be written

down a barbarian—just as he would if he showed no
acquaintance with George Meredith as a Victorian]

novelist, or Whistler as an impressionist painter, or \

Wagner as a master of tone.

There is an idea abroad (to mention yet another
drawback to a better view of the playhouse), which
is prejudicial in its effect ; I mean the belief that the

so-called higher drama is so high as to be out of

sight; and that plays really worth while must be
undramatic, stupid and sad—in other words, that

culture means misery. The situation here is as un-

fortunate as it is complex ; and must be so handled

as to make it evident that by ' * best '
* we only mean

what is wholesome, enjoyable, not too good for

human nature's daily food; thoughtful, but not

drearily or exclusively intellectual; in brief, the
J

rational amusement you would offer in other fields]

of art. It is not a counsel of perfection, nor an at-

tack upon what the majority of normal humanity!

desire when they go to the playhouse : which would
be suicidal in an art which Nietzsche very properly

calls *'the art of the masses,'* par excellence, and
Strindberg declares to be *'the people's Bible.'*

Bather is it a protest against the banalities, stupidi-

ties and indecencies of comic opera, farce comedy,

vaudeville and all their kind—^the slap-stick appeals
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for public favor. With one theatre in every town
which could be counted on to present clean, whole-
some, pleasurable plays, those in the community who
wished to giggle at double meanings and rejoice in

undraped anatomy, would still have ample opportu-
nity; but others, with differing tastes, might have
their proper food. And even the gigglers and gour-
mands of the flesh, since they are complex human
beings capable of both good and bad, might be at-

tracted to something better ; certainly the good would
have a constant tendency to kill the bad.

It is a thousand pities, for example, that Ibsen has
been emphasized in this country upon his grimmest
and gloomiest side, so that in the minds of too many
he is a synonym for pathology and pessimism; as

if *'The Wild Duck" and ^'Hedda Gabler" were all

of him ; as if he were not also the creator of *
' The

Pillars of Society,'* **An Enemy of the People,"
''The Lady from the Sea" and ''The DolPs House,"
all of them bracing dramas of constructive thought
and sound ethics. To know the more sombre plays,

like "Ghosts," or the more mystic, like the "Master
Builder," however tremendous they may be, is not

to be familiar with Ibsen in his rounded accomplish-

ment and full message. But this is widely misunder-
stood and so the groans of the Tired Business Man,
haled by his wife to a special performance of

"Ghosts" or "Rosmersholm" (she has devoted a

whole half year to the Norwegian in club study and
of course knows him from A to Z), is heard in the

land—all over it, in truth. I think we can afford to

extend him a little sympathy ; most of us have been

tired once or twice in our lives, and the fact that he

is o'erwearied when the night falls, is the fault in

a measure of too strenuous American business meth-

ods. So that, taking the situation as it is, Ibsen is
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surely not the ideal fodder for him. In managing
his case (poetic) justice must be tempered with

mercy ; he must be lured away from musical comedy
and vaudeville and moving pictures by the via media
of dramas like *'The Man from Home," or ''The

Fortune Hunter,'* or "The Deep Purple." This
course of treatment judiciously applied, will prepare
him in time for an occasional dose of something more
serious and literary. For he is a well meaning, if

limited, fellow, your Tired Business Man, and
whether he goes or not, he generally pays for the

tickets.

The fact is that, historically, he is a by-product
of the Puritan; a Puritan with a worldly coat on.

He vaguely feels that the theatre simply should

offer what he calls a "show," but unlike the Puri-

tan, he proposes to enjoy it. He has little use for

culture, or ethics, or unpleasantness in the play-

house. "I just want to be amused," he says, plain-

tively. Poor dear, he is really a pathetic object, and
should with infinite tenderness be delicately inducted

into a broader comprehension of the word amuse-
ment, his misconceptions cleared away in most
friendly fashion, in no wise with scorn. For, after

all, he has a death grip on one idea that is entirely

right : that primarily, pleasure is what all the world

goes to the theatre for. And that his taste is at the

bottom sound, is shown by the way he likes dramas
such as "Cousin Kate," and "A Messenger from
Mars," and "The Music Master," and "The Melting

Pot," and " The Man from Home," and "The Witch-
ing Hour"; yes, and even "The Servant in the

House," if you do not tell him too much about its

ineffability in advance. Our mistake with him lies

in conceiving of him as a lost soul, and insisting on
drastic measures of reform; and his mistake (for
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he must take Ms share of the blame), is in thinking

that a play cannot be fun and at the same while be
of cultural influence. He must be made to realize

that to see a work of art may not be the equivalent

of taking unpleasant medicine ; that there is no real

antagonism between pleasure and profit; since the

wise men today are telling us that the most fruitful

progress always comes when the pleasurableness is

most active.

Another phase of this current misconception may
be noted in the idea that literary drama consists of

bad play-making ornamented with the flowers of

rhetoric by persons who know (or think they know)
how to make poetry or fiction or essays, who per-

chance have reputation in those fields, but unhap-
pily conceive themselves competent to build good
plays. Hence, their work is hailed and heralded

by the elite as something very choice and the first

night audience (there usually isn't a second) goes

forth into the world with Oh's! and Ah's! and is

bitter when the critics declare the stuff is awful, and
the general public will not come. "With considerable

justice, be it confessed, Philistia raises its hands and
cries: "From literary drama, good Lord deliver

usi"
Of course, the trouble here is, that the literary

persons overlook the fact that a fundamental of all

good drama is skill in the doing of it, and the breath

of life infused into the product. Nothing is more
difficult in the whole range of creative literature

than to make a play which shall at the same time

answer the demands of art and yet with skilled

vitality drive its meaning home to the general pub-

lic. Luckily, this lesson is fast being learned and
the number of misguided ones who turn airily from
other fields of literary endeavor to pen a play for
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the nonce, without a scintilla of technic, is growing
beautifully less. Nowadays, our Barries and Zang-
wills across the water, or here at home our Tark-
ingtons, Davises, Moodys and MacKayes, turn from
poetry and fiction and by dint of hard work acquire

the method of a different and difficult form, and
so win plaudits therein.

Yet another tendency which hurts the welfare of

the theatre, is the prevalent sneer at the present,

the overpraise of past times. But this is not peculiar

to our day; like the poor, the laudator temporis acti

is always with us, and on the whole very much
harder to bear. *'Stop my subscription to the

paper," shouted the irate patron of Punch, **It

isn't half so good as it was twenty years ago."
*'No," replies the canny representative of a great

British institution, as he erased the name ;
* * it never

was."
Let us acknowledge, however, that this type is

often maddening, familiar, even ancient, as he may
be. One gets very weary of his voice as he com-
placently drones along: *'0, the great drama of the

past! The trouble now is we have no playwrights,

no real plays, no players, no cultivated playgoers

(save myself), no anything which goes to make
a condition illumined even by a ray of hope. Give

us plays that are art, literature, and the theatre

will take care of itself, without the wasted labor

of those who see a little betterment here and there."

The worst of this twaddle is, that it deceives so

many; for nothing is so easy as to set up for a

critic by pooh-poohing and patronizing what is so

near and new as to be hard to judge fairly and inde-

pendently. Seemingly solid and persistent reputa-

tions are built up by this method ; one of the minor
mysteries in an essentially mysterious world. A
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noble discontent with the present is always welcome,
because it is forward-looking and constructive ; but
this other kind is, like all Gaul, divided into three

parts: into pretence, ignorance and idiocy. When
it is ignorance, it is simply an exhibition of inade-

quate intellectual endowment ; but when it is a pur-
poseful open-eyed discrediting of modern accom-
plishment, it is a form of dishonesty, and to be
treated as such. It is all the more reprehensible to-

day, in view of the remarkable movement towards
better things artwise and ethically, in the theatre.

It is this change for the better, along with much that

is still bad, deplorably so, that is really significant

and makes the present the psychologic moment to

band together and strike bodily for the cause.

The practical managers are not so bad as they

have been painted. The Syndicate, so often used
as a sort of bogey to scare children withal, and,

truth to tell, having its good as well as its evil side,

is broken, so that healthful competition will increas-

ingly have a chance. Actor-managers, half a dozen

of them, are exercising a salutary influence, on the

whole, and actors are more than glad to play in

dramas sound as art and as life. We have a good
number of dramatic critics scattered over the land

who possess intelligence, honesty of purpose, train-

ing and a sense of the higher possibility of their

calling. The able critics are by no means all in

New York, nor are quite all the critics there cor-

rupt and sycophantic. And we shall get more dra-

matic critics of the best sort just in proportion as

the public wakes up to the very great service such

men can do in helping to educate an enlightened

theatre audience. To be perfectly frank with our-

selves, the main trouble is with us, the theatregoing

public.
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It is idle to shift the blame to the shoulders of

actor, manager or any other scapegoat; the chief

sinner is the citizen who refuses to see anything
in the playhouse but a low, frivolous form of mean-
ingless amusement.

All have a duty here. We can help individually

and collectively. In the first place, we can go to the

theatre, instead of turning our back upon it; and
next, we can go to it intelligently, by which I mean,
we can bring culture and conscience to bear upon
the theatre habit. To go to a theatre intelligently,

is to know the significance of what you select to

see; and to demand that it should truthfully show
life, give the pleasure proper to art and, in the

broad sense, do us good. If you cut off any one of

the three from the desirable activity of the play-

house, you cripple its power and becloud its func-

tion. If you excise them all, you have naught left

but filth, frivolity and fashion.

The first duty, therefore, is to be aware of your
orientation on facing playward. And culture and
conscience are necessary to make this feasible. For
example : In a recent magazine article, a clergyman
widely known in religion and literature, was dis-

coursing upon this theme, and while expressing his

conviction of the potential power for good in the

playhouse, declared himself after the manner of

Jeremiah with regard to its present state. One sen-

tence I must quote: **I seldom go to the theatre

myself, because I do not know what I am liable to

run into, even when the actors are first-class."

In this remark, all unconsciously, the writer offers

himself as a magnificent illustration of the tradition-

ally Philistine view of the Anglo-Saxon race in re-

spect of the playhouse. Why, in heaven's name,
does he not know what he is ** liable to run into*'l
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The answer is easy: Because he (like millions

more) has not dreamed that it is a part of his cul-

tural and his christian duty to become intelligent in

the affairs of this people's art, this mighty educa-

tional influence, the theatre. In his attitude towards
any other phase of thought and life, we should, as

likely as not, find him sane and progressive; here,

he is about as modern as the megatherium. It is

easy for him or for any other man of like education

to know in advance about the plays he sees, if he is

willing to take the same amount of time and trouble

which he would not hesitate to take over some other

social or literary question; and the theatre is both.

It is, indeed, discouraging when the very men who
should lead opinion in the matter, go haphazard to

the playhouse, blunting their own perceptions, los-

ing the good that might be gained, and furnishing

a very bad example to others.

Culture should guide us aright to the desirable

play ; conscience, not for a moment blinded by artis-

tic values or literary excellencies, stimulating as

they are, must insist on the discrimination between

large, noble tragedy which broadens sympathy, and
that which is merely devitalizing; between humor
that is clean, alleviating and corrective, and that

which is low, cheap and asinine ; between an earnest

and honest attempt to depict the world as it is, and
such representations as constitute an insidious

arousal of the beast in man. We can all act upon the

principle as individual theatregoers; and also in

our many associate and corporative capacities—as

we have seen is being done so widely, by clubs and

organizations innumerable, all over the land ; by none

more, or more helpfully, than by the women's clubs

of America.

In our vision of the City Beautiful, now beginning
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to take form and substance througli the teaching of

the wise, we may hopefully anticipate in every city

of the land a central and seemly structure above
whose portal the legend writ shall not be

:

"All hope abandon ye who enter here,"

but rather, "Come unto me, all ye who are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest." Nor by rest shall

we mean mere animal vacuity of mind and surcease

from the outer world of hunger and work and love

;

but that nobler rest which signifies refreshment,

recreation, because the mind and the emotions are

symmetrically aroused by the presentation of Life

so broadly, genially, fruitfully, that all who witness

are taken out of their small and monotonous round
of personal activity and made participants in the

greatness of man's destiny, co-heirs in his universal

sorrow and joy. And when the theatre is thus made
a Temple of Life, wisely instructing men even

while it furnishes him with rational pleasure, it will

be known for a sacred place, and reckoned as a

pride of the nation.

ElCHABD BXJRT0N»



HISTOEY AND THE PLAYWEIGHT

iT is a great good fortune for everyone
interested in Art to live at a moment
when the artistic process is subjected to

a reconsideration, such a moment as fol-

lows inevitably the invention of any new
means of expression. We of today have

this good fortune. Like so many of the gifts of the

gods it has appeared in a lowly disguise and the

shallow people cannot see what it is worth. And
yet, to them that have eyes and can think, it is a
refreshing bracer of that sort of perception which
is genuinely artistic. Through all the rash generali-

zation as to what Art is and what not, cuts sharp
like a beam of healthy sunlight—^what? So unam-
bitious an advocate as the moving-picture show.

If I could choose a proper training in the theory

of expression—having in mind solely the redemption

of the generality of chatterers on the subject—

I

would compel every one of them to spend six months
adapting novels for the use of the moving-picture

man. Of course, certain high minded gentry that

know all about the literature of Art—and very little,

as a rule, either about Art or Literature—^would be

disdainful of so humble a method of instruction. But
those are not the people one is thinking about. It is

not they whom one cares to enlighten. There are

others who have it in them to know the truth when
they are made to touch hands with it. For these, if

it should happen that they do not know by instinct

what Art is, the picture machine would set every-

thing right. Consider what it means to get a story

into terms of pure sight and not say anything you

191
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don't mean to say, nor omit anything the absence of

which would vitiate the result. What simplicity must
become part and parcel of your constant impulses I

What directness, what elementalism, what obvious-

ness ! And how is story-telling to go on under these

conditions and yet reveal sufficient novelty, sufficient

individuality, to make it worth while? What
myriads of stories would be tried and found wantingj

—either too involved to be apparent through the eye'

alone, or too bald to be interesting to the mind. On

:

the one hand a Scylla of obscurity; on the other a

Charybdis of dullness. Could anything serve bet-

ter to demonstrate how entirely the individuality of

an art is inherent in those conditions of expression

which the foolish person so often dismisses as

**mere technique"!

Considerations of this sort are not strictly mat-
ters of technique. They are immeasurably more
profound. They show not what turn is given to

things by the way the worker conducts himself—^his

technique ; but that deeper turn given to the thing in

question before the worker lifted a finger—the pre-

destination in the '*medium" in which he has elected

to work. Again let the moving picture come into

court. Take any story you will—is not the form it

must bear in the ten-cent theatre predetermined, in

all essential lines, by the limitations of the silent

wizard shut up in the picture-machine? Are not all

its peculiar, its startling merits, the inherent prop-

erty of the swiftly flashed instantaneous film? For
example: Two men enter a room and sit down at

a table where they play cards until one seizes the

wrist of the other and makes plain he has caught

him in the act of cheating—shakes a card out of his

sleeve. This the film can show. Can the film show
the fact that the two men are brothers ? Here is the

I
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beginning of that infinity of limitation inherent in

the nature of the medium of expression. On the

other hand, was there ever before such an opportu-
nity to combine the visual image with the sense of

time and the thought of movement as are afforded

by this miraculous invention? It is painting plus

that story-telling function which is so nearly—if

not quite—out of place in actual painting. And
yet—to reverse again—it must always be realistic

painting with all the high flights of abstract form
beyond its reach ; at least, so far as we can now see,

beyond its reach.

Thus we put beyond dispute the power of per-

version that resides in every artistic medium. Do
we want to make the two card players brothers?

Do we want to portray the emotions not merely of

friendly companions when one is detected as a cheat,

but that more intimate and special case in which
the cheat is the own brother of the cheated? If

this is our desire, and if the moving picture is

our accepted medium of expression, what are we
to do? Any resort to the mental vulgarity of the

mere label is not to be considered. Either we must
pervert our story—^make it far more simple than
we had intended—or we must turn to some other

medium.
Who can doubt that time and time again in all

forms of Art, the artist sees that his medium is per-

verting his idea and yet has not the courage to

intervene. Neither has he the honesty to abandon
his idea. He prefers a half-thought easily ex-

pressed but not entirely truthful to an honest silence.

Such an artist has the very hall-mark of the second

rate. It is a tradition that Dante boasted no word
had ever made him say anything he did not mean to

say. If the boast is truly historic—as, doubtless, it
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is literarily justifiable—it shows the appreciation by

,

the sensitive artist of his own dangers and the pridej

he takes in coming forth victorious from the strug-

gle with his medium.
Drama is that art in which the medium is living

people with time and space as essential qualifica-'

tions. The worker in drama drives a three-hors(

team. He must manipulate living people—and that]

means, people who walk about with an air of doinj

so of their own accord (not statues) and talk anc

gesticulate from an inner law of their own—and h(

must devise a sequence of actual moments whicl

shall impress on the beholder a distinctive con-

sciousness that together they have a rhythm ma-
king them one thing ; lastly, he must so order the ap-

pearance of all these people, in all these swiftly sue-]

ceeding moments, that the sense of sight helps out

the effect of the words and the actions making spac(

a factor in the harmonization of the whole.

All this may seem quite pedantic and as far as th(

poor words go, perhaps it is. But as a matter oi

fact it is only common sense. And it introduces usJ

to the dangers of the play as an artistic form. To]

perceive those dangers we should compare the fomj
with a more elastic one which escapes them—only, oi

course, to fall into others of its own. I mean, thej

prose narrative. It, the drama, and the picture playjj

are the three angles of a triangle. In comparisoi

with the picture play, the drama seems a thing oi

infinite elasticity. Witness again, the two brothers

at the cards. How entirely the medium of drams

solves a problem like this. But turn one's eyes upoi

the next angle. Suppose the artist wishes to involve

us in a complex tangle of inherited peculiarities, re-j

veal to us how first one and then another of the an-

cestors of these two appear in their actions, compel
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as to see the whole pageant of their inheritance

shown in their conduct so that at last we see—actu-

ally see, not merely faintly surmise—the whole con-

gregation of the invisible dead pushing on their de-

scendant to his fulfillment of themselves. That pas-

sage in which Stevenson flashes before the mind's
eye the long procession of the harsh lairds of Her-
miston, and side by side with that vision shows the

other long procession of their cowering wives, that

passage strikes keys in the sensibility of the reader
which the subtlest drama is as powerless to touch

as is the moving picture to tell us that the card
players are brothers. It is not the degree of the

sensibility inspired in the beholder that is the point.

It is the kind. I will not join those who call drama
a ** coarse art"—any more than I will call sculpture

a coarse art. Instead, let us call it a grandly limited

art—like sculpture in this—and therefore within its

range a tremendously impressive art, but also in

certain respects an inelastic art.

The evidence of its inelasticity would be furnished

by an attempt to put the characteristic thing in

**Weir of Hermiston" into a play. A great deal of

that ensnaring tale could go into a play. But the

part that can do so is not the characteristic part.

We could see on the stage very finely the visual con-

trast of the coarse old Lord Hermiston and the lofty

old Lord Glenalmond ; we could gauge to a hair their

mental contrast in their manner of speaking; and

we could follow during a selected series of moments
amounting in all to about three hours time their

relations with impressionable young Archie Weir.

But if this outside of the event is to acquire the

vividness it must be allowed to take on through pre-

sentation in the theatre, how are we in the audi-

ence to pull ourselves together and move at will
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out of this world of visual images, reverse the tem-
per of our observation and sink back with veiled

eyes into strange dreams of the intangible past ? It

cannot be done. The faculties of the mind oncei

evoked must be allowed to run their course. We)
cannot be tense observers one moment in the actual]

visual sense, introspective dreamers the next, visu-'

alists again the third, dreamers the fourth and so on
j—unless, that is, we may consult our own devices}

in making the transitions, and are not bound by!

the fixed sequence of time imposed upon us by the]

theatre.

In the case of the drama, just as inevitably as inj

the case of the picture play, the temptation to escape

trouble by over-simplifying will often arise. In the

contemporaneous drama there is no binding obliga-

tion not to do so. The end of art is to make things

out of your materials—the emphasis being on
**make.** The playwright who can put together a
sequence of two hundred minutes so chosen and ar-

ranged that we shall feel they form together a
rhythm of experience, brilliant and unique—giving

us for the moment a sense of living upon a new plane
—^is a benefactor of the audience. It is not our af-

fair if he has compromised with an inspiration that

was even finer than the thing he has made. If he
can really "make" anything at all, let us take what]

he has to give and be thankful.

But there is another phase of drama in which we]

have a right to inquire into the primary inspiration

of the dramatist. In this latter case, if he yield to

the temptation to over-simplify we have every right

to be indignant. Here we say to him : your inspira-

tion is not wholly your own, it is a trust—see that

you discharge it with honor. I refer now to his-

torical drama. If in his effort to do the thing easily,
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the dramatist allows his medium to pervert the fact

—what quarter should we show him ? No more than
to the picture showman who should substitute for

the actual events of history others that could be
more readily cast upon his screen. The daily prints

report that such a substitution by enterprising

Yankee tradesmen is now being made across the

border in Canada. Moving pictures of an historical

sort in which all the brave men are Americans and
all the poltroons Britishers are supposed to be doing
their part weaning young Canada away from Mother
England. Be that as it may, one can readily see

how the moving picture man might yield to the temp-
tation to simplify history. His medium almost com-
pels him to do so. Take, for example, the famous
incident so picturesquely exceptional in American
history, the incident of Mrs. Eaton, in the cabinet of

General Jackson—that remarkable lady popularly

known by the name of *' Peggy O'Neil." As all the

world remembers—the American world, that is—the

ladies of Washington refused to consider Mrs. Eaton
as the sort of person adapted to the drawing rooms
of their immaculate society. There was a famous
dinner at which the wife of the Dutch minister re-

fused to sit next to her and thereby came near to

precipitating international complications. And who
has forgotten what all this signified in the career of

the great Calhoun—^how the enmity of Mrs. Calhoun
for Mrs. Eaton helped estrange the President from
her husband and how foxy Martin Van Buren—^that

adroit political widower !—^being unembarrassed by
the decrees of the higher sex—got his great oppor-

tunity, paid assiduous court to Mrs. Eaton, won the

heart of the simply chivalrous Jackson, and slipped

in—or is thus supposed to have slipped in—^between

Calhoun and the Presidency. How could the moving
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picture man exhibit this story except in terms of in-

credible coarseness? How should the action of the
haughty Dutch lady explain itself in dumb show
unless, first, Mrs. Eaton indulged in conduct so
grossly impossible as to be inconsistent with her
presence at a dinner in high life—if the shade of Old
Hickory will allow us to call the "White House in his

day high life ! If the picture showman is to use this

story, what a temptation to make use in telling it of

conventional types of people—the conventional ad-

venturess, the conventional great lady, the conven-
tional simple-hearted old man as President, the con-

ventional wily man of the world as Van Buren. And
not one of these would be true to the fact. As an
historical occurrence the whole affair is shrouded
in uncertainty, and the effect upon American politics

is problematical.

The incident of the baffling Peggy offers, we may
assume, little difficulty for the genuine dramatist.

When, at last, the theatrical managers read the signs

of the times and discover that the American people

are waking up to an interest in their own past, they

will not have trouble finding a playwright who can

seize any one of several motives that might animate

a play on this amusing theme. What a character

made to the hand of the playwright is that delight-

fully foxy Martin Van Buren. A comedy of past

manners, if delicately handled, might reach a fine

height of artistic effect with Van Buren 's half cyn-

ical adroitness and the rough nobility of Jackson as

its two poles. But the comedy of past manners is

not a very deep form of the historic play. In this

incident—if we are to take as gospel the traditional

notion that it spoiled Calhoun's chance for the Presi-

dency—^what an ironic note! Assume the tradition

to be true, what are the set of motives that explain
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the bitterness of the figures of the foreground?
What spiritual conditions determined the motives
of those strong and relentless people?

We need but to look close at almost any episode of
the past to behold it waver and open out in this same
manner. The real playwright on his more sophisti-

cated plane has as great temptations as the picture

showman. The nature of the temptation is iden-

tically the same. It is the temptation to substitute

familiar types that have the superficial look of the
historic characters for those characters themselves.

Take this instance of John C. Calhoun and Andrew
Jackson. What manner of men were those two in

fact? What they are in traditional American his-

tory everybody knows. To indicate in a play under
the rubric ** Jackson'* the accepted type which the

American knows as **The Pioneer" is the easy way
of solving the problem of Old Hickory. But is this

the honest way? Should not our historical play-

wright begin a sifting process with a view to deliver-

ing his history from the exactions of his medium?
Here is a question which may be dealt with more

firmly because of the expert testimony of the moving
picture show. What that show proves in utter obvi-

ousness is just as true of all the more sophisticated

arts. Their media are forever conventionalizing,

stereotyping the fluid material derived from life. All

art is a process of petrifaction. That is what differ-

entiates it from life. The business of the artist is

to accept this fact and make the best of it. The ques-

tion is simply can he petrify life in such a way as to

preserve its true significance; or will he, in the

process of petrifaction, eliminate that significance?

For the historical playwright this question means
life or death.

The profoundest inquisition an artist must face is
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:
what is your own conception of your process

t)f petrifaction? First of all are you so simple as
not to be aware that it is your daily habit of mind?
Heaven help you if you are as simple as that ! Pass-
ing that by, does our artist aim to arrest life on the
wing—so to speak—to catch it in any sort of attitude
and freeze it as it stands, regardless how the pose
will appear through eternity? Does he conduct him-
self as does the caster of metals pouring the molten
substance of impression into rigid moulds—to the
forms of which it must adapt itself as best it can?
Or does he. seek, through analysis and selection, to
bring his medium and his material into delicate ac-
cord and extract from the given material those per-
manent factors which, in the eternal arrest of the
medium, will endure forever, fresh and significant!

All three of these methods of treatment are abun-
dantly in evidence at the present moment. The first,
the method of the unintelligent realist, is one of the
afflictions of today. Beginning with the instantane-
ous photograph, that cross section of life, it persists
through a hundred sorts of artistic error. Dramas
based on this method are as offensive as would be
the various films of the moving picture if they were
shown one by one with a neutral instant of unfilled
time—like the neutral line in a Japanese print-
separating each from each.
Fully as pernicious is the second method. And

now we are—to speak in the vernacular—''getting
down to business." If there is anything the worker
in history, whether student or playwright, needs to
beware of, at this present moment, it is the use of
the predetermined mould for the fluid material of
historical impression. It is the vice of the hour. A
great example, equipped with all the seductions of
genius and all the glamour of success, is leading our
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young men astray. It is the historians themselves
who are showing the dramatists the worst possible

encouragement. The men who have least excuse for

becoming mere typists (if one may use the term),

are just the men who are going to the bad in this

easy and apparently delicious intellectual indulgence.

Eeally one should pause upon this great matter
of the relation of Art and History. If Art has sore

need of the Historians, they have even greater need
of Art—and not as mere packhorse to carry their

ideas to market. What they need is a real under-
standing of Art, a perception of the artistic element
in themselves. For it is there. It is in all construc-

tive thought. The historian who forms in his own
mind a consistent image of the Past does so by
means of a ''medium," just as truly as does the

painter who projects on a piece of canvas an image
of a face. Medium is not the external, artificial

thing which the uninitiated imagine it to be. What
we ordinarily call **medium" is but its outward sign.

The real thing is a process of mind which ttiis out-

ward sign suits perfectly. Each of us look upon the

objective world in a given way determined by our
habitual cast or turn of thought, blinding ourselves

to those parts of it that are not readily thinkable

by such as ourselves. Our **medium" is this ac-

cepted mode of seeing things by means of which we
construct our mental image. One's medium is for-

ever the set of terms which, for oneself, make things

thinkable. The etcher wants a world of lines, void

of color; he thinks in those terms, they are his

medium. The musician wants a world of consecutive

sounds—space, color, line, except as mere figures of

speech, having no part in it—and this preoccupation

with such terms forms his medium. The historian

wants an image of the past that he can realize to
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himself, and whatever terms he uses to make that

image thinkable constitutes his medium.
Here is where the historian needs a warning from

Art. He fondly imagines his great trouble is to find

the truth of the Past. Simple-hearted creature!

His supreme difficulty is to make the Past thinkable.

Forever and forever, we are limited by our own
sensibilities. To break out of the prison of one's

sensibilities, to soar in imagination to a height above
them, is to achieve the higher life. The sight of a
past world different from our own terrifies us with
its unthinkableness. Any reconstruction of it that

enables us to realize it to our sensibilities is so

likely to impose upon us instantaneously ! So often

—oh, so very often!—after wrestling with that ex-

acting apparition of the Past the student is led

astray by the sudden appearance of some clear-cut,

consistent method of making it thinkable, making
it real to his sensibilities. Often his method is no
more than an unconscious forcing of the Past into

the form of the Present. But in his weariness he
overlooks his error. He mistakes the relief of solu-

tion for the thrill of discovery. He has surrendered

to a medium. The artistic part of him has seduced

the scientific part. He has slipped unaware into the

attitude of that cynic Roman historian—^who was
freed of the naivety of the modern scientist; who
knew Art, and knew himself, and did not care—who
is reputed to have said: **I would make Pompey
win the battle of Pharsalia, did the right turn of the

sentence require it.**

Your modern scientific historian is not generally

susceptible to the siren calls of the right turn of the

sentence, for they are not in his line ; but the coarser

beguilements of the medium are often too much for

Mm. It is in this way that the great example of
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Ferrero is sometimes to be regretted. One says so

with profound respect—as one might find a fault in

any great master ! Just the same, Ferrero has given

dangerous encouragement to the use of present con-

ditions as the medium with which to make thinkable

the Past. In America an example of the same sort

of thing also deserves attention. Among those

Southerners who today are analyzing their own Past,

none is more conspicuously at the center of the stage

that Professor William E. Dodd, whose life of Jef-

ferson Davis attracted the notice of President Eoose-
velt, whose essays on Statesmen of the Old South
are now strikingly in evidence. He also has adopted
as his medium the terms of our present life. Out of

them, rearranged to suit his thesis, he builds his

image of the past. By means of them, he makes it

all easily thinkable to the average man of today.

No longer any vagueness in the image, any subtle

atmospheric forces unthinkable in the terms of the

life of the average man of, say, Chicago. Accepting
those terms as the medium wherewith to make things

thinkable, the historian inevitably omits from his

picture of the Past those factors not expressible in

these terms; omits them just as inevitably as th?e

black-and-white etcher omits the color of the land-

scape which he translates into black and white. And
yet, there was a time when many a man really be-

lieved that a small State was preferable to a large

one ; that Aristocracy was a purer system of govern-

ment than Democracy; that a passionate devotion

to some special portion of earth was the only basis

of patriotism ; even, that slavery, under certain con-

ditions, was better than industrial competition. We,
today, may or may not hold these same views. As
students of the past our views ought not to count.

But it is quite plain that if we accept the terms of
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present life as the medium with which to make the

past thinkable to people not under its shadow, any
age in which such views prevailed is beyond the

reach of our medium; just as hopelessly beyond it

as the fact that the card players are brothers is be-

yond the reach of the moving picture. What then?

Has Professor Dodd done well, or ill, in attempting

to account for the Secession movement in the terms
of Chicago at the present day 1 Certainly his picture

contains nothing not easily grasped—for example,

no delicate portrayal of the nature of that senti-

ment on which was based the sincere belief that a
small State was preferable to a large one—and,

therefore, it makes the strong appeal which inheres

in all Art easily taken in. Davis, in Professor

Dodd's picture, was the same thing as one of our
great plutocrats today; his championship of the

movement toward Southern independence (I sin-

cerely trust I do not misrepresent Professor Dodd)
was incidental to his dominant purpose, namely, the

control of American politics through his influence

over the gigantic vested ** interest" of slavery; and,

therefore, that the Secession movement must stand

in history as a movement in defense of property in-

terests, and not among those movements which have
been actuated by ideas.

Professor Dodd is still an exception among Ameri-
can writers of history in these views he holds, and,

I must hasten to add that he is something of an ex-

ception in yet another way—a more delightful way.

He holds his views lightly. His attitude to them
gives us hope that he can still on occasion find pleas-

ure in the essay on **The Literary Influence of

Academies"—^which so many of our younger his-

torians appear not even to have read, much less

considered—and that he goes along with that in-
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spiring paragraph beginning: ''The provincial

spirit, again, exaggerates the value of its ideas for

want of a high standard at hand by which to try

them.'^ * * *

However, one cannot escape a little fearfulness in

this connection. Something more, even, than a true

understanding of Matthew Arnold is here needed.

If one had the pleasure to know Professor Dodd,
with what eagerness one would set about making
sure he appreciates the seductions of Medium, rea-

lizes how easily the medium may pervert a man,
is on his guard against it, does not intend to let the

artist in him run away with the scientist ! His peril

is certainly great. Contrast, for a moment, his

view of the past with that of another Southerner

who—it is not inconceivable—may be the next

President of the United States. Says Woodrow
Wilson: "There were many men in the South who,

while they had no love for slavery, had a deep love,

a deep inherited veneration even for the Union, but

with whom the passion for the ancient principle, the

ancient sentiment, of self-government, was greater

even than these, and covered every subject of do-

mestic policy.** How far apart are these two dis-

tinguished historians! How vitally the question,

which is right? affects the final view we should all

accept of the gallant struggle to separate the South
from the remainder of the Union.
How far Professor Dodd will push his theory he

has not yet made plain. But there are others who
have practically shown their hands. To them the

Secession movement was a bold attempt on the part

of a "privileged" class to keep in its own hands the

control of the Southern people. The failure of the

attempt is significant according to this theory, be-

cause it meant "the emancipation of the mass of the
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Southern whites." People who do not, as yet, see

just where this theory will take them have sometimes
adopted it as a sort of up-to-date badge of liberality.

And yet, if this notion is true, the time will come
when an organized disregard of the class that con-

trolled the South in 1860, a systematic belittling of

its contribution to American development, will be
the order of the day among those classes of Southern-

ers who accept the notion that their fathers were
*' emancipated" by the surrender at Appamattox.
There is a magazine now published in the South that

needs to push its programme only a point or two
further toward a logical conclusion in order to be-

come the confessed advocate of such a view of the

Past.

That such views are going to be preached, and
that they are likely to get into Art, I, for one. Have
not the least doubt. Again, it is a matter of the

seductions of the medium. Looking at 1860 through
the terms of the present day it is so hard for the

mere artist—unless his vivid sensibilities are guided
by personal knowledge—to keep from translating

all that Past into types of action easily thinkable

by New York and Chicago. We must consider all

this in the light of what we have learned about
artistic processes as adapters of moving pictures.

We must remember that the real thing in the way of

medium—the thing that at bottom determines what
every artist will succeed in saying—^is the set of

terms in which he thinks about the world. We must
further bear in mind that we are assuming modern
American artists—novelists, playwrights, et cetera

—who are taking over the methods of the historical

typists, and are doing the historical part of their

work in the medium the typists have established.

Presently, when publishers and managers begin to
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realize that the American is getting interested in his

Past—and not merely in the sentimental aspects of

it—these men will have their chance. What, then,

will be the picture of the Past which the medium
they have adopted will impose upon them, which they

in turn will attempt to impose on us ?

I make a literary prophecy: There is a great

novel by Zola which deals with the rash courting

of its own destruction by such a society as we com-
monly assume to be ours today, such a society as this

modernized view of 1860 assumes to have been typi-

fied by Jefferson Davis. I refer, of course, to ' * The
Downfall.'* Therein, a capitalistic, political ring

drives France into a dreadful war, destroys itself

in a struggle it had miscalculated, and clears the way
for a suppressed but fresh and strong class to seize

the lead, efface the remnants of the Old Kegime and
conduct France through a great reaction to a new
birth. If the new view of 1860 is not discredited,

some bright young man who is thinking only of

artistic possibilities will, ere long, seize upon the

model lying ready to his hand in ''The Downfall"
and will make a hit in the great, careless world of

rushing modernism by writing ''the South" instead

of "France," but otherwise following Zola in an
American setting, move for move.

If there were no other reason for desiring Gov-

ernor Wilson as President, the mere historian might

argue plausibly that the prestige given his views in

the minds of the generality by his elevation to the

Chief Magistracy might justify that elevation. Of
course, it is with a creeping of the flesh that the real

lover of ideas invokes such fictitious aid as the pres-

tige attaching to a man's views in one field, because

of his success in another. As if winning the Vander-

bilt cup gave importance to the ideas of the winner
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about, say, a picture! But in this mixed-up world
one must take what aid comes to hand and be thank-

ful. The main thing is to insist upon the danger in,

all attempts at historical portrayal from this over-'

looked but deadly matter, the seduction of the me-
dium, the temptation to pour the molten substance

of impression into predetermined moulds. If our
coming historical plays are to sin in this direction

—

may heaven be good to us and let them die at their

birth!

What we want of the observer of the past—be he
professed historian or historical playwright—is the

furthest possible escape from the tyranny of the

type. Instead of slavishly making the past accord
with our conception of the present, let him rather

forbid himself—if he must go to one extreme or the

other—forbid himself all use of the present as a
medium of thinkableness. Let him have no type-

actions, or at least, as near to none as may be. Let
him give us out of the past what is different from
ourselves. In this instance of 1860, let him invest

us with new eyes, new ears, new hearts, and open
before our wondering vision a mental and moral
world seen by men and women now dust, one no
longer visible upon earth; let him show us that

underneath their apparent and easily stated like-

nesses to ourselves there were strange unlikenesses

not easily conceived in the great world to-day,

—

realities of thought and feeling that gave to all the

actions of that day moral values different from the

values those same actions would have in the world

that now surrounds us ; let him show us that, what-

ever its faults, the slave-holding class of the South

created whatever has made the South distinctive,

—

whatever has made it exist as a "South," not merely

as any place at all,—and that the greatest need of
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the New South is to make sure there shall be no
break with the traditions of that class ; that all the

good of the old Aristocracy shall be taken up and
carried forward by the new Democracy. Let
him show himself intelligently aware of that other

famous passage in Matthew Arnold, the one in which
he says that the historic significance of the aris-

tocracies of Eome and England is in the fact that

they planted in the peoples they schooled the sense

of distinction, and thus made it possible for them
truly to become great nations, not merely well-

ordered hosts of irresistible vulgarians.

American history offers limitless possibilities to

the playwright who is not a typist, who has done
with that heresy of the ancient cynic—that perni-

cious half-truth !—about no new thing under the sun.

For such, there is a rich field wherein, as yet, the

laborers are few. How ardently so many of us wish
for more

!

Nathaniel Weight Stephenson.



SOME AMERICAN DRAMATIC MATERIAL

T is doubtless a pleasant thing to think

one's country the best country in the

world, one's state the best state in the

country, one's town the best town in the

state, one's family the best family in the

town, and one's self the best member of

the family. That is not the attitude of this paper,

however. What I shall say is not meant to be com-
parative. No sectional inferences for better or for

worse are to be drawn. When a point is made about

the South, there is no intention of implying that

such is not more or less true about other parts of

the country. What I am trying to do is simply to

point out elements in the South that might serve as

useful material in the development of American
drama.
Nor am I saying that there ought to be a Southern

drama. I have, generally speaking, small faith in

localized art. Certainly we have in this country no
such difference as obtains between Ireland and Eng-
land. And even if we could have a localized drama,

it would be of doubtful advantage.

The gain to drama that I am to point out would

be rather a broadening than a provincializing. The
American drama at present is almost as provincial-

ized as it might be under the Merrie Monarch of

Yvetot ; for New York is the American drama. To
hear that said. New York would smile. Neverthe-

less the fact remains that the verdict of New York
is absurdly respected. The rest of the nation is like

the citizens in the old plays, who are allowed to

210
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huzzah and acclaim, but enjoy little share in the

action. To please New York is the ultimate desid-

eratum; New York is the arbiter elegantiarum of

all things dramatic ; we have a Knickerbocker Petro-

nius. This is to be regretted, for the East has much
to contribute, and so have the "West and the South.

What I shall say, then, is no plea for Southern
drama, as if there could be such a thing nowadays,
but rather an attempt to indicate the possibilities in

the South of material that may be available for dra-

matic uses, and that might by supplying thus new
matter, give to our drama a deeper and more widely

national content and significance, and by reason of

that fact a content and truth more universal and
eternal.

At the mention of the dramatic material of a coun-

try, one thinks ordinarily of the history or legend of

the country as material for incident and plot. That
would be the popular impression certainly, since

plot and situation are to the popular mind the most
immediate substance for drama. Surely, Southern
history does not fall below that of the rest of the

country, to put the case mildly—since it comprises

a gamut of effects, from the genteel and stately colo-

nial, and those heroic Marathons of Vicksburg and
the Alamo, to the later endurance and suffering, and
actions more convincing and pathetic than those of

war. The states are full of stories, of bravery, of a
kind of Eoman stateliness, of grief, of sacrifice, of

deeds sometimes that show a strangely savage inten-

sity, and sometimes are splendidly elemental and
heroic. The history of events, however, affords but
superficial material for drama—since incidents are
easy to invent ; it is the result of the past and pres-

ent, as shown in the people, that really counts.

Now, it is the temperament of a people that must
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always be the matrix of drama. The struggle of the

old and the new goes on over the entire South, and
is rendered vivid by the particularly vivid nature of

the old. Everywhere the new progress and energy
goes side by side with the old memories, and is find-

ing its own harmony and place. The old elegance

and retirement and courtesy and manliness must
shape itself to the hurry and the competitive prog-

ress and the heartiness of the new. The interurban

wants a right of way through the colonel's garden!
Thus the new South finds itself with many new

formative influences bearing upon its development.

The field is full of grave matters : there is the race

problem, the industrial problem, child labor, and so

on; the South in the West, immigration, the inter-

oceanic canal, the changing politics, with its severing

of old ties, the decline of cultural interest before

materialism, and other problems of the optimists

and pessimists, socialists, atheists, Eepublicans,

Democrats, Prohibitionists, Populists, what not?

—

people whom our grandfathers classed as Whigs and
Democrats, as churchgoers and non-churchgoers.

Behind the life of latter years is a background

—

all the more glorious by contrast—of ante-bellum

memories. What youth ever had his golden age
so near as the young Southerner has! Behind,

and near behind, lies a life that he has been

taught to think of as beautiful and gallant andj

full and heroic. And yet he has not that sigh-'

ing after dead days, that cry of the avi famosi,

that Leopardi sang. He does not feel that he is born

too late; but looks on his own time and on his

future as full of promise, however different it may <

be in kind from the old. Thus—and it is an inter-

!

esting situation, I think—^what would otherwise be
decadence is buoyed up with a new energy.
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Your young Southerner of the best type remains
true to the past, and at the same time stands by the

future. Behind him he sees the past lovely and
tender, before him the struggle ; he loves them both.

His convictions and instincts belong most often to

the old regime ; his exigencies and practical conclu-

sions belong to the new ; and he cares very little as

a rule whether he be strictly consistent or not.

So far as that goes, the Southerner has no desire

to establish his life and convictions on a basis of

rigid logic. He likes sentiment and romance and a
touch of heart. He goes not always in customary
suits of solemn black. He has, as Rostand *s old

Patou would say, the courage of color on his wing.

He has, too, to some extent, that good old Irish trait

of not being afraid of making himself ridiculous.

There is a wisdom of the heart, he knows, as well

as of the head ; and he knows that, as Moliere says,

reasoning is fatal to reason. Which is another way
of saying that he is still a human being; not yet,

at least, a machine in the service of society and
progress. There is dramatic material enough in this

struggle to live in the heart, to be human, irra-

tional, individual, before the demands of that great,

rational, impersonal thing called ** progress.'* And
the human and individual is the drama's first

necessity.

The standard American temperament, as found

in the newspapers, and banking-houses, and such

plays as ''Paid in Full," is somewhat lean; and,

whatever else its excellencies may be, it is meagre in

self-expression. To the Anglo-Saxon repression it

adds nervous energy and haste. This standard

—

mind, I do not say ideal—American abhors any exhi-

bition of emotion, and is apt to regard the display of

feeling in general, and often the feelings themselves,
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as forms of weakness. Your Italian, your French-

man, your German or Russian, delight in their sen-

sations, in the play of their emotional selves, their

enthusiasms, their admirations, their humors good
and bad. The American often feels that the for-

eigner carries this to the point of excess; but is

himself likely to err at the other extreme. Psycho-
logically we know that unemployed faculties are apt

to dwindle. At any rate, the point here is, that this

standard temperament—though it may be excellent

for banks and counting-houses—shows, so far as art

is concerned, a lack of adaptability. When it does

wish to run the scale of its complete self, it finds the

action stiff and half the keys stuck. This reserve

makes a temperamental miser, and, like Plautus*

Euclio, shuts all the doors of the house and lets no
stranger in. And what—as the servant asks—what
if anyone should ask for fire ? Alas, the fire on this

hearth is fanned and fed so little that it is apt to be

cold or out.

To return to the illustration taken, Mr. "Walter's

play **Paid in Full." The play was a shrewd and
energetic American adaptation of *'The Doll's

House. '
' It was entertaining ; but, I think, not in the

end satisfactory, because of the thinness of the char-

acters. They were ordinary subordinates in the busi-

ness world, true to the surface of their originals;

neither they nor the author showed one flash of vision

and insight ; shrewdness and energy remain the key-

note of the play. The average Southern temperament
avoids at least this quality of leanness. Its keynote

is a sort of Irish warm-bloodedness. Whatever its

faults may be, of impulsiveness, easy-goingness,

prejudice and pride, it has surely the qualities of

full-bloodedness and sympathy. Even its faults

are positive, are expressive. The point is, that the
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Southern nature is apt to be positive rather than
negative ; its faults and virtues are expressive, often

explosive; and expressibility is one of the first

essentials of dramatic material. For that matter,

drama does not care particularly whether its mate-
rial is labeled fault or virtue; and strongly suspects

perhaps that the two cannot always be distinguished.

Like Mr. Shaw's Napoleon making his chart, what
it wants is *' blood." In drama, blood is the thing;

to have veins full of blood and a heart to drive it

back and forth. The Southern faults and virtues

possess a certain something of the elemental that

has about it the flavor of humanity.
The life of the South, like the Latin life that

underlies Terence and Plautus and Goldoni and
Moliere, smacks of the community; it is marked
by its sociability. There is much speaking over

gates, and the tram cars and shops are as friendly

as parlors. Southerners are great conversers and
great visitors, both of which aptitudes are conducive

to self-expression and responsiveness. This may be

related to another point: there is something about

the strictly Southern temperament that might serve

to counterbalance the tendency in serious modern
drama to morbidity and excessive innerness. The
Southerner has sentiment, sentimentality, romance,

heroism, and heroics—even sensationalism—rather

than morbidity ; and exhibits more of the tender and
emotional than of innerness.

Every hall-marked Southerner's forefathers have
lived; they have all struggled and loved and hated

;

they have died on battle-fields and of broken hearts

—whatever else may be said, they were not color-

less. I know a man whose grandmother rode horse-

back from Georgia to Mississippi, eloped later and
married, and years after died of a broken heart a
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few months after her husband. This man's father

was killed at Shiloh, and his sword stands in the big

parlor still, with the blood stains on the scabbard.

The man's mother, brought up like a doll, faced

marauders during the war and famine afterward;

lifted the mortgage; educated her children; and
lives to-day with the memory of the old courtesy and
romance and gallantry still clinging about her brave

little body and her tired eyes. The man himself ran

away to the war when he was old enough; he was
in Johnson's Island Prison, and received there let-

ters and socks from a Kentucky girl, whom he after-

ward met face to face and married. Surely, we have
here a whole family theatre.

All of us sigh sometimes at the too frequent ab-

sence—if not of kings and queens—at least of ladies

and gentlemen from our stage ; the absence, all too

frequent, of the grand manner, and often even of

good manners. Nietzsche remarks somewhere that

the value of a man's life may be measured by the

extent to which his words and deeds take on a last-

ing significance. To say that another way: it is

the man behind the deed that makes the deed count.

Surely, in many of our plays the deeds lose signifi-

cance for lacking people of value to do them. Surely,

we weary sometimes of people whose selves diminish

the significance and appeal of their deeds. We have
too many people who suffer because of what they

cannot do. We would welcome more of those finer

types of people who suffer because of things from
the doing of which they restrain themselves for noble

reasons, or reasons at least that seem to them noble.

We have had something too much of shady persons

who take the bit of passion between their teeth. We
should like more of those to whom a fine restraint

and control give a strength and a capacity for expe-
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rience that is larger and more significant. Granting
that we have plenty of ladies and gentlemen in our
plays, we should like the outside of them, their

manners, the daily painting of themselves on our
minds, to have more of the earmarks of their quality.

At the least we should like an external expression

that might suggest breeding and the intention of

nobility. All this is not meant so much to imply
that Southerners have more gentility than the rest

of the nation, but rather that they have a strong

sense of gentility. The true Southerner has a strong

sense of the genteel; he has many scruples of

noblesse oblige; the family sense is strong in him.

Whether he has it or not, he is apt to see himself

picturesquely, as a personage of blood. He must
refrain from certain things out of respect to his

lineage. To an outsider this may seem superficial,

grandiose, absurd. As a matter of fact, it is some-

times noble and splendid, sometimes pathetic, some-
times ludicrous. I know a woman whose husband is

nephew to one of the oldest earldoms in Scotland;

she tries to assist him in a little truck farm they

manage ; and her hands are hard and her face very
worn. If ever there was a fine lady, she is one.

She never apologizes and would resent sympathy;
but her gracious dignity and courtesy and quiet-

ness are pathetic almost to tears. I know another,

who is without descent, but thinks of herself as a

grande dame, and measures her words and shapes

her manners after the royal fashion. Every word
and every movement conveys the high intent of

Caesar's daughter. She is a quaint sort of burlesque

on aristocracy. But her solemn affectation serves at

least to save her from a loud vulgarity. What I

wish to say, in brief, is this : the South has a marked

sense of gentility, of noblesse oblige, of manners,
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which may serve to give a better surface for the

painting of the dramatic picture; that this—if we
stop there—may help to give a certain scope and
suggestiveness to the characters ; may keep out too

much of the bourgeois and meagre; and may lead

to such a presentation of words, actions, and atti-

tudes as may be gracious and ornate as well as
noble.

It goes without saying that one of the most power-
ful resources of literature lies in the quality of the
language employed. To hit the word closest to the

matter, to find the word of all words that will seem
to be inevitable and unavoidable, is one of the first

means towards that effect of innemess and truth

that is a mark of great writing. Not all great

writers possess it, and sometimes a man who is not
great may have this one gift.

I have heard, in the course of my travels, lan-

guage that seems never to touch life, language in

the face of which a word of the slightest emotional
color seems either intense or affected. Very good
does the duty of a dozen other words; very good
may mean passable, wonderful, lovely, delightful,

delicious, beautiful. "Yes, Othello is very good,'*

a man said to me once. And, in addition to this

cool propriety and decorum, a sense of economy is

apparent: one calls the starry innocents ''bluets"

because they are blue; one says "bone butter" for

marrow; walnut and black walnut for hickory nut

and walnut; "my hair sticks up" for cowlick, and
so on and so on. Sometimes, too, there is a strong

sense of logic. They smile at us when we say
"mighty" good—^how could it be mighty? Alas, for

the purposes of literature the worst thing that can
happen to a language is for logic to get hold of it,

and make it explicable and systematic. Well for
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logic, perhaps, but for the language—"Ah me!" it

may cry with Metadorus in the play, *' Sister, you
are knocking the brains out of me. You are speak-

ing stones." The more logical, the more explicable

and systematic a language is, the farther it is

removed from elemental life; because that life is

never explicable or systematic.

Among modern dramatists, the man in English
who, in my opinion, has shown most of this word
gift—within his peculiar limitations, of course—^is

John Synge. In reading his plays over and over,

I have often been struck with the similarity in fresh-

ness between many of his phrases and phrases to

be heard in the South. To get shut of, a sprinkling

of them, to he huffy, and many others ; not to speak
of the many vivid ways of putting things, and the

general vivacity. An interesting experiment in this

direction was made by Mr. Edward Sheldon in

his play **The Nigger." The means employed are
worthy of the theory that colleges can teach any-

thing beyond mere technique of the "small fry"
variety, and worthy also of the American conviction

that demand can create supply, even of the arts.

Their expositions are good, their conclusions are

bad ; these young men can be taught to mix the cake,

but they cannot bake it. The author goes at it by
simply omitting all the r's in the book, wherever
Southerners are speaking. Word becomes wo'd, bird

becomes bi'd. This is, of course, provincialism in

the young author, and is equivalent to saying that

unless one pronounces a word as he does, one should

change its usual spelling; that Mr. Forbes Eobert-

son, for example, should spell work wo'k, because he
does not pronounce the r as Mr. Sheldon does. All

that, apart from the loss in artistic effect by the

distraction of the spelling. That is not the point,
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however, wMcli is that the play is without language
gift, and that the machine-made method does all

the work; and that beyond such superficial bits as

''you all," there is scarcely a tang, scarcely the

faintest savor, of Southern talk.

Just what this savor is, of course, would be hard
to say; but every Southerner has memories from
his childhood of talking that lingers and glows with
him yet; words full of impulse, of tenderness, of

quaintness, sentiment, passion, bitter prejudice ; and
of old phrases full of life and experience. And out-

of-the-way words and phrases: jackleg, thingum-

doochy, the last of peapicking, to get a larruping, to

know B from hull's foot. And names of things:

piggins and ash-hoppers and clapboards and barlows

and coverlids.

Something in them, too, has shot this language of

theirs upward. Southerners have a strong turn for

eloquence and oratory. Over and over the pages of

history say that for us in remembered great names.

Oratory, as such, is something out of date nowa-
days; but in all public meetings down South its

heat is still to be felt. And if there is one thing

that the realistic drama of to-day needs, it is that

its people should be allowed to indulge sometimes

a natural craving for eloquence. We should all feel

better if some one in Ibsen would go off some day and
blow the cap from the scientific cylinder in which

he has been condensed.

Apart, however, from any manifest quaintness or

any eloquence, it is not too much to say, I think, that

the talk of Southerners is marked by impetuosity

and vividness, and given to idioms and the flavor of

old time ; that it is fairly undisturbed as yet by the

leveling tendency of immigration and commercial

democracy.
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All art must work side by side with life. And
those ages in which art grows most easily into great-

ness are the ages when art can find in the life and
speech of men the material most ready to its hand.

It was in that richest of our English periods, the

Elizabethan, that our dramatists wrote most easily

and best; for the glow and press of the time, the

vision and spaciousness of that great day, and its

reflection in speech, stood ready at hand. The natu-

ralistic, the realistic, and the poetic were easily fused
into one, for the poetry of that age was its life, and
so its life was poetry.

I do not, of course, say that we have any such
conditions as the Elizabethan; but I do say that

there is something well worth while which the South
may contribute to drama ; that there are still among
us memories of a rich and touching past, to which a
living present and future are seeking readjustment

;

that we have a speech not void of brawn and impulse

and feeling ; and that we have in the South—though
not so much as once, however fondly we may hope

—

a people of heart, with something fiery and tender

showing yet, in spite of the straitness and necessity

of the new conditions ; and that all this, scarcely as

yet touched upon in American drama, constitutes

material from which that drama may draw to round
out and enrich itself; and that, in conclusion, were

I asked to name the particular traits most notable in

this material that the South might contribute to the

drama of America, I should mention sentiment and
romance, and a sense of the heroic and the eloquent.

Stabk Young.



THE WISCONSIN DRAMATIC SOCIETY: An.
Appreciation.

MONG current movements in the Britisl

Isles and in America for better drami
some have more financial backing, somi
the prestige of bigger names, and som<|

more scope than the modest sociei

founded a year ago last December a1

Madison, Wisconsin; but, as far as mi
imperfect knowledge goes, no one has been mor<
original and practical in its methods, more earnesi

and enthusiastic in its work, or indeed more success-

ful within so brief a time and within the limits whicl

it has set for itself. It has already aroused th<

attention and co-operation of thoughtful and culti-

vated people in many towns and cities of the state

;

and, if it can go on, it is likely to be known outside

the state, and may thus contribute, however unob-
trusively, something of ideas and of inspiration to

the upbuilding of dramatic taste and dramatic art

in the nation. It might at least serve as a sugges-

tion for the establishment of kindred state-wide

organizations, the combined influence of which would
be potent and far-reaching.

The specific purposes of the Wisconsin Dramatic
Society are neatly and succinctly stated on a book-

mark leaflet accompanying its first publications.

First: To raise the standard of dramatic apprecia-

tion in the community. Second: To encourage the

support of the best plays. Third : To encourage the

reading of good plays in English and in translation

from other languages. Fourth: To encourage the
translation, composition, and publication of good
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plays. Fifth: To conduct companies for the pro-

duction of high-class plays at a low price. I should

like to tell, with some unpretentious interpretative

comment, how it is carrying out its program.
One of the most eflBcient departments of the So-

ciety 's activities, though the least known to the pub-

lic, is the Department of Reading Groups. The
Society has provided itself with a large library of

modern English plays and plays in translation

—

several copies of each—and its book-store has ar-

ranged to procure for it all new and significant plays

that are printed. The copies are loaned out to be
read aloud and informally discussed by groups of

eight that meet at regular intervals. During the

first year some thirty new plays were read in Madi-
son by twenty-five groups; and already similar

groups have been organized in a dozen other towns
of the state. Any one is eligible who pays the

nominal membership fee of the Society—fifty cents

a year.

Apart from the familiarity with what has been
done and is being done by the best dramatists of

two continents that such reading implies, the groups
learn to understand and to judge through the ear

and to visualize characters and action, and they

thus break away from the bondage of the printed

page, which, though we say it has put the art of

poet and dramatist within reach of all, yet often

fails to communicate the poignant immediacy of the

spoken word and rhythm or of the living color and
act, and so leaves us unintelligent and cold. The
value of the discussions is in their freedom from the

formulas of procedure in class-room or literary

club; there are no essays, no leaders, no assigned

topics. Comment grows spontaneously from the

artist's words and ideas. No one is burdened, and
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hence no one is bored. It is the contention that

one should carry away, not a note-book of dates,

sources, bibliographies, and analytic criticism, but

the unity of an artistic impression and the very hu-

man and very desirable curiosity to see the work on
the stage. Thus gradually may be developed in

the Eeading Group centres some demand for a
higher theatre and the nucleus of a more enlight-

ened audience.

A number of members have prepared for the

groups translations of European plays. The Society

has in its library already the manuscripts of more
than twenty from five or six foreign languages.

Miss Ethel Eockwell's version of Augier's

Postscript was staged this winter. Dr. B. Q. Mor-
gan, instructor in German at the University of

Wisconsin, has translated the strong, intimate and
difficult Tyrolese of Schoenherr's Glaube und
Heimat. It hopes to have from another member of

the Faculty a rendering in verse of Hugo von Hoff-

mannsthaPs Oedipus. Miss Merle Pierson's version

of Goldoni's La Locandiera, under the title The
Mistress of the Inn has been published by the So-

ciety, and Dr. Lee Hollander's translation of Bjorn-

son's Beyond Human Power will be published

shortly and others will follow. The translators

pursue their tasks out of sympathy and delight ; and
it is possible that in more than one instance they

may succeed where the more perfunctory profes-

sional workman has or might have failed. The So-
ciety would have translation itself considered, not as

journeyman drudgery, but as a noble and dignified

art calling for alert imagination, subtle intelligence

and patient craftsmanship. The Society's trans-

lators are imbued with the amateur spirit. The
Society's translations, it is hoped, will do service
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in extending among its members and the cultivated

public some first-hand knowledge of European
drama, especially of the present day. It is fortunate

in having the assistance of a number of young schol-

ars, some of them born or educated in foreign

lands, who keep in close touch with the dramatic

life of European centres.

The Society has, as already indicated, made a
beginning in publication. It has published, besides

The Mistress of the Inn, an original play, Glory of

the Morning, to which some reference will be made
below. The Society aims to furnish artistic and
inexpensive editions, under its own seal and device,

printed in one neat and reserved typographical

style, and bound in stiff paper uniform in texture,

but varying from volume to volume in color; the

color to be, however, always subdued and honest. It

would have even the press-room and bindery listen to

the artistic ideals of the Society. The publication of

good literature in paper covers has never been the

mode in English-speaking lands, as on the continent.

We Academicians associate the paper cover with the

reprinted addresses of college presidents and cler-

ical friends or with the technical articles of our
scientific colleagues. The general public associates

the paper cover with the trash of the railway book-

stall. But the paper cover might mean good litera-

ture at a third of current prices. In this, too, the

Society is aiming to render less embarrassing the

relation between art and money. Thus far the So-

ciety has been its own publisher, and its purchasing

public has been chiefly its own members; but ulti-

mately arrangements may be made with a standard

publishing house and its plays should then have a
wider market.

The Producing Department has enabled the public
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to see at eost prices in the theatres of Madison,

Beloit and Milwaukee significant plays not other-

wise presented on the American stage. At present a

dozen plays are on the repertory of the Society as

a result of its two years' work. The Society holds

no brief for any school of dramatists. It may even
question the artistic ideal or the social, ethical, or

spiritual intention of the dramatic composition it

presents. But it wants the public to see and to

think; and it strives conscientiously through its

actors to give the dramatist his full opportunity

to speak. The one essential is that the work be of

proven significance on the European stage. In this,

the Society's usefulness has sometimes been mis-

understood. Adverse criticism of a drama should

not mean adverse criticism of the Society for pre-

senting it. One might be unfriendly to the fine-spun

symbolism of The Intruder and remark how the cen-

tral idea would have been driven home by Shakes-
peare in a dozen or so lines of direct dialogue or

soliloquy, as a mere metaphor in a larger world of

life, and yet welcome—I speak here for myself—the

educative opportunity of seeing The Intruder acted.

The Revolt of Villiers de I'lsle Adam, if not great,

is interesting and significant for its treatment from
a French point of view and under French conditions

of the theme of The Doll's House, eight years before

the Norseman; and stage presentation emphasizes
the similarity and the fundamental difference.

One might repudiate the inexorable grimness of

Ibsen and be broad and big enough to study

The Master Builder, combining at a critical per-

iod of his career, as it does, so many of

the great man's dramatic idiosyncracies, or, if

you will, short-comings. One might think Shaw
frivolous, and yet want to see even How He Lied

I
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to Her Husband,—for Shaw is a phenomenon. The
presentation of these plays, as also of The Hour
Glass of Yeats, Riders to the Sea of Synge, The
Stronger of Strindberg, the Swede, has aroused not

a little discussion ; and nothing is more desiderated,

if only the discussion be thoughtful and not unsym-
pathetic to the truly public-spirited and undogmatic
intent of the organization. Through the presenta-

tion of such plays, more and more people in Wiscon-
sin will realize that the theatre should be and can be,

not the mere refuge of the tired or worried in search

of diversion, but, like the Art Museum and the Con-
servatorium, a noble hall that those intellectually

fresh and keen shall enter for the enlightment study
of the creative instinct of man, as it operates now
this way and now that with the new and apparently

meaningless materials of life and of nature.

By the cost price admission fee—ranging from
fifteen to fifty cents, according to obviously varying
circumstances—the Society has had several pur-

poses in view. It has been enabled to procure better

houses,—which means more people to aid in spread-

ing the gospel of the Society and a vital stimulus to

the actors. The three plays given during the first

year, at a flat rate of fifteen cents, not only paid for

themselves as per calculation, but put some funds
into the treasury. For the eight plays presented in

the second year the price has been raised, but still

the cost price system has been maintained. It has
believed that by asking a small fee, it can make
bold to ask in return particular co-operation on the

part of the audience as to punctuality in arriving

and as to considerateness to others just before the

final curtain. Matters of some moment these: the

American theatre is the very home of bad manners
and selfishness, and our dramatic education, it would
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seem at times, must begin with some lessons in or-

dinary courtesy, or else we must construct our
play-houses and police them as they do in Germany.
The American public must learn not to do violence to

the art it thinks to support. Moving figures, rustling

skirts, bobbing hats, and banging seats in the shad-

owy aisles or in dress circle or parquet, ruin too often

for the serious listener both the beginning—so essen-

tial to the intellectual understanding—and the end
—so important to the unity and depth of the imagi-

native and emotional impression—of the perform-

ance, and are wretchedly annoying to the perform-

ers. Annoying, ruinous, needless—this is another

wholesome doctrine of the "Wisconsin Dramatic So-

ciety. By the small fee, too, it would again empha-
size the irrelevance of high prices to good art, pro-

vided the public take a hand. It would disassociate

the cheap ticket from the cheap theatre—the second-

rate vaudeville or the motion-picture matinee—and
make good art a democracy.
The Society has procured its actors from the com-

munity, from the young men and women of Madison
and Milwaukee. Several have been on the profes-

sional stage, but a number have had either the

casual experience of school theatricals or none at all.

The histrionic instinct—the play instinct at bottom
—is all but universal: there is a good company and
one or two great actors potential among the young
citizenship of any city, or perhaps any village, need-

ing only the right kind of bringing up and bringing

out—the overcoming of social inhibitions and identi-

fication of the imagination with one 's physical frame
and the control of an intelligent director in inter-

preting the underlying ideas of the playwright and
in harmonizing and blending the individual parts.

Both the Madison company under the personal di-
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rection of Profesor Dickinson and that established

this year tinder Mrs. Sherry of Milwaukee have done
truly creditable—to me indeed—remarkable work;
under these gifted workers and their experienced

helpers, the Society is really conducting two schools

of acting, necessarily limited in numbers, but other-

wise free to any one whom the Society can adjust to

its purposes.

The Producing Department has clearly defined

aims, practical and artistic. It aims, practically,

to establish semi-professional actor-groups, fairly

permanent in their personnel, available at a few
days' notice, for the production of the respective

plays in the repertory of the Society. Artistically,

it aims at the elimination of time-worn theatricali-

ties—the grandiloquent *
' centre, '

' the up-stage spot-

light entrance, the common-place and conventional

gesture or stride. It aims at a plastic simplicity

and restraint with direct imaginative emphasis on
the dominant idea. It aims at a harmonious evolu-

tion of the whole play through each actor's con-

tributing, at whatever expense to his individual im-

portance, his proper part to the meaning of each
situation, and through a deft diminuendo or cres-

cendo in the treatment of each dramatic moment
and movement as related to another. It is thus

fundamentally opposed to the old Star-system,

where the company as a whole was often a mere
crude frame-work for some celebrity of the boards,

and where the play as such was by no means the

thing. It would do its part toward fostering the

movement, already obvious, for the repertory the-

atre. I may mention, too, its entire elimination of

the orchestra, its refusal to raise the curtain or

answer curtain calls and thus spoil the artistic im-

pression at the end of a play, even when the audience
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is generous enough in its enthusiasm to desire it.

Old habits die hard and demurs have been raised;

but people will gradually understand. They willj

understand, too, the imaginative propriety of mucl

which may now seem mere pantomime and duml
show; the Society's plays sometimes begin before

a word is spoken and end only a minute or more
after the last speech—but there is point and atmos^j

phere in these moments of silent action; there ig

quiet suspense or quiet thought. Miss Vaughan, ii

the title character of the Indian play, Glory of tM
Morning, moving, after the curtain rose, about hei

squaw's duties by the fire, the corn-stalks, the spring

and the wigwam, humming a few savage notes, furj

nished the mood and prepared for the meaning oi

the whole. Mrs. Sherry, as Mile. Y, in The Stronger^

lighting a cigarette as she sat by the table, and thei

pacing back and forth in the empty cafe, was a mon
tragic, a more powerful figure through the revela-

tion of that moment. There is a language deeper

than speech, the possibilities of which have never

been appreciated on the stage since ''the great sil-

ences of Aeschylus." The dumb-show of the Ren-
aissance theatre was crudely allegorical; its panto-

mime was burlesque ; and both dumb-show and pan-

tomime tried to tell a complex story : this is not the

language deeper than speech.

In stage settings the Society has attempted no

radical departures (like the color-backgrounds of

Yeats or the simple symbolism of the revived Eliza-

bethans), except where such was the dramatist's

own intent, as in its staging of The Hour Glass.

It would have its scene harmonious with, but sub-

ordinate to, the meaning of the action—a rich or a

flaunting or a sordid interior, an out-of-doors aus-

tere or picturesque. Much thought and some hard

i
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and humble manual labor have been put into these

matters. For the setting of its Indian play, direc-

tor, author, a museum curator, and several small

boys gathered from the woods and lake-shores of

Madison poles, cat-tails, reeds, rushes, bushes, sum-
ach leaves, and other wild things. Mr. Charles E.

Brown, an expert in Indian lore, designed and made
a wigwam and a wonderful calumet ; and Mrs. Anne
T. Whitney designed and made the costumes with
skill and accuracy. Though using the resources of

the public theatres where it stages its plays, the

Society is accumulating properties of its own.
An ambition long before the Society has been the

providing of an open air theatre on the campus of

the University of Wisconsin. As a result of

thoughtful preparation this ambition seems about to

be realized and work may begin in the summer.
The ambition, however, nearest to the heart of the

Society is the stimulation of the members to dram-
atic composition and the development of a repertoire

of original plays. The Society stands for no spe-

cific art form; but rather for certain fimdamental
principles.

It believes in the amateur spirit. Professor Dick-

inson, its organizer and director, in his splendid call

to arms, **The Case of American Drama," in The
Drama for November, tells us what this means.

** Nothing so much indicates the position of art as

does the vitality of the amateur spirit. Where this

is high the art is high, and conversely. In our days
the place of the dramatic amateur has been low. The
true amateur is a master in his art, and he is its

servant. The professional is a middleman in art,

and makes art serve him. The interest of the ama-
teur is sincere, because unmixed. The greatest ar-

tists are always amateurs.
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"One of the best auguries for present drama lies

in the broadening scope of an intelligent amateur
spirit. "Whatever may be the interest of profes-

sionals, no art secures amateur patronage until its

dignity is granted and assured. In the amateur
spirit lie the essentials of enlightened criticism.

From the amateur first comes approval of the new
and daring thing. An art prospers in the affection

of its amateurs.

**The amateur spirit will show in American drama
when an increasing number of playwrights insist on
writing plays to suit themselves. There is some of

that spirit on the English stage to-day. May it

soon be manifested in America. Barrie and Shaw
are enthusiastic amateurs. The man who believes

more in his own vision than in the specifications of

his employer is an amateur.
"The amateur, strangely despised as he is, has

been responsible for many of the improvements in

the recent art of the stage. Having nothing to

lose and all to gain, he has been free to experiment.

The repertory theatres, the national theatres, the

stage societies of the present, are direct outgrowths
of the amateur spirit."

It believes in a drama of the Northwest. Let
Professor Dickinson speak again.

"That spirit of Young America which to-day

seems to have most in it of To-morrow is Middle-

westernism. It is in the heart of the continent

that American character, as a thing apart and dis-

tinct, is first solidifying; there are to be found the

characteristics for which Americanism is valued.

In the Middle West the courage of the first rude

beginnings of our nation still persists, turned now
to another and harder kind of pioneering, amidst

the intricacies of an ambitious democracy. Middle-
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westernism represents the mean between the pas-

sion for material conquest of the far West, and the

respect for human institutions and forms to be

found in the East. Above all it is the voice of the

town, the little aggregations where the sinew of the

nation grows, rather than of the metropolis ; and if

perplexed, its final appeal is to the quiet and secret

places of the soil.

''It is in the Middle West that Young America
is strongest. For still we must be first a roundly
constructive nation. A hundred years in the future,

that must still be the genius of our institutions.

Where there is creation there is joy. The builder-up

is the optimist. The new Americans, like the oldest

Americans of all, will be sun-worshipers.'*

It believes in a drama of elemental humanity.
Professor Dickinson has again put it better than I

can.

"Wagner has said that modern art is a mere pro-

duct of culture; that it has not sprung from life

itself. So we are deriving all our art from the man-
made part of man. Culture is all those things we
have taught ourselves are necessary, but which are

not life. Culture depends upon the philosophy of

clothes and houses. Deeper than this philosophy,

more ingrained in elemental man, is the passion for

meat and drink, and the passion for the coming
race. But our culture tells us to let these things

alone, that a man's struggle for bread, and a man's
passion to beget children are not fit to be considered
in his art. And so almost all of our art and drama
ignore the actualities of life. Moreover, even the

surface culture, with which alone our drama may
now concern itself, is a false and superficial thing.

It isn't even culture, for culture is the fine flower

of deeply rooted truth. Much that we call culture
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in life, nearly all of what we call culture on the

stage, is a froth of lies and pretense.

The new art, when it comes, will go below the

culture line. It will go below the culture line in

classes of men, and so introduce to the white light

of the stage those whose lives are given alone to

the two primitive passions of life. And it may dig

below the culture line for its theme, in the endeavor

better to know and expound the machinery of that

complex thing called civilized man. '
*

The first original drama. Glory of the Morning,

i

by W. E. Leonard, based on an episode of old Wis-j

consin in the days of the French fur-traders audi

Winnebago, portraying an elemental racial situa-

tion, and elemental passions and instincts, and writ-

ten in the untrammeled joy of creating, illustrates,

however imperfectly, the stimulating activities of

the Society.

Without a narrow repudiation of other kinds of

work, some members are interested in certain spe-

cific problems. First: In the problem of the acted

play in verse. Plays written in verse, and acted

(as they universally are) as if written in prose,

become simply plays in prose. There is at present

no such thing as a verse-play on the English speak-

ing stage. France knows better and has long known
better; yet the monotonous declamatory music of

her classic theatre should not be our ideal. The
cadences and harmonies should be rendered with
as much care as the notes and bars in the score of

a Grand Opera. The poet-dramatist should be able

to have confidence in the performer *s musical in-

telligence and sympathy. The rhythms should have
their intended dramatic, as well as poetic force. The
result would be practically a new art-form on the

stage. Second: In the problem of the one-act play.
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The one-act play can have a concentration of

thought, a clarity of outline, a unity and intensity

that the complexer movement of a three or five-act

play, so harshly interrupted by curtain and orches-

tra, cannot possibly have. It is compelled to por-

tray characters as being, not as developing, which
is essentially the business of the novel, not of the

stage. The Greek was a one-act play. Third : In the

sincere treatment of the so-called melodramatic.

Much on the popular stage that repels as fac-

titious would come home to us with power, if dram-
atist and actor could truly feel and phrase the given
crisis, as it would be felt and phrased in real life.

One would like to see the old situations and devices

—which grew out after all of a sound dramatic in-

stinct—^handled with imaginative insight. This
would be in essence no new thing, to be sure.

Shakespeare made Hamlet out of melodrama.
Shortly before the performance of a new play,

there is given under the auspices of the Society an
explanatory and interpretive lecture, free to the

public, by some scholar or critic. Professor Pyre
lectured on Shaw, Professor Cerf on Eostand. Pro-
fessor Lathrop on the Indian as a theme for Amer-
ican drama, Professor Olson on Ibsen. Others have
also lent a hand. The public has responded ; it has
realized that to understand a drama and a dramatist,

as to understand a painting and a painter, it can
be helped by the initial guidance of the specialist.

The Society has been fortunate in all its work in

having the generous co-operation of professional

friends in and out of University circles. And in

nothing has it been more fortunate than in the co-

operation of young men. Men like Buchan, Braasch,

and Meissner have done real service in a generous

spirit of youthful understanding.
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It desires particularly the co-operation of the

State Press. The press has granted its columns for

reports on lectures, for special articles such as were
prepared on behalf of the Society by Mr. Brown^
and by Miss Louise Kellogg, the well-known his-

torian of the old Northwest, and for the usual presj

notices. But it has treated the work of the SocietyJ

with some gratifying exceptions, as mere newsi

What the Society hopes for is serious, intelligent!

constructive dramatic criticism. Part of its pr(

paganda for the drama is a propaganda for more

efficient dramatic criticism. We all known how neg-<

ligible is the intelligence, how superficial the knowl-

edge, how casual the attention, and how hasty the

midnight compositions of all but a half dozen dram-
atic critics of the American Press, and how little ig

the good they do either player, playwright or publicj

I remarked above that the Wisconsin Dramatic*

Society is not a special pleader for any one dramatic

type, be it symbolic, naturalistic, or romantic. And
now two or three further negatives. It is not inter-

ested in the drama as the instrument of any one

of our present day social reform propaganda. To
it the peculiar social importance of the drama, as

distinct from that of other arts, is in the common-
ality of worthy experience : in the fact that men and
women feel their common humanity and their social

solidarity through sharing together at one time in

one place one world of tears and laughter. It is

not mixing issues; it is interested, not in a social

reform, but in an artistic, a dramatic renascence and
what that may do for society. It is not an academic
organization. It has no official relation to any insti-

tution of learning, either in Madison or Milwaukee,

though it numbers among its most active members
Bome University professors. It is not an attack on
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the professional stage, with which it is upon the

friendliest terms : it gives plays that the professional

stage, under present conditions, cannot afford to

give. It is clearly not to be confused with "Ama-
teur Theatricals" in or out of college and club

circles. The performance of The Master Builder

was in almost every respect all that we would de-

mand of a professional company. The acting of

Mr. Mills, of the Northwestern Insurance Company

;

of Dr. Ernst Feise, Assistant Professor of German
at the University ; of Miss Fay Vaughan, who grad-

uated last year '*on the hill'*; and especially of

Mrs. Laura Sherry, prominent in the intellectual

life of Milwaukee, must indeed be taken seriously.

Others have done only less well. I have seen more
amateur work on the high-priced professional stage

than I have in the modest performances of the Wis-
consin Society. I can speak thus frankly, because I

have been until recently only an interested outsider.

Though other movements—^in Munich, in Dublin,

in New York, in Chicago—doubtless suggested some-
thing of idea and inspiration, and though as plain

from my report, many energetic and capable friends

—and I name again Mrs. Sherry—have been instru-

mental in developing the work, the Wisconsin Dram-
atic Society owes, not only its origin, but its organi-

zation, its policies, its conservation, and its measure
of success primarily to the vision, the sagacity, and
the unflagging energy of Professor Thomas H.
Dickinson. I think the Society would have no diffi-

culty in coming to an agreement on that point.

William Elleby Leonard.



THE SEASON OF THE CHICAGO THEATRE
SOCIETY.

HE drama is of all forms of literature the
one which is most immediately and es-

sentially in contact with the contempo-
rary public. It demands public support

;

it challenges public criticism. Poetry,

fiction, philosophy may be still-born and
no one the wiser, but the drama cannot

allow itself to be ignored. Its attitude toward the

public is necessarily militant. And on the other

hand, its appeal to the public is so direct, its pre-

sentation or misrepresentation of life so emphatic,

that the public cannot ignore the stage. A bad book
may work in comparative darkness until suppressed

by the Postmaster General. A bad play affronts

public taste, intelligence, or morals. A community
necessarily feels itself judged by its theatre. Ac-
cordingly the history of the drama is one of partisan

warfare, marked by criticism, protest, censorship,

and even by riot and bloodshed. It will not and can-

not be let alone.

In the past the provocation has come mainly from
the stage itself. The militant history of the theatre

has been a history of internal revolt against domin-
ant schools, of passionate appeal to the public to

take sides, while the public has contented itself with
applauding or shrugging its shoulders, protesting,

vetoing. So long as conditions were such that the

drama possessed an initiative of its own and could

correct, reform or develop itself, the public was con-

tent to be stimulated to response or lulled into ac-

quiescence. But the theatre, at least in America,
has become a part of the big business of the coun*^

238
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try. The commercial drama is believed no longer

to possess freedom of development. The playwright

and the actor alike must conform to the standards

which have proved commercially successful. The pub-

lic, or a part of it, has accordingly announced its

intention of taking a hand in the game.
The owners of the theatre have turned a compla-

cent ear to the tribunes of the people. ''Tell us
exactly what you want," they say, "and show us

that you want it enough to fill our orchestra stalls

and we shall be glad to give it to you." And the

public has tried to answer. It has organized itself

into drama leagues, which have undertaken to select

from among the plays offered the worthy, and to

put under the ban the meretricious and scandalous

—to render the public, in short, independent of the

more or less commercialized dramatic criticism of

the press. This movement has not had altogether

the effect hoped for it, because it has not shown that

this selective process has noticeably discouraged the

attendance at disapproved plays, or, except in a few
cases, increased attendance at approved ones. The
members of such organizations have proved to be

largely those who, by reason of residence in the

suburbs, or multifarious interests in churches, clubs,

and charities, are compelled to forego for themselves

the pleasures of the play-house or to go for purposes

of the most complete relaxation from the cares of

the community. They have gladly given advice and
influence to the uplifting of the stage, but, in no
large measure, the force of example. The commer-
cial managers have said ** Faith without works is

dead," and have gone their old ways.

But the public has done more than this. Men
and women of great wealth and even of small in-

comes have subscribed funds to operate their own
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play-houses, in order, partly, it is true, to give

themselves the selfish aesthetic satisfaction which

they could not obtain at the commercial theatre, butj

partly, we venture to think, for the sake of showing

the commercial managers exactly what the intelli^

gent public wants. They have engaged their owi

managers and actors, selected their own plays, cheer-]

fully footed their own bills—in short, done every^

thing except go to their own theatres. And on^

is permitted to suppose that the conscientious com^
mercial managers, intent on retrieving the fair fam^
of the great institution which they have appropri^

ated, and keenly eager to satisfy the public craving

are still puzzled and disappointed.

The latest of these attempts of the public to estal

lish its own stage is that of the Chicago Theatre S(

ciety. This organization was formed in May, 191]

having as its nucleus the elements which had backe(
the New Theatre of Chicago, and had supported foi

some years the effort of Mr. Donald Eobertson and
his company to give a series of classical dramas
at Fullerton Hall in the Art Institute. It is com-
posed of about one hundred persons who are respon-

sible for a guarantee fund to make possible a season

of ten weeks of plays such as the intelligent public

demands. It does not concern itself with the busi-

ness of theatrical production. That is left to a firm

of theatrical managers, the Messrs. Shubert, which
has always manifested special benevolence toward
that intelligent, discontented, and wealthy section

of the public which perhaps deserves the designation

of the highbrows.

The Shuberts met this public some years ago on
the common ground of William Vaughn Moody's
*' Great Divide." When the first of the theatres

endowed by the public, the New Theatre of Chicago,

I
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went to the wall, the Shuberts relieved the organiza-

tion of its charming little playhouse and otherwise
cleared up the wreckage. Wlien the soul of New
York built itself a lordly pleasure house, the Shu-
berts willingly accompanied it thither; and when
that soul, like Tennyson's in "The Palace of Art,**

refused longer to dwell apart, the Shuberts put the

**to rent" sign in the windows of the palace, and
administered the remainder of the estate. So when
the Chicago Theatre Society was formed the Shu-
berts were fitted by natural benevolence and culti-

vated understanding of the highbrow taste to accept

the guidance of the young enterprise. The Shu-
berts held, as part of the spoil of the defunct New
Theatre of New York, the setting and American
rights of Pinero's ''Thunderbolt,'' and of course in

any highbrow repertory Pinero must have his place

and why not ''The Thunderbolt!" And above all

the Shuberts had a theatre in Chicago, the Lyric,

admirably adapted to test the quality of highbrow
enthusiasm and endurance, being large, gloomy and
historically associated with failure. The Shuberts
were personally acquainted with many excellent

actors and had a fine business organization in Chi-

cago. On the other hand, the Chicago Theatre So-

ciety had money and ideas, to both of which the

Shuberts have always shown themselves receptive.

In brief, it was agreed that the society should offer

a list of thirty plays, out of which the Shuberts

should choose ten, for production by "a powerful

company of twenty-five skilled and versatile actors

and actresses," called the Drama Players, and
headed by Mr. Donald Eobertson. The Shuberts

submitted the personnel of the company to the ap-

proval of the society, guaranteed the productions as

satisfactory in every respect, relieved the society of
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all business cares, and in return accepted a guar^
antee of about $7000 a week to cover all expenses, fj

It is interesting, among time's revenges, to see

tbe representative of the commercial theatre, instead

of seeking a patron from the public, himself acting

that part toward the public. The Chicago Theatre
Society, setting oif with Mr. Shubert, reminds one

of the Florentine picture of the young Tobias, hand
in hand with the angel, and dangling his fish on

which the angel's benevolent eye is fixed. It occurs

to us, by the way, that there is an excellent subject

for a play in itself—the Manager as Angel. We
hope that one of the Messrs. Shubert will write it

—

or their courteous Chicago representative, Mr. A.

Toxen Worm.
It should be said at once that the Shuberts did

their part. Their theatre was open promptly for

each performance, lighted and heated. An attrac-

tively printed programme was provided, and ice

water was served between the acts. The box-oflfice

service was generally eflBcient, though its conserva-

tism in the matter of exchanging seats, in view of

the flexibility of internal arrangements permitted

by the size of the audience, seemed to some exces-

sive. The guarantors were admitted freely to re-

hearsals and behind the scenes, and thus enabled

to inform themselves as to the actual conditions of

theatrical life and production. The plays were, for

the most part, appropriately and decently staged.

Altogether the Shuberts deserve a variety of credit.

Moreover, the company which they provided was,

in the main, excellent. It was composed of such

types of sterling histrionic quality as Herbert Kel-

cey, EjQSe Shannon, Sheldon Lewis, Hedwig Reicher,

Edward Emery, Charlotte Granville, Pedro de Cor-

doba, Eugenie Woodward, A. Hylton Allen, Renee
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Kelley and others. Mr. Lionel Belmore was an effi-

cient stage-manager, and assumed the most ungrate-

ful roles.

The actors did their part. Directed with skill and
intelligence by Mr. Donald Robertson, and inspired

by his own sympathetic and vivid acting, they at-

tacked the problems of their varied repertory with
courage, self-control, and patience. There was
never a sign of egotism or self-aggrandizement on
the part of the stars at the expense of the firmament
as a whole. Scene after scene came out as a com-
plete picture, and character after character im-

pressed itself on the mind as a vital personality. It

is true, the plays were not all equally well suited to

the genius of the company. The provinciality of

American acting could not but appear slightly gro-

tesque or painful in such plays of French or Italian

society as "The Passing of the Torch," or **The

Stronger." The native plays, however, were well

acted, and one of the classical plays was presented

with a finish and intelligence that made it a worthy
production of any stage.

It may be suggested that the season called for too

many plays, or that the management was not suffi-

ciently forehanded in its preparation of them. Un-
questionably the company was hard worked, and
showed, in the last fortnight, the effects of wear
and strain. American actors are not used to carry-

ing plays by depending on the prompter. To act

with freedom they must have learned their parts by
heart, and this makes rehearsal a long and slow pro-

cess. As it was, one of the ten plays, and that un-

fortunately the one in which there was most con-

temporary interest, **The Voysey Inheritance," had
to be abandoned.
In comparison with the actors, for the audience
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there is little to be said. It was pathetic, at times,

to see the company doing its best bravely with the

support of only a few score spectators on the floor.

The very liberal discounts finally offered did not

fill the balcony. First nights, when the subscribers

turned out, went fairly well, but for the rest one hac

a feeling of shame, horror, and indignation tha^

anything so incongruous could occur. The sight oi

Mr. A. Toxen Worm, looking over the house witl

an eye from which all speculation had retired, was
particularly disquieting to the modest guarantor.]

One felt like saying to him, as the Egyptians, latei

to be despoiled, said to the Children of Israel: *'T(

spy out the nakedness of the land are ye come."
Since neither the management nor the actors cai

be held to blame for the meagre support which th(

enterprise received, the responsibility must be laic

upon the selection of the plays. And here it prop-

erly belongs. The Chicago Theatre Society wasj
founded *'to support the drama in Chicago and en-

courage dramatic authorship in America.** Evi-I

dently the directors took their function to be th(

production of excellent plays of three types—clas-

sical plays, modern foreign plays, which the com-
mercial theatre is supposed to ignore, and nativ(

plays. They divided their repertory among these

three classes in the proportion of two, five, and threeJ

To begin with the classical plays—for it was uponi

Moliere that the directors elected to strike theirj

first note of dramatic uplift—the two selected arc

certainly characteristic of their authors and periodsj

the comedy of the 17th and of the 18th centuriesj

Moliere *s Les Femmes Savantes was presented as

**The Learned Ladies** through an admirable trans-

lation by Professor Curtis Hidden Page, in the lines

of which not a little of the original salt is preserve('
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The play was the best of the season in mounting, and
inasmuch as the company gave it often during the
preliminary season in New York, the production was
smooth and the acting finished. Mr. Robertson's
ChrisaJe was a rare comic creation. Miss Gran-
ville as Philamante, Miss Shannon as Armando, Mr.
Kelcey as Ariste, and Mrs. Woodward as Belise

formed a brilliant group in support ; and Miss Kelley

as Henriette was piquant and charming. The old

themes of the duel of the sexes, the sphere of woman,
and the pretensions of culture reasserted themselves

in the atmosphere of Louis Quatorze, and reminded
us that there is nothing new under the theatrical

sun. It was perhaps the contemporary note in the

old comedy that chiefly caught the audience. At all

events **The Learned Ladies" was, with the possi-

ble exception of *'June Madness,'* the chief success

of the season. It is a parlor comedy and does not

need a large audience, but it was called for more
than any other play in the repertory. At first sight

it seemed a dangerous experiment on the part of

the directors to make their opening appeal to the

public with a play of the seventeenth century, one,

moreover, which has little construction or story, and
is almost pure satire, but the directors were justi-

fied by the event. *
' The Learned Ladies '

' was worth
doing and well done.

"The ** Coffee House," of Goldoni, translated by
Mr. Henry B. Fuller, turned out in the hands of the

Drama Players a very dreary affair. Goldoni 's

plays are of eighteenth century Italy, like Mozart's

operas, which they faintly resemble in playful un-

reality—a comedy for children. Like Italian wines,

this mild, sweet product, with its tenuous intrigue

and naive characters, proved incapable of trans-

portation. The carry, both in time and distance.
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was too great. By the time this product of Venice

and the eighteenth century had reached Chicago

in the twentieth, it was flat and tasteless. The ac-

tors made no special effort to understand or recover

its charm, and for once gave, with the exception of

j

Mr. Belmore as Eidolfo, and Mr. Hardin as Trap-)

pola, a perfunctory and careless rendering. Th(
Drama Players did not revive Goldoni ; they merely

stirred his honored bones a little, not too reverentl]

After all, however, the season must be justified bj

the modern plays, the pseudo-classics and the new^
Here it cannot be said that the selection was for-

tunate. Indeed one wonders how four such itopre^J

possessing examples of modern drama as the "Th(
Thunderbolt, '» ''The Lady from the Sea," *'Th(

Passing of the Torch,** and ''The Stronger" coul(

have been brought together except on the basis o\

their reputation, which has already faded and be-

come a matter merely of education. These plays

are already memories, and no one is greatly th<

loser who has never had them or has forgotten)
them. They are interesting examples of the drams
of their day, but in no way notable, except "Th«
Lady from the Sea," which possesses literary sig-

nificance as marking Ibsen's progress from purt

realism into symbolism. They are already out oi

date. It should not be forgotten by those who woulc

minister to the cultivated taste that it is the inevil

able tendency of the highbrow to grow higher, anc

that what looked like a bald head in the first years

of the century now seems but a low and retreating

forehead.

"The Thunderbolt" may have been taken to shoi

the all-round capabilities of the company, and tht

New York critics found the production up to the

very high standard set by the New Theatre Com-
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pany of that city. It was, perhaps, a trifle too em-
phatic, as if the actors were eager to get from the

play all the sentiment and comedy that could be
squeezed out of it, but on the whole the picture of

vulgar English middle-class life by Mr. Kelcey, Mr.
Lewis, and Mr. Emery as the Mortimore brothers

and brother-in-law, and Miss Granville, Miss Hall

and Mrs. Woodward as their wives was effectively

presented. The play turns on money, represented

by a will, which Miss Shannon, as wife of the third

Mortimore brother, has made away with. She and
Mr. Robertson, with Miss Reicher as the interloper

to whom the money has really been left, upheld the

finer sentiment of the situation with, again, a bit

of over-emphasis. But, aside from being a good
example of stage mechanism, in the English form
of the well-made play, *'The Thunderbolt'* has no
serious claim upon attention. Pinero has written

better plays, and they are well given on the com-
mercial stage as occasion warrants.

**The Passing of the Torch" is likewise a good
example of the modem well-made play after the

French model. It is an adequate translation of Her-
vieu's La Course du Flambeau, in which Mme.
Rejane earned the grateful admiration of the author
for many nights at the Theatre du Vaudeville in

1901. The play is built upon a thesis stated suc-

cinctly by the raisonneur in the first act. **A11 per-

sons are provided with the instinct to care for their

young. But duties toward parents—these need the

command of Sinai. Each generation fulfils itself in

passing on its torch to its offspring." In illustra-

tion of this theme, Sabine Revel, standing between
her own mother and her daughter, renounces her
future with her American suitor, Stangy, lest her

daughter's inheritance and happiness should be
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jeopardized, promotes the young girl's marriage,

tries to persuade the grandmother to sacrifice half

her fortune to prevent the son-in-law's bankruptcy,

writes a begging letter to her old lover, and finally

commits theft and forgery to avail herself of the

family fortune for her daughter's use. With the

same object, she allows her own mother to accom-
pany the family to the high altitudes of the Enga-
dine, against the doctor's warning. There Stangy
appears, and proposes to start the young couple

anew in America. "But what of me?" asks Sabine.

"You can't take grandmother so far," replies the

daughter. And Sabine, sacrificed and deserted,

turning to her own mother with the cry, "I have
only you, for whom I was a monster," finds her

parent dead.

A powerful play constructed with that strict ad-

herence to theme that we used to call "pitiless

logic," and with an answering of part to part (wit-

ness the return of Stangy in Act IV to furnish the

final occasion of filial ingratitude) that makes the

construction as complete and tight as a well-planned,

self-contained flat. But the theme is developed in

terms of French rather than of American life, and
the realization of French life on the stage by an

American company is seldom convincing. It was
not so in this case.

"The Lady from the Sea" is an exotic. The
theme, the hypnotic call of freedom, typified by the

sea and the mysterious seaman, to woman, and her

resubjection to the uses and purposes of social and

domestic life by the expedient of leaving her free to

choose her own path, is a suggestive one, but the

play is one of the dullest of Ibsen's prose dramas.

It is useful as reminding one what a task Mr. Archer
and the Ibsenites of the eighties set themselves when
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they proposed to force the northern medicine-man's
remedies down the gasping throat of the British

public. We no longer gasp and gag at ''The Lady
from the Sea," but we swallow hard. The play was
acted with great authority by Miss Eeicher as Ellida,

and Mr. Eobertson as Dr. Wangel. Mr. Lewis
tempted Ellida in a black hat and cloak that sug-

gested mystery, passion, and Don Giovanni—but we
are told that he was clothed as Ibsen would have
him. The minor parts are so excessively minor that

they might be cut out and reduce the running time
of the production by more than an hour. But this

is irreverence.

"The Stronger" {II Piu Forte) by Giacosa, is not

Italian but French. When Italy has such dramatists

as D'Annunzio and Benelli one wonders why the

directors of the Chicago Theatre Society chose one
whose genius is essentially imitative. Moreover, the

play turns on the opposition between the technical

laws of personal honor, represented by the son, and
the standards of business honor, represented by the

father. The former mean little to Americans, and
as to the latter we have questions of a subtlety such

as to make the Italian variety seem like the romances
of a commercial college course. Altogether, Gia-

cosa 's situation appealed little to actors or audi-

ence. We could have done without * * The Stronger. *

'

In the third group of plays, those representing

American authorship, the Chicago Theatre Society

suffered the chief disappointment. It has long been
the belief of uplifters of the drama that a great num-
ber of native plays are strangled in birth, or left to

die of starvation each year by the cruelty or callous-

ness of the commercial theatre. It has been thought
that an opportunity of production such as that of-

fered by the Drama Players would reveal this hid-
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den wealth and latent power, and show the com-
mercial theatre in its role of Herod among the inno-

cents. Without receding a jot from the position that

the American play is greater than the American
stage, a candid observer is forced to admit that the

late Chicago season did not prove the thesis. Per-
haps the reward was not sufficient to tempt the sub-

merged playwrights to the surface. Unquestionably
a repertory production at a protected theatre offers

less in both money and influence than success in the

great gamble of the commercial stage. At all events,

the American play, if it exists, preferred to take

its chances in the competition of the market-place.

In the dealings of the Chicago Theatre Society with
the American drama there was apparently timidity

and distrust on both sides. The society offered little,

and, judging from the selected fruits, the native

drama gave little. Two of the three American plays,

it is understood, had been submitted to the com-
mercial theatre and rejected—not necessarily be-

cause they were too good for it. The third, Mr.
Webster's **June Madness," was possibly written

expressly for the Drama Players, but, if so, its in-

terpretation of the aims of the society was at vari-

ance with the outspoken intention of the founders
to avoid the lure of sex, and served to emphasize
the somewhat wavering policy of the organization.

It left the movement with a question mark after

it—what next? But this ambiguity affords interest

in the future.

"The Maternal Instinct" is a dramatization of

one of Mr. Robert Herrick's earlier short stories,

by the author and Mr. Harrison Rhodes. The situ-

ation is that of a woman who, having renounced her
inheritance for love, is tempted to recover it by
crime in order to give the man whom she loves his
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opportunity to realize his ideals. The play opens
in the little flat of the Edwardses in New York,
where Ralph is trying to reform society by his pen,

and sustain with Alice a life of rather exaggerated
penury on the salary of a public school teacher.

Friends bring to Alice word of the approaching
death of her rich and unreconciled uncle, and urge
her to go to him. She knows why and refuses ; but
Ealph, not too subtly, furthers the temptation, and
Alice yields. Once at her old home she finds her
uncle dominated by his nurse, Grace Bland. The
old man, in bitter mockery, makes Alice read his will,

and she learns of his intention to make her his

heiress revoked by a codicil on an easily detached
sheet, transferring her share in his estate to Grace.

She steals the codicil, while Ealph watches her from
outside, spiritually aiding and abetting, and the

uncle, unable to prevent the theft, dies in impotent
convulsions. The scene shifts to Italy, whither Alice

has taken Ealph to write his great work and, in

feeble compensation, Grace also, as companion, sec-

retary, and art student. Ealph has fallen into a
condition of weak idleness, snobbishness, and philan-

dering with Grace. This last lapse brings Alice to

the point of producing the codicil, which she has
kept by her, turning the property over to Grace and
offering Ealph his freedom. He is roused by this

crisis, confesses his share in the crime, and, in the

face of the blandishments of the siren, reasserts his

love for Alice. This is by intention the great act of

the play. Alice's old admirer, Tom Withrow, is at

hand to offer her the consolations of his manly heart

and ample fortune. The four people are confronted

with a chance to rearrange life
—"remould it nearer

to the heart's desire." One is reminded for a mo-
ment of the last act of "The Doll's House," in
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which Nora and Torwald talk into the very quick

of their married state; of the scene in ''Candida,"

in which the stainless heroine chooses between her
two lovers him who needs her most. But it does not

come off. There is lack of true dramatic conflict.

There is no reason why Alice should care more for

Tom than she has ever done, and none why any one,

even Kalph, should care for Grace. Alice's defeated

motherhood embraces her faithless husband, ^nd the

play is rushed to a swift reconciliation. An admira-
bly shaped play, but not one of great force or driv-

ing power. One is left, indeed, a little uncertain as

to just how much of the final result is to be attrib-

uted to the maternal instinct, how much to Alice's

respect for duly enacted matrimony—and very much
in doubt as to how far she will carry Balph in the

next chapter.

The Drama Players entered thoroughly into the

interpretation of the play. Miss Shannon, whose
practice in *

' The Thunderbolt '
' had made the steal-

ing of wills second nature to her, was a touching

Alice. It might have been wished that she had taken
the first act in a gayer spirit, had given us a brighter

picture of young love in contrast to the later sub-

dued tints of maternal affection.

"Gold," by Mrs. Ancilla Hunter, is not as well-

made as ''The Maternal Instinct," but for the first

moments it seems to have greater elemental force

behind it. The play opens in the New England home
of Jonathan Batchelder, who dominates his family

and is in turn mastered by his love of gold. His
wife and three daughters are held down to a vulgar
and meagre existence under the spell of the old

man's thrift. The eldest daughter, Mary, has in-

herited his sordid greed; the second, Paula, has an
equally unintelligent desire for a social career and
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power; the third, Lola, the father's favorite, is the

victim of an undiscriniinating appetite for pleasure.

Each of the four represents a single passion, and in

the shock of their contending temperaments the wife

and mother dies heart-broken. The interior pre-

sented in Act I is realized with extraordinary vivid-

ness, and when at its close the mother goes upstairs

with her poison, this conclusion seems inevitable,

the necessary end of the progression of events.

But in Act II the characters begin to go their

own ways, and as the bonds of family which have
held them are loosened, the unity of movement is

lost. Paula has discovered a note of her mother's,

laying her death to Jonathan's miserliness, and with

this slender weapon she extorts a dowry of $200,000

from her father. We gather in Act I that Jonathan
was a weak blusterer, but not that he was so sensi-

tive to public opinion as to be frightened out of his

money by such a puny threat as Paula's. Mary
discovers that Lola and the book-keeper are meet-

ing by night in the garden, and brings her father

to witness. With quite gratuitous and unreason-

able cynicism, Lola confesses the extent of her rela-

tions with the young man and avers that she does

not love her lover or want to marry him. She does

so at her father's bidding but soon deserts him.

The old man has the usual stroke, and Mary takes

possession of him and his wealth. An aged spinster,

who has hovered about during the play, tries to

steal Jonathan's heart, but is routed. Paula re-

turns for more money to maintain her worthless

husband and worthless ambition, and is likewise put

to flight. Lola flits in, clothed ostentatiously in the

robes of sin, and gives her father a momentary illu-

sion of happiness—also a few coins to play with;

and so the play goes glooming out in dull weari-
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ness. We realize that the relations of these ex-

tremely unpleasant people are purely fortuitous, and
the spectator's relation to them seems equally so.

The play imitates the naturalistic casualness of

Hauptmann, but without any fundamental note of

tragedy. The action is scattering and there is

no synthesis at the close. Mrs. Hunter did wisely

not to attempt one.

Once more the company acquitted itself well. Mr.
Belmore found his best opportunity of the season
in his careful presentation of Jonathan Batchelder,

and Mrs. Woodward as his wife, and Miss Shannon
as his eldest daughter were close to their originals.

Miss Reicher as Paula was the beginning of a Hedda
Gabler, and Miss Kelly as Lola the beginning of a
Sapho. But there was no ending.

*' June Madness" seemed likely to rescue the sea-

son from the moral and financial doldrums into

which it had fallen. Mr. H. K. Webster can tell a
good story as novelist or as playwright. In ''June

Madness'* he presents us with a modern problem
carefully worked out in the geometry of the stage.

Mr. Frederick H. Hollis, railway magnate, has an
expert stenographer, Mrs. Thornborough, to whom
he pays a thousand dollars a month. Mrs. Thorn-
borough has a past and, as a result thereof, a daugh-
ter, June. The magnate has a wife who is jealous

of the stenographer, a daughter, who is engaged to

Robert Fielding, the man in Mrs. Thornborough 's

past, and a son who is in love with innocent and
ignorant June. Given such an assortment of parts,

the assembling of them into a play which moves
almost comes about of itself.

Mrs. Hollis has consulted the detectives and found
'out that Mrs. Thornborough is not married. She
makes the latter as stenographer take down her own
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letter in reply to this information, with her threat

to use it unless its object consents to disappear.

Katherine, the daughter, who has the enlightened

conscience of the settlement worker, at first attempts

to dissuade her mother, but suddenly suspecting the

identity of Mrs. Thornborough with the rival in

her lover *s past, changes front. Mrs. Thornborough
is prepared to resist, when she stumbles upon June
and young Hollis and learns their secret. Then she
is ready to abandon all to secure June's happiness;
and when Katherine, who has intercepted her note

to Fielding, appears in his place, she makes her
offer. In the most eloquent passage of the play

she tells the story of her early struggle for life, of

the madness which overcame her at sight of Field-

ing, and defends her right to love and to mother-

hood. *'It isn't for doing what I did that women
are disgraced. It's for being dependent and
ashamed. It's the wives who bargain badly and
don't live up to their bargains. It's the women
of the streets who bargain cheaply and pitifully

from day to day. It's the vain and lazy and luxuri-

ous who are fools besides. They deserve just what
society gives them. A man who sold himself on
such terms would be outcast just as much as they.

But I—I didn't bargain, and I didn't have to beg."
But Katherine is inexorable ; she will make no com-
promise and demands unconditional surrender. The
illegitimate June is no fitting match for her brother.

The sin of the mother shall be visited on the

daughter.

Then Mrs. Thornborough rouses herself to fight.

She accepts Hollis 's invitation to breakfast, and
confronts Fielding, after twenty years. There is a

scene involving all the characters, full of tension

and suspense, and likewise full of dangers to the
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ship, now under full sail. Mrs. Thornborough, to

secure Katherine's patronage for June, declares to

Fielding that she has not been true to his memory.
For a few seconds we skirt the lee shore of the out-

worn motive of splendida mendax and renunciation,

but Katherine sheers us off. She sees that Fielding

has returned to the only woman he ever loved,

and reassures him as to Mrs. Thornborough 's char-

acter. Another danger point, where the play grazes

the rocks, is the moment in which, to save June's
susceptibilities. Fielding declares that he and Mrs.
Thornborough were, are, married. When Mr. Hol-
lis not unreasonably inquires why he presented him-
self as a single man to woo his daughter, he is driven

to explain, a trifle lamely, that it was a long time
ago and he meant to get a divorce. But the mo-
mentum of the scene sweeps us past the reef, into

the quiet harbor. The two pairs of lovers are united,

while Mr. Hollis, his wife and his daughter exeunt
to breakfast by themselves.

*' June Madness" is a good story, unfolded clearly

and swiftly, told with verve, and it evidently ends
right. Indeed, the fact that the play was a *'hif,"

and received the approval of the Drama League,
reminds us how far we have traveled from the late-

Victorian ethics of *'The Second Mrs. Tanqueray,"
with its social saw that a ''good" man should marry
only a *'good" woman. Mr. "Webster has heard
the voice of Mr. George Moore, proclaiming that a

man should in his youth develop adventures that

will store up satisfaction for later life. Young
Fielding, indeed, seems to have exhibited the

instinctive cunning of the squirrel or the wood-

pecker in making his "plant." In view of his luck,

his anxiety to know whether Mrs. Thornborough has
been true to him these many years, seems imperti-
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nent and uncalled-for, and reminds one that there

is a hypocrisy of individualism as well as of society.

Why, in heaven's name, should she have been, and
what business is it of his or of ours whether she has
been or not? The application of the story to life

would seem to be : Cast thy bread upon the waters

;

thou shalt find it after many days, the sweeter for

its soaking. Whether the Chicago Theatre Society

goes all the way with "June Madness" in this con-

viction we do not know. We suspect that Mr. Web-
ster may have taken a certain malicious pleasure

in seeing his play produced under just these

auspices. Perhaps the emotional sincerity of the

leading part and the sweetness of love-making
among the juveniles may have given a touch of June
madness to the directors* themselves, and to the

Drama League as well. At all events we congratu-

late them on renouncing their scruples, if they had
them, and knowing a taking play when one came
along.

In conclusion, a word should be said of the enter-

prise as a whole, from which, clearly, more was
expected than was achieved. And, to sum up all

criticism upon the work of the Drama Players, it

is enough to say that it was not first-rate. The
selection of plays was, as has been said above, too

eclectic. To the query, what does the intelligent

public want? the repertory gave but an ambiguous
or negative answer. Judged by the highest func-

tion of the theatre, which Mr. Galsworthy says is

to minister to the understanding and enjoyment of

life, the season was not highly successful. We do
not learn to read, life better from lessons taught

five or ten years ago, and the highest enjoyment
is to be found in only the noblest works of the past,

or the boldest innovations of the immediate present.
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The Drama Players suffered by comparison with
some of the attractions which ran side by side with

them. Not to speak of Lady Gregory's Irish

Players, whose forthright singleness of purpose was
in sharp contrast to the somewhat wavering policy

of the Theatre Society, there were in "Kindling"
and "Bunty Pulls the Strings" at least two plays

in Chicago which showed what the commercial the-

atre could do—both better of their kind than any-

thing which the Drama Players did. Of course, the

comparison is unfair, but nevertheless the public

made it. Even the highbrow wonders at times why
he should always be expected to make concessions.

He consoles himself with Mr. Chesterton's epigram
that what is worth doing is worth doing badly. The
Drama Players did not do badly—but then he won-
ders whether it was worth doing at all.

Was it! We think it was. It was an experiment
that should go better with practice. But at risk of

being didactic, one may point out that the only ad-

vantage which the managers of such an enterprise

as the Chicago Theatre Society may be supposed to

possess over their commercial rivals is in intelli-

gence. They should give this quality free play, un-

hampered by the prejudices, pruderies, and prepos-

sessions of their advisers and supporters. Timidity

should be their unpardonable sin. We can overlook

many shortcomings in execution if the design is bold

and splendid. If classic plays are to be produced,

there are great tragedies of Greece in the modern
dress supplied by Hofmannsthal and Fitzgerald.

Or, if the plan be restricted to comedy, there is the

"Lysistrata" of Aristophanes, which in its criti-

cism of life makes even Moliere seem like a parlor

lecture. For modern work there are plays being

produced this year in Berlin, Vienna, Paris, Lon-
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don, that no one will see in America until they are

out-of-date. Such an organization as the Theatre
Society should be years ahead of the commercial
theatre, ana abreast of the theatrical development
of the world. Intelligence should give confidence,

and confidence, daring. If the society opened Amer-
ica to the current of dramatic ideas flowing in the

world, it would give the greatest possible stimulus

to native production; and if it gained a reputation

for courage it would have at its option not only the

rejected contributions from the commercial theatre,

but plays of a type that its existence only would
make possible. We hope that the Chicago Theatre

Society will change its ways; that it will supplant

on the Messrs. Shubert's curtain the empty asser-

tion "The play's the thing," by something to be

translated into action by its own achievement. We
humbly suggest Epater le bourgeois, or DeV audace,

del' audace, toujours del' audace.

EOBEET MOESS LoVETT.
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ARTHUE SCHNITZLER.

HEN an American author regularly pro-

duces one novel or play a year, and in

some years two, we do not think of

inquiring to what profession he belongs.

One learns therefore with a start of sur-

prise that Arthur Schnitzler, from whose pen no
less than twenty-three volumes have appeared in

print since 1892, who has reclaimed the one-act play
as a serious literary form, who is called Austria's

leading dramatist after Schonherr, and to whom
was awarded the Grillparzer Prize in 1908, is a
practicing physician. One feels an irresistible de-

sire to ask him : When do you write your books ? or

:

When do you see your patients?

Born in Vienna in 1862, the son of a professor in

the medical faculty, he took his M. D. at the Univer-
sity of Vienna in 1885, was thereafter employed as

assistant physician at the general hospital until 1888,

and has since then been connected with the Clinical

Hospital in addition to his activities as practitioner.

The physician often sees life in its sombrest
aspect, for he learns to know men largely through
their diseases. He encounters more frequently than

3
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other men the working-out of the sex-problem. And
more than all, he meets in his daily labors the love

of life and the horror of death, and sees more clearly

than most the inevitableness of both; yes, and by
virtue of that very fact is often less able to see

beyond the immediate fact of death.

All of these considerations seem to have some
bearing on the work of Arthur Schnitzler. An
atmosphere of melancholy pervades all that he
writes, too mild to be termed pessimism, too decided

to be brushed aside or overlooked. More than once

death and life stand face to face in his creations,

one notable novel, Sterben ("Dying"), being simply
a careful analysis of the psychology of a dying man
and that of a woman who loves him but wishes to

live. Something of the physician's helplessness

before the great cosmic forces of life and death

seems to find expression in the following lines from
his one-act play ' * Paracelsus '

'

:

"What do we here on earth, that is not playing,
However great and deep it seem to be!
With troops of savage soldiers plays the one,
Another plays with wildest superstitions,
And Some One plays perhaps with sun and stars

—

With human souls my game I play. And he
Alone may find my sense, who seeks it.

Our life is made of dreams and waking, fused,
Of truth and lies. There is no certainty.
Of others we know nothing, nor of us;
We do but play—and wise is he who knows it."

"These verses almost make us feel," remarks a
German critic, "as if Schnitzler were not naively
trifling in a spirit of boyishness, but sentimentally
in a spirit of melancholy and resignation, one who
feels clearly enough the seriousness of life, but with-
out being able to lift it, master it, and mould it, so
heavy it is. . . . Today we are playing, tomor-
row we must perhaps die beneath the icy breath of
fate. Who knows the moment when youthful folly
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may become grim earnest ? '
' This appears to be the

significance of Der grune Kakadu (''The Green
Cockatoo"), published and played at the same time

as ''Paracelsus," and termed by various critics the

best one-act play in German. Die Gefahrtin ("The
Mate"), published and played with the others, is of

less merit, although highly praised at first, and it

remains mediocre in spite of the author's subse-

quent revision of it.

Nothing is more characteristic of Schnitzler than
the one-act piece. As there are some novelists who
are at their best only in the short-story, such as Kip-
ling in English, Maupassant in French, Rosegger in

German, so there may be dramatists who should

restrict themselves to the short play. Schnitzler

appears to be one of these. None of his larger plays,

with one exception, has proved really successful,

several seem to be veritable fiascos. The reason'is

that his art is not monumental enough for the large

sweep of a great tragedy. His chosen field is the

sparkling, witty dialog. He uses this for all pur-

poses : not merely to create atmosphere, and charac-

terize subtly fine shades of personality, but also to

outline stroke by stroke a dramatic setting and
accompany a dramatic episode. But beyond the epi-

sode he rarely goes successfully. Take him into a

more ambitious field and he flounders and splashes

like an inexpert swimmer in deep water, and makes
a great commotion, but little progress.

He has, to be sure, tried his hand at larger works.

In Freiwild ("Fair Game") he sets over against

each other two strongly contrasted natures : the born
soldier, braggart, swaggerer, and lady-killer, and
the quiet, reserved, life-loving citizen. The citizen

slaps the soldier's face for calumniating a virtuous

woman, but refuses to fight a duel with him, where-
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upon the soldier shoots him down in cold blood. A
conflict of a different sort appears in Der einsame
Weg ("The Lonely Eoad"). Here Schnitzler ap-

pears to have taken a leaf out of Anzengruber 's

book, for he treats a problem exactly parallel to that

of the latter 's novel Der SchandflecTc (''The Blot of

Shame")* ^^ both a man brings up as his own the

child of his wife by another man; only Anzen-
gruber 's hero knows it. In both cases the real father

reveals the truth to the child, seeking comfort for a
lonely old age; only Anzengruber 's heroine has
already learned the truth from her foster-father.

In both the child turns to the only father it has ever
known, leaving the real father to go his lonely road.

At this point may also be mentioned a series of

four one-act plays which illustrate in different ways
a more spiritual conflict, that between the practical

and the artistic view of life. It is shown most
clearly in the first play of the series, entitled Leben-

dige Stunden ("Living Hours"). This is a dialog

between an affectionate son and a devoted friend

of his mother. Her death has crushed the older man,
but has freed the young poet for new creative work.

In wild jealousy and resentment the former reveals

the mother's secret, namely, that she ended her own
life of incurable suffering in order that her son

might be set free by it. Overwhelmed at first, he
later rises to new creative power, accepting the

mother's sacrifice. In the second piece of the group
the conflict is not brought out so clearly. Die Frau
mit dem Dolche ("The Woman with the Dagger")
is the title of a picture in which a painter's wife rec-

ognizes a previous incarnation of herself. Irresist-

ibly she is led to repeat the same course as that taken

by the pictured woman. This leads first to the

betrayal of her husband, and finally to her lover's
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death by her own hand. Her deed inspires her hus-

band to a new work of the highest art. High above
the rest of the series, and rated as only inferior to

Der griineKakadu is Die letzten Masken (''The Final

Mask"). The two view-points are here represented

by two quondam friends, both poets, one of whom is

famous and rich, the other poor and sick, and wait-

ing for death in a hospital. The poor but great-

souled journalist calls his really shallow colleague to

his death-bed, in order to pour out the vials of his

wrath upon him. But when the petty "great" man
comes, he feels the uselessness of attempting to open
his eyes, and turns over to die contentedly, in the

consciousness of his own greater worth. "Litera-

ture," the last of the series, is a farce, but a bril-

liant one.

A priori one would not expect Schnitzler to achieve

success in the historical drama. Yet he has twice

tried his hand at it. In Der junge Medardus he
takes us back to the Napoleonic wars. Medardus
sets out to assassinate the emperor, but instead turns

his dagger upon the woman who urges him on to the

deed, because she has been accused of being Napo-
leon's mistress. The author's dialog is his undoing
in this work. He is so concerned to produce atmos-

phere and setting that the dramatic action vanishes

from view.

His most ambitious drama so far, though not his

most successful, is the other historical play, Der
Schleier der Beatrice ("Beatrice's Veil"). In it he
attempts a canvas of more than Shakespearean pro-

portions. No less than fifty-three speaking parts are

listed, besides all the mute figures which fill the

background at various times. The scene is laid in

Bologna of the sixteenth century, and the central

figure, next to the Beatrice of the title, is the reign-
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ing duke, Leonardo Bentivoglio; and this again
reminds of Shakespeare. If we add the great length

of the drama, five acts, covering two hundred and
fifteen pages, and the alternation of blank verse and
prose, with an occasional happy turn of speech, we
have all the elements that justify a comparison with
Shakespearean art. Certainly any deeper similarity

is lacking. The great canvas merely confuses; the

verse, while smooth and even elegant at times, shows
no sign of greatness; and the length deadens the

effect and breaks up the unity of the conception.

"Worse than all, the magnificent reality and life of

Shakespeare's characters is wholly lacking; the per-

sonages of this play are not convincing ; they are not
alive.

The action centers around Beatrice, the wonder-
fully beautiful sixteen-year-old daughter of a petty

merchant. She is loved by Filippo Loschi, a brave
nobleman and celebrated poet. For her sake he
forsakes his betrothed, Teresina, sister of Count
Andrea Santuzzi, and for her he is ready to forsake

honor and his native city as well. But Beatrice has
day-dreamed that she was the consort of the hand-
some and valiant duke, and therefore Filippo thrusts

her from him. She goes and is ready to yield to

the wish of her brother that she marry a young man
of her own station. On the way to the church they
are met by the duke, who loves her and confesses
his love. She does not say no, but demands that he
make her his wife. He at once makes preparations
for the ceremony, and opens up his own gardens for
a bacchanalian festival. The city has been invested
by the enemy; death may come to all on the mor-
row ; it behooves them to make the most of the fleet-

ing moments ere they pass. Beatrice steals away
from the tumult of the festival to go to Filippo,
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whom she really loves. He proposes to her that they
drink death together after their night of love. She
professes willingness, but when he puts her to the

test by pretending that she has already drunk poison
with him, her dread of death reveals itself, and
Filippo drinks the real poison alone. Overcome with
horror, she hastens back to the duke, forgetting

however her veil. She endeavors to cover up what
she has done with lies, but is in the end induced by
fear of death to lead the duke to Filippo 's house.

He understands and forgives, saying

:

"Wast thou not Beatrice, a simple child,

That played with crown and throne, because they glittered,

And with a poet's soul, because mysterious,
And with a stripling's heart, because forsooth
'Twas given thee? But we are too severe

And suffer 't not, and each of us demanded
Not only that he be the only plaything—more,
The world and all to thee. And thee we chid

A traitress, wicked—and thou wast a child I '
*

These words would seem to hold the key to the

involved happenings of the play, but they do not

explain away the unreality of the actors. The funda-

mental idea of the drama, on the other hand, seems to

be the sardonically emphasized juxtaposition of love

and death. Since death threatens on the morrow, let

us enjoy our love. This feature, in varying expres-

sions, recurs again and again ; one of its manifesta-

tions is Beatrice's own horror of death, which she

herself admits at the last, and in so doing attempts

to justify her strange conduct. The Duke has said

to her mother:
Thou hast thy daughter now, and she is free

—

And Beatrice, do thou lay fear aside

—

She replies, kneeling by Filippo *s corpse:

All that is past! And yet 'twas that alone

That urged me on through all these devious paths
From lie to lie, from shame to shame . . .

. . . And all

Because I shuddered at the thought of lying

In death, as thou now liest . . .
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And whj must I, just I, be singled out

To bring such sorrow to so many, knowing
I meant to wrong no one?

I now come to that type of subject which is evi-

dently Schnitzler*s favorite, and in which he has

scored his greatest successes—and his greatest fail-

ures. Whether he merely follows one marked trend

of the naturalistic school, or a strong individual bent,

it is certain that his work is characterized by a

steady, almost morbid, insistence upon man's sexual

life. It crops out again and again, and amounts at

times to a veritable obsession. No one will deny
that the sexual impulse is one of the most powerful

natural forces in the world. But to make sexual

intercourse the equivalent of life itself, as Schnitzler

does in Der Ruf des Lebens (''The Call of Life"),

can only be called an outrageous distortion of normal
humanity. The central figures of this drama are

two young girls of humble station. One, foreseeing

early death by consumption, flings herself open-eyed

into the gutter. The other rushes over her father's

murdered body, past the fresh corpse of a faithless

wife, into the arms of the latter 's paramour. And
both, we are given to understand, are following sim-

ply the ''call of life."

Something of this unnatural emphasis on the sex-

ual life is to be found in "Anatol," his first publica-

tion. This strange book consists of a series of seven
one-act pieces, each of which centers about an affair

between the young man of this name and a different

woman. Now it is a girl from the ballet, now a bare-

back rider from the circus, now a weak married
woman; once he is about to marry a self-confessed

harlot, but leaves her after all ; in the final piece he
is seen on his wedding morning, and his friend Max
is compelled to assist him in getting rid of the impe-
rious beauty who has spent the night with him. Note-
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worthy is Die Frage an das Schicksal (''Questioning
Fate"), in which Anatol hypnotizes the girl in order
to ask her if she has been true to him, and fails to

put the question in the end. Noteworthy also is

the little dialogue, Weihnachtseinkdufe ("Christmas
Presents"), which reminds one of Hope's "Dolly
Dialogues," although it is far less clever. Here
Anatol encounters a married woman whom he has
loved before she married, and who, it appears, was
not wholly indifferent to him; she sends flowers by
him to his present inamorata.

Essentially sexual problems are also involved in

his Zwischenspiel ("Intermezzo"). The plot consists

of the separation, reunion, and second separation of

a married couple, the wife being the prime mover in

each case, and the motive force a thirst for ** adven-

tures," i. e., love affairs. The characters are not

alive, and the work has passed almost unnoticed.

Just the contrary is true of his Reigen, which at-

tracted so much attention that its publication was
forbidden. This is again a series of swift dialogs,

in which the slender thread of connection leads us

back to the point from which we started.

In this field lies Schnitzler's highest dramatic
achievement thus far. It is his Liebelei ("Light-o'-

Love"), of which Das Vermdchtnis ("The Legacy")
is a rather feeble echo. The '

' Legacy '
' is the posthu-

mous illegitimate child of a young aristocratic rake

;

when the child dies, the mother is cast out of his

family. In "Light-o '-Love" the action is more firmly

knit, and the result is a superb achievement of its

kind.

The story of the play is as follows: Fritz

Loheimer, a young and wealthy student, has been

drawn into an intrigue with a beautiful young mar-
ried woman. The liaison puts a heavy drain on
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his nerves, for she fears that they are watched, and
her fears are communicated to him. His friend and
fellow-student, Theodore Kaiser, worried by his run-

down condition, attempts to cure him of the one pas-

sion by leading him into one of a different kind.

On one occasion Theodore induces Toni Schlager,

a young milliner's assistant, for whom he has a
momentary infatuation, to bring her prettiest ac-

quaintance to the meeting, while he himself brings

Fritz. Although Fritz is not sufficiently touched to

break oft' the first affair, he does feel the charm of

the young girl, and his meetings with her help to

soothe his ragged nerves. Theodore invites the two
girls to his friend's apartments, hoping in this way
to help him over one of his bad hours. While they

are in the midst of their merriment, the bell rings,

and Fritz finds his worst fears realized. The intrigue

is discovered, and he sees clearly that he must fall

in the ensuing duel. From this point the inter-

est centers in Christine, the " Light-o '-Love. " The
daughter of a poor man, she has lived quietly in her
modest little home, working for her father, and
knowing few pleasures, if also few sorrows. To her,

who has never come in contact with men, Fritz is

like a being from another world, and the whole
power of her fresh womanhood is thrown into the

love she gives him. He is for her, as she puts it, her
God and her bliss of Heaven ; and while she harbors
no illusions as to the permanence of Fritz's love for

her, she has never been able to contemplate losing

him. The second act is devoted chiefly to a care-

ful development of her character and her attitude

toward Fritz. And on the other hand, an added
touch of pathos results from the fact that for the
first time Fritz begins to realize, dimly, it is true,

what she is and what she might be to him. His
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nature is kindled by the pure fire of her spirit, and
when he bids her farewell, leaving her, as he knows,

forever, it is with the pang of one who may look

into the open gate of Heaven, but may not enter in.

The third act, two days after the duel, centers

about Christine 's discovery of the whole truth about
Fritz. Pain at his death is swallowed up in the

greater grief caused by the manner of it. She is

beside herself at the thought that he never loved

her ; that she was merely a pastime to him ; that he
could leave her with a smile to go and be shot down
for another woman. But when she learns that he

has already been buried, and that she cannot even

see his face once more, her anguish passes all bounds,

and she rushes forth to seek his grave—and die

upon it.

The synopsis shows the firm, clear-cut lines of the

play, its steady and well-planned development, its

fine climax. But it has the further merit, which can-

not be allowed all of Schnitzler's dramas, that the

characters are really alive and convincing. Not
merely the main figures live, but also Christine's

old father, her prying but kindly neighbor Catherine

—yes, and even the wronged husband, who appears

but once, and is ominously styled simply '
' The Gen-

tleman." And the character drawing is executed

with the lightest possible touch, built up line by line

out of seemingly flimsy dialog, but with masterly

precision.

One of Schnitzler's earliest works, Liehelei re-

mains his high-water mark in the drama, and in

view of the distinct limitations of his art, it may
be doubted whether he will ever rise above it, or

even reach it again. Certainly nothing he has done

since has justified the hope it raised, that in

Arthur Schnitzler might be found a new and power-

ful prophet of the naturalistic school.

Bayard Quincy Mobgan.
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LIGHT-O'-LOVE

A Drama in Three Acts, by Arthur Schnitzler.

ACT L

[Fritz's room. Cozy hut elegantly furnished.]

Theodore. [Enters in advance. He carries a
stick, has an overcoat flung over his arm; takes off

his hat upon entering.]

Fmtz. [Outside.] So nobody has been here?

Voice. No, sir.

Fritz. [Entering.] I suppose we might let the
carriage go

!

Theodore. Of course. I thought you had.

Fritz. [Goes to the door.] Send the carriage

away. And . . . you can go, too. I don't need you
any more. [Returning.] Why don't you lay down
your things ?

Theodore. [At the desk.] Here are a couple of

letters. [Throws coat and hat on a chair, keeps his

stick.]

Fritz. [Hastens to the desk.] Oh! . . .

Theodore. Now, now! ... I believe you're

frightened I

Fritz. From dad. . . . [Opens a second letter.]

From Lensky.

Theodore. Don't let me disturb you.

Fritz. [Skims the letters.]

Theodore. What does your father say?

Fritz. Nothing special. ... He wants me to

spend a week on the estate at Whitsuntide.

Theodore. Excellent plan. I'd like to send you
there for six months.

15
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Fbitz. [Turns to face Mm.']

Theodore. I certainly would!— riding, driving,

fresh air, dairy-maids

Fritz. Idiot, there aren't any dairy-farms out

there.

Theodore. Well, you know what I mean, don't

you!
Fritz. Will you come along?

Theodore. You know I can't.

Fritz. Why not?

Theodore. My dear fellow, I have my doctor's

exam, coming ! If I went along, it would only be for

the sake of keeping you there.

Fritz. Oh, come, you needn 't worry about me.

Theodore. You see, all you need is fresh air;

I'm convinced of that—^I saw that to-day. Out yon-

der in the open, where we found the genuine green
springtime, you were a very pleasant fellow again.

Fritz. Thanks.
Theodore. And now—now of course you are col-

lapsing. We're too close to the dangerous atmos-

pheric zone again.

Fritz. [Makes a gesture of irritation.']

Theodore. Why, you've no idea how jolly you
were out there. You were actually reasonable for

once; it was like the good old days. And then a
couple of days ago, when we were out with those

two jolly little girls, you were very nice ; but now

—

that 's all over again, and you find it absolutely neces-

sary to think

—

{With ironical pathos.] — of that

woman.
Fritz. [Rises, vexed.]

Theodore. You don't know me, my dear fellow.

I don't intend to stand that any longer.

Fritz. My goodness, but you're ambitious

!

Theodore. Oh, I don't demand of you that you
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forget

—

{As before.]—that woman. ... I only hope
— [Warmly.] — my dear Fritz, that this miserable

affair, that keeps me trembling for you all the time,

means no more to you than any trivial love affair.

. . . Look here, Fritz, some day, when you stop

worshiping 'Hhat woman," you'll be surprised how
congenial she is to you. Then you'll find out that

there's nothing demoniac in her at all, but that she

is a very sweet little woman—one that you can have
plenty of fun with, just as you can with all women
that are young and pretty, and that have a little

temperament.
Fritz. Why do you say *

' tremble for me "

!

Theodore. You know why. ... I must confess

that I am in constant terror that you will run off

with her some fine day.

Fritz. That was what you meant?
Theodore. [After a short pause.] That isn't the

only danger.

Fritz. Right you are, Theodore—there are others,

too.

Theodore. But then we never do anything silly.

Fritz. [To himself.] There are others, too. . . .

Theodore. What 's the matter ? . . . You 're think-

ing of something in particular.

Fritz. Oh, no, I'm not. . . . [Glances at the

window.] She was deceived once before.

Theodore. What? . . . What's that? ... I

don 't understand you.

Fritz. Oh, nothing.

Theodore. What? Do talk sense.

Fritz. She 's been afraid lately . . . at times.

Theodore. Why?—There must be a reason for it.

Fritz. Not at all. Nervousness

—

[Ironically.]—
an uneasy conscience, if you will.

Theodore. You say she was deceived once
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Fritz. Well, yes—and again to-day, I suppose.
Theodoee. To-day—well, what does all this mean!
Fritz. [After a slight pause,\ She thinks . . .

we are watched.

Theodore. What ?

Fritz. She sees apparitions ; really, she has actual

hallucinations. [At the window.'] She sees some
person standing on the street corner, . . . through
the crack in the curtain, and thinks

—

[Breaks off.]

Is it possible, anyway, to recognize a face at this

distance !

Theodore. Scarcely.

Fritz. Why, that's what I say. But then that's

terrible. She's afraid to go out; she has all sorts

of queer feelings ; she gets hysterical ; she wants to

die with me
Theodore. Of course.

Fritz. [Short pause.] To-day I had to go down
and take a look. Went down as cheerfully as if I

were leaving the house alone ; of course there wasn't
a familiar face to be seen anywhere. . . .

Theodore. [7s silent.]

Fritz. Well, that ought to set fears at rest,

oughtn't it? A man can't suddenly be swallowed
up by the earth, hey ? . . . Answer, can't you?
Theodore. What sort of an answer do you want?

Of course a man can't be swallowed up. But a man
can hide inside the gates.

Fritz. I looked behind them all.

Theodore. You must have looked very innocent

at that.

Fritz. There was nobody there. I tell you it's

hallucinations.

Theodore. Certainly. But it ought to teach you
to be more careful.

Fritz. And I couldn't have helped knowing it, if
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he suspected it. "Why, I ate supper with them yes-

terday after the play—with him and her—and it was
so pleasant ! . . . . ridiculous, I tell you

!

Theodoee. I beg of you, Fritz, be sensible; do
me that favor. Give up this whole cursed affair, for

my sake, if nothing else. I have nerves, too. . . .

I know you're not the kind of man who can escape

from such an affair unaided, and so I made it so

easy for you—gave you a chance to save yourself by
starting another. . . .

Fritz. You did?

Theodore. Well, didn't I take you along with me
when I had an appointment with little Miss Toni a
while back? And didn't I ask her to bring along her

prettiest friend? And can you deny that you like

her?

Fritz. Certainly, she is sweet! ... So sweet!

And you have no idea how I longed for such an
affection as that, so sweet and quiet, that would
hover about me and soothe me, and help me
to recover from these everlasting irritations and
torments.

Theodore. That's exactly it. Eecover! That's
the deeper purpose of it. They help us to recover.

That's why I'm against these so-called interesting

women. It's not the business of women to be inter-

esting, but to be agreeable. You must seek happi-

ness where I have sought and found it—where there

are no grand scenes, no dangers, no tragic entangle-

ments—where the beginning has no special diffi-

culties, and the ending no torments—where you take

your first kiss with a smile, and part with very

gentle emotion.

Fritz. Yes, that's it.

Theodore. Those women are so happy in their
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healthy every-day womanhood—what compels us to

make demons or angels out of them at all costs?

Fkitz. She is really a treasure. So affectionate,

so dear. Often it seems to me she is too dear for me.
Theodore. You're incorrigible, apparently. If

you intend to take that affair seriously again. . . .

Fritz. No, no, not a thought of it. We are agreed

:

I need to recover.

Theodore. If you did, I'd give you up for good.

I've had enough of your love-tragedies. You bore

me with them. And if you feel like coming at me
with your famous "conscience," I'll give you my
simple rule for treating such cases : Better it were
I than some one else. For that ''some one else" is

as sure as fate itself.

[There is a ring.]

Fritz. What's that now? . . .

Theodore. Go and see. There you are, all pale

again! Set your fears at rest. It's the two sweet

little girls.

Fritz. [Agreeably surprised.] What?
Theodore. I took the liberty of inviting them here

to-day.

Fritz. [Going out.] Oh, you—why didn't yon
tell me ? Now I 've sent away my man.

Theodore. So much the cozier.

Fritz. [Outside.] Greetings, Toni,

ToNi. [Enters, carrying a package.]

Fritz. [Re-enters behind her.] And whereas

Christine?

Toni. She'll be here soon. Greetings, Dore.

Theodore. [Kisses her hand.]

Toni. You'll have to excuse us, Mr. Fritz; but

Theodore invited us. . . .

Fritz. Why, it was a splendid idea. Only he
forgot something, Theodore did.
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Theodoee. Theodore forgot nothing! [Takes the

package from Toni.] Did you bring everything I
wrote down for you?

ToNi. Of course. [To Fbitz.] "Where can I

put it?

Fritz. Just give it to me, Toni; we'll put it on
the sideboard for the present.

Toni. I bought something else, Dore, besides what
you told me.

Fritz. Give me your hat, Toni, that's right.

[Lays it on the piano, also her hoa.]

Theodore. [Dubiously.] What?
Toni. A coffee cream-cake.

Theodore. Oh, what a sweet tooth 1

Fritz. Well, but tell me, why didn't Christine

come with you?
Toni. She's going to take her father to the

theatre first. Then she'll come along on the street

car.

Theodore. What an affectionate daughter ! . . .

Toni. I should say so, and especially since he
went into mourning.

Theodore. Why, who died there, anyway?
Toni. The old gentleman's sister.

Theodore. Ah, a widow?
Toni. No, it was an old maiden lady, who has

lived with them always. Well, and so he feels so

lonesome, somehow.
Theodore. He's a little man with short gray hair

—her father—isn't he?
Toni. [Shakes her head.] No, he has long hair.

Fritz. How do you come to know him?
Theodore. Eecently I was in the theatre with

Lensky, and I took a look at the men playing the

bass-viols.
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ToNi. Why, he doesn't play the bass-viol—^he

plays the violin.

Theodoke. Oh, is that so? I thought he played
the bass-viol. [Toni laughs.] Nothing funny about
that; how should I know, child?

Toni. What a beautiful place you have, Mr. Fritz
—^just wonderful! What view is that?

Fkitz. This window opens on Straw Lane, and in
the next room

Theodobb. [Quickly.] Do tell me, why are you
so formal, you two?

Toni. At supper we'll get better acquainted,

Theodobe. a lady of principle, I see. Well, that's

some comfort, just the same. How's your mother,
anyhow?

Toni. [Turns to him, her face suddenly showing
concern.] Only think, she's got

Theodobe. Toothache, I know, I know. Your
mother always has the toothache. She ought to go
to a dentist one of these times.

Toni. But the doctor says it's only rheumatic
pains.

Theodobe. [Laughing.] Well, if it's rheumatic . . .

Toni. [An album in her hand.] Nothing but

pretty things! [Turning the pages.] Who is that?

. . . . Why, that's you, Mr. Fritz, . . . in uniform?
You're in the army?

Fbitz. Yes.

Toni. Dragoon!—^Are yon in the yellows or the

blacks?

Fbitz. [Smiling.]' In the yellows.

Toni. [As in a reverie.] The yellows.

Theodobe. There she goes a-dreaming. Wake
up, Toni!

Toni. But now you're lieutenant in the reserves?

> Fbitz. Surely.
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ToNi. You must look very nice in the fur cap.

Theodobe. How much she knows about it !—Look
here, Toni, I'm in the army, too.

ToNi. Are you in the dragoons, tool

Theodobe. Yes.

Toni. Well, why can't you tell a body that?

Theodobe. I want to be loved for myself.

ToNi. Come, Dore, you must put on your uniform
some time when we 're going out together.

Theodobe. In August there will be manoeuvres,

anyway.
Toni. Heavens ! by August
Theodobe. Yes, that's so—eternal love doesn't

last that long.

ToNi. Who thinks about August in May? Isn't

that so, Mr. Fritz?—Say, Mr. Fritz, why did you
run away from us yesterday?

Fbitz. What do you mean?
ToNi. Why—after the play.

Fbitz. Didn't Theodore make my excuses to you?
Theodobe. To be sure, I excused you.

ToNi. What good do your excuses do me, or

rather Christine? When a man makes a promise,

he ought to keep it.

Fbitz. I really would rather have gone with you.

Toni. Keally?

Fbitz. But I couldn't. You saw yourselves I was
in a box with friends, and afterward I couldn't get

away from them.

ToNi. Yes, you couldn't get away from the pretty

ladies. Do you think we didn't see you from the

gallery?

Fbitz. Well, I saw you, too.

ToNi. You were sitting backwards in the box.

Fbitz. Not all the time.

ToNi. But most of it. Behind a lady with a black
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velvet dress you sat and kept

—

[Imitating.']—looking

forward like this.

Fritz. You must have watched me closely.

ToNi. Why, it's nothing to me. But if I were
Christine . . . Why did Theodore have time after

the play? Why doesn't he have to take supper with
friends?

Theodobe. [Proudly.] Why don't I have to take

supper with friends ?

[There is a ring. Feitz hastens out.']

Theodore. Toni, you can do me a favor.

ToNi. [Assumes questioning expression.]

Theodore. Forget your military recollections

—

at least, for a time.

ToNi. Why, I haven't any.

Theodore. Come, now, you didn't learn all that

just by accident, that's plain enough.

Christine. [Enters with flowers in her hand.

Fritz behind her. With a trace of embarrassment.]

Good-evening. [General salutation. To Fritz.] Are
you glad we came?—You're not angry?

Fritz. But— my dear child! Sometimes, you
know, Theodore is cleverer than I am.

Theodore. Well, is your father fiddling by now?
Christine. Surely ; I took him to the theatre.

Fritz. Toni told us.

Christine. [To Toni.] And Catherine stopped

me, too.

Toni. Oh, pshaw I the false cat

!

Christine. Oh, no, she isn't false at all; she is

very good to me.
Toni. You trust every one, anyway.
Christine. Why should she be false to me?
Fritz. Who is Catherine?
Toni. The wife of a stocking-maker; and she*s
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always vexed because some girls are younger than
she is.

Christine. Why, she 's quite young herself.

Fritz. Bother Catherine I—What have you got
there?

Chbistinb. I brought along a few flowers for

you.

Fritz. [Takes them from her and kisses her

hand.] You're a little angel. Here, we'll put them
in the vase.

Theodore. No, no! You've no talent as decorator.

The flowers will be scattered at random on the table.

. . . That is, later on, when the table is set. We
really ought to fix it so that they would fall from the

ceiling. But that can 't be done.

Fritz. [Laughing.] Scarcely.

Theodore. Meanwhile we'll put them in here,

after all. [Puts them into the vase.]

ToNi. Children, it's getting dark

!

Fritz. [Helps Christine to take off her coat, and
she takes off her hat. He puts hat and coat on a

chair in the background.] We'll light the lamp right

away.
Theodore. Lamp ! I should say not ! Candles we

must have. Their light is so much prettier. Come,
Toni, you can help me. [He and Toni light the

candles, in the branched candelabra before the pier-

glass, one on the desk, two candles on the sideboard.

Meanwhile Fritz and Christine converse.]

Fritz. How are you, sweetheart?

Christine. I'm all right now.

Fritz. Well, but not at other times?

Christine. I have longed so for you.

Fritz. Why, we saw each other only yesterday.

Christine. Saw each other . . . from away off.
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. . . [Shyly.] Fritz, it wasn't very nice of you
to . . .

Fritz. Yes, I know; Toni told me. But you're

always a child. I couldn't get away. You've got to

understand such things.

Christine. Yes. . . . Fritz, . . . who were the

people in the box I

Fritz. Friends of mine—it doesn't matter what
their names are.

Christine. Well, who was the lady in the black

velvet dress?

Fritz. Child, I have no memory for dresses.

Christine. [Coaxingly.] Come, come!
Fritz. That is to say, ... I do have a sort of

a memory for them—in certain cases. For example,

I remember very well that dark-blue waist you had
on the first time we saw each other. And the black

and white one you wore to the theatre yesterday.

Christine. Why, I 'm wearing it to-day

!

Fritz. Sure enough; . . . from a distance, you
know, it looks different—I mean it! Oh, and that

medallion—I know that, too.

Christine. [Smiling.] When did I wear that ?

Fritz. Oh,—that time we went walking in the

public gardens, where all the children were playing
—^isn't that right?

Christine. Yes. ... So you do think of me
sometimes ?

Fritz. Rather frequently, my child.

Christine. Not so often as I think of you. I am
always thinking of you ... all day long, . . . and
I can only be happy when I see you.

Fritz. Then don't we see each other often

enough?
Christine. Often . . .

Fritz. Certainly. In the summer we shan't see
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each other so much. Just think ! Suppose, for exam-
ple, I went away for a couple of weeks—what would
you say?

Christine. [Anxiously,] What! You are going

away?
Feitz. No. . . . And still it might be possible

that I would like the notion of being all alone for a
week.

Christine. Oh, why!
Fritz. I'm simply talking about possibilities. I

know myself, I get such notions. And you, too,

might some time take the whim of not wanting to

see me for a few days. . . . I '11 always understand
that.

Christine. No, I'll never have that whim, Fritz.

Fritz. You can 't tell about that.

Christine. But I can. ... I love you.

Fritz. I love you, too, very much.
Christine. But you are everything to me, Fritz

;

for you I could

—

[Breaks of.] No, I can't imagine

an hour ever coming when I wouldn't want to see

you. As long as I live, Fritz

Fritz. [Interrupts.] Child, I beseech you, . . .

don't say anything like that. ... I don't like big

w:ords. We won't talk about eternity.

Christine. [Smiling sadly.] Have no fear, Fritz.

... I know this can't be for always.

Fritz. You misunderstand me, child. Of course

it's possible

—

[Laughing.]—that we simply won't be

able to live without each other, but we can't tell for

sure, can we? We're only human.
Theodore. [Pointing to the lighted candles.]

Kindly turn your eyes upon that. . . . Isn't that

different from a stupid lamp ?

Fritz. You're really a born decorator.
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Theodore. Children, what do you say—shall we
think about eating?

ToNi. Yes! . . . Come, Christine.

Feitz. Wait; I'll show you where to find every-

thing.

ToNi. First of all, we need a table-cloth.

Theodore. [With German accent, as on the vaude-

ville stage.] **A table-cotT'
Fritz. What?
Theodore. Don't you remember that fellow in

the Orpheum? "Dot is a table-clot'." **Dot is a

shtool." "Dot is a liddle pianino."

ToNi. Say, Dore, when are you going to the

Orpheum with me? You promised me a little while

ago. Then Christine will come along, and Mr. Fritz,

too. [She is just taking from Fritz the table-cloth

which he has taken out of the sideboard.] Then
we'll be your friends in the box.

Fritz. Yes, yes.

ToNi. Then the lady with the black velvet dress

can go home alone.

Fritz. Why do you keep thinking about that lady

in black? It's too stupid.

ToNi. Oh, we don't think about her. . . . There.

. . . And the silver? [Fritz shows her the things

in the open sideboard.] Yes. . . . And the plates?

. . . Yes, thanks. . . . There, now we can do it

alone all right. Go, go away now, you're only get-

ting in our way.
Theodore. [Has meanwhile stretched out on the

couch; Fritz advances toward him.] You'll ex-

cuse me.
Toni. Did you see the picture of Fritz in his

uniform ?

Christine. No.
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ToNi. You must have a look at it. Swell ! [They
talk on.]

Theodoee. Such evenings are my delight, Fritz.

Fritz. Well, they are nice.

Theodobe. Then I feel so cozy. . . . Don't youf
Fkitz. Oh, I wish I could always feel so con-

tented.

ToNi. Tell me, Mr. Fritz, is there coffee in the

machine ?

Feitz. Yes. You can start the lamp under it

right away—it takes a good hour on that machine,
before the coffee is done.

Theodore. I'd give a dozen demoniac women for

a sweet girl like that.

Fritz. There's no comparison.

Theodore. You see, we hate the women that we
love—and only love the women that are indifferent

to us.

Fritz. [Laughs.]

ToNi. What 's the joke ? We 'd like to hear it, too.

Theodore. Nothing for you, children. We're phi-

losophizing.—If this were to be our last meeting
with these girls, we'd be just as jolly, wouldn't we?

Fritz. The last time? . . . Well, there's cer-

tainly something melancholy about that. Parting

always gives pain, even if you've been looking for-

ward to it eagerly for a long time.

Christine. Say, Fritz, where 's the small silver?

Fritz. [Goes rear to the sideboard,\ Here it is,

sweetheart.

ToNi. [Comes forward, runs her hand through

Theodore's hair; he still reclining on the couch.]

Theodore. You pussy-cat I

Fritz. [Opens the package Toni brought.] Grand!
Christine. [To Fritz.] You have everything in

such good order.
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Fbitz. Yes. [Arranges the things Toni brought—sardines, cold meat, butter, cheese.]

Chbistine. Fritz, . . . won't you tell me!
Fbitz. Tell you what?
Christine. [Very timidly.] "Who the lady was.
Fritz. No; don't make me cross. [More gently.]

You see, that's one thing we agreed upon expressly:

No questions asked. That's the nice thing about it.

When I am with you the world disappears, like that—[Snaps his fingers.] I don't ask you any ques-

tions, either.

Christine. You can ask me anything you like.

Fritz. But I don't. I don't want to know any-

thing.

ToNi. [Returns to table.] Goodness, what a mess
you're making! [Takes the edibles, puts them on
the plates.] There. . . .

Theodore. Say, Fritz, have you anything to drink

here?

Fritz. Oh, yes, I think I can find something.

[Exit into front room.]

Theodore. [Raises himself and inspects the

table.] Good.
ToNi. There, I think we've got everything now.

Fritz. [Returns with some bottles.] Here's

something to drink, too.

Theodore. Where are the roses that fall from the

ceiling?

ToNi. That's right, we forgot the roses. [She

takes the roses out of the vase, climbs on a chair, and

lets the roses fall on the table.] There

!

Christine. My, what a wild girl you are to-night 1

Theodore. Here, not on the plates.

Fritz. Where do you want to sit, Christine?

Theodore. Where is the cork-screw ?
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Fbitz. [Gets one from the sideboard.] Here is

one.

ToNi. [Tries to open a bottle.]

Fritz. No, let me do that.

Theodore. No, let me do it. . . . [Takes bottle

and cork-screw from him.] Meanwhile you might

—

[Moves his fingers as at the piano.]

ToNi. Yes, yes, that's grand! . . . [She runs to

the piano, takes the things off it, and opens it.]

Fritz. [To Christine.] Shall I?

Christine. Oh, please do, I've wanted that for

so long.

Fritz. [At the piano.] You can play a little too?

Christine. [With a gesture.] Oh goodness.

ToNi. She plays fine, Christine does, . . . she

can sing too.

Fritz. Keally? You never told me that.

Christine. Did you ever ask me ?

Fritz. Where did you learn to sing?

Christine. I really never learned. Father
taught me a little—but I haven't got much voice.

And you know, since auntie died, the one that always

lived with us, it's even quieter at home than it was
before.

Fritz. What do you do, anyway, all day long?

Christine. Oh, I have plenty to do

!

Fritz. Around the house, I suppose ?

Christine. Yes. And then I copy notes quite

a lot.

Theodore. Music notes ?

Christine. Surely.

Theodore. They must pay you tremendously for

that. [The others laugh.] Well, I'd pay tre-

mendously for it. Music copying must be a terrible

task, I think.

ToNi. There's no sense in her working so hard,
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either. If I had as much voice as you have, I'd have
been in the theatre long ago.

Theodore. You wouldn 't even need a voice. . . .

Of course you do nothing all day, hey?
ToNi. Well, I like that ! I have two little brothers

that are going to school. I have to dress them in the

morning. And then I help them with their lessons

—

Theodore. That's a lie, every word of it.

ToNi. "Well, if you won't believe me.—And until

last autumn I was in a store from eight in the morn-
ing till eight at night.

Theodore. [Mockingly. 1 Wliere was that!

ToNi. In a millinery store. Mother wants me to

go back there.

Theodore. [As above.] Why did you leave it?

Fritz. [To Christine.] Then you must sing

something for us.

Theodore. Come on, children, let's eat first, and
then you'll play, won't you!

Fritz. [Rising, to Christine.] Come, sweet-

heart. [Leads her to the table.]

ToNi. The coffee! There's the coffee boiling

over, and we haven't begun to eat.

Theodore. Nothing matters now.
ToNi. But it's boiling over! [Blows out the

flame.]

[All sit down at the table.]

Theodore. What will you have, Toni? But let

me tell you this: the cake comes last! . . . First

you've got to eat nothing but sour things.

Fritz. [Pours out the wine.]

Theodore, Not that way: we do it differently

now. Don't you know the latest fashion? [Stands

up, affects magniloquence; to Christine, bottle in

hand.] Special quality, genuine Johannisberg,

eighteen hundred

—

[Mumbles the last figures. Fills
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glass, then goes to Toni, to Fritz, repeating the same
ceremony and words; finally stands at his own place,

and repeats as before. Seats himself.]

Toni. [Laughing.] He's always doing some-
thing silly.

Theodoee. [Raises his glass; all clink.] Prosit.

Toni. Your health, Theodore.
Theodore. [Rising.] Ladies and Gentlemen . . .

Fritz. Oh, not yet!

Theodore. [Sits again.] Well, I can wait.

Toni. Oh, that's what I like, after-dinner

speeches. I have a cousin that always makes his

speeches in rhymes.
Theodore. What regiment is he in?

Toni. Come, stop that . . . He talks it off by
heart and in rhyme, and it's just splendid, Christine.

And he's an elderly gentleman now, too.

Theodore. Oh, it sometimes happens that elderly

gentlemen can still talk in rhyme.
Fritz. But you're not drinking at all. Christine I

[Clinks with her.]

Theodore. [Clinks with Toni.] To the old gen-

tlemen who talk in rhymes.

Toni. [Merrily.] To the young gentlemen, even

if they don't talk at all . . . for example, to Mr.

Fritz. . . . Say, Mr. Fritz, now we'll drink to our

better acquaintance, if you wish—and Christine

must do the same with Theodore.

Theodore. But not with this wine, that's not

the right kind for it. [Rises, takes another bottle,

same ceremony as before.] Xeres de la Frontera

mille huit cent cinquante

Toni. [Sips.] Ah
Theodore. Can't you wait till we all drink to-

gether? Now then, children . . . Before we sol-

emnly drink to our better acquaintance, let us drink
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to the happy chance that, that . . . and so forth

• • •

ToNi. Yes, that's enough. [They drink, Fbitz
taking Toni's arm, Theodore Christine's.]

Fritz. [Kisses Toni.]

Theodore. [Starts to kiss Christine.]

Christine. Is that necessary?

Theodore. Absolutely, else the whole ceremony
is null. . . . [Kisses her.] There, and now to your
seats! . . .

ToNi. But it's getting terribly hot in the room.
Fritz. That's because of all the candles Theo-

dore lit.

ToNi. And the wine, too. [She leans back in her
chair.]

Theodore. Come here, the best of all is coming
now. [He cuts off a slice of the cake and puts it in

her mouth.] There, sweet tooth,—that good?
ToNi. Awfully! . . . [He gives her another.]

Theodore. Come, Fritz, now's the time. Now
you might play something.

Fritz. Do you want me to, Christine ?

Christine. Please do

!

ToNi. Play something swell.

Theodore. [Fills the glasses.]

ToNi. [No more.] Drinks.

Christine. [Sipping.] The wine is so heavy.

Theodore. [Pointing to the glass.] Fritz.

Fritz. [Empties the glass, goes to piano.]

Christine. [Goes and sits by him.]

ToNi. Mr. Fritz, play the ''Double Eagle."

Fritz. The "Double Eagle"—how does it go?

ToNi. Dore, can't you play it?

Theodore. I can't play at all.

FsiTZ. I know the thing; but I can't think of it.
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ToNi. I'll sing it for you. ... La ... la .. .

lalalala. . . .

Fritz. Aha, now I know. [Does not play quite

correctly.]

ToNi. [Goes to the piano.] No, this way. [Plays

the melody with one finger.]

Fbitz. Yes, yes. . . . [He plays, Toni sings.]

Theodoee. Recollections again, hey?
Fbitz. [Plays wrong again and stops.] Can't

do it. I've got no ear. [He starts to improvise.]

ToNi. [After the first measure.] That's no
good.

Feitz. [Laughs.] Don't say that, I made it up.

ToNi. But it's no good for dancing.

Feitz. Just try it once . . .

Theodoee. [To Toni.] Come, let's try. [They
dance.]

Cheistine. [Sits by the piano and looks at the

keys.]

[There is a ring.]

Fbitz. [Suddenly stops playing; Theodoee and
Toni dance on.]

Theodoee and Toni. [Together.] What's all

this 1 Come

!

Feitz. The bell just rang. ... [To Theodoee.]

Did you invite anybody else I

Theodoee. I should say not—you don't need to

answer the bell.

Cheistine. [To Feitz.] What's the matter with

you?
Fbitz. Nothing . .

[There is another ring.]

Fbitz. [Stands up, rooted to the spot.]

Theodoee. You are simply not at home,

Fbitz. You can hear the piano out in the cor-
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ridor. . . . And you can see from the street that the

room is lit.

Theodore. What folly is this? You're simply

not at home.
Feitz. But it makes me nervous.

Theodore. Well, what do you suppose it's going
to be? A letter—or a telegram—You're not going
to have a visitor at \_Loohs at his watch.] nine

o 'clock.

[There is another ring.]

Fritz. Kubbish, I must go and see

—

[Exit.]

ToNi. But you're not a bit swell

—

[Strikes a few
keys on the piano.]

Theodore. Here, stop that now!

—

[To Chris-

tine.] What ails you? Does the bell make you
nervous too?

Fritz. [Returns, in forced calm.]

Theodore and Christine. [Together.] Well, who
was it?—Who was it?

Fritz. [With a forced smile.] You must be good
enough to excuse me for a moment. Go in there

meanwhile.

Theodore. What is it?

Christine. Who is it?

Fritz. Nothing, child, I simply have to say a few
words to a gentleman. . , .

[Fritz has opened the door of the adjoining room,

conducts the girls into it. Theodore, going in last,

looks questioningly at Fritz.]

Fritz. [In a low voice, with an expression of
horror.] He I

Theodore. Ah

!

Fritz. In with you!
Theodore. I beg of you, don't do anything

gtupid, it may be a trap. . . .

, Fritz. Go . . . go. . . . [Theodore exit. Fbitz
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goes rapidly through the room to the corridor, a-o

that the stage is empty for a few seconds. Then he

enters again, allowing an elegantly dressed gentle-

man of about thirty-five years to precede him. The
gentleman wears a yellow mantle, holds his hat in

his gloved hand. While entering] Pardon me for

making you wait ... I beg you. . . ,

The Gentleman. [In a very easy tone.] Oh, that

is nothing. I regret extremely to have disturbed

you.

Fbitz. By no means. Will you not . . . [Indi-

cates a chair.]

The Gentleman. Why, I see that I have dis-

turbed you? A little entertainment, I presume?
Feitz. a few friends.

The Gentleman. [Seating himself, amicable.]

A masquerade, no doubt?

Fkitz. [Embarrassed.] Why do you say that?

The Gentleman. Well, your friends have ladies*

hats and cloaks.

Fkitz. Well yes. . . . [Smiling.] There may be
lady friends among them. . . . [Silence.]

The Gentleman. Life is at times very merry
. . . yes . . . [Looks rigidly at Fritz.]

Fkitz. [Endures the glance a while, then looks

away.] I presume I may permit myself to inquire

what gives me the pleasure of your visit?

The Gentleman. Certainly. . . . [Calmly.] You
see, my wife forgot to take her veil away from here.

Fritz. Your wife . . . here? Her . . . [SmiU
ing.] The jest is a trifle strange. . . .

The Gentleman. [Suddenly rising, very loudly,

almost wildly, supporting himself by resting one

hand on the chair arm.] She did forget it.

Fritz. [Rises also, and the two men stand facing

each other.]
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The Gentleman. [Raises his clenched fist, as if

to launch it at Feitz ; in fury and loathing.] Oh ! , . ,

Fkitz. [Makes a parrying motion, takes a short

step backward.]

The Gentleman. [After a long pause. Here are

your letters. He throws on the desk a packet of
letters which he has taken from his overcoat pocket.]

I wish those which you have received.

Fritz. [Parrying motion.]

The Gentleman. [Vehemently, significantly.] I
do not wish to have them found

—

later—in your
rooms.

Fritz. [Very loudly.] They will not be found.

The Gentleman. [Looks at him. Pause.]

Fritz. What else do you wish of me ?

The Gentleman. [Scornfully.] "What else^

Fritz. I am at your disposal. . . .

The Gentleman. [Bows coolly.] Very well. [He
casts a glance around the room; as he again sees the

table and the girls' hats, a sudden flash crosses his

face, as if he would burst into a neiv fit of rage.]

Fritz. [Notices this.] I am wholly at your dis-

posal.—I shall be at home to-morrow till noon.

The Gentleman. [Bows and turns to go.]

Fritz. [Accompanies him to the door, the gentle-

man motioning him away. When he is gone, Fritz
goes to the desk and stands there a moment. Then
he hastens to the window, looks through a crack in

the blind, and can be seen to follow the motions of
the gentleman passing along the street. Leaving the

window he looks down for a moment; then goes to

the door of the adjoining room, opens it halfway,
and calls.] Theodore, one moment.

[The following scene very rapid.]

Theodore. [Excited.] Well? . . .

Fritz. He knows.
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Theodore. He knows nothing. You simply fell

into his trap. I'll wager you even confessed. You're
a fool, I tell you. . . . You . . .

Fbitz. [Pointing to the letters.] He brought me
back my letters.

Theodobe. [Startled.] Oh! . . . [After a pause.]

I always say, a man ought not to write letters.

Fbitz. It was he, this noon, down below.

Theodobe. Well, what happened?—Tell me about
it.

Fbitz. You must do me a great service now,
Theodore.
Theodobe. I '11 fix up the whole business for you.

Fbitz. That is out of the question now.
Theodobe. Then . . .

Fbitz. In any case it will be well. . . . [Breaks

of.]—but we can't let the poor girls wait so long.

Theodobe. Let them wait. What were you going

to say?

Fbitz. It will be well if you go to Lensky to-day.

Theodobe. At once, if you wish.

Fbitz. You won 't find him now . . . but between
eleven and twelve he will surely come into the coffee-

house . . . perhaps the two of you will then come
here. . . .

Theodobe, Come, don't make up such a face . . .

ninety-nine times out of a hundred it turns out all

right. . . .

Fbitz. He will see to it that this one doesn't turn

out all right.

Theodobe. But I beg you, remember that affair

of last year, between Doctor Billinger and Herz

—

that was exactly the same.
Fbitz. None of that, you know yourself he ought

to have shot me down right here in the room—it

would have come to the same thing.
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Theodore. [Acting.] "Well, that is fine, I must
say. That's a grand idea. . . . And so Lensky and
Icount for nothing f You think we'll agree that . . .

Feitz. I beg you, no more of that ! . . . You will

simply accept what is proposed.

Theodobe. Ah,
Feitz. What's the sense of all this, Theodore?

As if you didn't know.
Theodobe. Nonsense. And anyway, it's all a

matter of luck. . . . You have just as much chance
of . . .

Feitz. [Without listening to him.] She fore-

boded it. We both foreboded it. We knew it. . . .

Theodobe. Come, Fritz. . . .

Feitz. [Goes to the desk, locks up the letters.]

Oh, what is she doing this minute? Did he . . .

Theodore, you must find out to-morrow what hap-
pened over there.

Theodobe. I will try.

Feitz. And see to it that no useless delay . . .

Theodobe, It can scarcely be before day after

to-morrow in the morning.

Feitz. [Almost terrified.] Theodore!
Theodobe. And so . . . head up.—You believe a

little in inward conviction, don't you—and I have a

firm conviction that everything will turn out all

right. [With forced merriment.] I don't know why
myself, but I have the conviction, anyway

!

Feitz. [Smiling.] What a good fellow you are.

But what shall we say to the girls ?

Theodobe. That doesn't matter. Let's simply

send them away.
Feitz. No, no. Let's be as merry as we can.

Christine must not suspect anything. I'll sit down
at the piano again ; and you call them in. [Theodobe
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turns to do this, with discontented face.] And what
shall you say to them?
Theodore. That it's none of their business.

Fritz. [Who has sat down at the piano, turning
toward him.] No, no

Theodore. That it's about a friend—I'll invent

something.

Fritz. [Plays a few notes.]

Theodore. Ladies, I beg you to enter. [Has
opened the door.]

ToNi. "Well, at last! Has he gone?
Christine. [Hastening to Fritz.] Who was

here, Fritz?

Fritz. [At the piano, playing.] Curious again.

Christine. I beg you, Fritz, tell me.

Fritz. Sweetheart, I can 't tell you, it really con-

cerns people that you don 't know at all.

Christine. [Coaxingly.] Come, Fritz, tell me
the truth.

Theodore. Of course she won't leave you in

peace. . . . But mind you tell her nothing! You
promised him.

ToNi. Come, don't be so tiresome, Christine, let

them have their fun. They're simply putting on

airs.

Theodore. I must finish that waltz with Miss

Toni. [German accent.] Bleaze, Mister Music-

maker—a liddle museek.

Fritz. [Plays.]

[Theodore and Toni dance a few measures.]

Toni. [After a few moments.] I can't. [She

falls hack into a chair.]

Theodore. [Kisses her, seats himself beside her

on the chair-arm.]

Fritz. [Stays at the piano, takes both Chris-

tine's hands, looks at her.]
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Christine. [As if awaking.'] Why don't you
play on?

Feitz. [Smiling.] Enough for to-day. . . .

Cheistine. That's the way I'd like to be able to

play.

Feitz. Do you play much?
Cheistine. I don't get much chance; there's

always something in the house that needs to be done.

And then you know we have such a poor piano.

Feitz. I'd like to try it once. I'd like to see your
room once, anyway.

Cheistine. [Smiling.] It isn't as pretty as here.

Feitz. And something else I 'd like : to have you
tell me about yourself ... a whole lot ... I really

know so little about you.

Cheistine. There isn't much to tell.—And I

haven't any secrets either . . . like some others.

Feitz. You never loved any man before ?

Cheistine. [Merely looks at him.]

Feitz. [Kisses her hands.]

Cheistine. And never shall love any other.

Feitz. [With an almost pained expression.]

Don't say that . . . don't. . . . What do you know
about it? . . . Does your father love you very much,
Christine?

Cheistine. Oh, how much ! . . . And there was a

time when I used to tell him everything.

Feitz. Well, child, don't reproach yourself. Peo-

ple have to have secrets once in a while—that's the

way of the world.

Christine. If I only knew that you loved me

—

it would all be right.

Feitz. Then don't you know?
Cheistine. If you would always talk to me like

that, then ...
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Fbitz. Christine 1 You haven't a very comfort-
able seat, though.

Chbistine. Let me be—this is all right. [She
lays her head against the piano.]

Feitz. [Stands up and strokes her hair.]

Chbistine. Oh, that feels good.

[The room is quiet.]

Theodoee. Where are the cigars, Fritz?
Fbitz. [Advances to him as he stands by the side-

board looking.]

ToNi. [Has fallen asleep.]

Fbitz. [Hands him a small box of cigars.] And
black coffee. [He pours two cups.]

Theodoee. Children, don't you want some coffee,

too?

Fbitz. Toni, shall I pour a cup ? . . .

Theodoee. Let them sleep.—You ought not to

drink coffee to-day. You ought to go to bed as soon

as possible and try to sleep well.

Fbitz. [Looks at him and laughs bitterly.]

Theodoee. Well, things are as they are . . . and
now it's not a question of being magnificent or deep,

but of being as sensible as you can . . . that's the

point ... in such cases.

Fbitz. You'll bring Lensky to me to-night, will

you?
Theodoee. That's nonsense. To-morrow is time

enough.

Fbitz. I beg you, bring him.

Theodoee. All right, then.

Fbitz. Will you take the girls home?
Theodoee. Yes, and right away, too.—Toni! . . .

Get up I

Toni. Oh, you're drinking black coffee. Give me
some, too.

Theodoee. Here you are, child.
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Feitz. [To Christine, going to her.] Tired, my
sweetheart ?

Christine. How sweet, when you talk that way.
Fritz. Very tired?

Christine. [Smiling.] It's the wine.—And I

have a little headache, too.

Fritz. Well, that will pass off in the open air.

Christine. Are we going now ? "Will you go with
us?

Fritz. No, child. I'm going to stay right here.

I have some things to do.

Christine. [Recollecting.] Now . . . What have
you got to do now?

Fritz. [Almost sternly.] Christine, that's some-
thing you must stop.

—

[Gently.] You see, I'm all

used up ... we walked around in the country for

two hours to-day, Theodore and I.

Theodore. Oh, that was delightful. One of these

days we'll all drive out into the country together.

ToNi. Yes, that will be swell. And you'll put on
your uniform.

Theodore. There 's feeling for nature

!

Christine. When shall I see you again?

Fritz. [Somewhat nervously.] I'll write you.

Christine. [Sadly.] Good-bye. [Turns to go.]

Fritz. [Notices her sadness.] To-morrow, Chris-

tine.

Christine. [Happily.] Truly?
Fritz. In the public gardens out there—at—say

at six o'clock. . . . Will that suit you?
Christine. [Nods.]

ToNi. [To Fritz.] Are you going with us, Fritz?

Fritz. No, I shall stay here.

ToNi. He has an easy time of it. Think of the

long journey home we have.

Fritz. But Toni, you have left almost the whole
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of that cake. Wait, I'll wrap it up for you, shall I?

ToNi. [To Theodore.] Is that proper!
Fritz. [Wraps up the cake.]

Christine. She's like a little child.

ToNi. [To Fritz.] Wait, I'll help you put out

the candles. [Puts out one after another.] The
candle on the desk is left burning.

Christine. Shan't I open the window for yout
The air is so heavy. [She opens the window, looks

at the house opposite.]

Fritz. There, children. Now I'll light you down
the stairs.

ToNi. Are the lights out on the stairs!

Theodore. Why, of course.

Christine. Oh, the air is nice, coming in here.

ToNi. May breezes. . . . [At the door to Fritz,

who holds the candlestick.] Well, we thank you for

a warm welcome.
Theodore. [Urging her forward.] Come, come,

come, come. . . .

Fritz. [Goes out with them. The door stays

open. The voices are heard outside. The outer

door is heard to open.]

ToNi. Bah!
Theodore. Look out for the steps there.

ToNi. Thanks for the cake.

Theodore. Shh, you'll wake people up.

Christine. Good night.

Theodore. Good night.

[Fritz can he heard to close and holt the outer

door. As he enters and puts the light on the desk,

the street-door is heard to open and close.]

Fritz. [Goes to the window and hows, looking

down.]
Christine. Good night.
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ToNi. [In high spirits.] Good night, my darling

child.

Theodobe. [Reprovingly.] Toni!
[One can hear his words, her laughter; the steps

die away. Theodobe whistles the melody of the

^'Double Eagle," which is the last thing heard.

Fbitz looks out a few moments longer, then sinks

down on the chair nearest the window.]

CUBTAIN.



SECOND ACT

[Christine's room. Modest and neat.]

Chbistine. [Is dressing to go out.]

Catherine. [Enters after knocking.] Good
evening, Miss Christine.

Christine. [Standing before the mirror, turns
around.] Good evening.

Catherine. You're just going out!
Christine. I'm not in such a great hurry.
Catherine. My husband sent me to ask if you

wouldn't go and take supper with us in the Zoolog-

ical Garden; there's a band there to-night.

Christine. Thank you very much, Mrs. Binder.

I can't to-night. Another time, perhaps?—But
you're not angry?

Catherine. Not a bit, why should I be? You'll

probably have a better time than with us.

Christine. [Looks at her.]

Catherine. Has your father gone to the theatre?

Christine. Oh, no; he comes home first. It

doesn't begin till half past seven now.
Catherine. That's so, I keep forgetting. I'll

just wait for him. I've wanted for a long time to

ask him about free tickets to the new piece. I

suppose they can be had now?
Christine. Surely, nobody goes there any more

now, when the evenings are so lovely.

Catherine. People like us never get a chance to

go, unless we happen to know somebody in a theatre.

—But don't let me keep you, Miss Christine, if you
have to go. To be sure, my husband will be very

sorry . . . and somebody else too.

Christine. Who?
Catherine. Binder's cousin goes with us, of

47
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course. Do you know, Miss Christine, that he has a
steady job now?

Chbistine. [Indifferently.] Oh.
Catherine. And a very nice salary. And such

a fine young fellow. And he has such respect for

you
Chbistine. Well—^good-bye, Mrs. Binder.

Catherine. A body could tell him anything about
you—he wouldn 't believe a word of it. . . .

Christine. [Looks at her.]

Catherine. There' are such men.
Christine, Good-bye, Mrs. Binder.

Catherine. Good-bye. . . . [Not too maliciously.]

See that you aren't late to your appointment, Miss
Christine.

Christine. What do you want of me, anyway?
Catherine. Why, nothing; you're quite right.

You can't be young but once.

Christine. Good-bye.

Catherine. But I'd like to give you one piece of

advice, just the same, Miss Christine: you ought to

be a little more careful.

Christine. Why, what do you mean?
Catherine. Look,—Vienna is such a big city.

... Do you have to have your meetings a hundred
paces from your house?

Christine. I suppose that's nobody's business.

Catherine. I didn't want to believe it, when
Binder told me. He saw you, you know. . . . Come,
I said to him, you were mistaken, you saw somebody
else. Miss Christine is not the girl to go walking
with elegant young gentlemen in the evening, and if

she did, she would be wise enough not to go walking
through these streets. Well, says he, you can ask
her yourself. And, says he, it's no wonder, either

—

she doesn't come to see us any more at all. Instead
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of that she^s going around all the time with Toni
Schlager, and what sort of company is that for a
decent young girl!—You see, men are so low-minded,
Miss Christine.—And of course he had to go and
tell everything to Franz right away too ; but he got

fine and angry, he did, and for Miss Christine he'd
burn his hand off, and anybody that said anything
about her would have to deal with him. And you're
so domestic and were always so sweet with your old

auntie—God grant her eternal rest—and you live so

modestly and so retiringly and. all that. . . .

[Pause.] Perhaps you'll come to hear the music,

after all?

Cheistine. No. . . .

Vyring. [Enters, a laurel branch in his hand.]

Good evening.—^Ah, Mrs. Binder. How are you?
Catherine. Thank you, well.

Vyring. And little Lena ? And your husband ?

Catherine. All well, God be praised.

Vyring, Well, that's fine. [To Christine.]

You're still at home in all this fine weather?
Christine. I was just going out.

Vyring. That's right. The air outside,—it's

something wonderful, eh, Mrs. Binder? I just came
through the public gardens; the lilacs are in bloom,

simply gorgeous. I broke the law a little, too.

[Gives the branch to Christine.]

Christine. Thank you, father.

Catherine. Thank your lucky stars that the

guard didn't catch you.

Vyring. Just go out there once, Mrs. Binder. It

smells just as good as if I hadn't plucked the little

twig.

Catherine. But if everybody thought the same.

Vyring. Well, that would be a mistake, to be sure.

Christine. Good-bye, father.
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Vybing. If you could wait a few minutes, you
might go to the theatre with me.

Cheistine. I ... I promised Toni that I would
go for her. . . .

Vybing. Oh, yes. Well, that's wiser, too. Youth
belongs with youth. Good-bye, Christine.

Christine. {Kisses him.] Good-bye, Mrs. Binder.
[Exit. Vyring's eyes follow her tenderly.]

Catherine. That's a very close friendship with
her and Miss Toni.

Vyring. Yes.—I'm really glad that she has
some company and doesn't have to sit at home all

the time. What sort of a life does that girl have,

anyway I

Catherine. Yes, to be sure.

Vyeing. I can't tell you, Mrs. Binder, how it

hurts me sometimes when I come home from
rehearsal and find her sitting there and sewing ; and
then we've scarcely got up from the table at noon
when she sits down again and goes to copying notes.

Catherine. Yes, yes, the millionaires have an
easier time of it, to be sure, than we do. But how
about her singing?

Vyring. It's not much. Her voice is big enough
for a room, and her singing is good enough for her
father—^but you can't live on that.

Catherine. That's too bad.

Vyring. I am glad she sees it herself. She
at least will be spared from disappointments. Of
course I could get her into the chorus in our theatre.

Catherine. Of course, with such a figure!

Vyring. But there's no future there.

Catherine. A girl brings really a good many
cares. When I think that in five or six years my
little Dena will be a grown girl too
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Vyeing. But why don't you sit down, Mrs.
Binder?
Catherine. Oh, thanks; my husband is coming

for me right away—I only came to invite Christine.

Vyring. Invite? . . .

Catherine. Yes, to hear the band in the Zoolog-
ical Gardens. I thought that might cheer her up a
bit. She really needs it.

Vyring. Couldn't do her a bit of harm, especially

after this sad winter. Why doesn't she go with
you?

Catherine. I don't know. . . . Perhaps because
Binder 's cousin is with us.

Vyring. Ah, that's possible. You know she can't

stand him. She told me that herself.

Catherine. Well, why not? Franz is a very
decent fellow—and now he's even got a steady job,

and that's a piece of good fortune nowadays for

a . . .

Vyring. For a . . . poor girl

Catherine. For any girl.

Vyring. Now, tell me, Mrs. Binder, is a blooming
young creature like that really made for nothing but

for some such decent fellow who happens to have a

steady job ?

Catherine. Why, that's the best thing, after all.

You can't wait for a count, and when one happens

to come along, he usually takes his leave before he 's

married you. [Vyring is at the window. Pause.]

Well, and that's why I always say you can't be

careful enough of a young girl, especially of the

company she keeps

Vyring. Well, I wonder if it's worth while to

throw away all your young years like that.—^And

what good does all her goodness do a poor creature
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like that, even if, after years of waiting, the stock-

ing-maker actually comes 1

Cathebine. Mr. Vyring, if my husband is a
stocking-maker, he is an honest and good man, that

I've never had to complain of. . . .

Vybing. [Soothingly.] Why, Mrs. Binder, do
you think I'm aiming at you? , . . You didn't fling

your youth out of the window, either.

Catherine. I have forgotten all about that.

Vyring. Don't say that.—You can say what you
like, memories are, after all, the best thing in your
life.

Catherine. I haven't any memories.
Vyring. Now, now. ...
Catherine. And if a body does have such mem-

ories as you mean, what remains behind? . . .

Begret.

Vyring. Well, and what remains behind—if she

—doesn't even have anything to remember? If her

whole life simply goes by [Simply and without

emotion.], day after day, without happiness or love

—I suppose you think that's better?

Catherine. But, Mr. Vyring, just think of the

old lady, of your sister. . . . But it still pains you
to have her spoken of, Mr. Vyring.

Vyring. It still pains me, yes.

Catherine. Of course . . . when two people

have clung to each other so warmly. ... I always

said that brothers like you aren't found every day.

Vyring. [Makes gesture of deprecation.]

Catherine. Well, it's true. You had to be both
father and mother to her, and you such a young
man.
Vyring. Yes, yes

Catherine. And that must be a kind of consola-

tion, too. Then you know that you have been the
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benefactor and the protector of a poor girl like

that

Vyring. Yes, I imagined that, too—^when she was
still a pretty young girl—and God knows how clever

and noble I thought myself. But then, later on,

when the gray hairs came and the wrinkles, and one
day passed like all the others—and her whole youth
—and the girl gradually (you scarcely notice such

things) turned into the old maid—then for the first

time I began to see what I had done.

Cathebine. But Mr. Vyring
Vyeing. I still see her before me, as she often

used to sit opposite me in the evening, sitting by
the lamp here in the room, and used to look at me
with her quiet smile, with a certain resigned expres-

sion,—as if she wanted to thank me for something

;

—and I—I could have gladly gone down on my knees

to her, and begged her forgiveness that I had
guarded her so well against all dangers—and all

happiness ! [Pause.]

Catherine. And many a girl would be happy just

the same, if she always had such a brother by her

side . . . and nothing to regret. . . .

ToNi. [Enters.] Good evening. . . . Why, it's

all dark here, you can scarcely see a thing.—Ah,

Mrs. Binder. Your husband is down-stairs waiting

for you, Mrs. Binder. . . . Isn't Christine at home?
Vyring. She went out a quarter of an hour ago.

Catherine. Didn't you meet her? She was going

to meet you.

ToNi. No ... we evidently missed each other.

—

You're going to hear the band to-night, your hus-

band says.

Catherine. Yes, he is so fond of it. What a

charming little hat you have on, Miss Toni. Isn't

it a new one?
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ToNi. I should say not.—Don't you know this

style any more? Last spring's style, only freshly

trimmed.
Cathebine. Did you trim it yourself I

ToNi. "Well, of course.

Vyring. So clever!

Catherine. Oh, yes—I keep forgetting that you
worked for a year in a milliner shop.

ToNi. I shall probably go back again. Mother
wants me to, and that settles it.

Catherine. How is your mother?
ToNi. Well enough—she has a little tooth-ache

—

but the doctor says it's rheumatic pains.

Vyring. Well, it's time for me . . .

Catherine. I'll go right down with you, Mr.

Vyring.
ToNi. I'll go, too. But take your overcoat, Mr.

Vyring; it's going to be quite cool later on.

Vyring. You think so?

Catherine. Yes, indeed.—How can you be so

foolish?

Christine. [Enters.]

ToNi. Why, there she is.

Catherine. Back from your walk already?

Christine. Yes. Hello, Toni.—I have a head-

ache. [Seats herself.]

Vyring. Headache?
Catherine. That's from the air.

Vyring. Come, what's the matter, Christine?

—

Please, Miss Toni, will you light the lamp?

Toni. [Sets about it.]

Christine. But I can do that myself.

Vyring. Let me see your face, Christine.

Christine. But, father, it is nothing; it's just

the air outside.
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Catherine. Lots of people can't stand the spring
air.

Vybing. Miss Toni, you'll stay with Christine,

won't you!
Toni. Of course I will.

Christine. But it isn't anything, father.

Toni. My mother doesn't make such a fuss over
me, when I have a headache.

Vyring. [To Christine, still sitting.] Are you
so tired?

Christine. [Standing up.] I'll get right up
again. [Smiling.]

Vyring. There—now you look quite different

again. [To Catherine.] She looks quite different

when she smiles, don't you think? Well, good-bye,

Christine. [Kisses her.] And see to it that your
little head isn't aching when I come home. [He is

at the door.]

Catherine. [Softly to Christine.] Have you
quarreled?

Christine. [Makes an angry gesture.]

Vyring. [At the door.] Mrs. Bidder I

Toni. Good-bye.

[Exeunt Vyring and Catherine.]

Toni. Do you know what your headache comes
from? From the sweet wine yesterday. I'm sur-

prised that I don't feel the effects of it. But it was
jolly, wasn't it?

Christine. [Nods.]

Toni. They 're swell people, aren 't they ?—^both of

them, you can't say anything different, can you?

—

And such nice rooms as Fritz has, really splendid.

At Dore's place . . . [Interrupts herself.] Oh,

well.—Say, have you still got such a headache?

Why don't you talk? . . . What's the matter with

you?
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Chbistine. Only think,—he didn't come.

ToNi. Left you in the lurch, did he 1 Serves you
right.

Christine. Why, what do you mean ? "What have
I done?

ToNi. You spoil him, that's all; you're too nice

to him. A man just can't help getting tyrannical.

Christine. You don't know what you're talking

about.

ToNi. I do know quite well.—^IVe been angry
with you this long time. He comes late to his ap-

pointments; he doesn't take you home; he goes

into a theatre-box with strangers ; he leaves you in

the lurch—and you take it all calmly and make
sheep's eyes [Imitating.] at him into the bargain.

Christine. Oh, don't talk so, don't make yourself

out worse than you are. You love Theodore too.

ToNi. Love him—of course I love him. But he
won't find me grieving about him, and no man will,

not any more. There isn't one of these men that is

worth it.

Christine. I never heard you talk so, never I

ToNi. No, Tina—^we never talked like this before.

I never dared, you see. You don 't know how afraid

of you I was ! . . . But I always thought this : when
you once get it, you'll get it bad. And the first time

it certainly does give you a shaking up.—But you
can be thankful that you've got such a good friend

to help you through your first love affair.

Christine. Toni

!

ToNi. Don't you believe me when I say I'm a

good friend to you? If I wasn't here to tell you that

he's just a man like the rest, and that the whole man-
pack isn't worth a single bad hour, God knows what
thoughts might come into your head. But I always
will say, you never can believe a word men say.
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Christine. What do you mean by saying men,
men—what do I care about menl—I'm not asking
about the others.—^As long as I live I shall never
think about another man.

ToNi. Well, what are you thinking of? . . .

has hef . . . Of course—such things have hap-
pened ; but then you ought to have gone at the affair

differently.

Christine. Do keep still

!

ToNX. Well, what do you want? I can't help it

if it's so.—You have to think about a thing like

that. You simply have to wait till somebody comes
that you can see is in earnest from his face. . . .

Christine. Toni, I can't stand such words
to-day; they hurt me.

ToNi. [Good-humoredly.] Oh, now, come
Christine. Leave me alone . . . don 't be angry

. . . leave me alone

!

ToNi. Why should I be angry? I'll go. I didn't

want to hurt you, Christine, truly not. [Turns to

go.] Ah, Mr. Fritz.

Fritz. [Has entered.] Good evening.

Christine. [With a joyous cry.] Fritz! Fritz I

[Rushes into his arms.]

Toni. [Steals out, her face saying: I'm not

needed here.]

Fritz. [Freeing himself.] But
Christine. They all say you will forsake met

But you won't, will you—not yet—not just yet?

Fritz. Who says it? What ails you? [Patting

her.] But, sweetheart, ... I really thought you
would be startled when I suddenly came walking in

here.

Christine. Oh—so long as I have you I

Fritz. Come, calm yourself—did you wait long

for me!
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Christine. Why didn 't you come ?

Fritz. I was detained and that made me late.

Just now I was in the gardens and didn't find you

—

and was going home again. Suddenly I had such a

longing, such a longing for your dear little face . . .

Christine. [^Happily.'] Oh, truly?

Fritz. And then, too, I had such an indescribable

desire to see where you live—yes, really—I just had
to see it once. And so I couldn 't stand it and came
up here . . . and so you really don't mind?

Christine. Oh, the idea!

Fritz. Nobody saw me ; and I knew your father

was in the theatre.

Christine. What do I care about people

!

Fritz. So this is

—

[Looks around the room.'\—
this is your room? Very pretty.

Christine. You can't see anything. [Is about

to take the shade off the lamp.]

Fritz. No, don't do that, the light blinds me,
it's better this way. So that's the window you've

told me about, where you always sit and work, eh ?

—

And the pretty view! [Smiling.] But just look at

all the roofs you see.—^And over there—what's that

black thing I see over yonder?
Christine. That's Bald Mountain.

Fritz. Sure enough. You really have a better

view than I.

Christine. Oh I

Fritz. I'd like to live up so high, and be able to

overlook all the roofs; I think that is very nice.

And I suppose the alley is quiet?

Christine. Oh, in the daytime there's noise

enough.

Fritz. Do any teams go past?

Christine. Not often, but there's a locksmith in

the house opposite.
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Fbitz. Oh, that's very unpleasant. [He has sat

down.]
Christine. You get used to it

;
you don't hear it

any more.
Fritz. [Rises again hastily.^ Is this really my

first visit? Everything seems so familiar to me.
... I have imagined everything just this way. [He
starts to look around the roomJ]

Christine. No, you mustn't look at anything.

Fritz. What are those pictures?

Christine. Oh, stop

!

Fritz. Ah, I want to look at them. [He takes the

lamp and lights the pictures.']

Christine. *' Parting and Eeturn."
Fritz. Sure enough—'* Parting and Eeturn."
Christine. I know well enough that the pictures

aren't pretty.—There is a much better one in

father's room.
Fritz. What picture is it ?

Christine. It is a girl looking out of the window,
and outside it's winter, you know—and it's name is

'* Forsaken."
Fritz. Oh.

—

[Puts down the lamp.] Ah, and
that's your library. [Sits down beside the little

hook-rack.]

Christine. You'd better not look at them.

Fritz. Why not? Ah! Schiller . . . Hauff . . .

Pocket Encyclopedia . . . Goodness gracious!

Christine. It only goes to G.

Fritz. [Smiling.] Oh. ... A book for old and

young. . . . You look at the pictures in it, I

suppose?
Christine. Of course I've looked at the pictures.

Fritz. [Still seated.] Who is the gentleman

there on the stove?
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Christine. Why, don't you know! That's
Schubert.

Feitz. [Ilising,'] Sure enough.
Christine. Because father likes him so much.

Father used to compose songs himself, very beau-
tiful ones.

Fritz. And now he doesn't?

Christine. Not any more. {Pause.l
Fritz. [Sits down.] How cosy it is here.

Christine. Do you really like it ?

Fritz. Very much. . . . What is that? [Takes
up a vase of artificial flowers standing on the

table.]

Chbistine. He's found something else!

Fritz. No, child, that doesn't belong in here.

... It looks so dusty.

Christine. But they certainly aren't dusty.

Fritz. Artificial flowers always look dusty. . . .

Real flowers ought to be in your room, flowers that

are fresh and sweet-smelling. From now on I shall

. . . [Breaks off, turns to conceal his emotion.]

Christine. What? What were you going to sayf
Fritz. Nothing, nothing.

Christine. [Rises. Tenderly.] What was it?

Fritz. I was going to say that I would send you
fresh flowers to-morrow.

Christine. Well, and did you want to take it

back so soon ?—Of course ! To-morrow you won 't be
thinking of me any more.

Fritz. [Deprecatory gesture.]

Christine. Certainly, it's out of sight, out of

mind, with you.

Fritz. What are you saying?

Christine. Oh, yes, I know. I can tell.

Fritz. How can you imagine such a thing!

Christine. You are to blame yourself. Because
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you're always keeping secrets from me. . . . Be-
cause you never tell me about yourself.—^What do
you do all day?

Fkitz. Why, sweetheart, that's very simple. I

go to lectures—sometimes—then I go into the coffee-

house . . . then I read ... or sometimes I play

the piano—then I chat with somebody—^then I go
calling . . . but all that is of no account. It's

tiresome to talk about it.—^But now I must go,

child.

Christine. So soon
Fritz. Your father will soon be here.

Christine. Not for a long time yet, Fritz.—Stay
awhile—just a minute—stay awhile

Fritz. And then I have . . . Theodore is expect-

ing me. ... I have something to talk over with
him.

Christine. To-day?
Fritz. Surely to-day.

Christine. You can see him to-morrow, too.

Fritz. Perhaps I shan 't be in Vienna to-morrow.

Christine. Not in Vienna?
Fritz. [Noticing her alarm, calmly, cheerfully.]

Well, that wouldn't be anything wonderful, would
it? I'm going away for a day—or perhaps for two,

you child, you.

Christine. Where to ?

Fritz. Where? . . . Anywhere.—Good heavens,

don't make up such a face. ... I'm going out to

my father's estate. . . . Well, is that so terrible

to you?
Christine. And you never tell me about him,

either.

Fritz. No; what a child you are. . . . You don't

understand how nice it is to be all alone together.

Tell me, don't you feel that?
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Christine. No, it isn't nice at all that yon never
tell me anything about yourself. . . . You see, I'm
interested in everything that touches you, . . . yes,

everything.—I'd like to have more of you than just

the one hour in the evening that we can spend
together sometimes. Then you are gone again, and
I don't know anything. . . . Then the whole night

goes and a whole day, with so many hours in it—and
still I don't know anything. And that often makes
me so sad.

Feitz. Why does that make you sad?

Christine. Why, because I have such a longing

for you as if you weren 't in the same city at all, as

if you were somewhere else. You simply disappear,

as far as I am concerned, so far away. . . .

Fritz. [Somewhat impatient.'] But
Christine. Well, it's true!

Fritz. Come here. to me. {She does so."] After

all, the only thing you know is that I—that you love

me at this moment. . . . [She wishes to speak.]

Don't talk about eternity. [More to himself.] Per-

haps there are moments that scatter around them
the aroma of eternity.—That is the only one that

we can understand, the only one that belongs to us.

[He kisses her. Pause. He rises. With a sudden

outburst.] Oh, how beautiful it is here, how beau-

tiful! [He stands at the window.] So far from
the world you are in here, among all the many
houses. ... I seem to be so alone here, just with

you. . . . [Softly.] So sheltered. . . .

Christine. If you always talked like that . . .

I could almost believe . . .

Fritz. Believe what, child?

Christine. That you love me as I dreamed it

—

the day you kissed me the first time, ... do you
remember?
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Feitz. [Passionately.] I do love you!

—

[He em-
braces her; tears himself from her.] But now let

me go.

Chkistine. Are you sorry you said it, so soon
again? You are free, you know you are free—^you

can go and leave me whenever you like . . . you
haven't promised me anything—and I haven't de-

manded anything of you. ... It doesn't matter
what becomes of me, then: I've been happy for once,

and that 's all I ask of life. I only want you to know
that and to believe that I never—loved any man
before you, and that I never shall love any man

—

when you get tired of me
Fritz. [More to himself.] Don't say it, don't

say it—it sounds—so sweet.

[There is a knock.]

Fkitz. [Starts.] That's probably Theodore.

Cheistine. [Startled.] He knows that you are

here?

Theodoee. [Enters.] Good evening.—^Impudent

of me, eh?
Cheistine. Do you have such important matters

to discuss with him?
Theodoee. I certainly have ; and have been look-

ing everywhere for him.

Feitz. [In a low voice.] Why didn't you wait

below?
Cheistine. What are you whispering to him?

Theodoee. [Wishing her to hear.] Why I didn't

wait below. . . . Well, if I had absolutely known
that you were here. . . . But I couldn 't risk walking

up and down outside for two hours.

Feitz. [Pointedly.] Then . . . you will go with

me to-morrow ?

Theodoee. [Comprehending.] Surely.

Feitz. That's right.
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Theodoee. But IVe been hurrying so tliat I must
beg permission to sit down for a few seconds.

Christine. Please do. [Busies herself at the

window.]
Feitz. [Softly.] Anything new?—Did you find

out about her ?

Theodore. No. I merely came to get you because
you are so incautious. What's the use of these

unnecessary excitements ? You ought to try to sleep.

. . . It's rest you need. . . . [Christine is near
them again.]

Fritz. Tell me, isn't this a dear little room?
Theodore. Yes, it is very nice. [To Christine.]

Do you stay here at home all day long?—Really, it

is very homelike here. A little high up for my
taste.

Fritz. That's just what I like about it.

Theodore. But now I 'm going to take Fritz away
from you ; we 've got to get up early in the morning.

Christine. Then you are really going away?
Theodore. He will come again, Miss Christine.

Christine. Will you write to me?
Theodore. But if he comes back to-morrow
Christine. Oh, I know he's going to stay longer

than that.

Fritz. [Starts.]

Theodore. [Notices it.] Well, does he have to

write immediately? I wouldn't have thought you so

sentimental. . . . Well, . . . kiss each other good-

bye, since it'll be so long. . . . [Breaks off.] I'm
simply not here.

[Fritz and Christine kiss.]

Theodore. [Takes out a cigarette-case and puts

a cigarette in his mouth; seeks vainly for a match.]

Tell me, dear Christine, haven't you a match?
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Chkistine. Oh, yes, there are some. [Points to

a holder on the chest of drawers.]

Theodoke. It's empty.
Cheistine. I'll get you one. [Hurries into ad-

joining room.]

Fbitz. [Looking after her.] Oh, God, how such
hours lie to us

!

Theodobe. Why, what hours?
Fbitz. I'm almost ready to believe that my hap-

piness is here, that this sweet girl

—

[Breaks off.]
—

but this hour is a tremendous liar. . . .

Theodobe. Absurd talk. . . . How you will laugh

at it.

Fbitz. I don't think I shall have any time for

that.

Chbistine. [Returns.] Here you are.

Theodobe. Thanks very much. . . . Good-bye,

then.

—

[To Fbitz.] Well, what do you want now?
Fbitz. [Looks back and forth around the room,

as if to deepen the impression in his mind.] It's

hard to leave it.

Chbistine. Oh, make fun of it if you like.

Theodobe. [Firmly.] Come.—Good-bye, Chris-

tine.

Fbitz. Farewell.

Chbistine. Till we meet again. [Theodobe and
Fbitz exeunt. She stands a moment, anxious, then

goes to the open door; softly.] Fritz!

Fbitz. [Comes back again and presses her to his

heart.] Farewell.

CUETAIN.



THIRD ACT.

[The same scene as the second act. It is noon.]
Christine. [Alone, sitting sewing by the win-

dow; lays down her work.]
Lena. [Enters.] Good day, Miss Christine.

Christine. [Very absent-mindedly.] Good day,
child; what is it?

Lena. Mother sent me to see if I could get the
theatre tickets.

Christine. Father hasn't got home yet, child;

will you wait?

Lena. No, Miss Christine; then I'll come after

lunch again.

Christine. Very well.

Lena. [Going, turns back.] And mother said to

ask Miss Christine if her headache was gone yet.

Christine. Yes, child.

Lena. Good-bye, Miss Christine.

Christine. Good-bye.

ToNi. [Enters just as Lena is going out.]

Lena. Good day, Miss Toni.

ToNi. Hello, little monkey

!

Lena. [Exit.]

Christine. [Rises to meet Toni.] Then they are

back?
ToNi. How should I know?
Christine. And you haven't any letter, nothing?

Toni. No.
Christine. You have no letter, either ?

Toni. What should we write to each other?

Christine. They've been gone since day before

yesterday.

Toni. Yes, yes, that's not such a long time. You
66
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needn't make such a fuss on that account. I don't

understand you . . . and how you look, your
face is all tear-stained. Your father will surely

notice it, when he comes home.
Christine. [Simply.] My father knows every-

thing.

ToNi. [Almost frightened,] What!
Cheistine. I told him.

ToNi. That's another of your bright ideas. But
of course your face shows everything. And does he
know who it is ?

Cheistinb. Yes.

ToNi. And did he scold?

Cheistine. [Shakes her head.]

ToNi. "What did he say, then?

Christine. Nothing .... He went away very

quietly, as usual.

ToNi. And still it was stupid of you to tell.

You'll see. ... Do you know why your father

said nothing? Because he thinks Fritz will marry
you.

Cheistine. Why do you speak of that?

ToNi. Do you know what I think?

Cheistine. Well, what?
ToNi. That this whole story of a journey is a lie.

Cheistine. What?
ToNi. Perhaps they haven't gone away at all.

Cheistine. They have gone—I know they have.

Yesterday evening I went past his house ; the blinds

were down; he isn't there.

ToNi. Oh, I believe that. They're away all right.

But they won't come back—at least not to us.

Cheistine. [Anxiously.] Oh
ToNi. Well, it's possible.

Cheistine. You say that so calmly.

ToNi. Why yes—^whether it happens today or
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tomorrow—or in six months—it comes to the same
thing.

Christine. Oh, you don't know what you are

saying . . . You don't know Fritz . . . He
isn't like what you think. I found that out when he
was here in my room the other day. Often he only

pretends to be indifferent—but he does love me.
. . . [As if she divined Toni's reply.] Yes, yes,

not forever, I know that . . . but it can't stop

all at once

!

ToNi. Well, I don 't know Fritz so well.

Christine. He will come back, and Theodore will

come back too ; I am sure of it.

ToNi. [Makes a gesture indicating indifference.]

Christine. Toni . . . do me a favor.

ToNi. Don't be so excited—what is it you want?
Christine. Go to Theodore 's, it 's right near here.

. . . Ask in the house whether he 's got back yet,

and if he isn't back, perhaps they'll know when he's

coming.

ToNi. I'm not going to run after a man.
Christine. He doesn't need to find it out. Per-

haps you'll happen to meet him. It's almost one
o'clock now—he'll be just going to lunch.

Toni. Why don't you go and ask at Fritz's

house ?

Christine. I'm afraid to—^he doesn't like that.

. . . And he is certainly not back 7et. But per-

haps Theodore is back by now and knows when Fritz

is coming. Oh, please, Toni

!

Toni. You're so childish sometimes.

Christine. Do it for me ! Go and ask ! It won 't

do any harm.
Toni. Well, if it means so much to you, I'll go.

But it won't do much good. I'm sure they aren't

back yet.
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Christine. And you'll come right back, won't
you?

ToNi. Yes, yes, mother can wait lunch a little.

Christine. I thank you, Toni, you're so good.

ToNi. Of course I'm good—but now you be sensi-

ble, won't you? . . . Well, so long.

Christine. Oh, thank you

!

ToNi. {Exit.']

Christine. {Arranges the room, folds up her

sewing, etc. Then she goes to the window and looks

out. After a moment Vyring enters without her see-

ing him at first. He is in great excitement, looks

anxiously at his daughter.]

Vyring. She knows nothing yet, nothing. {He
remains standing in the doorway and does not ven-

ture to take a step into the room.]

Christine. {Turns, sees him, starts.]

Vyring. {Tries to smile. He steps in.] Well,

Christine. . . . {As if calling her to him.]

Christine. {Goes to him, as if to fall before

him.]

Vyring. {Prevents her.] Well . . . what are

you thinking of, Christine? We . . . [With a

new resolve.] We'll just forget it, shall we?
Christine. {Raises her head.]

Vyring. Why yes . . . I—and you

!

Christine. Father, didn't you understand me
this morning?

Vyring. Well, what would you have, Christine?

... I surely must tell you what I think about it,

don't you think so? Well, then . . .

Christine. Father, what does this mean ?

Vyring. Come here, my child. . . . Listen to

me quietly. You know I listened quietly to you,

when you told me. We must
Christine. Oh, I beg you, don't speak to me so.
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father. If you have thought it over, and find that

you can't forgive me, then drive me away—but don't

speak that way.
Vyring. Just listen quietly to me, Christine. You

can still do whatever you will. . . . See, Chris-

tine, you are so young. Haven't you ever thought

. . . [With great hesitation.^ that the whole thing

might be a mistake?

Chkistine. Why do you say that to me, father?

I know so well what I have done—and I don't ask

anything—not from you and not from anybody in

the world, if it has been a mistake. ... I just

told you, drive me away, but . . .

Vyeing. [Interrupting.'] How can you talk so.

. . . Even if it was a mistake, is that any reason

for getting desperate right away, such a young crea-

ture as you are? Just think how beautiful, how won-
derful life is. Just think how many things there are

to give you joy, how much youth and how much
happiness still lies before you. . . . See, I don't

have much of the world any more, and even for me
life is still beautiful—and I can still look forward

to so many things. How we shall be together—how
we shall plan our life, you and I—how you will begin

to sing again, now that the beautiful days are here

—

and how we'll take a whole day off, when summer
comes, and go out into the green country—Oh, there

are so many lovely things ... so many. It is

silly to give up everything, because one must give up
his first happiness, or anything that he thought was
that.

Christine. Why . . . [Anxiously.'] then must
I give it up?

Vyeing. Well, was it happiness? Do you really

think, Christine, that you had to tell your father

today? I have known it for a long time—and I knew
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too that you would tell me. No, it never was happi-
ness for you. . . . Don't I know those eyes!
There wouldn't have been tears in them so often,

and those cheeks wouldn't have been pale so much,
if you had loved a man who was worthy of it.

Christine. Why, how can you . . . what do
you know . . . what have you heard?

Vyeing. Nothing, nothing at all. , , . But
you yourself told me what he is. ... A young
fellow like that—what does he know? Has he the

faintest idea of what falls into his hands—does he
know the difference between the true and the false

—

and all your mad love—did he ever understand that!

Christine. [More and more alarmed.] You and
he. . . . Were you at his house?

Vyring. Why, what are you thinking of! He
went away, didn't he? But Christine, I still have a
head on my shoulders, and my eyes in my head.

Come, child, forget about' it, do! Your future lies in

an altogether different place. You can, you will still

be as happy as you deserve. You will find a man
some time who will know what a treasure he has

in you.

Christine. [Has hurried to the chest of drawers

to get her hat.]

Vyring. What are you doing?

Christine. I 'm going out.

Vyring. Where to?

Christine. To him ... to him.

Vyring. What are you thinking of?

Christine. You're keeping something from me

—

let me go.

Vyring. [Holding her firmly.] Come to your

senses, child. He isn't there at all. Perhaps he's

gone away for a very long time. . . . Stay here

;

whatdoyou want there? . . . Tomorrow or this
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evening I'll go there with you. You can't go out on
the street like that ... do you know how you
look!

Christine. You will go with me!
Vybing. I promise you I will. Only stay here

now; sit down and come to your senses again. It's

enough to make a man laugh, almost, to look at

you . . . and all for nothing. Can't you stand

it here with your father at all any more

!

Christine. "What is it you know!
Vyring. [More and more helpless.] "What should I

know! ... I know that I love you, that you are

my only child, that you must stay with me—that you
should have stayed with me all the time

Christine. Enough—^let me go. [She wrests her-

self from him and opens the door; Toni appears

in it.]

Toni. [Utters a little cry, as Christine rushes

toward her.] Why do you frighten me so!

Christine. [Steps hack, seeing Theodore behind

Toni.]

Theodore. [Remains in the doorway; he is

dressed in black.]

Christine. What . . . what is . . . [No
answer. She looks Theodore in the face; he cannot

meet her eyes.] Where is he, where is he! . . .

[In the greatest terror. No answer; all faces are

embarrassed and sad.] Where is he! [To Theo-
dore.] Speak, can't you!
Theodore. [Tries to speak.]

Christine. [Looks at him wide-eyed, looks

around her, comprehends the look on their faces, her

face shows the dawn of this understanding, she

utters a terrible cry.] Theodore . . . he is . . .

Theodore. [Nods.]

Christine. [Seizes her forehead, cannot under-
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stand it; she goes to Theodore, takes him by the

arm, as if demented.] He is . . . dead? [As
if asking herself.]

Vyring. My child

Christine. [Thrusting him away.] Speak, Theo-
dore, speak!

Theodore. You know all.

Christine. I know nothing. ... I don't know
what has happened ... do you think . . .

I can't hear everything now? . . . how did it

happen . . . Father . . . Theodore . . .

[To ToNi.] You know it too.

Theodore. An unfortunate accident.

Christine. What, what ?

Theodore. He fell.

Christine. What does that mean : he . . .

Theodore. He fell in a duel.

Christine. [Shrieks. She is about to fall, Vyring
sustains her, motions to Theodore to go. She notes

it and seizes him.] Stay here. ... I must know
all. Do you think you can keep anything from me
now?

Theodore. What else do you want to know?
Christine. Why—why did he fight a duel?

Theodore. I don't know the reason.

Christine. With whom, with whom ? . . . You
surely know who killed him? . . . Well, well,

who . . .

Theodore. Nobody you know.

Christine. Who, who?
ToNi. Christine I

Christine., Who? You tell me I [To Toni.]

. . . Father, you tell me. . . . [No answer.

She starts to go out. Vyring holds her back.]

Can't I know who killed him, and for what cause?

Theodore. It was ... a trivial cause . . .
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Cheistine. You're not telling the truth . . .

why, why . . .

Theodore. Dear Christine . . . -

Cheistine. [As if about to interrupt, goes up to

him; looks at Mm in silence, then suddenly/ shrieks.]

On account of a woman f

Theodore. No
Christine. Yes—for a woman . . . [Turning

to ToNi.] for that woman—for that woman that he
loved. And her husband—^yes, yes, her husband
killed him. . . . And I . . . what am I? What
was I to him? . . . Theodore . . . haven't
you anything for me at all . . . didn't he write

down anything? . . . Didn't he tell you any-
thing for me? Didn't you find anything ... a
letter ... a note . . .

Theodore. [Shakes his head.]

Christine. And that evening . . . when he
was here, when you came to get him ... he
knew it, he knew then that he perhaps would never
. . . And he went away from here to be killed

for another woman. No, no, it is not possible

. . . didn't he know what he was to me . . .

didn't . . .

Theodore. He did know. On the last morning,
when we drove out together ... he spoke of

you too.

Christine. He spoke of me too! Of me too! And
of what else? Of how many other people, of how
many other things, that meant just as much to him
as I did? Of me too! Oh, God! . . . And of

his father and his mother and his room and of the

springtime and of the city and of everything, every-

thing that belonged to his life and that he had to

give up just as much as he gave up me—of every-

thing he talked to you . . . and of me too . . .
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Theodore. [Moved.] He surely loved you.
Christine. Love? He? I was nothing to him

but a pastime—and he died for another woman!
And I—^I worshiped him! Didn't he know that?

. . . That I gave him everything I could give,

that I would have died for him—that he was
my God and my bliss of Heaven—didn't he see that

at all ? He could go away from me with a smile,

out of my room, and be shot down for another
woman. . . . Father, father, can you under-
stand that?

Vyring. [Goes to her.] Christine!

Theodore. [To Toni.] Child, you might have
spared me this.

Toni. [Looks at him venomously.]

Theodore. I have had enough distress . . .

these last days . . .

Christine. [With sudden resolve.] Theodore,

take me to him—I want to see him—once more I

want to see him—his face—Theodore, take me to

him.

Theodore. [With a gesture, hesitatingly.] No . . .

Christine. Why **no"? You can't refuse me
that ! Surely I can see him once more ?

Theodore. It is too late.

Christine. Too late? To see his corpse . . .

is it too late? Yes . . . yes . . . [She does

not understand.]

Theodore. He was buried this morning.

Christine. [With the greatest horror.] Buried

. . . And I didn't know about it? They shot

him . . . and put him in his coffin and carried

him out and buried him down in the earth—and I

couldn't even see him once more? He's been dead

two days—and you didn't come and tell me?
Theodore. [Much moved.] In these two days I
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have . . . You cannot dream all that I . . .

Consider that it was my duty to notify his parents

—

I had to think of many things—and then my own
state of mind . . .

Christine. Your . . .

Theodore. And then the ... it was done
very quietly. . . . Only the closest relatives and
friends . . .

Christine. The closest—? And I— ? . . . What
am I?

ToNi. They would have asked that.

Christine. What am I? Less than all the rest—

?

Less than his relatives, less than—you?
Vyring. My child, my child. Come to me, to me.

. . . [He embraces her. To Theodore.] Go . . .

leave me alone with her.

Theodore. I am very . . . [With tears in

his voice.'] I never suspected , . .

Christine. Never suspected what? That I loved

him? [Vyring draws her to him; Theodore looks

down; ToNi stands near Christine. Freeing her-

self.'] Take me to his grave

!

Vyring. No, no
ToNi. Don't go, Christine.

Theodore. Christine . . . later . . . tomor-

row . . . when you are calmer

Christine. Tomorrow ? When I shall be calmer ?

And in a month completely consoled, eh? And in

six months I can laugh again, can I? [Laughing

shrilly.] And then when will the next lover come?
Vyring. Christine . . .

Christine. Stay here then ... I can find

the way alone . . .

Vyring and Toni. [Together.] Don't go.

Christine. It's even better . . . if I . . .

let me go, let me go.
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Vybing. Christine, stay here.

ToNi. Don't go! Perhaps you'll find the other

one there—^praying.

Chbistine. [To herself, her eyes fixed.'] I won't
pray there . . . no . . . \_She rushes out;

the others speechless for the moment.']

Vybing. Hurry after her.

[Theodobe and Toni exeunt.]

Vybing. I can't, I can't . . . [He goes pain-

fully from the door to the window.] What does she

want . . . what does she want . . . [_He

looks through the window.] She won't come back

—

she won't come back! [He sinks to the floor, sob-

bing loudly.]

CURTAIN.



POST-MORTEM:

A NOTE ON MB. BEENAKD SHAW AND THE MODEBN
ENGLISH THEATRE.

|T HAS died of discussion," somebody
once remarked in answer to the familiar

(question. ''What is wrong with the

Drama?" The disease, be it noted, is

both internal and external ; and the dual

symptoms lend additional point to a
witty diagnosis. The theatre and the dramatic
society have harbored the same germ, and in

Mr. Shaw's latest comedy they meet, appropri-

ately enough, in the same hospital. His more re-

cent pieces, from ''Major Barbara" to "Misalli-

ance," have been flaunted upon the playbill as

"conversations in three acts" or "debates in one
sitting"; and in "Fanny's First Play" he goes

to the logical extreme in presenting his audience

with a discussion within a discussion, including not

only everything that is said in the play, but every-

thing that the critics can conceivably say about it.

To be sure, the result is most entertaining. Mr.
Shaw's medical men joked admirably over the

deathbed of Louis Dubedat in "The Doctor's

Dilemma;" his imaginary dramatic critics are

equally brilliant in the epilogue of '

' Fanny. '
' They

hold a consultation upon the play they have seen,

and fail to agree. Each issues his own bulletin,

after feeling the dramatic pulse and taking the

dramatic temperature. One is for blood-letting to

cure the surfeit of theatricality, another for a

robuster, Sardou-like infusion of nourishmwit. One
78
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is for the surgeon's knife, another for purging
and fresh air. One is for realism, another for

romance. So the consultation proceeds, with much
critical talk of intellectualism and emotion, artistic

austerity and pamphleteering, the Aristotelian code
and the **new technique"; and the result is a sum-
mary of contemporary opinion on the subject of the

theatre, as visualized from the author's eccentric

angle. We laugh at these dramatic medicine-men
and their remedies, but they remind us that the

patient is in dire straits: literally, one might say,

in a critical condition. No art can flourish in such

an atmosphere of iconoclasm and unreserve. Its

illusion is desiccated by argument, withered by dis-

respect, crushed by intelligent irresponsibility. And
Mr. Shaw is ruthless. He has no mercy for illu-

sions; indeed, he has spent his life in trying to

destroy them. The limits of his understanding are

purely rational. He is that most dangerous of lead-

ers, the zu Ende Denker, the untrammelled thinker

without a touch of poetry in his composition. He
will go forward to the last analysis without shrink-

ing, for he has not the capacity to shrink. And when
the last analysis is reached, when the drama has

been diagnosed and discussed to the end, his hand
will be ready to sign the death certificate. He will

sign it steadily enough, though no doubt with a
flourish of wit.

I shall return presently to the subject of Mr.
Shaw as leader of a movement. Meanwhile
** Fanny's First Play" will serve to illustrate the

grotesque disproportion between the interest taken

in the advanced English drama and its visible

achievement. He has dramatized a whirlpool of

discussion. In London, everybody talks about the

modern theatre. The Censorship controversy alone,
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dragging in its wake a cumbrous mass of petitions

and counter-petitions, House of Lords Committees,
readings, defences and private performances of

censored plays, blunders of the Lord Chamberlain's
department, questions in Parliament, and letters to

the Times, is enough to keep the advanced play-

wright in the public eye. Not the least of the Cen-
sor's sins, it may be remarked by the way, is that

he has set walking the pallid ghosts of many plays

which would in the ordinary course have been given

decent burial within a few days of their birth.

Denied admission to the theatre, they haunt the cir-

culating libraries, with the sole and gloomy recom-

mendation that the Lord Chamberlain in his wisdom
has pronounced them to be subversive of public

morals. The simplest path to notoriety is the

authorship of a prohibited piece. Indeed, one is

obliged in desperation to pray for the removal of

the Censorship, if only in order that dramatists may
preserve a little sense of humor and self-respect.

One of the penalties of a ridiculous institution is

that it tends to make its victims ridiculous. To
judge from the arguments of the attacking side in

this controversy, it might be supposed that the first

claim to distinction of a modern play is that it

should deal with an illegal operation or the

spread of contagious disease. Works like Ibsen's

''Ghosts," Mr. Granville Barker's ''Waste," Tol-

stoy's "Powers of Darkness," Mr. Zangwill's "Next
Eeligion" and M. Brieux's Les Avaries are cited

quite indiscriminately as martyrs of a discredited

tyranny. The fact that they are not all masterpieces

is lost sight of in the certainty that they are all

prohibited. So the "modern" movement tends to

become stereotyped. The public learns to confuse

the advance of an art with the expression of an

J
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unpopular opinion, and taste is swallowed up in

moral indignation.

The controversy, however, has its amusing side.

A few months ago there came my way for signature

a humble petition of dramatic authors to His
Majesty King George V., praying for the abolition

of the office of Examiner of Plays on grounds of

public policy, and declaring that there exists in Eng-
land at the present moment an awakening of orig-

inal native drama unparalleled since the time of

Shakespeare. It was represented that this move-
ment is hampered by moral surveillance, and must
be freed at all costs. The comparison with Shake-
speare (who lived in the reign of "your illustrious

predecessor Queen Elizabeth") may be pardoned
as a tactical move likely to impress the King; but

for no other reason. The whole document was a
rather self-conscious effort of unconscious humor.
So much for the ever-present Censorship prob-

lem. But the interest in the theatre is much wider.

Critics and journalists have popularized new
phrases,—"the drama of ideas," "the repertory

movement, '

' and so on. The public is beginning for

the first time to read modern plays. Bishops and
popular preachers bless the theatre as "a great

engine of social enlightenment." They look upon
the drama as a moral question, just as the Censor-

ship reformers point to the immense regenerative

influence of prohibited plays, and the heinous im-

morality of "Dear Old Charlie" and the rest of the

licensed farces (thereby implying that the latter

should be prohibited in their turn). Feminists and
revolutionaries clamor for a propagandist stage.

On the other hand, artists like Mr. Gordon Craig

declaim against what they call the **modern sermon-

drama," and concentrate upon scenery and dig-
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nity of production all the enthusiasm of Art for

Art's sake. Every shade of opinion is represented,

if not on the stage itself, at least in the Great

Dramatic Discussion.

Now the visible results of all this turmoil are, as

I have hinted, curiously slight. There are two
so-called repertory theatres in the English prov-

inces, at Manchester and Liverpool; another at

Glasgow, and a fourth at the Abbey Theatre, Dub-
lin, the headquarters of the Irish National Theatre
Society. Of these the English and Scottish theatres

deserve the title ''repertory" only in so far as they

employ a more or less fixed company of actors,

produce a different play (by no means, necessarily,

a new play) every week or two, and occasionally

revive a successful work from the previous season.

They get most of their pieces, however, from Lon-
don; and they can hardly claim to be **uncommer-
cial." Intelligent successes like Mr. Arnold Ben-
nett's ''The Honeymoon" go the rounds of the prov-

inces with an ordinary touring company : intelligent

failures like Mr. Galsworthy's "The Pigeon" pass
into the repertory theatre, for the simple reason that

outside London their appeal is limited. Mr. Froh-
man's enterprise of 1910 at the Duke of York's has

so far been the only attempt to carry on modern
play-production in the manner of an opera-house

or an endowed theatre abroad, by changing the bill

nightly; and that ended in disaster. The Stage
Society and other play-producing organizations give

only five or six private performances in each year.

In the everyday theatre in London the two manage-
ments to which the modern playgoer naturally turns

with interest are those of Miss McCarthy and Gran-
ville Barker at the Kingsway, and of Messrs. Ved-
renne and Eadie at the Royalty. Both have hit
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upon extraordinary successes. *' Fanny's First

Play" is approaching its five-hundredth perform-
ance, and '* Milestones" will probably do even better.

Both managements, too, as if by way of excuse for

the monotony of their evening bills, are giving us in-

teresting matinees of original work. But the other

theatres remain almost untouched. At the moment
of writing (June, 1912), out of some twenty-seven

plays in the West End, only "The New Sin," by
Macdonald Hastings, and ''Rutherford and Son," by
Miss Sowerby, can be set beside the Royalty and
Kinsway productions as genuine efforts in the right

direction. At the same time, the older playwrights,

like Sir Arthur Pinero, Mr. Carton and Mr. Sutro,

are very much in the background. Their plays run
on steadily, almost unheeded. The Dramatic Dis-

cussion does not include them, except perhaps in an
historical survey. Their successes are eclipsed by
more notable failures. It is true that the mountain
of the theatre has labored to bring forth a mouse,

but we are all watching the interesting little crea-

true, and talking of its growth.

If we turn from this general view to the recent

work of individual dramatists, the immediate result

appears no greater. Mr. Shaw's ''Fanny" has

already been touched upon. It stands midway be-

tween the agreeable farce of '
' You Never Can Tell '

*

and the verbal pyrotechnics of "Getting Married"
and '

' Misalliance. " It is at once a drama and a com-

mentary, a farce and a lampoon, a sermon and a

topical revue, a manifesto and an impertinence, an
apologia and a revenge. A lampoon for the curious,

a sermon for the elect, an impertinence for the dull,

an apologia for the author and a revenge upon the

critics. "Bernard Shaw . . . at his best" has been

the legend upon the playbill for the past year. The
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straightest sect of the Shavians may disagree "with

this verdict, but there can be no doubt that the play

is Bernard Shaw at his most popular. For the

English are by this time well aware that an Irish-

man of genius lives among them, and the prospect

of seeing him **
. . . at his best'* has proved

alluring.

Mr. Granville Barker has given us nothing since

**The Madras House" (1910), and we are still wait-

ing to see whether he can survive the influence of

Shaw. He has fine insight into the character of

quiet, modern, intelligent people : a subtle wit, and an
actor's experience of the theatre. But hitherto he
has been vague and inconclusive, and the fault has

grown rather than diminished with each new work.

Dramatic ideas, as every playgoer knows, commonly
run to seed either in verbiage or sentimentality. In
sentimentality among opportunist playwrights, who
select from the mass of current ideas any that will

create a dramatic effect, and reproduce them colored

by personal taste or discretion, in any shape from
the phraseology of the leading article to that of the

feuilleton. In verbiage among genuine propagan-
dists, reformers, politicians, and the like, who use

drama as a means to an intellectual end. Now Mr.
Barker is certainly a reformer. He is also deter-

mined (almost aggressively determined) to be un-

sentimental. Without the brilliance or the intel-

lectual capacity of Shaw, he wanders at large over

the latter 's immense field of thought: illuminating

a point here and there, reducing some fantastic ex-

uberance of wit to rational dimensions, creating

now and then a new and interesting type, but lim-

iting himself very definitely both in mental attitude

and method. His characters are peculiarly grey
and bloodless : his technique is slipshod to a degree.

\
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He has no sense of economy, and apparently no de-

sire for it. He is prodigal of words, of dramatis

personae, of ideas: prodigal without impetuosity.

His men and women waste their substance in decor-

ous living. Furthermore, in publishing his plays he
follows Shaw's bad example of keeping up a run-

ning fire of commentary upon the characters and
their doings under the guise of stage directions, and
so expanding in analysis what should be concen-

trated in dialogue form. This is the method of the

novelist, not of the playwright. It would be an
admirable exercise for all modern dramatists to

clear their dialogue of such encumbrances, and
allow their characters to explain themselves, like

those, say, of Moliere and Ibsen. Then we should

be on the right path to the recovery of dramatic

style. A single speech of real point and individual-

ity is worth all the italicized commentary ever

written.

I have touched upon this vice of slovenly method
at some length because it illustrates very clearly the

sort of influence which Shaw is exerting upon
younger dramatists. The whole trend of his work
has been anarchical. He cares as little for litera-

ture as for any other form or tradition. Even if he
understood the meaning of beauty in style, he would
only regard it as another heresy to be annihilated:

another manifestation of "art for art's sake." The
crude and unimaginative vocabulary of his own
plays (and indeed of all his writings) is made toler-

able only by sheer intellectual grasp and force of

wit. His diction suffers from elephantiasis. He
piles adjectives upon nouns in a dizzy polemic, and

stands upon his head at the summit ; only to distract

our attention by another feat of agility before we
have time to observe that the structure is toppling.
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But he has trained his audience to be content with
nothing less than acrobatic perfection, and here lies

the danger for his imitators. With all their clever-

ness, they cannot hope to repeat the performance.
At best they can only dance upon the ruins.

From Mr. Galsworthy has come "The Pigeon'*

(1912), played at the Eoyalty Theatre. Mr. Gals-

worthy is in the most exact sense a social dramatist.

Others with that reputation, like Hauptmann,
Gorky, Heijermans and Brieux, have given us pro-

letarian studies, "tendency" plays, frankly parti-

san manifestoes on behalf of this class or that. But
Mr. Galsworthy's province is the whole of existing

society. He does not attempt to demolish the social

house of cards at one blow; he merely takes it to

pieces methodically for a shuffle on the ground
floor. In "The Silver Box," "Strife" and "Jus-
tice" he selected as his subject a meeting-point of

classes, a junction where the evasion of social re-

sponsibility is impossible. All of his plays might be
called "Strife," and all of them, equally, "Justice."

He contemplates the struggle and holds the scales.

"The Pigeon" does not deal with any big social

problem. The various classes are not called before

the judicial bench, or the court of industrial arbitra-

tion. They are rather shown, as in the author's

novel "Fraternity," quietly intermingling and inex-

tricably bound up with one another. Mr. Galswor-

thy stands apart from movements and influences,

just as he stands apart from his own characters. He
would, indeed, be very difficult to influence. He is

never enthusiastic, never exuberant. Paradox and
dialectics have no place in his mental scheme. There
is no sign in his work that he has even read the

plays of his contemporaries. But for a lack of the

Falstaffian quality, he would seem to be the typical
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Englishman as romanticised by English imagina-
tion: upright, solid, hard-headed, perhaps a trifle

soft-hearted. If only he could be a little more inter-

ested in individuals, a little more disposed to love

and pity them, instead of society at large ! For his

preoccupation with types and classes is very nar-
row, however broad it may be sociologically. It

was, I think, in Mr. Barker's ''Madras House" that

some one protested against the habit of regarding
humanity as a lot of ants on a heap. And Mr. Gals-

worthy has yet to give us a memorable character:

a personality who controls his own life and the

social machinery, instead of a group of determinist

puppets swayed by forces over which they have no
power.

Mr. Masefield's last play was "Pompey the

Great," a striking attempt at the restoration of the

hero. Pompey is as English as Mr. Shaw's Julius

Caesar was Irish. He stands for law, order, dignity,

courage, idealism, nobility, patriotism, devotion,

honour, moderate counsel ;—for all the qualities, in a
word, which have been ridiculed for the past twenty
years in the modern theatre from which Mr. Mase-
field himself has sprung. Listen to what Mr. Shaw
says upon the subject, in the preface to his ''Plays

Pleasant": "Idealism, which is only a flattering

name for romance in politics and morals, is as

obnoxious to me as romance in ethics or religion.

. . . To me the tragedy and comedy of life lie

in the consequences, sometimes terrible, sometimes
ludicrous, of our persistent attempts to found our
institutions on the ideals suggested to our imagina-

tions by our half-satisfied passions, instead of on
a genuinely scientific natural history." In other

words, Shaw perceived in the claimant to heroic vir-

tues at best a pitiful dupe, at worst a hypocrite.
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The genuinely scientific natural history left no room
for heroes; and heroes, accordingly, there were
none. The chocolate-cream soldier of "Arms and the

Man" explained the omission concisely. Raina saidj

to him, ^^Some soldiers, I know, are afraid of

death," and he replied, "All of them, dear lady, all

of them, believe me. It is our duty to live as long

as we can." Napoleon in "The Man of Destiny"
posed for a while with "I am only the servant of

the French Republic, following humbly in the foot-

steps of the heroes of classical antiquity. I win
battles for my country, not for myself"; but he was
speedily put out of countenance. His own philosophy
emerged later: "There are three sorts of people

in the world—^the low people, the middle people, and
the high people. The low people and the high peo-

ple are alike in one thing : they have no scruples, no
morality. The low are beneath morality, the high
above it. I am not afraid of either of them; for

the low are unscrupulous without knowledge, so that

they make an idol of me ; while the high are unscrup-

ulous without purpose, so that they go down before

my will."

Now observe the gulf. Mr. Masefield's Pompey
says in earnest what the Shavian Napoleon says in

persiflage. He wins battles for his country, not for

himself. His faith is summed up in the three sen-

tences "Life requires a dignity," "The upright soul

is safe," "Death cannot crush what comprehends
heaven." He conceives of Rome neither as the

natural prey of ambition nor as the citadel of a
Jingo Empire, to be defended at all costs against

barbarian forces: but as a quality of greatness, a
collective will asserting truth, maintaining peace,

enforcing law. Caesar, the demagogue, it is true,

would tell a different story. He would see in Rome
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only a corrupt oligarchy to be deposed, and an op-
pressed people awaiting deliverance. But Pompey
turns from the actual to the potential. The abuses
are transient; the '* splendid city full of lights" re-

mains a temple of wisdom. For that city he lives

and dies.

It must be admitted that the conception of Pom-
pey is barely realized. He inclines to become a lay
figure. But he has the qualities of his defects. He
represents an artistic reaction against mere anarch-
ism and cleverness; and Mr. Masefield, who has
recently given us two English epics in "The Ever-
lasting Mercy '

' and * * The Widow in the Bye Street, '

'

may yet bring him to life in another incarnation.

Mr. Charles McEvoy's later efforts have been
''All That Matters" (Haymarket, 1911) and "The
Situation at Newbury" (Liverpool Repertory Thea-
tre, 1912). His place in the theatre is a peculiar one.

There was talk some years ago of a holiday cure for

our drama by "bringing the scent of hay across the

footlights '

'
; with, it need hardly be said, deplorable

results. The village melodrama as imagined by a

week-ending "West End playwright, with its the-

atrical barn, its stage rustics and its forced dialect,

soon creaked into the oblivion it deserved. But
when Miss Horniman's company took possession of

the Gaiety Theatre in Manchester, some of the

earliest pieces produced were the village plays of

Mr. McEvoy. He understands the scent of hay. He
certainly writes melodrama, but his method is native

and instinctive rather than acquired. It springs

from a view of life rather than from a view of the

theatre, and for so much we must be grateful. He
is independent to a fault, and since his first play,

"David Ballard," he has never developed an idea

with any technical skill. But he does not make a
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virtue of looseness, in the manner of Mr. Barker and
the **new technicians." Without theories of any-

kind, he goes his own simple way, and he stands

nearer to Mr. Masefield than any other dramatist.

From Mr. Arnold Bennett we have had two new
plays, "The Honeymoon" and (in collaboration with
Mr. Knoblauch) *

' Milestones. " " The Honeymoon '

'

was a slight and entertaining comedy, with a success-

ful part for Miss Marie Tempest. * * Milestones " is a
study of family life in three generations, from 1860

to 1912, and the transition from crinolines and do-

mesticity to the hobble skirt and independence has

charmed London. Mr. Bennett now writes plays as

to the manner born. The theatre has become a part

of his omnivorous experience, and he has only to

produce, let us say, a blank-verse tragedy, an epic

poem, and a book of sonnets in order to exhaust the

field of literature. That *

' insatiable zest of life
'

' so

often referred to in his novels urges him on to

fresh conquests. Incidentally, his popularity is doing

good service to the modern stage, for there is no one
who can educate an audience so subtly. After '

' The
Honeymoon, '

' a comedy by Mr. Jones or Mr. Carton
appears dull, pompous, prejudiced, old-fashioned.

Mr. Bennett has an irreverent mind, but he offends

no sensibilities. He has an unprejudiced mind, but

he would never fall foul of the Censorship. He is

incapable of snobbery, but the House of Lords itself

would laugh at his comedies without resentment. No
one could possibly quarrel with him, except perhaps
Mrs. Humphry Ward. His opinions are stated only

by implication : and that, after all, is the true method
of comedy. Let us bid Mr. Bennett adieu, pausing
only to exclaim, as Sergius exclaimed of Bluntschli,

"What a man!"
.The Manchester Kepertory Theatre has brought
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forward two new playwrights in Mr. Stanley Hough-
ton and Mr. Harold Brighouse. Both have recently

had plays performed in London; Mr. Brighouse 's

**The Odd Man Out" at the Royalty matinees, and
Mr. Houghton's **Hindle Wakes" at the Stage Soci-

ety. Both, too, have discovered the infinite possi-

bilities of domestic comedy, when once the old stage

conventions of filial piety and sentiment have been
eliminated. Mr. Houghton, for example, deals almost

entirely with the younger generation of the North-
ern middle class: a generation by no means con-

sciously revolutionist, or Suffragist, or even conspic-

uously intelligent; but a generation which is just

making up its mind in a fine, blundering, chaotic

fashion, with as few prejudices as Mr. Bennett him-
self, and which finds an excellent foil in the hard-

headed stupidity of its parents. Soon, of course, this

type of play will appear as old-fashioned as the com-
edies of Robertson ; but Mr. Houghton and his suc-

cessors will always find another generation ready to

their hand.
Mr. Macdonald Hastings' **The New Sin" is more

interesting, though the author overreaches himself

a little in his apparent conviction that what London
wants is cleverness at all costs. The new sin is

remaining alive when your death would clearly bene-

fit the world, or a group of survivors. A fantastic

theme, depending upon an incredible stage will and
other cumbrous machinery, but brilliantly treated,

with real insight and wit. There are no women in

the play, and their first appearance in the same
author's "Love—and What Then?" is unconvincing.

Nevertheless, Mr. Hastings can yet save himself, if

he will only repress his taste for comic bishops and
false epigrams. Suicide may be a dramatic virtue,

but comic bishops are assuredly sinful.
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I come now to the most difficult task in tliis brief

paper; that of attempting to give an impression of

the newer English playwrights, not individually, but

as a whole. One characteristic is the curious insist-

ency with which they tend to reflect one side of the

national temperament,—the Puritan side. Mr. Shaw,
Mr. Barker, Mr. Galsworthy, Mr. Masefield—they

are all more or less strongly tinged with Puritanism.

They all have a touch of Praise-God Barebones in

their disposition. Their mistrust of the senses, their

dislike of pure illusion, their austerity of mind and
stern moral earnestness are patent at first sight.

This is no doubt partly due to the influence of Ibsen,

the Arch-Puritan. But it is surely the sublime para-

dox of Mr. Shaw's career that, invading a country

where Puritan hatred of the drama has always been

strongest, he should have converted the stage into

a Puritan pulpit. Topsy-turvydom could go no fur-

ther. His three plays for Puritans are only a part

of the general scheme: essentially all his writings

are alike. If a modern Jeremy Collier should appear

to denounce the profaneness and immorality of the

English stage, Mr. Shaw would never take Con-

greve's place as his antagonist. Rather he would
take pen in hand to supplement the polemic. He has

done so already, indeed, in his diatribes against the

laxity of the Censorship. It was with the voice of

Jeremy Collier that he denounced the romantic sen-

suality of musical comedy and the coarse innuendo

of Mr. Brookfield 's adaptation from Labiche. '
' Mrs.

Warren's Profession" is a Puritan manifesto, none

the less unmistakable because the old conceptions of

justice and righteousness have emerged in the form
of Socialism and a woman's right to a living wage.

The Puritans still mistrust Mr. Shaw, but only, I

think, on account of his wit. They turn to Mr. Gals-
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worthy because he is duller and more reliable, or
to Mr. Masefield for his depth of feeling and good
intentions. They are, in fact, just making up their

mind about the theatre in the puzzled fashion of that
younger generation mentioned above. And when
they have made up their mind, they will probably
discover that Mr. Shaw has more in common with
Bunyan than with Sheridan.

It is perhaps unfair to complain of this tendency,

for Puritanism remains the most important contri-

bution which the English spirit has made to world-
ethics, and the characteristic of the modern school

is ethical force. But we do not want ''The Merry
Wives of Windsor" treated in the manner of Mr.
Galsworthy, or "The Way of the World" in the man-
ner of Mr. Masefield; or, rather, we do not want
the modern Falstaff and the modern Millamant neg-

lected on the stage. The Eestoration dramatists

managed tolerably well without a prophet or a seer,

and it would only be a fitting historical parallel if the

Eoundhead and Commonwealth days in which we
live were followed by a restoration of the Comic
Spirit.

This leads us to the question of Mr. Shaw's influ-

ence as a wit. A witty author of plays, it need
hardly be said, is by no means necessarily a comic

dramatist. "In general," Macaulay wrote in his

essay on Machiavelli, "tragedy is corrupted by elo-

quence, and comedy by wit." By universal eloquence

and wit, that is to say : the distinction is just. ' *No
writers," he added, "have injured the comedy of

England so deeply as Congreve and Sheridan. Both
were men of splendid wit and polished taste. Unhap-
pily, they made all their characters in their own like-

ness. Their works bear the same relation to the

legitimate drama which a transparency bears to a
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painting: no delicate tonclies; no hues impercepti-

bly fading one into another ; the whole is lighted up
with a universal glare. ... It was surely not from
want of wit that Shakespeare adopted so different a
manner. ... It would have been easy for that fer-

tile mind to have given Bardolph and Shallow as

much wit as Prince Hal, and to have made Dogberry
and Verges retort on each other in sparkling epi-

grams. But he knew that such indiscriminate prodi-

gality was 'from the purpose of playing, whose end,

both at the first and last, was, and is, to hold, as it

were, the mirror up to Nature.' *'

Now, if this was true of Congreve and Sheridan

(and it was certainly very near the truth), it is still

more true in the case of Mr. Shaw. Congreve and
Sheridan were dramatists with inherent beauty of

style; Mr. Shaw is just as anarchical in his use of

words as in his philosophy of life. His wit carries

him away in every scene : it is not only prodigal, but

uncontrollable. In intellectual capacity he stands

alone ; but he has taught other dramatists the fatally

easy trick of making an audience laugh, and so far

his authority is demoralizing.

That word authority reads oddly in a time when
so far as the drama is concerned, every one is a law
unto himself. But there is no escaping Mr. Shaw.
He is the King Charles' head of the dramatic dis-

cussion, even though the features be more reminis-

cent of Cromwell. And his very encouragement to

anarchy is authoritative. His technical method, at

all events in his later plays, is simply that of

the eccentric showman. He provides a series of

intellectual "turns," of exercises in conversational

rough-and-tumble ; and then asks us to believe that

he is replacing the traditional well-made play by a

new dramatic form. That, however, is only one of
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his little jokes. The playgoer does not need the

rules of Aristotle in order to distinguish between
good craftsmanship and bad. Experience teaches

him. Theories of dramaturgy, like all other theories,

pass lightly over the heads of an audience ; they can
only harm the playwright.

English drama, then, is passing through a danger-

ous phase. It is overburdened with Puritanism
masked in cleverness, anarchy supported by igno-

rance, and crudity concealed by wit. But it has won-
derful enthusiasm. It has not completely succumbed
even to discussion. And when once the need for this

discussion is past, it may look forward to a glorious

resurrection, Ashley Dukes.
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** There was life in the air, and a newness, the diffusion of talents,

ingenuities, experiments." Henry James.

'FTER the convention adjourned, I asked
'the president what was the strongest im-

pression it had left on her mind. She
(replied that it was the fact that at any
'time during any of the sessions she could

(see in the audience before her at least

ten eminent and widely known men and
women who could be called on to speak at a mo-
ment's notice. Thus several programs might have
been filled with addresses as good as the excellent

ones which were delivered.

The chairman of the Playgoing committee, plied

with the same question, answered that she was most
impressed with a singular discovery that was made
after the forces assembled. The most eminent stu-

dents of the drama had been invited to lend

distinction to the occasion ; but as the meetings pro-

gressed, it proved that they were all active workers
in the League. One was a committee member, an-

other a chairman, another a department head,

another a secretary, etc. The League had, without
realizing it, kept within the ranks of its hardest
workers in selecting names to grace its programs.
One is reminded of Dr. Baker of Harvard, who

says he has been a lonely drama league by himself
for twenty years, but who promptly joined the or-

ganization as soon as it was formed, and as promptly
went to work. All the most famous lonely leagues
in the country seem to have been attracted to the

convention.
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To many members the greatest wonder was the
continuous glow of that social spirit which bright-

ened the League at its inception, but which might
easily have been quenched in the course of such
rapid growth and development. A year ago the
League declared itself not a fad nor a new cult, but
merely one of the many social awakenings in another
center of life. To-day it is as free as it was then
from aloofness of spirit or restricted effort for the
few. Last year it announced that it was striving to

make its best efforts pull together with the best

efforts of manager and producer, so that the whole
public might get the benefit. To-day it is still cheer-

fully taking the theater as it is for a starting point,

and drama-leaguing within it as well as outside of

it. It still holds fast the belief that all art, and
especially dramatic art, is for everybody, and that

the finer it is the greater number of people and the

more kinds of people it ought to reach. A year ago
it took heart in the thought that since two plays

cannot occupy the same stage at the same time,

every night that a good play can be kept on, all bad
plays are kept off. To-day it talks still more confi-

dently of cultivating a taste for good plays merely

by cutting off the supply of bad ones. When skep-

tics laugh at the idea of reforming the morality of

the stage (see Mr. Dooley) the Leaguers laugh, too,

and go on working harder than ever. They have a

sense of humor. They seldom prate of betterment

or uplift, but often of sanity, optimism, and good-

fellowship. They are still pleading for members,

and more and more members, instead of large en-

dowment funds. The League has almost exceeded

the speed limit in progress, but it is still safely

headed in the right direction.

This second annual convention of the Drama
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League of America lasted three days. There were
six long sessions, crowded with reports, discussions,

and addresses. On the opening night there was a
dinner with speeches, and the next day, under
League auspices, there was an open-air festa. The
official account of all proceedings fills a forty-page

pamphlet. Obviously there is space in The Deama
for only concise review and brief comment.
The first business session convened Wednesday

morning, April 24th, to discuss **The League as a
National Body." Mrs. Best, the President, was in

the chair, and made the report of the Publicity com-
mittee, of which she had acted as chairman during
the year. Her opening remarks were in part as

follows

:

Viewing in retrospect the work of this committee for the

year, two things stand out with special prominence—the won-
derful way in which the work has spread, and the quality of

the interest which it has aroused.

At our first convention, a year ago last January, we were
a national organization in name only. For though we had
a goodly number of individual members and affiliated clubs in

twenty-three states, there was no definitely organized center,

except Chicago, and no community interest anywhere. Dur-
ing the year, by means of volunteer labor, and at an expense

of less than three hundred dollars, we have organized nine

centers and spread the work to forty-four states and to

Canada ; and we are now planning to organize other cities and
small towns. Our actual paid membership in these centers is

10,000, and our affiliated membership is conservatively esti-

mated at 100,000.

The cities already officered and doing active work are

Boston, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Duluth,

Louisville, Denver, Superior. Organization is also effected in

Grand Eapids, LaCrosse, Peru and Milwaukee. The cities

agitating organization are New York, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,

St. Louis, Kansas City, Erie, Eochester, Ealeigh, Salt Lake,
Boise, San Francisco, Los Angeles, St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Jackson, Toledo, Cleveland and Troy.
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The point of attack varies according to the character of

the place. In large cities we enlist the various clubs and
social circles, by stimulating drama study ; by arranging lec-

tures and public meetings : by calling for drama literature in

the public library; by demanding good criticism from the

press; and by organizing a public to attend and to bulletin

artistic plays which do not always succeed with the greater

public. In the smaller cities or towns, the benefit of belong-

ing to a national organization makes an appeal, as well as the

hope of profiting by the proposed One-Night-Stand system.

In college and normal towns the educational side of the work
appeals. Libraries Join for the sake of our literature and
study courses. All over the country professors and club

women, students and society women, managers, actors and
dramatists, school teachers and children, the lovers of amateur
acting and pageantry, all are rapidly enlisting. Our ability

to respond to the various needs of different communities con-

stitutes our greatest strength, and encourages the belief that

we can in the end become truly national.

The spread of League propaganda is due in great measure

to the work of volunteer speakers. Last summer addresses

were made at over fifty Chautauquas. The League interests

have also been presented during the year to twelve State

Federation conventions. On three occasions there were oppor-

tunities to address large conventions of teachers. The work
has also been put before nearly seventy Woman's Clubs in

and about Chicago. There have also been frequent and prom-
inent notices in magazines and newspapers.

But perhaps the most valuable service the League can
render will be in the case of the one-night-stand towns. The
situation in these places is desperate and the local manager
is powerless to alter it. The League operating through a
local club can influence bookings by guaranteeing against loss,

advertising good attractions in advance, bringing about some
regularity in place of the present alternating congestion and
dearth of attractions, and building up a chain of one-night-

stands which can be visited profitably by good traveling com-
panies, where now they are visited only by inferior ones. This
is a great field for altruistic effort. It means an opportunity
to reach the whole country, by establishing a relation between
great centers, smaller cities, and outlying towns. In encour-

aging a noble form of art, it unifies standards of taste^ and
creates a truly national audience.
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The Chair then introduced Mr. J. E. Williams, of

Streator, 111., who spoke upon ''The Drama League
in the Night Stands '

'

:

The co-operative efforts of playgoers, under the direction

of the League, have hitherto been confined to the larger cities.

It is now proposed to extend this form of effort to the smaller

cities and towns, which are known as the one-night stands

—

so called because companies usually remain there for one
night only. From the beginning I have held the conviction

that here was the great opportunity of the League.

In the cities, as I have said, the League movement has been

a struggle to improve the quality of the drama. In the night

stands it is a struggle for existence. It is a question of

whether we can have drama of any sort. Theatrical condi-

tions have come to the pass that good companies cannot visit

night-stands without loss, nor can theatres devoted to the

drama be operated at a profit.

It is to this question of a remedy that I wish to direct the

attention of the League. I can give it to you in three

words

:

Lyceumize the theatre.

I mean that we should guarantee the audience in advance

Just as we do for a lyceum course. When a lecture course is

planted in a tovm the bureau takes no chances. The good
people get out and sell enough tickets to guarantee the cost of

the course.

Time was when a company costing from $300 to $500 a day
would take the risk of playing a night-stand without other

security than faith in its reputation and its advance agent.

Such companies in the past two seasons have played more
than once to less than fifty dollars gross, and their faith has

grown cold.

The League can take the initiative in lyceumizing the

theatre. It ought to be done by some non-commercial interest

that can be trusted. The League is the only body in America
that has the organization, and the confidence of the people

sufficiently to undertake this work.

Wherever a local branch of the League exists it should first

ascertain the dramatic needs of the town. The number of

attractions required would vary with the size of the town.

Having agreed on the probable number, the committee should

draw up a subscription list and circulate it among theatre
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goers, until they had say five hundred tickets pledged for each
attraction selected for the season.

I would suggest that before undertaking the work the
League should secure pledges from all the important produc-
ing and booking managers stipulating that they would give a
preference to league towns when routing their attractions

through the territory in which they were situated. There
should be no difficulty about this, as their own interest would
insure their going into a town in which there were five hun-
dred guaranteed tickets. Co-operation should be had with the
local manager, who would also be interested in procuring the

best possible attraction for his town.

It is easy to foresee that not many towns would develop
enough enthusiasm to list five hundred tickets by voluntary

effort. I should favor supplementing volunteer effort wher-
ever necessary by employing professional listers. These listers

should be employed by and be under the exclusive direction of

the League, but they should co-operate with local branches

wherever possible. The revenue for their support should be

derived from a percentage of the gross receipts of the attrac-

tion benefiting by their efforts. When we consider that at-

tractions frequently pay twenty or twenty-five per cent for

"auspices" under the present system it will be seen that a five

per cent tax would be very moderate. I believe managers,

traveling and local, would be glad to pro rate the expense

of listing towns.

The attractions to be presented should be selected jointly by
the League and the local committee. Preference should be

given to attractions bulletined by the League wherever pos-

sible, but where enough bulletined plays could not be secured

to fill out the season, recourse should be had to other avail-

able plays. Care should be taken to select such plays as would

be likely to please the "larger public." Under a guarantee

system, such as is here proposed, there should not be much
trouble in finding a sufficient number of pleasing and accept-

able plays, for it is only the plays that have made a decided

popular success in New York or Chicago that are sent on

the road by their managers.

In order to recommend a supply of plays adequate to meet

the needs of the night stands, it may be necessary for the

League to waive its critical standards, but there will still

remain the function of selecting the best from the stock

actually available ; and who shall say that it will not serve its
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own purpose better by helping people to the best plays they

can like, than by urging them to support what they ouglit to

like, but which they are, as yet, unable to enjoy ?

The local theatre needs the same conscious, purposive guid-

ance that does the school or church. It won't run itself.

Competition, as a motive, has broken down. It cannot be

run in the interest of the better drama, the better play-goer,

or the better community solely by the managerial profit-

making motive. If it is to be saved, or to be made worth
saving, there must be put into it the same sort of self-giving

energy that goes into art, religion, education, and into the

support of ethical and philanthropic institutions.

I suggest that the initiative may come from some such
society as the Drama League, organized as it is to support

the better drama from public spirited motives. Co-ordina-

tion, direction and management may also come from the

League. But the great mass of the energizing power must
come from the the play-goers in the night-stands them.selves.

They must stand ready with money and influence to make the

local theatre a public institution like the library, the school

or the church. They must put brains and purpose into it, and
make the theatre meet the reasonable dramatic needs of the

community; not as an agency of dissipation, but one of ever

deepening and continuing enjoyment of the better drama.
The programme I have sketched may seem large, but it has

the advantage that it may be tried with small beginnings.

One town may start it, but in its logical outreachings it is

ambitious enough for a society that takes the continent as its

province.

Before the convention adjourned, an amendment
to the by-laws, part of which follows, was unani-

mously adopted

:

The League members in any one town or city may form a

local centre of the Drama League, with the approval of the

National Board.
* * *

These centres shall be of two kinds

:

1. The Producing Centre.

3. The One-Night Stand, or Week Stand.

* :): 4:

The One-Night or Week Stand shall have local autonomy
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and meet all local expenses, but may not issue original bul-
letins. They shall receive information from the National Com-
mittee in regard to plays deserving support and can receive

bulletins in bulk from any Producing Centre which they may
choose. They shall not issue bulletins, but may issue notice
of plays or reprints of bulletins if they desire.

* * *

The Wednesday afternoon session was in the
hands of the Educational committee, Professor
Theodore B. Hinckley, of the University High
School, chairman. The general subject for discus-

sion was "The Cultivation of Better Taste for

Drama."
Professor Hinckley prefaced his report by saying

that he had been chairman for half the year only,

Miss Mary Gray Peck, of the University of Min-
nesota, having conducted the work for seven months.
He explained that the Educational committee is

composed of the chairmen of seven sub-committees.

He then emphasized the fact that a widespread
study of the Drama is essential. It is necessary to

spread the reputation of the League as authority

on questions regarding drama. It must have the

confidence of city centers, clubs and universities. He
suggested an increase of courses, especially of sim-

pler ones, for the extension work. Drama libraries

are to be planned, and the writing of pamphlets on

stage-craft, pageantry, plays, etc., is to be encour-

aged. In closing, the chairman promised a general

stimulation of the work, and cooperation with all

communities and their needs. Then followed brief

reports from the sub-committees.

Professor George P. Baker, of Harvard, chair-

man of the Drama Study Department, was not able

to be present, but reported that his committee had

issued a course of study on **The Irish Drama," and

that a course on "Technique," and one on "Mod-
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ern Drama," and a bibliography of all dramas pub-
lished in the last ten years were nearly ready. He
also reported an encouraging year for the Boston
League, of which he is president, and wonderful
growth throughout New England. As Prof. Baker
is to be in Europe next year, the League will lose

his invaluable help ; but it takes pride in announcing
that Brander Matthews of Columbia has consented
to take charge of this important department.
Miss Cora Mel Patten, originator of the work

with children, reported for the Junior Department,
of which she is chairman. This department is or-

ganizing Junior Leagues, and hopes to establish

children's theatres. As 32,000 children attend the

theatres daily in Chicago alone, the need of direc-

tion is apparent.

Thirteen groups of children have been formed in

public schools, settlements, and churches, with a
paid-up membership as Junior Leagues. Addresses
on children's dramatics have been given in more
than sixty counties under the auspices of high

schools, normal schools and woman's clubs. In In-

diana, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Iowa, the Dakotas, Nebraska, Idaho, Oregon,

and California, drama work has been carried on by
capable workers, and thousands of children have
been permanently influenced. A Children's Thea-
tre in Boston, established by the Leaguers in Octo-

ber, made so great an appeal that attendance on
five-and-ten-cent theatres has greatly decreased.

Every lyceum course should embody one high-class

entertainment for children.

Later, Mr. Bregg, of Pittsburgh, made a plea for

a mother's department. Young people use far less

judgment in the selection of plays than in the choice

of drinks at a soda water fountain.
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Miss Houston mentioned that the bulletins always
indicate what plays are suitable for children, or of
special interest to young people.

Miss Patten urged the establishment of a chil-

dren's theatre under League patronage, where chil-

dren might see suitable dramatic productions. To
the coming generation we must look for the higher
appreciation of good drama, and no effort which is

made for educating the child is lost. Children are
a most responsive audience, for they are natural

** creative listeners,'* who make of a work of art

a perfect whole.

The sub-committee which is in charge of the play-

ground work has arranged to give three plays this

summer in eight different playgrounds. Permission
has been obtained from the mayor, and Mrs. Young
has offered the use of the adjoining school build-

ings. Rehearsals are to be conducted in the morn-
ings. The grounds are to be well lighted, so that

plays may be given in the evening.

Mr. John Merrill, of the Francis Parker School,

spoke of the value of drama work on the playground.

Education should be carried on all the year and
should be in the open as much as possible. The
dramatic instinct is necessary in the development of

children. It makes all school work vital and easy.

By wise arrangement in the various branches of this

work, the children will find that the playgrounds are

places not only for amusement and physical growth,

but also for mental growth.

The Thursday morning session was devoted to

the work of the Playgoing committee, the general

topic being ''Play Attending." The President spoke

of the work of the Playgoing committee as the most

difficult of all, because so entirely new and untried.

If the problem were merely how to fix workable
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standards, and to make the style of the bulletins

both popular and educational, that would be per-

plexing enough. But the chairman is constantly

beset with unforeseen and unforeseeable difficul-

ties. There is need of patient striving in practical

matters, such as securing greater accuracy in the

addressing firms, better service for the postoffice,

etc.

Great credit is due to the chairman for the wis-

dom and policy which have kept managers and
actors in a friendly attitude toward the League. The
committee should be loyally supported by the con-

fidence and actual play attendance of all League
members.
Miss Alice M. Houston, chairman of the Playgoing

committee, then took charge of the program, speak-

ing in part as follows

:

The work of this committee is to organize into a compact
theatre-going body a public which is pledged to support good
plays.

Play attending and play bulletining is not all of the com-
mittee's work. Attention has also been given to the reduced

rate proposition, and to the problems of the one-night stand.

The bulletins are twofold in purpose: (1) to give infor-

mation about the play; (3) to appraise the play. These bul-

letins are not, as has more than once been said, just another

opinion on a play. They furnish dramatic criticism that is

neither advertisement nor professional reviewing—an opinion

unique in kind and value. The committee is composed of the

scholar, the structure expert, the writer, the man of busi-

ness, and the mere lover of good plays—a group of independ-

ent, capable workers, qualified to judge plays. The bulletin

comment represents the consensus of opinion of this group of

volunteers, not a one-man judgment. In order to keep un-
biased minds, the committee never accepts the proffered

courtesy of theatre tickets, and the bulletins are issued entirely

independent of any outside influence. The work of the com-
mittee is in no sense a censorship, but is intended at all

times to be constructive and affirmative.
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The mailing list of the first bulletin ever sent out, Sep-

tember 20, 1910, was 200. The largest issue of last season

was 10,000. The total circulation of bulletins for this year

has been over 100,000.

An attempt was made last autumn to compute the number
of tickets purchased by League members for endorsed plays;

but the response was careless and vague. Because of unfair

statements that were made during the season, and especially

at the time of the Irish Players' engagement, a canvas of play

attendance has recently been made. The data gleaned is

significant and illuminating. Over 2,000 notes of inquiry
were sent to Chicago members only, 678 of whom have an-

swered. Their replies show that tickets to the number of

17,182 were purchased for bulletined plays by or through
these 678 persons. Many others outside the League were
influenced, but the number is impossible to compute. Since

figures speak the truth, this is a striking refutation of the

criticism that there has been lack of League support for

bulletined plays.

However, the test is only partial, for two reasons: First,

it covers less than one-fourth the Chicago membership. Sec-

ond, there was no attempt to make inquiry of the affiliated

membership of 7,000, which has had almost all the bulletins.

Then, too, we have been unable to cover the posting places.

Bulletins are now conspicuously displayed in Universities,

in Libraries, in the Art Institute, and in men's clubs and
women's clubs to the number of one hundred. Those who see

and read these bulletins must far outnumber those who are

reached by the mailing list.

We have never been afraid to put ourselves to the open
test as regards the question of whether the play-going bul-

letins stimulate play attendance. It is clear that League
assistance is not to be despised by any theatre manager.
One hundred and fifteen is an approximate estimate of the

number of plays, exclusive of musical comedy, produced in

Chicago thus far this season in the theatres in the loop

district. Of these the committee has officially covered forty-

eight, not counting each play of two long repertory engage-

ments. Seventeen bulletins have been issued, as against four-

teen last season ; and seventeen plays is as many as the average

play-goer attends. If, then, you have confidence in the com-
mittee's judgment, and choose its selection of plays, you will

be certain of seeing the best plays each season. The com-
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mittee may now and then fail (it is not infallible) to bulletin

a play that would interest you ; but we can safely promise that

you will never be asked to see a worthless play.

Words and letters of commendation for the work seldom
see the light. Only adverse criticism is given publicity. But
the former so far outweigh the latter that the committee is

heartened and not discouraged.

Mrs. Alice C. D. Eiley, organizer of the little

circle of drama lovers which grew into the Evan-
ston Drama Club, and then into the National Drama
League, spoke in part as follows:

"The object of the bulletin has sometimes been

misunderstood. It is not an effort to rival or dis-

place the dramatic critics, who must notice all plays

and make some comment on good and bad. The bul-

letin deals only with those which seem to your com-
mittee worth consideration for some quality in either

form or content which is above the general run of

the commonplace. Its main purpose is to get you
to the theatre to support the play bulletined. It is

simply a means to an end—an instrument to move
the organized audience. Nevertheless, the commit-
tee cannot be indifferent to the fact that the bul-

letin should do its fair share of the educational

work. The present form, with tabulated headings,

has been developed with this in view. Go to bul-

letined plays a while and see why they have been

chosen for your attention. Eemember that Theo-

dore Thomas did not build up the audience for the

Symphony concerts in one year, nor in two. Be
patient in waiting for results. And meanwhile do
your part in helping the cause."

In the discussion which followed, one of the speak-

ers was Mr. Clayton Hamilton, dramatic editor of

Everybody's and The Bookman. He said: "We
are glad to know that the Drama League is not try-

ing to cut a slice out of the public, but to harmonize
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it. It is proceeding sanely and sensibly, and meet-

ing deserved approval at every point. Other simi-

lar attempts by people outside, not inside, the thea-

tre—pulling against it and not with it—^have been
ill advised and extraneous. When 'Kindling' ap-

peared in New York, an office boy was thought com-
petent to report it. The play languished and nearly

died, until, by the advice of two or three experts,

it was sent to Chicago in hope that the Drama
League might rescue it. The success which it has
achieved is due in great measure, as the manage-
ment take pleasure in acknowledging, to the effect

of the bulletins. At present it is being followed on
the road by reprinted bulletins."

Professor S. H. Clark, of the University of Chi-

cago, member of the local Playgoing committee,

gave his experience in attending an inferior play by
a well known and usually skillful playwright. The
committee, finding they could not conscientiously

bulletin the play, returned home in despair, only to

read in next morning's paper a glowing account of

the performance by a professional critic. Momen-
tarily staggered, they finally declared themselves

loyal to their own high standards. It is better to

take the chance of failing to commend something

fine than to let down the bars and endorse something

unworthy.
Professor Burrill, of Northwestern University,

another member of the local committee, advised go-

ing to some plays that are not bulletined, if only

to compare them with plays that are bulletined.

Miss Hunt said: *'In some good time coming,

I hope a few plays out of each season may be bul-

letined by the Playgoing committee, and also out-

lined for study by the Educational committee.

Then, if League members would in case of each of
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these plays first see it on the stage, then read and
discuss it in the various aflSiiated clubs and classes

—

then see it on the stage again, and then read it

again—we should thus coordinate all lines of influ-

ence. Furthermore, there would be a general illumi-

nation of ideas equal to a torchlight procession."

In the reports of the Secretary and the Treasurer
two interesting facts were given : Since the League
was founded, 600,000 pieces of literature have been
mailed to members; and during the last year the

amount in the treasury has increased from less than
$200 to nearly $3,000.

Many of the addresses which were intermingled

with the reports might fairly be called brilliant. The
distinguished men who came from far and near to

attend the convention were too practical and too

much in earnest to think of making phrases; but

they made them, nevertheless, and the official report

is full of quotable passages.

The two most optimistic statements that were
made during the League sessions should be given.

Mr. Williams, who has been at the head of a night

stand for a quarter of a century, said: "If I could

have a vote of my theatre patrons on the best play

of the present year, I am sure they would vote al-

most unanimously for ** Kindling," which we played

this month with considerable success—due largely

to the endorsement of the League. This shows a

marked improvement in the taste of the same com-
munity twenty-five years ago, when some robustious

melodrama or farce would have borne the palm. '

'

Miss Houston remarked that the fact that the

theatre season now drawing to a close has been the

most disastrous financially in a generation is a rea-

Bon, not for discouragement, but rather for great

f
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encouragement. It indicates an awakening on the
part of the public. The unrest, the dissatisfaction

with present conditions, presage change and mean
progress.

These are worth quoting, since the optimism of
those who know always outweighs the pessimism of
those who do not know.
Mr. Hamilton, of Columbia, in his Wednesday

evening address, said: "Here in America, where
we see the faint glimmerings of dramatic art, we
have as yet no great dramatic critics. Such a one
cannot analyze until he sees—until we have great
plays. In London, where criticism is rising as an
art, we have Walkley, Bernard Shaw, abler even
as critic than creator, and William Archer, honest
and sincere.**

Professor Papot, of the Chautauqua Institution,

said: *'In order to get a national drama, you must
have a national spirit behind it. Not until an Amer-
ican gets the *feel' of the whole country will there be
a national masterpiece. The Drama League ought
to make it its business to enlighten the multitude,

and give them a conception of what drama really is.

The public will not be interested until they know
something about the drama, and feel a personal

relation to it. No matter how good a play may be,

it is nothing until it becomes true and gets a re-

sponse. Americans need the Latin responsiveness

to counteract their Saxon stolidity.**

Professor Dickinson, of the University of Wis-
consin, who made the principal address Wednesday
afternoon, said: ** Plays must be produced to get

the spirit of the conversation. The theatre is the

place to investigate plays. A play is not a play

until produced, when it attains its individuality.
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So the published play is not doing its full work for

drama if it is causing the public to study the book
and not attend the theatre. No reading of criticism

can take the place of seeing the play. There must
be completeness of tone, color, word, and sound."

Dr. Burton, of the University of Minnesota, said

:

*
' The literary quality of a play need not be rhetori-

cal. But we must demand some idea of life, for

every piece of literature worth while has an idea

concerning life." He further pointed out how
greatly the pleasure of playgoing may be intensified

by study of the technique of drama, citing in ex-

ample the greater enjoyment of a sonnet that is felt

by the reader who understands its structure. The
technique of the play, and even the technique of

the presentation of the play, should be more com-
pletely understood.

Mr. Frederick Koch, Professor of Dramatic Lit-

erature in the University of North Dakota, spoke

of the relation between universities and the people,

in furthering the cause of good drama. He said

that all large universities in the country now have
courses in drama, and many of them also have dra-

matic associations which are laboratories for the

study of drama, giving practice in presentation and
appreciation of dramatic masterpieces old and new.

To see on the stage the plays that are studied is a
great benefit, while the value to the students who
take part is something which we are slow to com-
prehend. Many of them for the first time see lit-

erature as life, and "life in progression," while the

ethical value of acting—of living temporarily the

life of another—is greater than we realize.

Before adjournment the following officers and di-

rectors were elected for 1912-1913

:
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President

Mrs. Charles Howard Besly, Hinsdale, 111.

Seceetaey

Mrs. Harry P. Jones, 5529 Cornell Avenue, Chicago

Tbeasuber

Mr. William T. Abbott, Vice-President Central Trust Co. o£
Illinois, Chicago

Vice-Peesidents

Mrs. Herman Landauer, Chicago, Chairman Finance Committee
Dr. Kichard Burton, Minneapolis

Mrs. E. P. Sherry, Milwaukee
Mr. Louis K. Anspacher, New York

Mr. Frank Chouteau Brown, Boston
Mrs. Otis Skinner, Philadelphia
Chairman Drama Study Department

Mr. Brander Matthews, Columbia University, New York

DiBECTOES

Mr. George P. Baker, Boston
Mrs. Enos M. Barton, Hinsdale, HI.

Mrs. A. Starr Best, Evanston, 111., Chairman Publicity Committee
Mrs. Wilbur F. Blackford, Chicago

Mrs. John H. Buckingham, Chicago
Mrs. George B. Carpenter, Chicago

Mr. Hobart C. Chatfield-Taylor, Chicago
Mr. S. H. Clark, Chicago

Mr. Theodore B. Hinckley, Chicago
Chairman Educational Committee

Miss Alice M. Houston, Evanston, 111.

Chairman Playgoing Committee

Mr. Eames MacVeagh, Chicago
Mrs. Ira Nelson Morris, Chicago

Mr. John C. Shaffer, Chicago
Mrs. Paul Shorey, Chicago

Mr. John E, Williams, Streator, HI.

It is a pleasure to turn, if only for a moment, to

the Shakespeare festival which was held in Lincoln

Park on Tuesday of convention week. A long

article, not to say an illustrated volume, would be

needed to describe it, and to comment upon the far-

reaching good influence of the research work and
essay writing which were done in connection with it.

Eighteen hundred public school children, taking the
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part of characters in Shakespeare's plays, and clad

in costumes of their own making, assembled to lay

flowers and scrolls at the foot of Shakespeare's
statue, while 30,000 spectators applauded.
Perhaps the most striking culmination was in the

Lyric Theatre three weeks later, when Sothern and
Marlowe gave a performance of ''The Merchant of

Venice" to the children of the festival. On that

afternoon, Shakespeare's characters filled the house
as well as the stage. Never in the world was Shake-
speare acted before such an audience.

But a few of the more lasting results may also

be mentioned. The event related in harmonious
work for the League many different interests : The
Board of Education, the Art Institute, the Libraries,

Parents and Teachers' Associations, actors, dra-

matic critics, club women, the Municipal Art
League, florists, and department stores.

A permanent interest in Shakespeare's plays was
undoubtedly stimulated, and many young leaguers

were trained for future service. It is also hoped
that there will be increased interest in pageants,

and that the large scale of this celebration may not

discourage those who for any reason wish to ar-

range a pageant on a smaller scale. The beautiful

scenario prepared by Mrs. Eiley is very adaptable,

and can be used in various ways.
Elizabeth R. Hunt.



THE PAST DRAMATIC SEASON IN AMERICA

jURING the dramatic season which is now
.in retrospect, the usual moan went up
'from managers over the disastrous con-
ditions of their business. It was prop-
lerly stage-set to the spectacle of so

_ [many legitimate stars taking to vaude-
ville, so many sterling players compelled to sit

idle, so many road companies stranded, so many
pieces withdrawn after a few night's unhappy trial,

such an increasing tide of the unfortunate roadsters

making toward New York, that Mecca of success

and stepmother of failure. It may be readily

granted that the season was a bad one financially,

while discounting a little the pessimism of a pro-

fession made up of emotional as well as lovable folk,

inclined by nature to make much of present ill weal
or woe. It may be even suspicioned that, in the

main, it was the poor drama that failed, not sterling

plays deserving a better fate. In mid-season, in

New York, one who tried to get seats for any one

of half a dozen of the best things offered, was un-

able to secure anything worth while. The moral is

obvious.

As to causes, nobody seems quite to know. The
unsettled state of business during the political

unrest might be an all sufficient explanation, were

it not for the curious fact of human psychology : that

human beings when hard up or in the very throes

of disaster, demand amusement more avidly than

ever. A week after the San Francisco disaster,

Bernhardt played in the Greek Theatre in Berkeley,

across the Bay, to an audience which at two dollars

115
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or more a seat packed the place, whose seating

capacity is eight thousand. Yet a few days before

leading citizens stood in the bread-line like common
hoboes. Overproduction to fill too numerous play-

houses may come into the argument; also automo-
biles in outdoor weather, and motion picture shows
all the time. Again, the difficulties with ticket specu-

lators in New York may possibly affect results in

that theatrical centre, though hardly applying to

the country at large. In any case, seven new the-

atres are announced for the autumn opening in

the metropolis.

Another cause is perhaps mentioned less fre-

quently than it deserves to be : the fact that, slowly

but surely, a theatre audience is being trained which
discriminates between good and bad and knows the

gradations of what lies between. With too many
theatres on their hands, managers rush an imper-

fectly rehearsed and sleazy piece into a house to

prevent its going dark, and the public stays away,

—

very properly. Curiously enough, the public also

stays away from some worthy dramas and lets them
die untimely; perhaps misled by their titles or

wearied of that windy wonder, the injudicious *' ad-

vance" man, or disgusted by stupid or vicious dra-

matic criticism. The whole question is infinitely

complex, hard to clear up ; but at least I do sincerely

believe that a factor in the too frequent failures,

though not a deciding one, is the more critical atti-

tude of the typical American audience, which has at

last begun to waken from its long Rip Van Winkle
sleep of ignorance on what really constitutes a good
play.

In a field so vast and varied, where new entertain-

ments are numbered by the hundreds and the activi-

ties represent millions of dollars, the first impres-
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sion is that of confusion worse confounded. Perhaps
the first noticeable thing in the season of 1911-12

is the variety of the offerings. From Shakespeare
and Ibsen to '' Excuse Me" and ''The Greyhound,"
the extremes were wide apart and much lies be-

tween them; you paid your money and took your
choice. One heard talk to the effect that it was
comedy or melodrama or farce or morality play the

public wanted; but current stage history certainly

justified no such sapient remark. It looked very
much as if the public—meaning the fifty publics

which maintain our democratic drama—wanted
above all a good play and cared little as to the kind

:

whether it was scenic in ''The Garden of Allah,"
romantic in "Kismet," spiritual in "The Keturn of

Peter Grimm," childly sweet in "Rebecca of Sun-
nybrook Farm" and "Little Women," homely
human with a fresh locale in "Bunty Pulls the

Strings,"—and so forth. I doubt if a lesson can

be drawn from these and other successes, other than

to say that various sorts of plays appealing to en-

tirely different aspects of life, and well done in their

kind withal, are pretty sure of their clientele.

Of no great significance, I take it, was the ap-

parent predeliction towards plays of exotic appeal,

such as "The Garden of Allah," "Kismet" and

"The Bird of Paradise," save that it was whole-

some notification to those concerned that theatre-

goers like something besides grey realism. Evi-

dently, with the vast horde of those who make our

playhouses prosperous, there is a place for pieces

like "Paid in Full" and "Bought and Paid For,"

but not to the exclusion of the high color, Orient

charm and violent romantic challenge of a "Sumu-

run." There is no reason to believe that the Far

East will in the coming season be more in vogue
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except it be a motive forced beyond its proper promi-
nence by managerial indiscretion. After all, plays
like "The Garden of Allah" and ''Kismet" do not
make a strictly dramatic appeal; their attraction is

other, albeit strong. They are welcome as adding
variety to our stage, but hardly symptomatic in any
deep sense ; in fact, the only one of them to be taken
seriously as a play was **The Bird of Paradise."
A tendency of cheerful portent was the steady and

increasing preference for drama of native material.

The foreign failures were more frequent than ever.

The difficulty to secure success met by so distin-

guished and capable an artist as Madam Simone is

a case in point. Plays like ''Bought and Paid For,"
"The Only Son," "Eebellion" and "Kindling"
illustrate the remark and were certainly among the

most promising features of a situation so complex.

And these native plays were as a rule wholesome in

motive and handling. Indeed, it may be questioned

whether the season can show a marked success in

the case of drama of salacious sort, when said play

is detached from the drawing power of a star. On
the other hand, many well liked and prosperous
pieces, such as "When Bunty Pulls the Strings,"

"The Eeturn of Peter Grimm," "Little Women,"
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" and "Disraeli"

were, with whatever individual differences, alike in

the legitimate appeal they made upon interest. It

has been demonstrated long before this season that

while American theatre-goers will not necessarily

support a poor play of good morality, they very

much prefer a well-made play of sound ethics rather

than the reverse; nay, sometimes, apparently, for

the sake of its seeming lesson, welcoming a pseudo-

morality piece like " Everywoman, " even as earlier

an honest one, "Everyman," was warmly received.

I

\
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Eecent dramatic history teaches nothing more
plainly than this.

Nor by dramas of morality do I mean plays which
choose in a lady-like fashion to talk about a few
carefully selected aspects of life, giving the tabu to

the rest of life, no matter how vital. Bather is

meant drama of honest intent, earnest thought, and
helpful, true interpretation of humanity

;
plays like

'' The Easiest Way," ^'Eebellion" and "Kindling."
That a piece like the last-named could be rescued
from failure and preserved for what looks like an
established success by the devoted efforts of a few
critics and literary men in New York, is one of the

most encouraging denotements of the past season.

The inclination to experiment both with subjects

and forms was another thing noteworthy. It was
closely connected with various attempts to get away
from the commercial theatre and offer good enter-

tainment for those whose taste demanded such fod-

der. Thus, for example, The Little Theatre in New
York made it possible to see so original a one-act

piece as Mr. Kennedy *s "The Terrible Meek," a
serious, high-minded play shamefully mistreated by
many newspapers. The Toy Theatre in Boston, a
semi-professional organization, permitted local au-

diences to witness some of the most interesting and
able one-act dramas of the day, and its emphasis

upon this form of amusement raises the reasonable

hope that the one-act piece may yet have its due

place in our legitimate theatres; the place it has

long occupied abroad. The increasing habit of

offering such dramas in vaudeville, it may be added,

is a movement in the same direction.

And still thinking of organized attempts at dra-

matic entertainment, the Chicago Theatre Society

continued the work begun some five or six years ago,
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in the New Theatre, and their company, The Drama
Players, is expected to have another interesting

repertory next season. The intention is announced
by Maurice Browne of starting this autumn a Little

Theatre, following the New York initiative. The
work of Hull House is also a factor steadily to be
reckoned with; as I write, performances of Gals-

worthy's ''The Pigeon" are imminent. One hears,

too, of the resumption of New York's Children's

Theatre, interrupted by the illness of the director,

Miss Herts.

Looking to the influences calculated to bring

thoughtful and critical folk to the playhouse, it

should be noted that in no preceding year have so

many plays in English speech, and so many for-

eign dramas in English translation, appeared in

book form. The publishers are now turning out

dramas with a vigor almost tallying with their

earlier activities in fiction. It must be that with all

this supply of drama, which can be read and studied

in connection with seeing the same plays in many
cases enacted in the playhouse, a critical habit of

judging, comparing and properly enjoying drama
will steadily increase in this country. Together with

this fact may be set an affiliated one: the rapid

growth of books and manuals technically consider-

ing play-making as a craft. The appearance in the

spring of William Archer's fine treatise is an illus-

tration. There is now no dearth of helpful litera-

ture for those who wish seriously to study drama-
turgy as a practical human activity. And Profes-

sor Baker's much-mentioned class in play-making

at Harvard is but a phase of the same thing. The
creation of the desired intelligent theatre audience

of the future will surely be aided by all such agen-
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cies, and the season under view has done more than
its share.

The steady growth of the motion picture houses
is a phenomenon which every year makes more evi-

dent. The galleries of the regular theatres, we are
told, are decimated, might indeed almost as well be
closed ; and this is a serious menace to the financial

welfare of the theatre. The argument often heard
to the effect that this new phase of the amusement
business cuts into the legitimate playhouses would
have more force if high-class theatres showed more
definite signs of drawing in their horns ; and if the
galleries, on inspection, really presented a straggling

appearance. As a matter of fact, my own observa-

tion of gallery conditions does not point to any no-

ticeable diminution in attendance on plays naturally

attractive to the gods who sit on high. They do not

patronize Ibsen in large numbers; but would not

have done so had motion pictures never been heard
of. Then, too, as to theatres in general, one hears

constantly of the erection of new and expensive

edifices for this purpose, and the policy seems to be

one of expansion rather than retrenchment. It may
be true, as commonly reported, that the one night

stands suffer because of the increasingly poor offer-

ings they are forced to accept. Yet this implies

longer runs in the cities by plays of the better sort

;

and also suggests a more critical taste than before

on the part of the outlying towns, where the gradual

elimination of inferior drama in this way should in

time work only to the advantage of plays and play-

goers alike.

In the slow but sure work of educating theatre

audiences to discriminate in their choice of enter-

tainment, and, still more ambitious, in the attempt

to inculcate some knowledge of the fundamental
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principles of sound play-making, the labor of The
Drama League of America must receive due meed,
since the success of this organized effort to help

theatre conditions has been marked, its second year

of activity definitely affecting the drama season we
are reviewing. Asked today to what he attributes

the good fortunes which have attended upon ''Dis-

raeli," Mr. Arliss would reply, "to the early advo-

cacy of the drama in the bulletins of the League at

a time when such backing was most needed."
And similarly, the management of that sterling

piece of uncompromising realism, "Kindling,"
would no doubt testify gratefully to the assistance

rendered by the League when the play went on the

road after a Chicago appearance, through advance
information in favor of the drama sent by the

League to fifteen of twenty-three one night stands

where it was to play.

I believe our active playwrights, especially those

younger and fast coming to the fore, should have the

courage of their convictions and do whatever they

feel moved to do, relying upon a plain notification

on the public's part that "the play's the thing," and
not any particular sort of play. The point is worth
making, with the past season in view, because of

frequently heard assertions as to the demand just

now for this or that type of drama: farce, light

comedy, comedy satiric, melodrama, problem or

morality play, a claim is made by somebody for

almost any class of play as expressing the mood of

the moment. Nothing could be further from the

truth. For one thing, there is no dominant mood
or preference in the matter; and if there were, it

would be a most unsatisfactory guide, even a treach-

erous one to follow. Aside from a leaning toward
American themes, as explained, the public has indi-
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cated only a general desire to be amused in a rather
more skilful and legitimate fashion than in previous
years. Managers who make up their lists of attrac-

tions for the coming (and very promising) season
on the assumption of meeting half-way a wish on
the part of play-goers for a definite form and kind
of entertainment, are, it may be feared, laying them-
selves open to disaster.

Scrutinize the past season's successes, particularly

the plays which have lasted through into the spring
and summer, and the statement will be seen to be a
reasonable one. *' Officer 666^^ may be described as

melodramatic farce, **The Greyhound" is melo-
drama. "The First Lady of the Land" is native

history handled with pleasant sentiment. '
' The Only

Son" is pleasing light comedy. "The Rainbow"
cl-everly combines emotion and humor, "The Ty-
phoon" is a serious drama of tragic import. The
play which may fairly be referred to as the most
pronounced success of the New York season,
*

' Bought and Paid For, " is a sternly realistic drama
with comic relief; as we have seen, the appeal of

"Kismet," "The Garden of Allah" and "The Gar-
den of Paradise" come under the general denomi-
nator of romance. Shakespeare was distinctly strong

in the hands of Mr. Mantell, and Mr. Sothern and
Miss Marlowe; in fact, it may be doubted if the

master dramatist 's hold on the public was ever more
plainly demonstrated. So true is this that Mr.
Faversham plans definitely to enter the Shake-

spearean field the coming year. The Dickens revival,

"Oliver Twist," was warmly welcomed. This is, of

course, but a glance, yet it may serve to show the

folly of any exclusive statement on theatre prefer-

ences, by and large, of the great theatre-going

masses,—or, for that matter, of the so-called classes.
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Nor is the playhouse a dead issue during the sum-
mer months. As these words are being written,

stock companies all over the land in cities of mod-
erate or larger size are purveying drama which is

in the main worthy, much of it representative of the

best play-making of recent years after the metro-

politan vogue is over. Companies, too, like those

led by Mr. Greet and Mr. Coburn, are appearing far

and wide under pastoral conditions and spreading a
knowledge of the Greek and English drama which
has stood the test of centuries. From a circular be-

fore me I notice that the Coburn Players are giving

performances of the Shakespeare plays between late

April and early August in more than fifty Normal
schools, colleges and Universities of this country.

This is an excellent and obviously growing move-
ment, calculated to leaven the lumpishness of much
that is less desirable.

In fine, while the dramatic season of 1911-12, like

all preceding seasons, had its ups and downs, its

many fiascos, its complaints of financial stringency

and its regrettable features, ethical and artistic; in

the broad view there was much to commend and
much to indicate progress. The pessimist who
prates about the beautiful past and laments over the

poor present is often one who knows very little about

either, but prefers to secure an effect of omniscience

in this inexpensive manner. The only fair test is

the comparative one, and applying it, it is not too

much to say that theatrical conditions were never

more promising than they are now. Even the

Methodist Episcopal Church decided at the great

Conference in the spring to drop the word ** un-

christian *
' from their rule as to theatre attendance.

Much entertainment that is wholesome, recreative,
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educational and of sound workmanship is now to be

had, if we will but realize it.

The chief task of the immediate future is to train

our theatre-goers to such discrimination in choosing

their entertainment as shall encourage the good and
so cause it to wax and grow. And perceptibly those

practically engaged in the theatre business are

coming to feel a public sentiment behind them, with

higher ideals, and more definite powers of criticism.

We may be sure the managers will respond.

BiCHAED BUBTON.
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I LL thinking arises from a point of view.

Thinking is also a struggle, therefore it

is dramatic. Every philosopher who
presents to us the system of his logical

I

constructions has built that system by
taking sides in the conflict of his inner-

most thoughts, therefore I consider the

Drama as a highly developed expression of the fun-

damental power of thinking. From this point of

view arise series of deductions which extend

the realm of the Drama far beyond the confines

of the present dramaturgy so that nothing of what
presents itself to our inner or outer perceptions

may be excluded from this form of thinking which
has become a form of art."

Thus spake Gerhart Hauptmann. On the other

hand, we were told in a very able and charming
lecture delivered before the Drama League in Chi-

cago that the purpose of the dramatic critic is to

bring out ''the True, the Beautiful, and the Good"
in the Drama. As the True, the Beautiful, and
the Good are generally accepted as three points of

view of the same thing, it may be that the real pur-

pose of this trilogy is to give the critic an oppor-

tunity to dodge. By a very slight twist in mean-
ing, if the scene be true, the critic may condemn on

the plea that it is not beautiful, and if it be beau-

tiful, he may yet claim that it is not good.

Be this as it may, it is nevertheless a fact that

reporting the Drama of the present day is in itself

a highly dramatic undertaking. We are too prone
126
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to forget that whatever the new generation may do
is, per se, right. If we attempt to move with the

time and adopt the point of view of the young gen-

eration, we shall be hooted by the old as a traitor

and looked askance upon by the yonng, who, while

unable to shake oif a certain unwilling respect for

age, insist on going their own way, which, they know,

is the better way. What a terrific drama Maeter-

linck would make out of this situation : Do you see,

within the old worn body, the mind, the soul, ever

yearning for life and eternal youth, untouched by
age, ever growing stronger in its capacity for love,

in its ability to receive new impressions, to grasp

new points of view, and yet baflSed, defeated, re-

pulsed at every turn by young and old alike, because

he is a traitor in one camp and an intruder in the

other, because he is breaking the law and wishes

for what death alone may give ! And what a roar-

ing comedy Tristan Bernard would write, depict-

ing the mild, invertebrate dreamer, ready to adopt

every new ism or fad and go into rapture over it,

ever hurling himself bodily between the cogs of the

wheels of time, while his fellow men vainly strive

to give him a helping hand and put him out of

harm's way!
Perhaps it would be wiser for the reporter on

modern plays to confine himself to simply answer-

ing the following questions: What did the author

want to do? Did he do it? He then would indi-

cate to the prospective reader what he may expect

to find. And in so doing, he would render a great

service, for the ability of assuming a hundred dif-

ferent points of view creates a sort of dilettanteism

which is not without danger. The following survey

of the theatrical season 1911-1912 in Paris is un-

biased by the art of the comedian and depends
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solely upon the reading of the texts. It necessi-

tated the reading of over one hundred and sixty

plays, all that were available during the year.

This year England leads the foreign invasion,

with '

' Mr. Pickwick, '
' a burlesque comedy by George

Duval and Eobert Chavray; ''David Copperfield,"

by Max Maurey, and "Mrs. Warren's Profession,"

by Bernard Shaw—not to mention a translation of

"Jimmie Valentine"—as against one play from
Hungary, "The Typhoon," by Melchior Lengyel,

and one from Russia, "The Eternal Husband,"
adapted from Dostoiewsky, by Messrs. Alfred Savoir

and Noziere.

Commenting upon his own play,
'

' Mr. Pickwick, '

'

Mr. Robert Chavray says:

"It was a great task. Remember, that the novel

introduces three hundred and sixty characters, each

one of them typical; and that one of Dickens' col-

laborators took the trouble to calculate that the

work of the English novelist offered fifty-six theat-

rical situations. We used only fourteen or fifteen of

these. It took a long time to write the play.

Dickens wrote his novel almost without a plan; he

was then a young newspaper man and wrote hastily,

by the light of a little lamp. We had to sacrifice

certain parts and do our best to retain only the

essential incidents, sometimes condensing several

chapters into one. Finally, you will have an idea

of the difficulty of our task when I tell you that my
friend George Duval and I wrote the play over five

times."

It is a very clever farce, as faithful as possible to

the spirit of Dickens, and yet it rivals the wildest

vaudevilles of Labiche. Nothing could show more
clearly how impossible it is to adapt the essential

wit and humor of one country to those of another.
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'*Mr. Pickwick" is very clever and witty and humor-
ous, but, in French, you do not get the full flavor

until the. sentence is concluded, and then it is too

late by the fraction of a second.

"David Copperfield" is more intelligible to the

French, but it shows much more Max Maurey and
much less Dickens. Yet, the success of both plays

will undoubtedly bring forth further adaptations

from the English novelist.

"Mrs. Warren's Profession'* introduced Bernard
Shaw to the French theater-goers. Mr. Claude-

Rogers Max begins thus his analysis of the play

:

"We know very little of Mr. Shaw in France;

his character seems very strange to us, his concep-

tion of the stage is very different from our own;
and, finally, it requires a great effort to discover

him behind his irony and his paradoxes. The Eng-
lish do not understand a joke; the French, while

incessantly joking, fear, above all, to be 'taken in.*

Add to this the fact that the author is a militant

Socialist! How many causes for distrust!"

The most remarkable thing is perhaps the unanim-

ity of the French critics in claiming that Bernard
Shaw did not have the courage to carry out his play

to a logical conclusion, and that, logically, Vivian

should have accepted her mother's inheritance.

Now, there is nothing in Mr. Shaw's wildest utter-

ances that has not been spoken before upon the

French stage. Is it not, therefore, plausible that

the difficulty experienced by a French audience in

understanding him may be due to the greater pre-

cision of the French language, and to the habit of

demanding an exact statement which this very pre-

cision of language has made second nature for the

French? We call French plays "talky" ; the French

find the English plays "lacldng in precision.** By
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a curious coincidence, we had, at the same time,

a play—**L 'Aigrette"—by Derio Niccodemi which
almost parallels *'Mrs. Warren's Profession," with
this difference, that the woman is a genuine
countess, whose only lure is her own son. There canj

be no complaint about the lack of carrying out this]

play to its logical conclusion.
*

' The Typhoon '
' is well known in this country, but

the French version differs from the version acted

here in a great many ways. A whole act, the third,]

representing the court scene, has been omitted in

English. Max Lindner, the drunken journalist,'

does not use the impossible language placed in his

mouth in the first act. Helen Kerner is less com-
plex, and the French version gives a much clearer

conception of the violent antagonism which exists

between Asia and Europe, between the civilization

of the extreme East and our own; it evokes much
more clearly the image of a first skirmish between
the white and yellow races.

More realistic, perhaps, and at any rate more
convincing, is ''The Honor of Japan." It was after

|

his return from a long sojourn in Japan that Mr.
Paul Anthelme conceived the idea of writing a play

upon the legend of the "Forty-seven Ronines." To]
save time, let us quote the prologue spoken by the]

stage director before the curtain:

''Japan has just astonished the world by its mili-

tary virtues. It has put a stop to the expansion]

of the white race. Our intention is to present before

you the customs of the feudal times during which,

these virtues developed. That we may do so, you
must grant us the use of two words from that coun-|

try, which words may be new to many of you. The
samourdis were warriors in the pay of great lords.

They had the privilege of bearing two swords: the
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large one, which was borne by all free men, and a
little one, which they used to rip open their own
abdomens when they had to commit suicide. The
ronines were samourdis who had lost their mas-
ters or who had left them and led a vagabond life.

They were usually distinguished by a peculiarly

shaped hat which concealed their faces. The sense

of these two words being explained, we hope that

our story will be clear to you."
And it is a beautiful story of a nation which keeps

on believing that duty is the law of life, and con-

siders that self-sacrifice, including suicide, is the

highest expression of the human will. To be mas-
ter of one's self, in order to be ever ready to do
one's duty, is the aim of the Japanese ; this is shown
by this drama in which samourdis and ronines vie

in giving us lessons in heroism, in showing us what
devotion, faithfulness, and scorn of death may
accomplish. It is lofty and barbarous; it makes
one wonder how the theory of the True, the Beau-
tiful, and the Good may be applied!

There are several kinds of success, one of which
consists in striking a responsive chord in the audi-

ence, in the masses. There is a renaissance of

patriotism in France, a new awakening of national

enthusiasm. There is a revival of energy. It is in

the air; you can breathe it even here, across the

ocean; it exudes from every line of French litera-

ture. This alone would suffice to explain the suc-

cess of La Flambee, by Henry Kistemaeckers, for

which the American rights were at once secured by
Mr. Frohman. A first act of clear, swiftly moving
exposition, with three excellent scenes. In the first,

Lieutenant-Colonel Pierre Felt takes to task Mar-
cel Beaucourt, a statesman. Both honorable men,
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two forces moved by the primeval impulse, the love

of a woman, are held in check by civilization:

Pelt. So you know that my wife and I have been parted

for months by a disagreement for which I alone am to blame.

On the other hand I have suddenly become convinced that

you took advantage of this disagreement to try to transform
Monique's friendly attitude towards you into more tender

feelings. You had the right to do so. Our personal relations

have always been very cold. You are not betraying a friend,

you are coveting the wife of a man who is a stranger to you.

Does this seem a fair statement?

Beaucoukt. This seems to me a rather brutal statement

of the very respectful feelings I have for a friend whose
moral life is sufficiently disturbed, you admit it yourself, to

have need of comfort, affection

Felt. Beg your pardon! You are again answering me
with phrases like a politician. It does not suit me to have
you seek refuge in euphemisms ! Let us leave aside comfort
and affection. You wish to make my wife your mistress.

Beadcouet. This is not true!

Felt. Beg pardon ?

Beaucourt. It is false. It is so false that the very utter-

ance of your thought is unbearable to me.
Felt. Are you so afraid of words?
Beaucourt. I am not afraid of words, they wound me.
Felt. Find others ! And if you are not wishing to make

my wife your mistress, tell me what you want to make of her ?

Beaucourt. I would tell you if I had the right to. I

haven't.

Felt. Take it.

Beaucourt. No.
Felt. Because ?

Beaucourt. Because, by asserting my intentions I would
seem to imply her own, and I refuse to implicate her.

Felt. Your reticences are sufficiently clear. So you are

planning for my divorce?

Beaucourt. It is not my place to answer you.

Felt. What you want is my home. That's all. The
woman would not suffice you ; you must have marriage.

Beaucourt. She must have respect.

Felt. Let's speak of you. The socialist in you would be

satisfied with adultery, but your bourgeois conscience as a
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radical demands regulation. How I recognize 3'^our political

creed I

Beaucourt. And I your military creed by the scorn you
profess for women, even your own, and the way you speak of

her, as a booty of war

!

Felt. Well, do you know what that fine plan of yours
amounts to ? It is an imbecile deed—a cowardly deed.

Beaucourt. Sir I

Felt. Pardon me. I apologize for having lost my temper.

I withdraw the word, but insist on proving the fact. I do
not know what Monique may have said to you, I do not
know what she thinks, I do not know what she wants—I'll go
further, I will even admit that at this moment she hates me,
but, what I am sure of, is that she has never ceased to love

me—So?
Beaucourt. So—what ?

Felt. Let us suppose that you succeed.

Beaucourt. Yes ?

Felt. Your triumph would be but ephemeral. Notwith-
standing the harm I have done to Monique, perhaps because

of it, I love her deeply, I wish to win her back, and I shall

succeed.

Beaucourt. Yes?
Felt. I shall, whether she remains my wife or becomes

yours. In the last hypothesis your memory will stand between
us. So you would have made two beings unhappy and would
yourself be the third. You will have taken advantage of a

crisis, of an error—a cowardly thing to do ! You'll only reap

disaster for your pains—An imbecile thing to do ! I am not

trying to insult you. I am qualifying the facts."

In the second scene, Monique—the pheasant hen
of Chantecler—gives her version to the Bishop. In

the third scene, Golgan—the spy—drives Felt to the

wall. The second act, that night, in Monique 's bed-

room, Felt has killed Golgau. The whole act takes

place between Felt and Monique, and the second

act of 'The Thief" dwindles in comparison with the

depths of feeling displayed in the struggle in which

Monique returns to her husband. Melodrama? No I

Deep, red blood corpuscles, under the magnifying
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glass of the psychologist. Not true of the woman,
who knows! How many centuries will pass before

it is accepted as untrue? There is no way out for

the third act that we can foresee, but Mr. Kiste-

maeckers found one: sacrifice on the part of Beau-
court. And it leaves a wholesome warm glow in

the mind, and the pulse beats quicker. Such a

play can be spoiled only in the telling. It is now
available in book form.

The most striking feature of the past semester
is the wonderful activity displayed at the Odeon
under the directorship of Mr. Antoine. There was
a time, and it is not so very long ago, when the

critics and the ' * boulevardiers '

' used to make great,

fun of Mr. Antoine, then director and leading actor

of the Theatre Libre. Mr. Antoine 's back was the

subject of many witticisms. Nevertheless, he has

done more than any other man to introduce rational

acting and to open the way for new talent in actors

as well as in authors. At the present time, Mr.
Antoine is still the leader in this direction ; for, on
the 10th of December, 1911, he inaugurated upon
the stage of what is often called '^Le Second
Theatre FrauQais'* a series of matinees devoted ex-

clusively to the production of new unpublished plays

by authors who have not yet succeeded in gaining

a hearing. Since it remains a fact that the ulti-

mate and only real test of a play is its production,

no adequate praise can be bestowed upon Mr.
Antoine for his daring innovation. It is true that

not all the plays thus tried were masterpieces

—

that was not to be expected—but at least they were
all actable, and it is quite possible that one of them
may prove the very best thing produced during

the semester.

This play

—

Les Affranchis ("The Freedmen")

—
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the work of a woman, Mile. Marie Leneru, is prob-
ably the most intellectual drama of the season, and
yet is far from being a closet play. Its language
is more concise than the language usually employed
upon the French stage, but the dramatic side car-

ries the dialogue. If there is such a thing as an
honest attempt to see life clearly and scatter senti-

ments, diving for the truth beneath, we certainly

find it in Les Affranchis. Let us quote in full the

article of Mr. Guy Launay, the eminent critic who
writes under the nom de plume of Leon Blum:

The essential characters in Mile Leneru's play are: A
professor, Philippe Alquier, who is at the same time an esthet-

icist and a philosopher, whose lessons and books have exer-

cised a sort of domination upon his students. His task was
at the same time negative and positive. He attempted to dis-

credit the traditional moral values. In the name of reason,

he drew up a formidable impeachment against the hereditary

conventions which constitute the notions of good and evil.

Upon these ruins he erected no new dogmatism. He confined

himself to extolling individual energy. He taught, "that we
must will all our desires, that our passions, and our passions

alone, are the true expression of life and point out to us the

aim, if not the road ; that our cleverness, eagerness and per-

severance in following them up are the only measure of the

force and of the value of the soul within us."

His wife, Marthe Alquier, a simple and kind woman, in no
way devoid of perspicacity, straightforward in mind and in

[heart. Philippe married her, thirteen years before, without

love and because he considered marriage suitable to that

period of his life. They lived side by side, without worries

and not without tenderness, and all this past of common trust

goes to give Marthe a feeling of security which, for her, is

happiness.

A young girl of twenty, Helen Schlumberger, keen, ardent,

alive with all the quivering of a virgin soul in the presence

of life, had taken her first vows in a Cistercian convent, of

which Sabine Lasson, Marthe Alquier's elder sister, was
mother superior. But the Cistercian convents, like all others,

have just been closed in France by the government. So,
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Sabine Lasson withdrew temporarily to the house of her
brother-in-law and took with her, as companion and secretary,

Helen Schlumberger, her preferred pupil. Helen had not yet

taken the final vows, she was not yet a nun, but when the
action begins she still retains a heartfelt faith in the contem-
plative life she had selected.

Such are the three actors of the drama. Soon, a passion,

purely abstract and intellectual at its origin but all powerful
nevertheless, develops between Philippe and Helen. She ex-

periences the boundless admiration of the pupil for the

master. He finds in her a kindred intellect. This intimacy
grows freely for the reason that it takes nothing from Marthe,
that the man concedes and the woman occupies a place which
Marthe had left empty of her own free will.

Once the intimacy is established, other factors creep in,

unknown to them. Helen is a virgin and Philippe has never
known love. He says : "I found in her the eyes, the glances

of our best young men, true intelligence and the anxious

attention of those who understand. I learned to know the

enjoyment a leader full of prestige finds near a valuable aide

de camp. And they were the eyes of a woman, of a being
that is promised us—the breath of her speech came from
lips which await our kisses."

This being established, how will Philippe and Helen act

under the influence of this mutual passion, the importance of

which equals the importance of their very lives? How will

the master and the pupil react, being granted that they are

as "free" one as the other? What will they choose, self

sacrifice or cruelty ? Will they become heroes, executioners or

cowards ?

This conflict has often been presented before, but here, the

problem is presented in such a manner that none or the
usual solutions may be selected. What usually opposes pas-

sion in conflicts of this kind, what triumphs over it, is either

pity, the fear of the suffering it will cause, or the feeling of

duty. In this case, neither Philippe nor Helen are stopped

for a moment by the consideration of the suffering Marthe
may experience. Marthe is not in love with Philippe; she is

a good mother, a good wife, in the "bourgeois" sense of the

word, and nothing more. Or, at least, she was nothing more
at the beginning of the crisis. If Philippe were to become
Helen's lover, to abandon her for Helen even, Marthe's
grief would not be everlasting. The children are not any
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stronger an obstacle. Philippe loves his children fairly well,

but he knows that he is not a necessity to them.

As to the feeling of duty, that is a senseless word, as well

for Philippe as for Helen. Both would be capable of sacrific-

ing themselves, even their very lives, but they see no reason
for sacrificing themselves, "for administrative purposes only

and for the good order of the common wealth." Philippe,

who is urged by his friend Eeal to give up Helen, replies,

"Find a valid reason and I'll request my sister-in-law to take

Helen away at once.'' Within the measure in which the word
duty has a sense for those "Freed minds," it would urge them
towards the consummation of the act. The exaltation of their

vital powers, the development of their personal perfection lies

in that direction. They are for each other what makes life

richer and more beautiful. And the true morality in their

eyes consists in respecting this eventuality, the possible exten-

sion of themselves. The true moral crime would be to

renounce it, to discard "all these possibilities which surround
us, graze us in their flight, which may become ourselves, the

best of ourselves, and which will never be."

Thus, there is no valid motive to oppose the union of

Philippe and Helen. And yet, it will not take place. Why ?

Because they cannot, because it "won't do" ; because, as Mile.

Leneru states in one of the first scenes, **We never act as we
think, not even as we feel ; we act as we can."

Mile. Leneru's thesis is Spinozian. The individual, what-
ever may be his doctrines or his beliefs, cannot escape his

surroundings. The equilibrium of his surroundings triumphs
over him. His ideas may become free from it, his instincts

will keep on obeying it. It is a question of statics. And it

shows the vanity of the controversies we have undergone dur-

ing the last fifteen years concerning the danger of Nietz-

scheism to civilization. When placed personally before a

question of life or death, man obeys no preconceived morality,

but laws of equilibrium of a purely physical character as com-
pelling as those of gravity. The moralities of greed are no
more effective in this case than the moralities of renounce-

ment. They will remain inoperative as long as they remain

the moralities of an elite and have not modified the whole

equilibrium of the social surrounding.

And by what means is the surrounding equilibrium to pre-

vail over Philippe and Helen? By rather subtle means, for

the modes of action of natural fatality vary with the quality
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of the beings to be influenced. At the very moment when
Helen and Philippe decide to belong to each other in spite

of Marthe, in spite of everything, Helen discovers:

That traditional growth has developed within her a so

exclusive and exacting conception of love that she could not

bear to become the mistress or the wife of the man who first

was Marthe Alquier's husband;
That her virginal purity, her Christian passionate modesty,

which are a product of the same conventions, are the pre-

dominating element of the desire and of the very love of

Philippe.

And thus does fatality, which was not able to oppose boldly

this illicit passion, succeed, in a roundabout way, in sapping
it at its very roots. As soon as Helen perceives this two-

fold truth and voices it, the "emancipated freedmen" return

to the yoke. All that is needed is for the mother superior to

step in, as a matter of form, in the name of social necessities,

of the rules of order and habit of which she is the symbol,

and wave the standard of tradition over a victory already

won. It is because Helen was a Christian that her desire for

love remained so imperious and so unyielding, and through
this, she ruined her own love. She served the obscure pur-

poses from which she thought to be free. Could it be other-

wise ? The mother superior had warned us in one of her first

speeches: "Strange as it may seem to you, it was not the

fearful and timid girls who remain with us. When there are

no more convents for our daughters I know of some whom it

will embarrass you greatly to deal with in society."

The success of Les Affranchis was so great that

Mr. Antoine produced a second play, by Mile.

Leneru, Le Redoutable, on the 22d of January, 1912.

Beside this, on the 8th of February, Mr. Antoine

produced ** Esther, Princess of Israel," by Messrs.

Andre Dumas and Sebastien Charles Leconte.

*' Esther" is as well known to us as ''Athalie," and
when Racine's tragedy was presented before the

young ladies of St. Cyr, on the 26th of June, 1689,

Mme. de Sevigne wrote:
"I cannot tell you how I enjoyed this play: the

subject is not easy to present and will never be imi-
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tated. The relation of music, verses, songs, and
characters is so complete that it cannot be
improved. '

*

Mme. de Sevigne wrote this before the appear-
ance of Higher Criticism and Historical Eesearches.

She did not realize what foreign critics soon poiirted

out: that Eacine's heroes all belonged to the 17th
century, whatever may be their names. In *

' Esther,

Princess of Israel," we have an attempt at a true

presentation of the Biblical story, without any soft-

ening of its sensuality, brutality, and horrible cli-

max. From the description, as well as from the pic-

tures, the stage is a learned reproduction of the

splendors of Susa or Ecbatana. Music by the

Colonne orchestra charms the ears, and costumes,

and also, perhaps, the lack of them, charm the eyes

;

and yet this tremendous combination does not over-

shadow the tragedy, or rather the drama, which
abounds in virile and lyric passages and resound-

ing lines, well in keeping with the murderous frenzy

which permeates the whole play, with no softening

touch in bringing out the conflict of Jewish and
pagan philosophy. It would be very diflScult to

recognize Eacine's soft and tender creature, who
kneeled in prayers for inspiration in the voluptuous

and sanguinary heroine presented by Messrs.

Dumas and Leconte.

While masterpieces are rare, it often happens
that plays, which as a whole are far from being

masterpieces, contain scenes of great force and
beauty. This is the case in ** Happiness, " a comedy
in three acts, by Mr. Albert Guyon (Theatre Antoine,

Nov. 3). It is not a pleasant play; it is another

brutal psychological study, the morality of which

consists in this: it logically denudes passion of all

its glamour, and, having uncovered the skeleton
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shows it up for what it is worth. In this play we
have a contented husband, an ardent lover, a very
calm lover, and a woman. The husband dies. Co-
lette, the woman, is about to marry the ardent lover.

The latter 's father announces to him that if this

mai'riage takes place, he will not give him a cent'.

Then comes the scene in which Bene and Colette

''have it out":

Colette. Dare to contradict me ! Dare ! What ! yoti were
the first to utter the word egotism, and now you are afraid of

the sense that you discover in it ? No ! No ! You haven't

any choice, you must admit the whole of it ! Oh ! you feel that

we are coming to the utmost depth of baseness! I know!
I know! We are above the question of money, aren't we?
We shouted it aloud a little while ago, and perhaps we were
sincere, but in spite of what we might say, the first condition

of a love like ours is money ! If we were afraid of being poor,

this might be excusable. But we are afraid of not being rich,

and that is degrading!

Eene. Colette

!

Colette. Why do you protest? I didn't say, "you are

afraid"; I said, "we are afraid." That is perhaps the only

point on which we agree, but since you do protest, listen:

As long as we were lovers, you lived with your father, you
had the benefit of his vast fortune, so you found, outside of

me, all the pleasures of a rich man's existence—do you hear

that—outside of me! Do you understand that I was only

one pleasure more added to the others. You took me as a
treasure trove—for good measure as it were ! As for me, I

lived freely on what my husband left me, without calcula-

tion and without care. You simply brought me an agreeable

sensation which was lacking to my personal comfort. Take it

all in all, I sacrificed nothing to you—and cost you nothing.

That's why we loved each other.

Eene. Colette ! Enough, I beg of you ! I said I would
marry you and I shall marry you. What opinion do you have
of me?

Colette. You could say nothing harsher than this simple
phrase which is the phrase of an honest man. So, in your
eyes, I represent duty! Already?
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Eene. I am not analyzing any longer. It is a question
of honor!

Colette. I was waiting for that ! I felt it coming ! But
it's only a word—let it pass! Only, let me ask you this:

Why did we wish to marry ?

Rene. To be able to love each other more freely, more
Colette. Oh ! you can lie better than we can ! If we had

foreseen that marriage would reduce us to a medium standard
of living should we have decided to marry ?

Rene. But
Colette. Your hesitation is your answer ! No ! No ! we

should not have wished it ! While on the contrary—and you
know it also—all our differences in tastes, habits and char-

acters would not prevent us from marrying if we were to be
rich! Thus, as ever, as everywhere, money would be the
ransom.

Rene. So, in our relations money might, if need be, take

the place of love ; but love cannot take the place of money.
That's what you have come to say. If so—what is our love?

Colette. What's the good of trying to find out? Let's

keep at least that illusion.

Rene. No ! No ! Having reached the point we have
reached, there is an atrocious pleasure in searching the depths

of our souls and sparing nothing! How little this love is

worth which procured us such great joys if it did not even

soften our hearts.

It is a long scene, a gruesome scene, but it is

without a vestige of hypocrisy.

Fortunately, all of this season's plays are not of

this kind. A large proportion of them conform to

the moral, religious, and ethical notions prevailing

at the present time or at least differ from them so

little or in such a concealed way that no objections

are raised, and some are very interesting plays at

that.

Chief among them is **Primerose,** by G. A. Cail-

lavet and Robert Flers (Comedie Frangaise, Oct.,

1911).

Primerose is a charming girl ; she acts as a nurse

in the morning and in the evening sings popular
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songs. The contrast is rather sharp, but charming,

and she herself considers that the two go very well

together. She never conceals anything she does and
never does anything without having thought about

it: there has not been in her life a single action

which she did not weigh. At the age of twenty-four

she had already refused a number of suitors; she

loves a man who loves her. She has often wished
to speak to him, but she is so much in love with her
love that she cannot make up her mind to express

it in words. She hides it, hushes it with a sort

of pride; she lives with her secret and clasps it to

her heart. Pierre, who loves her, is timid and says

nothing, and it is she who has the candid audacity of

writing to him, **I love you!" When he offers to

shake hands with her, she slips into his the little

note she has kept clutched in her own for an hour.

She closes his fingers upon it and he looks aston-

ished. Then she says to him :
'

' I am going to leave

you. Promise me that you will not read this until

you can no longer hear my voice." He promises,

and she goes away singing.

She doesn't love in the way she sees other people

love. She is not one of those changeable women.
"When she hears a man or a woman of her own social

group say, "I have loved," she does not understand
what it means. How is it possible to have loved and
to love no more!

But, as Pierre, overjoyed, was about to tell her
of his love, he learns that his fortune is gone, and
considers it his duty to tell her that he does not

love her. He departs for America. Primerose
enters the convent. She had no mother and had
the sad misfortune of meeting evil in her surround-
ings before she knew that it existed. She cannot

remain with people she despises. The convent
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makes her perfectly happy. There is peace there,

and there she finds again her youthful gaiety, her
laughter, her happiness, her childish soul—she re-

tains a tinge of coquetry. She sings in the chapel,

and, without wishing to do so, has great success.

She is never tired, never discouraged ; she is so busy
even that, on two Sundays, she didn't have time to

go to church, which had never happened before she
became a sister. She does not suffer. For her, a
crown of thorns is only a wreath of roses from which
the roses have fallen. And so, there is no more
Primerose; she died one evening after the ball.

Pierre returns. It seems to Primerose that the re-

membrances he evokes are those of another person,

and she thinks that it is harmless to speak to Pierre,

since Pierre and she were both friends of Prime-
rose. Pierre becomes more pressing; she listens to

him as one listens to some one in pain, she pities

him with all her heart, she smiles because she shall

cure him and she will pray to God every day that

Pierre may forget her. She is wonderfully happy.

She enjoys a happiness which cannot change, which
cannot end, and in two months she will take her final

vows. But there is a charming bishop who points

out to her that she is not yet bound, that the con-

vent has been secularized, and who finally over-

comes her stubbornness. It is all very sweet and
very plausible.

Quite remarkable is the number of charming
bishops who have appeared upon the French stage

during the last year. Whenever any moral and
ethical arguments are to be brought forward, it

seems to be absolutely necessary to place them in

the mouth of a bishop. Some sixty years ago we
found the same arguments spoken by very different

characters indeed.
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Now we have been told in the pages of this very
magazine that the test of a play is its plausibility.

To offset this statement we have the absolutely im-
possible and delightful Un Bon Petit Diahle ("A
Good Little Scamp"), a fairy tale in three acts, by
Mme. Rosemonde Gerard (Eostand's wife) and
Maurice Rostand, his son. It is needless to say that

neither wife nor son could escape from Rostand's
influence, and that reminiscences from I'Aiglon,

Cyrano, and Chantecler abound. The excess of vir-

tuosity, the superabundance of wit, is forgiven be-

cause of an indescribable atmosphere of kindness

and tenderness, of playing upon a chord that is

never played upon in vain. And it is not a mawkish
sentimentality, either; but, under the glitter of the

verbal expression, there is a freshness, a youthful-

^

ness, a naive idealism which for the time being over-

comes reason, scepticism, criticism, and philosophy.

Stage technique has gone by the board, the super-

natural exists. Poetry becomes the mother tongue
and it grasps and captivates.

Mme. Rostand is quoted in the Figaro as saying:

We wished to put upon the stage a story that would arouse

the sensibility of the children and stimulate their imagina-
tion, bring chosen pictures before their eyes and awaken
all that is delicate and pretty in their little souls. In short,

if we do not make them laugh with music, we wished to make
them laugh with poetry. Is this such an unrealizable ambi-
tion? Is it not permissible to try to tinge with poetry the

obscure feelings which move within them, the general con-
cepts which are accessible to them and by poetizing them
bring them to their consciousness ? Is it forbidden to cause
them to think by some other method than by giving them les-

sons, and to point out to them some of the roads towards
kindness, wisdom, tenderness and honesty without warning
them that the roads are being pointed out ? Can we not lead
them towards life without reciting a homily to them? And
also, if we must confess all, we wish to teach them to love
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poetry; to love it, not as an acquirement, in a bookish sort

of a way, but as an eternal, tender, warm and throbbing
voice, the voice of life, to which all forces of the soul may
joyfully yield. Yes, that is indeed the clearest intent we
had—^to make them laugh by making them love poetry. If we
succeed in making them laugh, we ask nothing more.

Un Bon Petit Diable does that, not only for chil-

dren, but for all grown-ups who have not lost the
power of throwing off the yoke of reason and pessi-

mism and analytical introspection and may yet yield

to a heart appeal, which, after all, is the case of
ninety-nine out of a hundred.

It would scarcely be fair to omit mentioning Mr.
Lucien Nepoty's delightful play, Les Petits, in which
we find a new insight into the mental attitude of

the children. Children have had very little atten-

tion from playwrights so far. It would be hard to

name more than a half dozen plays dealing mostly
with their problems, and Les Petits will take a
prominent place among them.

Now for the great literary event of the year, Le
Menage de Moliere ("Moliere's Household"), by
Maurice Donnay, played for the first time on the

11th of March, 1912, at the Comedie Fran§aise, a

comedy in five acts and six settings, in verse—

a

great work, by a great dramatic writer. During
1910-11, Mr. Donnay delivered a series of lectures

upon Moliere which, collected in a book, form one

of the very best biographies of Moliere. Mr. Don-
nay is thoroughly conversant with his subject and
deeply in love with it. He handles French verse

with wonderful facility and almost succeeds in ac-

complishing the impossible. His play, which shows
us our greatest comic writer dealing with farce and
grotesque comedy while suffering tortures as the

husband of a wife whom he adored and who did not
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love him, is a psychological comedy written in the
classical form. It evolves in a slow and stately mo-
tion which leaves ample time for the literary man
to relish the fine points, and they are many. But no
one has yet attained the swing of Moliere 's lines. A
number of those have been incorporated in the play,

more especially in the first act, and no better example
of the difference between the classic Alexandrine
and the loose Alexandrine of the present day could

be given. When, at the very opening, after read-

ing a hundred lines or so of modern verse you strike

a quotation of thirty-seven lines by Moliere, it pro-

duces the same effect as would be experienced if,

after being off the track, your car should suddenly
strike the track again. And the wonderful part of

it is that, until you do get to the quotation, you
never realized that jolty feeling. It would take a
whole article to point out all that is delightful, and
Le Menage de Moliere will be a great treat for a
few, but the general public of to-day cannot possibly

relish it. An audience which goes into raptures

over a Bernstein or a Bataille play cannot possibly

appreciate Le Menage de Moliere and vice versa.

Another French author who certainly deserves a
full introduction to the American public is Tristan

Bernard, the most prolific and probably the best

comic playwright in France at the present day. His
last play. On Nait Esclave ("We Are Born Slaves")
is a most wonderful comedy in three acts built upon
a plot so thin as to be barely visible, and yet most
convincingly and charmingly told. Here is one play

that cannot be given by cinematograph, and while

we have learned that drama is not literature, it

would be a curious experiment to find what would
be left of On Nait Esclave if the literature were
taken out. Another of Tristan Bernard's plays,
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more of a farce than a comedy, however, Le Petit

Cafe, is a wonderful example of subtle and delight-

ful humor. If Maeterlinck excels in finding the

tragedy of daily life, Tristan Bernard excels in

finding its comedy. Benedict Papot.
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THE DRAMA OF INTELLECTUALISM

iHIS is a suggestive and thought com-
pelling book.* Here suddenly we have,

after many random essays, a little vol-

ume that precipitates values. "Madam,
I'm not arguing with you; I am telling

you," Ruskin is said to have thundered
to a contentious woman. That modern

drama has reached the point at which one dares to

be dogmatic about it is a significant thing. We
might even say that it is a prophetic thing, for in

arguing a certain completeness and settled quality

in things present it promises change and another
order of things to come. One is dogmatic when he
has history on his side. He is not dogmatic in the

midst of contending issues. So Mr. Dukes' dog-
matism on the drama is both significant and
prophetic.

"European drama has just reached the end of an
odd and experimental, but stirring, period of artis-

tic history," writes Mr. Dukes at the beginning of

the book. The rest of the volume bears out the pre-

sumption of settled values and formulated stand-

ards. Standing with the author we see certain evi-

dences of unity in the activities of recent drama
which before have eluded our most careful search-

ing. We are even able, through medium of Mr.
Dukes' "polemical and intolerant" judgments, to

pluck a little nearer to the heart of the mystery of

* * * Modern Dramatists, *
' by Ashley Dukes. Charles H. Sergei &

Company, Chicago.

148
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one of the most puzzling periods in the records of

the stage.

When men sought for a term by which to denomi-
nate the new drama of a generation or two ago they
called it the drama of ideas. And this term served
its purpose very well in calling attention to the par-
ticular concern of this type of play with ideas as
such and with men as thinking beings. Modem
drama is concerned with ideas first and foremost.

It has been created out of a world of thought, peo-

pled by speculative mannikins, circumscribed in a
technique prescribed by logic, and directed to the

understanding. It may safely be said that every
great modern play can be stated first in terms of

abstract ideas, and only secondarily in terms of

personal living. In modern drama life has been re-

duced to formulas. Now every great drama from
Aeschylus to Synge has at its heart a modicum of

ideas. It has been characteristic of modern drama
to isolate and specify its ideas rather than sub-

merge them and imply them.

This does not mean that modern drama is not

artistic. As a matter of fact, this kind of writing

is peculiarly appropriate to the spirit of the age.

If one were asked what is the prevailing temper
of the last fifty years he might fairly answer that

it has been a keen and speculative interest in all the

phenomena of living. Most of the real activity of

this period has been toward the distribution of clear

and independent thinking among the many. This

intellectual interest in living has become so strong

that it has had to be recognized as one of the fac-

tors of social existence. He who ignores it is a bad

teacher, statesman, or artist. Along with the en-

franchising of many minds there has gone forward

another process, the separating off of a class who

/
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live all their lives in the circle of the mind, who
value living not as a thing to be experienced, but

as a thing of meanings and connotations. The dis-

covery that men had minds as well as wills and pas-

sions was a rich one for all art, and especially rich

for drama. These new minds, alert, skeptical, ques-

tioning, sometimes ** sicklied over with the pale cast

of thought," have provided the character material

out of which modern drama has been made. The
hero of the recent drama has been the man who is

interested in life as a problem, or who lives his life

in thoughts rather than in deeds. It is a significant

thing that drama should have been among the first

of the arts to reflect this modern intellectual temper.
The influence of the canons of thought in drama

of recent times has been thorough and complete. It

has governed the choice of themes, and made the

stage the debating ground of social problems. It

has stipulated the kind of characters to be intro-

duced upon the stage, and has placed there the

raisonneurs, the intellectuals, the introspectives,

and those vexed with all the problems of mentality.

In matters of form it has laid upon drama the con-

trol of an extraneous logic, and in the tenets of

realism and naturalism has worked out a code of

regulations as rigorous and as alien to the pure
purposes of art as the rules of the classic French
stage.

Characteristic modern drama begins and ends
with a formula. It is said that Zola in writing his

latest novels always began with a formula implicit

in a word, sometimes the title of the book, as Truth,

Justice, The Earth, Fecundity. If that is the case

he was true to his code of an intellectually controlled

and inspired art. Certainly the formula is the last

thing left in the mind of the reader after the story

A
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is forgotten. In the same way modern drama is ex-

panded from a formula. In the case of most great
modern playwrights, from Dumas down, we are not

left much room for question whether they are not

rather thinkers using the medium of drama than
dramatic artists implying an interpretation of life.

Taking the titles of Dumas' plays—for instance,

*'The Money Question," "The Ideas of Madame
Aubray"—we must draw the conclusion that here

it was the idea that came first in importance. So
there can be no doubt that in ** Pillars of Society"
and in "Ghosts" the idea is the salient thing, the

story but subordinant. In the old play ideas are

implicit in the action. In the modern play action

and life are but implicit in the formula. Often that

formula is stated as a proposition. Ibsen takes the

idea "the majority is always wrong," and "An En-
emy of the People" expounds the thesis. Eche-
garay evolves a conception of society and writes

a prologue to "The Great Galeoto" to show that

the play is an exposition of that conception.

Pinero's "The Profligate" and "The Second Mrs.

Tanqueray" are expositions of Paula's formula

"the future is but the past entered through another

gate." In a word, the significant progress of dra-

matic art of the last fifty years has been toward

making the drama a better expository medium for

the expression of ideas.

It is this thing that Mr. Duke's book so adequately

lays before us, and in its own right represents. His

work represents the final word of the authority of

ideas in art. Writing at the apex of a movement
of dramatic positivism, in which the logic of fate

may be summed up in Mrs. Gaskell's phrase made
fifty years before, "Every deed, however remote,

has its eternal consequences," Mr. Duke's book is
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the application to a dogmatic art of a dogmatic
criticism. In this book we see represented the

standards of the art that is limited to man as a

thinking machine. And we see the cogent thinker

evaluating his art. We see how this fetich of

thought in art has drawn into drama some men who
would by no possibility have been dramatists in

other days, how it has made great poets turn into

poor logicians, and has lifted craftsmen to emi^

nences as leaders of thought. Nothing so clearly

indicates the general artistic inadequacy of the

drama of thought as this clear statement of its

present standards and attainments. In showing
what it is, Mr. Dukes has more significantly shown
what it is not, and has pointed the way on which the

more rounded human art of drama must come.

Eealism came not so much from the application

of the laws of logic to literature as from their appli-

cation to life. Realism was a point of view and
method of attack. So it was no accident that

brought literary realism in at the same time as

mental unrest. Every age has its own peculiar

search, and it is usually the function of art to give

voice to that search. The search that is typical of

our time, as Dukes has said, is that of ''honest men
and women seeking for realities." This is the

peculiar flavor of modernity, a search pursued with

no less sacred fervor, instinct with no less personal

tragedy, because pursued without prejudice and in

a spirit of scientific doubt. The questions our age

has asked are inner questions. Introspection has

ceased to be abnormal in that it has come to be the

normal pursuit of truth back to that only center of

which we are credibly aware, the center of each

searcher's inner consciousness.

Plays which deal with such a theme find their
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form prescribed within absolute limits. Ibsen's
plays, more than being typical of his time, got their

being from his time. They would have been impos-
sible in form and content in any other time. To
make a play out of the inner motives of men we must
provide characters who are themselves sufficiently

interested in their inner motives to bring them to

light. Not the character that completes itself in

action, or diverts his own self-gropings to other
activities, will provide the material of the play of

thought. Imagine Rosmer not a dreamer, or Sol-

ness not a lonely visionary, and the inner drama of

the mind of the reformer and the artist could not be
written. In this respect an introspective era has
provided for art the expedients that would make its

inner meanings vocal.

One aspect of the domination of logic over art

has been striking. Art has become the ''hand-

maiden" of social causes. An art which has been

constructed according to the close ''logic of events"
soon finds itself impressed by that same logic into

social service. And then follows that mingling of

the issues of art and practical life that has caused

a heavy toll to be paid by the artists of the last fifty

years. "How much worse for a man would it be

were he not a citizen," wrote Dante out of the ful-

ness of his love for Florence. The poets of our day
have been led by easy stages from the first alluring

logic of reality to the final offering of their art itself

on the altar of their citizenship. Kingsley and
Ruskin and Morris and Ibsen and Yeats have been

honest men searching for reality. Their art pointed

out reality for them and straightway as genuine

men they tried to build their lives by the art, with

what loss to the pure values of beauty no one can

say. This is the price that art has paid to its pas-
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sion for the realities of science, and this is the price

our times have paid in insisting upon the inter-

changeable values of art and life.

We are coming to the time when we may again

ask whether the values of art and life are after all

interchangeable, whether art and life should not go
their two ways side by side but separate. For there

is a spiritual body and there is a temporal body.

The white certainty of truth and beauty of the poet

is not the logic of the scientist or the program of

the reformer. What art needs, says Wilde, is not

to study life, but to study art; not to imitate life

but tp imitate art. We have gone a long way from
this thinking in these latter days of art for man's
sake. Was it not with something of this feeling

that Ibsen came back from his fifteen years of social

propagandism to the weary disillusionment of '

' The
Master Builder" and his frank repudiation of the

commonplace world in *'When We Dead Awaken?"
This mixing of values of art and logic is nowhere

seen more clearly than in the case of Hauptmann.
Like Morris, Hauptmann is a dreamer of dreams
born out of his due time. As he was first of all an
honest man, he felt called upon to set the crooked
straight. Hauptmann was that pathetic combina-
tion, a poet and server of his time,—something dif-

ferent from time-server, though under the inexor-

able laws of art no less inconsistent with absolute

greatness. If he had been more of poet he would
have escaped the dangers of logic. If he had been
a little more a thinker he would have hardened the

delicate impractical edge of his art to definite social

uses. But he was a little too much of both poet and
thinker, so he falls between the stools of logic and
dreams. Hauptmann appeared while the natural-

ists were asking Pilate's question, and each man
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staying long over his answer. His first works were
written under their influence. The rest of his life

seems to have been a struggle between what he

thinks he ought to write to satisfy the call of his

citizenship and what he wants to write to satisfy

his soul. Often in his product the forms are mixed
and we have in ''Hannele,'* "Elga," '*Und Pippa
Tanzt" strains of poetry mingled with naturalism.

Hauptmann comes out in his own person only once,

and that is when the service of his citizenship is

refused by his own time. In **The Sunken Bell"
we have the poet soul freed from the trammels of a
didactic thought, no longer the handmaiden of social

causes, expressing in full abandon with all the cloth-

ing of color, of fancy and music the artist's reac-

tion to reality. In the case of Hauptmann the

"logic of events'* seems likely to carry the artist

on beyond the danger zone into a form of art that

can be free and yet serviceable. The novel, the form
which he has now undertaken, offers to Hauptmann
a medium flexible enough for the contending claims

of his didacticism and his artistry.

One of the chief influences of the code of syste-

matic thinking has been the perfecting of the instru-

ment of dramatic expression. On the side of pure
technic, judged by our universal standards of

efficiency and economy, it is safe to say there is

little more to be done. The dramatic instrument

has been tried and perfected. Yet, strange to say,

criticism has always been grudging in its praise to

the master craftsmen. Others get credit for their

thoughts and ideals, but he who is master of his

medium is ignored. This would not be the case in

other arts. It is at this point that Mr. Dukes ' hard
and fast principle of modernity seems weakest. It

may be asked whether the masters of technic in per-

L.
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fecting the art of the play to fit the temper of the

time have not responded as closely to the orders of

the day as have those others who have discovered

new messages. Certainly, following the code of a
refined logic, they have brought their art to a

marvelous subtlety, truth and dexterity.

The expert man of the theatre is always alert to

discover some new alignments in life which can be

transmuted into theatrical conventions. The men
who adapted to the theatre the intellectual problems
of the nineteenth century were not necessarily

thinkers. Those who did it best made no pretense

to be thinkers at all, but skilled theatrical purveyors
who knew how to get theatrical value out of the

spirit of the age. Yet there is artistic value in this,

and the man who can do it is a discoverer and a
creator. The institutions of the stage are as a rule

as nearly as possible correspondent with the insti-

tutions of society, but they are not identical with
them, for they are more formalized. The implicit

laws of social solidarity are made explicit on the

stage to serve as the bases of clearly marked actions

and divergences. For this reason dramatic ethics

is more exact and concrete than the social ethics

which it reflects. It is the province of the theatrical

craftsman of each age to discover the theatrical

correspondences of the vague social tempers of that

time. The earliest statement of a new social point

of view is usually made through the theatre. Even
though he may not be a thinker at all in the abso-

lute sense, the place of the theatrical craftsman
should be considered high, for it is he who isolates

the soul of the age. Dumas, in discovering the
*

' demi monde, '
* provided an expedient of the highest

theatrical usefulness. Though this class is more
clean cut on the stage than it is in real life, and its

^
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ethics more of theatric than of social weight, the

isolation of this class for technical purposes was by
no means without social significance. In making
*'The Second Mrs. Tanqueray'* very simple and
bald, Pinero made good craftsmanship serve in the

cause of social thinking, for the story is as true as

life and a good deal easier to comprehend. Suder-
mann's **Magda" is theatrical with the kind of

theatricalism that, cartoon-like, illustrates a modern
theme in three or four swift strokes. And the tech-

nic of Schnitzler has served to epitomize into some
very simple stage reactions the meaning of the

vague ''live your life" program that has been in the

air. The craftsmen of naturalism have taken their

place in the work of the drama of thought and have
done their task so well that on this side there is

little else to do. It would seem that as a logical

thing the next step will be on some other path.

After revolution came the settling of values.

Naturalism grew out of an uneasy romanticism

through the operation of the logic of events. And
this same logic which made art revolt and destroy

is now directing art to the settling of issues and
to social reconstruction. It remains to be seen

whether constructive social thinking is any more
consistent with art than destructive thinking, or

indeed, whether it is as consistent. By a certain

logic building-up must follow tearing down, but by

the time this point is reached in an intellectual pro-

gram art has ceased to listen to the dictates of logic.

There is some kinship between the hot enthusiasms

of intellectual revolt and the soul of art. There can

be none between the calculating patience of science

and the warm glow of artistic creation.

Nowhere is the price that art has to pay for an

intellectual program more clear than in the case of
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those artists who pride themselves above all upon
their intellects. Four of these come to mind, all

treated in Mr. Dukes' book. These are Shaw, who
is intellectual at the expense of sincerity; Barker,

who is intellectual at the expense of warmth ; Brieux,

who is intellectual at the expense of charm; and
Tchekhov, who is intellectual at the expense of

vitality. A study of the plays of these men con-

vinces one that after all and indubitably plays were
never intended for expository documents, and that

he who selects this medium is laying his thoughts

under a heavy handicap. All the technical advance
of the modern movement has been toward making
the play a more efficient vehicle for the expression

of thought, and it still remains inadequate compared
with other forms of art. Those dramatists, like

Ibsen, who value the play itself above everything,

permit the play to speak for itself. Those writers,

on the other hand, who use the play as an expository

medium, are continually falling back upon other

means of exposition, the preface, prologue, appen-
dix, and expanded description of character and
action. Dumas, the first of the intellectuals, intro-

duced the long preface to aid him in the completer

expounding of the theme inadequately treated in the

play. Shaw, like Dryden, may in after times be
better remembered for his prefaces, in which he
expresses his thought well, than for his plays, in

which he expounds his thoughts badly. Shaw and
Barker stand as the latest striking examples of the

influence of intellectualism in dramatic art. Both
are thinkers, the one of a superficial brilliancy, the

other of a tenacity and weight truly remarkable.

Both reveal in their work the artistic shortcomings

incident to a predominant intellectual intent. Shaw
is the wielder of a lawless satire; Barker is inap-
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proacliable in a rarefied atmosphere of thought.

Mr. Dukes hails Shaw as the greatest individual

force in drama since Ibsen. We will not argue this

assertion. But if Mr. Dukes means that Shaw is a
representative modern, in the sense that he is a man
abreast with or in advance of the thinking of his

own times, we must take issue with him, Mr. Shaw
never strikes a new note or discovers a new reaction.

All his plays are based upon some current or some
passing principle. He is a true satirist in that he
is always facing the present and getting his text

from that which is. The satirist is not the prophet,

nor is he concerned with the discovery of coming
meanings. Shaw dramatizes the discoveries of yes-

terday's scientists in a dozen sciences. The biolo-

gists, the social psychologists and philosophers, the

Ferreros of history-writing, provide him his ma-
terial. You may search through Shaw's plays, and
not one will be found which could not be annotated

from the text books of a generation of science and
philosophy. How little Shaw is in fact a modern
may be appreciated when he is compared with Ibsen.

Twenty years after they were composed we pick up
Ibsen's later plays with a feeling that now at last

the world can understand what this man is talking

about, for the world has grown up to him. Shaw's
plays belong to yesterday, the day after they are

written.

Where the drama of the intellectuals is not inade-

quate it is cold and almost ceases to be drama.

Granville Barker's plays do not lack for a soul of

intense feeling, but they are too controlled to be

really significant of truth. The man who reacts

to only one faculty is little more significant of

humanity than the insane man would be. Let us

quote from Dukes concerning the hero of the Barker
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play: ''At present he appears something of an in-

valid; pallid, convalescent, bloodless, hobbling upon
the crutches of intellect into the consulting room of

wit.*' The men and women who in Ibsen so labo-

riously, drop by drop, unloaded their souls, have
become with Barker easy and debonnair. ''Know
thyself" has become a commonplace. Interest in

life is now becoming formulated into a set of auto-

matic reactions, as certain as mathematics and all

in perfect form. In taking much thought upon itself

society is becoming a little smug. It would be hard
to find greater intellectual feats than those per-

formed by Barker as technician and thinker. But
he has left drama naked.

In this clean cut little book of Mr. Dukes ' we have
a survey of a world of dramatic art that has become
conscious of itself, conscious that it is naked and
needs to be clothed. Whence is the clothing to come ?

Naturalism contains the germ of its own downfall,

for naturalism pursues always the finer analyses of

reality even to the isolation of the infinitesimal

under the watchmaker's eye. When the ultimate

of analysis has been reached there is still the mys-
tery behind, and the mystery crowds most upon us

when our methods have been most circumspect and
logical. The exact processes of science carry the

physicist to the point at which his science must give

way to speculation. In the same way the processes

of logic in art carry the artist to the point of mys-
tery. Will not the drama of thought be brought to

an end by the logic of its own thinking?

The first beginnings of the new movement are

clear enough in this book. The Ibsen of the later

plays and the young Maeterlinck had used the

methods of the drama of thought to discover the

unknowable. Unerringly Dukes sees in the younger
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Maeterlinck the notable discoverer in the region of
unconscious mood and unrevealed truth. "He
dramatized the subconscious, the subterranean and
tremulous in man, called it forth and gave it life.'*

He sat at the feet of the naturalists and confounded
them with their own logic.

The strongest theme in the drama of the last few
years has been the call for Life. Can it be that the

keen minds of the dramatists have recognized the

thing that is lacking in their art, and so they have
made a theme out of that which should be a passion-

ate experience? Has art followed life in reaching

out for truth and beauty with the fingers of the mind,
and so missed them? Certainly one who reads Ibsen,

and Hauptmann, and Sudermann, and Schnitzler, is

led to believe that this is so.

This call for Life which has been dominant as an
intellectual thing in so much recent drama has been
answered by some other artists in another way.
During the last years of the naturalistic movement
there have been two or three who have refused to

join those who seek life with the mind. One of these,

Hofmannsthal, in ** Death and the Fool," shows us

an age which has lost its soul through much search-

ing. Where Life is it is indivisible. That which is

a law of life is also a law of art. It is only the inor-

ganic that can be ultimately analysed. The micro-

scope has not isolated life for the eye of science.

Why should we expect it to do so for the eye of art?

Hofmannsthal and D'Annunzio go back to the art

of an indivisible life. They are joined by others,

who by different avenues, some through a course of

personal disillusion and defeat, have come to take

their place with them. If Ibsen's latter plays mean
anything, they mean that he, too, would be on the

side of the life indivisible could the dead awaken.
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Maeterlinck and Hauptmann, at their best and
truest, are there, each in his own character. Barrie

has been there all along. Yeats and Synge are

there. Through such an art as this festival can
come back into drama, and ceremonial, and color,

and music, and the old clothing of art in legend and
tradition and myth.

It would be a mistake to suggest that art can ever

again ignore the results of an era of industrious

science. The chief glory of Hofmannsthal has been

that he transmutes the facts of investigation into

the larger life which we trust will constitute the

coming order. We cannot expect the new art to be

the same as the art of the days of our innocence.

We have eaten of the tree of knowledge and the art

will be a more sophisticated thing. But we believe

it will be not less beautiful for that. For we will

find the vivid imaginings of an ancient beauty taking

on new meanings in the light of an understanding

at once exact and reverent.

Such are some of the speculations that come to

one as he surveys the field of modern drama through

the medium of Mr. Dukes' admirable little volume.

This once confused field is rapidly coming into

clearer outline. Future critics will owe a debt to

Mr. Dukes for his sane judgments and absolute

standards. And many living playwrights owe a
debt to him for his quick intuitive understanding.

Other books will follow which will give a more com-

prehensive survey, but to Mr. Dukes will belong the

credit of being the first to see the situation at a
glance. Thomas H. Dickinson.



ON THE ART OF THE THEATRE

At rare intervals—perhaps once in a decade or so—^there appears a book bearing the unmistakable

stamp of genius. Such a book is Mr. E. Gordon
Craig 's * * On the Art of the Theatre. "* The author,

a son of Ellen Terry, and acknowledged all over
Europe as a master-pioneer of the Theatre, here pre-

sents the fruit of twenty years or more of actual

stage experience and experiment. His book is not

a treatise on scene-painting, or a manual of first aid

to stage managers, or a text-book on the art of act-

ing. It is, rather, a series of brilliantly written

and stimulating papers embodying a revolutionary

arraignment of the Theatre as it is, and a new and
noble conception of the Theatre as it might be. To
every one who takes an intelligent interest in the

modern Theatre, from whatever standpoint, this is

a book which simply cannot be overlooked. And
even to those persons who have no interest in the

Theatre (if there are any such) the book will appeal
irresistibly through its charm of style, its vigor-

ous and invigorating thought, its fine idealism and
wealth of suggestion.

This is the opinion, written anonymously, of the

editor of a famous literary journal. Were we to give

our own estimate, we might be accused of favoritism,

since we have a vital interest in Mr. Craig's success.

Moreover, no further opinions are needed, for "On
the Art of the Theatre** is already the most reviewed

• " On the Art of the Theatre, '
' by Edward Gordon Craig, -with

numerous illustrations by the author, $2.00 net, by mail $2.14.

Published by Charles H. Sergei & Co., Chicago.
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book of the year. Eather let us quote from a few of

the many reviews already written

:

Here is a man of genius and his book. What shall be

done with them? It is a difficult question. In the old days
the stake or a convenient dungeon was resorted to, accord-

ing to the enormity of the offence. Now-a-days we are hu-

manitarians. A decade or so of neglect and sneers is con-

sidered a sufficient test. If these are survived, then we begin

to think—perhaps there was something in him after all!

But even then, it is just this quality of genius that makes
our very gratitude ineffectual. There is no "job" for

genius. The commonplace "safe" man can always be made
secretary, or manager, or professor of something or other;

but the genius must keep on crying in the desert until his

prophecy is fulfilled, and then he is needed no more, and a

monument is duly raised to his memory.
No lover of the theatre can help confessing that this is

what we are in process of doing in the case of Mr. Gordon
Craig. Acknowledged all over Europe as a master-pioneer

in the theatre, he is practically ignored in his own country.

Yet if anyone doubts Mr. Craig's genius, they have only

to read this book of his "On the Art of the Theatre." It is

instinct with genius. On every page are illuminating flashes

of thought, vista-visions, tangential flights of fancy, that

betray a mind entirely different from that of the ordinary

pedestrian thinker. One can see notion after notion that

might be captured and turned to practical account.

The Nation (London).

The book is dynamic. Whether one follow Mr. Craig or

not to the end of the trail he blazes, this book is one of the

timeliest chances that could befall the young playwrights of

our own country, scattered and unsupported as they are,

without a common watch-word. And whether this book
stimulates to fellow-work or opposition matters little enough.
It is bound to shake us all broad awake, with the shock and
challenge of unquestionable genius.

Josephine Preston Peabody (Author of The Piper).

This is a book of ideas, every page of which deserves to

be read and thought over by all lovers of the theatre. . . .

In this really wonderful book one learns how far-reaching
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are Mr. Craig's real aims, what a tremendous challenge he
intends to the whole purpose and practice of our stage as

it is. London Daily Chronicle.

True Art is always discovering the marvel in all that does

not seem to be marvellous at all, because Art is not imita-

tion but vision. That is the great discovery of Mr. Craig
on the stage. He found the forgotten Wonder-land with the

Sleeping Beauty; the land of our dreams and wishes, and
has fought for it with the gestures of an Artist, with the

soul of a child, with the knowledge of a student, and with
the constancy of a lover. He has done the greatest service

to the Art in which we are so profoundly interested, and it

is a great happiness for us all that he comes ofE with flying

colors. He has his admirers and followers in our little

Hungary, the whole of the new generation being under his

influence ; and without any disparagement to the great merit

and good luck of Professor Keinhardt, we Hungarians, as

close neighbors and good observers, dare say that almost all

that has been done in Berlin or Dusseldorf, in Munich or

in Mannheim, for the last ten years is to be called the

success of Mr. Craig.

Dr. Alexander Hevesi, of the State Theatre, Budapest.

If the stage were not soggy with inutile traditions, such a

book as Gordon Craig's volume would create a revolu-

tion. . . . Serious craftsmen of the theatre and hopeful

lovers of the theatre will take it to heart as a momentous
and stimulating volume.
James O'Donnell Bennett (in The Chicago Record'

Herald).

It is hopeless to approach the work and aspirations of

any man of genius except in the spirit of equality and fel-

lowship. The very vigor and the overflowing quality of this

book of Mr. Gordon Craig's lend color to the superstitious

and awful conception of a man of genius as a lofty, superior,

semi-idiotic, and eccentric being. The very sincerity of the

book makes it a mark for insincerity, and its ideas unin-

telligible to those men in England who are victims of the

disease of theatricality. And yet, in their heart of hearts,

it is the diseased who most worship health, the weak who
most ardently crave force. Mr. Craig's book is tingling with
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force and radiant with health. It is full of courage, not
only in attack, but also in adventure. . . . It is a vital

book . . . invigorating and inspiring—most of all when
the writer leaves attacking what is and stating what will

be. . . . Then every word leaps from the printed page
with all the dynamic nobility of creative force. . . . He
has analyzed the evil of the tiieatre and stated it with a fear-

lessness infinitely refreshing in these days of timid thought,

speech, writing, and criticism—stated it also with charm and
disinterestedness so that only the foolish and the vain can
be offended. The Observer (London).

It is remarkably suggestive and fascinating, and all stu-

dents of the drama should read it with pleasure and profit.

David Belasco.

Mr. Craig has many wise and splendid and humorous
things to say, and much good counsel to give. His knowl-
edge of the craftsmanship of the stage is deep and wide;

he can be as practical as the groundlings he abhors. . . .

We advise all those whose profession is in the theatre to read

his book carefully, and to assimilate the striving and ear-

nestness which are breathed in every line.

London Standard.

If every theatre-goer could—and would—read Mr. Craig's

book, we would get some experiments in scenery and pro-

ductions, instead of the same old repetitions of realism that

isn't real but is generally ugly. I shall have frequent occa-

sion, of course, to mention the book.

Walter Prichard Eaton.

The book is deeply and stimulatingly suggestive, it arrests

the attention, it commands reflection by the completeness

of its break with all the traditions.

Nev7 York Tribune.

To future times it will be clear that Mr. Craig's real work
was that of the prophet, the mouth through which the dawn
of the new art of the theatre made its music. . . . All

his work, however, practical or prophetic, will tend in the

same direction : the vindication of an art of the theatre which
is an art distinct from the other arts which it employs, and

^^
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the rescue of that art from the barren search after the imi-

tation of nature. . . . So we shall get, not the real world,

which to Mr. Craig is a disappointing and deceptive place,

but a. realer world, homogeneous, beautiful, significant, grave,

and spiritual. London Times.

The timeliness of this book for American circulation is

apparent. No current in the intellectual and idealistic life

of the nation is more significant now than the altered rating

of stage, play, and playwright. . . . Mr. Craig has ideals

for the stage that are lofty, that are untainted by commer-
cialism, and he has a theory of acting that rises above facile

impersonation to that of vital construction. His iconoclastic

temper, his dogmatism recalling at times that of Carlyle

or Euskin, and his aptness of illustration drawn from his

experience as an actor and as a student of conditions in

the finest of the continental playhouses, all make him a

fertilizing writer, and would make him an equally stirring

lecturer. Christian Science Monitor.

This book deserves close attention. It embodies the idea

of a new theatre, one that is for art and not for business.

It outlines what one may call a new philosophy of dramatic

creation. The English Review.

Mr. Craig differs from many idealists in having a solid

foundation for the lower stones, at least, of his castles in the

air. He knows the modern theatre thoroughly in 'all its man-
ifestations, is conversant with the achievements of all the

subsidized and independent dramatic experiments in Lon-

don, St. Petersburg, Paris, Berlin, Munich, and elsewhere,

and is as ardent a student of the past as he is a sanguine

prophet of the future. ... No man could lay his finger

more unerringly upon the chief causes of the decadence of

the contemporary theatre. With the authority born of per-

sonal experience he points out how the spirit of commercial-

ism has destroyed all honorable artistic ambition, and blocked

original enterprise; what an insuperable bar to progress the

actor-manager has become; how the initiative of actors has

been killed; how the inevitable lack of trained intelligence

is completing the ruin that speculative greed began. Noth-

ing could be more true or more lamentable.

The Nation (New York).

K
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An individual, bewildering, interesting, and provocative

book. Bold originality and fearless experiment are not com-
mon characteristics of the theatre anywhere, and therefore

an artist so completely ''on his own" as Mr. Craig must be

warmly welcomed. London Daily Express.

In this volume the soul of the theatre is articulate. At
last an artist of the theatre has spoken as the authentic

critic of its art—a creator of it. For too long the theatre's

art has been interpreted only from the outside by its com-
mentators and purveyors; for the first time, in the fulness

of modern experience and prophecy, it is revealed from
within, by its artist-expert, Gordon Craig. In this astonish-

ing volume he pulls the shrill and tawdry playhouses of two
hemispheres clattering about our ears in dust heaps, and
from this revolution he rebuilds serene and joyous temples

for the aspiring mind. Perhaps no task could be more nobly

imaginative and difficult than his: to make clear and com-
prehensible the outlines of a beauty yet-to-be. But this task

he has well-nigh accomplished, in a style so simple, confid-

ing, and undismayed that the reader soon feels himself

borne onward, as friend with friend, in charmed conversa-

tion. This style, which grants fellowship with such large-

ness, is itself a sign of the seeking, creative spirit which im-

bues the whole work. Whether we agree with its author

in whole, or only in part, or not at all, one startling con-

viction abides from the reading of this book: that, because

of it, never again can we think of the theatre as before.

Here in this volume its art is reborn in creative beauty.

Pebcy MacKaye.
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THE DRAMA
A Quarterly Review of Dramatic Literature

No. 8 November 1912

THE PLAYS OF HERMAN HEIJERMANS.

THOSE content with convenient super-
ficialities the plays of a dramatist such
as Heijermans are easy of definition. He
is dismissed as "a realistic writer," **a

playwright of the naturalistic school," a
follower of Ibsen, or Hauptmann, or Tol-

stoy, or Zola. Even then, perhaps, the definitions

are not exhausted. They spring from the encyclo-

pedia of commonplaces, and are as chaotic as the

minds of their authors. There is the adjective

** meticulous," for example,—invaluable to critics.

And **morbid,"—equally indispensable, in the form
of ** morbid psychology." ** Photographic" and
**kinematographic" must not be forgotten ; the latter

an almost brand-new weapon of offence. For the

rest, **grey," "faithful," "squalid" or "lifelike"

will serve their turn, according to the critic's point

of view.

In phrases such as these we hear the echoes of a
controversy now a generation old; a controversy

dating back to the "free theatres" of the 1890

period in Paris, Berlin and London, the first per-

3
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formances of Ibsen's * 'Ghosts,'' and the early plays

of Hauptmann and Strindberg. Then the issues be-

tween Eealist and Philistine were sharply defined;

the very terms were mutually exclusive. To be mod-
ern, to be **free," was to be an Ibsenite, an apostle

of moral indignation, an author or playgoer burning
to lay bare social hypocrisies and shams ; not merely
pour epater le bourgeois, but in order to assert the

Great Truths of Actual Life, so recently discovered

by the stage. It mattered little that Ibsenites owed
their existence to their misunderstanding of Ibsen.

He had supplied them with an essential war cry.

The old domination of insincere sentiment and false

romance in the theatre was indefensible and insup-

portable. All the enthusiasm of dramatic reformers
was perforce directed to the advance of the new
realistic movement. Hence arose a battle of epithets

between the two camps, with ** antiquated," "con-
ventional," ** sentimental," *' romantic" on the one
hand, and "vulgar," "dreary," "indecent," "noi-

some" on the other.

In Anglo-Saxon countries, naturally enough, the

issue was made one of morality rather than artistic

method. Ibsen's views on marriage were suspect,

and the whole dramatic movement lay in quarantine.

Indeed, realism in literature came to be regarded as

an unsettling tendency, emanating from the Con-
tinent, and directed against all British institutions

from property to religion. The division of opinion

may be studed in historical documents such as the

criticisms of the London Press on the first English

performance of "Hedda Gabler," and the early

prefaces of Bernard Shaw; the one side tilting at

realism, the other at romance ;—^both, alas, the most
shifty of windmills where morality is concerned.

The provocative cry of "naturalism," raised by
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the newer dramatists and their supporters, was re-

sponsible for half the trouble. A naturalist, in good
English usage, is taken to be a professor with a
butterfly net or an inquirer into the lower forms of

pond life; and there is a good deal to be said for

the analogy as applied to the author of realistic lit-

erature. Pins and chloroform may be his imple-

ments of tragedy ; his coldly scientific method gives

point to the comparison. Undoubtedly the *
' natural-

istic drama" suggested probable inhumanity and
possible horror. In any ease it clearly offered no
hope of an enjoyable evening, and was condemned
from the first to be unpopular.

So much for the misconception encouraged by a
purely journalistic phrase. Useless to maintain that

the older dramatists, from Robertson and Dumas
fils to Sardou, held a monopoly of the milk of human
kindness, while Ibsen, Hauptmann, Tolstoy and
Strindberg wallowed in mere brutal, original sin.

The alleged "naturalism" of the latter belied its

name. It ranged from revolutionary Utopianism
to the creation of most unnatural giants,—stage

characters removed from the average of everyday
life by their own distinction. Indeed, the differences

between the old school and the new were as nothing

compared with the intellectual gulf between, say,

Strindberg and Tolstoy. Setting out from the com-
mon ground of external approximation to life, the

dramatists of the period soon diverged upon indi-

vidual paths. Hauptmann passed from the vivid

and revolutionary **Weavers" to the mythology of

"Hannele" and the "Sunken Bell," and the simple

domestic drama of "Fuhrmann Henschel" and
* * Rose Bernd. '

' Tolstoy became a preacher ; Strind-

berg a Swedenborgian mystic. Of the early play-

wrights of the French Theatre Libre, Courteline and
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Ancey, practised the Comedie rosse, or brutal com-
edy, until Paris, tired of the uncouth novelty, turned

to the more amiable and no less natural work of

Capus and Donnay. Brieux devoted himself to the

composition of dramatic tracts. Bernard Shaw,
after protesting that he **could none other** than
dramatize slum landlords and rent collectors in

*' Widowers' Houses,'* found readier targets for his

wit in bishops, professors of Greek and millionaires.

Nature, in fact, proved too strong for naturalism.

No formula could embrace all the individual play-

wrights of that stormy time. The most catholic of

** schools** could not hold them.

Formulas, however, die hard ; and it is still neces-

sary to free Heijermans from the ** naturalistic"

label so conveniently attached in 1890 to works like

Tolstoy *s **Power of Darkness,** Hauptmann*s Vor
Sormenaufgang and Zola*s **Therese Raquin.** All

that his plays have in common with theirs is a faith-

ful observation of life, and more particularly of life

among the common people. Moreover, he belongs to

a newer generation. He had written several short

pieces (notably Ahasuerus and 'w Jodenstreek?) in

1893 and 1894, but "The Ghetto** (1899) was his first

important play. This three-act tragedy of the Jew-
ish quarter in a Dutch city has been published in an
English adaptation which woefully misrepresents the

original, and I should rather refer readers to a
German translation (Berlin, Fleische) revised by
Heijermans himself. Like most early work, the play

did not satisfy its author, and several versions exist.

The story is simple enough. Rafael, the son of an
old Jewish merchant, has an intrigue with the Gen-
tile maidservant. Rose. His father, Sachel, lives in

an atmosphere of mistrust, hard dealing, thievery;

a patriarch with all the immemorial wrongs of the
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ghetto upon his shoulders, and all the racial instinct

to preserve property, family and religion from con-

tact with ** strange people." He is blind, but in the

night he has heard the lovers* footsteps in the house.

Rose has lied to him ; Rafael, as usual, is neglecting

his business for Gentile companions. So the play
opens. After some bargaining over the dowry, a
marriage is arranged for Rafael with the daughter
of another merchant. The authority of the Rabbi
is called in, but Rafael refuses. He is a freethinker

;

in the ghetto, but not of it. "Oh, these little rooms
of yours,—these hot, stifling chambers of despair,

where no gust of wind penetrates, where the green

of the leaves grows yellow, where the breath chokes

and the soul withers! No, let me speak, Rabbi
Haeser ! Now I am the priest ; I, who am no Jew and
no Christian, who feel God in the sunlight, in the

smnmer fragrance, in the gleam of the water and the

flowers upon my mother's grave ... I have

pity for you, for your mean existence, for your

ghettos and your little false gods—for the true God
is yet to come, the God of the new community; the

commonwealth without gods, without baseness,

without slaves!"

Sachel is blamed for allowing this open rupture

to come about. It is better to pay the girl off quietly

and have done with her, argue the other Jews. Every
woman has her price—and especially every Gentile

woman. A hundred gulden—perhaps two hundred

if she is obstinate—will settle the matter. The
money is offered, but Rose is not to be bought. She

has promised to go away with Rafael as his wife.

He has gone out, but he will return for her. The
family tell her that the money is offered with his

consent; that he is tired of her and has left home
for good. But she is unmoved. She has learned to
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mistrust the word of the Jews ; she will only believe

their sacred oath. At last old Sachel swears by the

roll of the commandments that his son will not re-

turn. In despair, Kose throws herself into the canal

and is drowned. Eafael comes too late to save her.

The God of the Jews has taken his revenge.

The play is perhaps a little naive and crudely
imagined, but it has all the essential characteristics

of Heijermans ' later work ; the intense humanitarian
feeling, the burning rhetoric, the frankly partisan

denunciation of society. Indeed, it could not be
otherwise. In dealing with such a case of bigotry

and racial intolerance, it is idle for a playwright to

hold the scales with abstract justice. At most he can
only humanise the tragedy by humanising the vil-

lains of his piece, and showing them driven into

cruelty by traditional forces beyond their control.

That is the part of the ''Anklager," the social

prophet and Public Prosecutor; and it is the part

which Heijermans, above all others, has filled in the

newer dramatic movement.
In Het Pantser (''The Coat of Mail") his subject

is the life of a Dutch garrison town. "The Coat of

Mail" is militarism; the creed of the governing
caste. And the setting is peculiarly apt for the pre-

sentation of a social issue. In a small country such

as Holland military patriotism may be strong, but

it is tempered by the knowledge that the country

only exists by the tolerance, or the diplomatic agree-

ment, of more powerful neighbours, and that in case

of war it could do no more than sacrifice an army
to the invader. To the philosophic workman, then,

well read in revolutionary literature from Marx to

Kropotkin, the standing army presents itself simply

as a capitalist tool, a bulwark of the employing class

against trade unionism. The industrial struggle is
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uncomplicated by sentimentality. Patriotic stam-
pedes to the conservative side are unknown. Social

Democracy is strong. Strikes are frequent, and the
protection of ** blackleg" labourers is in the hands
of the garrison. That is the theme of this *

' romantic
military play."

Mari, a second lieutenant, refuses to serve on
strike duty. He is a weak but sincere idealist; his

head full of humanitarian enthusiasm, his rooms
stocked with anti-militarist pamphlets. He will

leave the army rather than order his men to fire on
the factory workers. Around him stand the members
of the military caste, linked together by tradition

and family relationship. His father is a colonel in

the same regiment ; the father of his fiancee, Martha,
is commanding officer. One friend he has : an army
doctor named Berens, who has infected himself with
cancer serum in attempting to discover a cure for

the disease, and passes for a drunkard because he
keeps the symptoms in check by alcohol. Here a
parallel is drawn between military bravery and the

civilian courage of the scientist.

Mari is put under arrest, but the affair is kept

secret in order to avoid a scandal. He can only be

reinstated by full withdrawal and apology. Martha
comes to him and implores him to withdraw. The
strike is thought to be over. He can plead the excite-

ment of the moment in excuse, and the matter will

be settled honorably. He gives way and apologises.

A friendly discussion of the point with his superior

officers is interrupted by a volley in the street out-

side. The troops have fired upon the mob, and the

son of the shoemaker over the way has been shot.

Mari sends in his papers; but a newspaper has

published the facts of the case, and he is met with

the disgrace of immediate dismissal from the army.
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This does not suit Martha. She must marry a sol-

dier ; civilian life with a dismissed lieutenant was not

in the bond. So Mari suffers another disillusion-

ment, and the end of the play sees him setting out

from home, while the old shoemaker is left to lament
for his son.

And the sum total of it all? A warm heart, a
weakness for rhetoric, and—a study in vacillation.

In Ora et Labora Heijermans is less rhetorical;

rather, one suspects, for lack of a mouthpiece. His
peasants bear their fate, if not in silence, with almost
inarticulate resignation. They are too hungry to

waste words. Moreover, there is no visible enemy
to denounce, no Coat of Mail, no racial prejudice,

no insatiate capitalism. Winter is the villain of the

piece. This is indeed naturalism, in the literal

sense; humanity devoured by Nature. Everything
is frost-bound: the canal, the soil, the very cattle.

The barges are idle. There is no work and no
warmth. When the last cow upon the farm dies of

disease, its throat is cut so that it can be sold to

the butcher. All hopes are centred in the father

of the family, who is to sell the carcase in the town

;

but he spends the money and returns home drunk.

As a last resort, his son Eelke enlists in the army
for six years* colonial service, leaving Sytske, the

girl he was about to marry. His advance pay buys
fuel and food, but the lovers part with a hopeless

quarrel, and the old peasants are left wrangling over

the money he has brought.

Alterseelen (1906) is a later work. A village pas-

tor finds a woman in a state of collapse upon his

threshold. He takes her in, and she gives birth to

a child. She is a stranger in the district, Rita by
name. The child is sent into the village to be nursed,
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while the pastor gives up his own room to the mother.
She recovers slowly, and meanwhile the peasants set

their tongues to work upon the scandal. The child

is discovered to be illegitimate. A good village

housewife is suckling a bastard. The pastor is hous-
ing an outcast, and shows no sign of sending her
about her business. The neighbouring clergy are
perturbed. Dimly and distantly the Bishop is said

to be considering the facts. . . . Amid alarums
and excursions the affair pursues its course. The
village passes from astonishment to ribaldry, from
ribaldry to stone-throwing. The pastor speaks
gently of Christian charity and souls to be saved,

but fails to appease his parishioners. They are hot

upon the scent in a heresy-hunt. If they could see

within the parsonage walls, they would yelp still

louder. For Rita proves to be an unblushing hedon-

ist. No prayers for her, when the birth-pangs are

once over ; no tears, no repentance. She sings gaily

in her room while the pastors argue about duty and
morals. She feels *'heavenly." She invades the

study to enjoy a view of sunlight, clouds and sea.

She finds the waves more musical than the wheezing

of the church organ. If only the child were with

her, her happiness would be complete.

But the child is neglected by its foster mother.

It sickens and dies. The pastor is driven from his

church by the Bishop, and leaves the broken windows
of the parsonage to his successor. Rita and he are

both homeless now. And then the child's father

comes,—another hedonist. The child is dead, but

Life remains. Its body lies in unconsecrated ground,

but the vows of love are renewed at the graveside.

The Church can only crush its own slaves. All roads

are open to the spirits of the free. The pastor can
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only offer a hopeless *
' Farewell '

' as the two set out

upon their way. But Rita calls after, "No,—no!

You will come over to us.
'

'

It matters nothing that this gospel of Life has
often been preached. Heijermans has caught the

spirit of it as well as the letter. His characters say
and do nothing particularly original; nothing that

would even pass for originality by reason of its man-
ner. He works in vivid contrasts, without a shade
of paradox. He figures the opposed forces of Reac-
tion and Revolution in religion, in statecraft, in

economics, in all human relationships, with a sim-

plicity of mind which would draw a smile from the

forever up-to-date "intellectual.'' Reaction is a
devilish superstition; Revolution a prophetic angel

pointing the way to the promised land. The one is

false, the other true. There is no disputing the point,

since truth and falsehood are absolute terms. Per-

haps the secret is that Heijermans never tires of his

own philosophy. He is content to see it firmly

planted on the ground; he does not demand that it

should walk the tight-rope or turn somersaults as

an intellectual exercise. He has accepted a view of

life which some call materialistic, and others posi-

tivist, or scientific, or humanitarian ; but for him it

is simply humane,—founded upon social justice and
human need.

A philosophy, however, does not make a dramatist.

In the plays I have already described Heijermans
shows his power of translating the world-struggle

of thought into the dramatic clash of will, but it is

upon "The Good Hope" {Op Hoop van Zegen) that

his reputation chiefly depends. He chooses a great

subject; not merely the conflict of shipowners and
fishermen in the struggle for existence, but the sea-

faring life and the ocean itself. Truly "a sea-
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piece"; tempestuous, powerful. One can hear the

breaking of the waves. From the opening scene,

with the old men's tale of sharks, to the night of the

storm in the third act, when the women and children

huddle in Kneirtje's cottage for shelter, the story is

always the same. The sea is the symbol of Fate.

It takes a father here, a brother there. It seizes

Geert and Barend alike ; the one going aboard care-

lessly, the other screaming resistance. Sometimes it

plays with its victims on shore, making no sign, leav-

ing months of hope to end in despair. In a more
merciful mood it sends children running through the

village to cry *' *n Ball op! 'n Ball op!" as an over-

due ship is signalled from the coastguard tower.

And there an echo of the sea-ballad now and again

;

when raps are heard upon the door at the height of

the storm, or a flapping curtain blows out the lamp,

or a pallid face is seen at the window. . . .

In sheer force of theatrical construction "The
Good Hope" is still more striking. There are great

moments, finely conceived. The play is full of nat-

ural rather than violent coincidence. Barend has

always feared death by drowning, and he makes his

first and last voyage in a leaky trawler. His father

sank in a wreck, and it is his mother, unable to main-

tain the household, who persuades him to go. She
fears the disgrace of his refusal after the papers are

signed, but he is dragged aboard by the harbour
police. His brother Geert sets out proudly enough,

singing the Marseillaise and preaching rebellion;

but he sinks far away, impotent, unheard, and leaves

his sweetheart to bear a fatherless child. Old Cobus
can only reflect, "We take the fishes, and God takes

us." That is perhaps the most dramatic thread of

all,—the parallel of fate. The struggle for existence

on land drives men to the fishing-boats and the
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Dogger Bank. From the minnows to leviathan,

there is no escape. "We take the fishes, and God
takes US. " A gale of wind and rain whistles through
the play, sweeping the decks of life, tossing men out

into the unknown.
Let us turn to the social standpoint. The ship-

owner, Bos, is frankly a villain. He knows "The
Good Hope" is unseaworthy, but he allows her to

sail. True, the warning comes from a drunken
ship 's carpenter, but he understands the risks. Busi-

ness is business. The ship is well insured. . . .

It is implied, then, that shipowners are unscrupu-
lous scoundrels, and fishermen their unhappy vic-

tims. Here is a bias which makes the actual tragedy
no more impressive. Good ships, as well as bad,

may perish in a storm. Nature is cruel enough with-

out the help of man. The problem of the big fish

and the little fish is one of size, not of morality.

Even sharks may possibly rejoice in an amiable
temperament. It can only be said that Heijermans
has here chosen the right motive for his own par-

ticular type of drama. His sympathy is with the

fishermen. He knows that, humanly speaking, in

every conflict between employers and employed, the

men are right and the masters wrong. Impossible
to redress the balance by individual virtue or kindli-

ness. The masters stand for the exploiting system

;

for capital, for insurance, for power, for law and
order and possession. Their risks are less and their

temptations greater. Even from the standpoint of

abstract justice, a dishonest employer may fairly be
set against a drunken labourer or a gaol-bird fisher-

man. The one is no less natural than the other.

But Heijermans goes beyond all finicking considera-

tions of this sort. He seeks to destroy and rebuild,

not to repair or adjust. He avoids mere naturalism

;
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the ** conscientious transcription of all the visible

and repetition of all the audible" is not for him.

And here he is undoubtedly justified, not only by his

own experience, but by that of other dramatists.

There was no inspiration in the movement towards
mere actuality on the stage. It sickened of its own
surfeit of *'life." Its accumulated squalor became
intolerable. It was choked by its own irrelevance,

circumscribed by its own narrowness. For natural-

ism is like a prison courtyard; it offers only two
ways of escape. One is the poet's upward flight, the

other the revolutionist's battering-ram. Heijermans
has chosen his own weapon, and used it well. He
has given us "The Good Hope," not as a mere pitiful

study in disillusionment, but as a tragic symbol of

human effort in the conquest of despair.

Ashley Dukes.
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THE GOOD HOPE
A Drama of the Sea in Four Acts.

By Hennan Heijermana, Jr.

ACT I.

[Kneirtje's home, a poor living-room. At the left,

two wall bedsteads and a door; to the right, against

the wall, a chest of drawers with holy images, vases
and photographs. A chimney fireplace nearer front.

At the back wall, near right corner, a wicket leading

to the cooking shed; at left against the wall a cup-

board; a cage with dove; window with flower pots,

left of center; in back wall right of center a door
overlooking a narrow cobblestone roadway backed
by a view of beach with sea in middle distance and
horizon. Through the window to the left is seen the

red tiled lower corner of roof of a cottage. Time,
noon.]

Clementine. [Sketch book on her knee.] Now,
then ! Cobus

!

CoBus. [Who poses, awakes with a start, smiles.]

He-he-he! I wasn't asleep— No, no

—

Clem. Head this way—still more—what ails you
now? You were sitting so natural. Hand on the

knee again.

Cobus. Tja—when you sit still so long—^you get

stiff.

Clem. [Impatiently.] Please ! please ! stop chew-

ing.

Cob. I haven't any chew. Look.
17
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Clem. Then keep your mouth shut.

Daantje. {Entering hy the cooking shed.] Good
day.

Clem. Good day. Take a walk around the corner.

Daan. No, Miss—time's up. [Looking at sketch.]

It don't look like him yet.

Clem. [Smiling.]

Daan. [Shifting his spectacles.] You see—if I

may take the liberty, Miss—his chin sets different

—

and his eyes don't suit me—but his nose—that's him
—and—and—his necktie, that's mighty natural—I'd

swear to that anywhere.
Clem. Indeed.

Daan. And the bedstead with the curtains—that's

fine. Now, Miss, don't you think you could use me?
Clem. Perhaps. Hand higher—keep your mouth

still.

Cob. That's easy said—^but when y'r used to

chewing and ain't allowed to—then you can't hold

your lips still—^what do you say, Daantje?
Daan. I say time's up. We eat at four and the

matron is strict.

Clem. That will be necessary with you old fel-

lows.

Daan. Peh ! We 've a lot to bring in, haven 't we ?

An Old Man's Home is a jail—scoldings with your
feed—as if y'r a beggar. Coffee this morning like

the bottom of the rain barrel—and peas as hard as

y'r corns.

Clem. If I were in your place—^keep your mouth
still—I'd thank God my old age was provided for.

Cob. Tja— tja— I don't want to blaspheme,

but—
Daan. Thank God!— Not me—sailed from my

tenth year—^voyages—^more than you could count

—
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suffered shipwreck—starvation—lost two sons at sea

—no—no. I say the matron is a beast—^I'd like to

slap her jaw.

Clem. That will do ! This is no dive.

Daan. I know that, but it makes your gorge rise.

I wasn't allowed to go out last week because, beg-

ging your pardon, I missed and spat beside the sand
box. Now I ask, would you spit beside a box on pur-

pose! An old man's home is a jail—and when
they've shut you up, in one of them, decent, they're

rid of you. Wish the sharks had eaten me before I

quit sailing.

Cob. {Giggling.'] He! he! he! Man, the sharks

wouldn't eat you—^you were too tough for them.

Clem. Keep your lips still

!

Cob. Tja, tja.

Daan. Sharks not like me— They'll swallow a
corpse. Peh! I saw old Willem bitten in two till

the blood spouted on high. And he was a thin man.
Clem. Was old Willem eaten by a shark?

Daan. By one? By six. Quick as he fell over-

board they grabbed him. The water was red.

Clem. Hey! How frightful. And yet— I*d

rather like to see a thing like that.

Daan. Like to see it! We had to.

Clem. Did he scream?
Daan. Did he scream

!

Cob. Tja, wouldn't you if you felt the teeth in

your flesh ? He—hehe

!

[Sound of a fiddle is heard outside. Cobus sways
in his chair in time to the tune.] Ta da da de—da

da da

—

Clem. [Hastily closing the sketch book.] There

then! [Rises.] Tomorrow you sit still—You hear!

Cob. [Stretching himself.] All stiff! [Dances,
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snapping his fingers, his knees wabbling.] Ta de

da da—da-da-da.

Daan. [At the window.] Psst! Nobody home.
Jellb. [Playing at window outside.] If you

please.

Daan. Nobody home.
Jelle. I come regular once a week.

Daan. They have gone to the harbor.

Clem. [Throws a coin out of the window.] There

!

[Playing stops.]

Jelle. Thank you. [Searches for the coin.]

Cob. Behind that stone, stupid.

Daan. No; more that way.
Clem. I threw it out that way. Hey! what a

donkey! Is he near-sighted?

Cob. He's got only half an eye—^and with half

an eye you don't see much. [To Jelle.] Behind
you!

Jelle. I don't see anything.

Daan. [Barend appears at door.] Psst! Hey!
Barend, you help him
Clem. There is a ten-cent piece out there.

Baeend. [Basket of driftwood on his back.] Give
it to 'im in his paws then. [Enters.] [Throws
down basket with a thud.] Here!

Cob. Did you hear that impudent boj'^?

Clem. Say there, big ape, were you speaking

to me?
Bab. [Shy and embarrassed.] No, Miss. I did

not know you were there, I thought

Cob. What right had you to think—better be

thinking of going to sea again to earn your Mother 's

bread.

Ba^, That's none of your business.

Cob. Just hear his insolence to me—when he's

too bashful to open his mouth to others. [Taunt-
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ing.l I'm not afraid—he-he-he!—No, I don't get
the belly ache when I must go to sea—^he-he-he

!

Daan. Come along now. It's struck four.

Clem. Ten o'clock tomorrow, Cobus.
Daan. He can't do it, Miss, we must pull weeds

in the court yard.

Cob. Yes, we must scratch the stones.

Clem. Tomorrow afternoon, then.

Cob. Tja! I'll be here, then. Good day. Miss.

[To Barend.] Good day, pudding breeches.

Clem. [Pinning on her hat.'] He teases you,
doesn't he?

Bar. [Laughing bashfully.] Yes, Miss.

Clem. Been out searching the beach! [He nods
embarrassed.] Found much!

Bar. No, it was ebb last night—and—and

—

[Gets

stuck.]

Clem. Are you really afraid to go to sea, silly

boy? [He nods, laughing.] They all go.

Bar. [Dullg.] Yes, they all go.

Clem. A man must not be afraid

Bar. No, a man must not be afraid.

Clem. Well, then?

Bar. [Timidly.] I'd rather stay on shore.

Clem. I won't force you to go—How old are youf
Bar. Rejected for the army last month.

Clem. Rejected?

Bar. For my—for my—I don't know why, but I

was rejected.

Clem. [Laughing.] That's lucky—A soldier

that's afraid!

Bar. [Flaring up quickly.] I'm not afraid on

land—let them come at me—I'll soon stick a knife

through their ribs I

Clem. Fine I

Bar. [Again lapsing into embarrassment.] Beg
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pardon, Miss. [T^e soft tooting of a steamboat
whistle is heard.] That's the Anna—^there's a corpse

on board
Clem. Another one dead?
Bab. The flag hung half-mast.

Clem. Tu-tu-tu-tu—The second this week. First,

the Agatha Maria
Bab. No, 'twas the Charlotte.

Clem. Oh, yes! The Agatha was last week—Do
they know who? [He shakes his head.] Haven't
you any curiosity?

Bab. Ach—^you get used to it—and none of our
family are aboard. [Embarrassed silence.] Father
can't—Hendrick can't—Josef can't—^you know about

them—and—and—Geert—he's still under arrest.

Clem. Yes, he's brought disgrace on all of you.

Bab. Disgrace—disgrace

Clem. When is he free?

Bab. I don't know.
Clem. You don't know?
Bab. They gave him six months—^but they de-

duct the time before trial—^we don't know how long

that was, so we can't tell.

Kneibtje. [Through the window.J. Good day,

Miss.

Clem. Good day.

Kneib. How did the chickens get out? Do look

at that rooster ! Get out, you salamander ! Kiseht

!

Jo! Jo!
Bab. Let them alone. They'll go of themselves.

Kneib. [Entering the room.] That's an endless

devilment, Miss. [To Babend.] Come, you, stick

out your paws. Must we have another row with Ari ?

Bab. Then we'll have a row. [Goes off indiffer-

ently, chases away the chickens, outside.]
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Kneib. Then we'll—such a lazy boy, I wish he'd
never been born—Sponger !—Are you going so soon,

Miss?
Clem. I am curious to know what's happened

on the Anna.
Kneir. Yes—I was on the way there—^but it takes

so long—and I've had my fill of waiting on the pier

—

if that pier could only talk. Have you finished my
brother's portrait?

Clem. Tomorrow. I want to make a drawing
of Barend also—just as he came in with the basket
on his shoulders.

Kneir. Barend? Well—^AU the same to me.
Clem. He doesn't seem to get much petting

around here.

Kneir. [Annoyed.'] Pet him! I should say not!

The sooner I get rid of him, the better! [Through
the window.J Chase them away ! Kischt ! Kischt I

Bar. [Outside.] All that yelling makes the rooster

afraid.

Kneir. Afraid ! He takes after you, then ! Kischt

!

Clem. Hahaha! Hahaha! Say, he's enjoying

himself there on Ari's roof.

Jo. [Coming through the door at left. Brown
apron—gold head pieces on the black band around
her head."] Good day.

Kneir. The chickens are out again ! The rooster

is sitting on Ari's roof.

Jo. [Laughing merrily.] Hahaha! He's not go-

ing to lay eggs there!

Kneir. [Crossly.] Hear her talk! She knows
well enough we almost came to blows with Ari be-

cause the hens walked in his potato patch.

Jo. I let them out myself, old cross patch—Truus

dug their potatoes yesterday.
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Kneir. Why didn't you say so then?

Jo. What am I doing now? Oh, Miss—she would
die if she couldn't grumble; she even keeps it up in

her sleep. Last night she swore out loud in her
dreams. Hahaha ! Never mind ! scold all you like

;

you're a good old mother just the same. [To Baeend,
who enters the room.'] Ach, you poor thing! Is the

rooster setting on the roof? And does he refuse

to come down?
Bab. You quit that now!
Jo. I'll wager if you pet the hens he will come

down of himself from jealousy. Hahaha ! He looks

pale with fear.

Clem. Now, now.
Jo. Say, Aunt, you should make a baker of him.

His little bare feet in the rye flour. Hahaha!
Bar. You can all [Goes angrily off at left.]

Jo. [Calling after him.] The poor little fellow!

Clem. Now, stop teasing him. Are you digging

potatoes ?

Jo. Tja ; since four o 'clock this morning. Noth-
ing—Aunt—all rotten.

Kneir. We poor people are surely cursed—rain

—rain—the crops had to rot—they couldn 't be saved
—and so we go into the winter—the cruel winter

—

Ach,—Ach,—^Ach

!

Jo. There! You're worrying again. Come,
Mother, laugh. Am I ever sad? Geert may return

at any moment.
Kneir. Geert—and what then?

Jo. What then? Then—then—then, nothing!

Cheer up ! You don't add to your potatoes by fret-

ting and grumbling. I have to talk like this all

day to keep up her spirits—See, I caught a rabbit

!

Clem. In a trap?

Jo. As neat as you please. The rascal was living
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on our poverty—the trap went snap as I was dig-

ging. A fat one—forty cents at the least.

Clem. That came easy—^I must go now.
Bos. [At door.] Hello! Are you going to stay

all day—May I come in?

Kneie. [Friendly manner.'] Of course you may,
Meneer; come in, Meneer.

Bos. My paws are dirty, children.

Kneir. That 's nothing. A little dry sand doesn't

matter—will you sit down?
Bos. Glad to do so—Yes, Kneir, my girl, we're

getting older every day—Good day, little niece.

Jo. Good day, Meneer. [Points, laughing, to her

hands.] You see

Bos. Have you put on gloves for the dance?

Jo. [Nods saucily.] The hornpipe and the High-

land fling, hey?
Bos. Hahaha! Saucy black eye. [To Clemen-

tine.] Come, let me have a look.

Clem. [Petidantly.] No, you don't understand

it, anyway.
Bos. Oh, thanks !—You educate a daughter. Have

her take drawing lessons, but must not ask to see

—

come! Don't be so childish!

Clem. [With spoiled petulance.] No. When it

is finished.

Bos. Just one look.

Clem. Hey, Pa, don't bother me.

Bos. Another scolding, ha ha ha

!

[Barend enters.']

Bar. [Bashfully.] Good day, Meneer.

Bos. Well, Barend, you come as if you were

called.

Bar. [Surprised laugh.] I?

Bos. We need you, my boy.

Bar. Yes, Meneer.
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Bos. The deuce! How you have grown.
Bab. Yes, Meneer.
Bos. You're quite a man, now—How long have

you been out of a job?

Bar. [Shyly.] Nine months.
Kneib. That's a lie—It's more than a year.

Bab. No, it isn't.

Jo. Well, just count up—November, December

—

Bos. That'll do, children. No quarreling. Life

is too short. Well, Barend, how would the forty-

seven suit you?—Eh, what?
Bab. [Anxiously.] The forty-seven

Bos. The Good Hope
Clem. [Surprised.] Are you going to send out

the Good Hope?
Bos. [Sharply.] You keep out of this ! Keep out,

I say!

Clem. And this morning
Bos. [Angrily.] Clementine

!

Clem. But Pa
Bos. [Angrily stamping his foot.] Will yon

please go on?
Clem. [Shrugging her shoulders.] Hey! How

contemptible, to get mad— how small—Bonjour!
[Exits.]

Kneib. Good day, Miss.

Bos. [Smiling.] A cat, eh! Just like her Mama,
I have to raise the devil now and then,—hahaha!

—

or my wife and daughter would run the business

—

and I would be in the kitchen peeling the potatoes,

hahaha! Not but what I've done it in my youth.

Kneib. And don't I remember
Bos. [Smacking his lips.] Potatoes and fresh

herring! but what's past is gone. With a fleet of

eight luggers your mind is on other things

—

[Smiling.] Even if I do like the sight of saucy bla«k
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eyes—Don't mind me, I'm not dangerous—there was
a time. ^Hahaha!
Kneib. Go on, Meneer. Don't mind us.

Bos. Well, our little friend here, what does he
say?

Kneib. Open your mouth, speak I

Bab. I would rather

Kneib. [Angrily.] Bather—rather!

Jo. Hey! What a stupid!

Bos. Children! No quarreling. Boy, you must
decide for yourself. Last year at the herring catch

the Good Hope made the sum of fourteen hundred
guilders in four trips. She is fully equipped, Hengst
is skipper—all the sailors but one—and the boys

—

Hengst spoke of you for oldest boy.

Bab. [Nervously.] No, no, Meneer
Kneib. Ah, the obstinate beast ! All my beating

won't drive him aboard.

Jo. If I were a man
Bos. Yes, but you're not; you're a pretty girl

—

ha, ha, ha ! We can 't use such sailors. Well, Daddy

!

And why don't you want to go? Afraid of seasick-

ness? You've already made one trip as middle

boy
Kneib. And as play boy.

Jo. He'd rather loaf and beg. Ah! what a big

baby.

Bos. You are foolish, boy. I sailed with your

grandfather. Yes, I, too, would rather have sat by

Mother's pap-pot than held eels with my ice cold

hands ; rather bitten into a slice of bread and butter

than bitten off the heads of the bait. And your

father

Bab. [Hoarsely.] My father was drowned

—

and brother Hendrick—and Josef—no, I won't go!

Bos. [Rising.] Well—if he feels that way—bet-
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ter not force him, Mother Kneirtje; I understand
how he feels, my father didn't die in his bed, either

—

but if you begin to reason that way the whole fishery

goes up the spout.

Kneir. {Angrily.'] It's enough to

Bos. Softly—softly—You don't catch tipsy her-

rings with force

Jo. [Laughing. 1 Tipsy herring, I would like to

see that

!

Bos. [Laughing.'] She doesn't believe it, Kneir!
We know better ! Eh, what

!

Kneir. Ach—it's no joking matter, Meneer, that

miserable bad boy talks as if—as if—I had forgotten

my husband—and my good Josef—and—and—but I

have not. [Ends in low sobbing.]

Jo. Come, foolish woman ! please, Aunty dear !

—

Good-for-nothing Torment

!

Bos. Don't cry, Kneir! Tears will not restore

the dead to life

Kneir. No, Meneer—I know that, Meneer. Next
month it will be twelve years since the Clementine

went down.
Bos. Yes, it was the Clementine.

Kneir. November— '88—He was a monkey of

seven then, and yet he pretends to feel more than I

do about it.

Bar. [Nervo^lsly.] I didn't say that. I don't

remember my father, nor my brothers—^but—but

Bos. Well, then?

Bar. I want another trade—I don't want to go
to sea—no—no
Kneir. Another trade—^What else can you dot

Can't even read or write

Bar. Is that my fault?

Kneir. No—^it is mine, of course! Three years

I had an allowance—the first year three—the second
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two twenty-five—and the third one dollar—the other

nine I had to root around for myself.

Bos. Have you forgotten me entirely!

Kneir. I shall always be grateful to you, Meneer.
K you and the priest hadn't given me work and a

warm bite now and then to take home—^then—then

—and that booby even reproaches me !

Bab. I don't reproach—I—I

Jo. Out with it ! The gentleman is looking for a
place to live off his income.

Bar. Shut up!—I will do anything—dig sand

—

plant broom—salting down—I'll be a mason, or a

carpenter—or errand boy
Jo. Or a burgomaster ! Or a policeman ! Hahaha!

And walk about dark nights to catch thieves—Oh!
—Oh !—what a brave man

!

Bos. Little vixen!

Bar. You make me tired !—Did I complain when
the salt ate the flesh off my paws so I couldn't sleep

nights with the pain?

Kneir. Wants to be a carpenter—^the boy is in-

sane—A mason—see the accidents that happen to

masons. Each trade has something.

Bos. Yes, Barendje—There are risks in all trades

—my boy. Just think of the miners, the machinists,

the stokers—the—the—How often do not I, even

now, climb the man rope, or row out to a lugger?

Fancies, my boy! You must not give way to

them.

Kneir. And we have no choice. God alone knows

what the winter will be. All the potatoes rotted late

this fall, Meneer.
Bos. Yes, all over the district. Well, boy?

Bar. No, Meneer.
Kneir. [Angrily.] Get out of my house, then-

sponger !
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Bae. [Faintly.'] Yes, Mother.

Kneik. March! Or I'll [Threatening.

1

Bos. Come, come. {A pause during which Ba-
BEKD walks timidly away.]

Jo. If I had a son like that

Bos. Better get a lover first

Jo. [Brightly.] I've already got one!—If I had
a son like that I'd bang him right and left! Bah!
A man that's afraid! [Lightly.] A sailor never
knows that sooner or later—He never thinks of that

—If Geert were that way—there, I know—Aunt, im-

agine—Geert
Bos. Geert?

Jo. He'd face the devil—eh, Auntt Now, I'm
going to finish the potatoes. Good bye, Meneer.

Bos. Say, black eyes—do you laugh all the time !

Jo. [With hurst of laughter.] No, I'm going to

cry. [Calls hack from the opened door.] Aunt

—

speak of Geert. [Goes off.]

Bos. Geert?—Is that your son, who
Kneib. Yes, Meneer.
Bos. Six months?
Kneib. Yes, Meneer.
Bos. Insubordination ?

Kneib. Yes, Meneer—Couldn't keep his hands at

home.
Bos. The stupid blockhead

!

Kneib. I think they must have teased him
Bos. That's nonsense ! They don't tease the ma-

rines. A fine state of affairs. Discipline would
be thrown overboard to the sharks if sailors could

deal out blows every time things didn't go to suit

them.

Kneib. That's so, Meneer, but

Bos. And is she—smitten with that good-for-

nothing f
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Knbir. She's crazy about him, and well she may
be. He's a handsome lad, takes after his father

—

and strong—there is his photograph—he still wore
the uniform then—^first class—now he is

Bos. Degraded ?

Kneie. No, discharged—when he gets out. He's
been to India twice—it is hard—if he comes next

week—or in two weeks—or tomorrow, I don't know
when—I'll have him to feed, too—although—I must
say it of him, he won't let the grass grow under his

feet—A giant like him can always find a skipper.

Bos. A sweet beast—I tell you right now, Kneir,

I'd rather not take him—dissatisfied scoundrels are

plenty enough these days—^All that come from the

Navy, I'm damned if it isn't so—are unruly and I

have no use for that kind—Am I not right?

Kneir. Certainly, Meneer, but my boy
Bos. There was Jacob— crooked Jacob, the

skipper had to discharge him. He was, God save

him, dissatisfied with everything—claimed that I

cheated at the count—^yes—yes—insane. Now he's

trying it at Maasluis. We don't stand for any non-

sense.

Kneir. May I send him to the skipper then—or

direct to the water bailiff's office!

Bos. Yes, but you tell him
Kneir. Yes, Meneer.

Bos. If he comes in time, he can go out on the

Good Hope. She's just off the docks. They are

bringing the provisions and casks aboard now. She'll

come back with a full cargo—You know that.

Kneir. [Glad.] Yes, Meneer.

Bos. Well—Good bye I [Murmur of voices out-

side.] What's that!

Kneir. People returning from the harbor. There's

a corpse aboard the Anna.
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Bos. Pieterse's steam trawler—The deuce! Who
is it?

Kneie. I don't know. I'm going to find out.

[Both go off—the stage remains empty—a vague
murmur of voices outside. Fishermen, in conversa-

tion, pass the window. Sound of a tolling church
bell. Geert sneaks inside through the door at left.

Throws down a bundle tied in a red handkerchief.

Looks cautiously into the bedsteads, the cooking shed,

peers through the window, then muttering he plumps
down in a chair by the table, rests his head on his

hand, rises again; savagely takes a loaf of bread

from the back cupboard, cuts off a hunk. Walks
back to chair, chetving, lets the bread fall; wrathfully

stares before him. The bell ceases to toll.]

Bar. [Fro7n the cooking shed.] Who's there?

—

Geert !

—

[Entering.]

Geert. [Curtly . ] Yes—it 's me—Well, why don 't

you give me a paw.
Bar. [Shaking hands.] Have you—^have you seen

Mother yet?

Geert. [Curtly.] No, where is she

Bar. Mother, she—she

Geert. What are you staring at?

Bar. You—^you—Have you been sick?

Geert. Sick? I'm never sick.

Bar. You look so—so pale

Geert. Give me the looking-glass. I 'U be damned.
What a mug! [Throivs the mirror roughly doivn.]

Bar. [Anxiously.] Was it bad in prison?

Geert. No, fine!—What a question—They feed

you on beefsteaks ! Is there any gin in the house ?

Bar. No.
Geert. Go and get some then—if I don't have a

swallow, I'll keel over.

Bar. [Emhat'rassed.] I haven't any money.
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Geert. I have. [Peers in his pocket, throws a
handful of coins on the table.] Earned that in prison
—There!

Bar. At the "Red" around the corner?
Geert. I don 't care a damn—so you hurry. [Call-

ing after him.] Is—^is Mother well! [A pause.]
—and Jo?

Bar. [At door.] She is digging potatoes.

Geert. Are they mad at me ?

Bar. Why?
Geert. Because I

—

[Savagely.] Don't stare so,

stupid

Bar. [Embarrassed.] I can't get used to your
face—^it's so queer.

Geert. Queer face, eh! I must grow a beard at

once!—Say, did they make a devil of a row?
[Gruffly.] Well?
Bar. I don't know.
Geert. Go to the devil! You don't know any-

thing.

[A pause, Barend slips out. Jo enters, a dead
rabbit in her hand.]

Jo. Jesus ! [Lets the rabbit fall.]—Geert ! [Rushes
to him, throws her arms about his neck, sobbing hys-

terically.]

Geert. [In a muffled voice,] Stop it! Stop your
damned bawling—stop!

Jo. [Continuing to sob.] I am so happy—so

happy, dear Geert
Geert. [Irritated.] Now! Now!
Jo. I can't help it. [Sobs harder.]

Geert. [Pulling her arms from his neck.]—Now
then! My head can't stand such a lot of noise

Jo. [Startled.] A lot of noise?

Geert. [Grumbling.] You don't understand it

of course—six months solitary—^in a dirty, stinking
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cell. [Puts his hand before his eyes as if blinded by
the light.] Drop the curtain a bit—This sunshine

drives me mad!
Jo. My God—Geert

Geert. Please!—that's better.

Jo. Your beard
Geert. They didn't like my beard—The govern-

ment took that—become ugly, haven't I?—^Look as

if I'd lost my wits? Eh?
Jo. [With hesitating laugh.] You? No—^What

makes you think that? You don't show it at all.

[Sobs again softly.]

Geert. Well, damn it! Is that all you have to

say. [She laughs hysterically. He points to his

temples.] Become grey, eh?

Jo. No, Geert.

Geert. You lie. [Kicking away the mirror.] I

saw it myself. The beggars ; to shut up a sailor in

a cage where you can't walk, where you can't speak,

where you

—

[Strikes wildly upon the table with his

fist.]

Bar. Here is the gin.

Jo. The gin?

Bar. For Geert.

Geert. Don't you meddle with this—^Where is a
glass?—Never mind

—

[Swallows eagerly.]—That's a

bracer! What time is it?

Bar. Half past four.

Jo. Did you take bread? Were you hungry?
Geert. Yes, no—no, yes. I don't know. [Puts

the bottle again to his lips.]

Jo. Please, Geert—no more—^you can't stand it.

Geert. No more? [Swallows.] Eipping!—Ha-
haha! That's the best way to tan your stomach.

[Swallows.] Eipping ! Don't look so unhappy, girl
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—I won ^t get drunk! Bah! It stinks! Not accus-

tomed to it—Are there any provisions on board!
Jo. Look—a fat one, eh? Trapped him myself.

[Pichs up the rabbit.] Not dead an hour.
Geert. That will do for tomorrow—Here, you, go

and lay in a supply—some ham and some meat
Bar. Meat, Geert?

Jo. No—that 's extravagance—^If you want to buy
meat, keep your money till Sunday.

Geert. Sunday—Sunday—If you hadn't eaten
anything for six months but rye bread, rats, horse
beans—I 'm too weak to set one foot before the other.

Stop your talk—Hurry up! and—and a piece of

cheese—I feel like eating myself into a colic. Ha-
haha ! Shall I take another wee drop !

[Barend goes off.]

Jo. No.
Geert. Good, not another drop. Is there any

tobacco 1

Jo. God!—I'm glad to see you cheerful again.

lYes, there's some tobacco left—in the jar.

Geert. That's good. Fine ! Is that my old pipe?

Jo. I saved it for you.

Geert. Who did you flirt with, while I sat

Jo. [Merrily.] With Uncle Cobus

!

Geert. You women are all trash. [Fills his pipe;

smokes.] Haven't had the taste in my mouth for

half a year. This isn't tobacco; [Exhales.] tastes

like hay—Bah ! The gin stinks and the pipe stinks.

Jo. Eat something first

Geert. [Laying down the pipe.] Say, do you
still sleep with Mother?

Jo. Yes, next to the pig stye.

Geert. [Laughing.] And must I sleep under the

roof again?
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Jo. You'll sleep nice and warm up there, dear.

Kneir. [Outside,'] Why is the window curtain

down?
Jo. [Finger on her lips,] Sst! [Goes and

stands before Geert.]

Kneir. [Inside.] "What's going on here? Why
is the looking-glass on the floor? Who sits

Geert. [Rising.] Well, little old one!

Kneir. God almighty!

Geert. No—^it's me—Geert

Kneir. [Dropping into a chair.] Oh!—Oh!

—

My heart beats so

!

Geert. Hahaha! That's damned good! [Tries

to embrace her.]

Kneir. No—no—not yet—later.

Geert. Not yet?—^Why later?

Kneir. [Reproachfully.] You— what have you
done to make me happy

!

Jo. [Coaxingly.] Never mind that now
Geert. I've got enough in my head now. If you

intend to reproach me?—I shall

Kneir. You shall

Geert. Pack my bundle !

Kneir. And this is his home-coming

!

Geert. Do you expect me to sit on the sinner's

bench? No, thank you.

Kneir. [Anxious; almost crying.] The whole
village talked about you—I couldn't go on an errand
but

Geert. [Curtly.] Let them that talk say it to

my face. I'm no thief or burglar.

Kneir. No, but you raised your hand against

your superior.

Geert. [Fiercely.] I should have twisted m]
fingers in his throat.
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Kneie. Boy—boy
;
you mate us all unhappy.

[Begins to so&.]

Geekt. [Stamping.'] Treated like a beast, then

I get the devil besides. [Grabs his bundle.] I'm in

no mood to stand it. [At the door, hesitates, throws
down his bundle.] Now! [Lower voice.] Don't
cry, Mother—I would rather—^Damn it

!

Jo. Please—^Auntie dear

Kneir. Your father lies somewhere in the sea.

Never would he have looked at you again—^And he
also had a great deal to put up with.

Geekt. I'm glad I'm different—not so submissive

—It's a great honor to let them walk over you!

I have no fish blood in me—Now then, is it to go on

raining?

Kneie. [Embracing him.] If you would only

repent.

Geeet. [Flaring up.] I'd knock the teeth out

of his jaw tomorrow.
Kneir. How did it happen?
Jo. Hey ! Yes—tell us all about it. Come, now,

sit down peaceably.

Geert. I've sat long enough, hahaha!—Let me
walk to get the hang of it. [Lighting his pipe again.]

Bah!
Jo. Stop smoking then, donkey

!

Geeet. Now I'll—But for you it would never

have happened
Jo. [Laughing.] But for me?—that's a good

one!

Geert. I warned you against him.

Jo. Against who—^What are you talking about?

Geert. That cad—Don't you remember dancing

"with him at the tavern van de Rooie ?

Jo. I!—Danced?
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Geert. The night before we sailed.

Jo. With that cross-eyed quartermaster?—I don't

understand a word of it—was it with him?—And
you yourself wanted me to

Geeet. You can't refuse a superior—On board
ship he had stories. I overheard him tell the skipper
that he

Jo. [Angrily. '\ What!
Geert. That he—never mind what—He spoke of

you as if you were any sailor's girl.

Jo. I !—The low down
Geert. When he came into the hold after the dog

watch, I hammered him on the jaw with a marlin
spike. Five minutes later I sat in irons. Kept in

them six days

—

[Sarcastically.] the provost was full;

then two weeks provost; six months solitary; and
suspended from the navy for ten years ; that, damn
me, is the most—I'd chop off my two hands to get

back in ; to be nigger-driven again ; cursed as a beg-

gar again ; ruled as a slave again
Kneir. Geert—Geert—Don't speak such words.

In the Bible it stands written

Geert. [Grimly.] Stands written—If there was
only something written for us

Kneir. Shame on you
Jo. Well, wasn't he in the right?

Kneir. If he had gone politely to the Com-
mander

Geert. Hahaha ! You should have been a sailor,

Mother—Hahaha! Politely? They were too glad

of the chance to clip and shear me. While I was in

the provost they found newspapers in my bag I was
not allowed to read—and pamphlets I was not al-

lowed to read—^that shut the door—otherwise they

would have given me only third class
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Kneib. Newspapers you were not allowed to read!
Then why did you read them?

Gebet. Why—simple soul—Ach !—^when I look at
your submissive face I see no way to tell why—^Why
do men desert?—Why, ten days before this hap-
pened to me, did Peter the stoker eut off his two
fingers ?—Just for a joke ! No, on purpose I I can 't

blame you people—^you knew no better—and I ad-
mired the uniform—But now that I've got some
brains I would like to warn every boy that binds
himself for fourteen years to murder.
Kneir. To murder? Boy, don't say such dread-

ful things—you are excited

Geert. Excited? No—not at all—worn out, in

fact—in Atjeh I fought with the rest—stuck my bay-
onet into the body of a poor devil till the blood
spurted into my eyes—For that they gave me the

Atjeh medal. I have it still in my bundle. Hand
it here. [Jo picks up the bundle; Barend looks on.]

Where is the thing? [Jerks the medal from his

jacket, throws it out of the window.] Away! you
have dangled on my breast long enough!
Kneir. Geert! Geert! Who has made you like

this ! I no longer know you
Geert. Who—who took an innocent boy, that

couldn't count ten, and kidnaped him for fourteen

years? Who drilled and trained him for a dog's

life? Who put him in irons when he defended his

girl? Irons—^you should have seen me walking in

them, groaning like an animal. Near me walked

another animal with irons on his leg, because of an
insolent word to an officer of the watch. Six days

with the damned irons on your claws and no power
to break them. Six days lower than a beast.

Jo. Don't talk about it any more, you are still so

tired
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Geebt. {Wrapped in the grimness of his story.]

Then the provost, that stinking, dark cage
;
your pig

stye is a palace to it. A cage with no windows

—

no air—a cage where you can't stand or lie down.
A cage where your bread and water is flung to you
with a "there, dog, eat!" There was a big storm
in those days,—two sloops were battered to pieces ;

—

when you expected to go to the bottom any mo-
ment. Never again to see anyone belongin' to me

—

neither you—nor you—nor you. To go down in that

dark, stinking hole with no one to talk to—no com-
rade's hand!—No, no, let me talk—it lightens my
chest! Another drop. [Drinks quickly.] From the

provost to the court martial. A fellow has lots to

bring in there. Your mouth shut. Sit up; mouth
shut some more. Gold epaulettes sitting in judg-

ment on the trash God has kicked into the world
to serve, to salute, to

Kneib. Boy—boy
Geebt. Six months—six months in a cell for ref-

ormation. To be reformed by eating food you could

not swallow;—rye bread, barley, pea soup, rats!

Three months I pasted paper bags, and when I saw
the chance I ate the sour paste from hunger. Three
months I sorted peas; you'll not believe it, but may
I never look on the sea again if I lie. At night, over

my gas light, I would cook the peas I could nip in

my slop pail. When the handle became too hot to

hold any longer, I ate them half boiled—to fill my
stomach. That's to reform you—reform you—for

losing your temper and licking a blackguard that

called your girl a vile name, and reading newspapers
you were not allowed to read.

Kneib. [Anxiously.] That was unjust.

Geebt. Unjust! How dare you say it! Fresh
from the sea—in a cell—no wind and no water, and
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no air—one small high window with grating like

a partridge cage. The foul smell and the nights—the

damned nights, when you couldn't sleep. When you
sprang up and walked, like an insane man, back and
forth—back and forth—four nieasured paces. The
nights when you sat and prayed not to go insane

—

and cursed everything, everything, everything!

[Drops his head upon his hands.]

Jo. [After a long pause goes to him and throws

her arms about his neck. Kneirtje weeps, Baeend
stands dazed:] Geert!

Geebt. Now! Don't let us

—

[Forcibly controlling

his tears,] A light! [Smokes.] Now, Mother!
[Goes to the windoiv—says to Baeend.] Lay out

the good things

—

[Draws up the curtain.] I'll be

damned ! if the rooster isn't sitting on the roof again,

ha, ha, ha ! will you believe it ? I would like to sail

at once—two days on the Sea! the Sea! the Sea!

—

and I'm my old self again. What!—^Why is Truus
crying as she walks by? Truus! [Calling.]

Kneir. Ssst!—Don't call after her. The Anna
has just come in without her husband. [A few sad-

looking, low-speaking women walk past the window.]

Poor thing ! Six children

Geert. Is Ari

—

[She nods.] That's damned sad

!

[Drops the wiiidow curtain, stands in somber
thought.]

CURTAIN.



ACT II.

[Same Room. Time—Early Afternoon.]

Jo. [By the table.] Hey!
Maeibtje. [Entering.] They haven't come yet?

Simon. No, they haven't come yet. [Starting

to go.]

Jo. Are you running away again?
Simon. That is to say
Marietje. Good gracious, father, do stay awhile.

Simon. Yes—^I won't go far—I must
Mabietje. You must nothing

Simon. Well, Salamander, am I a child! I must
—I must [Abruptly off.]

Makietje. Stop it if you can. It begins early in

the morning.

Jo. Is he bad again?
Marietje. You should have seen him day before

yesterday—^half the village at his heels. Ach ! Ach

!

When Mother was living he didn't dare. She used
to slap his face for him when he smelled of gin—^just

let me try it.

Jo. [Bursting into a laugh.] You say that as

though—^ha ha ha ! Mees ought to hear that.

Marietje. I never have seen Mees drinking—and
father very seldom formerly. Ah well—I can't put
a cork in his mouth, nor lead him around by a rope.

[Looks through the window.] Gone, of course—to

the Rooie. Horrid old drunkard. How old is

Kneirtje today?
Jo. Sixty-one. Young for her years, isn't she,

eh? Sit down and tell me [Merrily.] when are you
going to be married?

42
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Mabietje. That depends on the length of the voy-
age. You know we would like to marry at once
[Smiles, hesitates.] because—because Well, you
understand. But Mees had to send for his papers
first—that takes two weeks—by that time he is far
out at sea ; now five weeks—five little weeks will pass
quickly enough.

Jo. [Joyfully confidential.] We shall be mar-
ried in December.

Mabietje. That's about the same Are you
two? Now? I told you everything

[Jo shrugs her shoulders and laughs.]

Kneib. [Entering.] Laughing as usual.

Mabietje. [Kissing her.] May you live to be a
hundred

Kneib. God forbid I—a hundred years. I haven't

the money for that ! [Opening a hag.] You may try

one—^you, too—gingerbread nuts—no, not two, you,

with the grab-all fingers! For each of the boys a
half pound gingerbread nuts—and a half pound
chewing tobacco—and a package of cigars. Do you
know what I'm going to give Barend since he has
become so brave—look

Jo. Now—^you should give those to Geert

Kneib. No, I'm so pleased with the lad that he
has made up his mind I want to reward him.

Mabietje. Did you buy them?
Kneib. No, indeed! These are ever so old, they

are earrings. My husband wore them Sundays,

when he was at home.
Mabietje. There are little ships on them—masts
—and sails—I wish I had them for a brooch.

Jo. Why give them to that coward? That's not

right.

Mabietje. You had a time getting him to sign—
Eh!
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Kneir. Yes—^yes. But he was willing to go with

his brother—and now take it home to yourself—

a

hoy that is not strong—not very strong—rejected for

the army, and a boy who heard a lot about his father

and Josef.

Jo. I just can't stand that ! First you curse and
scold at him, and now nothing is too good.

Kneie. Even so, no matter what has been. In

an hour he will be gone, and you must never part in

anger. Have a sweet dram, Marietje. We have
fresh wafers and ginger cakes all laid in for my
birthday—set it all ready, Jo. Saart is coming soon,

and the boys may take a dram, too.

CoBus. [Through the window. Daantje tvith

him.]

A sweet young Miss
And a glass of Anis

—

I shall surely come in for this.

Kneir. Throw your chew away before you come
in.

Cob. Indeed I '11 not ! [Hides it in his red hand-

kerchief.] No—now—you know what I want to say.

Daan. Same here. Same here.

Jo. Idon't need to ask if [Pours the dram.]

Cob. No—no—go ahead—just a little more.

Jo. There !—now it is running over.

Cob. No matter, I shan't spill a drop. [Bends
trembling to the table. Lips to the glass, sucks up
the liquor.] He, he, he

!

Daan. Ginger cake? If you please. [Yawns.]
Marietje. [Imitating his yawn.] Ah! Thanks!
Daan. When you have my years!— ?iardly

slept a wink last night—and no nap this afternoon.

Jo. Creep into the bedstead.
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Cob. That's what he would like to do
Mabietje. Better take a hot bottle, Daan!
Cob. Now, if I had my choice

Kneib. Hold your tongue—Story teller! The
Matron at the Home has to help dress him. And
yet he

Jo. Ha, ha, ha ! Oh, Uncle Cobus

!

Mabietje. Oh! Oh! Hahaha!
Cob. Tja! the Englishman says: **The old man

misses the kisses, and the young man kisses the

misses.** Do you know what that means!
Jo. Yes, that means, *'Woman, take your cat in-

side, its beginning to rain. '
' Hahaha ! Hahaha

!

Saabt. {Through door at left.] Good day! Con-
gratulations everybody

!

Cob. Come in.

Saabt. Good day, Daantje ; day, Cobus ; and day,

Marietje ; and day, Jo. No, I'll not sit down.
Kneib. A dram
Saabt. No, I'll not sit down. My kettle is on the

fire.

Jo. Come now

!

Saabt. No, I 'm not going to do it—^my door is ajar

—and the cat may tip over the oil stove. No, just

give it to me this way—so—so—^many happy returns,

and may your boys— Where are the boys?

Kneib. Geert has gone to say good bye, and
Barend has gone with Mees to take the mattresses

and chests in the yawl. They'll soon be here, for

they must be on board by three o'clock.

Saabt. Hey, this burns my heart out. [Refers to

the anisette.] Were you at Leen's yesterday?

Kneib. No, couldn't go.

Saabt. There was a lot of everything and more
too. The bride was full,—^three glasses '* roses with-
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out thorns,'' two of ''perfect love,'* and surely four

glasses of **love in a mist." Well! Where she

stowed it all I don't know.
Cob. Give me the old fashioned dram, brandy and

syrup—eh! Daantje?
Daantje. [Startled.'] What?
Kneir. He's come here to sleep—^you look as if

yon hadn't been to bed at all.

Cob. In his bed—he, he, he

!

Daan. [Crossly.'] Come, no jokes.

Cob. Hehehe! [Takes out his handkerchief.]

Kneie. No, I say, don't take out your chew.

Saaet. Old snooper!

Cob. Snooper? No, you'd never guess how I got

it. Less than ten minutes ago I met Bos the ship-

owner, and he gave me—he gave me a little white

roll—of—of tissue paper with tobacco inside. What
do you call the things?

Marietjb. Cigarettes.

Cob. Yes, catch me smoking a thing like that in

—

in paper—^that's a chew with a shirt on.

Saart. And you're a crosspatch without a shirt.

No, I'm not going to sit down.
Jo. It's already poured out.

Simon. [Drunk.] Day.
Kneir. Day, Simon—shove in, room for you here.

Simon. [Plumps down hy door at left.] I'll sit

here.

Cob. Have a sweet dram?
Marietje. No.
Simon. [Huskily.] Why no?
Marietje. You've had enough.

Simon. Havel? Salamanders!
Marietje. No, I won 't have it.

Kneir. Did you see Geert?

Simon. [Muttering.] Wh—wh— Geert!
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Cob. Give him just one, for a parting cup.

Mabietje. [Angrily.'] No! No!
Simon. [ThicJdy.] No? I '11 be damned ! [Lights

a nose warmer.]
Kneir. Is there much work in the dry dock,

Simon?
SiMOK. That stands fast.

Saabt. Well—I'm going.

Jo. Hey! How unsociable ! They'll soon be here.

Come sit down
Saaet. No, if I sit down I stay too long. Well

then, half a glass—no—no cookies.

Geebt. [Through door at left.] It looks like all

hands on deck here ! Good day, everybody ! [Point-

ing to Simq-n.] Lazarus! Eh, Simon?
Simon. [Muttering.] TJh—ja

Mabietje. Let him alone.

Geebt. The deuce, but you 're touchy ! We 've got

a quarter of an hour, boys ! Pour out the drinks, Jo.

[Sits between Kneib. and Jo.] Here's to you.

Mother! Prost! Santy, Jo! Santy, Daantje!

Santys

!

Jo. Hahaha! Fallen asleep with a ginger nut in

his hand.

Kneib. Isn't he well?

Cob. No. Sick in the night—afraid to call the

matron ; walked about in his bare feet
;
got chilled.

Geebt. Afraid of the Matron! Are you eating

charity bread?

Cob. It's easy for you to talk, but if you disturb

her, she keeps you in for two weeks.

Geebt. Poor devils—I don't want to live to be

so old.

Jo. Oh, real sweet of you. We're not even mar-

ried yet—and he's a widower already!

Geebt. [Gaily.] There 's many a slip ! Hahaha!
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Shall I give Mm a poke! I don*t need a belaying

pin [Sings.']

"Sailing, sailing, don't wait to be called;

Starboard watch, spring from your bunk

;

Let the man at the wheel go to his rest

;

The rain is good and the wind is down.
It's sailing, it's sailing,

It's sailing for the starboard watch."

[The others join him in heating time on the table

with their fists.]

Hahaha! [General laugh.]

Daan. [Awakes with a start.] You'll do the

same when you're as old as I am.
Geert. Hahaha! I'll never be old. Leaky ships

must sink.

Jo. Now, Geert.

Saabt. Never be old ! You might have said that

a while back when you looked like a wet dish rag.

But now ! Prison life agreed with you, boy

!

Cob. Hehehe ! Now we can make up a song about

you, pasting paper bags—just as Domela—^he he he I

[Sings in a piping voice.]

My newy Geert pastes paper bags,

Hi-ha, ho!
My newy Geert

Saart. Pastes paper bags.

Daan., Jo., Mabietje and Cobus. Hi—^ha—ho

!

Geert. [Laughing.] Go to thunder! You're
making a joke of it

!

Kneir. [Anxiously.] Please don't be so noisy.

It isn't best.

Jo. Oh ! I expected that ! This is your birthday,^

see ! Do take a chair, Saart.

Saart. Chair. I'm blest if I see

Mabietje. I don't mind standing.
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Saart. No—there 's room here. [Squeezes in he-

side CoBus.]

Cob. I '11 be falling off here

!

Marietje. [Standing beside her dazed father.]

Father!
Simon. [Muttering.] They must—they must

—

not—not—that's fast.

Marietje. Come, now!
Geert. Let the man sail his own mast overboard

!

He isn't in the way.
Simon. [With dazed gesture.] You must

—

^you

must
Marietje. [Crossly.] What's the matter now!
Simon. [Mumbling.] The ribs—and—and

[Firmly.] That's fast !

Geert, Jo., Cobus, Daantje and Saart. Ha, ha,

ha ! Ha, ha, ha

!

Mees. [Enters.] Salute

!

Kneir. [Anxiously.] Are you alone? Where's
Barend?

Mees. I don't know.
Kneir. You went together to take the mattresses

and chests

Mees. Eow with the skipper! He's no sailor!

Jo. A row? Has the trouble begun already?

Mees. Can't repeat a word of it—afraid—afraid

—always afraid [To Marietje, who has induced

her father to rise.] Are you coming along?

Jo. No, take a dram before you go. It's Aunt's

birthday.

Mees. You don't say! Now—now—^Kneir, many
happy returns.

Kneir. You have made me anxious.

Jo. [Laughing.] Anxious!
Kneir. Yes, anxious! She's surprised at that.

I've taken an advance from Bos.
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Gbebt. He's signed, hasn't he? Don't worry,

Mother

!

Cob. Perhaps he's saying good-bye to his girl.

[Sound of Jelle's fiddle outside.'] Ta, de, da

!

Saaet. Do sit still—one would think you'd eaten

horse flesh.

Daan. They give us meat! Not even a dead cat

!

Jelle. [Playing the old polka.] If you please!

Gbebt. Come on in, old man!
Jo. Poor old fellow, gets blinder every day.

Jelle. [Playing.] I come regular once a week.
Geebt. Another tune first, Old Man! Not that

damned old polka.

Jo. Yes, play that tune of— of— what do you
call 'em?

Cob. Yes, the one she mentions is fine.

Saaet. You know, Jelle, the one—that one that

goes [Sings.] **I know a song that charms the

heart."
Mees. Say! Give us [Jelle begins the Mar-

seillaise.] That 's better fare. [Sings.] **Alloose

—

vodela—^bedeije—deboe—debie—de boolebie. *
*

Maeietje. Hahaha ! That's the French of a dead
codfish

!

Jo. Hahaha

!

Mees. Laugh all you please! I've laid in a
French port—and say, it was first rate! When I

said pain they gave me bread—and when I said
* * open the port, '

' they opened the door. Great I

Geebt. All Gammon! Begin again, Jelle. Why
the devil! Let's use the Dutch words we've got

for it.

[Jelle begins again. Geebt roars.]

"Arise men, brothers, all united!

Arijse burgers, come join with us

!

Your wrongs, your sorrows be avenged"

—
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Bos. [Who has stood at the open window listen-

ing during the singing, yells angrily.] What's going
on here? [Scared hush over all.] Damn it! It's

high time you were all on board I [Goes off furious.]
Kneir. [After a long pause.] Oh— Oh—how he

scared me—he ! he

!

Jo. What's the matter with him?
Mees. I couldn't think where the voice came

from.

Saabt. How stupid of you to roar like a weaned
pig, when you know Meneer Bos lives only two doors
away.
Marietje. Lord, wasn't he mad.
Cob. Hehehe! You'll never eat a sack of salt

with him.

Kneir. What business had you to sing those low
songs, anyway?

Geert. Well, I'll be damned! Am I in my own
house or not? If he hadn't taken me by surprise!

An old frog like that before your eyes of a sudden.

I'd cleaned out his cupboard! Play on, Jelle!

[Jelle begins again.]

Kneir. Ach, please don 't, Geert. I'm afraid that

if Meneer Bos [Motions to Jelle to stop.]

Geert. This one is afraid to sail, this one of the

Matron of the Old Men's Home, this one of a little

ship owner ! Forbids me in my own house ! Com-
mands me as though I were a servant

!

Saart. Fun is fun, but if you were a ship owner,

you wouldn 't want your sailors singing like socialists

either.

Kneir. When he knows how dependent I am, too.

Geert. [Passionately.] Dependent! Don't be

dependent ! Is it an honor to do his cleaning ! Why
not pay for the privilege! Thank him for letting

you scrub ! Dependent I For mopping the office floor
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and licking his muddy boots you get fifty cents

twice a week and the scraps off their plates.

Jo. Don't get so angry, foolish boy

!

Kneir. Oh, what a row I'll get Saturday!
Geekt. a row, you? Why should he row with

you! If you hadn't all your life allowed this brag-

gart who began with nothing to walk over you and
treat you as a slave, while father and my brothers

lost their lives on the sea making money for him,

you'd give him a scolding and damn his hide for his

insolence in opening his jaw.

Kneik. I— I— God forbid.

Geert. God forbids you to bend your neck. Here
—take it—Jelle. Next year Mother will give you
pennies to play. ''Arise men, brothers, all

unite-e-ed"

Kneir. Please, Geert, please don't. [Lays her

hand on his mouth.]

Jo. Hey! Stop tormenting your old mother on
her birthday. [Jelle holds out his hand.] Here,

you can't stand on one leg.

Cob. Do you want money from me ? It 's all in the

bank. [Pointing to Daan.] He's the man to go to.

Daan. [Crossly, drinking.] Peh! Don't make a
fool of me.

Jelle. Well, thanks to you both. [Off.]

Mees. Will you come along now ?

Geert. I'll wait a few minutes for Barend.
What's your hurry? The boys will come by here any
way.

Saart. Don't you catch on that those two are—

•

A good voyage.

Mees and Marietje. [Shaking hands.] Good
voyage

!

Kneir. Half past two—I'm uneasy.

Saart. Half past two? Have I staid so long—

•

I
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and my door ajar! Good voyage. Good day, Kneir.

Bos. [Brusquely coming through the kitchen
door.} Are you also planning to stay behind?
Geekt. [Gruffly,] Are you speaking to me?
Bos. [Angrily.] Yes, to you. Skipper Hengst

has my orders. Understand?
Geert. [Calmly to the others.] Gone crazy
Bos. [More angry.] The police have been no-

tified.

Geert. [With forced calm.] You and the police

make me tired. [Cobus and Daantjb slink away,
stopping outside to listen at the window.] Are you
out of your head? Who said I wasn't going?
Kneir. Yes, Meneer, he is all ready to go.

Bos. That other boy of yours that Hengst en-

gaged—refuses to go.

Kneir. Oh, good God

!

Bos. [To CoBus and Daan.] Why are you listen-

ing? [They bow in a scared way and hastily go on.]

This looks like a dive—drunkenness and rioting.

Jo. [Excusing.] It's Aunt's birthday.

Geert. [Angrily.] Mother 's birthday or not, we
do as we please here.

Bos. You change your tone or

Geert. My tone? You get out!

Kneir. [Anxious.] Ach—dear Geert— Don't
take offense, Meneer—^he's quick tempered, and in

anger one says

Bos. Things he's no right to say. Dirt is all the

thanks you get for being good to you people.

[Threatening.] If you're not on board in ten min-

utes, I'll send the police for you

!

Geert. You send—what do you take me for, any
way!

Bos. What I take him for—he asks that—dares
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to ask [To Kneirtje.] You'll come to me
again recommending a trouble-maker kicked out by
the Navy.

Geekt. [Moclcing.'] Did you recommend!
Hahaha! You make me laugh! You pay wages
and I do the work. For the rest you can go to hell.

Bos. You're just a big overgrown boy, that's all!

Geert. [^Threatening. } If it wasn't for Mother
—I'd

Kneib. [Throwing her arms about him.l Geert!

Geert ! [A long pause.']

Bos. And this in your house ! Good day. [At the

door.] Kneir, Kneir, consider well what you do—

I

gave you an advance in good faith

Kneir. Ach, yes, Meneer—Ach, yes

Bos. Haven't I always treated you well?

Kkeib. Yes, Meneer—^you and the priest

Bos. One of your sons refuses to go, the other

—

you'll come to a bad end, my little friend.

Geert. Haul in your fore sheet ! On board I'm a

sailor—^I'm the skipper here. Such a topsy turvy!

A ship owner layin' down the law; don't do this and
don't do that! Boring his nose through the window
when you don't sing to suit him.

Bos. For my part, sing, but a sensible sailor ex-

pecting to marry ought to appreciate it when his

employer is looking out for his good. Your father

was a thorough good man. Did he ever threaten his

employer! You young fellows have no respect for

grey hairs.

Geert. Respect for grey hairs ! By thunder, yes

!

for grey hairs that have become grey in want and
misery

Bos. [Shrugging his shoulders.] Your mother's

seen me, as child, standing before the bait trays. I
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also have stood in an East wind that froze your ears,

biting off bait heads
Geebt. That'll do. We don't care for your

stories, Meneer. You have become a rich man, and
a tyrant. Good !—^you are perhaps no worse than the

rest, but don't interfere with me in my own house.

My father was a different sort. We may all become
different, and perhaps my son may live to see the

day when he will come, as I did, twelve years ago,

crying to the office, to ask if there's any news of his

father and his two brothers ! and not find their em-
ployer sitting by his warm fire and his strong box,

drinking grog. He may not be damned for coming
so often to ask the same thing, nor be turned from
the door with snubs and the message, "When there's

anything to tell you'll hear of it."

Bos. [Roughly.] You lie—I never did anything

of the sort.

Geert. I won't soil any more words over it. Only

to let you know I remember. My father's hair was
grey, my mother's hair is grey, Jelle, the poor devil

who can't find a place in the Old Men's Home be-

cause on one occasion in his life he was light-fingered

—Jelle has also grey hairs.

Bos. Fine ! Eeasoning without head or tail. If

you hear him or crooked Jacob, it's the same cuckoo

song. [To Kneir.] Its come out, eh? But now I'll

give another word of advice, my friend, before you

go under sail. You have an old mother, you expect

to marry, good
;
you've been in prison six months—

I

won't talk of that; you have barked out your inso-

lence to me in your own house, but if you attempt any

of this talk on board the Hope you'll find out there

is a muster roll.

Geert. Every year old child knows that.
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Bos. When you've become older—and wiser

—

you'll be ashamed of your insolence—''the ship

owner by his warm stove, and his grog"
Geert. And his strong box -

Bos. [Hotly.] And his cares, you haven't the

wits to understand ! Who feeds you all ?

Geeet. [Forced calmness.] Who hauls the fish

out of the sea ? Who risks his life every hour of the

day? Who doesn't take off his clothes in five or six

weeks? Who walks with hands covered with salt

sores,—^without water to wash face or hands? Who
sleep like beasts two in a bunk? Who leave wives

and mothers behind to beg alms? Twelve head of

us are presently going to sea—^we get twenty-five per

cent of the catch, you seventy-five. We do the work,

you sit safely at home. Your ship is insured, and
we—we can go to the bottom in case of accident—we
are not worth insuring

Kneir. [Soothing.] Geert! Geert! Geert!

Bos. That's an entertaining lad! You should be

a clown in a circus! Twenty-seven per cent isn't

enough for him
Geert. I'll never eat salted codfish from your

generosity ! Our whole share is in '
' profit and loss.

'

'

When luck is with us we each make eight guilders a
week, one guilder a day when we're lucky. One
guilder a day at sea, to prepare salt fish, cod with

livers for the people in the cities—hahaha!—

a

guilder a day—^when you're lucky and don't go to

the bottom. You fellows know what you're about
when you engage us on shares.

[Old and young heads of fishermen appear at the

window.]
A Voice. Are you coming? [Bos is politely

greeted.]
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Geert. I shall soon follow you.

Bos. Good voyage, men ! And say to the skipper

—no, never mind—I'll be there myself {A
pause.'] Twenty-five minutes past two. Now I'll

take two minutes more, blockhead, to rub under your
nose something I tried three times to say, but you
gave me no chance to get in a word. When you lie

in your bunk tonight—as a beast, of course!—try

and think of my risks, by a poor catch—lost nets

and cordage—by damages and lightning in the mast,

by running aground, and God knows what else. The
Jacoba's just had her hatches torn off, the Queen
Wilhelmina half her bulwarks washed away. You
don't count that, for you don't have to pay for it!

Three months ago the Expectation collided with a
steamer. Without a thought of the catch or the nets,

the men sprang overboard, leaving the ship to drift!

Who thought of my interests? You laugh, boy, be-

cause you don't realize what cares I have. On the

Mathilde last week the men smuggled gin and to-

bacco in their mattresses to sell to the English. Now
the ship lies chained. Do you pay the fine?

Geert. Pluck feathers off a frog's back. Hahaha

!

Bos. If you were talking about conditions in Mid-

delharnis or Pernis, you'd have reason for it. My
men don't pay the harbor costs, don't pay for

bait, towing, provisions, barrels, salt. I don't expect

you to pay the loss of the cordage, if a gaff or a boom
breaks. I go into my own pocket for it. I gave your

mother an advance, your brother Barend deserts.

Kneir. No, Meneer, I can't believe that.

Bos. Hengst telephoned me from the harbor, else

I wouldn't have been here to be insulted by your

oldest son, who's disturbing the whole neighborhood

roaring his scandalous songs ! I 'm going to the ship

!
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[Angrily.] If you're not on board on time I'll apply
** Article Sixteen" and fine you twenty-five guilders.

Geert. Yes, why not? I can stand it!

Bos. [Turning to Kneir.] As for you, my wife

doesn't need you at present, you're all a bad lot here.

Kneie. [Anxiously.] Ach, Meneer, it isn't my
fault!

Geert. Must you punish the old woman too ?

Bos. Blame your own sons for that! After this

voyage you can look for another employer, who en-

joys throwing pearls before swine better than I do

!

Geert. And now, get out ! Get out ! [Pushes the

door shut after Bos.]

Kneir. What a birthday ! What a birthday

!

Jo. Don't hang your head so soon, Aunt! Geert

was in the right

Kneir. In the right ! What good does that do?
Geert. You're not running after him?
Kneir. No, to look for Barend. Great God, if he

should desert—^if he deserts—he also goes to prison

—two sons who
Geert. Aren't you going to wish me a good voy-

age—or don't you think that necessary?

Kneir. My head is queer. I'm coming to the

harbor. Yes, I 'm coming
Jo. I'm sorry for her, the poor thing.

Geert. He 's a hound, that fellow

!

Jo. Where's your sou'wester? Hope it isn't mis-

laid. You gave him a talking to, didn't you? It was
drunken Simon that set him going. Now don't look

so solemn. Here it is. [Picks a geranium from a
flower pot.] There! And you keep it on, so. [On
his knee.] And you will think of me every night,

will you? Will you? [Springing up.] What, are

you back so soon?

Kneir. [Enters.] Isn't he in here?
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Geert. He 's in the pocket of my jacket ! Hahaha

!

Knbir. Truus saw him hanging around the house.
AchI Ach! Ach!

Geebt. We're going! Come along with us. If
that coward refuses to go, your sitting at home won't
help a damn.
Kneir. No, no, no.

Jo. Follow after us, then

!

Kneir. [Anxiously. 1 Yes, yes, yes! Don't for-

get your chewing tobacco and your cigars

Geert. [Gaily. 1 If you're too late—I'll never
look at you again

!

[Exeunt Geebt and Jo.l
Bar. [Entering quickly from left.] S-s-s-st!

Kneir. You miserable bad boy

!

Bar. S-ssst

!

Kneir. What sssst! I'll shout the whole village

together if you don't immediately run and follow

Geert and Jo.

Bar. [Panting.] If you can keep Geert from go-

ing—call him back

!

Kneir. Have you gone crazy with fear, you big

coward ?

Bar. [Panting.] The Good Hope is no good, no
good—her ribs are rotten—^the planking is rot-

ten!

Kneir. Don't stand there telling stories to ex-

cuse yourself. After half past two ! March !

Bar. [Almost crying.] If you don't believe me!
Kneir. I won't listen. March! or I'll slap your

face.

Bar. Strike me then ! Strike me then ! Ah, God

!

keep Geert from going! Simon the ship carpenter

warned me.
Kneir. Simon, the ship carpenter—^that drunken

sot who can't speak two words. You are a disgusting
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bad boy. First yon sign, then yon rnn away! Get
np!

Bar. Me—^yon may beat me to death!—bnt I

won't go on an unseaworthy ship!

Kneir. What do you know about it? Hasn't the

ship been lying in the dry docks!

Bar. There was no caulking her any more

—

Simon
Kneir. Shut your mouth with your Simon!

March, take your package of chewing tobacco.

Bar. {Yelling.'] I'm not going—I'm not going.

You don't know—^you didn't see it! The last voyage
she had a foot of water in her hold

!

Kneir. The last voyage? A ship that has just

returned from her fourth voyage to the herring catch

and that has brought fourteen loads! Has it sud-

denly become unseaworthy, because you, you miser-

able coward, are going along?

Bar. \With feverish anxiety.] I looked in the

hold—the barrels were floating. You can see death
that is hiding down there.

Kneir. Bilge water, as in every ship ! The bar-

rels floating ! Tell that to your grandmother, not to

an old sailor's wife. Skipper Hengst is a child, eh!

Isn't Hengst going and Mees and Gerrit and Jacob
and Nellis—your own brother and Truus' little

Peter ? Do you claim to know more than old seamen ?

[Fiercely.] Get up! I'm not going to stand it to

see you taken aboard by the police

Bar. [Crying.] Oh, Mother dear. Mother dear^

don't make me go!

Kneir. Oh, God ; how you have punished me in

my children—my children are driving me to beggary.

I've taken an advance—Bos has refused to give me
any more cleaning to do—and—and [Firmly.]

I
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Well, then, let them come for you—^you'd better be
taken than run away. Oh, oh, that this should hap-
pen in my family

Bae. [Running to the cooking shed.l

Kneir. [Bamng the way.] You'll not get
out

Bar. Let me pass, Mother. I don't know what
I'm doing—I might hurt

Kneir. Now he is brave, against his sixty year
old mother Eaise your hand if you dare I

Bar. [Falls on a chair shaking his head between
his hands.] Oh, oh, oh— If they take me aboard,
you'll never see me again—^you'll never see Geert
asrain*o»

Kneir. The ship is in God's hands. It's tempt-
ing God to rave this way with fear [Friendlier

tone.] Come, a man of your age must not cry like a
child—come ! I wanted to surprise you with Father's

earrings—come

!

Bar. Mother dear—I don't dare—I don't dare

—

I shall drown—hide me—hide me
Kneir. Have you gone insane, boy I If I believed

a word of your talk, would I let Geert go? [Puts a

package in his pocket.] There's a package of to-

bacco, and one of cigars. Now sit still, and I'll put

in your earrings—look

—

[Talking as to a child.]—
real silver—ships on them with sails—sit still, now
—there's one—there's two—walk to the looking

glass

Bar. [Crying.] No—no!

Kneir. Come now, you're making me weak for

nothing—please, dear boy—I do love you and your
brother—^you're all I have on earth. Come now I

Every night I will pray to the good God to bring

you home safely. You must get used to it, then you
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"will become a brave seaman—and—and [Cries.

1

Come now, Barend, Barend ! [Holds the mirror he-

fore him.] Look at your earrings—what?
1st Policeman. [Coming in through door at

left, good-natured manner.] Skipper Hengst has re-

quested the Police If you please, my little man,
we have no time to lose.

Bab. [Screaming.] I won't go! I won't go I The
ship—is rotten

2nd Policeman. [Smiling good naturedly.] Then
you should not have mustered in. Must we use

force? Come now, little man. [Taps him kindly on
the shoulder.]

Bar. Don't touch me I Don't touch me! [Clings

desperately to the bedstead and door jamb.]

2nd Policeman. Must we put on the handcuffs,

boy?
Bab. [Moaning.] Help me. Mother! You'll

never see me again ! I shall drown in the dirty, stink-

ing sea

!

1st Policeman. [Crossly.] Came, oome! Let go
of the door jamb! [Seizes his wrists.]

Bab. [Clinging harder.] No! [Shriehing.] Cut
off my hands ! Oh God, Oh God, Oh God ! [Craivls

up against the wall, beside himself with terror.]

Kneie. [Almost crying.] The boy is afraid

1st Policeman. Then you tell him to let go

!

Kneib. [Sobbing as she seizes Barend 's hands.]

Come now, boy—come now—God will not forsake

you
Bab. [Moaning as he loosens his hold, sobs de-

spairingly.] You'll never see me again, never
again

IsT Policeman. Forward, march

!

[They exeunt, dragging Barend.]
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Kneir. Oh, oh
Tbuus. [With anxious curiosity, at side door.')^

What was the matter, Kneir?

Kneie. [Sobbing.] Barend had to be taken by
the police. Oh, and now I'm ashamed to go walk

through the village, to tell them good bye—^the dis-

grace—the disgrace

CURTAIN.



ACT III.

[Scene: Same as before. Evening. A lighted

lamp—the illuminated chimney gives a red glow. A
rushing wind howls about the house. Jo and
Kneirtje discovered. Kneirtje lying on bed,

dressed, Jo reading to her from prayerbook.]

Jo. And this verse is mighty fine. Are you listen-

ing! [Reads.]

"Mother Mary! in piteoiisness,

To your poor children of the sea,

Reach down your arms in their distress;

With God their intercessor be.

Unto the Heart Divine your prayer
Will make an end to all their care."

[Staring into the bed.] Are you asleep! Aunt!
Are you asleep! [A knock—she tiptoes to cook-shed

door, puts her finger to her lips in warning to Clem-
entine and Kaps, tvho enter.] Softly, Miss.

Clementine. [To Kaps.] Shut the door. What
a tempest! My eyes are full of sand. [jTo Jo.] Is

Kneir in bed

!

Jo. She's lying down awhile in her clothes. She's

not herself yet, feverish and coughing.

Clementine. I've brought her a plate of soup,

and a half dozen eggs. Now then, Kaps ! Kaps

!

Kaps. Yes!
Clementine. On the table. What a bore! DeafI

as a post! What were you reading?

Jo. The '
' Illustrated Catholic. '

'

Clementine. Where did you put the eggs!

Kaps. I understand.

Kneirtje. [From the bedstead.] Is anyone,

there!

64
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Clementine. It's me, Clementine.
Kneirtje. [Rising.] Hasn't the wind gone down

yet?

Clementine. I've brought you some veal soup,
Kneir. It's delicious. Well, Almighty! You've
spilled it all over.

Kaps. I'd like to see you carry a full pan with
the sand blowing in your eyes.

Clementine. Well, its mighty queer. There was
twice as much meat in it.

Kaps. What? Can't hear, with the wind.
Kneirtje. Thank you kindly. Miss.

Clementine. [Counting the eggs.] One, two,

three, four ! The others ?

Kaps. There's five—and— [Looking at his hand,
which drips with egg yolk.]—and
Clementine. Broken, of course

!

Kaps. [Bringing out his handkerchief and purse
covered with egg.] I put them away so carefully.

What destruction ! What a muss

!

Jo. [Laughing.] Make an omelet of it.

Kaps. That's because you pushed against me.
Just look at my keys.

Clementine. [Laughing.] He calls that putting

them away carefully. You'd better go home.
Kaps. [Peevishly.] No, that's not true.

Clementine. [Louder.] You may go ! I can find

the way back alone

!

Kaps. My purse, my handkerchief, my cork screw.

[Crossly.] Goodnight. [Off.]

Clementine. I don't know why Father keeps that

bookkeeper, deaf, and cross. Does it taste good?
Kneirtje. Yes, Miss. You must thank your

mother.

Clementine. Indeed I'll not. Pa and Ma are

obstinate. They haven't forgotten the row with
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your sons yet. Mouth shut, or I'll get a scolding.

May Jo go to the beach with me to look at the seat

The waves have never been so high

!

Jo. Yes, I'll go, Miss.

Kneietje. No, don't leave me alone. Go on the

beach in such a storm ! [Crash outside, she screams.]

Jo. "What was that ?

Clementine. I heard something break. [Enter
.CoBus.]

Cob. God bless me ! That missed me by a hair.

Jo. Are you hurt?

Cob. I got a tap aft that struck the spot. Lucky
my head wasn't there ! The tree beside the pig stye

was broken in two like a pipe stem.

Kneietje. Did it come down on the pig stye!

Cob. I believe it did.

Kneietje. I'm afraid it's fallen in. The wood is

so rotten.

Jo. Ach, no! Aunt always expects the worst.

[Surprised.] Uncle Cobus, how do you come to be|

out, after eight o'clock, in this beastly weather 1

Cob. To fetch the doctor for Daan.
Clementine. Is old Daan sick?

Cob. Tja. Old age. Took to his bed suddenly.

Can't keep anything on his stomach. The beans
and pork gravy he ate

Clementine. Beans and pork gravy for a sick old^

man?
Cob. Tja. The matron broils him a chicken or

beefsteak—Eh? She's even cross because she's got

to beat an egg for his breakfast. This afternoon hej

was delirious, talking of setting out the nets, and!

paying out the buoy line. I sez to the matron "Hisj
time's come." ''Look out or yours '11 come," ses

she. I sez, ''The doctor should be sent for." "Mindl
your own business," sez she, "am I the Matron og
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are you ?
'

' Then I sez,

'

'You 're the matron." " Well
then," sez she. Just now, she sez, ** You'd better
go for the doctor." As if it couldn't a been done
this afternoon. I go to the doctor and the doctor's
out of town. Now I've been to Simon to take me to
town in his dog car.

Jo. Is Simon coming here?
Clementine. If drunken Simon drives, you're

likely to roll off the dyke.

Cob. He isn't drunk tonight.

Jo. Give him a chalk mark for that. Must the
doctor ride in the dog car? Hahaha!

Cob. Why not if he feels like it? Shall I tell you
something? Hey, what a storm! Listen! Listen!
The tiles will soon be coming down,

Jo. Go on, now, tell us the rest.

Cob. What I want to say is, that it's a blessing
for Daantje he's out of his head, 'fraid as he's

always been of death. Afraid!
Jo. So is everyone else, Cobus.
Cob. Every one? That's all in the way you look

at it. If my time should come tomorrow, then, I
think, we must all ! The waters of the sea will not
wash away that fact. God has given, God has taken
away. Now, don't laugh, think! God takes us and
we take the fish. On the fifth day He created the

Sea, great whales and the moving creatures that

abound therein, and said: "Be fruitful," and He
blessed them. That was evening and that was morn-
ing, that was the fifth day. And on the sixth day
He created man and said also: **Be fruitful," and
blessed them. That was again evening and again
morning, that was the sixth day. No, now, don't

laugh. You must think. When I was on the herring

catch, or on the salting voyage, there were times

when I didn't dare use the cleaning knife. Because
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when you shove a herring's head to the left with
your thumb, and you lift out the gullet with the

blade, the creature looks at you with such knowing
eyes, and yet you clean two hundred in an hour. And
when you cut throats out of fourteen hundred cod,

that makes twenty-eight hundred eyes that look at

you! Look! Just look. Ask me how many fish

have I killed? I had few equals in boning and cut-

ting livers. Tja, tja, and how afraid they all were

!

Afraid! They looked up at the clouds as if they

were saying: **How about this now. He blessed

us same as He blessed you?" I say: we take the

fish and God takes us. We must all, the beasts must,

and the men must, and because we all must, none
of us should—now, that's just as if you'd pour a

full barrel into an empty one. I'd be afraid to be
left alone in the empty barrel, with every one else

in the other barrel. No, being afraid is no good;
being afraid is standing on your toes and looking

over the edge.

Kneirtje. Is that a way to talk at night? You
act as if you'd had a dram.

Cob. a dram? No, not a drop! Is that Simon?
Kneirtje. {Listening between the bedsteads.^

Am I right about the pig stye or not? Hear how the

poor animal is going on out there. I'm sure the

wall has fallen in.

Jo. Let me go then. Don't you go outside!

Kneirtje. Ach, don't bother me! [0;^.]

Jo. You pour yourself out a bowl. Uncle Cobus

!

I'll give her a helping hand.

Cob. Take care of the lamp chimney.

Clementine. [At the window.'] Oh! Oh! Oh!
What a gale! [Returning to the table.] Cobus, I'll

thank God when the Good Hope is safely in.

Cob. Tja. No ship is safe tonight. But the
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Hope is an old ship, and old ships are the last to go
down. ;

Clementine. That's what you say.

Cob. No, that's what every old sailor says. Have
a bowl. Miss?
Clementine. [After a silence, staring.^ All the

same, I shall pray God tonight.

Cob. That's real good of you, Miss. But the
Jacoba is out and the Mathilda is out and the Ex-
pectation is out. Why should you pray for one ship?
Clementine. The Good Hope is rotten—so—so

[Stops anxiously.]

Cob. [Drinking coffee.] Who said that?

Clementine. That's what Why—that's

what I thought It just occurred to me.
Cob. No, you are lying now.
Clementine. Oh, you are polite!

Cob, If the Good Hope was rotten, then your
father would

Clementine. Oh, shut your fool mouth, you'll

make Kneir anxious. Quick, Kneir, shut the door,

for the lamp.
Kneirtje. [Entering with Jo.] Good thing we

looked.

Jo. The stye had blown down.
Kneietje. Oh, my poor boys! How scared

Barend will be, and just as they 're homeward bound.

Jo. Coffee, Mother? Aunt! Funny, isn't it, eh?
I keep saying Mother. You take another cup. Miss.

The evening is still so long and so gloomy

—

Yest
[Enter Simon and Marietje, who is crying.]

Simon. Good evening. Salamanders, what a
wind! Stop your damn howling

Kneietje. What's the matter?
Maeietje. When I think of Mees.
Kneietje. Now, now, look at Jo. Her lover is
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also—^be a good seaman's wife. Foolish girl! Don't
be childish. Give her a bowl to cheer her up.

Maeietje. It's going into the sixth week.

Cob. Don't cry before you're hurt! You girls

haven't had any trouble yet! Is the carriage at the

door?
Simon. I 'm damned if I like the trip. If it wasn 't

for Daan
Jo. Here, this will warm you up, Simon.
Simon. [Drinking.

"l
Curse it, that's hot. It's

happened to me before with the dog car, in a tempest
like this. It was for Katrien. She was expecting
every minute. I was upset twice, car and all. And
when the doctor came, Katrien was dead and the

child was dead, but if you ask me, I'd rather sit in

my dog car tonight than to be on the sea.

Kneiktje. Yes ! Yes

!

Jo. Another bowl!
Simon. No, don't let us waste our time. Ready,

Cobus?
Cob. If you'll only be careful! Good night, all!

[Both exit.]

Jo. Jesus! Don't sit around so solemn! Let's

talk, then we won't think of anything.

Maeietje. Last night was stormy, too, and I had
such a bad dream. It was so awful.

Clementine. Foolish girl ! Dreams are not real.

Maeietje. I can't rightly say it was a dream.
There was a rap on the window, once. I lay still.

Again a rap, then I got up. Nothing to be seen.

Nothing. Soon as I lay down there came another

rap, so. [Raps on the table with her knuckles.]

And then I saw Mees, his face was pale, pale as

—

God! Oh, God! and there was nothing. Nothing
but the wind.
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Kneirtje. [In deadly fear.] Eapped three times?
Three times f

Mabietje. Each time—^like that, so [Raps.]
Jo. You stupid, you, to scare the old woman into

a fit with your raps. [A rap. All startled. Enter
Saart and Truus.]

Saart. How scared you all look ! Good evening,
Miss.

Tbuus. May we come in awhile!

Jo. Hey! Thank God you've come.
Saart. Nasty outside ! My ears and neck full of

sand, and it 's cold. Just throw a couple of blocks on
the fire.

Truus. I couldn't stand it at home either, chil-

dren asleep, no one to talk to, and the howling of
the wind. Two mooring posts were washed away.
Kneir. [Darning a sock.] Two mooring posts!

Saart. Talk about something else.

Jo. Yes, I say so too. What's that to us

Milk and sugar? Yes, eh?

Saart. What a question! I take coffee without

sugar

!

Jo. Well, Geert never takes sugar.

Clementine. Your little son was a brave boy,

Truus. I can see him now as he stood waving good-

bye.

Truus. [Knitting.] Yes, that boy's a treasure,

barely twelve. You should have seen him two and
a half months ago. Wlien the Anna came in without

Ari. The child behaved like an angel, just like a

grown man. He would sit up evenings to chat with

me, the child knows more than I do. The lamb, hope
he's not been awfully sea sick.

Saart. [Knitting.] Now, you may not believe

it, but red spectacles keep you from being sea sick.
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Jo. [Mending a flannel garment.] Halialia! Did
you ever try it yourself You're like the doctors,

they let others swallow their doses.

Saart. Many's the night I've slept on board;

when my husband was alive I went along on many a

voyage.

Jo. Should like to have seen you in oil skins.

Clementine. Were you ever married, Saart ?

Saart. Hear, now, the young lady is flattering

me. I'm not so bad looking as that. Miss. Yes, I

was married. Spliced good and fast, too ! He was
a good man. An excellent man. Now and then,

when things didn't go to suit him, without speaking

ill of the dead, I may say, he couldn 't keep his paws
at home; then he'd smash things. I still have a

coffee pot without a handle I keep as a remembrance.
—I wouldn't part with it for a rix dollar.

Clementine. I won't even offer you a guilder!

Hahaha

!

Jo. Say, you're such a funny story teller, tell us
about the Harlemmer oil, Saart.

Saart. Yes, if it hadn't been for Harlemmer oil

I might not have been a widow. I could marry
again

!

Clementine. How odd

!

Jo. You must hear her talk. Come, drink faster

!

Saart. I'm full to the brim! What are you star-

ing at Kneir? That's just the wind. Now, then, my
man was a comical chap. Never was another like

him. I'd bought him a knife in a leather sheath,

paid a good price for it too, and when he'd come back

in five weeks and I'd ask him :
** Jacob, have you lost

your knife?" he'd say, **I don't know about my
knife—^you never gave me a knife." He was that

scatter-brained. But when he'd undress himself for

the first time in five weeks, and pulled off his rubber
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boots, bang, the knife would fall on the floor. He
hadn't felt it in all that time.

Clementine. Didn't take off his rubber boots in

five weeks?
Saart. Then I had to scrub 'im with soap and

soda; he hadn't seen water, and covered with ver-

min.

Clementine. Hey ! Ugh

!

Saabt. Wish I could get a cent a dozen for all the

lice on board; they get them thrown in with their

share of the cargo. Hahaha! Now then, his last

voyage a sheet of water threw him against the bul-

warks just as they pulled the mizzen staysail to lar-

board, and his leg was broke. Then they were in a
fix— The skipper could poultice and cut a corn, but

he couldn't mend a broken leg. Then they wanted
to shove a plank under it, but Jacob wanted Har-
lemmer oil rubbed on his leg. Every day he had
them rub it with Harlemmer oil, and again Harlem-
mer oil, and some more Harlemmer oil. Ach, the

poor thing ! When they came in his leg was a sight.

You shouldn't have asked me to tell it.

Jo. Last time you laughed about it yourself.

Saaet. Now, yes
;
you can 't bring the dead back

to life. And when you think of it, it 's a dirty shame
I can't marry again.

Clementine. Why not? Who prevents you?

Saaut, Who? Those that pieced together the

silly laws ! A year later the Changeable went down
with man and mouse. Then, bless me, you'd sup-

pose, as your husband was dead, for he'd gone along

with his leg and a half, you could marry another

man. No, indeed. First jou must advertise for

him in the newspapers three times, and then if in

three times he don't turn up, you may go and get

a new license.
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Truus. [Monotonously knitting,] I don't think

I'll ever marry again.

Saabt. That's not surprisin' when you've been
married twice already; if you don't know the men
by this time.

Tbuus. I wish I could talk about things the way
you do. No, it's anxiety. With my first it was a
horror ; with my second you know yourselves.

Clementine. Go on, Truus. I could sit up all

night hearing tales of the sea.

Kneiktje. Don't tell stories of suffering and
death

Saabt. Hey ! How fretful you are ! Come, pour
us some more coffee.

Tkuus. [Quietly knitting and speaking in a tone-

less voice.'] Ach, it couldn't have happened here,

Kneir. We lived in Vlardingen then, and I'd been
married a year without any children. No, Pietje

was Ari's child—and he went away on the Magnet.
Yes, it was the Magnet. On the herring catch.

That 's gone up now. And you understand what hap-

pened; else I wouldn't have got acquainted with

Ari and be living next door to you now. The Mag-
net stayed on the sands or some other place. But
I didn't know that then, and so didn't think of it.

Jo. Ssst! Keep still!

Saart. It 's nothing. Only the wind.

Truus. Now in Vlardingen they have a tower and
on the tower a lookout.

Marietje. Same as at Maasslius.

Truus. And this lookout hoists a red ball when
he sees a lugger or a trawler or other boat in the

distance. And when he sees who it is, he lets down
the ball, runs to the ship owner and the families

to warn them; that's to say: the Albert Koster or

the Good Hope is coming. Now mostly he 's no need
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to warn the family. For, as soon as the ball is

hoisted in the tower, the children run in the streets

shouting, I did it, too, as a child: "The ball is up!
The ball is up!'* Then the women run, and wait
below for the lookout to come down, and when it's

their ship they give him pennies.

Clementine. And then
Tkuus. {Staring into the fire.] And—and—the

Magnet with my first husband, didn't I say I'd been
married a year? The Magnet stayed out seven
weeks—with provisions for six—and each time the

children shouted: "The ball is up, Truus! The
ball is up, Truus!" Then I ran like mad to the

tower. No one looked at me. They all knew why
I ran, and when the lookout came down I could have
torn the words out of his mouth. But I would say:
"Have you tidings—^tidings of the Magnet?" Then
he'd say: "No, it's the Maria," or the Alert, or the

Concordia, and then I'd drag myself away slowly,

so slowly, crying and thinking of my husband. My
husband ! And each day, when the children shouted,

I got a shock through my brain, and each day I

stood by the tower, praying that God—but the Mag-
net did not come—did not come. At the last I didn't

dare to go to the tower any more when the ball was
hoisted. No longer dared to stand at the door wait-

ing, if perhaps the lookout himself would bring the

message. That lasted two months—two months

—

and then—well, then I believed it. [Toneless voice.]

The fish are dearly paid for.

Clementine. [After a silence.] And Ari?—
What happened to him?
Teuus. Ari?
Jo. Now, that's so short a time since.

Truus. [Calmly.] Ach, child, I'd love to talk

about it to every one, all day long. When you've
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been left with six children—a good man—^never gave
me a harsh word—never. In two hours he was gone.

A blow from the capstan bar. He never spoke again.

Had it happened six days later they would have
brought him in. We would have buried him here.

The sharks already swam about the ship. They
smell when there's a corpse aboard.

Kneirtje. Yes, that's true, you never see them
otherwise.

Truus. [Resigned^] You'll never marry a fish-

erman, Miss; but it's sad, sad; God, so sad! when
they lash your dear one to a plank, wrapped in a

piece of sail with a stone in it, three times around
the big mast, and then, one, two, three, in God's
name. The fish are dearly paid for. [Sohs softly.']

Jo. [Rising and embracing her.] Now, Truus!
Saart. Pour her out another bowl. [To Ma-

RiETjE.] Are you crying again? She keeps think-

ing of Mees ?

Marietje. No, I wasn't thinking of Mees, I was
thinking of my little brother, who was also drowned.

Jo. [Nervously.] You all seem to enjoy it.

Clementine. Wasn't that on the herring catch?

Marietje. [Going on tvith her knitting.] His
second voyage, a blow from the fore sail, and he
lay overboard. He was rope caster. The skipper

reached him the herring shovel, but it was smooth
and it slipped from his hands. Then Jerusalem, the

mate, held out the broom to him—again he grabbed
hold. The three of them pulled him up; then the

broom gave way, he fell back into the waves, and
for the third time the skipper threw him a line.

God wanted my little brother, the line broke, and the

end went down with him to the bottom of the sea.

Clementine. Frightful! frightful!—Grabbed it

three times, and lost it three times.
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Makietje. As if the child knew what was coming
in the morning, he had lain crying all night. So the
skipper told. Crying for Mother, who was sick.

When the skipper tried to console him, he said: **No,

skipper, even if Mother does get well, I eat my last

herring today." That's what started Father to

drinking.

Clementine. Now, Marietje.

Mabietje. No, truly. Miss, when he came back
from Pieterse's with the money, Toontje's share of

the cargo as rope caster, eighteen guilders and thir-

ty-five cents for five and a half weeks. Then he
simply acted insane, he threw the money on the

ground, then he cursed at—I won't repeat what

—

at everything. And I, how old was I then? Four-
teen. I picked up the money, crying. We needed it.

Mother's sickness and burial had cost a lot. Eight-

een guilders is a heap of money, a big heap.

Jo. Eighteen guilders for your child, eighteen

—

{Listening in alarm to the blasts of the wind.]

Hush! keep still!

Saabt. Nothing, nothing at all! What makes
you so afraid tonight?

Jo. Afraid! I afraid? No, say, Hahaha!
Kneirtje. [Staring straight ahead.] Yes, yes,

if the water could only speak.

Clementine. Come now, you tell a tale of the sea.

You've had so much experience.

Kneirtje. A tale? Ach, Miss, life on the sea is

no tale. Nothing between yourself and eternity but

the thickness of a one-inch plank. It's hard on the

men, and hard on the women. Yesterday I passed

by the garden of the Burgomaster. They sat at

table and ate cod from which the steam was rising,

and the children sat with folded hands saying grace.

Then, thought I, in my ignorance—^if it was wrong.
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may God forgive me—that it wasn't right of the

Burgomaster—not right of him—and not right of

the others. For the wind blew so hard out of the

East, and those fish came out of the same water
in which our dead—how shall I say it?—^in which
our dead—^you understand me. [A pause.] It was
foolish to think such nonsense. It is our living,

and we must not rebel against our living.

Truus. Yes, I know how that is.

Kneietje. [Quietly darning.] My husband was
a fisherman. One out of a thousand. When the

lead was dropped he could tell by the taste of the

sand where they were. Often in the night he'd say

we are on the 56th and on the 56th they'd be. And
what experiences he had sailing! Once he drifted

about two days and nights in a boat with two others.

That was the time they were taking in the net and
a fog came up so thick they couldn't see the buoys,

let alone find the lugger. Two days and nights

without food. Later when the boat went to pieces

—

you should have heard him tell it—^how he and old

Dirk swam to an overturned rowboat ; he climbed on
top. ''I'll never forget that night," said he. Dirk
was too old or tired to get a hold. Then my hus-

band stuck his knife into the boat. Dirk tried to

grasp it as he was sinking, and he clutched in such

a way that three of his fingers hung down. Yesl
yes! It all happened. Then at the risk of his own
life, my husband pulled Dirk up onto the overturned

boat. So the two of them drifted in the night, and
Dirk—old Dirk—from loss of blood or from fear,

went insane. He sat and glared at my husband
with the eyes of a cat. He raved of the devil that

was in him. Of Satan, and the blood, my husband
said, ran all over the boat—the waves were kept
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busy washing it away. Just at dawn Dirk slipped

off, insane as he was. My man was picked up by a
freighter that sailed by. But it was no use, three

years later—that 's twelve years ago now—the Clem-
entine—named after you l3y your father—stranded
on the Doggerbanks with him and my two oldest.

Of what happened to them, I know nothing, nothing

at all. Never a buoy, or^ a hatch, washed ashore.

Nothing more, nothing. You can't realize it at first,

but after so many years one can't recall their faces

any more, and that 's a blessing. For hard it would
be if one remembered. Now, I've told my story.

Every sailor's wife has something like this in her
family, it's not new. Truus is right: *'The fish are

dearly paid for." Are you crying, Miss?
Clementine. [Bursting out.] God ! If any ships

should go down tonight.

Kneirtje. We are all in God 's hands, and God is

great and good.

Jo. [Springing up wildly.] Ships go down!
Ships go down! The one howls. The other cries.

I wish I'd sat alone tonight. [Beating her head

with her fists.] You're all driving me mad, mad,

mad!
Clementine. [Amazed.] Jo, what ails you?

Jo. [Passionately.] Her husband and her little

brother—and my poor uncle—those horrible stories

—instead of cheering us up ! Ask me now for my
story! [Shrieking.] My father was drowned,

drowned, drowned, drowned! There are others

—

all—drowned, drowned !—and—^you are all miserable

wretches—you are! [Violently bangs the door shut

as she runs out.]

Truus. [Anxiously.] I believe she's afraid.

Marietje. Shall I go after her!
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Kneibtje. No, child, she will quiet down by her-

self. Nervous strain of the last two days. Are you
going now, Miss?

Clementine. It has grown late, Kneir, and your
niece—your niece was a little unmannerly. No, I'm
not offended. Who is going to take me home?

Saart. If one goes, we all go. Together we won't
blow away. Good night, Kneir.

Mabietje. [Depressed.^ Good night. Aunt Kneir.
Kneibtje. Thank you again, Miss, for the soup

and eggs.

Truus. Are you coming to drink a bowl with me
tomorrow night ? Please say yes.

Kneibtje. Well, perhaps. Good night, Miss.

Good night, Marietje. Good night, Saart. If you
see Jo send her in at once. [All go out except

Kneibtje. She clears away the cups. A fierce wind
howls, shrieking about the house. She listens

anxiously at the ivindow, shoves her chair close to

the chimney, stares into the fire. Her lips move
in a muttered prayer while she fingers a rosary.

Jo enters, drops into a chair by the window and
nervously unpins her shawl.']

Kneibtje. You'd better go to bed. You are all

unstrung. What an outburst ! And that dear child

that came out in the storm to bring me soup and
eggs.

Jo. [Roughly.'] Your sons are out in the storm
for her and her father.

Kneibtje. And for us.

Jo. And for us. [A silence.] The sea is so

wild.

Kneibtje. Have you been to look?

Jo. [Anxiously.] I couldn't stand against the

wind. Half the guard rail is washed away, the
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pier is under water. {A silence. Kneietje prays.'\

Oh ! Oh ! I 'm dead from those miserable stories

!

Kneibtje. You're not yourself tonight. You
never went on like this when Geert sailed with the

Navy. Go to bed and pray. Prayer is the only

consolation. A sailor's wife must not be weak. In

a month or two it will storm again ; each time again.

And there are many fishermen on the sea besides our

boys. {Her speech sinks into a soft murmur. Her
old fingers handle the rosary.]

Jo. Barend, we almost drove him away! I

taunted him to the last. [Seeing that Kneirtje
prays, she walks to the ivindow wringing her hands,

pulls up the curtain uncertainly, stares through the

window panes. Then she cautiously opens a window
shutter. The wind blows the curtain on high, the

lamp dances, the light puffs out. She swiftly closes

the window.]
Kneirtje. [Angry from fear.] Have you gone

crazy! Keep your paws off that window!
Jo. [Moaning.] Oh! oh! oh!

Kneibtje. [Terrified.] Shut your mouth ! Look
for the matches ! Not so slow ! Quick ! Beside the

soap dish. [A silence.] Have you got them? [Jo

lights the lamp, shivering with fear.] I'm com-

pletely chilled. [To Jo, who crouches sobbing by

the chimney.] Why do you sit there!

Jo. I'm afraid.

Kneibtje. [Anxiously.] You must not be.

Jo. If anything happens—then—then

Kneirtje. Be sensible. Undress yourself.

Jo. No, I shall stay here all night.

Kneirtje. Now, I ask you, how will it be when

you're married? When you are a mother yourself?

Jo. [Passionately.] You don't know what you
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say! You don*t know what you say, Aunt Kneir!
If Geert

—

[Stops, panting.'] I didn't dare tell you.

Kneirtje. Is it between you and Geert? [Jo

sobs loudly.] That was not good of you—^not good
»—to have secrets. Your lover—^your husband—is

my son. [A silence, the wind shrieks.] Don't stare

that way into the fire. Don't cry any more. I shall

not speak any hard words. Even if it was wrong
of you and of him. Come and sit opposite to me,
then together we will

—

[Lays her prayerbook on the

table.]

Jo. [Despairingly.] 1 don't want to pray.

Kneirtje. Don't want to pray?
Jo. [Excitedly.] If anything happens
Kneirtje. [Vehemently.] Nothing will happen

!

Jo. [Wildly.] If anything—anything—anything—^then I'll never pray again, never again. Then
there is no God. No Mother Mary—then there is

nothing—nothing

Kneirtje. [Anxiously.] Don't talk like that.

Jo. What good is a child without a husband I

Kneirtje. How dare you say that?

Jo. [Beating her head on the table.] The wind

!

It drives me mad, mad!
Kneirtje. [Opens the prayerbook, touches Jo's

arm. Jo looks up, sobbing passionately, sees the

prayerbook, shakes her head fiercely. Again wail-

ing, drops to the floor, which she beats with her

hands. Kneirtje 's trembling voice sounds.] Oh
Merciful God ! I trust ! With a firm faith, I trust.

[The wind races with wild lashings about the house.]

CURTAIN.



ACT IV.

[An old-fashioned office. Left, office door, sepa-
rated from the main office by a wooden railing. Be-
tween this door and railing are two benches; an old
cupboard. In the background; three windows with
view of the sunlit sea. In front of the middle win-
dow a standing desk and high stool. Right, writing
table with telephone—a safe, an inside door. On
the walls, notices of wreckage, insurance, maps, etc.

In the center a round iron stove.l

[Kaps, Bos and Mathilde discovered.]

Mathilde. Clemens !

Kaps. [Reading, with pipe in his mouth.] **The
following wreckage, viz. : 2,447 ribs, marked Kusta

;

ten sail sheets, marked *M. S. G.*

Mathilde. Stop a moment, Kaps.
Kaps. **Four deck beams, two spars, five"

Mathilde. [Giving him a tap.] Finish your
reading later.

Kaps. Yes, Mevrouw.
Bos. [Impatiently.] I have no time now.
Mathilde. Then make time. I have written the

circular for the tower bell. Say, ring up the Bur-
gomaster.

Bos. [Ringing impatiently.] Quick! Connect me
with the Burgomaster! Yes! This damn bother

while I'm busy. Up to my ears in

—

[Sweetly.] Are
you there? My little wife asks

Mathilde. If Mevrouw will come to the telephone

about the circular.

Bos. [Irritably.] Yes! yes! "Not so long drawn
— [Sweetly.] If Mevrouw will come to the tele-

phone a moment ? Just so. Burgomaster,—the ladies

83
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—^hahaha! That's a good one. {Curtly.'] Now!
What do you want to say? Cut it short. [To Ma-
THILDE.]

Mathilde. Here, read this circular out loud.

Then it can go to the printers.

Bos. [Angrily.'] That whole sheet! Are you
crazy? Do you think I haven't anything on my
mindf That damned
Mathilde. Keep your temper ! Kaps !-

I

Bos. Go to hell ! [Sweetly.] Yes, Mevrouw. To-
niorrow. My wife? No, she can't come to the tele-

phone herself, she doesn't know how. [Irritably.]

Where is the rag? Hurry up! [Reaches out hand
for paper. Mathilde hands it to him.] My wife

has written the circular for the tower bell. Are you
listening? [Reads.] " Date, postmark, MM. '* WTiat
did you say? You would rather have L. S.? Yes,

yes, quite right. Do you hear? [Reads.] **You
are no doubt acquainted with the new church."

—

She says, "No," the stupid! I am reading, Mev-
rouw, again. "You are no doubt acquainted with
the new church. The church has, as you know, a
high tower; that high tower points upward, and
that is good, that is fortunate, and truly necessary
for many children of our generation"
Mathilde. Read more distinctly.

Bos. [To Mathilde.] Shut your mouth. Par-
don, I was speaking to my bookkeeper. [In tele-

phone.] Yes—^yes—ha, ha, ha

—

[Reads again from
paper.] "But that tower could do something else

that also is good. Yes, and very useful. It can

mark the time for us children of the times. That it

does not do. It stands there since 1882 and has

never answered to the question, 'What time is it?'

That it should do. It was indeed built for it, there

are four places visible for faces; for years in all
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sorts of ways '
'—Did you say anything ? No 1—* * for

years the wish has been expressed by the surround-
ing inhabitants that they might have a clock—^About
three hundred guilders are needed. Who will help?
The Committee, Mevrouw"—^What did you say?
Yes, you know the names, of course. Yes, very
nicely worded? Yes—Yes—^All the ladies of the
Committee naturally sign for the same amount, a
hundred guilders each? Yes—Yes—Very well—My
wife will be at home, Mevrouw. [Rings off angrily.]

Damned nonsense !—a hundred guilders gone to the

devil! What is it to you if there's a clock on the

damn thing or not?

Mathilde. [Turns away.] I'll let you fry in

your own fat.

Bos. She'll be here in her carriage in quarter of

an hour.

Mathilde. Bejour! bejour! If you drank less

grog in the evenings you wouldn't have such a bad
temper in the mornings. Just hand me five guilders.

Bos. No, no ! You took five guilders out of my
purse this morning while I was asleep. I can keep
no
Mathilde. I take a rix dollar! What an infa-

mous lie. Just one guilder ! Bah, what a man, who
counts his money before he goes to bed I

Bos. Bejour! bejour!

Mathilde. Very well, don't give it—Then I can
treat the Burgomaster's wife to a glass of gin pres-

ently—^three jugs of old gin and not a single bottle

of port or sherry! [Bos angrily throws down two
rix dollars.] Say, am I your servant? If it wasn't

for me you wouldn't be throwing rix dollars around

!

—Bah! [Goes off angrily.]

Kaps. [Reading.] Ijmuiden, 24 December—To-

day there were four sloops in the market with 500
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to 800 live and 1,500 to 2,100 dead haddock and
some—^live cod—The live cod brought 7l^—the

dead
Bos. Haven't you anything else to do?
Kaps. The dead haddock brought thirteen and a

half guilders a basket.

Bos. [Knocking on the desk.] I know all thatt

Here, take hold ! Take your book—turn to the credit

page of the Expectation

Kaps. [Looking.] The Jacoba? no, the Queen
Wilhelminaf no, the Mathildel no—the Good hope!—^We can whistle for her. The Expectation!

Bos. What was the gross total!

Kaps. Fourteen hundred and forty-three guild-

ers and forty-seven cents.

Bos. I thought so. How could you be so ungodly
stupid, to deduct four guilders, 88, for the widows
and orphans* fund!
Kaps. Let's see. [Figuring.]—1,443—3 per cent

off—that's 1,400—^that's gross three hundred and 87

guilders—^yes, it should be three guilders, 88, instead

of four, 88.

Bos. [Rising.] If you're going into your dotage,

Jackass ! you can go. Your errors are always on the

wrong side!

Kaps. [With a knowing laugh.] There might be

something to say against that, Meneer—^you didn't

go after me when, when
Bos. Now, that '11 do, that '11 do

!

Kaps. And that was an error with a couple of big

ciphers after it. [Bos goes off impatiently at right.]

Hehehe ! It all depends on what side

[Looks around, sees Bos is gone, pokes up the fire;

fills his pipe from Bos's tobacco jar, carefully steals

a couple of cigars from his box.]

,/ Simon. [Entering.] Is Bos here!
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Kaps. Mynheer Bos, eh?—no.

Simon. Is he out?

Kaps. Can 't you give me the message ?

Simon. I ask you, is he out?
Kaps. Yes.

Simon. No tidings ?

Kaps. No. Has this running back and forth be-

gun again? Meneer said that when he got news,
he

Simon.
Kaps.

lost time,

Simon.
Kaps.
Simon.
Kaps.

It will be nine weeks tomorrow.
The Jacoba came in after fifty-nine days'

You are—You know more than you let on.

Are you loaded already?

Not a drop.

Then it's time—I know more, ehf I*m
holding off the ships by ropes, eh?

Simon. I warned you folks when that ship lay in

the docks. What were the words I spoke then, eh?
Kaps. [Shrugging his shoulders.] All tales on

your part for a glass of gin

!

Simon. You lie. You was there, and the Miss
was there. I says, ''The ship is rotten, that caulk-

ing was damn useless. That a floating coffin like

that"
Kaps. Good ! that's what you said. I don't deny

it. What of it ? Are you so clever that when you're

half drunk
Simon. [Angry.] That's a damned lie!

Kaps. Not drunk then, are you such an authority,

you a shipmaster's assistant, that when you say

''no," and the owner and the Insurance Company
say "yes," my employer must put his ship in the

dry docks?

Simon. Damned rot ! I warned you ! And now,

I say—now, I say—that if Mees, my daughter's be-
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trothed, not to speak of the others, if Mees—there

will be murder.
Kaps. You make me laugh! Go get yourself a

dram and talk sense.

[Enter Marietje.]

Simon. Better have stayed outside. No tidings.

Maeietje. [Softly sobbing.] No tidings.

Simon. Murder will come of it. [Both off.]

Bos. [Enters.] Who's here?

Kaps. Simon and his daughter. Threats! Are
you going out?

Bos. Threats! Is the fellow insane? I'll be
back in ten minutes. Whoever comes must wait.

Kaps. He spoke of

Bos. I don't care to hear! [Off.]

Kaps. [Goes back to his desk; the telephone rings.

He solemnly listens at the receiver.] Can't under-

stand you. I am the bookkeeper. Mynheer will be

back in ten minutes. Ring up again.

[Enter Saart.]

Saart. Good day, my dear.

Kaps. You here again ? What do you want ?

Saart. I want you—Jesus! What a cold wind!
May I warm my hands a moment?
Kaps. Stay on that side of the railing.

Saart. Sweet beast ! You make me tired. Myn-
heer Bos just went round the corner. [Warms her-

self.] No use asking about the Hope. Jesus ! Seven
families. How lucky that outside of the children

there were three unmarried men on board. Nothing
washed ashore anywhere?

Kaps. No, no

!

Saart. Now, don't eat me up.

Kaps. I wish you'd stay behind the railing. What
do you want?

Saart. [Looking in his pocket.] Look out! Or
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you'll break Meneer's cigars. Old thief! [He
smiles.] Kaps, do you want to make a guilder?
Kaps. That depends.
Saart. I'm engaged to Bol, the skipper.

Kaps. I congratulate you!
Saaet. He's lying here, with a load of peat for

the city. Now, how can I marry him ?

Kaps. How can you?
Saaet. I can't; because they don't know if my

husband's dead.

Kaps. The legal limit is

Saaet. I know that much myself.

Kaps. You must summons him, 'pro Deo,' three

times in the papers and if he doesn't come then, and
that he'll not do, for there aren't any more ghosts in

the world, then you can
Saaet. Now, if you'd attend to this little matter,

Bol and I would always be grateful to you.

Kaps. That is lawyer's business. You must go
to the city for that.

Saaet. Gracious, what botheration! When your
common sense tells you I haven 't seen Jacob in three

years and the

[CoBus enters, trembling with agitation.]

Cob. There are tidings! There are tidings!

Kaps. Tidings? What are you telling us?

Cob. [Almost crying.] There must be tidings of

the boys—of—of—the Hope.
Kaps. Nothing! [Friendlier.] Now, there is no

use in your coming to this office day after day. I

haven't any good news to give you, the bad you
already know. Sixty-two days

Cob. The water bailiff received a telegram. Ach,

ach, ach; Meneer Kaps, help us out of this uncer-

tainty. My sister—and my niece—are simply insane

with grief. [Trembling violently.]
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Kaps. On my word of honor. Are you running
away again!

Cob. My niece is sitting alone at home—my sister

is at the Priest's, cleaning house. There must be

something—there must be something.

Kaps. Who made you believe that?

Cob. The water bailiff's clerk said—said—^Ach,

dear God [Off.]

Saart. Perhaps he is right.

Kaps. Everything is possible.

Saaet. Has Meneer Bos any hope?
Kaps. Hope? Nine weeks! that old ship! after

that storm—all things are possible. No, I wouldn't
give a cent for it. Provisions for six weeks. If

they had run into an English harbor, we would have
had tidings.

Clementine. [Enters.] Good day, Saart. Are
there visitors inside, Kaps?
Kaps. [Looking through window.] The Burgo-

master's carriage. Committee meeting for the clock.

A new span. I wish I had their money.
Clementine. [Laying her sketch book on Kaps's

desk.] I saw Cobus go by. Poor thing! How he
has aged. I hardly recognized him. [Opening the

sketch hook.] Look. That's the way he was three

months ago, hale and jolly. You may look, too, Kaps.
Kaps. No, Miss, I haven't the time.

Saart. Daantje's death was a blow to him—^you

always saw them together, always discussing. Now
he hasn't a friend in the "Home"; that makes a
big difference.

Clementine. Do you recognize these?

Saart. Well, that 's Kneir, that 's Barend with the

basket on his back, and that's

—

[The telephone bell

rings. Clementine closes her book.]

Kaps. Meneer is out. They rang once before.
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Clementine. [Listening at telephone.] Yes?

—

Papa isn 't here. How long will he be, Kaps !

Kaps. Two or three minutes.
Clementine. [Startled.] What did you say? A

hatch marked 4:7— and— [Trembling.] — I don't
understand you. [Screams and lets the receiver
fall]

Kaps. What's that? What's that?
Clementine. [Painfully shocked.] I don't dare

listen—Oh, oh!
Kaps. Was that the water bailiff!

Clementine. [Passionately.] Barend washed
ashore. Oh God, now it is. ended

!

Saart. Barend? Barend?
Clementine. A telegram from Nieuwediep. A

hatch—and a corpse

[Enter Bos.]

Bos. What's going on here? Why are you crying?
Kaps. Tidings of the Good Hope.
Bos. Tidings?
Kaps. The water bailiff is on the 'phone.

Bos. The water bailiff?—Step aside—Go along,

you ! What are you gaping at ?

Saart. I—1

—

[Goes timidly off.]

Bos. [Ringing.] Hello! Who is that? The
water bailiff? A telegram from Nieuwediep? North
of the Hook? I don't understand a word! Stop
your howling! a hatch, you say? 47?—^Well, that's

damned— miserable— that! the corpse—advanced
stage of decomposition! Barend—^mustered in as

oldest boy! Eecognized by who? by—oh!—The Ex-
pectation has come into Nieuwediep disabled? And
did Skipper Maatsuiker recognize him? Earrings?
Yes, yes, silver earrings. No, never mind that. So
it isn't necessary to send any one from here for the

identification? Yes, damned sad—yes—^yes—we are
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in God's hand

—

Yes—yes—I no longer liad any
doubts—thank you—yes—I'd like to get the official

report as soon as possible. I will inform the under-
writers, bejour! [Hangs up the receiver.] I'm
simply dead ! twelve men

!

Kaps. Barendl Kneirtje's son? Washed ashore

?

That's—that's a wonder. I never expected to hear
of the ship again. With the Clementine.

Bos. [Angrily.^ Yes — yes — yes — yes — [To
Clementine.] Go inside to your mother! What
stupidity to repeat what you heard in that woman's
presence. It won't be five minutes now till half the

village is here! Don't you understand me? You
sit there, God save me, and take on as if your lover

was aboard
Clementine. Why didn't you listen? [Sohs

softly.]

Bos. Listen

!

Clementine. When Simon, the shipbuilder's as-

sistant

Bos. The fellow was drunk.

Clementine. [Firmly.] He was not!

Bos. He was, too! And if he hadn't been, what
right have you to stick your nose into matters you
don't understand!

Clementine. Dear. God, now I am also guilty

Bos. [Angrily.] Guilty? Guilty! Have the

novels you read gone to your head? Guilty! Are
you possessed, to use those words after such an
accident ?

Clementine. He said that the ship was a floating

coffin. Then I heard you say that in any case it would
be the last voyage for the Hope.

Bos. [Angrily at first.] That damned boarding

school; those damned boarding school fads! Walk
if you like through the village like a fool, sketch-
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ing the first rascal or beggar you meet! But don't

blab out things you can be held to account for. A
floating coffin! Say, rather, a drunken authority

—

The North, of Pieterse, and the Surprise and the

Willem III and the Young John. I can keep on nam-
ing them. Half of the fishing fleet and half the mer-
chant fleet are floating coffins. Did you hear that,

Kaps?
Kaps. [Timidly.] No, Meneer, I don't hear any-

thing.

Bos. If you had asked me: "Father, how is

this?" I would have explained it to you. But you
conceited young people meddle with everything and
more, too! What stronger proof is there than the

yearly inspection of the ships by the underwriters?

Do you suppose that when I presently ring up the

underwriter and say to him, *' Meneer, you can plank

down fourteen hundred guilders"—that he does that

on loose grounds ? You ought to have a face as red

as a buoy in shame for the way you flapped out your

nonsense ! Nonsense, I say ! Nonsense ; that might

take away my good name, if I wasn't so well known.

Clementine. [Sadly.] If I were a ship owner

—

and I heard

Bos. God preserve the fishery from an owner

who makes drawings and cries over pretty vases!

I stand as a father at the head of a hundred homes.

Business is business. When you get sensitive you

go head over heels. What, Kaps? [Kaps makes a

motion that he cannot hear.] Now, go to your

mother. The Burgomaster's wife is making a call.

Kaps. Here is the muster roll. [Reading.] Wil-

lem Hengst, aged thirty-seven, married, four chil-

dren
Bos. Wait a moment till my daughter-

Clementine. I won't speak another word.
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Kaps. {Reading on.l Jacob Zwart, aged thirty-

five years, married, three children. Gerrit Plas,

aged twenty-five years, married, one child. Geert
Vermeer, unmarried, aged twenty-six years. Nellis

Boom, aged thirty-five years, married, seven chil-

dren. Klaas Steen, aged twenty-four years, married.

Solomon Bergen, aged twenty-five years, married,

one child. Mari Stad, aged forty-five years, mar-
ried. Mees, aged nineteen years. Jacob Boom, aged
twenty years. Barend Vermeer, aged nineteen years.

Pietje Stappers, aged twelve years.

Bos. [Cast down.'] Seven homes.
Clementine. Sixteen children.

[Enter Truus and Marietje.]

Truus. [Panting.'] Are there tidings? Tidings

of my little son? ['Wild despair.] Ach, GodI Ach,

God; don't make me unhappy, Meneer!
Bos. I'm sorry, Mrs. Stappers
Marietje. [Shrieking.] It can't be! It can't

be! You lie!—It isn't possible!

Bos. [Gently.] The Burgomaster at Nieuwediep

has telegraphed the water bailiff. Barend Vermeer
was washed ashore. You know what that means^

and a hatch of the 47

Truus. [Loudly.] Oh, Mother Mary, must I

lose that child, too? that lamb of twelve years!

[Wifh a whimpering cry.] Oh, oh, oh, oh! Oh, oh,

oh, oh!—Pietje—Pietje

Marietje. [Bewildered.] Then—Then

—

[Bursts

into a hysterical laugh.] Hahaha!—Hahaha!
Bos. Give her a glass of water.

Marietje. [Striking the glass from Clementine's

hand.] Go away! Go away! [Falling on her

knees, her hands catching hold of the railing gate.]

Let me die!—Let me die, please, dear God, dear

God!

I

I
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Clementine. [Sohhing.l Come Marietje, be
calm; get up.

Truus. On his first voyage. And so brave ; as he
stood there, waving, when the ship

—

[Sohs loudly.^

Bos. It can't be helped, Trnus. It is a visitation.

There hasn't been a storm like that in years. Think
of Hengst with four children, and Jacob and Gerrit
—^And, although it's no consolation, I will hand you
your boy's wages today, if you like. Both of you
go home now and resign yourselves to the inevitable

—take her with you—she seems
Maeietjb. [With trembling sohs.l I don't want

to go home. I want to die, die

Clementine. [Supporting herJ] Cry, Marietje,

cry, poor lamb
[They go off.]

Bos. [Angrily walking hack and forth.] What's
the matter with you? Are you too lazy to put pen to

paper today? You needn't answer! Have you the

Widows' and Orphans' fund at hand! Well!
Kaps. [Shuffling to the safe.] The top drawer

is still locked. [Bos throws him the keys.] Oh,

thank you. [Opens the safe, shuffles back to Bos's

desk with the book.] If you please, Meneer.

Bos. Ninety-five widows, fourteen old sailors and
fishermen.

Kaps. Yes, the fund fell short some time ago.

We will have to put in another appeal.

Mathilde. [Entering.] Clemens, what a misfor-

tune ! The Burgomaster 's wife asks if you will come
in for a moment. She sits there crying.

Bos. No! Crying enough here. No time!

Mathilde. Ach! Ach! Kaps, here is the copy

for the circular. Hurry, do you hear 1

Bos. Talk to her about making a public appeal

for the unfortunates.
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Mathilde. Yes, but, Clemens, isn't that overdo-

ing it, two begging parties?

Bos. I will do it myself, then

—

{Both exit.]

Clementine. [Enters. Softly weeping.] KapsI
Kaps! [Goes to his desk and sits down opposite to

him.] I feel so miserable

Kaps. Very unwise, Miss. Many ships go down.
The Good Hope scarcely counts. I have it here.

Where is it ? where is it ? The statement of Veritas

for October—October alone ; lost, 105 sailing vessels

and 30 steamships—that's a low estimate; fifteen

hundred dead in one month. [Pointing to the sea.]

Yes, when you see it as it appears today, so smooth,

with the floating gulls, you wouldn't believe that it

murders so many people.

[Enter Jo and Cobus.]

Clementine. [To Jo and Cobus, who sit alone in

a dazed way.] Come in, Jo. Jo ! [Jo slowly shakes

her head.]

Cob. [Trembling.] We have just run from
home—for Saart just as I said—^just as I said

[Enter Bos.]

Bos. [To Jo.] Here, sit down. [Shoves a chair \

by the stove.] You stay where you are, Cobus. You
I

have no doubt heard!
Jo. [Sobbing.] About Barend? Yes, but Geert I

It happens so often that they get off in row boats.

Bos. I can't give you that consolation. Not only

was there a hatch, but the corpse was in an extreme

state of dissolution.

Jo. [Anxiously.] Yes! Yes! But if it shouldn 't

be Barend. Who says it was Barend?
Bos. Skipper Maatsuiker of the Expectation^

identified him, and the earrings.

Jo. Maatsuiker? Maatsuiker? And if—he should

i
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be mistaken IVe come to ask you for money,
Meneer, so I can go to the Helder myself.

Bos. Come, that^s foolish!

Jo. [Crying.^ Barend must be buried any way.
Bos. The Burgomaster of Nieuwediep will take

care of that

[Enter Simon.]
Simon. {BrunkJ] I— I— heard [Makes a

strong gesture towards Bos.]

Bos. [Nervous vehemence.] Get out, you drunken
sot!

Simon. [8tammering.'\ I— I— won't murder
you. I— I— have no evil intentions

Bos. [Trembling.'] Send for a policeman, Kaps.
Must that drunken fellow

Simon. [Steadying himself by holding to the

gate.] No—stay where you are—I 'm going—^I— I

—

only wanted to say how nicely it came out—^with

—

with—The Good Hope.
Bos. You get out, immediately!
Simon. Don't come so close to me—never come so

close to a man with a knife No-o-o-o—I have no
bad intentions. I only wanted to say, that I warned
you—when—she lay in the docks.

Bos. You lie, you rascal

!

Simon. Now just for the joke of it—^you ask—ask

—ask your bookkeeper and your daughter—who
were there

Bos. [Vehemently.] That's a lie. You're not

worth an answer, you sot ! I have nothing to do with

you ! My business is with your employer. Did you
understand me, Kaps?

Simon. My employer—doesn't do the caulking

himself. [To Kaps, who has advanced to the gate.]

Didn't I warn him?—wasn't you there?
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Kaps. [Looking anxiously at Bos.] No, I wasn't
there, and even if I was, I didn't hear anything.

Bos. [To Clementine.] And now, you! Did that

drnnl^en sot

Clementine. [Almost crying with anxiety.]

Papa!
Bos. [Threatening.] As my daughter do you

permit [Grimly.] Answer me!
Clementine. [Anxiously.] I don't remember
Simon. That's low—that's low—damned low! I

said, the ship was rotten—rotten

Bos. A drunken man's stories. You're trying to

drag in my bookkeeper and daughter, and you
hear

Cob. Yes, but—yes, but—now I remember
also

Bos. By thunder ! you warned us too, eh ?

Cob. No, no, that would be lying. But your
daughter—^your daughter says now that she hadn't

heard the ship was rotten. And on the second night

of the storm, when she was alone with me at my sis-

ter Kneirtje's, she did say that—that

Clementine. [Trembling,] Did I—say-

CoB. Yes, that you did! That very evening,

These are my own words to you: **Now you are fib-

bing, Miss ; for if your father knew the Good Hope
was rotten"

Jo. [Springing up wildly, speaking with piercing

distinctness.] You, you lie ! You began to cry. You
were afraid ships would be lost. I was there, and
Truus was there, and Oh, you adders

!

Bos. [Banging his desk with his fist.] Adders?
Adders ? You scum ! "Who gives you your feed, year

in, year out? Haven't you decency enough to believe

us instead of that drunken beggar who reels as he

stands there?

i

I
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Jo. {Raving with anger. 1 Believe you? Yon!
She lies and you lie

!

Bos. [Threatening.'] Get out of my office

!

Jo. You had Barend dragged on board by the
police; Geert was too proud to be taken! Thief!
thief! [Overwrought^ hysterical laugh.] No, no,

you needn 't point to your door ! We are going. If

I staid here any longer I would spit in your face

—

spit in your face! [Makes threatening gesture.]

Cob. [Restraining her.] Come—come
Bos. [After a silence.] For your Aunt's sake I

will consider that you are overwrought ; otherwise

—

otherwise The Good Hope was seaworthy, was
seaworthy ! Have I no loss ? Even if the ship was
insured^ And even had the fellow warned me

—

which is a lie, could I, a business man, take the word
of a drunkard who can no longer get a job because

he is unable to handle tools ?

Simon. [Stammering.] I—I told you and him
and her—that a floating coffin like that. That stands

fast!

Jo. [Bursting out.] Oh! oh! Geert and Barend
and Mees and the others ! Oh God, how could you
allow it ! [Sinks on the chair sobbing.] Give me the

money to go to Nieuwediep myself, then I won't

speak of it any more.

Bos. [Vindictively.] No! Not a red cent! A
girl that talks to me as rudely as you did

Jo. [Confused, crying.] I don 't know what I said

—and—and—I don't believe that you—that you

—

that you would be worse than the devil.

Bos. The water-bailiff says that it isn't necessary

to send any one to Nieuwediep.

Jo. [Staggering to the door,] Not necessary!

Not necessary! What will become of me nowT
[CoBus and Simon follow her out.]
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[Bos walks hack and forth. Kaps creeps up on his

stool.]

Bos. [To Clementine.] And you—don't you
ever dare to set foot again in my office.

Clementine. [With a terrified look.] No, never

again. [A long pause.] Father, I ask myself
[Bursts into sobs,] how I can ever again respect you!
Ever again respect myself? [Exits.]

Bos. Crazy ! She would be capable of ruining my
good name—with her boarding-school whims. Who
ever comes now you send away, understand ? Trash I

Rabble ! That whole set are no good ! That damned
drunkard! That fellow that stinks of gin! [Sound

of Jelle's fiddle outside.] That too? [At the win-

dow.] Goon! No, not a cent ! [The music stops.]

I am simply worn out. [Falls into his chair, takes

up Clementine's sketch book; spitefully turns the

leaves; throws it on the floor; stoops, jerks out a
couple of leaves, tears them up. Sits in thought a
moment, then rings the telephone.] Hello ! with Dirk-

sen—Dirksen, I say, the underwriter ! [Waits, look-

ing sombre.] Hello! Are you there, Dirksen? It's

all up with the Good Hope. A hatch with my mark
washed ashore and the body of a sailor. [Changing
to quarrelsome tone.] What do you say? I should

say not ! No question of it ! Sixty-two days ! The
probabilities are too small. [Calmer.] Good! Ij

shall wait for you here at my office. But be quick'

about it ! Yes, fourteen hundred guilders. Bejour.

[Rings off; at the last words Kneirtje has entered.]

Kneirtje. [Absently.] I [She sinks on the^

bench, patiently weeping.]

Bos. [At the safe, without seeing her.] Have yonj

mislaid the policies ? You never put a damn thing inj

its place.
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Kaps. [Pointing from his stool.] The policies are
higher, behind the stocks.

Bos. [Snappishly.] All right, shut your mouth,
now ! [Turning around with the policies in his hand.]

Why don't you knock?
Kneirtje. I wanted to

Bos. [Peevishly.] YouVe come five minutes too

late. That hussy that lives with you has been in here
kicking up such a scandal that I came near telephon-

ing for the police. [Crossly.] Come in. Close the

gate after you.

Kneirtje. [Speaking with difflculty.] Is it true

—is it true that The priest said [Bos nods
with a sombre expression.] Oh, oh [She stares

helplessly, her arms hang limp.]

Bos. I have sympathy for you. I know you as

a respectable woman—and your husband too. But
your children! I'm sorry to have to say it to you
now after such a blow, your children and that niece

of yours have never been any good. [Kneirtje 's

head sinks down.] How many years haven't we had
you around, until your son Geert threatened me with

his fists, mocked my grey hairs, and all but threw me
out of your house—and your other son [Fright-

ened.] Kneirtje! Kneirtje! [Rising.] Kaps!
Water! [Bathing her forehead and wrists.] I'll be

damned ! I '11 be damned

!

Kaps. Shall I call Mevrouw or your daughter!

Bos. No! Stay here! she's coming to. [Kneir.

with long drawn out sobs, sits looking before her with

a dazed stare.]

Kaps. Kneir
Bos. Keep still ! Let her have her cry.

Kneirtje. [In an agonized voice, broken with

sobs.] He didn't want to go! He didn't want to
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go ! And with my own hands I loosened his fingers

from the door post. [Moans softly.]

Bos. [In a muffled voice.] You have no cause to

reproach yourself

Kneirtje. [In the same voice as before.] Before
he went I hung his father's rings in his ears. Like

—

like a lamb to the slaughter

Bos. Come
Kneirtje. [Panting.] And my oldest boy that I

didn't bid good bye '*If you're too late"

—

these were his words—**I'll never look at you
again."—"Never look at you again!"

Bos. [Strongly moved.] Stop! in God's name,
stop !

Kneirtje. Twelve years ago—^when the Clemen-
tine—I sat here as I am now. [Sobs with her face

hetiveen her trembling old hands.]

Bos. Come now, be strong.

[Mathilde enters.]

Mathilde. Clemens! Ach, poor, dear Kneir, I

am so sorry for you. It 's dreadful ! It is frightful

!

Two sons!

Kneirtje. [Staring.] My husband and four

sons

Mathilde. [Consoling.] But don't you worry.

We have written an appeal, the Burgomaster's wife

and I, and it's going to be in all the papers tomorrow.
Here, Kaps [Hands Kaps a sheet of paper
which he places on desk—Bos motions to her to go.]

Let her wait a while, Clemens. [Sweetly.] I have a

couple of cold chops—that will brace her up—and

—

and—let's make up with her. You have no objec-

tions to her coming again to do the cleaning? We
won't forget you, do you hear? Good day, Kneir.

Be brave. [Exits.]

Bos. No, we will not forget you.

I

I
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Kneibtje. Now, my only hope is—my niece's

child.

Bos. [Surprised.] A child!

Kneietje. That misfortune is added. She is with
child by my son [Softly smiling.] Misfortune!
No, that isn 't a misfortune now

Bos. And you sit and tell that? This immorality
under your own roof? Don't you know the rules of

the fund, that no aid can be extended to anyone
leading an immoral life, or whose conduct does not
meet with our approval?

Kneirtje. [Submissive voice.] I leave it to the

gentlemen themselves—to do for me—the gentle-

men
Bos. It will be a tussle with the Committee—the

committee of the fund—^your son had been in prison

and sang revolutionary songs. And your niece

who However, I will do my best. I shall recom-

mend you, but I can't promise anything. There are

seven new families, awaiting aid, sixteen new or-

phans. [Rising and closing the safe.] No, sit awhile

longer. My wife wants to give you something to take

home with you. [Exits.]

Mathilde. [Invisible.] Kaps! Kaps! [The
bookkeeper rises, disappears for a moment, and re-

turns with a dish and an enamelled pan.]

Kaps. [Kindly.] If you will return the dish when
it's convenient, and if you'll come again Saturday,

to do the cleaning. [She stares vacantly. He closes

her nerveless hands about the dish and pan; shuffles

back to his stool. A silence. Kneirtje sits motion-

less, in dazed agony; mumbles—moves her lips—

•

rises with difficulty, stumbles out of the office.]

Kaps. [Taking up sheet of paper from desk.]

Appeal, for the newspapers I [Smiling sardonically,

he comes to the foreground; leaning on Bos's desk, he
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reads.'] "Benevolent Fellow Countrymen: Again
we urge upon your generosity an appeal in behalf of

a number of destitute widows and orphans. The
lugger Good Hope \^As he continues reading.]

CURTAIN.

I



SHAKSPEEE'S DRAMATIC-EOMANCES.

I.

sACBETH" was the latest of Shakspere's
I major tragedies; and only one of the
1 plays he was to write thereafter, the ever
'delightful ''Tempest," is really worthy
of his reputation. His more important
,work was accomplisht, and his ambition

seems to have slackened. It may be that he was
wearying of his incessant labor and that he was
looking forward to his retirement to the leisure of
a country gentleman at Stratford. It may be that

he was a little discouraged by the absence of any
cordial appreciation of the best that he had done,

and of any recognition that this best was in any way
better than his average. It may be that he was
acutely conscious of the changing taste of the play-

going public, which was steadily losing its relish for

idealism and which was displaying already the liking

for the coarser fare that was to stain the stage in

the Restoration. It was an undeniable disadvantage
for any dramatist, and especially for so lofty a
poet-playwright as Shakspere, that the Puritans
had withdrawn altogether from the theater, thus

subtracting from the audience the most serious and
sober element of the English people. The drama is

at its finest and noblest when its appeal is to the

population as a whole and not to any caste or cotery.

The influence of the courtiers on the one side was
unhealthy, and equally unfortunate on the other side

was the influence of the mere mob. For one reason

or another, the playgoing body was deteriorating in

the later years of Shakspere *s life in London; and
in the half dozen pieces he composed at the end of

105
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Ms career we cannot fail to perceive the result of

his keen desire always to give the spectators what
they wanted, even if he also gave them at times more
than they were ready to appreciate.

New men were coming forward as playwrights,

men who belonged to the younger generation, and
who could therefore reflect its likings without effort.

In the twenty years of Shakspere's strenuous pro-

ductivity the writers he had found in possession of

the stage had disappeared. Gone were Marlowe
and Lyly, Greene and Peele and Kyd ; Ben Jonson
had shouldered his way forward; Beaumont and
Fletcher had begun the series of pieces which
Fletcher was to continue with other collaborators

after Beaumont had retired from active work. In

the half dozen of Beaumont and Fletcher's plays

produced by Shakspere's own company, the two
young partners had elaborated a new type of play

—the type which has been called the dramatic-ro-

mance. The germ of the dramatic-romance may be
found in Shakspere's own romantic-comedies and
also in his somber tragi-comedies, in which situa-

tions of a tragic possibility are given a happy end-

ing. As Professor Bradley has asserted, the story

of these Elizabethan plays *'was intended to be

strange and wonderful '

'
; these plays were designed

as ''tales of romance dramatized, and they were
meant in part to satisfy the same love of wonder to

which the romance appealed."

But Beaumont and Fletcher went far beyond
Shakspere in their search for the romantic. Their

pieces take place in a realm of unreality, where the

unexpected always happens, and where the expected

rarely comes to pass. Characters are transformed
in the twinkling of an eye ; they change color while

we are watching them; they do instantly the very
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thing they have declared that they would never do.
Consistency is constantly sacrificed to immediate
effect. Striking situations are obtained only by
ignoring the elementary facts of human nature ; and
these striking situations are heaped up lavishly and
tumultuously until the spectator is left breathless
from the effort to keep abreast of the playwright.
Everything is sudden and startling; motives flame
up and die down in the course of a single scene;
there is no attempt at plausibilty—still less is there
any pretence of probability. Indeed, the authors
seem to prefer the improbable as the more surpriz-

ing and therefore as the more effective on the stage,

where strangeness was attractive in itself. Situa-

tions and characters alike are intensified, exagger-
ated, carried to extremes, without regard to verisi-

militude or propriety.

Professor Thorndike has acutely analyzed the

dramaturgic method of Beaumont and Fletcher as

displayed in their earlier dramatic-romance. *
' They

sought to present a series of situations each of which
should be interesting of itself and should contrast

with its neighbors, and all of which should combine
sufficiently to lead up to a startlingly theatrical cli-

max. There is nothing epical about their construc-

tion; it is not truly dramatic like that of Shak-

spere's tragedies, where the action is in part devel-

oped from character.*' They tried to contrast as

many varying emotions as possible. "They never

strove to keep on one emotional key; they sought

for an emotional medley.'* In other words, they

were deliberately sacrificing the truly dramatic to

the merely theatric ; and by so doing they succeeded

in pleasing the more degenerate taste of Jacobean

playgoers.

''Philaster" is perhaps the most typical of these
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dramatic-romances
;
yet there is a certain uniformity

of plot in most of them. "A story of pure, senti-

mental love is always given great prominence," so

Professor Thorndike has pointed out; ''and this is

always contrasted with a story of gross sensual pas-

sion. The complications arising from this favorite

contrast of love and lust give an opportunity for all

kinds of incidents, involving jealousy, treachery, in-

trigue, adultery and murder. Each play has its

idyllic scene, in which the pure and love-lorn maiden
plays her part, and each play abounds in broils and
attempted seductions and assassinations. "While all

this commotion is being aroused in the passions of

individuals, thrones are tottering and revolutions

brewing." And incidentally purely spectacular fea-

tures are introduced now and again, especially

dances, borrowed from the court-masques.

To this type of dramatic-romance, invented by
Beaumont and Fletcher, belong the last three pieces

which Shakspere composed without the assistance

of any collaborator. Two of them, *
' Cjrmbeline

"

and **A Winter's Tale," fall completely within the

definition of the type; and the third, ''The Tem-
pest," while it conforms less strictly, contains not

a few of the essential elements of the dramatic-ro-

mance. We need not wonder that Shakspere was
willing to take over a type of play developt by
younger authors, who were his friends, who were
writing for the company to which he belonged, and
with one of whom he was soon to collaborate. He
had never sought for originality of form; he had
willingly accepted the framework of the chronicle-

play from Marlowe and the formula of the tragedy-

of-blood from Kyd. He had used the pattern of

Lyly in one early comedy, and he had borrowed the

method of Greene for another. He was singularly

<
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susceptible to the prevailing influences of the play-

house; and it was natural enough that he should

avail himself of the new type the theatrical effective-

ness of which must have been immediately evident

to him as an actual actor in the plays of Beaumont
and Fletcher.

It may seem at first a little surprizing that an
elder playwright should thus be willing to avail him-
self of the labor of younger and less important poets.

But there is no difficulty in showing that there are

not a few precedents for this in the history of the

drama. In the later tragedies of Aeschylus, for ex-

ample, we can easily discover the willingness of the

older poet to profit by the dramatic improvements
due to the younger Sophocles ; and it is not difficult

to detect in certain of the final tragedies of Corneille,

in his "Surena" more especially, the influence of

Racine, and a willingness on the part of the aging

dramatist to adopt the devices which had captivated

the spectators of the "Iphigenie** of his youthful

rival.

n.

Of the three dramatic-romances that Shakspcre

composed in imitation of Beaumont and Fletcher,

"Cymbeline'Vis the one which most emphatically

conforms to the type as this had been workt out by

the younger playwrights. It has the merits and the

demerits inherent in the formula. It contains a

laboriously complicated story abounding in sur-

prizes and barren of reality. It is as artificial as

the **Philaster'* of Beaumont and Fletcher, which

indeed seems to have served as its immediate pat-

tern. It proves that Shakspere could be on occasion

quite as ingeniously clever as the youthful collab-

orators whom he was emulating. It lacks the large-
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ness of his great tragedies and tlie charm of his ro-

mantic-comedies. It contains no character—with

the single exception of its lovely heroine, Imogen

—

who has won a place in the gallery of Shakspere's

vital figures. Whatever its success when it was orig-

inally performed, it has been unable to keep itself

on the stage, where it is seen now only at rare

intervals, and only because some actress of authority

wishes to adventure herself in the alluring part of

Imogen.
Of course, the play is Shakspere's, after all is

said; and there are many passages that only Shak-

spere could have written. When he composed this

piece he was at his full maturity as a poet ; and his

wisdom also had ripened to enrich the dialog of this

arbitrary tale. There is no falling off here on the

part of the poet or of the philosopher, even if there

is a sad decline in the psychologist and the play-

wright. It is astounding that after the ample crea-

tion of character which compels our admiration in

the great tragedies he should have been satisfied

with the summary, perfunctory outlining in the pri-

mary colors which we discover in the persons who
carry on this dramatic-romance. Here he is vying
with the inventors of the type, and he outdoes them
in reckless disregard of plausibility and of probabil-

ity. The characters have no independent life; they

are the slaves of the situation. What they say and
what they do is not what they would say or do of

their own volition ; it is only what they have to say

and do to make the plot work and to bring about the

surprize.

And the decline in dramaturgic dexterity is

equally evident. The play is full of feeble devices

and of clumsy makeshifts of a simplicity which
Shakspere had long outgrown and which he had dis-
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carded in his nobler plays, both tragic and comic.

The exposition is pitifully ineffective when compared
with the superb openings of ''Eomeo and Juliet"

and '

' Hamlet,"of * Othello"and * * Macbeth. '
' Shak-

spere sends on two gentleman that one of them may
tell the audience what the other can hardly fail to

know already. In like manner Belario has a long

soliloquy, wholly without excuse, and delivered solely

to inform the spectators who he is himself and who
are the two young men who think themselves his

sons. The last dying speech and confession of the

Queen is absurdly out of nature ; and it is reported

to us only to clear the way for the quick sequence

of marvellous discoveries and recognitions which
tumble over each other in the final scene. The whole
plot has been articulated to lead up to these discov-

eries and recognitions, which come one after another

with impossible rapidity, each quick on the heels of

its predecessor. But, despite all the care and trou-

ble which has been spent on this arbitrary construc-

tion, the resulting scene is quite ineffective in the

acting, for the plain reason that the discoveries and
recognitions are astonishing only to the characters

in the story, since they reveal nothing which the

spectators do not know. There is no element of ex-

pectancy or of suspense in the protracted series of

situations. The audience has long forseen how the

play would end—indeed, how it had to end—and

there is too little interest in any of the characters,

excepting always Imogen, too little reality in the tale

itself, to make the spectators care how the persons

in the play will take the strange news which is told

to them by character after character.

In fact, most modern playgoers would be inclined

to echo Matthew Arnold's remark after he had at-

tended a performance of *

' Cymbeline. " He ad-
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mitted the charm of Imogen, of course ; but he found
the play itself *'such an odd, broken-backt sort of

thing; it could not have happened anywhere, you
know." The very skill with which Shakspere ad-

justed his story to the contemporary (and therefore

temporary) taste of the Jacobean audiences whom
Beaumont and Fletcher had accustomed to a fantas-

tic impossibility of this kind has recoiled on him and
made the piece repugnant to us nowadays. Espe-
cially repulsive to us is the very center of the story,

the monstrous wager which the husband makes with

a casual stranger about his wife 's chastity. Such an
outrageous bet was all very well in the source where
Shakspere found it ; and it might have been possible

enough in the Eenascence Italy of Boccaccio. But
its abhorrent grossness is inconceivable under the

circumstances in which Shakspere presents it. There
is an almost equal lack of truth in the interview be-

tween the would-be seducer and Imogen. Coming
with a letter of introduction from her husband,
lachimo proceeds at once to take away the character

of Posthumous and to make love to Imogen. The
psychology of the seducer is so summary here that

it may fairly be called childish.

Even Imogen herself, who has found favor in the

eyes of many dissatisfied with the play itself, is less

subtly and less ingeniously presented than her sister

in the earlier romantic-comedies. Swinburne has

called her **the woman best beloved in all the world

of song"; and yet in what she actually does before

our eyes she is far inferior in vibrating femininity

to Juliet and to Viola, and to their bevy of beautiful

sisters. She does and she says little more than what
she is commanded to say and to do by the circum-

stances of the story of which she is the heroine. She

is painted for us, and her character is delineated,

I
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largely by what the other characters say about her,
and only a little by what she says herself. Imogen
is described rather than self-revealed, whereas Viola
and Juliet are self-revealed rather than described.
Viola and Juliet need no eulogy from the other
characters and no commentary; they are what they
are; and we know them by their own words and
deeds. Here again Shakspere is obeying his pat-

tern ; he is surrendering his own sounder method of
portraiture for the unsound method brought into

fashion by Beaumont and Fletcher.

III.

In its external trappings the "Winter's Tale" ad-

heres closely to the formula of the dramatic-romance.
It is even more **broken-backt" than *'Cymbeline,"
since there is a gap of sixteen years between the

third act and the fourth. It has the same lack of

emotional unity, and it displays the same effort to

accumulate disparate emotions and to mingle scenes

of jealous rage with scenes of idyllic lovemaking.

There is an even more obvious endeavor to relieve

the action with extraneous spectacular effects—the

bear which chases Antigonus off the stage, the gro-

tesque dance of the twelve satyrs, the more graceful

revels of the shepherds and shepherdesses, and
finally the picturesque bringing to life of the statue

of Hermione—all deliberately designed to gratify

the craving for pictorial novelty which had become
a markt characteristic of Jacobean audiences. And
in the final scene there is again a series of discov-

eries and recognitions; but in the ** Winter's Tale**

they are more effective than in **Cymbeline," as

well as less artificially brought about. At least one

of them is still effective in the theater, the retura
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to life of Hermione ; since Shakspere has carefully

kept the audience in ignorance of her survival, there

is a shock of surprise when the seeming statue starts

to life and steps down from the pedestal. This
clever effect gives to the final episode of the "Win-
ter's Tale'* a vitality which has now departed
wholly from the final episode of * * Cymbeline.

"

The story is quite as abnormal and as far-fecht,

but it has nothing as inacceptable as the hideous

wager of Posthumous. The hot jealousy of Leontes

is as impossible as anything in the preceding play;

and it is matcht in violence by the brutal attitude

of Polixenes to his son. Yet on the whole the **Win-
ter's Tale" is a far better piece of work than *'Cym-
beline." It has the full flavor of the dramatic-ro-

mance, yet its story is not so artificially involved.

Its plot is simpler and clearer in the performance,

and more appealing, in spite of the arbitrariness of

the motiveless jealousy which is the mainspring of

the machinery. It is freer in its composition and
less obviously copied from the model set by Beau-
mont and Fletcher. One might even venture the

suggestion that Shakspere has mastered the formula
of the dramatic-romance and that he feels at liberty

now to employ it in his own fashion. One evidence

in support of this is the fact that certain of the char-

acters exist apart from the situations, and have an
independent life of their own, like the major char-

acters in Shakspere 's greater plays. It is true that

Leontes and Polixenes are only what the plot per-

mits them to be, and that even Hermione is not truly

consistent. Her noble eloquence in the trial scene

does not proceed from the mouth of the same woman
whose witty banter has enlivened the opening epi-

sodes. Frankly unfeminine is the forgiveness of

her husband without one word of reproach, altho
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his atrocious conduct has caused the death of her
only son, the supposed death also of her only daugh-
ter and her own seclusion for sixteen years.

But not a few of the other characters in the **Win-
ter's Tale'' have a vitality and a veracity lacking

to the persons who carry on the plot of "Cymbe-
line." Paulina is alive and human and womanly,
both in her devotion to her royal mistress and in her
frank scolding of her royal master. She plays her
part urged by her own individuality, and she is not
the mere creature of the story, a puppet pulled to

and fro by the playwright to compel the forward
movement of the plot. And that friendly rascal,

Autolycus, is a truly comic character, as rich in

humor as Bottom or Dogberry (and probably written

to be acted by the same performer). He is an un-

scrupulous creature, closely akin to certain of the

intriguing knaves of Moliere. He is a gay thief, with

a light heart as well as a light hand. He is a wily

rogue, with a sense of humor ; and all the scenes in

which he appears ring true. The second low comedy
part, the old shepherd's son, is inferior only to Auto-
lycus; altho in the folio he is called frankly the

clown, he is not a mere jack-pudding, like the two
Dromios and like other of Shakspere 's earlier comic
characters. He is not provided with the ready-made
jibes and jests as good in the mouth of one low-

comedian as in that of another. He is not merely

a part, but a character.

Then, above all, there is unstrained romance in the

young lovers who captivate us in the last two acts.

Florizel is the king's son who loves the shepherd's

daughter and who holds the world well lost so that

she is his. Perdita is the eternal maid, giving her-

self at once and wholly to the youth who woes her,

knowing little about him, except that he loves her
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and that she loves him, and caring less. The spec-

tators are aware that she is of royal birth, and there-

fore a proper bride for her princely wooer; and
therefore the audience follow the course of true love

when it fails to run smooth, sure that it runs deep
and certain that it will run into the haven of happi-

ness. There is the perennial charm of a spring idyl

in this meeting and mating of Florizel and Perdita.

Shakspere may have introduced them in accord with
his pattern, to follow the practice of Beaumont and
Fletcher in mingling the gentler emotions with the

more violent and volcanic. But whatever his motive,

his imagination kindled when he came to compose
these scenes, and he makes the young couple exam-
ples of young love triumphant over obstacles.

Florizel may be only what he has to be, an ardent

lover, reckless of all but his love, but Perdita is more
than the story requires. She is one of Shakspere 's

most enchanting heroines. She may be belauded

by other characters in the play and her beauty may
be praised by all who gaze upon it. But she is not

dependent for her charm upon any eulogy from
others, as Imogen is. She speaks for herself ; she is

what she is; we know her by her own words and
deeds. She is a vision of joy steeped in poetry, a
creature of the springtime of life, an ideal of inef-

fable maidenhood, "standing with reluctant feet,

where the brook and river meet. '
' Her vocabulary,

her delicacy of speech, her delicacy of sentiment,

may be out of keeping in a girl who has been brought
up as a shepherd's daughter. But the spectators

know her for a king's daughter ; and the poetry that

falls from her lovely lips is so exquisite that we are

prompt to suppress all cavil. Less amply developt

than Rosalind or Viola, Perdita is no less true to

the eternal womanly. She shares their grace and
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their charm; and the scenes in which she appears,

even if more carelessly composed, are worthy of com-
parison with the scenes in which Rosalind and Viola
take part. They are all three creatures of fancy;

and the last of them proves that Shakspere's hand
had lost nothing of its cunning in the years that had
lapsed between. That she falls from grace once in

the course of the play, and is ready to desert her
supposed father in callous unconcern at the moment
when his life is threatened—this is only what one
must expect in a dramatic-romance. She is lucky

that she is compelled only once to lapse from the

standard of conduct which our sterner taste imposes
even upon the most romantic heroine. Excepting
at this single moment only she discloses herself as a
younger cousin of Viola and Rosalind and as the

elder sister of Miranda.

IV.

The ** Tempest" is believed to be the last play

that Shakspere wrote; and it is certainly the latest

of his three dramatic-romances. A dramatic-romance

it is in its atmosphere and in the conduct of its plot

;

but here Shakspere utilizes the framework of that

type to achieve a beauty all his own. Externally in

the artificial structure of its story it may be only a
dramatic-romance, but internally it is the most en-

chanting of fairy-tales. Where "Cymbeline" and a

** Winter's Tale" affront our common sense at every

moment, the ** Tempest" wins instant acceptance,

since its fantastic misadventures are due to the

actions of a magician, and of his attendant spirit,

and are thereby furnisht with a logical cause. Here
we have added evidence of the truth of Aristotle's

assertion that probable impossibilities are more ac-
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ceptable than improbable possibilities. The play is

what the French call a feerie, a threatrical type of

which the latest poetic example is the *
' Blue Bird. '

'

it has the simplicity, the naivety, the child's point

of view, with its easy welcome for the marvels of

magic. Shakspere is again drawing upon folklore

and in the "Tempest" he utilizes effects already

approved in a " Midsummer Night 's Dream. '
' Ariel

is own brother to Puck, the Ariel whom Prospero
released from his long imprisonment in a pine tree.

Ariel attires himself as a watery nymph to go invis-

ible, and Prospero 's weird powers can be exercised

only when he dons his conjuring mantle. These out-

ward and visible signs are helpful to the spectators,

whose taste in sorcery was as primitive as when
Marlowe had made Doctor Faustus perform his mar-
vels and when Greene had displayed Friar Bacon
as a conjurer of equally restricted imagination. The
wonders workt by Prospero *s art are obvious enough
and therefore the better fitted to the understanding
of the Jacobean audience.

Miranda is the true heroine of a fairy-tale and
Ferdinand is the true prince who comes to woo her

in the enchanted isle. The parts were plainly pre-

pared for the performers who had undertaken Per-

dita and Florizel. But Shakspere is now far more
interested in his work. His writing is spontaneous,

even if his plotting is still a little labored. He creates

characters with his old gusto and with all his old

understanding of human nature. It is true that

there is a usurping brother of the rightful ruler, a

figure of little more validity than his predecessor in

**As You Like It,** and also that one moment An-
tonio proposes to murder Alonzo and at another

Caliban proposes to murder Prospero, because even

a fairy-tale, if it is also a dramatic-romance, must
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be stiffened by the danger of death, altho the spec-

tators always know the play to be a comedy and
therefore refuse to take these tragic perils seriously.

Most of the characters have more veracity than
those of a ** Winter's Tale," as that in its turn
in this respect excelled **Cymbeline*'; they are
more recognizable human beings; they are created

with not a little of the freshness and energy
of portraiture that ravishes our admiration in the

great tragedies and the great comedies. The comic
group especially, Stephano and Trinculo, are humor-
ously realized, and they are not mere clowns with
their mouths stuft with ready-made verbal witti-

cisms. Above all is Caliban, the misbegotten son of a
witch, one of Shakspere's most powerful creations,

half-human and half-beast, an amazing projection of

man's lower nature, at once amusing in his sim-

plicity and appalling in his significance.

Altho it is always dangerous to discover the dram-
atist in any of his characters, there is a strong

temptation to perceive in Prosper© something of

Shakspere himself, of his detached wisdom in his

declining years, just as we thought we caught a hint

of him earlier in the hot ardor of young Komeo and
in the questioning philosophy of Hamlet in his manly
maturity. And Shakspere has here given us an
added proof of his belief that women are swift to

fall in love at first sight and frank in making ad-

vances to the lover thus distinguisht. Miranda is

as void of coquetry as Juliet or Rosalind or Viola,

and as innocent in confessing her state of heart.

She has scarcely seen Ferdinand before she accepts

him as her destined mate:
"My affections

Are most humble. I have no ambition

To see a goodlier man.'*
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She is compounded of purity and grace and charm

;

and it is no wonder that Ferdinand is taken captive

by her instantly. She is the sleeping beauty of the

fairy-tale, in an enchanted island rather than an en-

chanted castle, and he is the prince who comes to

wake her to life with a kiss. We have never a doubt
that they will live happy ever after, as all the loving

young couples are wont to do in all other fairy-tales.

Shakspere composes his play in full accord with
the requirements of the dramatic-romance, not only

in the idyllic love-scenes and in the moving accidents

of flood and field, but also in the abundance of purely

spectacular elements taken over bodily from the

court masques and yet here justified by the at-

mosphere of fairy land in which the whole story of

the "Tempest" is adroitly involved. There is the

magical banquet brought in by strange shapes dan-

cing with salutations : and the dishes of this repast

disappear with ''a quaint device" whereupon the

strange shapes dance again with mocks and mows.
There is the very masque-like interlude of the three

goddesses, Iris and descending Juno, and Ceres.

There is the dance of the nymphs and reapers, to

match the revels of the sheperds and sheperdesses

in the preceding play but not here quite so logically

related to the situation. There is the noise of

hunters followed by the pack of dogs and hounds
which chase the distracted and befuddled Trinculo

and Stephano and Caliban. There is at the end the

magic circle into which Prospero conjures his ene-

mies and all the rest of the ship's crew, so that thisi

play may also have its proper series of discoveries

and recognitions.

The structure of the comedy as a whole is a little

straggling, tho its movement is fairly straightfor-

ward and tho its several contrasting groups are kept
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fairly well in hand. Its action is not in the least

broken-baekt like those of "Cymbeline" and a
*' Winter's Tale." The opening scene of the ship-

wreck is picturesque, and altho it is difficult of pre-

sentation on our modern picture-frame stage with
its clutter of realistic accessories, it was easy enough
to indicate sufficiently on the Jacobean platform-stage
which made no pretence to the reproduction of

reality. It is picturesque in itself and it strikes the

keynote of the strange tale that is to follow. Imme-
diately after it comes the scene in which Prosper©
expounds the situation to Miranda. Prospero's ex-

planation is for the benefit of the audience, of course,

and it is a simple enough form of exposition ; but it

is not out of nature, since Prospero had to tell

Miranda sooner or later, and he had reason for

postponing his narrative until it was necessary.

And what Prospero tells Miranda arouses in the

audience the interest of expectancy, since the spec-

tators have seen the shipwreck and are ready for the

arrival of the passengers and to see what will happen
when the usurper lands on the isle of mystery.

One remarkable peculiarity of the ** Tempest"
remains to be discust. The supersubtle Italian

critics of the Eenascence had evolved, in part from
their misreading of Aristotle and their misunder-

standing of the Greek tragedians, but mainly from
their own inner consciousness, what is known as the

doctrine of the Three Unities,—of action, time and

place. They asserted that every self-respecting play

should have only a single action, that its action

should begin and be completed in a single day and

that this action should be confined to a single place.

Logically they should have insisted upon a sin-

gle spot, but they did not. To them a place was

a palace, a town or an island, and the action so lon^
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as it was restricted to this place might be in different

parts of it. Ben Jonson, for example, was a tena-

cious stickler for the rules laid down by the Italian

theorists and he boasted frequently that he had ob-

served them strictly, yet in ''Every Man in His
Humor** his story takes us to different parts of

London, and evidently in his mind London was a

place having sufficient unity to keep him within the

law. As the doctrine of unities was strenuously set

forth by Sidney long before Shakspere began to write

plays and as Shakspere was an intimate of Jonson
himself, it is inconceivable that he should have been
ignorant of the theory. Yet he always refused to

accept it in his plays, perhaps because he saw no
profit in imposing any fetters upon himself, perhaps
because he knew that his audiences did not care

whether he conformed or not, and perhaps because

he saw the mighty advantage his freedom gave him
in that the lengthening of the duration of the story

allowed him to show character in process of change,

of growth toward higher things or of disintegration

toward lower.

Now, however, in the ** Tempest," at the very end
of his career as a playwright, as also in the "Comedy
of Errors** at the very beginning, Shakspere keeps

the three unities. He gives us a single action hap-
pening in a single day and confined to a single place.

In the case of the ** Comedy of Errors,** this con-

formity to the rule may have been accidental, due to

his use as a source of a Latin play on which the

unities were already preserved. But in the case of

the ** Tempest'* his obedience to the Italian code is

plainly intentional. The scene, tho it shifts, never
departs from the isle and the adjacent waters
thereof; and the passage of time is dwelt upon sev-

eral times so as to call our attention emphatically
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to the fact that the tale is told within less than twelve

hours. This is the more surprising since Shakspere
had never more boldly violated the so-called unity

of time than in the immediately preceding play, in

which the story stretches over sixteen years, being

set forth in total disregard of the anticipatory ani-

madversions of Sidney. The sole explanation pos-

sible is that Shakspere in this his last play amused
himself by showing that there was really no great

difficulty in obeying the behests of the Italian the-

orists, even if he did not hold himself bound to

obedience, and that he could do it as easily as Ben
Jonson, more easily even, since he did not allow his

self-imposed restrictions to hamper his freedom.

Whatever his motive, he plainly proved that it was
possible to compose a comedy in which the pseudo-

rules were followed and in which this servility to

the theorists had not been allowed to spoil the play.

He is here free from the reproach which a French
critic once urged when he declared that he did not

blame a certain dramatist for following rules but

he did blame the rules for causing that dramatist

to write a bad play.

Beandeb Matthews.



THE MODEEN GERMAN DRAMA.

TIRING the current year, four well-

known German dramatists, Gerhart
Hauptmann, Arthur Schnitzler, Ludwig
Fulda and Otto Ernst, have celebrated

their fiftieth anniversaries. Hermann
Sudermann and J. Ruederer (the Bava-

rian dramatist) are a year or two older, whilst Her-
mann Bahr, Richard Dehmel (better known as a lyric

poet), Frank Wedekind, Ludwig Thoma, Eduard
Stucken, Paul Ernst, Max Halbe and Adolf Paul are

a little younger. All, however, belong to the same
generation, and several of them came to the front

during the eighties, that period of revolution in Ger-
man literature which was founded on Ibsen, Zola,

and, to a certain extent, Tolstoy. But besides these

makers of German dramatic literature a younger
generation and even a third one have been making
themselves felt, especially H. von Hofmannsthal, W.
von Scholz, Herbert Eulenberg, W. Schmidtbonn,
Karl Vollmiiller, E. Hardt, Moritz Heimann, F. Dul-

berg, Heinrich Lilienfein, Hans Franck, Hans Kyser,
Carl Sternheim, Otto Hinnerk, Hermann Horn. The
works of these men have received impress and guid-

ance partly from Ibsen and the writers of the older

generation I have just mentioned, and partly from
Nietzsche and Strindberg, but perhaps most of all

—

in some cases at least—from that great figure in Ger-

man literature, Friedrich Hebbel, whose works have
within the last few years been recovered from the

dusty archives of the history of literature and awak-
ened once more to new life and influence.

Besides all these writers, there are of course many
124
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quite good dramatists who cater tot the yearly re-

quirements of the stage in much the same way as
jDainters of ** pictures of the year" do for picture

exhibitions. These dramatists often produce quite

well-made work, which sometimes, through its theme,
exercises a considerable influence on the public for

a time. Of course they themselves are more guided
by influences from without than by their own inward
impulse, and they therefore serve to show which cur-

rents are the strongest in the intellectual life of the

day. Thus the phenomenal success, in 1911-12, of the

religious play, Glaube und Heimat, by Karl Schon-

herr, is proof of a revival of religious feeling, which
is all the more important for German culture inas-

much as, judging from other signs also, it seems to

be more a religious regeneration of the individual

than merely a church movement. The warm recep-

tion earned, during the last two years, by Charles

Rann Kennedy's "Servant in the House" in many
German towns, both as play and in book form, is

another proof of this statement. Schonherr is a
writer with a good technique, who knows how to

build up his scenes cleverly and give them dramatic

point. But his horizon is limited and his figures

have something small and thin about them. Al-

though he professes to draw peasants, they resemble

more the ** drawing-room" peasants of a certain

class of pictures, that is to say, peasants painted for

the eyes of the town public, just as the whole work
leaves the impression of having been made rather

than of having grown. But the public could not re-

sist the theme—the declaration of one's faith even

at the cost of life and earthly home—so Glaube und
Heimat was the greatest success of the year.

Quite a good piece also was Carl Bossier's "Five

Frankfurters," a pleasant little comedy which repre-
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sents the success of the year in this class of play. It

calls for no further remark here, however, especially

as it is soon to be given in America. But it is always

a matter for rejoicing when a nice piece of work
finds widespread favour, as that always speaks well

for the improvement in the taste of the general pub-

lic which, in every country more or less, finds delec-

tation in musical comedy and farces of all kinds.

In spite of the opposition of the masses as well as

of those *' intellectuals" who are against progress

of any kind, the modern German drama has been able

to develop, although apparently—but only appar-

ently—^more in spasmodic outbursts than in an
evenly-linked chain. Of the older as well as newer
masters of it, some have not fulfilled the hopes set

on them, but have preferred to become *' darlings

of the public.'* To that class belongs Hermann Su-
dermann. In such cases it is not quite easy to find

the cause of this change of front. There is little

doubt that love of the sweets of life which can be
bought with a large income is an important factor,

but the principal, and at the same time most tragic,

ground for the change is generally an inner con-

sciousness that the mental treasury is not so well

supplied as to reach to great heights, to combat the

world within and without and conquer it, to master
internal and external problems. This knowledge
once borne in upon one, whether consciously or only

dimly felt (as in the case of the painter Millais), one
then makes shift with the often quite respectable at-

tainments in hand, and works up the first material

that offers or seems to promise a particularly good
return. Thus Sudermann^s works have no inner life,

nor have they any personality behind them, and only

show in an increasing degree his many different man-
nerisms, although he still writes with care and con-
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siderable technique. From being a herald in the
battle he has become one of the crowd. His last play,

Der Bettler von Syracuse, in blank verse, aims at

being the work of a poet, and tries to show how a
great man remains faithful to himself by sacrificing

his personal fame for his Cause. But how can a
heart dead at the core beat in rhythm? Thin, dry,

yet bombastic language characterizes the style. The
work itself is made up of big scenes—brilHantly ar-

ranged, it is true—^in which hackneyed figures are

dragged on to the stage again, while its sentiments

leave a painful impression, because one can trace the

cold, calculating hand behind them. And yet how
much real feeling and rage against everything un-

true and unreal are to be found in Sudermann's
earliest works, in spite of their many faults: Die

Ehre, with all its tirades, Sodom's Ende, and others,

although they and their author were a good deal

overvalued from the very beginning.

What a difference between him and Gerhart

Hauptmann ! When one looks at the furrowed brow
and sorrowful yet longing eyes, one can read in them
something of the inward struggle he has gone

through. And although he, like Goethe, has been to

the South to drink in joy and inward certainty at

the Grecian source, his thirst is not likely to be

quenched, for the inward struggle with himself will

always be his lot. He is too much the child of his

generation, not its master. In Hauptmann perhaps

better than in any other modern artist can be found

proof of the fact that, in the end an artist is an artist

through his human qualities, through the greatness

of his soul, the depth of his heart, the breadth of his

inward and outward view, and not through the

special talent which makes him a poet, a dramatist,

a musician, or a painter, as the case may be. The
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human gifts which have been given to him he is

pledged to put out to usury. The outward stimulus

received from sights, sounds and the experiences of

life brings these gifts into play and develops them,_

and his "talent" gives them their outward fori

The man who possesses only talent—that is to sayj

cleverness of representation in a certain line, as foi

example Ludwig Fulda—^will be content to play witl

external trifles, while inwardly there is only emptij

ness. "When such a man attempts, for once, to grasj

at the high cedars growing on the mountains instea(

of the sweet berries easily plucked in the valleys, th(

result can only be disaster. This was what happened
to Fulda during the past year with his Seerduher.

The theme is that of a man who has despised all the

laws and morals of citizenship during his active life,

but creeps back to them and the church for protection

when he feels his activity on the wane, still wanting,

however, to be considered ''the devil's disciple"

when the occasion arises. But Fulda has spoiled this

fine theme by his treatment, and reduced it to a mere
farce.

The two principal qualities which are the sources

of Hauptmann's art and its form are sympathy and
longing. Because of these qualities, he is one of the

most typical representatives of his day, not only for

Germany, but for the whole of Europe, but not one

of its masters. These two qualities are of a negative

nature, for even the wrath that arises out of pity

can only give itself expression in destruction—as in

Die Weber, for instance. There is no building-up

power in them. Herein lies the great difference ber

tween European and American feeling: where th«

European is filled with longings and with the con-

sciousness that they will never be fulfilled, the Amer«^

lean is carried away with the enthusiasm which leads
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to deeds. But I hope to be able to show, neverthe-
less, that a current moving towards something posi-

tive is making itself felt in Germany, and finding its

expression in that "mirror of the times," the Drama.
It is no wonder, then, that the writers of this older

generation took, as their starting points, Ibsen with
his dramas scourging social evils, Zola with his ma-
terialism and his explanation of human phenomena
by natural science, and Tolstoy with his passivity.

And instead of religion, a standard was raised which
bore the name of Karl Marx and his materialistic

doctrines. What was done in point of real poetry
under the aegis of these leaders was done more in

spite of rather than with their help. It was not, it

is true, the dry fleshless prose of the pioneers of the

eighteenth century; the ** Sturm und Drang*' were
too strong in them for that. But how could pure
poetry grow and flourish on foundations of such

earthly materialism, or inward rhythm be born of

them? Nevertheless, this epoch of the eighties

formed a spring-board, as it were, from which differ-

ent movements were helped to rise towards a poetic

and artistic beautifying and deepening of life.

Hauptmann was almost the first to voice this longing

when his Versunkene Gloche sounded up from the

depths of the waters to the ears of man, like a sweet

song of long-past childhood. With it the death-knell

of Naturalism was tolled in Germany. A change had
come over the cultural conditions, from which, after

all, spring the fruits of literature and art, while they,

in their turn, propagate culture by returning again

to earth, that is to say, penetrating to the people.

On religious, political and social questions mere

negation and criticism were followed by active re-

construction. On the religious side it took two direc-

tions: one towards the deepening of the mystical
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feeling of unity with the Deity both inside and out-

side the Church; on the other, an enthusiastic creed

of the earth, the creed of the ''superman" preached
by that deeply religious heretic, Nietzsche. However
different these two tendencies may be, they have one
thing in common, and it can best be described in the

words of Goethe : Noch ist es Tag, da ruhre sich der
Mann! (''It is still day; let man work!") As
Nietzsche expresses it, both say "yes" to Life, both
require and preach activity, the putting out to usury
of the talents bestowed. Politically and socially

much positive work was achieved by a kind of com-
bination of democratic ideals with the cautious con-

servatism of Prussia. The past and its achievements
were used as starting point and the peculiar qualities

of the race taken into consideration, but there was
no boasted attempt at creating a general Millenium
on earth. On this new foundation of the internal and
external life of the single individual, as well as of

the community—for which the period of iconoclasm

and criticism was absolutely necessary—have been
built up a new art, a new literature, and an attempt,

in the meantime at least, at a new drama. This new
movement in the drama and other arts is founded on
hatred, sharpened by Naturalism, of everything un-

real, and is concerned primarily in attaining internal

and external truth. But beauty, which had almost

seemed to be discarded, is once more its object also

;

not, of course, merely a conventional beauty, but one
which reveals and characterizes the rhythm of the

subject treated, a beauty which enriches the spec-

tator instead of merely satisfying his outward eye.

In this beauty he will find again the law of the whole
Universe, the cosmos and himself, just as he finds it

in every blossom, every leaf, every blade of grass

(compare W. Whitman, who has now many admirers
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in Germany, and the Belgian poet, Emile Ver-
haeren). More than that, this new art is, to quote
Nietzsche again, ''more Apollinic than Dionysiac."

It is no wonder, then—to return to the domain of

the drama again—that, speaking generally, a great
many of the present-day works are written in verse
and make use of historical or legendary material for

their themes. Thus the resuscitation of the works of

Hebbel at that time was a logical necessity. To the

materialistic pioneers of the eighties he had meant
nothing; in fact, his severe mental discipline must
have been intolerable to them. They could not assim-

ilate his views on life, for these views are grounded
on a characteristic combination of the philosophies

of Kant and Hegel, which enabled him to hold

proudly to the theory of the freedom and responsibil-

ity of the human will as one of the factors of the iron

laws of nature governing the spiritual as well as the

material world. These principles are voiced in his

dramas in the conflict between the tragic adjustment

of the law of nature and freedom of will, the former,

as the greater and universal law, always being vic-

torious in the end. At that time, people talked only

of the ** blind powers of nature,'* and, making that

their excuse, let themselves go with the rush of the

current. They called it *' living their life.*' That

phase is over now, and rights, duties and limits are

recognized.

As was to be expected from his whole nature, Ger-

hart Hauptmann has never been able to embrace the

new art, at least not yet. He produced this year a

play called Gabriel Schillings Flucht at Lauchstedt,

a summer resort near Halle, in a little theatre which

had once been used by Goethe. It was written sev-

eral years ago, but a feeling of shyness had prompted

him to shut it away in his writing desk. It treats,
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as the play itself says, the **renascimento of the

fourth decade" in a man's life, when his first youth
with its ideals and hopes is gone, and the time has
come to prove whether there is enough stamina to

fight life successfully. Evidently some of his own
secret experiences and dark hours of trial have been
woven into the work. He has freed himself of much
of his suffering in creating the character of the

painter Schilling, who makes shipwreck for the sake

of a woman, but atones for his spoiled life by a pur-

ifying death, as if recognizing that a tree which
bears no fruit must be cut down to make way for a
better. But all that is strong in himself Hauptmann
has put into the sculptor Maurer, who, like himself,

longs to get away from "the mists of the north,'* as

Goethe calls it, to the southern sun, Greece, there to

drink in new life for himself and his art. From these

two figures, born of his own innermost feeling, he
has built up a quiet yet moving drama which makes
the hearts of his hearers beat in sympathy. The play

is not a fulfillment ; rather is it a cry for deliverance,

and at the same time almost a sign-post pointing

the way thither. All the figures show again that, in

characterization, Hauptmann is a master who under-

stands how, from little traits scarcely noticeable to

others, to draw human beings as they live and move
and have developed. The call of the sea sounds

through this piece, like the call of eternal nature be-

fore whom all that is weak and incapable must go
under, for she wishes to be mother only to the strong.

Before this work appeared, another piece by
Hauptmann—called Rattan, a play of the Berlin

lower classes—^was produced. He describes it as a

*'tragi-comedy," because in it he places tragedy and
comedy side by side : the tragedy that of a woman in
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whom the maternal instinct, even for a foster-child,

takes the most elementary form ; the comedy, the life

of a theatre director whom nothing can destroy, aU
though at one time he sinks down to being a fancy
costume lender, while the next wave of luck throws
him up to the surface again. The almost overwhelm-
ing tragedy of the simple woman and her husband
is certainly enhanced by contrast with the comedy
scenes, but it is gained at the cost of the unity of the

piece. For the comedy and tragedy in it are not
sufficiently connected with each other, and in any
case not necessarily so. Thus the symbolic meaning
of the title can only be discovered after some search-

ing. It means that the Rats of Fate make no im-

pression on the light, irrepressible souls of this

world—their gnawing only affects the outside crust.

But the still, deep natures feel the cruel teeth at their

very hearts' core, and so bleed to death. As might
be expected of a great man like Hauptmann, with

these two works he gave to his people something of

his inmost and best to commemorate his fiftieth year,

and has earned for it their grateful thanks. His
works and his habit of setting at naught—^to a cer-

tain extent at least—all the rules of the theatre in

the form of his plays, are open to criticism, but when
it is a case of a work in which lives, contents and
form are interwoven, the one grows out of the other,

is itself the unalterable outcome of a personality and
its style, and therefore cannot be changed according

to pleasure or even to better knowledge without hurt-

ing the quality of the work, much as schoolmasters

would have it otherwise. In spite of all that people

have against Hauptmann in that respect, he has

proved himself to be by far the most richly endowed

with human qualities of all the dramatic poets of
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Germany, this very gift making him, of course, the

most human and therefore the most hampered by
[weaknesses.

Quite a different front is shown to us by Arthur
Schnitzler, the other famous dramatist who has this

year entered the fifties. He once wrote a play, Par-
acelsus, on the doctor and ** medicine man" of the

Middle Ages, a man who understood the comedy of

life and humanity. He himself resembles Paracel-

sus, except that, in addition to the smiling skepticism

and irony and the touch of cynicism which has now
taken the place of the slight sentimentality of his

earlier years, he possesses a good strain of fine poet-

ical feeling, which winds round these negative quali-

ties like a beautiful wreath of blossoms, and lifts his

work out of the category of the merely interesting

and fascinating—as negative things often are—into

the circle of treasures to be cherished.

While Hauptmann^s development went hand in

hand with his times—at least to a certain point, as

we have just seen—Schnitzler 's was a purely per-

sonal one. To observe and dissect the souls of men
and especially woman

—

Das Weite Land, as he calls

his last piece of analysis of body and soul (produced
1911)—had always had a great fascination for this

dramatist. His views on the species '
' homo sapiens *

*

have not undergone much alteration with the years,

but his personal attitude has changed. Once he could

feel for a poor little girl—that is all past now. "All
the men and women merely players '

' is his creed in a

nutshell. Masks fall when he looks; life becomes
play, play becomes life. He seems to find satisfac-

tion in his position as onlooker who recognizes all

the motives of the actors in the game, a satisfaction

which he needs as stimulus. One can reap much
knowledge of the world from his works, knowledge
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of others as well as of oneself, but the deepest voices
do not speak here. That is because Schnitzler's
characters are always seen and drawn as isolated

beings, because he does not see the inner connec-
tion, binding not only man to man but man to God
and the whole Universe, thus making out of single

beings members of a whole. That is not to be at-

tained by scepticism and cynicism. The God who,
as Tolstoy says, is in every human being, will not let

himself be mocked. But Schnitzler has never seen
him, never experienced him, never reverenced him.
If he had, his knowledge that no man can get away
from the nature given to him—which is also the

theme of his last play, Das Weite Land—would
have awakened in him the great horror of a Sopho-
cles (as in '*(Edipus") instead of his usual light-

irony. Mere playthings would then have turned into

real tragedy. As it is, however, Schnitzler is not a
dramatist who sows fruit-bearing seed. Rather is

he the offspring of an over-refined culture limited to

a certain circle. But the personal note, which is a
feature of all his works, and the fact that all have
come straight from his innermost being, guarantee

them a lasting interest.

The knowledge that the eternal law of nature lets

none go unpunished who venture to flout it becomes
tragedy in the hands of Paul Ernst, a somewhat
younger dramatist than Schnitzler, who, significantly

enough, has been comparatively late in winning rec-

ognition. For he is the most important of the few
of the older generation who have long striven for

new principles and inward certainty, and have

sought to leave chaos behind them and enter into

cosmos. More strongly than in any one else can

Hebbel's influence be traced in him and others of his

school, for in this connection one can truly speak of
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a modern school; that is to say, a movement held

together by one fundamental principle. The deep
understanding of the inner relationship of things

seems to be part of them ; they touch unerringly the

kernel of tragedy, the antithesis: the clash of two
great opposing powers; an echo of these great

powers and of the law of the Universe seems to ring

through them; their blood pulses in rhythm to the

spheres, and through their verses as through Heb-
bel's, something like the voice of Fate itself sounds.

And yet it is almost tragic to see how, in spite of all

this, they lack one thing and almost the most impor-
tant : the ability to form these ideals into creatures

of flesh and blood and endow them with the speech
characteristic of them. Their figures seem to be
made of glass, through which the artistic mechanism
can easily be seen, and to be merely the mouthpieces
of the poet himself. Even Hebbel was not always
successful in putting his ideas into human shape;

with Paul Ernst it is still less so. While an artist

like Shakspere, apparently quite unconsciously,

shows the whole world in the single case he pictures,

these philosopher-poets—for such they are in reality

—seek out a concrete example, generally from his-

tory or mythology, to illustrate and still more prove
the truth of the idea floating before their mental
sight. Thus they do not start primarily from the hu-

man side. That is the reason of the characters being
deprived, to a great extent, of their individual fea-

tures and becoming pure types, as, a father, a king, a
priest, a son, and so on. In this way the view pre-

sented is one-sided, because the other side of the

medallion is hidden. Moreover, these writers forget

the old experience that man is the most interesting

thing to men, and that they want to share, in imag-

ination, in a human fate, not in the fate of abstract
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figures. When the fate of a real human being is

formed by the all-understanding, all-sympathizing

master hand of a great artist, the fate of all human-
ity will appear. But men like Paul Ernst, although

they are lacking in this gift, are of the greatest im-

portance to the development of the drama. They
point out the way, lead from confusion to order, from
negation to affirmation. The heir to their inheritance

can only be a master to whom Humanity and Fate are

equally dear, who, like Goethe, has probed the depths

and scaled the heights and creates out of the store of

his rich and human experience. Goethe himself

never favoured ''the drama of ideas." Character-

istic is what he once said to Eckermann when he re-

proached his countrymen for their passion for an
"idea." ''They come to me and ask what 'idea' I

tried to embody in my ' Faust. ' ... It certainly

would have turned out a nice thing if I had wanted to

hang on to the thin string of a single continuous idea

such a rich, varied and many-sided life as the one I

have depicted in 'Faust.'
"

After all, though, "Faust" does contain an

"idea," but it is wrapped up as it were in Goethe

and his whole life.

Paul Ernst is too detached, too much the great

teacher and wise man, too little the living man. His

last drama, Briinhilde, treats the Nibelung saga from

an absolutely new point of view. He has taken as

his theme the mystery of love and the part it plays

in Nature 's household. A former play of his, called

Ninon de VEnclos, is founded on the well-known

story of the son who, without knowing it, falls in love

with his own mother. It is almost a Song of Songs

on the laws of morality, a fact which shows more

than anything else the purity of Ernst's ethics, for

in any other hands this somewhat painful plot would
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have been turned into a frivolous story. But what
I have just said about his ''bloodless figures" shows
itself unmistakably in this work also, in spite of

—

perhaps even more by reason of—his crystal-clear

verse mth its concise antithesis.

Another representative of this school is W. von
Scholz, who has recently published a Dramaturgie
Hehbels. His play, Der Gast, is a sort of illustration

of Goethe 's wonderful lines

:

Und so lang Du dies nicht hast,

Dieses "Stirb und Werde,"
Bist Du nur ein triiber Gast,
Auf der dunklen Erde.

(And until thou learned hast.

To "die to live again,"
Thou art but a sorry guest,

On this earthly plane.)

From unknown lands a master-builder comes to a
city (the piece plays in the Middle Ages) and builds

a stately towering Cathedral. The plague seizes the

city; the builder disappears again into the far-off

Unknown whence he came, leaving the cathedral for

some one else to bring to perfection: ''Stirb und
Werde." The beautiful atmosphere around the line

**Die, to live again," is woven into the play by pic-

turing the ravages of the plague in the town.

Meroe, another play of his, is at present only in

book form, but is to be produced soon by the Intend-

ant of the Leipzig Municipal Theatre, Geheimrat
Max Martersteig, who always has an eye for inter-

esting new works. The theme is the typical fate

—

perhaps too typical—of a king, treated quite accord-

ing to the canons of Hebbel. As well as that, he has
adapted and "arranged for festival performances"
Holderlin's fragment of a drama entitled Der Tod
Empedohles. This work, by the mystic writer of the
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beginning of the nineteenth century, is a religious
mystery wedded to the music of the spheres. Empe-
dokles feels himself part of the Universe, sees God in
himself, and wishes to stand for God. He sacrifices

himself by springing into Etna, thus returning to the
elements. Now, when people pray to the gods, their
prayers will be to him too. Christian and Hellenic
thought are combined in this work in the same way
as Hebbel has so often woven Christian and heathen
ideas together. Nothing shows so well the struggle
for a new inward fusing of religious feeling with Art,
a struggle which has grown out of the instinct that
they belong to each other, that Art will not attain

to its highest beauty again until it once more draws
its best nourishment from religious (but not
** churchy") feeling, as of yore.

Moritz Heimann is a dramatist who has only re-

cently been added to the roll. As he is no longer a
young man, this speaks well for his long struggle

with his art. But he, too, is lacking in the final

touch: the humanising of his ideas, although his

works possess so many valuable qualities that one
greets them with pleasure. His first work, Joachim
von Brandt, which appeared about a year ago, was a
comedy; his second, Der Feind und der Bruder, a

tragedy. These two dramatic forms show that the

author tries to see the problems of life from both

sides. Out of what are, apparently, paradoxes, he
conjures up the truth. This demands quite a healthy

mental exertion on the part of the spectator, but his

habit, in the second play at least, of making all the

characters speak in exactly the same way without

the slightest attempt at differentiation, has a tire-

some effect in the end. Real human beings cannot

be made to live on the stage in that way. The clash

of two opposing strengths, in the Hebbel manner, is
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the theme in both plays. In Joachim von Brandt
Prussia, that pattern state founded on the pillars of

duty, stands for law and order, while Joachim is an
outsider who struggles against this order and refuses

to be considered merely a link in the chain. His
**cure'* is brought about very finely and psycholog-

ically—although not quite with the effect the author
intended—by the birth of his first child, this small

creature uniting him, as it were, with the coming and
going generations. Der Feind und der Bruder, the

fine analysis of a girl 's soul—like a piece of beautiful

filigree—is a delight, but the careless management
of the plot occasionally puts one completely at a loss.

It shows that only after struggle, after the "clash

of two opposing strengths, '

' is the development of a
soul accomplished, and that therefore the enemy who
challenges to battle awakens one's best powers and
thus becomes in reality a friend. The brother, on
the other hand, as long as he remains only brother,

is really the enemy, because he does not demand the

highest that is in one. In this piece, which takes

place in Venice of the Eenaissance, the Doge plays a
similar part to that of the Bavarian statesman Preis-

ing in Hebbel 's Agnes Bernatier. The public watched
the play in amazement when Eeinhardt presented it

to them in his Kammerspielhaus, for they could not

unravel the paradox of the title, although it was evi-

dently meant to give them a clue from the beginning.

It cannot be said, however, that the fault was theirs

entirely.

Besides Heimann, a few others of this school may
be mentioned. Victor Hardung is also a man, no
longer young, whose earlier works were not much
known. His last work, however, Godiva (the well-

known legend of Lady Godiva of Coventry), was ac-

cepted and performed by the Dresden Court Theatre,
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a theatre whose management is always eager to

give important new plays a first hearing. Godiva
is the tragedy of a woman's soul. Out of pity and
in spite of her womanly shame, she lays her soul

bare (the nudity of the body is used here only sym-
bolically) and, no one understanding her, finds death
by her own hand. Here, too, the poet himself speaks
more than the characters, so that the whole effect is

that of outline rather than plastic form.
Hanna Eademacher, to whom Martersteig of the

Leipzig Stadttheater gave a first hearing, has writ-

ten a tragedy, Johanna von Neapel, which shows the

influences of Hebbel and Kleist used in quite an inde-

pendent way. Like some of Kleist *s characters, Jo-

hanna von Neapel is wrecked by her own chaotic

type of mind, for she falls in love with her own
enemy. The principal theme of the work, however,

is the eternal contrast between the two sexes. Un-
usual for a woman writer is the abrupt, almost hard,

style of language adopted by Miss Eademacher.
Hans Franck, a newcomer, shows in his well

worked out tragedy, Herzog Heinrich's Heimkehr,

the tragic results of conflict between thought and
action, between father and son, between power inher-

ited and power won by personal deeds.

Great talent is shown by Hans Kyser, another

new man, whose first work. Medusa, was still full

of ''Sturm und Drang" and wasted itself in exag-

gerations and extravagances, which are often, never-

theless, only signs of excess of poetical gifts. In

his latest work, Titus und die Jiidin, he has made a

good stroke for the better. He has the ability to

seize an idea and embody it in lifelike figures. He
has learned much from Hebbel. Like him, he takes

for the frame of his picture a jgreat period in his-

tory (the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus) ; like
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him, he places two great antagonists up against each

other, the man in love and the piire woman. The
former is Titus, the heir to the Emperor's throne,

the God of the World, who has in the end to acknowl-

edge himself the slave of Fate ; the latter, a Jewess,

beautiful in body and mind, wiio is love and purity

personiJSed on earth. Her husband has been cruci-

fied, but she remains inwardly true to him. The
Emperor begs and prays for her love, but she holds

to her vows, although his passionate words almost

make her pulse beat in the same measure, and in

the end conquers the conqueror before whom every

one has hitherto bowed. Outward power stands

against inward; a soul against the world. For her

sake he promises not to give Jerusalem up to destruc-

tion ; for her sake he will become a God of Concilia-

tion and Peace, a spark from her soul having entered

his. But the Jews stone her because she will not

bring them the head of Titus as Judith did with

Holofernes, and, as the Temple is already blazing,

Titus lets the storming of Jerusalem go its course

and even fans it on, for he recognizes that he is but

a pawn in the hands of Fate. Peace cannot be on
earth, and the reward of purity is death, for it is

not understood. Das etvig Weibliche is not of earth
;

it can only reign in another world. The language of

the piece is often daring and imaginative, yet con-

crete. For example: a child, half in sleep, tries

to grasp at a star.

Titus : Oh beautiful sight ! Such daring as thine, child,

saw I never equall'd! Not even CaBsar dare
grasp at a star!

Sharply defined antitheses delight one by throwing

a light on some character or situation, as, for exam-
ple, when the Jewess says

:
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"To live without love—is that life?
Titus : To live without thy love—that is death

!

The rhythm often changes, according to the inten-
sity of the scene or feeling of the speaker, as if to
follow the finest vibrations of the heart's beat. The
dialogue is often strikingly dramatic and has many
fine climaxes. Sometimes Kyser follows antique
methods as, for example, in the use of a Messenger,
but introduces five voices instead of one for the sake
of greater dramatic vividness.

Less happy, in fact, almost painful in its effect, is

the side-episode of the brother and sister, King
Agrippa and Berenice, whose passionate love for

one another has no happier results than that of Titus

and the Jewess. It was this parallel between their

fate and that of the two principals—like the parallel

fates of Gloster and Lear—which most probably in-

fluenced Kyser in introducing them into his drama,
for they are of importance technically as emphasizing
the fate of Titus and the Jewess. But in spite of

some weaknesses and exaggerations, this drama is

a very important piece of poetic work. We are justi-

fied in hoping much from Kyser 's future.

In a certain sense, W. Schmidtbonn also belongs

to this group of dramatists. His first play, Mutter
Landstrasse, was a realistic piece colored with ro-

manticism, reminding one of the work of Synge. He
then went over to legendary themes and, with a some-

what daring and original hand, re-fashioned them in

a modern spirit. His last two works are Zorn des

Achilles after Homer's Iliad, and Der Spielende

Eros. In the former, Achilles is shown as the noble

soul bound down by the average crowd, with whom
he neither can nor will have anything in common.

This work, which as drama cannot be considered

quite successful, is like a Song of Praise to Heroes,
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to Individuality, to the Joy of Living, to Battle and
Victory. It seems to have come from the innermost
soul of the poet and compelled him to the work.
That is why the rhythm of his verses is full of a
stormy impetuous vitality which carries everything
along with it.

His other work, Der Spielende Eros, consists of

four one-act plays, and is a sort of serene idyll, in

which there is a humorous echo of Susannah in her
bath, the lady in this case being Helen. The fresh-

ness and independence of this poet, his absolute free-

dom from academical rules, and the evidence that he
realizes the responsibility of the true poet, justify

one in expecting something lasting from Schmidt-

bonn.

This feeling of responsibility on the part of a
poet, namely, that he voices the higher powers, that

he has a message to deliver, seems to be lacking in a
poet of fine talent, Herbert Eulenberg, who has been
trying for several years to get a hearing. During
his "Sturm und Drang" period he gave out a bat-

tle-cry which ran: "Beware of Hebbel!" And that

characterizes him exactly. Like a Vulcan he throws
from him work after work, all born of hatred, scorn,

and fury against his times, which he can only see in

a prosaic light. His fellow-creatures seem to him
only worthy of contempt, and their laws and conven-

tions only pedantic barriers to prevent a man from
living his individual life. The principal figures of

his plays are generally himself, and they are always

engaged in a despairing or grotesque battle against

the world and men. In his last play, Alles Um Geld,

one of "God's creatures" is made to suffer cruelly

at the hands of men who have made gold their god.

The unsettled condition of his mind comes clearly to

view in the desultory way he develops his scenes and
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in the irresponsibility of his characters. His lan-

guage varies between his own natural wildness and
a forced old-romantic style, for Eulenberg is one of
the men who long for the return of the old romantic
time, who look backwards instead of forwards. Real-
ity has disappointed him, not so much because he has
striven with it honestly and now recognizes its hol-

lowness, but because it does not fit in with his own
romantic leanings. He is not the man to pronounce
a just verdict on his generation. Nevertheless, there

is much poetic beauty in his dramas. But out of
hatred alone no great and lasting work has ever been
created. Love has always done her share in the

making.

I shall now mention briefly a few of the so-called

Neo-Eomanticists, with whom the desire to write

comes from an artistic nature, while with Eulenberg
the man in him has always been the driving force,

the artist the secondary. The result of this is that,

whatever faults one may have against him otherwise,

his figures are endowed with the blood of life.

Eduard Stucken in his three dramas of the Court
of King Arthur in the Land of Avalon has succeeded

in reviving the atmosphere and feeling of the Middle
Ages through rhymes of almost exotic sweetness.

Ernst Hardt, in his Gudrun, retells the old Saga and,

as in his earlier work, Tantris der Narr, again shows
himself to be a sort of dramatic sculptor in the ar-

rangement of splendid living pictures ; Max Dauthen-

dey, the lyric poet, in Der Drachen Grauli and other

works, composes gloomy ballads in drama form;

Franz Dulberg, whose earlier play was full of lyric

beauty, now tries in his latest work, Cardenio, to

make, with somewhat overladen pathos, an effective

stage piece but of a very subtle and psychological

theme, namely, the complete subjection of the body
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to the Mind and Will. To them may be added this

year, Max Halbe, the author of the play, Jugend,
•who, in his drama, Der Ring des Gaucklus, gives us

a varied and brightly-colored picture of the Middle

lAges. The author of The Miracle, Karl Vollmiiller,

;who at one time moulded his style on the magic verses

of Hugo von Hoffmannsthal (by whom there is no
new work to record this year), has now brought out

a somewhat extraordinary piece called Wieland and
described as a *'Saga." It is the old legend of Wie-
land the Smith, the Icarus of the North, but the

author turns it into a sort of allegory playing in

modern England, which he connects in a fantastic

and demoniacal way with the invention of the aero-

plane. The language is intentionally formed on the

stiff style of the old chronicles, but in spite of its

many extravagances the piece shows so much mental,

alertness that it puts to flight all insistently recur-

ring doubts, and gives the reader quite a fine intel-

lectual stimulus.

Quite alone and independent stands Frank Wede-
kind. For those outside Germany who only know
him casually from a few of his works, he must be a
sort of psychological puzzle whom it is impossible

for them to appreciate justly. It would take up too

much space here to give a detailed study of him. His
peculiar, almost disorganized nature is explained, on
the one hand, by the constant turmoil of wild scorn-

ful criticism going on in his mind and what one can
only call his fanatical prophecies of the creation of

a new type of humanity in accordance with his own
ideals; and, on the other hand, by his position to-

wards woman, whom he has hitherto regarded from
exactly the opposite standpoint to that of Goethe.

He calls her the Erdgeist (the title of one of his prin-

cipal plays), the "Spirit of the Earth" which drags
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a man down ; he hates her, but she has nevertheless
a haunting fascination for him which will not let

him go. His condition may best be described as
Hypertrophy of the male element, while the really

great poet must, like Goethe, have in him, as be-

getter and bearer of a Work of Art, something of
the Woman also in order to be able to see and repro-

duce complete pictures of the world. Thus the result

of nearly all his works is distorted pictures of a
fantastic reality evolved out of his own suffering,

from which he himself often looks, sometimes scorn-

fully, sometimes despairingly, sometimes with the

eye of a dreamer of dreams. His second last play,

Schloss Wetterstein, is a terrible but, for him, char-

acteristic piece, about which it is best to say nothing.

His last one, however, Franzisha, which he calls a

mystery play, strikes another note. Woman has at

last appeared to him as a Mother, and not merely

the enchantress who drags a man through the mire

and follows all mental aspirations with a deadly

hatred and jealousy. This time he has drawn a kind

of wild fantastic female Faust, in the last scene of

which Franziska, after having touched the lowest

depths of horror, appears with the halo of the Vir-

gin, carrying the Child in her arms. In the figure

of Veit Kunz, the impresario, who also regards

woman as only the Erdgeist, it gives one a shock

—

as the ** personal" scenes in his plays so often do

—

to note that he is evidently describing himself. One
of the characters in the play says of Veit Kunz,

during the dialogue:

"Surely, he's the actor who does the principal part? My
word, he does take his role seriously!"

Wedekind is always the actor who plays the prin-

cipal part in his plays, and he always takes himself
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very seriously indeed. If he could laugh at himself

he would be happier ; but this trait, which, according

to Goethe, is the surest sign of the "Best," is not

one of his.

A few words must now be said about Comedy, a
very neglected quantity in the German drama. Its

place is, for the most part, taken by satirical or

farcical plays. And that is not to be wondered at.

Pure comedy can only flourish when a nation has

attained a more or less assured and coherent state

of culture, not during a time of social feuds and
opposing currents, for comedy has nothing to do
with strife. Moreover, in a certain sense, comedy
requires even more poetical gifts than tragedy. In

the latter, Neo-Classicists like Paul Ernst, in spite

of their inability to endow their figures and their

fates with the lifelike spark, have nevertheless suc-

ceeded, through sheer strength of will, in producing

proud and noble works which have the effect of

tragedies, although they have almost a neo-academic

flavor. Ernst and others tried their hands at comedy
also, but their failure was complete, for in this

kind of play the lifelessness of their characters was
plainly felt. For real humor, men must be drawn
as they live and move, not as abstract creatures nor

as figures representing an idea. A real comedy-
writer should, of course, stand above his people, but

should be deeply rooted in them, should possess their

best qualities, should love and try to fulfill their

ideals. He should at the same time strike at their

follies, but not with a rope of scorpions, as so many
of the satirists do, of whom there is no shortage in

Germany at present. One of these satirists is an
interesting new man, Carl Sternheim, whose play,

Kassette, represents a sort of dance round the

Golden Calf— otherwise the money safe— by the
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characters, who are really strongly-caricatured types
rather than men.
A dramatist who has written many plays which

are always a source of joy and pleasure, because
they are flavored with his rich humor and his delight

in men and their peculiarities, is Hermann Bahr,
author of "The Concert." He has this year quite

gone over to the ranks of the satirists in his social-

political play, Das Tdnzchen. In this piece he is evi-

dently at great pains not to take sides with either

party, but it is easy to see that the milieu is an in-

ward strain on him. While his other works were
born of a happy humor and delight in drawing
human character, this play is evidently the outcome
of anger and worked with shrewd calculation. In

spite of that, however, it betrays its author, for he

is, after all, the best comedy-writer of the German
stage, by right of his alertness of intellect, his knowl-

edge and love of mankind, his rich and pleasant

humor, sometimes lightly flippant, sometimes lightly

ironical, sometimes coming straight from his heart

and going straight to the hearts of his hearers. To
this must be added his enthusiastic temperament

which, however, does not prevent his seeing things

from all points of view, while his great energy and

vitality enable him to take a lively share in public

movements and all the burning questions of life. It

is true that he does not always demand the highest

of himself, but that is probably because of his eager-

ness to work, and the quantity of work he gives him-

self to do (he also writes very fine novels). His

plays are, nevertheless, always interesting and stim-

ulating and his dialogue delightfully fresh.

Of quite a different stamp of comedy-writer is the

Bavarian humorist, Ludwig Thoma, in whom the

scales are kept balanced by love and satire in equal
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proportions. He has no lack of material on which
to use his satirical pen, but he loves the peasants of

his native land and describes them with racy, al-

though by no means gentle, humor. In his most
recent work, a one-act play called Lottchens Gehurt-
stag, he has deserted Bavaria for once, and handles

the very delicate theme of a young girl 's introduction

into life very frankly but without the slightest vul-

garity, and when the fun is at its height, finishes

up with a very clever and unexpected ending. One of

the characters in it—Lottchen's father—is a gem
of humoristic writing ; a delightful caricature of the

typical German Professor done in the well-known
style of the Fliegende Blatter (the "Punch" of

Germany).
Somewhat on the same lines as Thoma's play is

Pfarrhauskomodie, by Heinrich Lautensack. A few
other comedies of good quality are Casanova am
Rhein, by Armin Friedemann and Paul Franck, and
Starkeres Band, by Felix Salten, whose dialogue is

delightfully witty, clever, and finely turned.

I must also mention Otto Hinnerk, a real poet who
has evidently followed Goethe's words: Glucklich

wer sich vor der Welt, Ohne Hass verschliesst

(Happy is the man who can withdraw himself from
the world without hating it). His comedies are the

result of a truly humorous outlook on life, and give

us reason to hope that an epoch of great comedy
is in store for us in the future. For the stage, his

plays have still many weaknesses, but their dominant
note is genuineness; their characters are genuine

and their language is genuine. And from them all

breathe the delight in life, the inward contentment,

the joy in giving, which make his work a pleasure,

although one can see through it all the pathetic lit-

tle smile that is akin to tears. In his Graf Ehren-
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fried, the hero flees from the careless, cruel, "mad-
ding crowd" back to his own little corner in the coun-
try where (unlike Eulenberg and his heroes I) he at
last finds real happiness in contented renunciation.
His latest work, Ehrwilrden Trimborius, is in the
true vein of comedy. A wandering actor in Germany
of the seventeenth century, in whom the longing for
an ordered, settled life of useful activity has become
stronger and stronger, gives himself out as a pastor,

and settles in a little Kesidency where a new pastor
is expected. In this capacity, he brings to the people
for the first time love and peace and many blessings.

But when the real pastor, a narrow-minded, bigoted
man, turns up to claim his own, the actor is chased
away. As a play, the piece has its faults, but it, too,

comes from a poet who is of the stuff of which real

comedy-writers are made, because joy in life is the

true foundation of all real comedy.
In all that I have said here, my endeavors have

been to point out the main currents in the modern
German drama and to characterize their most impor-

tant representatives, but it has been necessary,

nevertheless, to pass over a number of interesting

personalities and works in order not to make this

survey too long. But before bringing this to a
close, I should like to mention a man who is little

known so far, because he has imposed on himself

a task which is a most difficult but most important

one by reason of its great significance for the future

:

the task of seeking the great problems of humanity

in the present day and trying to reveal their bearing

on the individual and society, on thought and deed,

instead of treating them in a general sort of way
by taking examples from history, like Ernst and his

circle. This man is Hermann Horn, who for years

has striven untiringly with this task, a work worthy
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of the best energy of the finest writers. His last play,

Gliich, is on a question which has but one answer,
but has, nevertheless, been answered in many differ-

ent ways by many different epochs : What is Happi-
ness? Horn's answer is: Not the attainment of

external aims and advantages, of gold and power, but

the cultivation and preservation of one's own soul.

The ''one thing needful" of Holy Writ. In his own
heart should man build up his altar and worship the

god-like there, a principle which Horn has already
emphasized in a play with . the expressive title,

''Altars." It is on these lines that the well-being of

a new drama will be achieved, a drama rooted in the

conscience and vitality of the nation and its times,

Horn is the sign-post pointing the way.

Fbank E. Washburn Fjbeund.



ACTING SCENERY.*

HE play that is actor-proof has become
familiar to the public, and needs no
explanation.

Scenery that is manager-proof is some-
thing newer.

*' Acting scenery"—''the stage set that
is a member of the cast"—such are some of the
phrases used to describe the latest experiments in

mounting plays.

The public is not altogether clear as to what these
terms mean.
The interesting question about scenery at present

is not whether the futurists in scenic art—Gordon
Craig, Max Reinhardt and others—are likely to suc-

ceed; because we know very well that if they keep
their heads, and avoid fads and extremes, they can
hardly help succeeding. The value of impression-

istic outlines, emotional colors, illusive shadows, and
breadth and simplicity of effect is recognized at once.

The philosophy they are working out is not wholly

novel. It has always been the province of art to

make us see visions, rather than to put before us

exact imitations. Impressionism is nothing new,

on or off the stage. We know the mysterious effect

of color, the delight of filling in vague outlines for

ourselves, the imaginative stimulus of deep masses
of shadow. We know, moreover, that the impres-

sionist is apt to demand ample space, and the utmost

adaptation in the direction and fall of light, condi-

tions more easily met behind the proscenium arch of

*From Miss Hunt's forthcoming book, "The Play of Today,
Studies in Structure for the Student and the Theatre-goer."
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the well-equipped theatre than on the wall of the

ordinary art gallery.

The question is, what connection can simple pic-

torial scenery make with the modern, social, inti-

mate drama, which has rather more to say to us

to-day than spectacle or pageant or old romance?
It must be admitted that the tables, chairs, rugs,

curtains and bookcases of an ordinary house do not

suggest the use of impressionistic outlines or sym-
bolic colors. Nor is it easy to fancy a domestic scene

from Pinero or Galsworthy or Thomas acted against

a back drop painted with a phantom drawing-room
or library. We can only hope the new methods are

as universally adaptable as they claim to be. For
indeed some of the common stage furnishings have
been so overworked in the interest of weak-minded
plays that if anybody wishes to reduce them to out-

lines, we should not object. The tea-table, for exam-
ple, and the telephone. Furthermore, if clearing

stage interiors of some of their ottomans, sofa cush-

ions, foot-stools, and smoking stands would make
actors less restive, and teach them to keep still when
they are not doing anything, we should be glad of

the riddance. The grateful repose of the Irish Play-

ers seemed traceable in a measure to their econom-
ical stage sets.

But we cannot yet quite see the harmless neces-

sary props of the social drama sketched on canvas,

or made of cheesecloth and electric lights, or thrown
out altogether. "We await developments.

Meantime, much good has promptly come from
these brave experiments in creating reality of mood
and feeling (the only reality that counts) by means
of unreal and inexpensive materials in illusive light

and shadow. We are roused to full consciousness

I
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of what we have long dimly felt—that costly stage
realism has o'erleapt itself and begun to create un-
reality. Practical properties are all very well;
but when they are so ingenious and expensive as to
attract attention to themselves, they are as disillu-

sioning to an audience as if they were cheaply and
absurdly impractical. Distraction is distraction, as
fatal to dramatic illusion when it results from foolish

extravagance as when it is mere poverty of resources.
For example: A genuine telephone switchboard

on the stage becomes at once the most unreal thing
in the world. Being where it does not belong, and
where it must have been difficult to place, it makes a
sensation—which it would not in life. To the audi-

ence it is a constant reminder that the stage where
it is fixed is a stage, and not the room which it pre-

tends to be.

As a matter of fact, a cheap, make-believe switch-

board that could not be manipulated at all would
not destroy the illusion more completely.

For another example: The Dutch interior which
served as setting for the entire drama of **The

Eeturn of Peter Grimm" failed of making precisely

the right impression. It was criticized as being too

crowded with details. In reality, the stage was no

more crowded than it ought to have been to repre-

sent the living-room of an old house that had been

occupied for many years by a family of Holland-

ers. We never criticize Dutch paintings as being

'* crowded.*' The trouble was that the scene, instead

of creating a unified impression of a roomful of small

objects, showed every one of the small objects them-

selves, thus dispersing the attention. In a painting

it would be called the crudest of old-style art.

As to the statement that realistic surroundings
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inspire the actor, somehow that does not ring true.

And when extreme examples are urged, they sound
positively puerile.

In one of the plays of last season, a certain stage
represented a doctor's office with the usual furniture,

including a large desk and a stack of card index
boxes. The public was privileged to know—press

notices, probably—that the desk was completely
filled, drawers, pigeonholes and all, with letters and
papers such as a physician would accumulate, all

addressed to the stage doctor or signed with his

name; that the stationery spread before him had
his name and address on letter heads and envelopes

;

and that, to crown this triumph of managerial art,

the index boxes were full of cards, every one of which
was completely made out.

The actor who played the part of the doctor was
experienced and accomplished. It really seemed
possible that he might have kept his impersonation,

even if some of those cards had been left blank. In
fact, any actor who has hard training back of him
is apt to resent the idea that his concept of a part

can be made to depend on preposterous realism

which is invisible or meaningless to the audience.

An imagination that is superior to footlights, open
flies, and canvas walls is not likely to suffer from
the consciousness that an unused drawer in a desk

is empty. Moreover, if an actor's hold on his part

can be strengthened by mechanical means, it may as

easily be weakened, in case some contraption is for-

gotten in setting the stage. What inspires the intel-

ligent actor more than anything else that can be
furnished him in the theater is a comfortable, com-
modious, well ventilated dressing room. Such
humane accommodation could not, perhaps, be made
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to figure in a startling press notice; but it would
quite conceivably encourage better art.

Now as to the cure for the false realism which
evokes no mood in the spectator, and creates no artis-

tic illusion. It seems reasonable enough to say, as
the futurists do, that it is useless to mitigate or
change the old methods—that they must be swept
aside, and a new beginning made. To the impartial
spectator, a great deal of the laborious and costly

scenery of the day does seem to be based on wholly
unsound concepts of dramatic and theatric effect,

so that when it is ** simplified, " it looks to be merely
cheapened. And one point is by now very clear

—

that the new stagecraft, however inexpensive, is

destined to be anything but cheap in its total impres-
sion. Its effects are costly, even when little money
is used to create them.

To illustrate the diflSculty in modifying conven-

tional scenery according to imaginative methods:
One of the latest elaborations of realistic stage set-

ting is to create an appearance of depth, especially

in interiors. Thus, if the place is a living room or a

library, the doors must give into completely fur-

nished rooms beyond, so that the scene may seem to

be in a house and not on a stage. The room being

furnished, not to say cluttered, to the last detail,

there is apparently nothing for the manager to do

but to burrow into the background. Often, however,

he defeats his own ends. Because when a door is

opened, the attention of the audience goes through

into the inner room, losing all account of what the

actors are doing and saying.

Now just about the time when realism-run-mad

began to treat the stage as if it were a flat or a

model house in a furniture store, the new stage-
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craft began to devise precisely opposite effects. Its

backgrounds are meant to create an impression of

shallowness, and are skilfully designed, not to direct

the attention of the audience to the depths of the

stage, but to withhold or deflect it from the drop
curtain, and to turn all eyes toward the actor, who,
as the distracted theatergoer needs reminding, is,

after all, more essential to the play.

This is one of the ways in which the two methods
work directly counter to each other. No wonder the

new craftsman thinks the crowded modern stage a
poor place to try out his experiments in harmonizing
moods and tenses.

Many of -our contemporary social plays are so

Greek in their simplicity as to make it appear pos-

sible that the simpler and more primitive traditions

might be revived in staging them.

Then there are others which seem hardly sep-

arable from the most intricate of modern stagecraft.

However, we can all understand, with a little

explanation, what is meant by "acting scenery," and
how it favors the new methods.

When stage scenes are conceived by the play-

wright along with his characters, and are built into

the structure of the plot, they are then so related

to theme and action, and take such significance from
their part in the dramatic scheme, that they create

effects quite independent of anything that a man-
ager can do for them—or to them. Outlines and
suggestions are more successful in translating such

effects than in working out unrelated scenes.

Usually when a scene furnishes an unobtrusive

background, with everything in the right key, it

does all that it can for a play. But it is possible

for scenery to do much more. It can be made to

take up the thread of plot and tell the story for a
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few moments, thus relieving the colloquy of narra-
tion, description or exposition. We know that this
can be done, because we now and then see, in con-
ventional staging, a scene that really does act, thus
becoming, as the new experimenters say, a member
of the company.
The best illustration I can recall off hand is from

a play which is sincere and honest, but not great

—

**The Fortune Hunter." The setting for the third
act does three things at once, and does them effec-

tually. It tells the story of an eventful winter; it

helps out the exposition after the long interruption

;

and it gives the new act a vigorous forward impulse.
All after this fashion:

When the curtain falls on the second act, it shuts
from view Sam Graham's drug store, dingy, poverty
stricken and forlorn, a rusty stove in the middle, a
few stale drugs on the shelves, the mere travesty

of a soda water fountain at one side. It is a day in

September.
The playbill gives the information that when the

curtain rises again it will be spring. Moreover, the

audience knows, as it generally does by the time a
play is half over, what will be the culmination of the

plot. But it is in a state of animated suspense as to

just how everything is going to be brought about.

When the curtain lifts upon the third act it shows
a white, glittering, electric lighted, ultra modern
drug store, stocked with the most pictorial of patent

medicines, the most decorative of candies and cigars,

and displaying an imposing soda water fountain like

an altar to all the gods at once.

The audience gasps with delight at the transfor-

mation, satisfaction in its own cleverness (for it

knew Henry Kellogg would make good), and antici-

pation of what is coming.
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The scene has acted. It is in the cast.

Now the point is not exactly that impressionism
could here be used for realism, though I incline to

think that in commonplace scenes like this the new
staging would work very well. The point is merely
that the scene is so skilfully related to the dramatic
action, and takes so much of its meaning from what
has happened before and what is going to happen
afterward, that it has more carrying power in itself

than can be given to it by the most superhuman
ingenuity of stagecraft. It would be effective even
if poorly and cheaply staged in the old way.
To go a step further

:

Suppose that, for the sake of introducing some
other scene, it was necessary to pass over the trans-

formed drug store without showing it to the audience.

Much narration of what had taken place, and much
description of the new store, would then have to be

written into the text. But an audience never cares

to hear what has been done, if by any process of

crowding and telescoping events it can be allowed to

see for itself. The play would be weakened.
In the playwright *s struggle to rid himself of non-

dramatic and story-telling expedients, scenery,

rightly used, can be one of his greatest helps.

Another illustration of the power of scenery to act

is found in the tent scene in Barrie's "The Admir-
able Crichton." This picturesque interior tells the

story of two years of life a la Eobinson Crusoe on a
desert island; opens the third act intelligibly with-

out reminiscence; and is interesting and amusing
on its own account. It is emphatically in the cast,

and would lend itself to artistic experiment with

simple materials. If proof is needed that the whole
scene is a member of the company, it is only neces-

sary to recall the end of the act. The incident that
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sends down the curtain is, like all dramatic crises,

seen as well as felt by the audience, there being an
appeal to the eye simultaneously with the appeal to

the emotions. When the boom of the gun is heard,
the hero hesitates, visibly struggles with himself,

exclaims ''Bill Crichton's got to play the game,"
and then, while the audience breathlessly watches,
pulls the lever that lights the signal to the receding
ship. Thus the culmination grows directly out of

the material surroundings. The scenery is as truly

a member of the company as Crichton or Lady
Mary. It would please the futurists.

By way of contrast, conceive of an act (and mod-
ern plays furnish many examples) which would play

almost equally well against any background. Per-

haps the stage is set with an entrance hall which,

merely to make a brighter picture, has a door and
window opening into a garden. But neither hall

nor garden is necessary. If that scenery were left

behind or burned up, something else out of the store-

house—a living room or a library or a verandah

—

would do as well. The speeches have not grown out

of the surroundings, nor have the surroundings

reacted upon the mood and spirit of the characters.

The colloquy has been manufactured in some rarified

atmosphere, remote from the world.

Now when the imagination of the audience is not

in the least stimulated, it cannot be expected to fill

in outlines or to people shady corners with dim
figures. Nothing can be done with an act like this

but to stage it as literally as possible. Impressionism

is helpless with an act so detached from the plot,

mood and theme of the play. The scene is not a

member of the company.
Some one recently said that a stage director ought

to be able to think in scenery and electric lights.
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But for the finest effects, it is the dramatist who
must think in outline, color, light and shade all the

time that he is thinking in the speeches and actions

of his characters. Then his plays will be so har-

monious and organic, and will take such admirable

shape, that it will be easy to stage them by simple

means; and, per contra, hard for the most realistic

manager to distort or damage them. The spirit and
mood of each act can be quickly captured and easily

interpreted, and there will be no gaps to tempt the

intrusion of unrelated novelties. And it is to be

hoped that, when there are more plays like this, if

stage pictures are "held" anywhere, it will not be

at the end of the acts, where they destroy all con-

tinuity, but at the beginning, so that they can talk

a little in their own dumb language, before the

speeches begin.

At present, scenes that help to get the story told

seem rather casually introduced into plays. Act-

ing scenery is not one of the ideals of dramatic art.

But when the new stagecraft begins to prevail, its

influence will be corrective and sanative. With noth-

ing spectacular to help them out, plays will

strengthen in all that is truly dramatic, and will have
so much scenic art in their very structure that they

can be interpreted with an economy of ways and
means hitherto undreamed of.

And incidentally there ought to be one social and
progressive outcome; namely, cheaper seats in the

theaters.

The new stagecraft is at least deserving of our
interest and good wishes.

Elizabeth R. Hunt.



PLAY-MAKING.

^HE TITLE of this book* suggests a col-

laborative effort. *' Play-Making" sounds
like the simple wording one would expect
from Mr. Archer; **A Manual of Crafts-

manship" sounds like a bit of bravura on
the part of the publishers. Individual,

fresh, stimulating this book is, but a "manual" for

would-be playwrights it certainly is not. Indeed,

the very first words of the book are: ** There are
no rules for writing plays. '

' With insistent modesty
the author makes this idea basal in his treatment

of his subject. *'No teaching or study can enable

a man to choose or invent a good story, and much
less to do that which alone lends dignity to dra-

matic story-telling—to observe and portray human
character." Something, however, Mr. Archer be-

lieves may be taught, as to the **art of structure."

Nor does he write for all readers, not for those

who have **no bump of drama"; not for those with

such **an instinct for this art that a very little prac-

tice renders them masters of it." He writes for the

''many people with moderately developed and culti-

vable faculty." In a foot-note he adds: *'It may
be hoped, too, that even the accomplished dramatist

may take some interest in considering the reasons

for things which he does, or does not do, by instinct."

Mr. Archer divides his book of four hundred and

seven pages—to which is appended a helpful Biblio-

graphical Note listing easily accessible editions of

the plays cited in the text—into five
* 'Books"—

* Play-Making. A manual of craftsmanship.

Wm. Archer. Small, Maynard & Co. Boston, 1912.
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*' Prologue," **The Beginning," *'The Middle,"
"The End," **Epilogue." ''The Prologue" treats

**The Choice of a Theme," whether a playwright

starts, or may start, from an idea, a character, or a
situation; and attempts to distinguish broadly be-

tween "Dramatic and Undramatic." This same
chapter, in discussing "The Koutine of Composi-
tion," commends the scenario as a preliminary to

play-writing, while insisting that the dramatist must,

even when working with a scenario, keep himself

"plastic," so that his characters or imagination may
guide him into unplanned but desirable ways. In

"Dramatis Personae," the last chapter of "Book
I," the young playwright is wisely urged to keep

down his characters to the smallest number which
can properly carry out his purpose.

In "Book II," under "The Point of Attack" and
"Exposition, Its End and Means," Mr. Archer con-

siders where the drama, particularly in Shake-

speare and Ibsen, has chosen to begin its work. '
' The

First Act" treats the necessity for some division

into acts and for creating "tension," or suspense, if

the first act is to carry over to the next act any
interest it has aroused. In '

' Curiosity and Interest '
*

Mr. Archer distinguishes brilliantly between the sat-

isfaction that complicated plot causes and the more
lasting satisfaction gained from pleasure in how the

story is told or the play as a play is developed. In
"Foreshadowing, not Forestalling," is treated the

need of hinting or stating enough information to

I

arouse or to maintain "tension." Here the danger
in so closing an act that it seems complete and does

not pique our curiosity as to what may follow is

made clear.

"Book III" discusses "Tension and Suspense,"
really movement, of which Mr. Archer says : * *When
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once a play has begun to move, its movement ought
to proceed continuously and with gathering mo-
mentum, or if it stands still, the stoppage ought to

be deliberate and purposeful." ** Preparation: The
Finger Post" treats the skillful hinting a dramatist
must do if he is to keep his audience clear as to his

plot and eager for what is suggested as lying ahead.
''The Obligatory Scene," the third chapter of Book
III, discusses whether a dramatist must always pro-

vide the scene which the earlier parts of the play

have led the audience to expect before the final cur-

tain falls. Mr. Archer coins a word, Peripety [Greek,

peripeteia] for such a turning of the tables, such a
complete reversal in fortune, as marks Shylock in the

courtroom scene. To the place in drama of the

peripety he devotes a chapter. The last three divi-

sions of Book III are: "Probability, Chance and
Coincidence"; ''Logic," i. e., the logical working out

of the plot; and "Keeping a Secret." As Mr.

Archer points out, the strongest reason for not mak-
ing a play depend on some secret kept till almost its

close is that after the first night it is at best an

open secret.

"Book IV" treats "Climax and Anti-Climax";

"Conversion," that is, the complete change in char-

acter on which many a play has depended; "Blind

Alley Themes—and Others," certain themes which

Mr. Archer believes can never be presented with sat-

isfaction to an audience, and certain topics or con-

ditions he believes too shop-worn for further dra-

matic use; and, finally, "The Full Close," what the

last act usually is and what it ought to be.

In Book V Mr. Archer writes of "Character and

Psychology," making a deft and very helpful dis-

tinction between "character-drawing, the present-

ment of human nature in its commonly recognized,
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understood, and accepted aspects," and psychology,

the exploration of character, the bringing of the

hitherto unsurveyed tracts within the circle of our

knowledge a"nd apprehension. In this Book he dis-

cusses, last of all, "Dialogue and Details,*' the latter

treating blank verse, the soliloquy and asides.

I have run over the contents of the chapters thus

in order to outline Mr. Archer's general plan, in

order to do justice to some of his excellent defining,

and that his independence in nomenclature might
be evident. He uses, whether wisely or unwisely,

very few of the catch-words ordinarily found in books

on dramatic technique. He finds, as in "tension"
and "peripety," his own terms. This points to the

chief excellence of the book, its individuality. Mr.
Archer quotes others very little, except as plays

give him needed illustrations or some living drama-
tist writes him of agreement or disagreement with

some of the ideas stated. What Mr. Archer says is

the result of his own keen thinking for more than

a generation as one of the leading dramatic critics

of that period, and he says his say in his own words.

As was to be expected by anyone who knew this

theatrical criticism of Mr. Archer, keen illuminating

analysis leading to very helpful definition is fre-

quent. Mr. Archer is at his very best in the chap-

ters on "Curiosity and Interest" and "Character

and Psychology." Whoever now writes or speaks

on dramatic technique will inevitably make use of

this lucid exposition of the difference between the

attention of a first-night audience and that of suc-

ceeding audiences, and will inevitably use his mas-

terly distinction between character - drawing and
psychology.

Yet it is a great pity Mr. Archer did not subject

his book to more rigid revision before sending it
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forth. In the very brief '^ Preface" he states that
**more than half of the following chapters" were
written ''on shipboard and in places where I had
scarcely any books to refer to." Yet there was
''subsequent revision," which should have done away
with frequent vagueness, some blindly referential

illustrations, and at least one amusing bit of English.
For instance, on p. 20, Mr. Archer writes: "The
dramatist who knows any particular phase of life

so thoroughly as to be able to transfer its character-

istic incidents to the stage, may be advised to defy
both critical and managerial prejudice, and give his

tableau-play just so much of story as may naturally

and inevitably fall within its limits." But, who
ever met a young playwright who did not think

he had just that knowledge of some "phase of life!"

From such a statement the maturer dramatist who
has learned, through hard experience, a little self-

doubt must turn away in irritation. Whether any
story is necessary in a "picture-play," if so to what
extent, and even just what a "picture-play" is, have

either not been treated or have been passed over

with the utmost rapidity. This is all so hasty as to

be not merely inadequate, but really confusing. Ob-

viously, Mr. Archer feels distinctions here, which,

unmindful of the first precept for the dramatist,

he neglects; he does not "put his ideas across" to

his auditors. Such writing, and there are other

instances, creates not a new principle, a new idea,

but a new doubt.

Early in the book Mr. Archer has his slur at the

pedants who profess "to bring down a dramatic

decalogue from the Sinai of some lecture-room in

the University of Weisnichtwo." Yet, when writing

of unity he divides it into "Unity of concoction,

unity of concatenation and structural or organic
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unity," surely he has caught the trick of obscuring

ideas with words as cleverly as any of these scorned
Academics. When in discussing the obligatory scene

he writes: **The judicious playwright will often

ask himself, *Is it the actual substance of this scene

that I require, or only its repercussion?,' " that

repercussion makes one fairly sure his self-critical

dramatist is a ''high-brow'* writing ''literary

drama." In writing of an art which bends all its

energies to simplifying for public presentation the

complex in life, why not be simple, Mr. Archer?
So, too, when "The Marrying of Ann Leete" of

Granville Barker is used in illustrating plausibility

in dramatic conduct, a knowledge of the play is im-

plied so intimate that the force of the illustration

will be seen without explanation. This passage

[p. 281] should be developed or cut out.

One wonders whether something has dropped out

in the following, p. 379, in regard to W. V. Moody's
"The Faith Healer"; "If the last act of 'The Faith

Healer' were as good as the rest of it, one might
safely call it the finest play ever written, at any rate,

in the English language, beyond the Atlantic." Of
course the italics are mine. They suggest a view of

American life such as had a waiter I once met in the

tiny inn of the courtyard of the lonely Spanish Mon-
astery at Montserrat. He spoke particularly bad
French. As he waited on me, I said : "Do you mean
to stay always at Montserrat ? " "No, Monsieur [it

was the year of the Chicago World's Fair], I go in

a month to be a waiter at the Chicago Exposition."

"Yes, but you do not speak any English." "No,'*

he replied with the most delicate intonation of re-

proof, '
' but I speak French, as Monsieur knows, per-

fectly. " " Ah, yes, but what good will that do you ?
*

'

"What, and does JVIonsieur not know that everybody
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for hundreds of miles about Chicago speaks French
perfectly?"

There is, too, in the book a curious underlying
omission. Never once in these many pages does
Mr. Archer make clear that any produced play is

the cooperative work of author and actors. The
last are treated, as young dramatists are far too

fond of treating them, as absolutely negligible. Yet
surely, if nowhere else, he should have been told

that in writing dialogue the dramatist cannot, if he
will, neglect the actor, for good stage dialogue is

more compact than that of the novel just because it

will be rounded out into its full meaning by the

intonation, facial expression and general action of

the cast. A book on play-making that treats the

actor as negligible in the producing of a play is

strange indeed. Moreover, the very desire of Mr.

Archer not to be positive and to lay down rules

makes him at moments confusing. He almost writes

distinctive criticism, only to qualify it in text or

foot-note. [See especially his comments on Ibsen's

plays and p. 210.] But when some play almost is

something bad or good, but as a foot-note says isn't

after all, the reader longing for positive aid is baf-

fled and confused. The situation is somewhat similar

with constructive hints or principles for play-writ-

ing. Mr. Archer is, however, more willing to say

Don't than Do. For instance, he writes [p. 7] : "It

might in many cases be wiser to warn the aspirant

to keep himself unspotted from the play-house. To
send him there is to imperil, on the one hand, his

originality of vision ; on the other, his individuality

of method. He may fall under the influence of some

great master, and see life only through his eyes;

or he may become so habituated to the current tricks

of the theatrical trade as to lose all sense of their
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conventionality and falsity, and find himself, in the

end, better fitted to write what I have called a quack
hand-book than a living play. '

' Then realizing that

this is a little like the famous advice of the indulgent

mother of the nursery rhyme, whose daughter asked,

** Mother, may I go in to swim?" Mr. Archer
adds :

' * It would be ridiculous, of course, to urge an
aspirant positively to avoid the theatre ; but the com-
mon advice to steep himself in it is beset with dan-

gers.'* Of course, there is always danger that a
young playwright frequenting the theatre may mis-

take theatrical device and trickery for fundamental
laws of the drama, but if he cannot live through this

to clearer vision, he is little worth saving. Moreover,
what writer has not had his time of discipleship

under some "master"? Finally, how is the ** aspir-

ant" to know where to draw the line between not

going to the theatre at all and ''steeping himself" in

the stage ? It is wobbly advice like this which, though
sometimes grounded in sound sense, tries to cover

too much space in too few words, that again and
again irritates.

When, too, Mr. Archer tells the playwright what
may be summed up as :

*
' If you have a scene to pre-

sent, don't think at all of the stage, but just see the

scene you want'* [see p. 72], we have another of

these hastily incomplete bits of advice. Of course

we are not to make life fit the stage, but the stage

represent life. Of course, too, first of all the dram-
atist must see his scene just as he has really seen it

somewhere, but if he never thinks of it in relation,

as a second process, to the stage, the producer may
do some thinking and even talking that will not tickle

the vanity of the playwright. Young authors are, for

instance, particularly fond of sets with a wall down
centre stage, quite forgetting that this wall shuts
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off nearly half the audience from what takes place
on one side of it.

With all its decided merit, then, this book is at

times baffling and confusing, because too rapidly
phrased, or phrased with too little clear recognition

of the needs and states of mind of those who will

turn to it most eagerly—the young playwrights.

What the book does best is to fulfil the hope
already quoted from the foot-note of p. 7. It gives,

often in definitive fashion, *'The reasons for things

which the accomplished dramatist does, or does not

do, by instinct.'* Those who already know some-
thing of the art of play-making will welcome the book
for its admirable analyses, which will settle for them,

not how to meet certain dramatic problems nor even
how to approach them—the work of a manual—but

the exact nature and causes of these difficulties.

Called "Play-Making: Some Analyses, Definitions

and Suggestions," it would offer only what it pro-

vides admirably. It is not a manual. It is not a book

for beginners. It is a book bound to be helpful to

those who can think their way from its analyses and

wise comments to underlying principles. In any

case, individual, fresh, contributive, as it is, it is most

heartily welcome, George P. Baker.
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